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FOREWORD

This Technical Development Document was produced jointly by the Naval Sea Systems
Command ofthe United States Navy and the Office ofWater ofthe United States Environmental
Protection Agency. The purpose of this document is to provide, in part, the technical background
that was used to develop the Phase I regulation that is issued under authority of the Unifonn
National Discharge Standards provisions ofthe Clean Water Act, 33 U.S.C., 1322(n).
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This Technical Development Document provides the technical background for the Phase I
regulation that is issued under authority ofthe Uniform National Discharge Standards (UNDS)
provisions ofthe Clean Water Act (CWA). The purpose ofPhase I ofUNDS is to determine
those discharges that are incidental to the normal operation ofArmed Forces vessels for which it
is reasonable and practicable to require the use ofa marine pollution control device (MPCD) on
at least one vessel class, type, age, or size. An extensive data collection effort was conducted to
identify vessels of the Armed Forces producing discharges incidental to normal operations and to
characterize those discharges. Initial requests for information were made to each branch ofthe
Armed Forces to obtain discharge information and to help compile a list ofvessels that could be
subject to UNDS requirements. EPA and DoD identified a list of39 types ofdischarges
incidental to the normal operations ofvessels of the Armed Forces and evaluated them during
Phase I ofUNDS. Consultations with personnel having equipment expertise were held on each
discharge to identify available data and data gaps. Sampling data were collected from various
vessels, where needed, to supplement existing data Concurrently, existing laws and regulations
were reviewed, including applicable international, Federal, State, and local standards. In
addition, consultation meetings were held with interested Federal agencies, States, and
environmental organizations.

The information collected from surveys, consultations, and discharge sampling and
analysis was used collectively to evaluate the 39 types ofdischarges. Phase I decisions were
made on these discharges according to the seven factors required to be considered by §
312(n)(2)(B) of the CWA:

• the nature ofthe discharge;
• the environmental effects of the discharge;
• the practicability ofusing a MPCD;
• the effect that installing or using the MPCD has on the operation or the operational

capability of the vessel;
• applicable United States law;
• applicable international standards; and
• the economic costs of installing and using the MPCD.

The Administrator ofthe Environmental Protection Agency ("Administrator") and the
Secretary ofDefense ("Secretary") have determined that it is reasonable and practicable to
require MPCDs on at least one vessel class, type, age, or size for 25 of the 39 discharges to
mitigate adverse impacts or the potential for adverse impacts on the marine environment. These
discharges are listed in Table ES-l along with a brief description ofeach. For these 25
discharges, assessments ofthe practicability, operational impact, cost, and environmental
effectiveness ofpotentially available MPCDs were conducted. The Administrator and the
Secretary also have determined that it is not reasonable and practicable to require MPCDs for the
remaining 14'discharges because these discharges exhibit a low potential to cause adverse
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Table ES-l. Discharges Determined To Require MPCDs

impacts to the marine environment. These discharges are listed and briefly described in Table
ES-2.

ES-2

Wash water discharge from cleaning internal and external propulsion and auxiliary gas
turbine components.

Discharge from the water brake and from retracting catapults on aircraft carriers during
aircraft launching operations and testing. Lubricating oil that is applied to the catapult
cylinder collects in the water brake tank during" these operations and is eventually
discharged overboard. Also, expended steam and residual oil are released overboard
when the catapult is retracted between launchings and testings.

Seawater distributed for fire fighting and other services aboard ships. Discharges of
firemain water from normal operations occur during firemain testing, maintenarice and
training activities, anchor chain washdown, and cooling ofauxiliary machinery.

Seawater and debris that collects in the anchor chain storage locker as a result of
anchor chain washdowns, retrievals, and heavy weather. The liquid collects in a sump
and is removed by a drainage eductor powered by the shipboard firemain.
Either seawater or freshwater that is transferred into and out ofdedicated tanks to
adjust a surface ship's draft and to improve stability under various operating
conditions. On submarines, seawater taken aboard into the main ballast system to
control buoyancy and into the variable ballast system to control trim, list, and to adjust
buoyancy. The discharge is generated when the ballast is no longer required and the
tanks are partially or completely emptied.

Hydraulic oil that is released from controllable pitch propeller (CPP) systems under
three conditions: leakage through CPP seals, releases during underwater CPP repair
and maintenance, or releases from equipment used for CPP blade replacement.

Seawater that is occasionally pumped into empty fuel tanks for the specific purpose of
improving ship stability. Before taking on seawater, fuel in the tank to be ballasted is
transferred to another fuel tank or holding tank. Dirty ballast is comprised ofresidual
fuel mixed with seawater. The discharge is generated when the ballast is no longer
required and the tanks are partially or completely emptied.

Seawater that is introduced into fuel tanks to maintain the stability of a vessel by
compensating for the weight of the expended fuel that is consumed. During refueling,
this seawater is displaced overboard.

Liquid from deck runoffand elevator equipment maintenance activities that collects in
the bottom ofelevator shafts. The liquid waste is either directed overboard, collected
for shore-side disposal, or processed along with bilgewater.

The priimry fire-fighting agent llSed for flammable liquid fires on vessels ofthe Armed
Forces. It is a concentrated liquid that is mixed with seawater to form a 3% to 6%
solution which is discharged during planned maintenance, testing, system inspections,
and flight deck certifications.

Water runoff from precipitation, freshwater washdowns, and seawater that falls on the
exposed decks ofa vessel such as a weather deck or flight deck. This water washes off
residues from the deck and topside equipment, can be contaminated with materials
from other deck activities, and is discharged overboard to receiving waters.

Seawater concentrate or "brine" that is left over by water purification systems that
generate freshwater from seawater for a variety ofshipboard applications including
potable water for drinking. This "brine" is discharged overboard.

Gas Turbine Water Wash

Firemain Systems

Distillation and Reverse Osmosis
Brine

Elevator Pit Eflluent

Disch~e

Deck Runoff

Controllable Pitch Propeller
Hydraulic Fluid

Compensated Fuel Ballast

Dirty Ballast

Clean Ballast

Catapult Water Brake Tank and
Post-Launch Retraction Exhaust

Chain Locker Eflluent

Aqueous Film-Forming Foam



Table ES-l. Discharges Determined To Require MPCDs (contd.)

Hull Coating Leachate

Motor Gasoline Compensating
Discharge

Non-Oily Machinery Wastewater

Photographic Laboratory Drains

Seawater Cooling Overboard
Dischar e
Seawater Piping Biofouling
Prevention

Small Boat Engine Wet Exhaust

Sonar Dome Discharge

Submarine Bilgewater

Surface Vessel Bilgewater/Oil
Water Separator Discharge

Underwater Ship Husbandry

Welldeck Discharges

Wastewaterfrom showers, galleys, laundries, deck drains,-lavatories,-illterlordeClc ---
drains, water fountains, miscellaneous sho sinks, and similar sources.
Antifouling agents that leach into surrounding waters from hull coatings designed to

revent corrosion and to inhibit biolo 'cal owth on the hull surface.
Seawater used to compensate for expended motor gasoline (MOGAS) used to operate
equipment stored on some Navy vessels. MOGAS is stored in a compensating tank
system to which seawater is added to fuel tanks as fuel is consumed. The discharge
occurs as a result ofrefuelin when the dis laced water is dischar ed overboard.
Generated from the operation ofdistilling plants, water chillers, low- and high-pressure
air compressors, and propulsion engine jacket coolers. The discharge is captured in a
dedicated system ofdrip pans, funnels, and deck drains to segregate the water from
bilgewater, and is either drained directly overboard or into dedicated collection tanks
before bein dischar ed overboard.
Shipboard photographic lab wastes from processing color and black-and-white film.
Typical wastes include spent film processing chemical developers, fixer-bath solutions,
and film rinse water.
Seawater used to cool heat exchangers, propulsion plants, and mechanical auxiliary
s stems.
Anti-fouling compounds such as sodium hypochlorite introduced in seawater cooling
systems to inhibit the growth of fouling organisms on interior piping and component
surfaces.
Seawater injected into the exhaust of small boat engines for cooling and to quiet
operation. Exhaust gas constituents are entrained in the injected seawater and
dischar ed overboard as wet exhaust.
Some domes that house detection, navigation, and ranging equipment are filled with
freshwater and/or seawater to maintain their shape and pressure. The discharge occurs
when water from inside the dome is pumped overboard before perfonning maintenance
or r air on the dome and when materials leach from the dome exterior.
Sources ofbilgewater include seawater accumulation, normal leakage from machinery,
and fresh water washdowns that collect in the bilge. On some submarines, oily
wastewater is separated from non-oily wastewater. The oily wastewater is held for
shore-side dis osal and the non-oil wastewater is dischar ed overboard.
Sources include condensate from stearn systems, boiler blowdoWDS, water fountains,
and machinery space sinks that drain to the bilge. Bilgewater is either held for shore
side dis osal or treated in an <;>il-water se arator before bein dischar ed overboard.
Discharge from the grooming, maintenance, and repair ofhulls and hull appendages
performed while a vessel is waterborne. Underwater ship husbandry includes hull
cleaning, fiberglass repair, welding, sonar dome repair, non-destructive testing, masker
belt re airs, and aintin 0 erations.
Water and residuals from precipitation, equipment and vehicle washdowns, washing
gas turbine engines, graywater from stored landing craft, and general washdoWDS of
welldecks and vehicle stora e areas.
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Table ES-2. Discharges Determined To Not Require MPCDs

DischlU"2e
Boiler Blowdown

Catapult Wet Accumulator
Discharge

Cathodic Protection

Freshwater Lay-Up

Mine Countermeasures Equipment
Lubrication
Portable Damage Control Drain
:Pump Discharge
Portable Damage Control Drain
Pump Wet Exhaust

Refrigeration lAir Conditioning
Condensate

Rudder Bearing Lubrication

Steam Condensate

Stem Tube Seals and Underwater
Bearing Lubrication
Submarine Acoustic
Countermeasures Launcher
Dischame
Submarine Emergency Diesel
Engine Wet Exhaust

Submarine Outboard Equipment
Grease and External Hydraulics

""C"'l;ijh;,' ;( . H' "';t·>,
.• ,. ....> ." '>Deseri~ti~~'; .j.';,.; ".'

Water removed from the boiler system to prevent paIticUlates,'sludge,' and treatment
chemical concentrations from accumulating.
Steam and water discharged from the wet accumulator tank: to keep the water level in
the accumulator within operating limits. The catapult wet accumulator provides steam
to operate the catapult during aircraft launching.
Zinc, aluminum, and chlorine-produced oxidants released during the consumption of
sacrificial anodes and the operation of impressed current cathodic protection systems.
The purpose ofcathodic protection is to prevent hull corrosion.
Freshwater used to fill condensers when submarine seawater cooling systems are
placed in stand-by mode, or "lay-up." While the condenser is in lay-up mode, the
water is discharged and refilled approximately every 30 dayS.
Lubricating grease and oil released from mine countermeasures equipment that is
towed behind vessels to locate and destroy mines.
Seawater and harbor water that is discharged by the portable damage control drain
pumps during pump maintenance, testing, and training.
Water used to quiet and cool the exhaust from gasoline- and kerosene-fueled portable
damage control drain pumps. Portable damage control drain pump wet exhaust
discharge occurs during training and monthly planned maintenance activities.
Condensate from air conditioning, refrigerated spaces, and stand-alone refrigeration
units. The condensate is collected in drains and is either discharged directly overboard
or held in dedicated tanks before discharge.
Grease and oil used to lubricate rudder bearings. The grease and oil can be released
while the vessel is moving, when the rudder is used, or when pierside because the oil
lubricant is sliclItlv pressurized.
Condensate from steam used to operate auxiliary systems, such as laundry facilities,
heating systems, and other shipboard systems, that drains into collection tanks and is
discharged overboard.
Lubricants used in propeller support struts and bearings that can be released to the
environment.
Water contained in the acoustic countermeasures Mk: 2 launch tube after the
countermeasures device is expelled.

Water used to quiet and cool the exhaust ofsubmarine emergency diesel engines.
These emergency diesel engines are operated for equipment checks that occur before
submarine deployment, during monthly testing, and during periodic trend analyses.
Grease applied to a submarine's outboard equipment. The grease is released to the
environment by erosion from mechanical action of seawater while the submarine is
underway and by slow dissolution ofthe grease into the seawater.
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1. BACKGROUND OF THE UNIFORM NATIONAL DISCHARGE STANDARDS

This chapter provides background on and summarizes the requirements of the Uniform
National Discharge Standards (UNDS) legislation. Section 1.1 describes the evolution of the
UNDS legislation; section 1.2 cites the legal authority for the UNDS regulations and gives an
overview ofthe scope ofUNDS, including key definitions; section 1.3 describes the multi-phase
UNDS development process; and section 1.4 lists the references cited in chapter 1.

1.1 Background

Armed Forces vessels produce liquid discharges that vary greatly in composition, amount,
and potential for causing adverse environmental effects. Many are common to nearly all vessels
while others are unique to specific vessel types. The composition and volume of a specific
discharge may also vary with vessel type and age, installed hardware, operating mode, external
environmental conditions, and other factors. Many discharges are discrete waste streams such as
graywater (which includes effluent from sources such as sinks, showers, and galleys) and
seawater cooling overboard discharge, while others, such as leachate from hull protective
coatings, lubricants from various external bearings andjoints, and contaminants from other
external surfaces are released by direct contact with the marine environment or runoff from
precipitation.

In support ofnational defense and other missions assigned by the President, Armed
Forces vessels are requiredto operate in and visit coastal waters and ports throughout the United
States. The potential for different ship discharge requirements between local and State
jurisdictions makes it difficult for Armed Forces vessels to simultaneously ensure environmental
regulatory compliance and operational readiness. Clear, achievable, and uniform discharge
standards would enable the Armed Forces to design, build, and train their crews to operate
environmentally sound vessels and simultaneously maintain their ability to meet national defense
and other mission requirements. In addition, uniform national standards would result in
enhanced environmental protection because standards would be established for certain discharges
that presently are not comprehensively regulated. Establishing national standards for discharges
from the vessels of the Armed Forces is the purpose of the UNDS program.

In 1990, the Navy began preliminary discussions with various Federal agencies concerning the
need for uniform national standards to maintain operational flexibility while promoting
environmentally responsible ships. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the Coast
Guard, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, and other agencies were
contacted. The Navy also actively solicited input from the States, recognizing that coastal States,
in particular, have a great interest in the quality ofthe water in and around their ports. State
briefmgs and discussions held before UNDS legislation was passed began in October 1993 and
continued through the winter of 1995.1 During the same period, the Navy hosted several
information sessions on UNDS with Federal and State environmental officials, environmental
interest groups, and congressional staff. As a result, legislation was drafted and sent to Congress.
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Ultimately, Congress enacted UNDS legislation as part of the 1996 Defense Authorization Bill
and the President signed the bill into law as part of the National Defense Authorization Act of
1996.

The National Defense Authorization Act established that the purposes ofUNDS are to:

• enhance the operational flexibility ofvessels ofthe Anned Forces domestically and
internationally;

• stimulate the development of innovative vessel pollution control technology; and
• advance the development by the United States Navy of environmentally sound ships.

1.2 Legal Authority and Statutory Requirements for the UNDS Regulations

Section 325 of the National Defense Authorization Act of 1996, entitled "Discharges
from Vessels of the Anned Forces" (pub. L. 104-106, 110 Stat. 254), amended § 312 and
§ 502(6) of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (also known as the Clean Water Act or the
CWA) to require the Administrator of the EPA ("Administrator") and the Secretary ofDefense
("Secretary'') to develop unifonn national standards to control certain discharges from vessels of
the Anned Forces.

1.2.1 Discharges

The UNDS legislation specifies that standards would apply to discharges (other than
sewage) incidental to the nonnal operation ofvessels of the Armed Forces unless the Secretary
finds that complying with UNDS would not be in the national security interests ofthe United
States (CWA § 312(n)(I)). The standards would apply anytime the vessel is waterborne in inland
U.S. waters or within 12 nautical miles (n.m.) from the United States or its territories, regardless
ofwhether the vessel is underway or pierside (see section 1.2.3). Discharges subject to UNDS
include discharges from the operation, maintenance, repair, or testing ofvessel propulsion
systems, maneuvering systems, habitability systems, or installed major systems such as elevators
or catapults, and discharges from protective, preservative, or adsorptive hull coatings. UNDS
does not apply to discharges overboard ofrubbish, trash, garbage, or other such materials; air
emissions resulting from a vessel propulsion system, motor driven equipment or incinerator; or
discharges that require permitting under the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) program, Title 40 Part 122 of the Code ofFederal Regulations (CFR) (see CWA §
312(a)(12)). UNDS does not apply to discharges containing source, special nuclear, or byproduct
materials. These materials are regulated under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (42
United States Code (USC) 2011). See Train v. CIPR, Inc., 426 U.S. 1 (1976).

1.2.2 Vessels

Armed Forces vessels subject to the UNDS regulations include most watercraft or other
artificial contrivances used, or capable ofbeing used, as a means ofwater transportation by the
Anned Forces. Examples of such vessels are ships, submarines, barges, tugs, floating drydocks,
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and landing craft, as well as boats ofall sizes. Anned Forces vessels are any vessel owned or
operated by the Department ofDefense other than time- or voyage-chartered vessels. This
includes vessels ofthe Navy, Anny, Marine Corps, Air Force, and Military Sealift Command
(MSC).. In addition, a vessel of the Anned Forces is defined as any vessel owned or operated by
the Department ofTransportation (DOT) that is designated by the Secretary of the Department in
which the Coast Guard is operating as a vessel equivalent to a vessel of the DoD. The Secretary
of the DOT has determined that Coast Guard vessels are equivalent to DoD vessels and are
therefore included as vessels of the Anned Forces for the purposes ofUNDS.

A vessel becomes a vessel of the Anned Forces when the government assumes overall
operational control of the vessel. Vessel discharges that occur before the government assumes
control of the vessel (e.g., vessels under construction) and those that occur during maintenance
and repair while the vessel is in drydock are addressed by the NPDES permits issued to the shore
facility or the drydock. Discharges related to a floating drydock's function as a vessel are
covered by UNDS and do not require authorization by NPDES permits.

While the majority ofAnned Forces vessels are subject to UNDS, there are several
classes ofvessels that are not subject to UNDS. The Anned Forces vessels that are subject to

.UNDS and those vessels not subject to UNDS are discussed in detail in chapter 2.

1.2.3 Waters

UNDS is applicable to discharges from Anned Forces vessels when they operate in the
navigable waters of the United States and the contiguous zone. As defined in § 502 of the CWA,
the term "navigable waters" means all inland waters of the United States, including the Great
Lakes, and all waters seaward from the coastline to a distance of three n.m. from the shore of the
States, District ofColumbia, Commonwealth ofPuerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, Guam,
American Samoa, the Canal Zone, and the Trust Territories of the Pacific Islands. The
contiguous zone extends from three n.m. to 12 n.m. from the coastline. Therefore, UNDS
applies to Anned Forces vessel discharges into inland waters and into waters from the shoreline
out to 12 n.m. ofshore. UNDS is not enforceable beyond the contiguous zone.

1.3 UNDS Development Requirements

Section 312(n) ofthe CWA requires that UNDS be developed in three phases:

Phase I. The first phase ofUNDS requires the Administrator and the Secretary to
determine for which Anned Forces vessel discharges it is. reasonable and practicable to require
control with a marine pollution control device (MPCD) on at least one vessel class, type, age, or
size to mitigate potential adverse impacts on the marine environment (CWA § 312(n)(2». The
UNDS legislation states that a MPCD may be a piece ofequipment or a management practice
designed to control aparticular discharge (CWA § 312(a)(13». The Administrator and the
Secretary are required to consider the following seven factors when determining ifa discharge
requires a MPCD:
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• the nature of the discharge;
• the environmental effects of the discharge;
• the practicability of using the MPCD;
• the effect that installing or using the MPCD has on the operation or the operational

capability of the vessel;
• applicable United States laws;
• applicable international standards; and
• the economic costs ofmstalling and using the MPCD.

The Administrator and the Secretary are required to consult with the Secretary of the
department in which the Coast Guard is operating (i.e., DOT), the Secretary ofCommerce, and
interested States during Phase I rule development. The statute provides that after promulgation
of the Phase I rule, neither States nor political subdivisions of States may adopt or enforce any
State or local statutes or regulations with respect to discharges identified as not requiring control
with a MPCD, except to establish no-discharge zones (CWA § 312(n)(6». A no-discharge zone
is an area ofwater determined by a State or the Administrator to need greater environmental
protection than that provided by UNDS. It can encompass one or more discharges that will be
prohibited from being released, either treated or untreated, into the waters ofthe no-discharge
zone. In addition, States and their political subdivisions will be similarly prohibited from
adopting or enforcing any statutes or regulations affecting discharges that require control with
:MPCDs once "Phase III" regulations (see below) that govern the design, construction,
installation, and use of the MPCDs for those discharges are promulgated.

When there is new, significant information not considered during the Phase I rulemaking
that could result in a change to the Phase I discharge determination, § 312(n)(5)(D) ofthe CWA
authorizes the Governor ofany State to submit a petition to the Administrator and the Secretary
requesting them to re-evaluate whether a discharge requires control. In addition, § 312(n)(5) of
the CWA requires the Administrator and the Secretary to review the Phase I determinations every
five years and, ifnecessary, revise the determinations based on significant new information.

Phase IT. The second phase ofUNDS requires the Secretary and the Administrator to
promulgate Federal performance standards for each MPCD determined to be required in Phase I
(CWA § 312(n)(3». Phase II requires that the Secretary ofthe department in which the Coast
Guard is operating, the Secretary of State, the Secretary ofCommerce, other interested Federal
agencies, and interested States be consulted. When developing performance standards for the
:MPCDs during Phase II, the Secretary and Administrator must consider the same seven factors
that were considered during Phase I (see above), and may establish standards that:

• distinguish between vessel class, type and size;
• distinguish between new and existing vessels; and
• provide a waiver from UNDS requirements as necessary or appropriate for particular

classes, types, sizes, or ages ofvessels.
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The performance standards developed during Phase II are to be issued two years after the
Phase I regulation is issued, and reviewed every five years in accordance with § 312(n)(5) of the
CWA.

Phase III. The third phase ofUNDS requires the Secretary, after consulting with the
Administrator and the Secretary of the department in which the Coast Guard is operating, to
establish requirements for designing, constructing, installing, and using the MPCDs identified in
Phase IT (CWA § 312(n)(4». These requirements will be codified under the authority ofthe
Secretary. Phase ill is to be completed within one year after Phase II is promulgated. Following
completion ofPhase ill, neither States nor political subdivisions of States may adopt or enforce
any State or local statutes or regulations with respect to discharges identified as requiring control
with a MPCD, except to establish no-discharge zones (CWA §312(n)(6».

1.4 References

1. Quinn, John P., Captain U.S. Navy. "Uniform National Discharge Standards for Armed
Forces Vessels: Enhancing Operational Flexibility and Environmental Protection." Presented
at the 22nd Environmental Symposium and Exhibition ofthe American Defense Preparedness
Association. Orlando, Florida. 21 March 1996.
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The five largest Navy ports are Norfolk, VA; San Diego, CA; Pearl Harbor, ill; Puget
Sound (Bremerton), WA; and Mayport, FL. Numerous other naval ports are located around the
country. The largest Coast Guard base is located in Portsmouth, VA; with other major bases in
California, Florida, Hawaii, Massachusetts, South Carolina, Texas, and Washington. Fort Eustis,

2. VESSELS OF THE ARMED FORCES

Categories ofvessels that are not covered by UNDS include: commercial vessels;
privately owned vessels; vessels owned or operated by State, local, or tribal governments; vessels
under the jurisdiction ofthe Anny Corps ofEngineers; vessels, other than those of the Coast
Guard, under the jurisdiction ofthe Department ofTransportation; vessels owned or operated by
other Federal agencies that are not part ofthe Anned Forces (i.e., Maritime Administration
(MARAD) vessels); vessels preserved as memorials and museums; time- and voyage-chartered
vessels; vessels under construction; vessels in drydock; and amphibious vehicles. Several
categories ofthese vessels are described in section 2.2.7.

Table 2-1. Armed Forces Vessels Subject to UNDS Regulations

T4e UNDS legislation defines vessels of the Anned Forces as any vessel owned or
operated by the DoD, other than a time or voyage chartered vessel, or any vessel owned or
operated by the Department ofTransportation (DOT) that is designated by the Secretary of the
department in which the Coast Guard is operating as being equivalent to a vessel of the Anned
Forces (CWA § 3l2(a)(14». The branches of the Anned Forces that own or operate vessels that
are subject to UNDS are listed in Table 2-1 along with the number ofvessels as ofAugust 1997.

2.1 Introduction

This chapter describes Anned Forces vessels, to which UNDS is applicable, and clarifies
which vessels do not qualify as such. Section 2.1 gives a briefoverview ofthe vessels subject to
UNDS; section 2.2 provides a more detailed description of the different vessel types and lists the
vessel classes covered by UNDS in each branch of the Anned Forces and those not covered by
UNDS; section 2.3 discusses where these vessels operate; and references are listed in section 2.4.



v~ is the primary site for the Army vessels, but the Army also ports vessels in California,
Florida, Hawaii, Maryland, North Carolina, and Washington. Military Sealift Command vessels
make use ofNavy ports, as available, and commercial ports at all other times. Neither the
Marine Corps nor the Air Force has a major port. Marine Corps craft are typically stowed aboard
larger Navy vessels and maintained and stationed ashore. Air Force vessels are located in
Florida, North Carolina, Virginia, New Mexico, and Nevada. Operating locations for Armed
Forces vessels are discussed in more detail in Section 2.3.

2.2 Description of Vessel Classes and Types

The number of specific vessel types within each branch of the Armed Forces constantly
changes due to vessel commissionings, decommissionings, and transfers within branches of the
Armed Forces. In order to maintain consistency, the Armed Forces vessel population as of
August 1997 was used in analyses supporting this rule.

2.2.1 Vessels of the U.S. Navyl-4

2.2.1.1 Navy Mission

The role ofthe U.S. Navy is to maintain an effective naval fighting force to defend the
U.S. during war, and to use this force to prevent conflicts and control crises around the world.
The Navy is responsible for organizing, training, and equipping its forces to conduct prompt and
sustained combat operations at sea. For combat, as well as humanitarian missions, the Fleet must
be capable ofquick deployment, while being optimized for carrying personnel, weapons, and
supplies whenever and wherever needed.

2.2.1.2 Navy Vessel Description

There are approximately 4,800 Navy vessels (active and inactive), the majority ofwhich
are small boats and service craft. Navy vessels can be categorized into eight groups according to
mission: aircraft carriers, surface combatants, amphibious ships, submarines, auxiliaries, mine
warfare ships, small boats and service craft, and inactive assets. Differences in vessel size,
mission, and mode ofoperation are explained below. Table 2-2 summarizes Navy vessel
characteristics including length, displacement, and mission for each vessel classification. A
summary ofvessel-related abbreviations may be found in the Glossary and Abbreviations
section.

Aircraft Carriers. Aircraft carriers are the largest vessels in Navy service, averaging
approximately 1,I00 feet long. They provide combat air support to the fleet. To accomplish this,
aircraft carriers have landing and launch platforms for fixed-wing aircraft and helicopters.
Carriers are classified as having either conventional propulsion (CV) or non-conventional
propulsion (CVN). The USS Nimitz (CVN 68) Class, is the largest class ofcarriers, composed
ofships that are intended to provide fleet support well into the next century. Aircraft carriers are
ocean-going vessels that typically operate within 12 n.m. only during transit in and out ofport.
However, testing and maintenance activities may be conducted in port and during transits.
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Surface Combatants. Surface combatants provide air defense, ballistic missile defense,
antisubmarine warfare support, antisurface warfare support, merchant and carrier group
protection, independent patrol operations, and tactical support ofland-based forces. They
include cruisers (CG and CGN), destroyers (DO and DOG), frigates (FFG), and coastal patrol
craft (PC). The Navy's surface combatants range from 171 feet long (for PCs) to 596 feet long
(for CGNs), and may have either conventional or non-conventional propulsion. Surface
combatants are ocean-going vessels that, for the most part, operate inside 12 n.m. only during
transit in and out ofport and for short periods of time to meet mission requirements, such as
training. Testing and other systems maintenance activities may be done in port and during
transits.

Amphibious Ships. Amphibious ships provide a platform for vertical landing and take
offof aircraft, primarily helicopters, and conduct launch and recovery operations of smaller
landing craft. They include command ships (LCC and AGF), assault ships (LHD, LHA, and
LPH), transport docks (LPD), and dock landing ships (LSD). Amphibious ships range from .522
to 844 feet long and use landing craft and helicopters to move Marine Corps equipment and
vehicles ashore. Amphibious ships are ocean-going vessels that operate inside 12 n.m. not only
during transit in and out ofport, but also to train for and perform their designed mission as an
interface between water- and land-based operations. Testing and maintenance activities may be
performed in port and during transits.

Submarines. Submarines provide strategic missile, battlefield support, stealth strike,
special forces, littoral warfare, and other miscellaneous capabilities. They are categorized as
attack (SSN), ballistic missile (SSBN), and research and survey (AGSS) types. Navy submarines
range from 165 feet long for the research submarine to 560 feet long for ballistic missile
submarines. Nearly all submarines in active service have non-conventional propulsion, with the
exception of search and rescue types. Submarines are ocean-going vessels that operate mside 12
n.m. for transit in and out ofport and to meet mission requirements, such as training. Testing
and maintenance activities may be performed in port and during transits.

Auxiliaries. Auxiliary ships provide logistical support, such as underway replenishment
ofordnance, fuel, and consumable products (AO and AOE); and rescue and salvage operations
(ARS). Submarine tenders (AS) provide maintenance facilities, weapon stores, hospital
facilities, and additional berthing space for submarines. Auxiliary vessels range in length from
255 feet to 795 feet. Auxiliaries are ocean-going vessels that typically operate inside 12 n.m. for
transit in and out ofport or to meet mission requirements. Testing and maintenance activities
may be. performed in port and during transits.

Mine Warfare Ships. Mine warfare ships (mine countermeasures ships (MCM) and
minehunter, coastal (MHC» conduct minesweeping missions to find, classify, and destroy
moored and bottom mines. These vessels range in length from 188 to 224 feet long. Mine
warfare vessels primarily operate in coastal waters.
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Inactive Assets. The Navy owns and maintains additional surface ships in various states
ofreadiness. These inactive assets are comprised ofnumerous vessel types with varying
missions and capabilities. The Navy also owns and maintains inactive submarines. The
significant majority ofthese inactive assets are scheduled for scrapping or other permanent
disposal. Some surface ships might be transferred to MARAD to be made part ofthe National
Defense Reserve Fleet, or might be destined for sale to foreign nations. However, due to the
Navy's retained ownership of these assets, pending final disposal, these vessels are covered
under UNDS. These inactive vessels are prepared for long-term storage with their systems and
equipment secured or removed and are not operated. They are moored in designated port
locations and typically not moved until final disposal.

Small Boats and Service Craft. Due to their large numbers and diverse duties, small
boats and service craft have been summarized collectively in Table 2-2. The Navy owns and
operates approximately 4,200 small boats and service craft. Small boats are used as harbor patrol
boats, transport boats, work boats (WB), and utility boats (DB). Many ofthe service craft are
non-self-propelled "lighters," or barges (YC, YFN, YON, and YRBM), used for berthing, office,
messing, or repair functions or to carry fuel or equipment. Other small boats and service craft
include: tugboats ofvarious sizes (YTB, YTM, and YTL), training patrol craft (YP), landing
craft (LCU, LCM, CM, and PL), torpedo retrievers (TWR, TRB, and TR), floating drydocks
(AFDB, AFDL, AFDM, ARD, and ARDM), and rigid inflatable boats (designated RB or RIB).
Small boats are often kept out of the water when not in use to increase the vessels' longevity or
for storage while transiting to operational areas. Small boats and service craft operate within the
waters of the homeport area and other coastal locations within 12 n.m. from shore.

: :.c,. . ..... . .,., .:".' ' .,: ..

Number Class ..,Displacemenf i . • MisSi·on
ActiveLen~h ·•.·.>fuIIYl~aded f " •••••
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Table 2-2. Navy Vessel Classification

.. '

Ship Class·

~CV..:....:5;.:;9--+----=-I-_1_-.:.;1,~0=-56~_+_---=-82;;;.;:,=-36;;.;0;"--'___IProvide air combat support to
~C.....V....6,:-,,3__-t-_~3_-+_~1,'-'-o4.....6::----1-_-::-81::-',.....98::-'5:-----1 the fleet with landing and
~CVN~.;..6;:;5:;......_1_--.:;;.1-_1_-.:.;1,~1.:.;02~_+_-~93'-',.;..97;..:0;..--.___Ilaunch platform for airplanes

CVN 68 7 1,092 95,413 and helicopters

I-L=.C..::...;:;C...:1~9_--l-_~2::...-_+_..-..:6~3.:;;.6-_r_---=-16;.."7.;.;;9...:0;""-'_1 Provide a landing and take-off
I-A:.=-;G..;;.F...;;3__-t-__1 _-+_..;.5-:2'":'"2_ _r_---:-13:"',9.....0:-:0-_I platform for aircraft, primarily
I-A::.=G~F.....;1;.;:1~_1_--=-1--+-..:.5..:.6:;..9-_r_---=-16;..,,9;:....;1:.::::2;..--._Ihelicopters, and a means for
I-UID==:....;1=--_+-__4.:_..._+_--::8:....:.44~--1,---4.:..;0:.z;,5;;.:3~0~_Ilaunching and recovering

LHA 1 5 834 39,967 smaller landing craft
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~C~G:...4.:..:7---t--...;;2:...7-_1_-...:5:..;;6--7-_+_---"9~,5':'8:'_9-___IProvide air defense, missile
CGN 36 2 596 10,530 defense, antisubmarine and!---"-...;;.;.;.-"---+-----1-----+----'-----i
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PC 1 13 171 329
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Table 2-2. Navy Vessel Classification (contd.)
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Amphibious LPD4 3 569 17,595
Ships (contd.) LPD7 3 569 17,595

LPD 14 2 569 17,595
LPH2 2 602 18,300
LSD 36 5 553 13,680
LSD 41 8 609 16,165
LSD 49 3 609 16,695

Submarines SSN671 1 315 5,284 Provide strategic missile
SSN637 13 302 4,250 defense, search
SSN688 56 360 6,300 and rescue, and research and
AGSS 555 1 165 860 survey capability
SSBN726 17 560 16,754

Auxiliaries AOE1 4 795 53,600 Provide logistical support,
AOE6 3 755 48,800 such as underway
AO 177 5 708 37,866 replenishment, material
AS 33 1 644 19,934 support, and rescue and
AS 39 3 646 22,650 salvage operations
ARS50 4 255 3,193

Mine Warfare MCMl 14 224 1,312 Conduct minesweeping
Ships MHC51 12 188 918 missions to find and destroy

IDlDes

Small Boats YTB760 68 109 356 Provide a variety ofservices.
and Service YTB756 3 109 409 Includes: patrol training craft
Craft YTB752 1 101 375 (VP), tug boats (YTB),

YTf9 3 187 1,200 torpedo trials craft (YTf),
YP654 1 -- - landing craft, barges, transport
YP676 27 - - boats, personnel boats, harbor
Various patrol boats, work boats, utility
others 4,089 12-192 - boats, floating drydocks, and rigid

inflatable boats
Inactive Assets Various Vessels in various states of

surface 228 - -- readiness, the majority ofwhich
ships are scheduled for
Various scrapping, transfer to MARAD,
sub- 16 - -- or sale to foreign nations.
marines

TOTAL Vessels = 4,760

2.2.2 Vessels of the Military Sealift Commandl ,5,6

2.2.2.1 Military Sealift Command Mission

The Military Sealift Command (MSC) transports DoD materials and supplies, provides
towing and salvage services, and conducts specialized missions for Federal agencies. To
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accomplish this mission, the MSC maintains and operates a fleet ofvessels classified within four
major maritime programs: the Special Mission Support Force (SMSF), the Naval Fleet Auxiliary
Force (NFAF), Strategic Sealift, and the Afloat Prepositioning Force (APF, which is sometimes
categorized under Strategic Sealift). Consistent with the definition ofvessel of the Anned Forces
in CWA § 312(a)(14), UNDS does not apply to chartered Strategic Sealift and APF vessels.

Table 2-3 summarizes MSC vessel characteristics including length, displacement, and
mission for each vessel classification. MSC owned vessels are differentiated from Navy vessels
by the prefix, ''T-'' (e.g., T-AGOS and T-AGS). Although MARAD's Ready Reserve Force
(RRF) ships come under the direction of the MSC and its Strategic Sealift program when
activated, they are normally maintained and crewed by MARAD. RRF ships are discussed in
section 2.2.7.2 in conjunction with other MARAD vessels.

2.2.2.2 Special Mission Support Force

The MSC's Special Mission Support Force (SMSF) includes ships designed to support
the Navy, Air Force, and the Army in specialized military missions. SMSF vessels often operate
in remote areas to conduct undersea surveillance, missile range tracking, oceanographic and
hydrographic surveys, acoustic research, and submarine escort. SMSF vessels range from 234
feet to 595 feet long. They include the following vessel types: ocean surveillance (AGOS),
surveying (AGS), miscellaneous (AG) navigation test support and acoustic research; missile
range instrumentation (AGM), and cable repairing (ARC) vessels. The vessels are operated by
civil service mariners or mariners under contract to the MSC. SMSF vessels are ocean-going
ships that operate inside 12 n.m. during transit in and out ofport or to meet mission
requirements. Additionally, cable repairing vessels may operate frequently inside 12 n.m. for
mission purposes. Testing and maintenance activities may be conducted in port and during
transits.

2.2.2.3 Naval Fleet Auxiliary Force

The MSC's Naval Fleet Auxiliary Force (NFAF) is comprised of auxiliary ships that
provide underway replenishment services to Navy surface combatants, in addition to ocean
towing and salvage services. By transporting and delivering fuel, food, spare parts and
equipment, and ammunition, NFAF ships enable surface combatants to remain at sea for
extended periods. NFAF vessels are between 240 feet and 677 feet in length. The NFAF vessels
are ocean-going, and typically operate inside 12 n.m. only to transit in and out of port or to meet
certain mission requirements. Testing and maintenance activities maybe conducted in port and
during transits.
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2.2.3.1 Coast Guard Mission

57Vessels =

i--=-T...:.-AE'=" I--...;.;.....:8=--_+---:5:;...;6;;.:;3_-t__1.:..;;9-",9.....;;3...:.7_ __I Provide underway
t-..;;.T....;;;-AF..=..:;S=--__I--_.....;8__+-_5-:"2:..:.3_-t__l-:-:6~,7::':9:-:2-__I replenishment services
i--=-T...:.-A..::.;O==--__-+_--::;12==--_+-_6;;;...;7...:.7_-t__4.;..;0....,7:;...;0;..:0_ __I (Le., deliver fuel, food,

T-ATF 7 240 2,260 spare parts, equipment, and
ammunition) to Navy
surface combatants, as well
as ocean towing and salvage
services

NFAF

TOTAL

· Table 2-3. Military Sealift Command Vessel Classification6

The Coast Guard is part ofDOT and is responsible for enforcing laws on the waters ofthe
U.S., including coastal waters, oceans, lakes, and rivers that are subject to the jurisdiction of the
U.S. During war, the Coast Guard may become part ofthe Navy. The principal peacetime
missions ofthe Coast Guard are enforcing recreational boating safety, conducting search and
rescue operations, maintaining aids to navigation (e.g., lighthouses and navigational lights),
ensuring merchant marine safety (e.g., via vessel inspection and operator certification), providing
drug interdiction, and participating in environmental protection efforts. The Coast Guard also
carries out port safety responsibilities (e.g., icebreaking), enforces laws and treaties (e.g.,
customs, immigration, and fisheries law enforcement), and, ultimately, defends U.S. harbors and
coasts during war. Table 2-4 summarizes Coast Guard vessel characteristics including length,
displacement, and mission for each vessel classification.

SMSF I-T.;:..-.;;.;A:.;:G:.;:O:;.:;S:...-_-\--_..::.5_--t__2::.;3;;..;4:-...-+_--:;3....,4.:..;;3...:.8_---i Support the Armed
T~AGOS 4 285 2,558 Forces in specialized
T-AGS 9 442 12,208 missions such as
T-AG 2 455 11,860 undersea surveillance,
T-AGM 1 595 21,478 missile range tracking,
T-ARC 1 502 14,225 oceanographic and

hydrographic surveys,
acoustic research, and
submarine escort

2.2.3.2 Coast Guard Vessel Description

Cutters. Coast Guard cutters are vessels 65 feet or longer that are capable of
accommodating crew living on board. Cutters are used for patrol, air defense, search and rescue,
and drug interdiction. High endurance cutters (WHEC), medium endurance cutters (WMEC),

2.2.3 Vessels of the U.S. Coast Guard1
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Table 2-4. Coast Guard Vessel Classification
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378
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Provide·multi.~missioncapability,Cutters Hamilton 12 3,050

WHEC715 including patrol,
Bear 13 270 1,820 air defense, search and rescue,
WMEC901 and drug interdiction
Reliance 16 210 1,007
WMEC615
Storis 1 230 1,925
WMEC38
Escape 1 213 1,745
WMEC6 . ",

Island 49 110 155
WPB 1301
Point 36 82 69
WPB 82301

Tenders Juniper 2 225 2,000 Used to maintain inland, river,
WLB201 coastal, and offshore
Balsam 23 180 1,038 buoys and navigational aids, or
WLB62 to serve as a construction
Ida Lewis 2 175 916 platfonn
WLM
Red 5 157 525
WLM
White 4 133 600
WLM
Buckthorn I 100 200
WLI
Cosmos I 100 178
WLI293
Berry 4 65 71
WLI
Pamlico 4 160 416
WLIC
Cosmos 3 100 178
WLIC
Anvil 7 75 145
WLIC
Sumac I 115 478
WLR
Kankakee 3 75 172
WLR
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Table 2-4. Coast Guard Vessel Classification (contd.)
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Tenders
.......- . '. -

Gasconade 10 75 141
(contd.): WLR

Ouachita 6 65 143
WLR

Icebreakers Polar 2 399 13,190 Support the winter icebreaking
WAGB 10 efforts in order to
Mackinaw 1 290 5,320 maintain open waterways in the
WAGB83 Arctic, Antarctic, and the

northern regions of the U.s.
including the Great Lakes,
Northwest, and Northeast

Tugboats Bay 9 140 662 Provide towing and support
WTGB services (icebreaking, search
Capstan 11 65 72 and rescue, and law
WYTL enforcement) to other vessels

Small Boats and Various 1,217 22-58 2-32 Used in harbors (drug
Craft interdiction, port security, cable

repair, harbors and inland
waters, navigation aids, illeg~l
dumping, search and rescue,
etc.), in rough surf for rescue, for
inland river and lake patrol, as
transports,andforfirefighting

Other Vessels Eagle 1 295 1,784 A sailing cutter used for training
WIX327

TOTAL Vessels = 1,445

and patrol boats (WPB) have multi-mission capabilities due to features such as anti-ship missiles,
gun systems, and other weapon systems. Because of these capabilities, the cutters are
strategically stationed along the Atlantic and Pacific coasts ofthe U.S. The Coast Guard no
longer maintains anti-submarine warfare capability. WHECs perform patrol, air defense, and
search-and rescue operations, and can remain at sea for 30-45 days without support. This
compares to 10-30 days at sea for WMECs and 1-7 days for WPBs. The cutters range in length
from 82 feet to 378 feet. Cutters are ocean-going vessels. However, they operate inside 12 n.m.
during transit in and out ofport, and during certain patrol or search and rescue missions. Testing
and maintenance activities may be performed in port and during transits.

Tenders. Tenders are a specific type ofcutter used to maintain inland, river, inshore,
coastal, and offshore buoys and navigational aids, or to serve as a construction platform in inland
waters. Coast Guard tenders range in size from 65 to 225 feet in length to accommodate
numerous and diverse tasks. Tenders are operated frequently inside 12 n.m.
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Icebreakers. Icebreakers have multi-mission capabilities and are often equipped with
hangar decks, flight decks, gun systems, and arctic or oceanographic laboratories. They primarily
support winter icebreaking efforts in order to maintain open waterways in the Arctic and
Antarctic, and the northern regions ofthe U.S. including the Great Lakes, Northwest (e.g.,
Alaska and Washington), and Northeast (e.g., Maine and Massachusetts). The Coast Guard
icebreakers range in length from 290 to 399 feet. Icebreakers are frequently operated inside 12
n.rn.

Tugboats. Tugboats operate in various capacities, providing towing and support services
to other vessels. Icebreaking tugs (WTGB) are 140 feet long and specially designed to break
through thick ice. Byjoining this tug with a work barge, it can also be used to maintain aids to
navigation. Small harbor tugs (WYTL) are 65 feet long and, in addition to towing, can perform
law enforcement and search and rescue operations. They have also been used for small-scale
icebreaking, firefighting, delivering humanitarian aid, and assisting in spill containment.
Tugboats usually operate within 12 n.m. of shore; however, specific missions may require them
to operate beyond 12 n.m.

Small Boats and Craft. Small boats and craft are used for various harbor duties, rough
surfrescues, inland river and lake patrols, transporting equipment, and firefighting. Some of
these vessels can be transported by trailer and used on any inland waterway in the U.S. Due to
their numbers and diversity, small boats and craft of the Coast Guard have been summarized
collectively in Table 2-4.

Other Vessels. Coast Guard Academy cadets use the Coast Guard's training cutter
(WIX), a multi-masted sailing vessel, as a summer training vessel.

2.2.4 Vessels of the U.S. Armyl,9,IO

2.2.4.1 Army Mission

The role of the Army is to preserve the peace and security, and provide for the defense of
the U.S., territories, commonwealths, possessions, and any areas occupied by the U.S. The Army
has land and aviation combat forces, augmented, in part, by waterborne transport vessels. Army
vessels are used primarily for ship to shore transfer ofequipment, cargo, and personnel.

2.2.4.2 Army Vessel Description

The Anny's fleet is divided into three sections: the Transportation Corps, the Intelligence
and Security (1&S) Command, and the Corps ofEngineers (COE). The COE operates survey and
construction craft, tugs, barges, and other utility craft. COE boats and craft are not covered by
UNDS as described in section 2.2.7.1.

The Anny Transportation Corps operates lighterage and floating utility vessels.
Lighterage are craft used to transport equipment, cargo, and personnel between ships, from ship
to-shore, and for operational mission support, and include logistics support vessels, landing craft,
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Perform drug interdiction in the
Caribbean Sea
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6 273 4,199
35 174 1,087
13 135 390
104 74 111
1 - -

37 120 760
10 140 1630
8 120 763
7 45 33
1 25 --
2 75 64
1 65 --
4 46 12
6 128 1,057
16 107 390
10 25 -
1 65 37
4 -- -
11 71 122
2 45 29
1 65 -

47 - -
7 190-194 1500-1,900
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ABT

Vessels =

Workboats
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ST-65
SLWT

T-Boat

PB
LT-100

Patrol Ships

HF
FB
CHI
BK

Floating
Utility

ST-45

J-Boat

Q-Boat

LT-128

Table 2-5. Army Vessel Classification4
, 8

nF
Li~terage

Army 1&S vessels are aerostat radar-equipped patrol ships operated in the Caribbean Sea
to counter illegal drug flights. The patrol ships operate within 12 n.m. during transit in and out
ofport, but most often operate outside of 12 n.m. Table 2-5 summarizes Army vessel
characteristics including length, displacement, and mission for each vessel classification.

and modular powered causeway ferries. Floating utility craft are used to perform port terminal
operations and include ocean and harbor tugs, floating cranes, barges, and floating causeways.
Army Transportation Corps vessels operate primarily within 12 n.m., with the exception of the
LSV, LCU-2000, and the LT-28, which are ocean-going.
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2.2.6.1 Air Force Mission
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Table 2-6. Marine Corps Vessel Classification
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Vessels =

Rigid Raiding craft
Zodiak

(replacing RRCs)

RRC
CRRC

Vessel
TYJ)e

TOTAL

2.2.6 Vessels of the U.S. Air Forcel

The U.S. Air Force defends the U.S. through control and exploitation of air and space.
The Air Force provides land and space-based air forces needed to establish air support for ground
forces in combat and the primary airlift capability for use by all ofthe nation's military services.
The Air Force operates vessels to support this mission.

2.2.6.2 Air Force Vessel Description

Missile retrievers (MRs) are aluminum vessels used for the location and recovery of
practice missiles. MRs range in length from 65 to 120 feet. These vessels primarily operate
within 12 n.m.

2.2.5.2 Marine Corps Vessel Description

2.2.5.1 Marine Corps Mission

2.2.5 Vessels ofthe U.S. Marine Corpsl,l1

The Marine Corps operates a large number ofwatercraft and amphibious craft used
during special operations. Assets that are primarily land-operated vehicles, such as the
amphibious assault vehicles (AAVs), are not included under UNDS. The watercraft consist of
inflatable combat rubber raiding craft (CRRC) and fiberglass rigid raiding craft (RRC). The
CRRCs are used for in-port, river, lake, and coastal operations, and can be transported to the
combat area by nearly all ofthe Navy's vessels. The RRCs are normally deployed aboard Navy
transport dock ships (Le., LPDs) for transport to the combat area. The CRRCs and RRCs operate
exclusively in coastal waters. Table 2-6 summarizes Marine Corps vessel characteristics
including length, weight, and mission for each vessel classification.

As part of the Department of the Navy and in conjunction with the other Armed Forces,
the Marine Corps develops the tactics, techniques, and equipment necessary to employ forces
onto land from the sea.



Floating utility vessels provide logistics support for Air Force operations and include
utility boats (U), training and recovery boats (TR), and personnel boats (P) ranging in length
from 17 to 40 feet. These vessels operate almost entirely within 12 n.m. Table 2-7 summarizes
Air Force vessel characteristics including length, displacement, and mission for each vessel
classification.

Table 2-7. Air Force Vessel Classification

Locate and recover practice-
missiles

2.2.7 Vessels Not Covered by UNDS

UNDS applies only to Armed Forces vessels. UNDS does not apply to commercial
vessels; privately owned vessels; vessels owned or operated by State, local, or tribal
governments; or vessels owned or operated by Federal agencies that are not part of the Armed
Forces. In addition, several other categories ofvessels are not covered by UNDS, including: I)
vessels under the jurisdiction ofthe Army COE; 2) vessels, other than those of the Coast Guard,
under the jurisdiction ofthe DOT (e.g., MARAD vessels); 3) vessels preserved as memorials and
museums; 4) time- and voyage- chartered vessels; 5) vessels under construction; 6) vessels in .
drydock; and 7) amphibious vehicles. These vessels are discussed below.

2.2.7.1 Army Corps of Engineers Vessels

Army Corps ofEngineers vessels are typically used for civil works purposes. Congress
has consistently addressed the Army Corps ofEngineers separately from other parts ofthe 000
in both authorization and appropriations bills.12 The 000 and EPA do not consider that
Congress intended to apply UNDS to Army Corps ofEngineers vessels. Therefore, vessels of the
Army Corps ofEngineers are not covered by UNDS.

2.2.7.2 Maritime Administration Vessels

A number ofvessels are operated or maintained by the Maritime Administration
(MARAD), which is apart of the DOT. As established in § 312(a)(14) ofthe CWA, the
definition of"vessel of the Armed Forces" includes those DOT vessels that are designated by the
Secretary of the department in which the U.S. Coast Guard is operating (currently the DOT) as
operating as a vessel equivalent to a 000 vessel. The Secretary ofTransportation has
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determined that MARAD vessels, including the National Defense Reserve Fleet, do not operate
equivalently to DoD vessels, and therefore, MARAn vessels are not covered by UNDS.13

2.2.7.3 Vessels Preserved as Memorials and Museums

Ships and submarines preserved as memorials and museums once served a military
mission. However, with the exception of one submarine, these vessels are no longer owned or
operated by the Anned Forces, and therefore, they are not vessels ofthe Anned Forces, and
UNDS does not apply to them. The Navy owns and operates the submarine Nautilus as a
museum; however, the vessel is stationary and its systems are not routinely operated. Therefore,
the EPA and DoD have excluded this vessel from the scope ofUNDS.

2.2.7.4 Time- and Voyage-Chartered Vessels,

Section 312(a)(14) of the CWA specifically excludes time- and voyage-chartered vessels
from the definition of"vessels of the Anned Forces." Time- and voyage-chartered vessels are
vessels operating under a contract between the vessel owner and a charterer (in this case, the
Anned Forces) whereby the charterer hires the vessel for a specified time period or voyage,
respectively. Such vessels at.all times remain manned and navigated by the owner, and they are
not owned and operated by the Anned Forces. Examples ofchartered vessels are those op'erated
by the MSC in the APF and the Strategic Sealift Program.

2.2.7.5 Vessels Under Construction

EPA and DoD do not consider a vessel under construction for the DoD or Coast Guard,
and for which the Federal government has not taken custody, to be a ''vessel ofthe Anned
Forces." Therefore, UNDS does not apply to these vessels until the Federal government gains
custody.

2.2.7.6 Vessels in Drydock

The statutory definition of"discharge incidental to the normal operation ofa vessel"
includes incidental discharges whenever the vessel is waterborne. See CWA § 312(a)(l2).
UNDS does not apply to discharges from vessels while they are in drydock (either land-based or
floating) because they are not waterborne, even if the discharges would otherwise meet the
definition of a "discharge incidental to the normal operation of a vessel."

2.2.7.7 Amphibious Vehicles

EPA and DoD do not consider amphibious vehicles as vessels for the purposes of UNDS
because they are operated primarily as vehicles on land. Water use of these vehicles is ofshort
duration for near-shore transit to and from vessels.
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2.3 Locations of Armed Forces Vessels

2.3.1 Homeports

Homeports are the bases from which vessels perform the majority of their operations that
occur within 12 n.m. ofshore, and thus give an indication of the zones where most vessel
discharges occur. The sizes and locations ofArmed Forces homeports vary with the mission of
the vessels they service. Homeports provide pierside services (e.g., potable water, sewage and
trash disposal, and electrical power), supplies (e.g., repair parts, cleaning materials, and food);
and maintenance and repair functions (e.g., drydock, afloat, and shoreside services).

2.3.1.1 Navy Ports

Norfolk, VA; San Diego, CA; Mayport, FL; Puget Sound, WA; and Pearl Harbor, lIT are
the five largest Navy ports based on the number ofships serviced. In addition to these five ports,
the Navy has many comparably sized and smaller ports throughout the U.S. UNDS evaluations
pertain to all U.S. ports, and are not limited to those mentioned above. Figure 2-1 shows the
location ofhomeports for Navy surface ships and submarines only, and the approximate vessel
distribution. illactive vessels and vessels ported outside of the U.S. (e.g., in Japan or Bahrain) are
not shown, nor is the distribution of small boats and craft. Small boats and craft-are widely
distributed with heavy concentrations near San Diego and Norfolk.

2.3.1.2 Coast Guard Ports

Coast Guard duty stations are found on coastal waters, as well as on rivers, lakes, and
other inland waterways throughout the U.S. Figure 2-2 shows the Coast Guard homeport
locations having three or more vessels that are 65 feet or greater in length. Using the number of
large vessels as an indication ofbase size, the largest Coast Guard bases are located in
Portsmouth, VA; Honolulu, HI; Boston, MA; Charleston, SC; Alameda, CA; Galveston, TX;
Seattle, WA; and S1. Petersburg, FL. Some ofthe mid-sized bases are located in Corpus Christi,
TX; Key West, FL; Roosevelt Roads, PR; and Miami Beach, FL. There is a ship repair and
overhaul facility in Baltimore, MD. Ship repair and overhaul is usually done at a commercial
facility near the homeport of the vessel.

2.3.1.3 Army Ports

The Army has one major active-component port facility at Fort Eustis near Newport
News, VA. ill addition, smaller active and reserve-component port facilities are located in
Accotink, VA; Baltimore, MD; Cieba, PR; Edgewood, MD; Ford Island, HI; Morehead City,
NC; Oakland, CA; Palakta, FL; St. Petersburg, FL; Stockton, CA; Tacoma, WA; and Virginia
Beach, VA. Repair, overhaul, and planned maintenance is performed at commercial shipyards
located near the homeport of the vessel.
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2.3.1.4 Military Sealift Command, Marine Corps, and Air Force Port Usage

The Military Sealift Command makes use ofNavy ports, as available, and commercial
ports at all other times. The Marine Corps and Air Force make use oflocal port facilities, since
they operate no major port facilities oftheir own. Air Force floating utility vessel locations
include Alamogordo, NM; Cape Canaveral, FL; Fayetteville, NC; Goldsboro, NC; Langley, VA;
Las Vegas, NY; Melbourne, FL; and Pensacola, FL. Air Force missile retrievers are located at
Panama City, FL; Key West, FL; and Carrabelle, FL.

2.3.2 Operation within Navigable Waters of the U.S. and the Contiguous Zone

UNDS applies to discharges from Armed Forces vessels in the navigable waters ofthe
U.S. and the contiguous zone. As defined in the CWA (§ 502(7)), the term "navigable waters"
means waters ofthe U.S., including the Great Lakes, and includes waters seaward from the
coastline to a distance of3 nautical miles from the shore of the States, District ofColumbia,
Commonwealth ofPuerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, Guam, American Samoa, the Canal Zone, and
the Trust Territories of the Pacific Islands. The contiguous zone extends from 3 nautical miles to
12 nautical miles from the coastline. Discharges that occur within this zone that extends 12 n.m.
from shore are addIessed in following chapters. UNDS is not enforceable beyond the contiguous
zone.

The amount of time each vessel spends in its homeport varies based on factors such as
vessel class, command, assignment/demand, and budget. For the purposes ofUNDS, the DoD
estimated the amount oftime spent each year in waters subject to UNDS requirements for each
vessel type, as discussed below.

Ocean-going vessels operate inside 12 n.m. while transiting in and out ofport.
Periodically, they may also be used for mission or training exercises within this zone. Service
craft and small boats operate far more frequently near the homeport and within 12 n.m. These
vessels may be stowed aboard ships while in transit to operational areas. When in port, small
boats and craft are often removed from the water until the next required use.

The DoD and EPA used five years ofNavy, Coast Guard, and MSC vessel movement
data to support the estimation of time spent within 12 n.m..14 From this operational data, the
average number ofport entries, port exits, and days spent in port was determined for most vessel
classes.

The DoD data on ship movement was originally organized as a series of trips from one
point to another for each ship. Each record contained a succeeding trip leg. For example, ifa
ship went from Norfolk to Mayport, it may have been reported as a single trip with the date and
time ofdeparture from Norfolk recorded as the departure, and the date and time it arrived in
Mayport as the arrival. It may also have been reported as a series of trips from Norfolk to some
latitude/longitude pair in the Atlantic, from that latitude/longitude to another, from the second
latitude/longitude to a third, etc., with the last entry being a trip from the last latitude/longitude to
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KINGS BAY, GA (9s)

LITTLE CREEK, VA (2a, 8am, 9se)

NORFOLK, VA (Sa, 12am,6e, 17s,4Ise)

Legend:

a = auxiliaries
am = amphibious ships

c = carriers
mw = mine warfare ships

s = submarines
sc = surface combatants

\~-----11 GROTON,CT(2Is)

\-----t EARLE, NJ (3a)

BANGOR, WA (9s)

SAN DIEGO, CA (la, 16am, Ie, 8s, 3Sse)

BREMERTON, WA (3a, Ie, Ise)

I PEARL HARBOR, HI (4a, 23s, 12se)

()

Figure 2-1. Largest Navy Surface Ship and Submarine Homeports
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· SEATILE, WA (6)

ALAMEDA, CA (4)

SAN PEDRO, CA (4) 1---.........

[ HONOLULU, HI (7) ]

()

GALVESTON, TX (5)

ROCKLAND, ME (5)

SOUTH PORTLAND, ME (3)

BOSTON, MA (5)

WOODS HOLE, MA (4)

\~__[ NEWPORT, Rl (4)J

NEW LONDON, CT (3)

BAVONNE, NJ (4)

CAPE MAV, NJ (7)

PHILADELPHIA, PA (3)

IROOSEVELT ROADS, PR (5)]

Figure 2-2. Coast Guard Ports with Three or More Vessels Equal to or Longer than 65 Feet



Mayport. Each of the legs of the journey was recorded as a separate record. All of one ship's
trips for the given year (1991, 1992, 1993, 1994, or 1995) were recorded in succession, before
going on to the next ship. Since the records were in order, it was obvious ifthere were missing
entries in the data. A missing entry consisted ofa ship arriving at a location in one record, and
then departing from a different location in the next record. .

The first step was to translate the data from the format received into a format that was
usable for the purposes ofUNDS. For the purposes ofUNDS, it was more useful to know when
the ship arrived at and departed from a specific location (i.e., a U.S. port), as opposed to looking
at individual trip legs. Therefore, the DoD created a simplified database that was obtained by
taking the arrival location and time from one record, and the departure time and location from the
next. At this point, the data was filtered to exclude data where the location began with a
latitude/longitude pair, and where the arrival location and departure location were not the same
(i.e., a missing entry). .

The UNDS program only used the ship/year data from ships where complete data was
available for the entire year. Ifthere was a complete record ofwhere that ship was for the entire
year, the number ofdays that that ship spent in U.S. ports that year, and the number oftimes it
transited into and out of any U.S. port that year were recorded. The number of transits and days
in port were totaled for every ship in the class, and that total was divided by the number of ship
years compiled in order to derive averages for that ship class. These final numbers can be
interpreted as the number of transits into and out ofU.S. ports and the number ofdays spent in
U.S. ports for a typical ship ofthat class.

These numbers vary widely between ship classes due to differing missions, operational
schedules, maintenance, etc.. For instance, a typical DDG 51 Class destroyer averages 101 days
per year in port with 11 transits in and out, compared to a typical ARS 50 Class salvage ship
which may spend an average of208 days per year in port with 22 transits. The number ofdays
spent in port and the number of transits per year can vary significantly for the same vessel in
different years due to varying operational and maintenance schedules. For example, the aircraft
carrier CVN 68 spent 10 days in port with two transits in 1995, compared to 237 days in port and
nine transits in 1992. For non-self-propelled vessels (e.g., barges, cranes, and dry dock
companion craft) or harbor-oriented vessels (e.g., harbor utility craft, dredges, and harbor tugs), it
was assumed that the vessels operate within 12 n.m. from shore for the entire year.

By multiplying these typical numbers ofdays in port and number of transits by the
number ofships in that ship class in service in any given year, a reasonable approximation of the
total number ofdays spent in U.S. ports and the total number of transits into and out ofU.S. ports
for all ships in that class during the year in question was calculated. These values were then used
in combination with pollutant concentration data to calculate mass loadings for vessel discharges.

Based on Navy and Coast Guard operational experience, four hours are typically required
for each one-way transit between port and 12 n.m. (The estimated vessel transit time from shore
to 3 n.m. is approximately 2-3 hours for most locations. A vessel typically requires one
additional hour in order to traverse to 12 n.m. from 3 n.m.) Significantly longer transits, such as
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11 hours to travel 12 n.m. offshore from Puget Sound can occur, but are atypical. Ten hours may
be required in Puget Sound to travel 3 n.m. from the overall shoreline because the port is located
in an inlet at the southern end ofthe Sound, requiring travel through both the Sound and the
Straits of Juan de Fuca. This creates a transit distance that is actually greater than 3 n.m. when
measured from the port itself.
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3. DATA COLLECTION

This chapter describes the efforts that were made to obtain information on the UNDS
discharges. An overview of the information collection effort is presented in section 3.1; the
surveys issued to gather discharge information are described in section 3.2 along with the list of
incidental discharges from Armed Forces vessels that resulted; the consultations with personnel
having discharge expertise to review information and identify data gaps are described in section
3.3; section 3.4 describes the consultation and outreach efforts with organizations outside DoD;
section 3.5 discusses the approach to discharge sampling and analysis; and section 3.6 lists the
references cited in Chapter 3.

3.1 Introduction

.Section 312(n)(2)(B) ofthe CWA lists seven factors to consider when determining if a
vessel discharge should be controlled by a MPCD (see section 1.3). One ofthese factors is the
"nature of the discharge." To comprehensively consider this factor as well as the other six
factors, EPA and DoD jointly established an UNDS Technical Working Group (TWG) composed
ofrepresentatives from EPA and the Armed Forces. The TWG gathered and analyzed technical
data to identify: 1) the universe ofArmed Forces vessels subject to UNDS requirements
(described in chapter 2); 2) the characteristics of the vessel discharges, including sources,
frequencies, amounts, and specific constituents; 3) relevant U.S. laws, regulations, and
international standards that limit or otherwise set standards on the amount ofcontamination
allowed in the discharges; and 4) any controls that are currently in place.

Initial requests were made to each branch of the Armed Forces for discharge information
and for information that would allow a list ofvessels subject to UNDS requirements to be
compiled. Personnel within and outside DoD with specific discharge expertise were consulted to
help identify additional available data and data gaps. Where needed, sampling data were
collected from various Armed Forces vessels to supplement existing data. The methods that
were used to collect discharge information are discussed in the following sections.

3.2 Surveys

Survey questionnaires were issued in 1996 by the Navy to obtain information about
vessel discharges and to provide a broad basis for subsequent technical efforts. As part of these
surveys, a memorandum was distributed to the Navy's technical community, including Navy fleet
commands, subcommands, shore installations, and shipboard operators; other branches of the
Armed Forces; and to all other organizations that are represented on the TWG.1 The
memorandum provided background on the UNDS development effort, an explanation of the
UNDS scope and approach, and two enclosures. The first enclosure was a report entitled U.S.
Navy Ship Wastewater Discharges,z which provided those surveyed with findings from previous
Navy-sponsored efforts on vessel wastewater identification, characterization, and quantification.
The second enclosure was a survey entitled Equipment/System Discharge Stream Questionnaire.3

This questionnaire sought information about vessel discharges such as: system description, how
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the discharge is generated and released (if applicable), time and location of the discharge,
discharge volume, discharge constituents and their concentrations, contributing vessel classes
and number ofvessels, applicable regulations, currently employed control devices and/or
management practices, and any reports or documentation available that were pertinent to the
system or the discharge. Survey recipients were requested to review the report, provide
comments on its contents, and respond to the questionnaire.

In addition to information from the surveys, information was also obtained during pre
sampling "ship checks" (i.e., vessel inspections) and during other scheduled visits to vessels.
During these checks and visits, additional information was often obtained by directly observing
discharges and by talking with the ship's crew.

3.3 Consultations with Department of Defense Personnel Having Equipment Expertise

The survey responses helped identify incidental vessel discharges and their
characteristics. However, the survey responses did not, in all cases, provide sufficient
understanding ofthe discharges to make well-supported Phase I decisions. Therefore, the Navy
and EPA met with vessel discharge experts from the government and the private sector (as
consultants to the Navy), including engineers, field-activity representatives, and Navy laboratory
personnel. The objective of these consultations was to obtain information that was not obtained
from the survey responses, such as:

• system equipment design, operation, and maintenance practices;
• discharge volume and composition;
• the numbers and types ofvessels producing the discharge; and
• existing engineering and environmental analysis reports for the discharge including

available sampling data.

In addition, these meetings provided information beyond the scope of the surveys, such
as:

• potential :M:PCD options for controlling the discharge;
• ongoing research and development efforts; and
• information useful for assessing the practicability ofimplementing various MPCD

options.

The information that was gathered during the numerous consultations on large-vessel
systems (Le., ships and submarines) was supplemented with information on discharges from
small Navy watercraft during a meeting with the Navy's small boat group in Norfolk, Virginia.
Meetings were also held with Army representatives from the U.S. Army Tank-Automotive and
Annaments Command (TACOM) in Warren, Michigan and from the 7th Transportation Group at
Fort Eustis, VA to review Army watercraft systems, operations, and discharges.
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3-3

Table 3-1. Incidental Discharges from Vessels of the Armed Forces

3.4 Consultation and Outreach Outside the Department of Defense

• Photographic Laboratory Drains
• Portable Damage Control Drain Pump

Discharge
• Portable Damage Control Drain Pump

Wet Exhaust
• Refrigeration!Air Conditioning

Condensate
• Rudder Bearing Lubrication
• Seawater Cooling Overboard Discharge
• Seawater Piping Biofouling Prevention
• Small Boat Engine Wet Exhaust
• Sonar Dome Discharge
• Steam Condensate
• Stem Tube Seals and Underwater

Bearing Lubrication
• Submarine Acoustic Countenneasures

Launcher Discharge
• Submarine Bilgewater
• Submarine Emergency Diesel Engine

Wet Exhaust
• Submarine Outboard Equipment Grease

and External Hydraulics
• Surface Vessel Bilgewater/Oil-Water

Separator Discharge
• Underwater Ship Husbandry
• Welldeck Discharges

• Aqueous Film-Forming Foam
• Boiler Blowdown
• Catapult Water Brake Tank and Post-

Launch Retraction Exhaust
• Catapult Wet Accumulator Discharge
• Cathodic Protection
• Chain Locker Effluent
• Clean Ballast
• Compensated Fuel Ballast
• Controllable Pitch Propeller Hydraulic

Fluid
• Deck Runoff
• Dirty Ballast
• Distillation and Reverse Osmosis Brine
• Elevator Pit Effluent
• Gas Turbine Water Wash
• Graywater
• Hull Coating Leachate
• Firemain Systems
• Freshwater Lay-Up
• Mine Countenneasures Equipment

Lubrication
• Motor Gasoline Compensating

Discharge
• Non-Oily Machinery Wastewater

During Phase I ofUNDS, DoD and EPA consulted with other interested Federal agencies,
States, and environmental organizations. Other Federal agencies that have been involved in
UNDS development include the Coast Guard for DOT; the Department of State; and the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration for the Department ofCommerce. The Coast Guard
has been involved in all aspects ofUNDS development. The other agencies have participated
with DoD, EPA, and the Coast Guard as members of the UNDS Executive Steering Committee

After the survey responses and information obtained during ship checks were analyzed,
DoD and EPA developed a list of39 types ofdischarges incidental to the normal operation of
Armed Forces vessels. These discharges are listed in Table 3-1.



(ESC), which is responsible for UNDS policy development and is composed of senior-level
managers. Separately, DoD and EPA provided an overview ofthe Phase I process and results to
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the National Marine Fisheries Service.

Two mechanisms were used to consult with States. First, a representative from the
Environmental Council ofthe States (ECOS) participates in UNDS ESC meetings. ECOS is the
national association ofState and territorial environmental commissioners and was established, in
part, to provide State positions on environmental issues to EPA. Second, representatives from
the Navy (as the lead for DoD), EPA, and the Coast Guard met at least once, and in most cases
twice, with each State interested in UNDS development. The states agreeing to these meetings
were predominan~y'those with significant numbers ofNavy or Coast Guard vessels.

3.4.1 Initial State Consultation Meetings

ill early 1996, the Navy and EPA invited States with a DoD orCoast Guard vessel
presence to participate in an initial round ofconsultation meetings. Ofthe approximately 40
States invited, 21 requested a meeting. These initial State consultation meetings were held
between August and December 1996. State environmental regulatory authorities hosted each
meeting, which consisted of a Navy/EPA briefing on UNDS activities and an opportunity to
discuss State-specific issues. A Coast Guard representative was present at each meeting to
address discharges from Coast Guard vessels. The Navy/EPA briefing summarized the UNDS
legislative history and requirements, considerations for evaluating discharges, the technical
approach for determining which discharges require control, an overview ofthe vessels to which
UNDS is applicable, and the roles ofDoD and EPA in the rulemaking process. The States that
participated in the first round ofState meetings are listed in Table 3-2. The minutes from these
meetings are compiled in the Uniform National Discharge Standards State Consultation
Meetings (Round #1) Compendium ofMinutes.4

Table 3-2. States Involved in Initial Consultation Meetings

• Alaska • lllinois • Nevada

• California • Indiana • New York

• Connecticut • Kentucky • North Carolina

• Delaware • Louisiana • Rhode Island

• Florida • Maryland • South Carolina

• Georgia • Michigan • Virginia

• Hawaii • Mississippi • Washington

3.4.2 Second Round of State Consultation Meetings

The Navy and EPA held a second round ofState consultation meetings from October
1997 through January 1998. Ofthe 22 States consulted during the second round ofmeetings,
five had not been briefed initially. The second round ofconsultation meetings provided Navy
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and EPA an opportunity to summarize the activities that had taken place since the initial round of
consultation meetings. This included discussing the 39 types ofvessel discharges that were
identified and the preliminary decisions regarding which ofthe discharges would be proposed to
require control. States were given infonnation on the equipment or process generating the
discharges, the locations where the discharges occur, vessels producing the discharges, the
preliminary results of environmental effects screenings, and the preliminary conclusions of
whether MPCDs would be required. States were generally supportive of the UNDS effort.
States most commonly expressed interest in matters related to the implementation ofUNDS
regulations, including enforcement and procedures for establishing no-discharge zones; the
relationship between UNDS and other State programs; which vessels are subject to UNDS; and
potential MPCD options. States that participated in the second round" ofconsultation meetings
are identified in Table 3-3. The minutes from these meetings are compiled in the Uniform
National Discharge Standards State Consultation Meetings (Round #2) Compendium of
Minutes.5

Table 3-3. States Involved in the Second Round of Consultation Meetings

• Alaska • Louisiana • North Carolina

• California • Maryland • Oregon

• Connecticut • Massachusetts • Rhode Island

• Florida • Michigan • Texas

• Georgia • Mississippi • Virginia

• Hawaii • New Hampshire • Washington

• Indiana • New Jersey

• Kentucky • New York

Separately, city representatives from Portland, OR requested a briefing on UNDS
activities. In February 1998, the Navy, EPA, and Coast Guard provided an overview ofUNDS to
city representatives. This meeting is summarized in the Uniform National Discharge Standards
State Consultation Meetings (Round #2) Compendium ofMinutes.5

3.4.3 Consultation with Environmental Organizations

In addition to State meetings, the Navy, EPA, and Coast Guard met with environmental
organizations to provide an overview ofUNDS and the preliminary results of the first phase of
the UNDS regulatory development process. These meetings were held in December 1997 and
May 1998 and are summarized in the Uniform National Discharge Standards State Consultation
Meetings (Round #2) Compendium ofMinutes.5

3.4.4 UNDS Newsletter and Homepage

To provide a continuous source of infonnation on UNDS and as a way to receive
infonnation relative to UNDS, the Navy and EPA publish a newsletter and an Internet web site.
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3.5.1 Approach to Identifying Discharges Requiring Sampling

• Non-Oily Machinery Wastewater
• Seawater Cooling Overboard Discharge
• Steam Condensate
• Surface Vessel Bilgewater/Oil-Water

Separator Discharge

• Boiler Blowdown
• Compensating Fuel Ballast
• Distillation and Reverse Osmosis Brine
• Firemain Systems
• Freshwater Lay-Up

3.5.2 Approach to Determining Analytes

Table 3-4. Discharges Sampled During Phase 1 of UNDS

To determine which constituents to analyze for in the nine sampled discharges, a
comprehensive list ofapproximately 450 candidate analytes was considered, including the
"priority pollutants" referenced in § 307(a) of the CWA. Analyses for constituents or analytical
groups were not performed if it was evident that these constituents or groups could not be present
based on process knowledge. A sampling rationale document was prepared to describe the
reasons for excluding analytes from analysis on a discharge-by-discharge basis.6

,7 Table 3-5
shows the categories of analytes that were analyzed in each of the nine sampled discharges.

3.5 Sampling and Analysis

The newsletter contains feature articles on UNDS-related subjects (e.g., nonindigenous species,
Navy research and development programs, etc.), provides answers to frequently asked questions,
and provides an update on recent progress and upcoming events. The newsletter is mailed to
State and environmental group representatives, Armed Forces and EPA contacts, and interested
members of the general public. Approximately 360 newsletters are distributed, approximately
200 ofwhich are distributed outside the EPA, DoD, and their contractor's organizations.
Electronic copies of the newsletter are available for downloading from the UNDS Internet site
(http://206.5.146.100/n45/doc/unds/unds.html). In addition to providing an electronic version of
the newsletter, the Internet site provides UNDS legislative information, a summary of the
technical and management approach to used to develop the rule, and a description of the benefits
expected to result from UNDS. Both the newsletter and the Internet site provide points of
contact for obtaining information on UNDS.

The available information for each discharge was evaluated to determine if additional
data were necessary to adequately evaluate potential environmental effects. Sampling was not
required for discharges where existing information was sufficient to characterize the nature of the
discharge and to assess potential·environmental impacts, if any. Nine ofthe 39 types of
discharges required additional information and were sampled.6

,7 Table 3-4 lists these discharges.
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3.5.3 Shipboard Sampling

x
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Table 3-5. Type of Analysis According to Discharge

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Firemain Systems

For the purpose ofUNDS Phase I, samples were collected from ten vessels representing a
total of six Navy, Coast Guard, and MSC vessel types. The Navy vessels that were sampled
included an aircraft carrier, three surface combatants, two amphibious ships, and a submarine. A
Coast Guard cutler and two MSC oilers, which are Naval Fleet Auxiliary Support Force vessels
used for fuel transport, were also sampled. The discharges that were sampled on each vessel are
presented in Table 3-6. The reasoning for sampling specific discharges on certain vessel classes
is contained in the sampling rationale document.6

,7 In addition, the sampling procedures for eight
ofthe ten vessels are presented in sampling and analysis plans (SSAP) prepared for each
vesse1.8

-
IS SSAPs were not prepared for the USS Mitscher or the USNS Big Horne because they

Notes:
x = constituents analyzed for, but not necessarily detected.
Classicals: Includes analytes such as total dissolved solids (IDS) and total suspended solids (TSS), as well as other

classical analytes listed in Table 3-8.
PCBs: polychlorinated biphenyls
VOCs: volatile organic compounds
SVOCs: semi-volatile organic compounds

Boiler Blowdown

Steam Condensate

Compensated Fuel
Ballast

Freshwater Lay-Up

Non-Oily Machinery
Wastewater

Seawater Cooling
Overboard Discharge

Surface Vessel
Bilgewater/ Oil Water x x x x x x x x
Separator Discharge

Distillation and Reverse
Osmosis Brine



are the same class ofvessel as the USS Arleigh Burke and the USNS Laramie, respectively.
Therefore, the SSAPs for the USS Arleigh Burke and the USNS Laramie were used when
sampling the USS Mitscher and the USNS Big Horne, respectively. The details ofeach sampling
event are documented in a separate volume of the UNDS Phase I Sampling Episode Report,
which contains the sampling analytical results and discusses any deviations from the SSAPS.16

The laboratory methods used to analyze the samples are listed in Tables 3-7 and 3-8.

3.5.4 Quality Assurance/Quality Control and Data Validation Procedures

EPA-approved quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC) and data validation procedures
were used throughout the sample collection and sample analysis activities during Phase I of
UNDS. The field and analytical QA/QC procedures are described in detail in SSAPs8

-
1S and the

UNDS Phase I Sampling Episode Report.16 During sample collection in the field, trip and
equipment blanks were collected as well as field duplicate samples. Analytical QA/QC included
analysis ofblanks, matrix spikes, and samples. The analyses followed the QA/QC requirements
specified in the analytical methods listed in Tables 3-7 and 3-8.

In addition, the analytical results were validated according to standard EPA procedures.
The purpose of the data validation was to detect and then verify any data values that may not
reflect actual sample constituents and concentrations. The data validation step was conducted to
identify data errors, biases, and outlying data so that such values would not be used when making
Phase I decisions.
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Table 3-6. Discharges Sample(i by Ship

Compensated Fuel Ballast
Distillation and Reverse
Osmosis Brine
Firernain Discharge
Freshwater Lay-Up
Non-Oily Machinery
Wastewater
Seawater Cooling Overboard
Discharge
Steam Condensate
Surface Vessel Bilgewater /
Oil-Water Separator Discharge

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
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x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x



EPA 353
EPA 365

EPA 350

EPA 375

EPA 335
DPD* 17

EPA 376

EPA 310

EPA 351

EPA 1664

EPA 160.1

EPA 415.1

EPA 325.1

EPA 160.2

EPA 410.4

EPA 405.1

EPA 160.4

EPA 1664/
modified EPA 418.2

...... -~ - ~..

see Table 3-8

c':...... ....,c; .•..

-~ Tar2et CheD1ic~JlAri~I~~:~ ',::.-' ,-

Notes:
* DPD: N,N-diethyl-p-phenylene diamine

Alkalinity

Chloride

Sulfate

Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD)

Sulfide

Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BODs)

Chlorine

Oil and Grease

Total PhosPhorus

Cyanide

3-10

NitratelNitrite (NOzIN03)

Total Dissolved Solids (IDS)

Total Organic Carbon (TOC)

Metals EPA Method 1620

Amm{)ina as Nitrogen (NH3 - N) ..... ..

Table 3-7. Analytes and Analytical Methods

Mercury EPA Method 1631

Table 3-8. Classical Analytes and Methods

Total Kieldahl Nitrogen (TKN)

Total Suspended Solids (TSS)

Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons (TPH)
Total Volatile Solids (TVS)

Classicals

Hydrazine American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM)
D1385-88

.. Targ:et Analvtes

Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC) EPA Method 1624

Semi-Volatile Organic Compounds (SVOC) EPA Method 1625

Pesticides, Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs) EPA Method 1656, 1657, 1658, 1660

1. NAVSEA letter 5090, Ser 00T/136. 1 July 1996.
2. Ships Environmental Support Office (SESO) Naval Surface Warfare Center Carderock

Division. "U.S. Navy Ship Wastewater Discharges," TM-63-95/08. 3 July 1995.
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4. DISCHARGEEVALUATION METHODOLOGY

4.1 Introduction

The infonnation collected during Phase I from surveys, consultations, and from discharge
sampling and analysis was used collectively to evaluate the discharges and to make Phase I
decisions according to the seven factors listed in section 1.3. This chapter explains how Phase I
decisions were made for the 39 discharge types listed in Table 3-1 (i.e., which discharges need to
be controlled by MPCDs and which do not). Section 4.2 describes how the environmental effects
screening ofthe discharges was conducted. Section 4.3 describes the Nature ofDischarge
(NOD) analysis and the contents of the NOD reports contained in Appendix A. Section 4.4
describes the MPCD practiCability, operational feasibility, and cost analysis and the contents of
the MPCD reports - also contained in Appendix A. Section 4.5 lists the chapter 4 references.

4.2 Environmental Effects Determination

EPA and DoD assessed the potential environinental effects of the discharges using a
screening approach characterized by the following questions concerning their chemical, physical,
and biological characteristics:

• Chemical Constituents. Does the discharge contain constituents in concentrations
that exceed State aquatic water quality criteria or Federal aquatic water quality criteria

. (as promulgated by EPA in the National Toxics Rule (NTR)l) and have the potential to
be released into the environment in significant amounts, resulting in a potential
adverse impact on the environment?

• Thermal Pollution. Does the discharge pose the potential to exceed State thermal
water quality criteria in the receiving waters beyond a mixing zone, and to a degree
sufficient to have an adverse impact on the environment?

• Bioaccumulative Chemicals of Concern. Does the discharge have the potential to
contain bioaccumulative chemicals of concern in amounts sufficient to have an adverse
impact on the environment?

• Nonindigenous Species. Does the discharge have the potential to introduce viable
nonindigenous aquatic species to new locations?

If the answer to any of the above questions was ''yes,'' EPA and DoD determined that the
discharge had a potential for adverse environmental effect. Each of these factors is discussed
below.

4.2.1 Chemical Constituents

EPA and DoD used sampling results or process knowledge to identify the potential
presence and concentrations ofconstituents in the discharge. Constituent concentrations in the
discharge were compared to Federal aquatic water quality criteria promulgated by EPA in the
National Toxic Rule (NTR)1 and State aquatic water quality numeric criteria for the ten States
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with the most significant presence ofArmed Forces vessels.2
-
11 These ten States are California,

Connecticut, Florida, Georgia, Hawaii, Mississippi, New Jersey, Texas, Virginia, and
Washington. Constituent concentrations in the discharge were compared against the most
stringent of the Federal and ten States' criteria for that constituent. For almost all constituents,
the State aquatic water quality criteria are more stringent than the Federal NTR aquatic water
quality criteria. EPA and DoD used aquatic water quality criteria in this assessment because they
are a measure of the level ofwater quality that provides for the protection and propagation of
aquatic life.

EPA and DoD used saltwater aquatic life criteria for screening the discharges because
most Armed Forces vessels operate in the brackish water ofestuaries or bays, or in the marine
environment offthe coast or in open ocean, where the biology ofthe waterbody is dominated by
saltwater aquatic life. In addition, aquatic life criteria were used instead ofhuman health criteria,
which are related to consumption offish and shellfish, because recreational activities such as
fishing and swimming generally do not occur in the immediate vicinity ofArmed Forces vessels.

Depending on the nature of the discharge, EPA and DoD compared discharge
concentrations to either the acute or chronic aquatic water quality criteria values. Where
discharges are intermittent or occasional in nature, of relatively short duration (a few seconds to a
few hours), and dissipate rapidly in the environment, constituent concentrations were compared
to acute aquatic water quality criteria. Where discharges are of a longer duration or continuous
and likely to result in concentrations in the environment that approach a steady-state condition,
the constituent concentrations were compared to chronic aquatic water quality criteria. Table 4-1
is a list of the most stringent saltwater-based aquatic water quality criteria for the constituents
that were either detected in UNDS discharge samples or thought to be present based on
engineering mowledge. It contains aquatic water quality criteria for both short-term (acute) and
long-term (chronic) exposure published in Federal and State regulations.

Because metals may be present in the discharges in both dissolved and solid forms, the
Federal criteria and many States' criteria distinguish between dissolved and "total recoverable"
forms. As issued by EPA or a particular State, an aquatic water quality criterion for the dissolved
form of a metal is always less than or equal to the criterion for the "total recoverable" form.
However, not all States issue criteria for both forms ofmetal. For metal constituents, the
following method was used to compare concentrations in the discharge to aquatic water quality
criteria:

• When the form ofthe metal was mown (i.e., either "total recoverable" or
"dissolved'') as in the nine discharges that were sampled, as well as some ofthe non
sampled discharges, the measurement of"total recoverable" metal in the discharge
was compared to ''total recoverable" criteria, and the measurement of"dissolved"
metal in the discharge was compared to "dissolved" criteria.

• When the form ofthe metal was unknown, the metal concentration was compared to
the most stringent criteria, whether for ''total recoverable" or "dissolved."
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Table 4-1. Aquatic Life Water Quality Criteria
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EPA, CA, CT, MS
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2,900,000Dimethyl phthalate

Dibenzo(a,h)anthracene

Mercury ** (Dissolved)
Lead Total)

Diethyl phthalate

Lead Dissolved
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Mercury ** (Total)

Indeno(I,2,3-cd)pyrene
Heptachlor epoxide
Heptachlor

Fluoranthene
Ethylbenzene

Cadmium (Total)

Conper (Dissolved)

Chromium (Total

Conper (Total)
Cyanide

Chromium (Dissolved)

Benzene . 71.28 FL, GA

Chrvsene

Benzo b)fluoranthene 0.031 a FL

Beryllium 0.13 FL

Benz~ a)pyrene 0.031 a FL

Benzo k)fluoranthene 0.031 a FL

Bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate 5.92 GA
BHC, gamma- \ Lindane ** 0.0625 GA
BHC, beta- ** 0.046 GA, FL

Cadmium (Dissolved) 42 EPA, CA, CT

BHC, alpha- ** -0.0131 GA

Benzotg,h,i)perylene 0.031 a FL

Benzo a anthracene 0.031 a FL

Anthracene 110,000 GA
Antimony 4,300 FL

Acrolein, 2-Propenal 18 HI

Arsenic (Dissolved) 69 EPA, CA, HI, CT
Arsenic (Total) 36 GA, FL

Acenaphthylene 0.031 a FL
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Notes:
* from 40 CFR 136.36
** Denotes bioaccumulative chemicals ofconcern (40 FR 15366, Table 6A)
*** Nutrient criteria are not specified as either acute or chronic and are, therefore, listed in both columns.
a: Total ofacenaphthylene benzo(a)anthrancene, benzo(a)pyrene, benzo(b)fluoranthene, benzo(g,h,i)perylene,
benzo(k)fluoranthene chrysene, dibenz(a,h)anthracene, indeno(l,2,3-c,d)pyrene, and phenanthrene.
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Table 4-1. Aquatic Water Quality Criteria (contd.)

Phosphorus***
NitratelNitrite***

Alwninum
Ammonia as NH3***

Iron

Bromine
Chloride

Oil & Grease

Chlorine (Chlorine Produced
Oxidants)

Tnoutvltin
Total Nitrogen***

Zinc (Dissolved)

NON-PRIORITY
POLLUTANTS
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Zinc (Total)
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Trichloroethane, 1,1,1-
Toluene

Nitrophenol, 4-

Selenium (Dissolved)

Phenanthrene

Silver (Dissolved)
Silver (Total)

Selenium (Total)

Naphthalene

Nickel (Total)
Nickel (Dissolved)



The initial screening process involved comparing the constituent concentrations in the
undiluted discharge to the aquatic water quality criteria. For those discharges, such as cathodic
protection, where the constituents diffuse from the exterior of a vessel or vessel component, EPA
and DoD generally computed a concentration within a small mixing zone (a few inches to a few
feet).

EPA and DoD further assessed those discharges that had constituents exceeding aquatic
water quality criteria. EPA and DoD considered mass loadings, flow rates, the geographic
location of the discharge, the manner in which the discharge occurs (e.g., continuous or
intermittent), and in some cases, the effect of the dilution within a small mixing zone. The
purpose of this further assessment was to determine whether the constituents are discharged with
such a low frequency or in such small amounts that the resulting constituent mass loading has the
potential to produce only minor or undetectable environmental effects, or whether the
constituents are released in such a manner that dilution in a small 'mixing zone quickly results in
concentrations below aquatic water quality criteria. Ifso, EPA and DoD considered the chemical
constituents of the discharge not to have the potential to adversely affect the environment.

4.2.2 Thermal Pollution

ill addition to chemical constituents, EPA and DoD assessed whether the discharges
exceeded State thermal water quality criteria for the five States with the most significant presence
ofArmed Forces vessels (California, Florida, Hawaii, Virginia, and Washington). A screening
study was performed on these discharges to quantify these potential effects.12 Many discharges
did not need a detailed assessment because they are discharged at ambient or only slightly
elevated temperatures, or the volume or discharge rate is very low. EPA and DoD determined
that six discharges are released at sufficiently high temperatures and volumes that further
assessment was warranted to determine whether the discharge had the potential to cause an
adverse thermal effect. These discharges are:

• Boiler Blowdown;
• Catapult Water Brake Tank and Post-Launch Retraction Exhaust;
• Catapult Wet Accumulator Discharge;
• Distillation And Reverse Osmosis Brine;
• Seawater Cooling Overboard Discharge; and
• Steam Condensate.

EPA and DoD modeled these discharges to determine the size of the mixing zone that
would be needed for receiving waters to meet State thermal water quality criteria and compared
this zone to State thermal mixing zone allowances. Small boat engine wet exhaust, firemain
systems, portable damage control drain pump wet exhaust, and submarine emergency diesel
engine wet exhaust discharges also have elevated temperatures above ambient when released.
These discharges generally have minimal temperature differences between the influent and
effluent streams, are released in small volumes, and generally occur only while the vessel is
moving, which distributes the heat load over a wide area. Submarine emergency diesel engine
wet exhaust is released into the air as a mist and cools before contacting the water. The overall
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thermal impact from these discharges is minimal; thus, they were not included in the thermal
effects study.

Two screening protocols were used to evaluate thermal discharges. For discharges that
can be continuous such as steam condensate, seawater cooling overboard discharge, and
distillation and reverse osmosis brine, the Cornell Mixing Zone Expert System (CORMIX,
Version 3.2) was used to estimate the plume size and temperature gradients in the receiving
waterbody for comparison to mixing zone requirements for States with major naval ports.
CORMIX is a software model used to analyze and predict aqueous pollutant discharges into
water bodies. The output from CORMIX provides the shape and size ofthe thermal plume along
with temperature contours that can then be compared to various thermal criteria. However,
CORMIX has several limitations when modeling this discharge, including modeling the effect of
tidal action and turbulent mixing beyond the plunge zone (i.e., area ofinitial mixing from a
discharge above the waterline) on the discharge plume. Therefore, additional modeling was
performed using a hydrodynamic transport model, CH3D, to evaluate steam condensate because
CH3D simulates the mixing of the buoyant plume with ambient and tidal flows by advection and
turbulent mixing both horizontally and vertically in the water column. 13

For discharges that can be intermittent, short-duration, or batch (boiler blowdown,
catapult water brake tank and post-launch retraction exhaust, and catapult wet accumulator
blowdown), thermodynamic equations were used to estimate the temperature effects because
CORMIX and CH3D were designed primarily for continuous, steady-state discharges. Batch
discharges ofhigh-temperature water require a different screening approach than continuous
discharges because these discharges are not steady-state and are generally small. The steps used
to estimate the maximum size of the impact zone for a given acceptable plume temperature
included:

• calculating the total heat and water mass released;
• calculating the volume ofwater needed to dilute this mass ofwater such that the

acceptable mixed temperature is obtained; and
• determining the region around the release point assuming complete vertical mixing

that will provide the required volume.

4.2.3 Bioaccumulative Chemicals of Concern

EPA and DoD reviewed each discharge to determine whether it contained
bioaccumulative chemicals of concern, as identified in the Final Water Quality Guidance for the
Great Lakes System.14 This guidance contains a list ofbioaccumulative chemicals ofconcern
identified after scientific study, in a process subjected to public notice and comment, designed to
support a regionally uniform set of standards applicable to the waters of the Great Lakes. Table
4-2 lists these bioaccumulative chemicals ofconcern. In every case where the presence ofa
bioaccumulative chemical ofconcern was confirmed in a discharge, EPA and DoD had already
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4-7

4.2.4 Nonindigenous Species

4.2.5 Discharge Evaluation

• PCB-1016
• PCB-1221
• PCB-1232
• PCB-1242
• PCB-1248
• PCB-1254
• PCB-1260
• Pentachlorobenzene
• 1,2,4,5-Tetrachlorobenzene
• 2,3,7,8-Tetrachlorodibenzo

-p-dioxin
• Toxaphene

DDD and DDE are metabolites ofDDT
PCBsarepo~chlorinatedb~henyffi

• BHC, alpha-
• BHC, beta-
• BHC, delta-
• BHC, gamma- 'Lindane
• Chlordane
• DDD
• DDE
• DDT
• Dieldrin
• Hexachlorobenzene
• Hexachlorobutadiene
• Mercury
• Mirex/Dechlorane

Notes:
BHCs are chlorinated cyclohexanes
DDT is dichlorodiphenyl trichloroethane

Table 4-2. List of Bioaccumulative Chemicals of Concern14

biodiversity, water quality, and the designated uses ofwater bodies. If the available data indicate
that a discharge has a potential for transporting and then subsequently discharging viable aquatic
organisms into waters of the U.S., then EPA and DoD considered the discharge to present a
potential for causing adverse environmental effects from nonindigenous species.

In some cases, EPA and DoD determined it was reasonable and practicable to require
MPCDs to control a discharge even though available information indicates that the discharge has
a low potential for adversely affecting the environment. For the Chain Locker Effluent and
Sonar Dome discharges, at least one class ofArmed Forces vessel has a management practice or
control technology already in place to control the environmental effects of the-discharge. EPA
and DoD considered the existence of a currently applied management practice or control
technology to be sufficient indication that it was reasonable and practicable to require a MPCD.
In other cases (Non-Oily Machinery Wastewater and Photographic Laboratory Drains), analysis

EPA and DoD also assessed each discharge for its potential to transport viable living
aquatic organisms between naturally isolated water bodies. Preventing the introduction of
invasive nonindigenous aquatic species has been recognized as important in maintaining

determined based on other information that it was reasonable and practicable to require control of
that discharge.



ofwhether the discharge had a potential to adversely affect the environment was inconclusive.
However, EPA and DoD determined that it was reasonable and practicable to require a MPCD to
mitigate possible adverse environmental effects from the discharge.

For each discharge that was determined to have the potential to adversely affect the
environment, EPA and DoD conducted an initial evaluation of the practicability, operational
impact, and economic cost of using a MPCD to control each discharge. EPA and DoD fIrst
determined whether a control technology or management practice is currently in place to control
the discharge for environmental protection on any vessel type. The use of existing controls on a
vessel was considered sufficient demonstration that at least one reasonable and practicable
control is available for at least one vessel type. The Phase I UNDS rule does not address whether
existing control technologies or management practices are adequate to mitigate potential adverse
impacts. In Phase II ofUNDS, EPA and DoD will promulgate MPCD performance standards for
the discharges requiring control. For discharges without any existing pollution controls, EPA
and DoD analyzed potential pollution control options to determine whether it is reasonable and
practicable to require the use ofMPCDs. For every discharge that was found to have a potential
to cause adverse environmental effects, EPA and DoD determined that it is reasonable and
practicable to require a MPCD for at least one vessel type. The results of the MPCD assessments
are presented in Appendix A.

4.3 Nature of Discharge Analysis

The nature ofthe discharge was analyzed for each of the 39 discharges incidental to the
operations ofArmed Forces vessels (Table 3-1), and based on this analysis, a NOD report was
prepared that describes the discharge in detail, including the system that produces the discharge,
the equipment involved, the constituents released to the environment, and the current practice, if
any, to prevent or minimize environmental effects. The NOD report summarizes the results of
additional sampling or other data gathered on the discharge. Based on this information, the NOD
report describes how the estimated constituent concentrations and mass loadings in the
environment were determined. The constituent concentrations are compared to applicable
Federal and State water quality criteria. In addition to comparing discharge concentrations to
Federal and State water quality criteria, other u.s. laws and international standards were also
evaluated, including the standards for oil established by the International Convention for the
Prevention ofPollution from Ships (MARPOL) (73/78) as implemented by the Act to Prevent
Pollution from Ships, and the oil spill regulations at 40 CFR Part 110. Where Federal law and
international standards were relevant to a discharge, the law and standards are discussed in the
NOD reports contained in Appendix A.

In addition, mown bioaccumulative chemicals ofconcern are identified, possible thermal
effects are discussed (if applicable) and the potential for introducing nonindigenous aquatic
species is assessed. The NOD report also discusses the potential for the discharge to cause
adverse environmental effects.
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4.3.1 Nature ofDischarge Report Contents

NOD reports are divided into six sections, the outline ofwhich is presented below:

Section 1.0 - Introduction
Provides a briefdescription ofthe basic objectives ofthe NOD analysis. This section is identicalfor each of
the reports.

Section 2.0 - Discharge Description

2.1 Equipment Description and Operation - this section describes the equipment and ship operations that
generate the discharge. It includes any pertinentfigures and schematics that assist in explaining the origin
ofthe discharge.

2.2 Releases to the Environment - this section describes the actual discharge released to the environment.
The section also describes how the discharge is released, such as whether theflow is a stream, a mist, or
results from direct contact with surrounding waters.

2.3 Vessels Producing the Discharge - this section describes which Armed Forces vessels produce the
discharge.

Section 3.0 - Discharge Characteristics

3.1 Locality - this section describes whether the discharge occurs within 12 n:m. from shore.

3.2 Rate - this section presents the estimatedflow rate ofthe discharge. This rate can be a distinctflow in
the case ofliquid discharges, or a release-Orate in the case ofconstituents that corrode, erode, or dissolve into
the environment.

3.3 Constituents - this section identifies the constituents in the discharge, including thermal pollution, when
applicable. Included in this section is an identification ofthose pollutants known to be particularly
detrimental to environmental quality. Section 3.3 includes thefollowing:

• a list ofall constituents identified in the discharge;
• identification ofprioritypollutants; and
• identification ofbioaccumulative chemicals ofconcern.

3.4 Concentrations - this section presents the concentrations ofthe constituents in the discharge. When
pOSSible, this is estimatedfrom an analysis ofthe existing data or alternatively, from process knowledge of
the system that produces the discharge. When sampling was conducted, results ofthe sample analyses are
presented.

Section 4.0 - Nature ofDischarge Analysis

4.1 Mass Loadings - in this section, theflow rate and the concentrations presented in section 3.0 are used
to calculate an estimated annual mass loading on a fleet-wide basis.

4.2 Environmental Concentrations - this section varies with each analysis, but includes a comparison of
the concentrations (from section 3.4) with the Federal aquatic water quality criteria and aquatic water
quality criteriafor selected States. Where appropriate, this section presents estimates ofthe concentrations
after dilution in the environment. Any mixing zone calculations are clearly explained and assumptions are
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listed. Pertinentfiguresfrom any analysis are included to support statements regarding the results ofthe
analysis.

4.3 Potential for Introducing Nonindigenous Species - this section describes an evaluation ofthe potential
for the discharge to transport and introduce nonindigenous aquatic species.

Section S.O - Conclusion
Provides a summary ofthe assessment ofthe potentialfor the discharge to cause an adverse environmental
effect based on information presented in the report.

Section 6.0 - Data Sources and References
This section contains a table that indicates the type and source ofinformation presented in each section of
the analysis. The section also lists the references cited in the report.

4.3.2 Peer Review

Peer review is a documented critical review of a scientific and technical work product. It
is an in-depth assessment that is used to ensure that the final work product is technically sound.
Peer reviews are conducted by qualified individuals who are independent ofthose who prepared
the work product. For the Phase I rule, reviewers were selected because of their technical
expertise in assessing pollutant behavior in coastal and estuarine ecosystems, modeling pollutant
concentrations, and predicting the effects ofpollutant loadings on ambient water quality,
sediments, and biota.

NOD reports for five discharges were selected for peer review. For each of these
discharges, EPA and DoD detennined that it is not reasonable and practicable to require the use
ofMPCDs because they exhibit a low potential for causing adverse impacts on the marine
environment. Peer reviewers were asked whether the data and process information presented in
the NOD reports are sufficient to characterize the discharges; whether the analyses are
appropriate for the discharges; and whether the conclusions regarding the discharges' potential
for causing adverse environmental impacts are supported by the information presented in the
NOD reports. Peer review comments are compiled in a separate report. IS

EPA and DoD reviewed the peer review comments and determined that the comments did not
indicate any fundamental flaws in the methodology used ~o assess a discharge's potential to cause
adverse impacts on the marine environment. EPA and DoD resolution ofpeer review comments
are compiled in Uniform National Discharge Standards For Vessels OfThe Armed Forces Peer
Review Comment Response. 16
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4.4 MPCD Practicability, Operational Feasibility, and Cost Analysis

Ifa discharge was determined to have a potential to cause an adverse environmental
impact in the absence ofpollution controls, EPA and DoD evaluated the practicability,
operational impact, and economic cost ofusing a MPCD to control the discharge. First, EPA and
DoD determined whether a control technology or management practice is currently in place to
control the discharge for environmental protection on any vessel type. The use ofexisting
controls was considered sufficient demonstration that at least one practicable control is available.
The Phase I UNDS rule does not address whether existing control technologies or management
practices are adequate to mitigate potential adverse impacts. In Phase II ofUNDS, EPA and
DoD will promulgate MPCD perfonnance standards for the discharges requiring control. For
discharges without any existing pollution controls but having the potential to cause an adverse
environmental impact, EPA and DoD analyzed potential pollution control options to'detennine
whether it is reasonable and practicable to require the use ofMPCDs. Practicability analyses
were prepared for the following four discharges (these analyses are contained in Appendix A):

• .Distillation and Reverse Osmosis Brine;
• . Hull Coating Leachate;
• Small Boat Engine Wet Exhaust; and
• Underwater Ship Husbandry.

For every discharge that showed a potential to cause adverse environmental effects, EPA
and DoD determined that it is reasonable and practicable to require a MPCD.

4.4.1 MPCD Practicability, Operational Feasibility, and Cost Report Contents

Each MPCD report gives a briefdescription ofthe discharge, lists and describes the
MPCD options, and reports the results ofanalyzing each MPCD option according to
practicability, operational impact, cost, and environmental effectiveness. The contents ofthe
MPCD reports are briefly described below:

Analysis ofPracticabilitv. Operational Impact. and Cost ofSeleeted MPCD Options
This section describes the purpose ofthe MPCD analysis and discusses thefactors that are considered when
determining which discharges should be controlled by MPCDs.

1.0 MPCD Options
This section describes the discharge and how it is generated and lists each ofthe MPCD options considered.

2.0 MPCD Analysis Results
This section presents the results ofthe MPCD analysis including discussions on practicability, effect on
operational and warfighting capabilities, cost, environmental effectiveness, and a determination for each
MPCD option. It recommends one or more MPCD optionsfor fUrther consideration under Phase IIof
UNDS.
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5. PHASE I DISCHARGE DETERMINATIONS

This chapter summarizes the 39 discharge types listed in Table 3-1 and the UNDS Phase I
decisions made regarding whether MPCDs are required. Section 5.1 provides this infonnation.
for the discharges that EPA and DoD detennined to require MPCDs; section 5.2 provides
infonnation for the discharges determined not to require MPCDs; and section 5.3 lists the chapter
5 references.

5.1 Discharges Determined To Require MPCDs

For the reasons discussed below, EPA and DoD have detennined that it is reasonable and
practicable to require the use of a MPCD to control 25 types ofdischarges from vessels of the
Armed Forces. Except where noted, the pollutant characteristics of these discharges indicate a
potential to cause adverse environmental impacts. Table 5-1 lists those discharges for which EPA
and DoD detennined it was reasonable and practicable to require the use ofan MCPD, and
identifies the characteristics ofeach discharge that fonned the basis of the determination. _.

For the Phase I rule, EPA and DoD identified at least one potential MPCD control option
for each discharge that could mitigate the environmental impacts of the discharge from at least
one class ofAnned Forces vessel. In Phase II of the UNDS rulemaking, EPA and DoD will
perfonn a more detailed assessment ofMPCD control options. EPA and DoD will consider
options that are being evaluated as part ofresearch and development programs in addition to
those that are currently available. EPA and DoD will evaluate MPCDs for all classes ofvessels
and promulgate the specific performance standards for each MPCD that are reasonable and
practicable for that class ofvessel. In developing specific MPCD performance standards, EPA
and DoD will consider the same factors considered in Phase I. The Phase II rule may distinguish
among vessel types and sizes, between new and existing vessels, and may waive the applicability
ofPhase II staD.dards as necessary or appropriate to a particular type or age ofvessel (see CWA
section 312(n)(3)(B)).

A MPCD is a control technology or a management practice that can reasonably and
practicably be installed or otherwise used on a vessel ofthe Armed Forces to receive, retain,
treat, control or discharge a discharge incidental to the nonnal operation of the vessel.

The discussions below provide a briefdescription ofthe discharges and the systems that
produce the discharges EPA and DoD propose to control. The discussions highlight the most
significant constituents released to the environment, and describes the current practice, if any, to
prevent or minimize environmental effects. Because of the diversity ofvessel types and designs,
these control practices are usually not unifonnlyapplied to all vessels generating the discharge.
In addition, these controls do not necessarily represent the only control options available. A
more detailed discussion of the discharges is presented in the NOD reports in Appendix A.
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Table 5-1. Discharges Requiring the Use of a MPCD and the Basis for the Determinationa
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Submarine Bilge Water
Sonar Dome Discharge

Small Boat Engine Wet
Exhaust

Seawater Piping Biofouling
Prevention

Seawater Cooling Overboard
Discharge

Underwater Ship Husbandrv

Surface Vessel Bilge
Water/Oil-Water Separator
Discharge

Hllil Coating Leachate
Gravwater

Gas Turbine Washdown
Dischirrge

Firemain Systems

Welldeck Discharges

Distillation and Reverse
Osmosis Brine

Motor Gasoline
Compensating Overboard
Discharge

Photographic Laboratory
Drains

Non-Oily Machinery
Wastewater

Elevator Pit Overboard
Discharge

Discharge

Dirtv Ballast

Compensated Fuel Ballast

Chain Locker Effluent
Clean Ballast

CampllitWarerBrnkeT~

Discharge and Post-Launch
Retraction Exhaust

Deck Runoff

Controllable Pitch Propeller
Hydraulic Fluid

AQueous Film-Fonning Foam



Notes:
(a) This table provides a simplified overview of the basis for requiring the use ofMPCDs for particular
discharges. It is not intended to fully characterize the discharges or describe the analyses leading to the
decision. More complete characterizations ofthe discharges and the analyses leading to the decisions are
presented in this section and in Appendix A.
(b) Discharge may produce floating foam in violation of some State water quality standards.
(c) Discharge was determined to have a low potential to adversely affect the environment, but an existing
MPCD is in place on at least one type ofvessel to reduce this low potential even further.
(d) No conclusion was drawn on the potential of the discharge to adversely affect the environment, but EPA
and DoD determined a MPCD is reasonable and practicable to mitigate any possible adverse effects.
(e) Chlorine and chlorination byproducts.

5.1.1 Aqueous Film-Forming Foam (AFFF)

This discharge consists of a mixture of seawater and firefighting foam discharged during
training, testing, and maintenance operations. Aqueous film fonning foam (AFFF) is the primary
firefighting agent used to extinguish flammable liquid fires on surface ships of the Anned Forces.
AFFF is stored on vessels as a concentrated liquid that is mixed with seawater to create the
diluted solution (3-6% AFFF) that is sprayed as a foam on the fire. The solution is applied with
"both fire hoses and fixed sprinkler devices; During planned maintenance of firefighting systems,
system testing and inspections, and flight deck certifications, the seawater/foam solution is
discharged either directly overboard from hoses, or onto flight decks and then subsequently
washed overboard. These discharges are considered incidental to the nonnal operation ofAnned
Forces vessels. Discharges ofAFFF that occur during firefighting or other shipboard emergency
situations are not incidental to nonnal operations and are not subject to the requirements of the
rule.

AFFF is discharged from all Navy ships, those MSC ships capable of supporting
helicopter operations, and Coast Guard cutters, icebreakers, and tugs. AFFF discharges generally
occur at distances greater than 12 n.m. from shore, and in all cases more than 3 n.m. from shore
due to existing Anned Forces operating instructions. The constituents ofAFFF include water, 2
(2-butoxyethoxy)-ethanol, urea, alkyl sulfate salts, amphoteric fluoroalkylamide derivative,
perfluoroalkyl sulfonate salts, triethanolamine, and methyl-1H-benzotriazole. Because the water
used to mix with the AFFF concentrate comes from the vessel's firemain, the discharge will also
include bis(2-ethylliexyl)phthalate, nitrogen (measured as total Kjeldahl nitrogen), copper, nickel,
and iron from the firemain piping.

The AFFF discharge produces an aqueous foam intended to cool and smother fires. Water
quality criteria for some States include narrative requirements for waters to be free of floating
materials attributable to domestic, industrial, or other controllable sources, or include narrative
criteria prohibiting discharges of foam. AFFF discharges in State waters would be expected to
result in violating such narrative criteria for foam or floating materials. At present, the Navy uses
certain management practices to control these discharges, including a self-imposed prohibition
on AFFF discharges in coastal waters by most Anned Forces vessels. These management
practices to control discharges ofAFFF demonstrate the availability of a MPCD to mitigate the
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potential adverse impacts that could result from the discharge ofAFFF. Therefore, EPA and
DoD have determined that it is reasonable and practicable to require use ofa MPCD for this
discharge.

AFFF discharges occur beyond 3 n.m. but within 12 n.m. from shore infrequently and in
relatively small volumes, and preliminary investigation indicates. that the diluted (3-6%) AFFF
solution does not exhibit significant toxic effects. Further, any discharges that do occur take
place while the vessel is underway and will be dispersed in the turbulence of the vessel wake.·

5.1.2 Catapult Water Brake Tank and Post-Launch Retraction Exhaust

This intermittent discharge is the oily water skimmed from the catapult water brake tank,
and the condensed steam discharged when the catapult is retracted. Catapult water brakes are
used to stop the forward movement of the steam-propelled catapults used to launch aircraft from
Navy aircraft carriers. The catapult water brake system includes,water brake cylinders and a
water brake tank that contains freshwater. During flight operations, water from the catapult
water brake tank is continuously injected into the catapult water brake cylinders. At the end of a
launch stroke, spears located on the front of the catapult pistons enter the water brake cylinders.
The water in the cylinders builds pressure ahead of the spears, cushioning the catapult pistons to
a stop. The catapult brake water is continuously circulated between the catapult water brake tank
and the catapult water brake cylinders.

Prior to the launch stroke, lubricating oil is applied to the catapult cylinder through which
the catapult piston and piston spear are driven. As the catapult piston is driven forward during
the launch stroke, the catapult piston and spear carries lubricating oil from the catapult cylinder
into the water brake cylinder at the end of the stroke. Over the course ofmultiple launchings, the
oil and water circulating through the water brake cylinder and tank leads to the formation of an
oil layer in the water brake tank. The oil layer can adversely affect water brake operation by
interfering with the cooling ofwater in the water brake tank. To prevent excessive heat buildup
in the tank, the oil is periodically skimmed off and discharged overboard. Additionally, as the
catapult piston is retracted following the launch, expended steam from the catapult launch stroke
and some residual lubricating oil from the catapult cylinder walls are discharged below the
waterline through a separate exhaust pipe.

Only aircraft carriers generate this discharge. Catapult operations during normal flight
operations generate both the water brake tank discharge and the post-launch retraction exhaust;
however, flight operations take place beyond 12 n.m. from shore. Catapult testing which occurs
within 12 n.m. always discharges the post-launch retraction exhaust, but usually does not add
sufficient quantities ofoil to the water brake tank to require skimming.

The water brake tank is used within 12 n.m. for dead-load catapult shots when testing
catapults on new aircraft carriers, and following major drydock overhauls or major catapult
modifications. This testing requires a minimum of60 dead-load shots each and may occur over a
period ofseveral days within 12 n.m. from shore. New carrier testing occurs only once, and
major overhauls generally occur on 5- to 7-year cycles in conjunction with drydocking. Major
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modifications to catapults may occur during an overhaul or pierside and are also infrequent
events. Carriers also routinely perform no-load shots when leaving port. The number ofno-load
shots conducted when leaving port, however, usually do not add enough lubricating oil to the
water brake tank to require skimming the oil while the ship is within 12 n.m. from shore.

The Water Brake Tank and Post-Launch Retraction exhaust discharge includes
lubricating oil, a limited thermal load associated with the heated oil and water (or condensed

.steam, in the case of the post-launch retraction exhaust), nitrogen (in the form ofammonia,
nitrates and nitrites, and total Kjeldahl nitrogen), and metals such as copper and nickel from the
piping systems. EPA and DoD analyzed the thennal effects of this discharge and concluded they
were Unlikely to exceed thennal mixing zone criteria in the States where aircraft carriers most
frequently operate. The post-launch retraction exhaust discharge can contain oil, copper, nickel,
ammonia, bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate, phosphorus, and benzidine in concentrations exceeding
State acute water quality criteria. The post-launch retraction exhaust discharge can also contain
nitrogen in concentrations exceeding the most stringent State water quality criteria.

The Navy has imposed operational controls limiting the amount ofoil applied to the
catapult cylinder during the launch stroke, which directly affects the amount ofoil that is
subsequently discharged from the water brake tank or during the post-launch retraction exhaust.
The Navy has also established requirements prescribing when catapult testing is required within
12 n.m. from shore. These operational constraints minimize discharges ofoil from the water
brake tank and post-launch retraction exhaust in coastal waters. These existing management
practices demonstrate the availability ofcontrols for this discharge. Therefore, EPA and DoD
have determined that it is reasonable and practicable to require use of a MPCD to mitigate
potential adverse environmental impacts from this discharge.

5.1.3 Chain Locker Effluent

This discharge consists of accumulated precipitation and seawater that is occasionally
emptied from the compartment used to store the vessel's anchor chain.

The chain locker is a compartment used to store anchor chain aboard vessels. Navy
policy requires that the anchor chain, appendages, and anchor on Navy surface vessels be washed
down with seawater during retrieval to prevent onboard accumulation of sediment. During
washdown, some water adheres to the chain and is brought into the chain locker as the chain is
stored. The chain locker sump accumulates the residual water and debris that drains from the
chain following anchor chain washdown and retrieval, or washes into the chain locker during
heavy weather. Water accumulating in the chain locker sump is removed by a drainage eductor
powered by the shipboard firemain system.

All Armed Forces vessels housing their anchor chains in lockers, except submarines, can
generate this discharge. Since submarine chain lockers are always open to the sea, water is
always present in the chain locker and there is no "collected" water to be discharged as effluent.
Navy policy prohibits discharging chain locker effluent within 12 n.m. Other vessels of the
Armed Forces are currently authorized to discharge chain locker effluent within 12 n.m.;
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however, most Armed Forces vessels also observe the 12 n.m. discharge prohibition. A recent
review ofpractices on several Navy ships found no water accumulation in the chain locker sump,
and the ships' crew confirmed that discharges ofchain locker effluent occur outside 12 n.m.

In addition to water, materials collecting in the chain locker sump can include paint chips,
rust, grease, and other debris. Chain locker effluent may contain organic and inorganic
compounds associated with this debris, as well as metals from the sump and from sacrificial
anodes installed in the chain locker to provide cathodic protection. If the anchor chain
washdown is not perfonned and the chain locker effluent is subsequently discharged in a
different port, the discharge could potentially transport nonindigenous species. Discharge
volume will vary depending upon the frequency of anchoring operations, the number of anchors
used, and the depth ofwater (which determines the amount ofchain that will be lowered into the
water).

Given the manner in which water collects in the chain locker sump and remains there for
extended periods of time, it is possible that the discharge could contain elevated levels ofmetals
at concentrations exceeding State water quality criteria.· However, given the small volume of the
discharge and the infrequency ofanchoring operations, it is unlikely that discharges ofchain
locker effluent would adversely impact the environment. Nevertheless, the Navy and other
Armed Forces already have management practices in place for most vessels.requiring anchors
and anchor chains to be washed down with seawater during retrieval, and prohibiting the
discharge of chain locker effluent until beyond 12 n.m. from shore. 000 has chosen as a matter
ofpolicy to continue prohibiting the discharge ofchain locker effluent within 12 n.m. from
shore. This prohibition, while not considered necessary to mitigate an existing or potential
adverse impact, will eliminate the possibility ofdischarging into coastal waters any metals, other
contaminants, or nonindigenous aquatic species that may have accumulated in the chain locker
sump. EPA and 000 have determined that the existing management practices demonstrate that
it is reasonable and practicable to require use ofa MPCD for chain locker effluent.

5.1.4 Clean Ballast

This discharge is composed ofthe seawater taken into, and discharged from, dedicated
ballast tanks used to maintain the stability ofthe vessel and to adjust the buoyancy of
submarines.

Many types ofAnned Forces vessels store clean ballast in dedicated tanks in order to
adjust a vessel's draft, buoyancy, trim, and list. Clean ballast may consist ofseawater taken
directly onboard into the ballast tanks or seawater received from the vessel's firemain system.
Clean ballast differs from "dirty ballast" and "compensated ballast" discharges (described below)
in that clean ballast is not stored in tanks that are also used to hold fuel. Many surface vessels
introduce clean ballast into tanks to replace the weight ofoff-loaded cargo or expended fuel to
improve vessel stability while navigating on the high seas. Amphibious ships also flood clean
ballast tanks during landing craft operations to lower the ship's stem, allowing the well deck to
be accessed. Submarines introduce clean ballast into their main ballast tanks when submerging,
and introduce clean ballast into their variable ballast tanks to make minor adjustments to
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buoyancy, trim, and list while operating submerged or surfaced. The discharge occurs when fuel
or cargo is taken on and the ballast is no longer needed, when amphibious operations are
concluded and the vessel is returned to its normal operating draft, when submarines surface, or
when submarines make some operational adjustments in trim or list while submerged or
surfaced.

Clean ballast discharges are intermittent and can occur at any distance from shore,
including within 12 n.m. Constituents ofclean ballast can include materials from tank coatings
(e.g., epoxy), chemical additives (e.g., flocculant chemicals or rust inhibitors), and metals from
piping systems and sacrificial anodes used to control corrosion. Based on analytical data for
firemain system discharges, metals expected to be present in the discharge include copper, nickel,
and zinc. These data indicate that the pollutant concentrations in the discharge may exceed State
water quality criteria.

Previous studies have documented the potential ofballasting operations to transfer
nonindigenous aquatic species into receiving·waters. Ballast water potentially contains living
microorganisms, plants, and animals that are native to the location where the water was pumped
aboard. When the ballast water is transported to another port or coastal area and discharged, the
surviving organisms are released and have the potential to invade and impact the local
ecosystem.

The Navy, MSC, and Coast Guard either currently implement or are in the process of
approving a ballast water management policy requiring open-ocean ballast water exchange, based
on guidelines established by the International Maritime Organization.1 These management
practices demonstrate the availability of controls to mitigate the potential adverse environmental
impacts from this discharge. Therefore, EPA and DoD have determined that it is reasonable and .
practicable to require a MPCD for discharges ofclean ballast.

5.1.5 Compensated Fuel Ballast

This intermittent discharge is composed of the seawater taken into, and discharged from,
tanks designed to hold both fuel and ballast water to maintain the stability of the vessel.

Compensated fuel ballast systems are configured as a series of fuel tanks that
automatically draw in seawater to replace fuel as it is consumed. Keeping the fuel tanks full in
this manner enhances the stability of a vessel by using the weight ofthe seawater to compensate
for the mass ofballast lost through fuel consumption. During refueling, fuel displaces the
seawater, and the displaced seawater is discharged overboard.

Compensated fuel ballast is discharged by approximately 165 Navy surface vessels and
submarines. In most cases, surface ships with compensated fuel ballast systems discharge
directly to surface waters each time they refuel. However, in some situations that discharge is
collected for processing on shore. Surface vessels are refueled both in port and at sea. All at-sea
refueling is accomplished beyond 12 n.m. from shore. For submarines, refueling occurs only in
port and the compensated ballast is transferred to shore facilities for processing.
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The compensated fuel ballast discharge can contain 2-propenal, phosphorus, thallium, oil
(and its constituents, such as benzene, phenol, and toluene), copper, mercury (a bioaccumulative
chemical ofconcern), nickel, silver, and zinc. Concentrations of2-propenal, benzene, copper,
nickel, phosphorus, silver, thallium, and zinc can exceed acute Federal criteria or State acute
water quality criteria. The compensated fuel ballast discharge can also contain nitrogen (in the
form ofammonia, nitrates and nitrites, and total Kjeldahl nitrogen) in concentrations exceeding
the most stringent State water quality criteria.

To reduce the discharge of fuel in compensated fuel ballast discharge, the Navy has
instituted operational guidelines intended to reduce the potential for overfilling tanks or
discharging excessive amounts of fuel entrained in the displaced compensating water while
refueling surface vessels. These guidelines limit the amount of fuel that can be taken on in port
(i.e., to prevent "topping off' the fuel tanks) and establish maximum allowable rates for in port
refueling. Additionally, submarines transfer all compensated fuel ballast water to shore facilities
when refueling diesel fuel oil tanks. These operational controls for surface vessel refueling and
the practice of transferring the discharge to shore for submarines demonstrates the availability of
MPCDs to mitigate potential adverse environmental impacts; therefore, EPA and DoD have
determined it is reasonable and practicable to require the use ofa MPCD for compensated fuel
ballast.

5.1.6 Controllable Pitch Propeller Hydraulic Fluid

This discharge is the hydraulic fluid that is discharged into the sUn"ounding seawater from
propeller seals as part ofnonnal operation, and the hydraulic fluid released during routine
maintenance of the propellers.

Controllable pitch propellers (CPP) are used to control a vessel's speed or direction while
maintaining constant propulsion plant output (i.e., varying the pitch, or "bite," of the propeller
blades allows the propulsion shaft to remain turning at a constant speed). CPP blade pitch is
controlled hydraulically through a system ofpumps, pistons, and gears. Hydraulic oil may be
released from CPP assemblies under three conditions: leakage through CPP seals, releases
during underwater CPP repair and maintenance activities, or releases from equipment used for
CPP blade replacement.

Over 200 Armed Forces vessels have CPP systems. Leakage through CPP seals can
occur within 12 n.m., but seal leakage is more likely to occur while the vessel is underway than
while pierside or at anchor because the CPP system operates under higher pressure when a vessel
is underway. Blade replacement occurs in port on an as-needed basis when dry-docking is
unavailable or impractical, resulting in some discharge ofhydraulic oiL Approximately 30 blade
replacements and blade port cover removals (for maintenance) are conducted annuaHy, fleetwide.

CPP assemblies are designed to operate at 400 psi without leaking. Typical pressures
while pierside range from 6 to 8 psi. CPP seals are designed to last five to seven years, which is
the longest period between dry-dock cycles, and are inspected quarterly to check for damage or
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excessive wear. Because of the hub design and the frequent CPP seal inspections, leaks of
hydraulic oil from CPP hubs are found to be negligible. During the procedure for CPP blade
replacement, however, hydraulic oil is released to the environment from tools and other
equipment. In addition, hydraulic oil could also leak from the CPP hub during a CPP blade port
cover removal.

The Navy's repair procedures impose certain requirements during blade replacement and
blade port cover removal to minimize the amount ofhydraulic oil released to the extent possible.
In addition, booms are placed around the aft end of the vessel to contain possible oil release
during these procedures. Nevertheless, EPA and DoD have determined that the amount of
hydra:ulic oil released during underwater CPP maintenance could create an oil sheen and exceed
State water quality criteria. Constituents of the discharge could include paraffins, olefins, and
metals such as copper, aluminum, tin, nickel, and lead. Metal concentrations are expected to be
low because hydraulic oil is not corrosive, and the hydraulic oil is continually filtered to protect
against system failures.

EPA and DoD have detennined that pollution controls are necessary to mitigate the
potential adverse environmental impacts that could result from releases ofhydraulic oil during
underwater maintenance on controllable pitch propellers. The existing repair procedures and the
staging ofcontainment booms and oil skimming equipment to capture released oil demonstrate
the availability ofMPCDs (i.e., best management practices) for this discharge. Therefore, EPA
and DoD have detennined that it is reasonable and practicable to require MPCDs to control
discharges of CPP hydraulic fluid.

5.1.7 Deck Runoff

Deck runoff is an intermittent discharge generated when water from precipitation,
freshwater washdowns, wave action, or spray falls on the,exposed portion of a vessel such as a
weather deck or flight deck. This water is discharged overboard through deck openings and
washes overboard any residues that may be present on the deck surface. The runoff drains
overboard to receiving waters through numerous deck openings. All vessels of the Armed Forces
produce deck runoff, and this discharge occurs whenever the deck surface is exposed to water,
both within and beyond 12 n.m.

Contaminants present on the deck originate from topside equipment components and the
many varied activities that take place on the deck. This discharge can include residues of
gasoline, diesel fuel, Naval distillate fuel, grease, hydraulic fluid, soot, dirt, paint, glycol,
cleaners such as sodium metasilicates, and solvents. A number ofmetal and organic pollutants
may be present in the discharge, including silver, cadmium, chromium, copper, nickel, lead,
benzene, ethylbenzene, toluene, xylene, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, and phenol. Mass
loadings and concentrations of these constituents will vary with a number of factors including
ship operations, deck washdown frequency, and the frequency, duration, and intensity of
precipitation events.
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Based on the results from limited sampling from catapult troughs (a component ofrunoff
from aircraft carrier flight decks), oil and grease, phenols, chromium, cadmium, nickel, and lead
could be present in this discharge at levels exceeding acute Federal criteria and State acute water
quality criteria. Ifnot properly controlled, oil collecting in catapult troughs can cause deck
runoff from aircraft carrier flight decks to create an oil sheen on the surface of the receiving
water, which would violate State water quality criteria. Armed Forces vessels already institute
certain management practices intended to reduce the amount of pollutants discharged in deck
runoff, including keeping weather decks cleared of debris, immediately mopping up and cleaning
spills and residues, and engaging in spill and pollution prevention practices. These practices
demonstrate the availability ofcontrols to mitigate adverse impacts from deck runoff. Therefore,
EPA and DoD have determined it is reasonable and practicable to require a MPCD for deck
runoff.

5.1.8 Dirty Ballast

This intermittent discharge is composed of the seawater taken into, and discharged from,
empty fuel tanks to maintain the stability ofthe vessel. The seawater is brought into these tanks
for the purpose ofimproving the stability ofa vessel during rough sea conditions. Prior to taking
on the seawater as ballast, fuel in the tank to be ballasted is transferred to another fuel tank or
holding tank to prevent contaminating the fuel with seawater. Some residual fuel remains in the
tank and mixes with the seawater to form dirty ballast. Dirty ballast systems are configured
differently from compensated ballast and clean ballast systems..Compensated ballast systems
continuously replace fuel with seawater in a system of tanks as the fuel is consumed. Clean
ballast systems have tanks that carry only ballast water and are never in contact with fuel. In a
dirty ballast system, water is added to a fuel tank after most of the fuel is removed.

Thirty Coast Guard vessels generate dirty ballast as a discharge incidental to normal
vessel operations. These Coast Guard vessels do so because their size and design do not allow
for a sufficient volume ofclean ballast tanks. The larger ofthese vessels discharge the dirty
ballast at distances beyond 12 n.m. from shore, while the smaller vessels discharge the dirty
ballast between 3 and 12 n.m. from shore. Coast Guard vessels monitor the dirty ballast
discharge with an oil content monitor. If the dirty ballast exceeds 15 parts per million (ppm) oil,
it is treated in an oil-water separator prior to discharge.

Expected constituents ofdirty ballast are Naval distillate fuel or aviation fuel. Based on
sampling results for compensated fuel ballast, which is expected to have similar constituents to
dirty ballast, this discharge can contain oil (and its constituents such as benzene and toluene);
biocidal fuel additives; metals such as copper, mercury (a bioaccumulative chemical ofconcern),
nickel, silver, thallium, and zinc; and the constituents 2-propenal, nitrogen (in the form of
ammonia and total Kjeldahl nitrogen), and phosphorus.

Uncontrolled discharges ofdirty ballast would be expected to exceed acute Federal
criteria or State acute water quality criteria for oil, benzene, , copper, nickel, phosphorus, 2
propenal, silver, thallium, and zinc. Concentrations of nitrogen would be expected to exceed the
most stringent State water quality criteria. The use ofoil content monitors and oil-water
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separators to reduce the concentration ofoil (and associated constituents) demonstrates the
availability ofMPCDs to control this discharge. Therefore, EPA and DoD have determined that
it is reasonable and practicable to require the use ofMPCDs to control discharges ofdirty ballast.

5.1.9 Distillation and Reverse Osmosis Brine

This intermittent discharge is the concentrated seawater (brine) produced as a byproduct
of the processes used to generate freshwater from seawater.

Distillation and reverse osmosis plants are two types ofwater purification systems that
generate freshwater from seawater for a variety of shipboar4 applications, including potable
water for drinking and hotel services, and high-purity feedwater for boilers. Distillation plants
boil seawater, and the resulting steam is condensed into high-purity distilled water. The
remaining seawater concentrate, or "brine," that is not evaporated is discharged overboard.
Reverse osmosis systems separate freshwater from seawater using semi-permeable membranes as
a physical barrier, allowing a portion of the seawater to pass through the membrane as freshwater
and concentrating the suspended and dissolved constituents in a saltwater brine that is
subsequently discharged overboard.

Distillation or reverse osmosis systems are installed on approximately 540 Armed Forces
vessels. This discharge can occur in port, while transiting to or from port, or while operating
anywhere at sea (including within 12 n.m.). Distillation plants on steam-powered vessels may be
operated to produce boiler feedwater any time a vessel's boilers are operating; however,
operational policy limits its use in port for producing potable water because of the increased risk
ofbiofouling from the water in harbors and the reduced demand for potable water. MSC steam
powered vessels typically operate one evaporator while in port to produce boiler feedwater; most
diesel and gas-turbine powered MSC vessels do not operate water purification systems within 12
n.m.

Pollutants detected in distillation and reverse osmosis brine include copper, iron, lead,
nickel, , and zinc. The sampling data indicate that copper, lead, nickel, iron, and zinc can exceed
acute Federal criteria or State acute water quality criteria. The distillation and reverse osmosis
brine discharge can also contain nitrogen (in the form of ammonia, nitrates and nitrites, and total
Kjeldahl nitrogen) and phosphorus in concentrations exceeding the most stringent State water
quality criteria. The mass loadings ofcopper and iron are estimated to be significant. Thermal
effects modeling ofdistillation plant discharges indicates that the thermal plume does not exceed
State water quality criteria.

Review ofexisting practices indicate that certain operational controls limiting the use of
distillation plants and reverse osmosis units can reduce the potential for this discharge to cause
adverse environmental impacts in some instances. Additionally, it appears that, for some vessels,
reverse osmosis units may present an acceptable alternative to the use ofdistillation plants.
Reverse osmosis units discharge brines are expected to contain lower concentrations ofmetals
because these systems have non-metallic membranes and ambient operating temperatures,
resulting in less system corrosion. Further analysis is necessary before determining whether
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distillation plants should be replaced by reverse osmosis units. Nevertheless, existing operational
practices for distillation and reverse osmosis plants and the availability ofreverse osmosis units
to replace distillation units on some vessels demonstrates the availability ofMPCDs to reduce the
effects of this discharge. Therefore, EPA and DoD have determined that it is reasonable and
practicable to require the use ofMPCDs to control discharges from distillation and reverse
osmosis plants.

5.1.10 Elevator Pit Emuent

This discharge is the liquid that accumulates in, and is occasionally discharged from, the
sumps ofelevator wells on vessels. Most large surface ships have at least one type ofelevator
used to transport supplies, equipment, and personnel between different decks of the vessel.
These elevators generally can be classified as either a closed design in which the elevator
operates in a shaft, or an open design used to move aircraft between decks. Elevators operating
in a shaft are similar to the conventional design seen in many buildings. For these elevators, a
sump is located in the elevator pit to collect liquids entering the elevator and shaft areas. Deck
runoff and elevator equipment maintenance activities are the primary sources of liquids entering
the sump. On some vessels, the elevator sump is equipped with a drain to direct liquid wastes
overboard. On others, piping is installed that allows an eductor to pump the pit effluent
overboard. However, most vessels collect and containerize the pit effluent for disposal onshore
or process it along with their bilgewater.

The elevators used on aircraft carriers to move aircraft and helicopters from one deck to
another are an open design (i.e., there is no elevator shaft). The elevator platform is supported by
cables and pulleys, and it operates on either the port or starboard side of the ship away from the
hull. Unlike elevators with pits, the aircraft elevators are exposed to the water below and there
are no systems in place for collecting liquid wastes.

Coast Guard, Army and Air Force vessels do not have elevators and therefore do not
produce this discharge. The discharge ofelevator pit effluent may occur at any location, within
or beyond 12 n.m. from shore. Constituents in elevator pit effluent are likely to include grease,
lubricating oil, fuel, hydraulic fluid, cleaning solvents, dirt, paint chips, aqueous film-forming
foam, glycol, and sodium metasilicate. The discharge can also contain nitrogen (measured as
total Kjeldahl nitrogen) and metals from firemain water used to operate eductors draining the
elevator pit.

The concentrations ofcopper, iron, nickel, and bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate in firemain
water (discussed in section 5.1.11) may exceed acute Federal criteria or State acute water quality
criteria. The elevator pit effluent discharge can also contain nitrogen in concentrations
exceeding the most stringent State water quality criteria. Constituent concentrations and mass
loadings vary among ship classes depending on the frequency ofelevator use, the size of the
elevator openings, the amount and concentration ofdeck runoff, and the frequency ofelevator
equipment maintenance activities. Material accumulated in elevator pits is either collected for
disposal onshore or directed to the bilgewater system for treatment through an oil-water separator
prior to discharge. These existing practices demonstrate the availability ofcontrols to reduce the
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potential for this discharge to cause adverse impacts on the environment.. Therefore; EPA and
DoD have determined that it is reasonable and practicable to require MPCDs for elevator pit
effluent.

5.1.11 Firemain Systems

This .discharge is the seawater pumped through the firemain system for firemain testing,
maintenance, ·and training, and to supply water for the operation ofcertain vessel systems..

Firemain systems distribute seawater for firefighting and other services aboard ship.
Firerriain water is provided for firefighting through fire hose stations, sprinkler systems, and
foam proportioners, which inject aqueous film-fonning foam (AFFF) into firemain water for
distribution over flammable liquid spills or fire. Firemain water is also directed to other services
including ballast systems, machinery cooling, lubrication, and anchor chain washdown.
Discharges of firemain water incidental to normal vessel operations include anchor chain
waShdown, firemain testing, various maintenance and training activities, bypass flow from the
firemain pumps to prevent overheating, and cooling ofauxiliary machinery equipment (e.g.,
refrigeration plants). UNDS does not apply to discharges offiremain water that occur during
firefighting or other shipboard emergency situations, because they are not incidental to the
nonnal operation of a vessel.

.;..: .

Firemain systems aboard Armed Forces vessels are classified as either wet or dry. Wet .
firemain systems are continuously charged with water and pressurized so that the system is
available to provide water upon demand. Dry firemains are not continuously charged with water,
and consequently do not supply water upon demand. Dry firemain systems are periodically
tested and are pressurized during maintenance or training exercises, or during emergencies.

With the exception of small boats and craft, all Anned Forces vessels use firemain
systems. All Navy surface ships and some MSC vessels use wet firemain systems. Submarines
and all Anny and Coast Guard vessels use dry firemains. Firemain system discharges occur both
within and beyond 12 n.m. from shore. Flow rates depend upon the type, number, and operating
time ofthe equipment and systems using water from the firemain system.

Samples were collected from three vessels with wet firemain systems and analyzed to
determine the constituents present. Because of longer contact times between seawater and the
piping in wet firemains, and the use ofzinc anodes in some seachests and heat exchangers to
control corrosion, pollutant concentrations in wet firemains are expected to be higher than those
in dry firemain systems. Pollutants detected in the firemain discharge include nitrogen
(measured as total Kjeldahl nitrogen), copper, nickel, iron, and bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate. The
concentrations ofiron exceeded the most stringent State chronic water quality criteria. The
concentrations ofnitrogen exceeded the most stringent State water quality criteria. Copper,
nickel, and bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate concentrations exceeded the relevant chronic Federal
criteria and State chronic water quality criteria. These concentrations contribute to a significant
total mass loading in the discharge due to the large volume ofwater discharged from wet
firemain systems. Circulation through heat exchangers to cool auxiliary machinery increases the
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temperature ofthe firemain water, but the resulting thermal effects do not exceed State mixing
zone criteria.

Firemain systems have a low potential for transporting nonindigenous aquatic species,
primarily because the systems do not transport large volumes ofwater over great distances. In
addition, stagnant portions ofthe firemain tend to develop anaerobic conditions that are
inhospitable to most marine organisms.

EPA and DoD believe that dry firemain systems may offer one means for reducing the
total mass ofpollutants discharged from firemain systems. The use ofdry firemains for Coast
Guard vessels demonstrates that, for at least some types ofvessels, this option may be an
available control mechanism. Another possible MPCD option for achieving pollutant reductions
is the use ofalternative piping systems (i.e., different metallurgy) that provide lower rates ofpipe
wall corrosion and erosion. The use ofdry firemains and the potential offered by alternative
piping systems demonstrates the availability ofcontrols to mitigate potential adverse impacts on
the environment. Therefore, EPA and DoD have determined that it is reasonable and practicable
to require the use ofa MPCD for firemain systems.

5.1.12 Gas Turbine Water Wash

Gas turbine water wash consists ofwater periodically discharged while cleaning internal
and external components ofpropulsion and auxiliary gas turbines. Approximately 155 Anned
Forces vessels use gas turbines for either propulsion or auxiliary power generation. Gas turbine
water wash is generated within 12 n.m. and varies by the type ofgas turbine and the amount of
time it is operated. Because the drain collecting system is limited in size, discharges may occur
within 12 n.m. On most Navy and MSC gas turbine ships, gas turbine water wash is collected in
a dedicated collection tank and is not discharged overboard within 12 n.m. On ships without a
dedicated collection tank, this discharge is released as a component ofdeck runoff, welldeck
discharges, or bilgewater.

Expected constituents ofgas turbine water wash are synthetic lubricating oil, grease,
solvent-based cleaning products, hydrocarbon combustion by-products, salts from the marine
environment, and metals leached from metallic turbine surfaces. The concentration of
naphthalene (from solvents) in the discharge is expected to exceed State acute water quality
criteria. To limit the impacts of gas turbine water wash discharge while operating in coastal
areas, most vessels direct the discharge to a dedicated holding tank for shore disposal. This
containment procedure demonstrates the availability ofcontrols for this discharge. Therefore,
EPA and DoD have determined that it is reasonable and practicable to require the use ofa MPCD
for gas turbine water wash.

5.1.13 Graywater

Section 312(a)(11) of the CWA defines graywater as "galley, bath, and shower water."
Recognizing the physical constraints ofAnned Forces vessels and the manner in which
wastewater is handled on these vessels, graywater is more broadly defined for the purposes of
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UNDS. For the purposes of this regulation, the graywater discharge consists ofgraywater as
defined in CWA section 312(a)(II), as well as drainage from laundries, interior deck drains,
water fountains and miscellaneous shop sinks. All ships, and some small boats, of the Armed
Forces generate graywater on an intermittent basis. Graywater discharges occur both within and
beyond 12 n.m. from shore. Most Armed Forces vessels collect graywater and transfer it to shore
treatment facilities while pierside. Some vessel types, however, have minimal or no graywater
collection or holding capability and discharge the graywater directly overboard while in transit.
Graywater is discharged pierside when collection facilities are not available"

Less than halfof all graywater discharged within 12 n.m. occurs pierside from vessels
lacking graywater collection holding capability. The remainder of the discharge in coastal waters
occurs during transit within 12 n.m. from shore. Copper, lead, mercury (a bioaccumulative
chemical of concern), nickel, silver, and zinc were detected in concentrations that exceed acute
Federal criteria and State acute water quality criteria. Graywater also contains conventional and
nonconventional pollutants, such as total suspendedsolids, biochemical oxygen demand,
chemical oxygen demand, oil, grease, ammonia, nitrogen, and phosphates. Due to the large
volume ofgraywater generated each year, the mass loadings of these constituents may be
significant. The use ofcontainment systems to transfer graywater to shore treatment facilities
demonstrates the availability ofcontrols to mitigate adverse impacts on the environment.
Therefore, EPA and DoD have determined that it is reasonable and practicable to require a
MPCD to control graywater discharges.

5.1.14 Hull Coating Leachate

This discharge consists ofconstituents that leach, dissolve, ablate, or erode from hull
paints into the surrounding seawater.

Vessel hulls that are continuously exposed to seawater are typically coated with a base
anti-corrosive coating covered by an anti-fouling coating. This coating system prevents
corrosion of the underwater hull structure and, through leaching action releases antifouling
compounds. Ablative coatings allow the paint surface to erode or dissolve to release antifouling
compounds. These compounds inhibit the adhesion ofbiological growth to the hull surface.

The coatings on most vessels of the Armed Forces are either copper- or tributyl tin
(TBT)-based, with copper-based ablative paints being the most predominant coating system. The
Armed Forces have been phasing out the use ofTBT paints, and currently it is found only on
approximately 10-20 percent ofsmall boats and craft with aluminum hulls. Small boats and craft
that spend most of their time out ofwater typically do not receive an anti-corrosive or anti
fouling coating.

Hull coating leachate is generated continuously whenever a vessel hull is exposed to
water, within and beyond 12 n.m. from shore. Priority pollutants expected to be present in this
discharge include copper and zinc. TBT is also expected to be present in this discharge for those
vessels with TBT paint. The release rate ofthe constituents in hull coating leachate varies with
the type ofpaint used? water temperature, vessel speed, and the age of the coating. Using average
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release rates derived from laboratory tests, the wetted surface area of each vessel, and the number
ofdays the vessel is located within 12 n.m., EPA and DoD estimated the mass ofcopper, zinc,
and TBT released in the leachate and concluded that the discharge has the potential to cause an
adverse environmental effect.

Annual releases ofTBT are expected to decrease since TBT coatings are being phased out
by DoD and the Coast Guard. Both DoD and the commercial industry have conducted research
on the use of advanced antifouling coatings such as easy release coatings (e.g., silicone) that
resist biofouling when the vessel is in motion and a critical speed is reached. The combination of
phasing out TBT paints, the potential to establish limits on copper release rates for copper-based
coating systems, and the potential for alternative coating systems to reduce copper discharges
demonstrates the availability ofcontrols to mitigate potential environmental impacts from hull
coating leachate. Thus, EPA and DoD determined that it is reasonable and practicable to require
use of a MPCD for hull coating leachate.

5.1.15 Motor Gasoline Compensating Discharge

This intermittent discharge consists of seawater taken into, and discharged from, motor
gasoline tanks. Motor gasoline (MOGAS) is used to operate vehicles and equipment stored or
transported on some Navy amphibious vessels. MOGAS is stored in a compensating fuel tank
system in which seawater is automatically added to fuel tanks as the gasoline is consumed in
order to eliminate free space where vapors could accumulate. The compensating system is used
for MOGAS to provide supply pressure for the gasoline and to keep the tank full to prevent
potentially explosive gasoline vapors from forming. During refueling, gasoline displaces
seawater from the tanks, and the displaced seawater is discharged directly overboard.

The Navy has two classes ofvessels with MOGAS storage tanks. Eleven ofthese vessels
are homeported in the U.S. Based on operational practices, vessels with MOGAS storage tanks
typically refuel once per year, and the refuelings are always conducted in port. Therefore, all
discharges from the MOGAS compensating system occur in port.

Seawater in the MOGAS compensating system is in contact with the gasoline for long
periods oftime. MOGAS discharges are expected to contain components ofgasoline, including
benzene, ethylbenzene, toluene, phenols, and naphthalenes at concentrations that exceed acute
water quality criteria.

Specific operating procedures are followed when refueling MOGAS tanks to reduce the
potential for discharging gasoline. These procedures require MOGAS tanks to be filled slowly
and prohibit filling the tanks beyond 80 percent of the total tank capacity. Containment is placed
around hose connections to contain any releases ofgasoline, and containment booms are placed
in the water around the vessel being refueled. Diffusers are used within the tanks to prevent
entraining fuel into the discharged compensating water. These management practices
demonstrate the availability ofcontrols to mitigate potential adverse impacts to the environment.
Therefore, EPA and DoD have detennined that it is reasonable and practicable to require MPCDs
for the MOGAS compensating discharge.
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5.1.16 Non-Oily Machinery Wastewater

This intennittent discharge is composed ofwater leakage from the operation of
equipment such as distillation plants, water chillers, valve packings, water piping, low- and high
pressure air compressors, and propulsion engine jacket coolers. Only wastewater that is not
expected to contain oil is collected in this system. The discharge is captured in a dedicated
system of drip pans, funnels, and deck drains to prevent mixing with oily bilgewater. Non-oily

. machinery wastewater from systems and equipment located above the waterline is drained
directly overboard. Non-oily machinery wastewater from systems and equipment below the
waterline is directed to collection tanks prior to overboard discharge. In limited cases, steam
condensate generated when a vessel is in port is directed to the non-oily machinery wastewater
collection tank. See section 5.2.10 for additional infonnation on steam condensate discharges.

Nuclear-powered Navy surface vessels and some conventionally powered vessels have
dedicated non-oily machinery wastewater systems. Most other Armed Forces vessels have no
dedicated non-oily machinery wastewater system, so this type ofwastewater drains directly to the
bilge and is part ofthe bilgewater discharge.

Non-oily machinery wastewater is discharged in port, during transit, and at sea. This
discharge is generated whenever systems or equipment are in use, and varies in volume according
to ship size and the level ofmachinery use.

Pollutants, including copper, nickel, silver, bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate, and zinc were
present in concentrations that exceed acute Federal criteria or State acute water quality criteria•..
Nitrogen (in the fonn ofammonia, nitrates and nitrites, and total Kjeldahl nitrogen) and total
phosphorus were present in concentrations exceeding the most stringent State water quality
criteria. Mercury (a bioaccumulative chemical ofconcern) was also detected, but at
concentrations that did not exceed Federal or State water quality criteria. There was significant
variability in sampling data, and flow rate data were insufficient for reliably estimating mass

. loadings for this discharge. System design changes to control the types and numbers of
contributing systems and equipment, and implementation ofmanagement practices to reduce the
generation ofnon-oily machinery wastewater are potential options for reducing the potential
impact of this discharge on the environment. For this rule, EPA and DoD have detennined that
it is reasonable and practicable to require MPCDs for non-oily machinery wastewater.

5.1.17 Photographic Laboratory Drains

This intennittent discharge is laboratory wastewater resulting from processing
photographic film. Typical liquid wastes from these activities include spent film processing
chemical developers, fixer-bath solutions and film rinse water.

Navy ship classes such as aircraft carriers, amphibious assault ships, and submarine
tenders have photographic laboratory facilities, including color, black-and-white and x-ray
photographic processors. The Coast Guard has two icebreakers with photographic and x-ray
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processing capabilities. The MSC has two vessels that have photographic processing equipment
onboard, but the equipment nonnally is not operated in U.S. waters. Army, Air Force, and
Marine Corps vessels do not use photographic equipment aboard their vessels and therefore dp
not produce this discharge.

Photographic laboratory wastes may be generated within and beyond 12 n.m. from shore,
although current practice is to collect and hold the waste onboard within 12 n.m. The volume
and frequency of the waste generation varies with a vessel's photographic processing capabilities,
equipment, and operational objectives.

Expected' constituents in photographic laboratory wastes include acetic acid, aluminum
sulfate, ammonia, boric acid, ethylene glycol, sulfuric acid, sodium acetate, sodium chloride,
ammonium bromide, aluminum sulfate, and silver. Concentrations ofsilver can exceed acute
Federal criteria and State acute water quality criteria; however, the existing data are insufficient
to detennine whether drainage from shipboard photographic laboratories has the potential to
cause adverse environmental effects.

The Navy has adopted guidance to control photographic laboratory drains, including
containerizing for onshore disposal all photographic processing wastes generated within 12 n.m.,
and is transitioning to digital photographic systems. The current handling practices and the
availability ofdigital photographic systems demonstrates that MPCDs are available to mitigate
potential adverse effects, if any, from photographic laboratory drains. Therefore, EPA and DoD
have detennined that it is reasonable and practicable to require use ofa MPCD for this discharge.

5.1.18 Seawater Cooling Overboard Discharge

This discharge consists ofseawater from a dedicated system that provides noncontact
cooling water for other vessel systems. The seawater cooling system continuously pmvides
cooling water to heat exchangers, removing heat from main propulsion machinery, electrical
generating plants, and other auxiliary equipment. The heated seawater is discharged directly
overboard. With the exception ofsome small, non-self-propelled vessels and service craft, all
Armed Forces vessels discharge seawater from cooling systems. Typically, the demand for
seawater cooling is continuous and occurs both within and beyond 12 n.m. from shore.

Seawater cooling overboard discharge contains trace materials from seawater cooling
system pipes, valves, seachests, pumps, and heat exchangers. Pollutants detected in seawater
cooling overboard discharge include copper, zinc, nickel, arsenic, chromium, lead, and nitrogen
(in the fonn ofammonia, nitrates and nitrites, and total Kjeldahl nitrogen). Copper, nickel, and
silver were detected in concentrations exceeding both the chronic Federal criteria and State
chronic water quality criteria. Nitrogen was detected in concentrations exceeding State chronic
water quality criteria. These concentrations contribute to a significant total mass released by this
discharge due to the large volume ofcooling water. In addition, thennal effects modeling
indicates that some vessels may exceed State thennal mixing zone requirements. The seawater
cooling water system has a low potential for transporting nonindigenous species, because the
residence time for most portions ofthe system are short. However, a strainer plate is used to
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minimize the inflow of larger biota during system operation. The strainer plate is periodically
cleaned using low pressure air or steam to dislodge any accumulated material. This procedure
may result in releasing biota that have attached to the plate.

A potential MPCD option for achieving pollutant reductions is the use ofalternative
piping systems (i.e., different metallurgy) that provide lower rates ofpipe wall corrosion and
erosion. The potential substitution ofmaterials demonstrates the availability ofcontrols to
mitigate potential adverse impacts on the environment. Based on this information, EPA and
DoD have determined that it is reasonable and practicable to require use ofa MPCD for this
discharge.

. 5.1.19 Seawater Piping Biofonling Prevention

This discharge consists of the additives used to prevent the growth and attachment of.
biofouling organisms in seawater cooling systems on selected vessels, as well as the reaction
byproducts resulting from the use ofthese additives. Fouling reduces seawater flow and heat
transfer efficiency. Aboard some vessels, active biofouling control systems are used to control
biological fouling of surfaces within the seawater cooling systems. Generally, these active
biofouling control systems are used when the cooling system piping does not have inherent
antifouling properties (e.g., titanium piping). The most common seawater piping biofouling
prevention systems include chlorination, chemical dosing, and anodic biofouling control systems.
All three systems act to prevent fouling organisms from adhering to and growing on interior
piping and components. Chlorinators use electric current to generate chlorine and chlorine-·
produced oxidants from seawater. Anodic biofouling control systems use electric current to
accelerate the dissolving of an anode to release metal ions into the piping system. Chemical
dosing uses an alcohol-based chemical dispersant that is intermittently injected into the seawater
system.

Twenty-nine Armed Forces vessels use active seawater piping biofouling control systems.
Nine vessels use onboard chlorinators, 19 vessels use anodic biofouling control systems; and one
vessel employs chemical dosing. Chlorinators operate on a preset schedule of intermittent
operation, a few hours daily. Chemical dispersant dosing is performed for one hour every three
days. Anodic systems nonnally operate continuously.

Seawater discharged from systems with active biofouling control systems is likely to
contain residuals from the fouling control agent (chlorine, alcohol-based chemical additives, or
copper), in addition to constituents normally found in cooling water. Based on modeling ofthe
discharge plume, EPA and DoD estimate that receiving water concentrations ofresidual chlorine
could exceed chronic Federal criteria and State chronic water quality criteria. Because of the
large volume of seawater discharged from these systems, the resulting mass loading ofchlorine
released to the environment is considered significant.

Existing operational controls that limit the residual chlorine discharged to the
environment demonstrate the availability ofa MPCD to mitigate the potential for adverse
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impacts from this discharge. EPA and DoD have determined that it is reasonable and practicable
to require a :M:PCD for seawater piping biofouling prevention systems.

5.1.20 Small Boat Engine Wet Exhaust

This discharge is the seawater that is mixed and discharged with small boat propulsion
engine exhaust gases to cool the exhaust and quiet the engine. Small boats are powered by either
inboard or outboard engines: Seawater is injected into the exhaust of these engines for cooling
and to quiet engine operation. Constituents from the engine exhaust are transferred to the
injected seawater and discharged overboard as wet exhaust.

Most small boats with engines generate this discharge. The majority of inboard engines
used on small boats are two-stroke engines that use diesel fuel. The majority ofoutboard engines
are two-stroke engines that use a gasoline-oil mixture for fuel. This discharge is generated when
operating small boats. Due to their limited range and mission, small boats spend the majority of
their operating time within 12 n.m. from shore.

Wet exhaust from outboard engines contains several constituents that can exceed acute
Federal criteria or State acute water quality criteria including benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, and
naphthalene. Wet exhaust from inboard engines can contain benzene, ethylbenzene, and total
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (pAHs) that can exceed State water quality criteria. Mass
loadings of these wet exhaust constituents are considered large. Potential MPCD options include
replacing existing outboard engines with new reduced-emission outboard engines, and ensuring
all new boats and craft have inboard engines with dry exhaust systems. Therefore, EPA and DoD
have determined that it is reasonable and practicable to require use ofa MPCD for small boat
engine wet exhaust.

5.1.21 Sonar Dome Discharge

This discharge is generated by the leaching of antifoulant materials from the sonar dome
material into the surrounding seawater and the discharge ofseawater or freshwater from within
the sonar dome during maintenance activities. Hull-mounted sonar domes house the electronic
equipment used to navigate, detect, and determine the range to objects. Sonar domes are
composed ofeither rubber impregnated with tributyltin (TBT) anti-foulant, rubber without TBT,
steel, or glass-reinforced plastic, and are filled with freshwater and/or seawater to maintain their
shape and internal pressure. The discharge is generated when materials leach from the exterior
surface of the dome, or when water containing leach materials from inside the dome is pumped
overboard to allow for periodic maintenance or repairs on the sonar dome or equipment housed
inside the dome.

Only Navy and MSC operate vessels with sonar domes. Sonar domes are currently
installed on approximately 225 vessels, including eight classes ofNavy vessels and one class of
MSC vessels. Sonar domes on MSC vessels are fiberglass and do not contain TBT.
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The leaching ofmaterials from the exterior surface of the dome is a continuous discharge
and occurs both within and beyond 12 n.m. :from shore. Discharges :from the interior ofthe dome
are intermittent and occur while the vessel is pierside as water inside the dome is removed to
allow for periodic maintenance or repairs (approximately twice per year per dome).

Expected constituents of sonar dome water discharge are TBT, dibutyl tin, monobutyl tin,
and metals such as copper, nickel, zinc, and tin. Based on sampling data in the record,
concentrations ofTBT, copper, nickel, and zinc can exceed acute Federal criteria or State acute
water quality criteria, although fleetwide mass loadings of these constituents are not considered
large (15 pounds/year ofTBT, 23 pounds/year ofcopper, 11 pounds/year ofnickel, and 122
pounds/year of zinc). Nevertheless, the Navy has instituted a program to install new sonar domes
that do not have TBT-impregnated internal surfaces as existing domes require replacement. This
practice demonstrates the availability ofa control to mitigate potential adverse environmental
impacts, if any, :from sonar dome discharges. Therefore EPA and DoD have determined that it is
reasonable and practicable to require a MPCD for sonar dome discharges.

5.1.22· Submarine Bilgewater

The submarine bilgewater discharge contains a mixture ofwastewater and leakage :from a
variety ofsources that are allowed to drain to the lowest inner part of the hull, known as the
bilge. These sources can include condensed steam :from steam systems, spillage :from drinking
fO\ll1tains, valve and piping leaks, and evaporator dumps (i.e., evaporator water that fails to meet
specifications for use). From the various collection points in the bilge, this bilgewater is
transferred via an auxiliary drain system to a series ofholding tanks. Most submarines have the
capability to segregate oily wastewater from non-oily wastewater. The non-oily waste is
discharged directly overboard and the oily wastewater is collected in a tank that allows gravity
separation of the oil and water. The separated water phase is then discharged overboard, as
needed, and the oil phase held onboard until it can be transferred to shore facilities for disposal.

This discharge is generated by all submarines, all ofwhich are operated by the Navy.
Approximately 60 of the submarines (the SSN 688 class) discharge the separated water phase
:from the bilgewater collection tanks within and beyond 12 n.m. from shore. The remaining
submarines generally hold all bilgewater onboard until they are beyond 50 n.m. from shore. The
frequency and volume ofthe discharge is highly variable, depending upon crew size, operating
depth, and equipment conditions.

Sampling conducted onboard submarines showed concentrations ofcadmium, chlorine,
copper, cyanide, heptachlor, heptachlor epoxide, mercury (a bioaccumulative chemical of
concern), nickel, oil, phenol, silver, and zinc that exceeded acute Federal criteria or State acute
water quality criteria. Submarines use gravity separation to reduce the concentration ofoil in
bilgewater prior to discharge; however, this method apparently does not consistently produce a
discharge that meets water quality criteria. The adequacy ofexisting gravity separation treatment
to provide effective environmental protection will be addressed by the Phase IT rulemaking. The
nature of this discharge is such that submarine bilgewater, ifuntreated, could potentially impact
the environment. Because of this potential to cause adverse environmental impacts, coupled with
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the demonstration that pollution controls are available to reduce the oil content of the discharge,
EPA and DoD have detennined that it is reasonable and practicable to require the use of a MPCD
for submarine bilgewater.

5.1.23 Surface Vessel Bilgewater/OWS Discharge

The Surface Vessel Bilgewater/OWS Discharge consists of a mixtlllre ofwastewater and
leakage from a variety of sources that are allowed to drain to the lowest inner part of the hull,
known as the bilge. The sources ofsurface vessel bilgewater are generally similar to those
discussed above for submarines. An additional source ofbilgewater for surface vessels is water
from the continual blowdown ofboilers (i.e., boiler blowdown). On surface vessels, bilgewater
is usually transferred to an oily waste holding tank, where it is stored for shore disposal or treated
in an oil-water separator (OWS) to remove oil before being discharged overboard~ Some vessels
also have an oil content monitor (OCM) installed downstream from the OWS to momtor
bilgewater oil content prior to discharge. Vessels with OCMs have the capability to return
bilgewater not meeting a preset oil concentration limit to the OWS for reprocessing until the
limit is met. Oil collected from the OWS separation process is held in a waste oil tank until
transferred to shore facilities for disposal.

All vessels of the Armed Forces produce bilgewater and most of the larger vessels have
OWS systems. Small craft bilgewater is collected and transferred to shore facilities while
pierside.

Bilgewater accumulates continuously; however, vessels ofthe Armed Forces do not
discharge untreated bilgewater. Under current policy, bilgewater treated by an OWS can be
discharged as needed within 12 n.m., while untreated bilgewater is held for transfer to a shore
facility for treatment. For vessels with an OWS and OCM, oil concentrations in the treated
bilgewater must be less than 15 ppm prior to overboard discharge.

Sampling data for OWS effluent show oil, copper, iron, mercury (a bioaccumulative
chemical ofconcern), nickel, and zinc exceed acute Federal criteria or State acute water quality
criteria Sampling data also show concentrations ofnitrogen (in the form ofammonia, nitrates
and nitrites, and total Kjeldahl nitrogen) and phosphorus exceed the most stringent State water
quality criteria. The estimated mass loading for oil is considered to be large.

The existing policies prohibiting the discharge of untreated bilgewater, and the extensive
use ofoil-water separators and oil content monitors demonstrate the availability ofpollution
controls for bilgewater. The data in the record indicate that untreated bilgewater would likely
cause adverse environmental impacts. Therefore, EPA and DoD have determined that it is
reasonable and practicable to require the use of a MPCD for this discharge.

5.1.24 Underwater Ship Husbandry

The underwater ship husbandry discharge is composed ofmaterials discharged during the
inspection, maintenance, cleaning, and repair ofhulls and hull appendages performed while the
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vessel is waterborne.. Underwater ship husbandry includes activities such as hull cleaning,
fiberglass repair, welding, sonar dome repair, propulsor lay-up, non-destructive testing, masker
belt repairs, and painting operations.

Underwater ship husbandry discharge is created occasionally by all Navy surface ships
and submarines, and some Coast Guard vessels. These ship husbandry operations are normally
conducted pierside. With the exception of underWater hull cleaning and propulsor (i.e.,
propeller) lay-up, other ship husbandry discharges have a low potential for causing an adverse
environmental effect. Underwater hull cleaning is conducted by divers using a mechanicalbrush
system. Copper and zinc are released during cleaning in concentrations that exceed acute Federal
criteria and State acute water quality criteria and produce a significant mass loading of
constituents. The copper and zinc in this discharge originate from the anti-fouling and
anticorrosive hull coatings applied to vessels. Data from commercial vessels indicate that
underwater hull cleaning also has the potential to transfer nonindigenous aquatic species..
Propulsor lay-up requires the placement ofa vinyl cover over the propulsor to reduce fouling of
the propulsor when the vessel is in port for extended periods. Chlorine-produced oxidants are
.generated from impressed current cathodic protection systems and can build up within the cover
to levels exceeding State water quality criteria. However, discharges from this operation, as well
as other ship husbandry operations (excluding hull cleaning) are infrequent and small in terms of
volume or mass loading.

The Navy has established policies to minimize the number ofhull cleanings, based on the
degree to which biological fouling has occurred. In. addition, the Navy has established
procedures to use the least abrasive cleaning equipment necessary as a means for reducing the
mass ofcopper and zinc in the discharge. These practices represent available controls to mitigate
adverse impacts from underwater ship husbandry operations, and EPA and DoD have determined
that it is reasonable and practicable to require the use ofa MPCD to control this discharge.

5.1.25 Welldeck Discharges

This discharge is the water that accumulates from the seawater flooding of the docking
well (welldeck) ofa vessel used to transport, load, and unload amphibious vessels, and from the
maintenance and freshwater washings of the welldeck and equipment and vessels stored in the
welldeck.

Amphibious operations by the Armed Forces require transport ofvehicles, equipment,
and personnel between ship and shore on landing craft. The landing craft are stored in a docking
well, or welldeck, ofsome classes ofamphibious warfare ships. To load or unload landing craft,
amphibious warfare ships may need to flood the welldeck by taking on ballast water and sinking
the aft (rear) end of the ship. Water that washes out of the welldeck contains residual materials
that were on the welldeck prior to flooding. Other welldeck discharges are created by routine
operations such as washing equipment and vehicles with potable water, washing the gas turbine
engines ofair-cushion landing craft.(LCACs) in the welldeck with mild detergents, and
graywater from stored utility landing craft (LCUs). Additionally, the U.S. Department of
Agriculture (USDA) requires washing welldecks, vehicle storage areas, and equipment upon
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return from overseas locations. The washing is required to ensure that there is no inadvertent
transport ofnonindigenous species to land. USDA-required washes ofwelldecks and vehicle
storage areas occur pierside, while vehicles and equipment are washed onshore in a USDA
designated area. Effluent from such shipboard activities drain to unflooded welldecks and are
discharged directly overboard.

The Navy is the only branch of the Armed Forces with ships having welldecks. Thirty
three amphibious warfare ships produce this discharge, which is released both within and beyond
12 n.m. from shore.

Depending upon the specific activities conducted, welldeck discharges contain a variety
ofresidual constituents, including oil and grease, ethylene glycol (antifreeze), chlorine,
detergents/cleaners, metals, solvents, and sea-salt residues. The volume ofwelldeck washout
varies depending upon the type oflanding craft to be loaded or unloaded. The greatest volume of
welldeck discharge occurs when LCUs are being loaded into, or unloaded from the welldeck.
Loading and unloading ofLCACs does not require the welldeck to be flooded. fustead, a small
"surge" ofwater enters the ship during these operations. Constituent concentrations in welldeck
washout are expected to be low due to dilution in the large volume ofwater discharged, and
because ofgeneral housekeeping procedures that require containment and cleanup ofmaterials
spilled on the welldeck.

Other discharges from the welldeck include vehicle and craft washwater, gas turbine
engine washes, and USDA washes. Constituents of these discharges are expected to be identical
to those in welldeck washout. Ofthe various welldeck discharges, gas turbine water washes and
USDA washes may result in hydrocarbon, or metal concentrations that exceed acute water quality
criteria. In addition, there is a potential for nonindigenous species to be introduced from USDA
required welldeck washes, although it should be noted that the viability of any species introduced
is questionable since they generally would have been exposed to air for extended periods oftime
prior to their introduction into U.S. coastal waters (i.e., for the most part, these species would
have been removed from vehicles and deck surfaces and thus it would not be a water-to-water
transfer, in contrast to species transfers from ballast water systems).

Existing practices for containment and cleanup ofwelldeck spills demonstrate the
availability ofcontrols to reduce contamination ofwelldeck discharges and the potential for
causing adverse environmental impacts (e.g., oil sheens). EPA and DoD have determined that it
is reasonable and practicable to require a MPeD for welldeck discharges.
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5.2 Discharges Determined To Not Require MPCDs

. For the reasons discussed below, EPA and DoD have detennined that it is not reasonable
and practicable to require the use ofa MPCD to control 14 discharges incidental to the normal
operation ofAnned Forces vessels. These discharges have a low potential to adversely affect the
environment by introduction ofchemical constituents, thermal pollution, bioaccumulative
chemicals of concern, or nonindigenous species.

As discussed below, in some cases, the concentration ofone or more constituents in the
undiluted discharge exceed water quality criteria at the point ofdischarge. However, such
discharges occur in low volumes or infrequently. In all of these instances, either·the pollutant
concentration in the discharge plume quickly falls below water quality criteria once the dilution
effect ofmixing zones is taken into aCcount, or the low mass loading of the discharge is unlikely
to adversely affect the environment.

These 14 discharge types do not require control, and no control standards will be set for
them, in Phase II ofUNDS development. Upon promulgation of this Phase I rule, States and
their political subdivisions are prohibited from adopting or enforcing any statute or regulation to
control these discharges, except by establishing nO-discharge zones. States can petition EPA and
DoD to review the determination not to require MPCDs for these discharges.

The discussion below provides a briefdescription ofthe discharges and the systems that
produce the discharge and highlights the most significant constituents released to the
environment and other characteristics of the discharge. A more detailed discussion of these
discharges is presented in Appendix A.

5.2.1 Boiler Blowdown

This discharge is the water and steam discharged during the blowdown of a boiler or
steam generator, or when a safety valve is tested. Boilers are used to produce steam for
propulsion and a variety ofauxiliary and hotel services. Water supplied to the boiler system
(feedwater) is treated with chemicals to inhibit corrosion and the formation of scale in the boiler
andboiler system piping. Periodically, water must be removed from the boiler to control the
buildup ofparticulates, sludge, and treatment chemical concentrations. The term "blowdown"
refers to the minimum discharge ofboiler water required to prevent the buildup ofthese materials
in the boiler to levels that would adversely affect boiler operation and maintenance. There are
four types ofboiler blowdown procedures employed on Armed Forces vessels: 1) surface
blowdowns for removing materials dissolved in the boiler water and for controlling boiler water
chemistry; 2) scum blowdowns for removing surface scum; 3) bottom blowdowns for removing
sludge that settles at the bottom ofboilers; and 4) continuous blowdowns for removing dissolved
metal chelates and other suspended matter. The type ofblowdown used is a function of the
boiler water chemistry and thus varies among vessel classes. With the exception ofcontinuous
blowdowns, boiler blowdowns are discharged below the vessel waterline. Continuous
blowdowns are discharged inside the vessel and are directed to the bilge. These are addressed as
part of the surface vessel bilgewater/OWS discharge (see section 5.1.23). Another discharge
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occurs during periodic testing of steam generator safety valves on nuclear-powered vessels. The
safety valve discharge is a short-duration release ofsteam below, the vessel waterline.

Approximately 360 surface vessels and submarines discharge boiler blowdowns directly
to receiving waters. These blowdowns occur both within and beyond 12 n.m. from shore.
Nuclear-powered ships perform ste,am generator safety valve testing only in port once every five
years.

Boiler blowdown is discharged intermittently in small volumes (approximately 300
gallons per discharge), at high velocities (over 400 feet/second), and at elevated temperatures
(over 325 degrees Fahrenheit). Boiler water treatment chemicals used by Armed Forces vessels
include ethylenediamine-tetraacetic acid (EDTA), hydrazine, sodium hydroxide, and disodium
phosphate. Sampling data for boiler blowdowns indicate the presence ofnitrogen (in the form of
ammonia, nitrates and nitrites, and total Kjeldahl nitrogen), phosphorus, hydrazine, iron, bis(2
ethylhexyl)phthalate, copper, lead, nickel, and zinc. Boiler blowdown discharges from
conventionally powered boilers can exceed Federal criteria or State water quality criteria for
copper, iron, lead, nickel, zinc, bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate, nitrogen (in the form ofammonia,
nitrates and nitrites, and total Kjeldahl nitrogen) and phosphorus. Blowdown discharges from
nuclear-powered steam generators exceed acute Federal criteria and State acute water quality
criteria for copper, and the most stringent State acute water quality criteria for lead and nickel.
For nitrogen (in the form of ammonia, nitrates and nitrites, and total Kjeldahl nitrogen) and
phosphorus, the most stringent State water quality criteria was exceeded. However, the turbulent
mixing resulting from the high velocity discharge, and the relatively small volume of the boiler
blowdown causes pollutant concentrations to rapidly dissipate to background levels or below
acute Federal criteria and State acute water quality criteria withID a short d.istance from the point
ofdischarge.

Based on thermal modeling of the discharge plume, boiler blowdowns are not expected to
exceed State standards for thermal effects. Thermal effects from safety valve testing are
substantially less than those from blowdowns, thus safety valve testing also will not exceed State
standards for thermal effects.

While the pollutant concentrations in the boiler blowdown discharges exceed acute
Federal criteria and State acute water quality criteria, they are discharged intermittently and in
small volumes. Further, these discharges are distributed throughout the U.S. at Armed Forces
ports, and each individual port receives only a fraction ofthe total fleetwide mass loading. Based
on the information in the record regarding the low mass of pollutants discharged during boiler
blowdowns and safety valve discharges, and the manner in which the discharges take place, there
is a low potential for causing adverse environmental impacts. Therefore, EPA and DoD have
concluded that it is not reasonable and practicable to require theuse of a !\1PCD to mitigate
adverse impacts on the marine environment for this discharge.
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5.2.2 Catapult Wet Accumulator Discharge

This discharge is the water discharged from a catapult wet accumulator, which stores a
steam/water mixture for launching aircraft from an aircraft carrier.

The steam used as the motive force for operating the catapults for launching aircraft is
provided to the catapult from a steam reservoir, referred to as the catapult wet accumulator. The
catapult wet accumulator is a pressure vessel containing a steam/water mixture at a high
temperature and pressure. The accumulator is fed an initial charge ofboiler feedwater and
provided steam from boilers. As steam is released from the accumulator for the catapult launch,
the pressure reduction in the accumulator allows some ofthe water to flash to steam, providing
additional steam to operate the catapult. During operation ofthe system, steam condenses in the
accumulator and causes the water level in the accumulator to gradually rise. Periodic blowdowns
ofthe accumulator are required to maintain the water level within operating limits. This
steam/water mixture released during the blowdown is discharged below the vessel waterline. ill
addition to blowdowns required during catapult operation and testing, wet accumulators are
emptied prior to major maintenance ofthe accumulator or when a carrier will be in port for more
than 72 hours. When emptying the accumulator, multiple blowdowns are performed over an
extended period (up to 12 hours) to reduce pressure prior to draining the tame

The Navy is the only branch ofthe Armed Forces with vessels generating this discharge.
Eleven ofthe aircraft carriers are homeported in the United States.

Wet accumulatorblowdowns are performed during flight operations, which occur beyond
12 n.m., and during catapult testing, which occurs within 12 n.m. from shore. Wet accumulators
are emptied outside 12 n.m. when returning to port for accumulator maintenance or when the
carrier will be in port for more than 72 hours. Ifcatapult testing is conducted in port, and the
carrier will remain in port for more than 72 hours following the testing, the accumulator will be
emptied in port.

Catapult wet accumulator blowdowns have little potential for causing adverse
environmental impacts because of the low pollutant loadings and thermal effects ofthis
discharge. Because boiler feedwater is used for the initial charge ofwater to an empty
accumulator, the constituents ofthe discharge include water treatment chemicals present in boiler
feedwater. These chemicals include EDTA, disodium phosphate, and hydrazine. During normal
operation, the boiler feedwater chemicals are diluted by the supplied steam. Additional
constituents present in the blowdowns originate from the steam provided to the accumulator.
Based on sampling data for steam condensate (a similar discharge discussed below in section
5.2.10) and the volume ofwet accumulatorblowdowns performed within 12 n.m., the combined
mass loading for all metals is estimated at less than 0.01 pounds/year. Constituents found in
steam condensate include benzidine, bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate, copper, nickel, nitrogen (in the
form of ammonia, nitrates and nitrites, and total Kjeldahl nitrogen), and phosphorus. The
concentrations ofbenzidine, copper, and nickel in steam condensate were found to exceed acute
Federal criteria and State acute water quality criteria. The concentration ofbis(2
ethylhexyl)phthalate was found to exceed State acute water quality criteria. The concentrations
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ofnitrogen and phosphorus were found to exceed the most stringent State water quality criteria.
However, using steam condensate data may overestimate wet accumulator pollutant
concentrations because of the shorter contact time between catapult steam and its associated
piping system (resulting in less opportunity to entrain corrosion products from the piping).
Based on thennal modeling ofthe discharge plume, catapult wet accumulator blowdowns are not
expected to exceed State standards for thermal effects.

Catapult wet accumulator blowdowns have little potential for causing adverse
environmental impacts because of the very low pollutant mass loadings in this discharge and
because ofthe low thennal effects from this discharge. Therefore, EPA and DoD determined
that it is not reasonable and practicable to require the use ofa MPCD to mitigate adverse impacts
on the marine environment for this discharge.

5.2.3 Cathodic Protection

This discharge consists of the constituents released into the surrowlding water from
sacrificial anodes or impressed current cathodic protection systems used to prevent hull
corrosion.

Steel-hulled vessels require corrosion protection. In addition to anti-corrosion hull paints,
these vessels employ cathodic protection which is provided by either sacrificial anodes or
Impressed Current Cathodic Protection (rCCP) systems. The most common cathodic protection
system for vessels ofthe Armed Forces is the zinc sacrificial anode, although a few submarines
use aluminum anodes. With the sacrificial anode system, zinc or aluminum anodes attached to
the hull will preferentially corrode from exposure to the seawater and thereby minimize corrosion
of the vessel's hull.

In rccp systems, the vessel's electrical system passes a current through inert platinum
coated anodes. This current protects the hull in a manner similar to sacrificial anodes by
generating current as the anodes corrode. Depending on the type ofcathodic protection used, the
discharge will include either zinc or aluminum from sacrificial anodes, or chlorine-produced
oxidants (CPO) from rccp systems. Zinc anodes are approximately 99.3% zinc and contain
small amounts ofzinc, silicon, and indium (for activation). Aluminum anodes can contain
0.001% mercury as an impurity; mercury is a known bioaccumulator.

Approximately 2,170 large Armed Forces vessels use cathodic protection. Ofthese,
nearly 270 have rccp systems, fewer than five use aluminum sacrificial anodes, and the
remaining use zinc sacrificial anodes. The discharge is continuous while the vessel is waterborne
and occurs both within and beyond 12 n.m. from shore.

EPA and DoD modeled the discharge from cathodic protection systems to determine the
range ofconstituent concentrations that could be expected in the water surrounding a vessel.
This discharge is best described as a mass flux ofreaction byproducts emanating from the
electro-chemical reaction that occurs at the anodes. Two separate modeling techniques were
used for both sacrificial anodes and rccp systems. The first technique was a dilution model for
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harbors that takes into account the number ofhomeported vessels and harbor-specific volume
and tidal flow information. Three Navy ports were modeled, representing a range ofport sizes.
The resulting constituent concentrations calculated for the three ports in this dilution model were
below chronic Federal criteria and State chronic water quality criteria.

The second technique modeled mixing zones around a vessel using calculations for a hull
size typical ofvessels using cathodic protection systems. The mixing model results indicate that
a mixing zone of five feet for CPO and 0.5 feet for zinc results in concentrations below the
chronic Federal criteria or State chronic water quality criteria. For vessels with aluminum
anodes, a mixing zone ofless than 0.1 feet achieves concentrations below chronic Federal criteria
and State chronic water quality criteria. Concentrations ofmercury will be 1,000 times lower
than the acute State water quality criteria and 35 times lower than the chronic criteria. -The total
amount ofmercury discharged from aluminum anodes on all Armed Forces vessels is estimated
to be less than 0.001 pounds annually.

For ICCP calculations, the modeling is based on an assumption that 100 percent of the
supplied electrical current results in CPO generation. Less CPO is actually expected to be
generated because the efficiency ofthe chlorine generation process is known to be less than 100
percent. ill addition, using the generation rate alone does not account for the rapid decay ofCPO
in water through chemical reactions involving CPO, which occur within minutes.

The dilution and mixing zone modeling performed for this discharge indicates that
cathodic protection has a low potential for causing adverse-impacts on the marine environment.
Therefore, EPA and DoD determined that it is not reasonable and practicable to require the use of
a MPCD to mitigate adverse impacts on the marine environment for this discharge.

5.2.4 Freshwater Lay-Up

This discharge is the potable water that is periodically discharged from the seawater
cooling system while the vessel is in port, and the cooling system is in a lay-up mode.

Seawater cooling systems are used onboard some Armed Forces vessels to remove heat
from main propulsion machinery, electrical generating plants and other auxiliary equipment.
These are single-pass, non-contact cooling systems whereby the seawater enters the hull, is
pumped through a piping network and circulated through one or more heat exchangers, then exits
the vessel. On certain vessels, the seawater cooling systems are placed in a stand-by mode, or
lay-up, when the machinery is not in use. The lay-up is accomplished by blowing the seawater
from the condenser with low-pressure air. The condenser is then filled with potable water and
drained again to remove residual seawater as protection against corrosion. Then, the condenser is
refilled with potable water for the actual lay-up. After 21 days, the lay-up water is discharged
overboard and the condenser refilled. The condenser is discharged and refilled on a 30-day cycle
thereafter. The volume of each condenser batch discharge is approximately 6,000 gallons.

The Navy is the only branch ofthe Armed Forces with vessels discharging freshwater lay
up. All submarines generate this discharge, which only occurs while in port. Eight aircraft
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carriers also lay-up their condensers; however, these condensers are drained to the bilge and the
water is handled as bilgewater. Generally, the cooling system is only placed in a lay-up condition
ifthe vessel remains in port for more than three days and the main steam plant is shut down.

Sampling data for submarine freshwater lay-up indicate the presence ofchlorine, nitrogen
(in the form of ammonia, nitrates and nitrites, and total Kjeldahl nitrogen), and the priority
pollutants chromium, copper, lead, nickel, and zinc. The concentrations of chlorine, copper,
nickel, and zinc can exceed acute Federal criteria or State acute water quality criteria. For
nitrogen and phosphorus, the most stringent State water quality criteria was exceeded. Chlorine
was detected in the initial flush discharge, but was not found in the extended lay-up discharge.
Mass loadings for the priority pollutants (copper, nickel, and zinc) were estimated using total
annual discharge volumes and average pollutant concentrations.. The total mass loading from all
discharges offreshwater lay-up from submarines is estimated at 7 pounds/year ofcopper, 36
pounds/year ofnickel, 29 pounds/year ofzinc, 55 pounds/year ofnitrogen, 0.58 pounds oftotal
cWorine, 8.3 pounds/year total phosphorus. The mass discharge from any individual freshwater
lay-up discharge event would be a fraction of that total. Because of the low total annual mass
loading, the low frequency at which the discharge occurs, and the volume of an individual
discharge event, discharges of freshwater lay-up have a low potential for causing adverse
environmental impacts. Therefore, EPA and DoD determined that it is not reasonable and
practicable to require the use ofa MPCD to mitigate adverse impacts on the marine environment
for this discharge.

5.2.5 Mine Countermeasures Equipment Lubrication

This discharge consists of the constituents released into the surrounding seawater by
erosion or dissolution from lubricated mine countermeasures equipment when the equipment is
deployed or towed. Various types ofmine countermeasures equipment arle deployed and towed
behind vessels to locate and destroy mines. Lubricating grease and oil applied to this equipment
can be released into surrounding seawater during its deployment and use, including during
training exercises.

The Navy is the only branch of the Armed Forces with a mine countermeasures mission.
The Navy uses two classes ofvessels, totaling 23 ships, to locate, classifY, and destroy mines.
The discharge is generated during training exercises, which are normally conducted between 5
and 12 n.m. from shore. Depending on the class ofvessel and the type ofmine countermeasures
equipment being used, the number of training exercises conducted by each vessel ranges from 6
to 240 per year.

Using estimates of the amount of lubricant released during each training exercise, EPA
and DoD calculated the annual mass loading oflubricant discharges to be approximately 770
pounds ofgrease and oil. Using the estimates of the pollutant mass loading released during an
exercise, and the volume ofwater through which the countermeasures equipment is towed or
operated during an exercise, EPA and DoD estimated the oil and grease concentrations resulting
from mine countermeasures training exercises. These estimated concentrations ofoil and grease
in the receiving water range from 0.688 to 7.3 Jlg/I and do not exceed acute water quality criteria.
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An additional calculation was perfonned for the lift cable for the SLQ-48 mine
neutralization vehicle (MNV). This lift cable is lubricated with grease; however, the cable is not
towed through the water and is only used to deploy or recover the MNV while a vessel is
stationary. Using the maximum predicted release of0.15 ounces ofgrease per deployment,
modeling results indicate that the grease released from the lift cable would disperse in the
surrounding receiving waters and be at concentrations below the most stringent State acute water
quality criteria within 3 to 5 feet from the cable.

Most discharges from mine countenneasures equipment occur while vessels are underway
and the pollutants are quickly dispersed in the environment due to the turbulent mixing
conditions caused by the wake of the vessel and towed equipment. Further, these discharges take
place beyond 5 n.m. from shore in waters with significant wave energy, allowing for rapid and
wide dispersion of the releases. The manner in which these releases occur, coupled with the
relatively small amounts of lubricants released, results in this discharge having a low potential
for causing adverse impacts on the marine environment. Therefore, EPA and DoD detennined
that it is not reasonable and practicable to require the use ofa MPCD to mitigate adverse impacts
on the marine environment for the mine countenneasures equipment lubrication discharge.

5.2.6 Portable Damage Control Drain Pump Discharge

This discharge consists ofseawater pumped through the portable damage control drain
pump and discharged overboard during periodic testing, maintenance, and training activities.

Portable damage control (DC) drain pumps are used to remove water from vessel
compartments during emergencies or to provide seawater for shipboard firefighting in the event
water is unavailable from the firemain system. The types ofpumps used are described in section
5.2.7, Portable Damage Control Drain Pump Wet Exhaust. Discharges from drain pumps being
used during onboard emergencies are not incidental to normal vessel operations, and therefore
are not within the scope ofthis rule. These pumps are, however, periodically operated during
maintenance, testing, and training, and pump discharges during these activities are within the
scope of this rule. To demonstrate that the pumps are functioning properly, the suction hose is
hung over the side of the vessel and the pump operated to verify that the pump effectively
transfers the seawater or harbor water. This pump effluent is discharged directly overboard
during this testing.

All large ships and selected boats and craft of the Armed Forces generate this discharge.
As part ofequipment maintenance, testing, and training, the pumps are operated both within and
beyond 12 n.m. from shore. Navy, Anny, and MSC vessels operate portable DC drain pumps for
approximately 10 minutes per month and an additional 15 minutes/year to demonstrate working
order and condition. Coast Guard vessels operate their portable DC drain pumps for
approximately 30 minutes/month for maintenance and testing.

This discharge consists ofseawater/harbor water that only briefly passes through a
pumping process. The drain pump discharge is unlikely to cause adverse impacts because the
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water has a residence time of less than five seconds in the pump and associated suction and
discharge hoses, and no measurable constituents are expected to be added to the seawater/harbor
water. Therefore, EPA and DoD detennined it is not reasonable and practicable to require the
use ofa MPCD to mitigate adverse impacts on the marine environment for this discharge.

5.2.7 Portable Damage Control Drain Pump Wet Exhaust

This periodic discharge is seawater that has mixed and been discharged with portable
damage control drain pump exhaust gases to cool the exhaust and quiet the engine.

Portable, engine-driven pumps provide seawater for shipboard firefighting in the event
water is unavailable from the firemain. Two models of these portable damage control (DC) drain
pumps are used: P-250 and P-100. The P-250 pumps operate on gasoline, injected with oil-based
lubricants. Part of the seawater output from these pumps is used to cool the engine and quiet the
exhaust. This discharge, termed wet exhaust, is typically routed overboard through a separate
exhaust hose and does not include the main discharge of the pump which is classified separately
as Portable Damage Control Drain Pump Discharge and discussed in section 5.2.6.

Fuel residuals, lubricants, or their combustion byproducts are present in P-250 engine
exhaust gases, condense in the cooling water stream, and are discharged as wet exhaust. The P
100 model operates on diesel fuel. Although the engine that drives the P-]lOO pump is air-cooled
and no water is injected into the exhaust of the pump, a small amount ofwater contacts the
engine during pump priming. Up to one-seventh of a gallon ofwater may be discharged during
each priming event. This water discharged during P-IOO priming is considered part of the
portable DC drain pump wet exhaust.

,
The Navy operates approximately 910 drain pumps, the MSC approximately 140 drain

pumps, and the Coast Guard approximately 370 drain pumps.

Portable DC drain pump wet exhaust discharges occur during training and monthly
planned maintenance activities both within and beyond 12 n.m. from shore. During monthly
maintenance activities, the pumps are run for approximately 10 to 30 minutes. The use of
portable DC drain pumps during onboard emergencies is not incidental to normal operations, and
therefore not within the scope of this rule.

Based on data in the record, the wet exhaust discharge is likely to include metals, oil and
grease, and volatile and semi-volatile organic compounds. The concentrations of copper, lead,
nickel, silver, and zinc in portable DC drain pump wet exhaust can exceed acute Federal criteria
and State acute water quality criteria. Concentrations of oil and grease, benzene, toluene,
ethylbenzene, and naphthalene can exceed State acute water quality criteria. Concentrations of
these constituents in receiving waters are not expected to exceed water quality criteria because
they will dissipate quickly since the mass loadings per discharge event are small anel the
discharge locations are dispersed fleetwide. The discharge from each ofthe 500 P-250 pumps
occurs separately at different discharge locations. On average, each P-250 pump discharges less
than 0.3 pounds ofpollutants per discharge event. The duration of each discharge is short,
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averaging less than 30 minutes. These factors allow the pollutants to dissipate rapidly. Based on
this information, the portable DC drain pump wet exhaust is expected to have a low potential for
exhibiting adverse environmental impacts on the marine environment. Therefore, EPA and DoD
determined it is not reasonable and practicable to require a MPCD to mitigate adverse impacts on
the marine environment for this discharge.

5.2.8 Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Condensate

This discharge is the drainage ofcondensed moisture from air conditioning units,
refrigerators, freezers, and refrigerated spaces. Refrigerators, refrigerated spaces, freezers, and
air conditioning units produce condensate when moist air contacts the cold evaporator coils.
This condensate drips from the coils and collects in drains. Condensate collected in drains above
the vessel waterline is continuously discharged directly overboard. Below the waterline,
condensate is directed to the bilge, non-oily machinery wastewater system, or is retained in
dedicated holding tanks prior to periodic overboard discharge.

Approximately 650 Navy, MSC, Coast Guard, Army, and Air Force vessels produce this
discharge. The condensate may be discharged at any time, both within and beyond 12 n.m. from
shore.

Condensate flow rates depend on air temperature, humidity, and the number and size of
cooling units per vessel. The discharge can contain cleaning detergent residuals, seawater from
cleaning refrigerated spaces, food residues, and trace metals leached from contact with cooling
coils and drain piping. Because evaporator coils are made from corrosion-resistant materials and
condensation is non-corrosive, condensate is not expected to contain metals in significant
concentrations. Discharges of refrigeration and air conditioning condensate are expected to have
a low potential for causing adverse environmental impacts, therefore EPA and DoD determined it
is not reasonable and practicable to require a MPCD to mitigate adverse impacts on the marine
environment for condensate discharges.

5.2.9 Rudder Bearing Lubrication

This discharge is the oil or grease released by the erosion or dissolution from lubricated
bearings that support the rudder and allow it to turn freely. Armed Forces vessels generally use
two types of rudder bearings, and two lubricating methods for each type ofrudder bearing: 1)
grease-lubricated roller bearings; 2) oil-lubricated roller bearings; 3) grease-lubricated stave
bearings; and 4) water-lubricated stave bearings. Only oil-lubricated roller bearings and grease
lubricated stave bearings generate a discharge.

Approximately 220 Navy vessels, 50 Coast Guard vessels, and eight MSC vessels use a
type ofrudder bearing that generates this discharge. The discharge occurs intermittently,
primarily when a vessel is underway or its rudder is in use, although some discharges from oil
lubricated roller bearings could potentially occur pierside even when the rudder is not being used
because the oil lubricant is slightly pressurized.
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This discharge consists ofoil leakage and the washout ofgrease from rudder bearings.
EPA and DoD developed an upper bound estimate of the fleetwide release ofoil and grease
based on allowable leakage/washout rates and the amount oftime each vessel spends within 12
n.m. from shore. The maximum allowable oil leak rate for oil-lubricated roller bearings is one
gallon/day when the vessel is underway and one pint/day while in port. In practice, these leakage
rates are not reached under nonnal conditions. The grease washout rate for grease-lubricated
stave bearings is based on Navy specifications limiting grease washout to 5 percent. Grease
washout estimates for this rule are based on releasing 5 percent of the grease over a two-week
period, which corresponds to the time between grease applications.

EPA and DoD calculated the expected receiving water concentrations of oil and grease
from this discharge to evaluate the potential for the discharge to cause adverse impacts. The
underway receiving water volume was detennined using an average size vessel and estimating
the volume of water displaced by the vessel while transiting from port to a. distance of 12 n.m.
from shore. In port, discharges are not expected since the lowerbearing seals are designed to
prevent leakage and, as noted above, the oil to the bearings is kept at a low pressure while in
port. The resulting estimated pollutant concentrations do not exceed acute Federal criteria or
State acute water quality criteria. The rudder bearing lubrication discharge has a low potential
for causing adverse environmental impacts. EPA and DoD deteimined that it is not reasonable
and practicable to require a MPCD to mitigate adverse impacts on the maline environment for
this discharge.

5.2.10 Steam Condensate

This discharge is the condensed steam discharged from a vessel in port, where the steam
originates from shore-based port facilities. Navy and MSC surface ships often use steam from
shore facilities during extended port visits to operate auxiliary systems such as laundry facilities,
heating systems, and other shipboard systems. In the process ofproviding heat to ship systems,
the steam cools and condenses. This condensate collects in drain collection tanks and is
periodically discharged by pumping it overboard. The steam condensate is discharged above the
vessel waterline and a portion of the condensate can vaporize as it contacts ambient air.

This discharge is generated only in port because vessels only discharge the condensed
steam if it was generated by a shore facility. Ships producing their own steam will recycle their
condensate back to the boiler. Vessels take on shore steam when their own boilers are shut
down, and thus they have no means for reusing the condensate. There are no systems in place
that would allow vessels to return steam condensate to shore for reuse.

Depending on the steam needs of individual vessels, the discharge can be intermittent or
continuous whenever shore steam is supplied. Approximately 180 Navy and MSC vessels
discharge steam condensate. Coast Guard vessels do not generate this discharge because they
operate their auxiliary boilers to produce their own steam even while in port. Army and Air
Force vessels do not have steam systems and therefore do not discharge steam condensate.
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The constituents of steam condensate include metals from onshore steam piping, ship
piping, and heat exchangers, and may have some residual water treatment chemicals.
Constituents found in the discharge include nitrogen (in the form ofammonia, nitrates and
nitrites, and total Kjeldahl nitrogen), phosphorus, bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate, benzidine, copper,
and nickel. Sampling of steam condensate from four vessels found copper concentrations that
exceed both chronic Federal criteria and State chronic water quality criteria. Nickel
concentrations exceeded the most stringent State chronic water quality criteria, but not the
chronic Federal criteria. Benzidine, bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate, nitrogen (in the form of
ammonia, nitrates and nitrites, and total Kjeldahl nitrogen), and phosphorus concentrations
exceeded the most stringent State water quality criteria.

The potential for steam condensate to cause thermal environmental effects was evaluated
by modeling the thermal plume generated by the discharge and then comparing the model results
to State thermal discharge water quality criteria. Results of the modeling indicate that only the
largest generator of steam condensate (an aircraft carrier) may exceed state thermal mixing zone
criteria, and then, only in the State ofWashington. The models predict that the thermal plume
from 'an aircraft carrier moored at the pier in Bremerton, Washington would extend a distance of
80 m from the discharge port along the vessel hull, not extending past the end ofthe hull. The
plume would also extend outward no more than a distance of30 m from the vessel hull at any
point along the hull. Results ofthe modeling indicate that the aircraft carrier may exceed
Washington criteria in an area that only covers 5% ofthe width, 2% ofthe length, and 0.07% of
the total surface area of Sinclair Wet.

The EPA and DoD do not consider that the plume results in a significant environmental
impact. Such a localized plume would have a low potential for interfering with the passage of
aquatic organisms in the water body and would have a limited impact on the organisms that
reside in the upper water layer (sea surface boundary layer). In addition, because the discharge is
freshwater (no salinity) and warmer than the receiving water, the plume floats in the surficial
layer ofthe water body and has no impact on bottom-dwelling organisms.

The low mass loadings in the discharge and the thermal effects modeling results indicate
that steam condensate has a low potential for causing adverse environmental impacts. 'Therefore,
EPA and DoD determined that it is not reasonable and practicable to require a MPCD to mitigate
adverse impacts on the marine environment for this discharge.

5.2.11 Stern Tube Seals and Underwater Bearing Lubrication

This discharge is the seawater pumped through stem tube seals and underwater bearings
to lubricate and cool them during normal operation.

Propeller shafts are supported by stem tube bearings at the point where the shaft exits the
hull (for surface ships and submarines), and by strut bearings outboard ofthe ship (for surface
ships only). A stem tube seal is used to prevent seawater from entering the vessel where the
shaft penetrates the hull. The stem tube seals and bearings are cooled and lubricated by forcing
seawater from the firemain or auxiliary cooling water system through the seals and over the
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bearings. On submarines, potable water (freshwater) may be supplied from pierside connections
for stem tube seal lubrication during extended periods in port.

Strut bearings are not provided with forced cooling or lubrication. Instead, strut bearings
use the surrounding seawater flow for lubrication and cooling when the vessel is undelWay.
Submarines do not have strut bearings and instead use a self-aligning bearing aft of the stem tube
that supports the weight of the propeller and shafting outboard of the vessel.

Almost all classes ofsurface vessels and submarines have stem tube seals and bearings
that require lubrication, and these discharges are continuous. The discharge can contain synthetic
(Buna-N) rubber used in the construction of the bearings. Metals such as copper and nickel, the
materials ofconstruction ofthe stem tube, can also be present in the discharge. When freshwater
is used for lubricating submarine seals, the freshwater may'contain residual chlorine. Based on
estimates ofchlorine concentrations in potable water, fleetwide approximately 0.8 pounds/year of
chlorine exit through the stem tube seals and bearings.

Total annual mass loadings for the metal constituents ofseawater lubrication were
calculated based oJ;!. materials ofconstruction in the stem tube, corrosion rates for those materials,
and the surface area ofthe material exposed to seawater for a DDG 51 Class ship. While the
copper concentrations can exceed chronic Federal criteria and State chronic water quality criteria,
the rate at which the water is discharged through a vessel's stem tube seal and bearings is
relatively small - 20 gal/min each shaft, 2 shafts per ship -- resulting in a low pollutant mass
loading exiting through the seals and bearings. Further, these discharges are distributed
throughout the U.S. at Armed Forces ports, and each individual port receives only a fraction of
the total fleetwide mass loading. Given the low rate of the discharge and the low mass loadings,
this discharge has a low potential for causing adverse environmental impacts. Therefore, EPA
and DoD determined it is not reasonable and practicable to require the use of a MPCD to
mitigate adverse impacts on the marine environment for this discharge.

5.2.12 Submarine Acoustic Countermeasures Launcher Discharge

This intermittent discharge is composed of seawater that mixes with acoustic
countermeasure device propulsion gas after launching an acoustic countermeasure device, and
subsequently discharged either through exchange with the surrounding seawater or while
draining from an expended device being removed from the submarine.

Navy submarines have the capability to launch acoustic countermeasures devices to
improve the survivability ofa submarine by generating sufficient noise to be observed by hostile
torpedoes, sonars, or other monitoring devices. The only countermeasures systems that generate
a discharge within 12 n.m. are the countermeasures set acoustic (CSA) Mk 2 systems, which
launch the countermeasure devices by gas propulsion through a launch tube. Following the
launch, a metal plate closes the launch tube forming a watertight endcap. To equalize pressure, a
one-way check valve allows water to flow into the tube after launch, but does notallow any of
the water to be released through the opening. The launch tube cap contains three, 3/8 inch, bleed
hole plugs that dissolve approximately three days after the launch. This allows exchange
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between the launch tube and the surrounding seawater while the submarine is moving. The bleed
holes also allow some launch tube water to drain into the surrounding water when the assembly
is removed from the submarine for replacement. The CSA Mk2 system is installed on 24 Navy
submarines.

Constituents found in the CSA Mk2 launch tubes after launching countenneasures
devices include copper, cadmiUm, lead, and silver. The discharge may also contain constituents
from the propulsion gas including hydrochloric acid, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, nitrogen,
alumina, iron (IT) chloride, titanium dioxide, hydrogen, and iron (II) oxide. Sampling indicates
that copper, cadmium, and silver concentrations are above both Federal acute water criteria and
the most stringent State acute water quality criteria; lead concentrations are above the most
stringent State water quality criteria. The total annual mass loadings from all discharges from
submarine CSA Mk2 countenneasure launcher systems are estimated at 0.0005 pounds/year
cadmium, 0.0009 pounds/year lead, 0.0007 pounds/year copper, and 0.00009 pounds/year silver.

Because of the low annual mass loading, the low frequency at which the discharge occurs,
and the volume ofthe individual discharge event (17 gallons), discharges from submarine eSA
launcher systems have a low potential for causing adverse environmental impacts. Therefore
EPA and DoD determined it is not reasonable and practicable to require a MPCD to mitigate
adverse impacts on the marine environment for this discharge.

5.2.13 Submarine Emergency Diesel Engine Wet Exhaust

This discharge is seawater that is mixed and discharged with exhaust gases from the
submarine emergency diesel engine for the purpose ofcooling the exhaust and quieting the
engme.

Submarines are equipped with an emergency diesel engine that is also used in a variety
ofnon-emergency situations, including electrical power generation to supplement or replace
shore-supplied electricity, routine maintenance, and readiness checks. This wet exhaust
discharge is generated by injecting seawater (or harbor water) as a cooling stream into the diesel
engine exhaust system. The cooling water mixes with and cools the hot exhaust gases, and is
discharged primarily as a mist that disperses in the air before depositing on the surface ofthe
water body.

All submarines generate this discharge. Diesel engines mu·st be operated for equipment
checks that occur prior to submarine deployment, monthly availability assurance, and periodic
trend analyses. On average, each submarine will operate the diesel engine for approximately 60
hours/year while within 12 n.m. from shore. Most of the operating time (54 hours/year) occurs
while the submarine is pierside.

Typical constituents ofdiesel engine exhaust include various hydrocarbon combustion
by-products, measured as volatile and semi-volatile organic compounds. The priority pollutants
expected to be present in the discharge include polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs),
toluene, and possibly metals. Although no individual pollutant exceeds water quality criteria, the
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total concentration ofPAHs in the discharge i,s predicted to exceed State acute water quality
criteria. Nevertheless, the discharge ofPAHs is unlikely to cause adverse impacts on the marine
environment because the total fleetwide annual mass loading ofPAHs is calculated to be less
than 0.06 pounds/year. Therefore, EPA and DoD determined that it is not reasonable and
practicable to require a :MPCD to mitigate adverse impacts on the marine environment for
submarine diesel engine wet exhaust. .

5.2.14 Submarine Outboard Equipment Grease and External Hydraulics

This discharge occurs when grease applied to a submarine's outboard equipment is
released to the environment through the mechanical action ofseawater eroding the grease layer
while the submarine is underway, and by the slow dissolution of the grease into the seawater.
This discharge also includes any hydraulic oil that may leak past the seals ofhydraulically
operated external components ofa submarine (e.g., bow planes).,

Outboard equipment grease is discharged by all submarines, but the discharge ofoil from
external hydraulic equipment is limited to 22 submarines. This discharge ,occurs continuously
both within and beyond 12 n.m. from shore, although the rate ofdischarge depends upon the
degree ofcontact between seawater and the greased outboard components, and how fast the
submarine is traveling. Most hydraulically-operated outboard equipment, for example, does not
contact seawater within 12 n.m. from shore because submarines generally operate on the surface
in this region, and the hydraulically-operated equipment producing this discharge is located
mostly above the waterline.

This discharge consists ofgrease (Termalene #2) and hydraulic oil. Termalelle #2
consists ofmineral oil, a calcium-based rust inhibitor, thickening agents, an antioxidant, and dye.
Using an assumption that 100 percent ofall grease applied to outboard equipment is washed
away at a constant rate during submarine operations, the amount ofgrease released f1leetwide
within 12 n.m. is approximately 520 pounds/year. This value is believed to overstate the actual
mass ofgrease discharged within 12 n.m. because submarines operate at lower rates ofspeed in
coastal waters (thus leading to less erosion of the grease) and a surfaced submarine exposes a
lesser amount ofgrease to the water than is exposed by a submerged submarine.

Hydraulic oil consists ofparaffinic distillates and additives. Using a calculation that
assumes all hydraulic system seals leak oil at the maximum allowable leak rate, approximately
0.4 pounds/year ofhydraulic oil is released fleetwide within 12 n.m. from shore. (Based on
discussions with Navy hydraulic system experts, such oil leakage rates are not common and thus
this calculation overestimates the amount ofoil actually leaked.) The submarine will displace
approximately 120 million cubic feet ofwater as it travels within 12 n.m. from shore. Assuming
that hydraulic oil and outboard grease are leaked at a constant rate, this will result in
concentrations below the levels established in acute Federal criteria and State acute water quality
criteria.

In addition, the turbulence created by the vessel wake is expected to result in rapid
dispersion ofthe constituents released. As a result, the submarine outboard equipment grease
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and external hydraulics discharge has low potential for causing adverse environmental effects.
EPA and DoD detennined it is not reasonable and practicable to require a MPCD to mitigate
adverse impacts on the marine environment for this discharge.

5.3 References

1. futernational Maritime Organization. "Guidelines for Preventing the futroduction of
Unwanted Aquatic Organisms and Pathogens from Ships' Ballast Water and Sediment
Discharge." 10 May 1995.
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AAV

ABT

AC

AC

ACE

Administrator

AE
AF

AFB

AFDB

AFDL

AFDM

AFFF

AFS

AG

AGER

AGF

AGM

AGOR

AGOS

AGS

AGSS

AH

AKR

Amps

Anode

ANB

AO

AOE

AP
APF
APL

GLOSSARY AND ABBREVIATIONS

amphibious assault vehicle

aerostat balloon tender

area command cutter

anti-corrosive - as related to vessel hull coatings

armored combat earthmover

the Administrator of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

ammunition ship

anti-fouling

air force base

large auxiliary floating drydock

small auxiliary floating drydock

medium auxiliary floating drydock

aqueous film-forming foam

combat store ship

miscellaneous auxiliary

environmental research ship

miscellaneous command ship

missile range instrumentation ship

oceanographic research ship

ocean surveillance ship

surveying ship

auxiliary research submarine

hospital ship

vehicle cargo ship

amperes

the site at which oxidation occurs in an electrochemical cell

aids to navigation boat

oiler

fast combat support ship

area point system search craft

afloat pre-positioning force

barracks craft
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APU

AR

ARC

ARD

ARDM

ARS

AS
ASR
ASTM
ASW

AT
ATC
ATF

avg.

AWR

B

BC
BCDK
BD
BDL
BG

BH

BK
BMP
BOD
BPL
BRM

BT
BU

BUSL

BW

CA
Cathode

CC

GLOSSARY AND ABBREVIATIONS (contd.)

auxiliary power unit

repair ship

cable repairing ship

auxiliary repair dock

medium auxiliary repair dock

salvage ship

submarine tender

annual sedimentation rate

American Society for Testing and Materials

anti-submarine warfare

armored troop carrier

mini-armored troop carrier

fleet ocean tug

average

army war reserve

barge

dry cargo barge

decked, enclosed conversion kit barge

floating crane

below detection limit

liquid cargo barge

boom handling boat

deck cargo barge

best management practice

biochemical oxygen demand

delong mobile piers

refrigerated stores barge

bomb target

buoy utility boat

stem loading buoy utility boat

boston whaler

catamaran (also a gun cruiser, surface combatant)

the site at which reduction occurs in an electrochemical cell

cabin cruiser
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GLOSSARY AND ABBREVIATIONS (contd.)

CDNSWC

CPR

CG
CGN
CHT

CID

CM

Cm

CNO

COD

COE

COMNAVAIRLANT

COMNAVAIRPAC

COMNAVSURFLANT

COMNAVSURFPAC

COPHOS

CORMIX

CPO

CPP

CRRC

CT

CD

CV

CVN
CWA

DB

.DBT

DC

DC

DD

DDG

DFT

DoD

.DOT

(see NSWCCD)

Code ofFederal Regulations

guided missile cruiser

guided missile cruiser (non-c~nventionalpropulsion)

collection, holding and transfer (tank)

commercial item description

landing craft, mechanized

centimeter

ChiefofNaval Operations

chemical oxygen demand

Corps ofEngineers

Commander Naval Air Force, Atlantic Fleet

Commander Naval Air Force, Pacific Fleet

Commander Naval Surface Force, Atlantic Fleet

Commander Naval Surface Force, Pacific Fleet

coordinated phosphate treatment

Cornell mixing zone expert system

chlorine produced oxidants

controllable pitch propeller

combat rubber raiding craft

craft of opportunity coop trainer

landing craft, utility

multi-purpose aircraft carrier

multi-purpose aircraft carrier, non-conventional

Clean Water Act

distribution box boat

dibutyltin

direct current

damage control

destroyer

guided missile destroyer

dry film thickness

Department ofDefense

Department ofTransportation
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DSRV
DSV
DT
DW

EDTA
EE

EGT
EOSS

EPA
ESC

FAS
FB

FFG

FLO/FLO

FMS
FR

FR

FSS
G

Gal

Gpm

GRP

HC

HEM

HOPM

HP
r&s
rccp
ILS

IMO
INSURV
IX

I-Boat

Kw

GLOSSARY AND ABBREVIATIONS (contd.)

deep submergence rescue vehicle

deep submergence vehicle

diving tender

dive workboat

ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid, a chelating agent

equipment expert

emergency gas turbine

engineering operating sequencing systems

the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

the UNDS Executive Steering Committee

fueling at sea

catamaran ferry

guided missile frigate

float-on/float-offvessel

floating machine shop

Federal Register

fouling rating

fast sealift ship

grams

gallons

gallons per minute

glass reinforced plastic

hydrocarbon

hexane extractable materials

hydraulic oil pressure module

horsepower

intelligence and security

impressed current cathodic protection

integrated logistics services

International Maritime Organization

board of inspection and survey

unclassified miscellaneous unit

work and inspection boat

kilowatt
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L

LA
LARC
LASH
Lb

LC
LCAC
LCC
LCM
LCPL
LCU
LCVP
LH

LHA

LHD

LPD
LPH
LSD
LST
LSV
LT
MARAD

MARPOL

MBT

MBT

MC
MCB
MCM
MDL

MDZ

MEB

MERR

~g

GLOSSARY AND ABBREVIATIONS (contd.)

liter

landing craft, assault

four-wheeled amphibious cargo vehicle

lighter-aboard-ship

pound

landing craft

landing craft, air cushion

amphibious command ship

landing craft, mechanized

landing craft, personnel, large .

landing craft, utility

landing craft, vehicle, personnel

line handling boat

amphibious assault ship (general-purpose)

amphibious assault ship (multi-purpose)

amphibious transport dock

amphibious assault ship (helicopter)

dock landing ship

tank landing ship

logistics support vessel

large harbor tug

Maritime Administration

international convention for the prevention ofpollution from
ships

monobutyltin

.main ballast tank

mine countenneasures support craft

motor cargo boat

mine countenneasures ship

minimum detection limit

maritime defense zone

marine expeditionary brigade

metal element repair and restoration machine

micrograms (one millionth of a gram)
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Mg

Mgal

Mgy

MHC

Min

ML

ML

MLB

!vIM

:tvINV

MOGAS

MPC

MPCD

MPS
MR

MRC

MSB

MSC

MSD

MSDS

MY

MW

MWT

n.m.

NAVSEA (or SEA)

NAVSTA

NDRF

NDZ

NFAF

NFESC

NFME

NFO

NL

NM

GLOSSARY AND ABBREVIATIONS (contd.)

milligrams (one thousandth ofa gram)

million gallons

million gallons per year

minehunter, coastal

minute

motor launch

milliliter (one thousandth of a liter)

motor life boat

marine mammal support craft

mine neutralization vehicle

motor gasoline

maintenance procedure card

marine pollution control device

maritime pre-positioning ship

missile retriever

major regional conflict

motor surfboat

Military Sealift Command

marine sanitation device

material safety data sheet

motor vessel

motor whaleboat

magnetic water treatment

nautical miles

Naval Sea Systems Command

naval station

National Defense Reserve Fleet

no-discharge zone

Naval Fleet Auxiliary Force

Naval Facilities Engineering Services Command

naval fleet marine expeditionary (see MEB)

normal fuel oil

no limit

noise measuring boat
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NOAA

NOD

NPDES

NraD

NRF

NS

NSTM

NSWCCD

OCM

OPNAVINST

OWHT

OWS

P

PAR

PB

PB-HS

PBR

PC

PCB

PE

PF

PG

PK

PL
PMS

PMS

Ppb

Ppm

PR

PREPO

Priority pollutants

PSB

Psi

GLOSSARY AND ABBREVIATIONS (contd.)

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

nature ofdischarge

national pollutant discharge elimination system

Naval Research and Development Command

Naval Reserve Fleet

non-standard (commercial) boat

naval ships' technical manual

Naval Surface Warfare Center, Carderock Division

oil content monitor

naval operations instruction manual

oily waste holding tank

oil-water separator

personnel boats

polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbon

patrol boat

patrol boat, harbor security

river patrol craft

patrol, coastal

polychlorinated biphenyl

personnel boat

patrol craft, fast

patrol gunboat

picket boat

landing craft, personnel light

preventative maintenance system

planned maintenance system

parts per billion

parts per million

plane personnel and rescue

pre-positioning ships

toxic pollutants designated in section 307(a) of the Clean
Water Act

port security boat

pounds per square inch
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PT

PWB

RB or RIB

·RHIB

RRIL

RHIM

RIM:SS

RO
ROIRO

ROS
RRC

RRDF

RRF

RX

SB

SC

SCAMP

SCC

Secretary

SER
SERC

SES

SESO

SGT

SLO
SLWT
SMSF

SRB

SRFO

SS

SS

SSAP

SSBN

SSN

GLOSSARY AND ABBREVIATIONS (contd.)

punt

ports and waterways boat

rigid inflatable boat

rigid hull inflatable boat

large rigid hull inflatable boat

medium rigid hull inflatable boat ,

redundant independent mechanical 'starting systems

reverse osmOSIS

roll-on/roll-off type vessel

reduced operating status

rubber raiding craft

roll-on/roll-offdischarge facilities

Ready Reserve Fleet

rigid inflatable boat (non-standard)

sound/sail

support craft

submerged cleaning and maintenance platfonn

sample control center

the Secretary of the U.S. Department ofDefense

sampling episode report

Smithsonian Environmental Research Center

surface effects ship

Ships Environmental Support Office

silicone gel treated

synthetic lubricating oil

side-loading warping tug

special mission support force

surf rescue boat

standard refueling, fuel oil

steamship

submarine, (also swimmer support)

specific sampling and analysis plan

ballistic missile submarine, non-conventional

submarine, non-conventional
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ST

Sy~C

T-Boat

TACOM

TANB

TBT

TC

TCLP

TD

TDD

TDS

TG

TOC

TPH

TR
TRC
TRO

TS

TSS

TWG

U

DB

UMI

UNDS

UNREP

UTB
UTL
VOC

VP

VSTOL

WAGB

WB

Welldeck

GLOSSARY AND ABBREVIATIONS (contd.)

sail training craft also small harbor tug

semi-volatile organic compound

small freight and supply vessel

U.S. Army Tank-Automotive and.Armaments Command

trailerable aids to navigation boat

tributyltin

training craft

toxicity characteristic leaching procedure

target drone

technical development document

total dissolved solids

tugboat

total organic carbon

total petroleum hydrocarbons

torpedo retriever

total residual chlorine

total residual oxidants

training ship, State Maritime Academies

total suspended solids

technical working group

utility boat

utility boat

underway material inspections

uniform national discharge standards

underway replenishment

utility boat

large utility boat

volatile organic compound

landing craft, vehicle personnel

vertical/short take-offand landing

icebreaker

work boat

the docking well onboard amphibious warfare ships used to
store landing craft
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WH

WHEC

WI.X
WLB

WLI

WLIC

WLM
WLR

WMEC

WOCT

WOT

WPB

WQC

WT

WTGB
WYTL
WYTM
YC

YCF

YCV

YD
YDT
YFB

YFN

YFNB

YFND

YFNX

YFP

YFRN

YFRT
YFU

YGN
YL

YLC

GLOSSARY AND ABBREVIATIONS (contd.)

wherry

high endurance cutter

training cutter/sailing bark

offshore buoy tender

inshore buoy tender

inland construction tender

coastal buoy tender

river buoy tender

medium endurance cutter

waste oil collection tank

waste oil tank

patrol boat

water quality criteria

warping tug

icebreaking tug

harbor tug, small

harbor tug, medium

open lighter

car float

aircraft transportation lighter

floating crane

diving tender

ferryboat or launch

covered lighter

large covered lighter

drydock companion craft

lighter - special purpose

floating power barge

refrigerated/covered lighter

covered lighter, range tender

harbor utility craft

garbage lighter

yawl

salvage lift craft
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YM

YMN

YNG

YO
YOG
YOGN
YON
YOS
yp

YPD

YR

Yr

YRB

YRBM

YRDH

YRR

YRST

YSD
YSR
YTB
YTL
YTM

YTT
YWN

GLOSSARY AND ABBREVIATIONS (contd.)

dredge

dredge

gate craft

fuel oil barge

gasoline barge

gasoline barge

fuel oil barge

oil storage barge

patrol craft, training

floating pile driver

floating workshop

year

repair and berthing barge

repair, berthing and messing barge

floating drydock workshop, hull

radiological repair barge

salvage craft tender

seaplane wrecking derrick

sludge removal barge

large harbor tug

small harbor tug

medium harbor tug

torpedo trials craft

water barge
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Appendix A

Appendix A contains each of the 39 NOD reports, the contents ofwhich are described in
section 4.3 of the main document. Reports are arranged alphabetically, in order of appearance.
The title ofeach report may be found on the bottom center ofeach page. The following four
:MPCD practicability analyses are also included in this appendix, after the respective NOD
reports:

• Distillation and Reverse Osmosis Brine;
• Hull Coating Leachate;
• Small Boat Engine Wet Exhaust; and
• Underwater Ship Husbandry

Refer to section 4.4 for a more detailed discussion ofthe process used to determine MPCD
practicability.
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Appendix A
List of NOD and MPCD Reports (in order of appearance)

Aqueous Film-Forming Foam NOD Report
Boiler Blowdown NOD Report
Catapult Water Brake Tank and Post-Launch Retraction Exhaust NOD Report
Catapult Wet Accwnulator Discharge NOD Report
Cathodic Protection NOD Report
Chain Locker Effluent NOD Report
Clean Ballast NOD Report
Compensated Fuel Ballast NOD Report
Controllable Pitch Propeller Hydraulic Fluid NOD Report
Deck Runoff NOD Report
Dirty Ballast NOD Report
Distillation and Reverse Osmosis Brine NOD Report
Distillation and Reverse Osmosis Brine MPCD Report
Elevator Pit Effluent NOD Report
Firemain Systems NOD Report
Freshwater Lay-Up NOD Report
Gas Turbine Water Wash NOD Report
Graywater NOD Report
Hull Coating Leachate NOD Report
Hull Coating Leachate MPCD Report
Mine Countermeasures Equipment Lubrication NOD Report
Motor Gasoline Compensating Discharge NOD Report
Non-Oily Machinery Wastewater NOD Report
Photographic Laboratory Drains NOD Report
Portable Damage Control Drain Pump Discharge NOD Report
Portable Damage Control Drain Pump Wet Exhaust NOD Report
Refrigeration /Air Conditioning Condensate NOD Report
Rudder Bearing Lubrication NOD Report
Seawater Cooling Overboard Discharge NOD Report
Seawater Piping Biofouling Prevention NOD Report
Small Boat Engine Wet Exhaust NOD Report
Small Boat Engine Wet Exhaust MPCD Report
Sonar Dome Discharge NOD Report
Steam Condensate NOD Report
Stem Tube Seals and Underwater Bearing Lubrication NOD Report
Submarine Acoustic Countermeasures Launcher Discharge NOD Report
Submarine Bilgewater NOD Report
Submarine Emergency Diesel Engine Wet Exhaust NOD Report
Submarine Outboard Equipment Grease and External Hydraulics NOD Report
Surface Vessel Bilgewater/Oil-Water Separator Discharge NOD Report
Underwater Ship Husbandry NOD Report
Underwater Ship Husbandry MPCD Report
Welldeck Discharges NOD Report
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NATURE OF DISCHARGE REPORT

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The National Defense Authorization Act of 1996 amended Section 312 ofthe Federal
Water Pollution Control Act (also known as the Clean Water Acf(CWA)) to require that the
Secretary ofDefense and the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
develop uniform national discharge standards (UNDS) for vessels of the Armed Forces for
"..discharges, other than sewage, incidental to normal operation of a vessel ofthe Armed Forces,
..." [Section 312(n)(I)]. UNDS is being developed in three phases. The first phase (which this
report supports), will determine which discharges will be required to be controlled by marine
pollution control devices (MPCDs}-either equipment or management practices. The second
phase will develop MPCD performance standards. The final phase will determine the design,
construction, installation, and use ofMPCDs.

A nature ofdischarge (NOD) report has been prepared for each ofthe discharges that has
been identified as a candidate for regulation under UNDS. The NOD reports were developed
based on information obtained from the technical community within the Navy and other branches
of the Armed Forces with vessels potentially subject to UNDS, from information available in
existing technical reports and documentation, and, when required, from data obtained from
discharge samples that were collected under the UNDS program.

The purpose of the NOD report is to describe the discharge in detail, including the system
that produces the discharge, the equipment involved, the constituents released to the
environment, and the current practice, if any, to prevent or minimize environmental effects.
Where existing process information is insufficient to characterize the discharge, the NOD report
provides the results ofadditional sampling or other data gathered on the discharge. Based on the
above information, the NOD report describes how the estimated constituent concentrations and
mass loading to the environment were determined. Finally, the NOD report assesses the
potential for environmental effect. The NOD report contains sections on: Discharge
Description, Discharge Characteristics, Nature ofDischarge Analysis, Conclusions, and Data
Sources and References.

Aqueous Film Forming Foam (AFFF)
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2.0 DISCHARGE DESCRIPTION

This section describes the AFFF and includes information on: the equipment that is used
and its operation (Section 2.1), general description ofthe constituents of the discharge (Section
2.2), and the vessels that produce this discharge (Section 2.3).

2.1 Equipment Description and Operation

AFFF is the primary firefighting agent used aboard U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) and Navy
vessels for flammable liquid fires. A different class ofagents, Fiuoroprotein foams, are used for
the same purpose on vessels in the Military Sealift Command (MSC). Aqueous Film Forming
Foam (AFFF) is a particular type ofsynthetic firefighting foam whose performance is governed
by military specification. Fluoroprotein foam is a protein-based material to which fluorinated
surfactants have been added to improve fluidity and surface tension properties, while reducing
the tendency ofthe protein base to absorb liquids.

These foams control and extinguish flammable liquid fires and help prevent such fires
after spills by spreading a vapor-sealing film over the flammable liquid. The foam layer
effectively excludes oxygen from the surface ofthe fuel, while the,high water content cools the
surface. The foam layer also provides a reservoir that will reseal a disturhed fuel surface and
inhibit reignition. Both foams have excellent ''wetting'' or penetrating characteristics can be used
against fires involving densely packed wood, wood products, cloth, textile and fibrous materials,
paper, and paper products. Both types of foam concentrates can be stored for indefinite periods
in approved equipment and systems with no degradation in chemical properties or capabilities.

In use, foam concentrate is mixed with seawater to form a dilute seawater foam solution.
Seawater foam solution is generated in foam proportioning stations or by portable proportioners.1

Each type involves metering foam concentrate into pressurized, firefightin.g seawater. The
metering accuracy ofthe proportioning stations is verified by periodic tests.

Foam is applied both manually, with conventional foam or water/fog equipment such as
fire hoses equipped with foam nozzles, and from fixed sprinkler devices. Fixed systems provide
seawater foam solution to sprinklers on flight decks, and to overhead sprinklers in hangars, tank
decks, well decks, weapon elevator pits, fueled vehicle decks or holds, refueling stations, and
fuel pump rooms. Ifa protected area requires a greater flow rate than can be supplied by a single
proportioning station, the area is subdivided into zones or groups, each independently supplied
from a single proportioning station. Bilge sprinkler systems areinstalled in machinery spaces
and pump rooms. Firefighting hose reel stations are supplied through a system ofproportioners,
pumps, and permanently installed piping.

Foam concentrate is stored in tanks, 55-gallon drums, and 5-gallon cans. Aircraft
carriers, large amphibious ships, and other large ships can carry more than 20,000 gallons of
AFFF or fluoroprotein foam concentrate.

I
Neither AFFF nor fluoroprotein foam is ever discharged from vessels in concentrated

Aqueous'Film Fonning Foam (AFFF)
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fonn. Only the dilute seawater foam solution is discharged. Incidental discharge ofseawater
foam solution occurs during maintenance that is part of the Planned Maintenance System (PMS),
Board ofInspection and Survey (lNSURV) underway material inspections (UMI), flight deck
certifications, or biennial tests on MSC vessels by the USCG Office ofMarine Inspection.

Regular preventive maintenance of firefighting systems and equipment requiring the
discharge ofseawater foam solution aboard ship occurs annually during PMS activities, although
some maintenance is perfonned at 18 month intervals. Table 1 indicates the frequency of foam
solution discharges on Navy, MSC, and USCG vessels. For Navy vessels, an INSURV UMI
occurs every 3 years and involves the same system checks and resulting seawater foam
discharges as the annual PMS activities. An MSC damage control instruction requires that foam .
solution be present at flight deck nozzles before every flight operation (approximately twice per
month per vessel), which is verified by operating the nozzles until foam is sighted.2 For aircraft
carriers, Navy requirements call for a flight deck certification during the first deployment to sea
after a shipyard or repair period (approximately every 1.5 years). Other than aircraft carriers,
ships with flight decks, whether Navy or MSC, receive flight deck certification inspections every
3 years that test for foam solution at all flight deck nozzles and hoses.

2.2 Releases to the Environment

The seawater foam solutions that are discharged onto flight and weather decks as a result
ofmaintenance, inspection, and certification activities are washed overboard with pressurized
seawater from fire hoses, or by activating the seawater washdown system. Foam that is
discharged into internal ship compartment bilges during system testing and flushing evolutions is
pumped overboard by eductors.

Seawater foam discharge will contain all the constituents from the firemain, in addition to
constituents unique to the foam concentrate. .AB discussed more fully in the Firemain Systems
NOD Report, the principal constituent of the frremain discharge that could have an adverse water
quality effect is copper, derived from the copper nickel firemain piping. Therefore, copper will
be an expected component ofthe AFFF solution discharge.

2.3 Vessels Producing the Discharge

All Navy surface ships, all classes ofUSCG cutters, icebreakers and icebreaking tugs, and
MSC ship classes with the ability to support helicopter operations produce the discharge.
Table 2 shows the vessel classes that produce the discharge.

3.0 DISCHARGE CHARACTERISTICS

This section contains qualitative and quantitative infonnation that characterizes the
discharge. Section 3.1 describes where the discharge occurs with respect to harbors and near
shore areas, Section 3.2 describes the rate ofthe discharge, Section 3.3 lists the constituents in
the discharge, and Section 3.4 gives the concentrations of the constituents in the discharge.

Aqueous Film Fonning Foam (AFFF)
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3.1 Locality

The Navy provides instruction on where seawater AFFF solutions can be discharged
during maintenance that tests the proportioning accuracy ofAFFF proportioning stations. This
test is commonly conducted by discharging an AFFF hose over the side, when beyond the 12
nautical mile (n.m.) limit. The PMS instructions state:

"Accomplish maintenance requirements only when ship is beyond 12 nautical miles of
shore ~d preferably while underway. When within 3 nautical milc:::s of shore or in port,
discharge to a tank, barge or to an authorized truck. In other cases, when between 3 and
12 nautical miles, overboard discharge is pennitted with a minimum (ship) speed of 10
knots.,,3-9

Discharges that are part ofinspections and certifications are not governed by the
maintenance instruction, and can be discharged anywhere, except that seawater foam solution in
a machinery space bilge is governed by bilge pumping rules, and cannot bt: discharged within 12
n.m. lo In practice, the maintenance policy applies because a single discharge event will be
scheduled to satisfy simultaneously the requirements for maintenance, inspection, and
certification.

3.2 Rate

When testing the proportioning accuracy ofproportioning stations, ships typically test one
station at a time by discharging a foam hose over the side. This discharge rate is 125 gallons per
minute (gpm) or 250 gpm, depending on the flow rate ofthe hose selected for the test. When
testing or demonstrating flight deck sprinkling, the most common practice is to operate one or
two zones at a time, continuing until all the zones have been tested. The nominal flow rate for
each zone on Navy ships is 1,000 gpm, so the typical discharge rate is 2,000 gpm.

AFFF concentrate is mixed with seawater from the firemain to fonn a 6% dilute solution,
that is, 100 gallons ofsolution contains 6 gallons ofAFFF concentrate and 94 gallons of
seawater. I The WTGB 140 Class oficebreaking tugs operated by the USCG use more
concentrated base stock which is diluted to a 3% solution. Fluoroprotein foams are mixed on
MSC ships in both 3% and 6% solutions, depending on the design ofthe installed proportioning
equipment. I I These mixing ratios are used in Table 2 to derive discharge quantities of foam
concentrate and seawater.

After tests or demonstrations offlight deck sprinkling, the foam blanket is washed off
using fire hoses, or by operating the fixed seawater washdown system. Both techniques result in
a seawater discharge supplied from the firemain. The flow rate is variable, but a typical range is
250 gpm (two fire hoses on a ship with a helicopter landing platfonn) to 2,000 gpm (two flight
deck zones on an aircraft carrier).

Tests or demonstrations ofbilge sprinkling do not result in environmental discharges

Aqueous Film Fonning Foam (AFFF)
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until bilges are pumped overboard. Bilges can be pumped within 12 n.m. of shore if the
discharge is passed through oil water separators. However, the surfactants in AFFF and
fluoroprotein foam render the oil water separators ineffective, so crews do not discharge seawater
foam solution through their oil water separators. Accordingly, bilges containing seawater foam
solution are pumped only beyond 12 n.m. from shorelO

• Therefore, this NOD report does not
account for foam discharges attributable to bilge sprinkling, discharge ofmachinery space bilge
hoses, nor the seawater used to wash and pump bilges.

By ship class, Table 2 shows the discharges of seawater foam solution, foam concentrate
in the. solution, seawater in the solution, and seawater used to wash the solution off the ship. All
discharges are assumed to occur within 12 n.m. ofshore. The fleetwide estimates are
summarized in Table 3.

3.3 Constituents

The ingredients in foam concentrate are listed on material safety data sheets (MSDSs)
prepared by the manufacturer. The AFFF concentrate produced by the principal Armed Forces
supplier contains water, 2-(2-butoxyethoxy)-ethanol, urea, alkyl sulfate salts (2 in number),
amphoteric fluoroalkylamide derivative, perfluoroalkyl sulfonate salts (5), triethanolamine, and
methyl-lH-benzotriazole, with fresh water accounting for approximately 80% ofthe ingredients
by weight (see Table 3).12 Freshwater is the principal ingredient ofall the foam concentrates
used by the Armed Forces, comprising approximately 80% - 90% of the product by weight.12

-
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The protein base in fluoroprotein foam is nontoxic and biodegradable. The chemical identities
and corresponding weight percents ofthe surfactants in AFFF and fluoroprotein concentrates are
proprietary, but are stated by the manufacturers to be nontoxic in the quantities present in the
manufactured product, and more benign when diluted with seawater to a 3% or 6% solution.
Fluoroprotein foam and 3% AFFF used on MSC and USCG vessels contribute only 4% ofthe
total volume of foam discharged annually from vessels.

No priority pollutants nor bioaccumulators are known to be present in the AFFF product
or fluoroprotein foam concentrates used aboard vessels of the Armed Forces.

The firemain provides the seawater in the seawater foam solution. Metals and other
materials from the firemain system can be dissolved by the seawater, and particles can be eroded
and physically entrained in the seawater flow. Any wetted material in the firemain system can
become a constituent of the firemain discharge. None of the potential constituents are known
bioaccumulators. The priority pollutants in the discharge are bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate, copper,
nickel, and iron, which are found in the piping ofwet firemain systems.

The piping in Navy AFFF systems is made ofcopper nickel alloy, the same as used in the
firemain system. Total nitrogen, his(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate, copper, nickel, and iron from this
source will be constituents of the discharge.

3.4 Concentrations

Aqueous Film Forming Foam (AFFF)
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Table 3 shows the concentrations of the chemical constituents in AFFF concentrate. The
data are based on the type ofconcentrate that is most widely used. Table 3 also shows the
concentrations in the seawater foam solution.

Seawater foam discharges have not been part ofthe sampling program. The
concentrations oftotal nitrogen, bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate, copper, nickel, and iron contributed
from the AFFF system are not known. AFFF concentrate includes corrosion inhibitors.

4.0 NATURE OF DISCHARGE ANALYSIS

Based on the discharge characteristics presented in Section 3.0, the nature ofthe
discharge and its potential impact on the environment can be evaluated. The estimated mass
loadings are presented in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, the concentrations ofconstituents in the
discharge are estimated and compared with the water quality criteria. In Se(;tion 4.3, the
potential for the transfer ofnon-indigenous species is discussed.

4.1 Mass Loadings

Discharge quantities in Table 2 and constituent concentrations in Tahle 3 are combined to
estimate mass loadings.

Based on the approximate mass of366,000 pounds ofAFFF concentrate discharged
annually from Navy and USCG vessels, and the weight percentages ofAFFF constituents, upper
bound estimates of the annual mass loadings for the constituents range from a maximum of
approximately 38,500 pounds for 2-(2-butoxyethoxy)-ethanol to a minimunl of370 pounds for
methyl-1H-benzotriazole. The mass loadings resulting from 3% AFFF and fluoroprotein foam
discharges aboard MSC vessels do not significantly change the calculated loadings because the
total volume of these concentrates represents 4.0% ofthe foam discharged annually.

The annual mass loadings ofcopper, nickel, and iron from the firemain system are shown
in Table 3, based on a total of4,924,000 gallons of seawater used to produce foam and wash it
offthe ship after the test.

4.2 Environmental Concentrations

As listed in Table 2, individual constituent concentrations in foam range from 6,400 mg/L
for 2-(2-butoxyethoxy)-ethanol down to about 61 mg/L for methyl-1H-benzotriazole. The
concentrations presented represent AFFF seawater foam constituent concentrations in the product
as discharged from hose nozzles and sprinkler heads aboard ship. These concentrations do not
take into account the additional diluting effect ofany seawater used to wash the AFFF seawater
solution overboard. Thus, the concentration of the constituents in AFFF seawater solutions is
reduced when this additional dilution factor is considered. Further, the ship's motion through the
sea causes the discharge to be distributed along the ship's track, instead ofbeing discharged in a
single spot. Upon discharge to the environment, AFFF concentrate has been diluted 94:6 (about
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16:1) by the proportioning process, with further dilution during the wash-offprocedure, followed
by rapid dispersion in the wake of a moving ship.

AFFF could potentially be discharged from vessels in amounts that cause visible foam
floating on the water surface. Floating foam detracts from the appearance ofsurface waters and
can violate aesthetic water quality criteria. Several states have standards to prevent "floating
debris and scum."

The bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate, copper, nickel, and iron constituents are the only priority
pollutants sampled which exceed acute water quality criteria. Table 4 shows the concentration of
the constituents of firemain water, total nitrogen, bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate, copper, nickel, and
iron, that exceed acute water quality criteria. The copper concentration exceeds both the Federal
and most stringent state criteria while the total nitrogen, bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate, nickel, and
iron concentrations exceed only the most stringent state criterion.

4.3 Potential for Introducing Non-Indigenous Species

AFFF and fluoroprotein concentrates do not include biota. Seawater foam discharge can
include microbial and invertebrate marine organisms, since biofouling accumulates in firemain
systems, wet and dry types. See the Firemain Systems NOD Report for a discussion of the

. potential for introducing non-indigenous species in the firemain discharge.

5.0 CONCLUSION

AFFF discharges from vessels of the Armed Forces have the potential to cause an adverse
environmental impact. There is currently an operational policy and procedure that prohibits any
overboard discharge ofAFFF from Navy vessels within 3 n.m. ofshore, and stipulates that
discharge could only occur at a minimum speed of 10 knots between 3 and 12 n.m. from shore.
Ifthis policy were not in place, the discharge could deposit significant amounts of foam on
surface water. This foam would diminish the visual quality of the water.

6.0 DATA SOURCES AND REFERENCES

To characterize this discharge, information from various sources was obtained. Process
information was used to estimate the volume ofdischarge. Based on this estimate and on the
reported constituent percentages by weight, the concentrations of the AFFF constituents in this
discharge were then estimated. Table 5 shows the sources ofthe data used to develop this NOD
report.
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1. PMS discharges are scheduled by the ship. The ships are assumed to schedule their PMS maintenance tests to coincide with a demonstration required by an off-ship Inspection team, when
possible. The tests that satisfy off-ship Inspection teams are assumed to be separate, not combined.

2. PMS tests are required annually. although. for some ships the periodicity is 18 months. Right deck certification Is required on ail air capable ships every 3 years. except for aircraft carriers
additional certifications are required after industrial work on the flight deck; the assumed average periodicity for aircraft carriers Is every 18 months. INSURV underway material Inspections are
required every 3 years, only on Navy and MSC ships. For MSC ships, the USCG Office of Marine In~pectlon requires demonstration of foam making capability every 2 years.

3. Data are derived from references 2, and 3-9.
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WAGB 1 USCG 1 Hose 1 125 125 8 118 0--- ---- ~~-~---- ._---- • _r_~~"-_____~_ --_ ... ,-~.~-

WAGB 2 USCG 1 Hose __1_ 125 250 15 235 0---- ._---_....- ._- _._--- ----
WHEC 12 USCG 2 Hose 1 125 ____3QQ:L 180 ___ .___ .282Q___ 0- ---_._.~~- - --
WMEC 31 USCG 1 Hose 1 125 ---~- 233 3643 0---- ---_._-- -
WTGB 9 USCG 1 Hose 1 125 1125 34 1058 0------_._-----

T-AE26 8 MSC 2 Hose 1.5 125 3000 180 2910 0
8 MSC 2 FI.Ok 1.167 353 6599 396 6203 54989---

T-AFS 1 8 MSC 2 Hose 1.5 311 .____ 7459....__ 448 7012 0_._---" ----.---- .- --~---~-_._~

8 MSC 2 FI. Ok 1.167 350 .__ 6522- 392 6137 54410
T-AGOS 1 5 MSC 1 Hose 1.5 125 938 .._-.~. 56 881 0-----
T-AGOS 19 4 MSC 1 Hose 1.5 125 750 45 705 0----- ---------.- .--._- ---,-- --_•. --_._---~_.- ..._~ ~ ..._--
T-AGS26 2 MSC 1 Hose 1.5 125 375 23 353 0---- .•- -------..,------ ,----_.- --- ------_._-
T-AGS45 1 MSC 1 Hose 1.5 125 188 11 _-'l§___ 0- -_._----_...~.~- .. -, ------"-_._~ --
T-AGS51 2 MSC 1 Hose 1.5 125 375 23 353 0_.__ .-_._._----_.
T-AGS 60 4 MSC 1 Hose 1.5 125 750 45 ___l~__ 0--_..._--
T-AH 19 2 MSC 1 Hose 1.5 384 _._~.- 69 1083 0--------- -- ----- -----

2 MSC 1 Monitor 1.167 500 1167 70 1097 9725---- _M _______ •__ -,
T-AKR 11 MSC 2 FoamMkr. 1.167 107 2747 82 2665 22893

11 MSC 2 Hose \.5 125 4125 124 4001 0
---"&~---"_..' ------

11 MSC 2 FI.Ok. 1.167 1707 43826 1315 42511 365213
T-AO 187 12 MSC ----t---- Hose

---~ --~

1.5 125 '-'4500-- -- -270-- -"'4230- "-- - 0

12 MSC 2 FI. Ok. 1.167 360 ' 10083 605 9478 84024
---'

T-ARC7 1 MSC 1 Hose 1.5 125 188 11 176 0------ --- ._---- -----
1 MSC 1 Fl. Ok. 1.167 360 420 25 395 3501

T-ATF 166 7 MSC 1 Hose 1.5 125 1313 79 1234 0---.--- .
7 MSC 1 Fl. Ok. 1.167 125 1021 61 960 8509---- -----_._.- ._--_. --~_.~~ --

AGFll 2 NAVY 4 Hose 1.33 125 1330 80 1250 0-----
2 NAVY 4 FI.Ok. 0.67 1021 5470 ' 328 5142 45587----.- ,,-------

AGOR21 1 NAVY 1 Hose 1.33 125 166 10 156 0------
1 NAVY 1 Fl. Ok. 0.67 0 0 0 0 0
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AGOR23 2 NAVY Hose 1.33 125 333 20 313 0
.~_.."-_._."._--"-- .._--- ------ _..._---- ~"-~._-----~..•

_ ..M ••__•___• ____ ..._---_.._--- .-_.-~._--

2 NAVY 1 FI. Ok. 0.67 0 0 0 0 0---- ---- _0__·--_----

A0177 5 NAVY 2 Hose 1.33 125 1663 100 1563 0-- -------- -_..__._--_.-.•_------ -_._-_._-_._-- ------
5 NAVY 2 FI.Ok. 0.67 273 1829 110 1719 15243_._-----_. ---- ._----.-.. ...._--- -_.,_. -_._--- -_. __....._---..._~------ ._--~----

._-_._...-._._--
AOEl 4 NAVY 2 Hose 1.33 125 1330 80 1250 0-------'--

4 NAVY 2 FI. Ok. 0.67 464 2489 149 2339 20738
-~-~---

.-.--------------
AOE6 3 NAVY 3 Hose 1.33 125 1496 90 1406 0

.~.~--

3 NAVY 3 FI.Ok. 0.67 374 2258 135 2123 18817-----_._----- ----.__.... -_._--- -_..._---- -----
ARS50 4 NAVY 1 Monitor 1 1000 4000 240 3760 0--------- ----.- -- ---- ._.___M ....•• •••_ ----.---_.__..------

4 NAVY 1 Hose 1 250 1000 108 892 0---,-_._-_....--- _._--
AS 33 1 NAVY 2 Hose 1.33 125 333 20 313 0-------_. ----_.._-- ----_. -------_. _._._.

1 NAVY 2 FI. Ok. .. 0.67 270 362 22 340 3015--- ._. -_._-- ---..---.- ---- --
AS39 3 NAVY 2 Hose . 1.33 125 998 60 938 0----- ._....-._._._- ---------- -_...---

3 NAVY 2 Fl. Ok. _~0.67 __. 314 1261 76 1185 630---- ---_._--- ..__.._--
CG47 27 NAVY 3 Hose : 1.33 125 . 13466 808 12658 0_...._. ----- _.._-----_.

27 NAVY 3 FI.Ok. 0.67 170 9212 553 8659 76765--- ------ ----_. ._- ------_.-"--
CGN36 2 NAVY 2 Hose 1.33 125 665 40 625 0- _....._--- - -----_._----_._----_._---

2 NAVY 2 Fl. Ok. 0.67 144 386 23 363 3216--- --- ._---~---------- ----
CGN38 1 NAVY 2 Hose 1.33 125 : 333 20 313 0

CV59/63/65 4 NAVY 17 Hose 1 250 17000 1836 15164 0------- ---._--
4 NAVY 17 FI. Ok. 1 1000 68000 4080 63920 566667- ----- --_.-. -- .__._- ---_._---- -~_.

CVN 65/68 8 NAVY 16 Hose 1 250 32000 1920 30080 0
CVN 65/68 8 NAVY 20 FI. Ok. 1 1000 160000 9600 150400 1333333---- -- ------- --------------------
DDG963 31 NAVY 2 Hose 1.33 125 10308 618 9689 0

31 NAVY 2 FI. Ok. 0.67 130 5416 325 5091 45133----- ._-_. ------ --------
DDG51 18 NAVY 2 Hose 1.33 125 5985 359 5626 0_._---_.

18 NAVY 2 FI. Ok. 0.67 210 5065 304 4761 2533.._----_ .. ------
DDG993 4 NAVY 2 Hose 1.33 125 1330 80 1250 11083----

4 NAVY 2 FI. Ok. 0.67 130 699 42 657 349
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FFG7 43 NAVY 2 Hose 1.33 125 __ 14298 _.__ 858 13440 0--_.- _______ rw

43 NAVY 2 FI.Ok. 0.67 182 10510 631 9879 87582
IX 308 2 NAVY 1 Hose 1.33 125 333 20 313 0---- -_ ..~- • __ • ____,_·~w ._._.-._--
IX35 2 NAVY 1 Hose 1.33 125 333 20 313 0
IX501 1 NAVY 1 Hose \.33 125 166 10 156 0---- .------
LCC19 2 NAVY 2 Hose 1.33 125 665 40 625 0._---

2 NAVY 2 FI.Ok. 0.67 320 857 51 805 7140._-- ---_.-
LHAI 5 NAVY 12 Hose \.33 250 19950 1197 18753 0----

5 NAVY 12 FI.Dk. 0.67___... 1000 40200 2412 37788 335000----
LHOI 4 NAVY 12 Hose \.33 250 15960 958 15002 0

4 NAVY 12 FI.Ok. 0.67 1000 32160 1930 30230 268000
LP04 8 NAVY 4 Hose 1.33 125 5320 319 5001 0.- -

8 NAVY 4 FI.Ok. 0.67 1021 21882 1313 20569 182347- ---_.
LPH2 2 NAVY 10 Hose 1 250 5000 540 4700 0

2 NAVY 10 FI. Ok. 0.67 1000 13400 804 12596 .111667
LS036 5 NAVY 4 Hose 1.33 -~-- 3325 200 3126 0---

5 NAVY 4 Fl. Ok. ....ML._ 365 4888 293 4595 40736
LS041 8 NAVY 4 Hose 1.33 125 5320 ___.1.!L. 5001 0

---- ---8- NAVY-- ----4---- -FI. Dk.- --0.67--- ---936 -20068--- -----1204--- --18864---- --. . 167232--------.
LS049 3 NAVY 4 Hose -~_ .. 125 1995 __.120_ 1875 0---

3 NAVY 4 F1, Ok. 0.67 936 7525 452 7074 62712
LST 1179 3 NAVY 1 Hose 1.33 125 499 _ 30 469 0--_.- ----

3 NAVY i Fi, Dk. 0.67 216 434 26 408 36i8- ---- --.--- ----_.-
MCMl 14 NAVY 1 Hose 1.33 125 2328 140 2188 0----
MHC51 12 NAVY 1 Hose \.33 125 1995 120 1875 0

PC 1 13 NAVY 1 Hose \.33 125 2161 130 2032 0----._--
13 NAVY 1 F1. Ok. 0.67 162 1408 85 1324 11737

Misc. (See ---'

Note 6) 30 MSC N/A N/A N/A N/A 27500 1650 25850 220000
TOTAL 722537 42902 679931 4244144



Table 2. Annual Discharge Due to Tests, Inspections And Certifications

Notes for Table 2:

1. Values in this table are upper bound estimates, because all discharge is assumed to occur within 12 n. m. of shore.

2. Discharges are due to maintenance tests of the proportioning accuracy of the foam proportioners, to demonstrations of foam making capability for flight deck certification teams, and to
demonstrations of foam making capability for the Board of Inspection and Survey. Discharges to bilges, by hose nozzles or fixed sprinklers, are not tabulated because the foam solution is not
pumped overboard within 12 n.m. of shore.

3. The discharge flow through hoses Is 125 gpm or 250 gpm, depending on tihe ship's installed equipment. The discharge rate tihrough fixed flight deck sprinklers Is .06 gpmlft2 X Flight Deck
area. For aircraft carriers, and the big deck amphibious ships, LHD, LHA, and LPH, flight deck discharge is calculated at 1000 gpm per zone.

4. Total hose flow is No. of ships XNo. of stations per ship X Hose nozzle flow rate X 1 minute. Foam Is 6% of total flow, and seawater is 94% of total flow rate. For ships with fixed speed foam
injection pumps, foam flow is 27 gpm and seawater flow =lotal flow - 27 gpm. Total flight deck flow is No. of ships Xflight deck area X .06 gpm/ft2 X 1 minute. For aircraft carriers and the big
deck amphibious ships, LHD, LHA, and LPH, the total flow is No. of ships X No. of zones per ship X 1000 gpm per zone X 1 minute. For both cases, foam is 6% of total flow, and seawater is 94%
of total flow. For WTGB and T-AKR Class ships foam is 3% of total flow and seawater is 97% of total flow; these ships use a more concentrated foam concentrate than other ships.

5. The flow from demonstrations and tests of flight deck hoses Is directed over the side. No seawater Is needed for clean up. The flow through fixed flight deck sprinklers is cleaned off the ship
by seawater from the firemain, either through hose nozzles or tihe fixed flight deck sprinklers. As an average figure to account for both options, tihe cleanup flow is assumed to be .05 gpmlft2, or
833 gpm per zone, flowing for 10 minutes.

--.
6. Aboard MSC ships with helicopter landing capabilities, the presence of foam must be demonstrated at flight deck nozzles and hoses before each flight operation. Assuming two such
operations per month per ship, the total annual discharge of fluoroprotein foam concentrate for the 30 ships involved Is 30 ships X55 gallons foam concentrate per ship per year, which equals
1650 gallons/year. The concentrate is assumed to be 6% of the total flow, so the total flow of solution Is 1650/.06 or 27,500 gallons of seawater foam solution per year. The water portion is
assumed to be 94% of the total flow. Cleanup seawater flow Is assumed to be eight times the total solution flow, or 220,000 gallons.

7. To perform a maintenance test of the proportioning accuracy of a proportioning station, foam solution will be directed over tihe side via a hose nozzle rated at 125 gpm or 250 gpm, depending
on the ship's installed equipment. Test is assumed to require 1 minute of flow.

8. To demonstrate foam-making ability for an off-ship Inspection team, foam will be discharged over the side through hose nozzles and onto the flight deck tihrough tihe fixed sprinklers.
Demonstration is assumed to require 1 minute of flow.

9. Data are derived from Table 1, specific references 1,2, 11, and general references.
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1.0% 5.0% 3,700

1.0% 2.0% 3,700

0.1% 1.0% 370
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Bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate in seawater

triethanolamine

Copper in seawater

Nickel in seawater

alkyl sulfate salts (2)

Mass Loading};;)eei'~on¢e1\~~tiCjIl
, '.' ,," ',,',', ,:,' '"e"',,:,,«""':/- "','

Iron in seawater

Notes:

1. Conversion: 1 Ilg/L = 8.345 X 10-9 Ib/gal

2. Concentrations in mg!L are for the diluted AFFF/seawater solution. The concentrations are accurate for hoses
discharged over the side, but overstated by about 30% for flight deck discharges which are washed over the side
with additional seawater. Calculation is pounds ofconstituent, divided by gallons ofdischarged solution, and
converted to mg/L.

3. Data derived from Table 2, and References 12, 17.

2-(2-butoxyenthoxy)-ethanol

amphoteric fluoroalkylamide derivative

perfluoroalkyl sulfonate salts (5)

methyl-lH-benzotriazole

urea

Total nitrogen

Constituent

Fresh water

Constituent

Table 3. Upper Bound Estimates ofAnnual Mass Loading and Constituent Concentrations
Due to AFFF Discharge

Annual discharge ofAFFF/seawater solution, gals 722,500

Annual discharge ofAFFF concentrate, gals 42,900

Annual discharge ofAFFF concentrate, lbs 366,366 8.54/lb/gal density

Annual discharge ofseawater in the solution, gals 680,000

Annual discharge ofcleanup seawater, gals 4,244,000

Annual discharge ofseawater, including cleanup, gals 4,924,000
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NATURE OF DISCHARGE REPORT

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The National Defense Authorization Act of 1996 amended Section 312 ofthe Federal
Water Pollution Control Act (also lmown as the Clean Water Act (CWA)) to require that the
Secretary ofDefense and the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
develop uniform national discharge standards (UNDS) for vessels ofthe Armed Forces for
"...discharges, other than sewage, incidental to normal operation of a vessel of the Armed Forces,
..." [Section 312(n)(I)]. UNDS is being developed in three phases. The first phase (which this
report supports), will determine which discharges will be required to be controlled by marine
pollution control devices (MPCDs)-either equipment or management practices. The second
phase will develop MPCD performance standards. The final phase will determine the design,
construction, installation, and use ofMPCDs.

A nature ofdischarge (NOD) report has been prepared for each ofthe discharges that has
been identified as a candidate for regulation under UNDS. The NOD reports were developed
based on information obtained from the technical community within the Navy and other branches
of the Armed Forces with vessels potentially subject to UNDS, from information available in
existing technical reports and documentation, and, when required, from data obtained from
discharge samples that were collected under the UNDS program.

The purpose ofthe NOD report is to describe the discharge in detail, including the system
that produces the discharge, the equipment involved, the constituents released to the
environment, and the current practice, if any, to prevent or minimize environmental effects.
Where existing process information is insufficient to characterize the discharge, the NOD report
provides the results ofadditional sampling or other data gathered on the discharge. Based on the
above information, the NOD report describes how the estimated constituent concentrations and
mass loading to the environment were determined. Finally, the NOD report assesses the
potential for environmental effect. The NOD report contains sections on: Discharge
Description, Discharge Characteristics, Nature ofDischarge Analysis, Conclusions, and Data
Sources and References.
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2.0 DISCHARGE DESCRIPTION

This section describes boiler blowdown and includes infonnation on: the equipment that
is used and its operation (Section 2.1), general description ofthe constituents of the discharge
(Section 2.2), and the vessels that produce this discharge (Section 2.3).

2.1 Equipment Description and Operation

There are two ways to produce steam for use on ships: conventionally powered boilers
and nuclear powered ship steam generators. Conventionally powered boilers and nuclear
powered ship steam generators are discussed separately in this report.

2.1.1 Conventionally Powered Ship Boiler Blowdown

Boilers are used to produce steam for the majority ofsurface vessels that have steam
systems. Aboard conventionally powered steam ships, the main propulsion boilers supply steam
at high pressure and temperature to the main propulsion turbines, ship service turbogenerators,
and a host ofauxiliary and hotel services. Many gas turbine and diesel-powered ships have
auxiliary or waste heat boilers that produce steam at relatively low pressure for hotel services.

The water supplied to the boiler system (feedwater) is treated to miinimize the fonnation
ofscale and to inhibit corrosion in the boiler and boiler system piping. All main propulsion
boilers in the Navy now use the chelant treatment system, which replaced the coordinated
phosphate (COPHOS) treatment system used in main propulsion boilers. I Main and auxiliary
boilers of the Military Sealift Command (MSC) ships use boiler· feedwater chemistry prescribed
by the original equipment manufacturer? Auxiliary boilers aboard U.S. Coast Guard (USCG)
vessels are treated in accordance with USCG instructions.3

The process ofboiling water to make steam creates higher concentrations ofparticulates
(the result ofcorrosion products and sludge fonning minerals inthe boiler water) and chemicals
in the boiler water. The feedwater that is added to maintain the water leve:l in the boiler (boiler

I

water) has a lower concentration ofchemicals and dilutes the chemical concentrations that
develop during steam generation. Even with careful boiler water treatment management, water
or a water/steam mixture must be periodically released from the boiler to remove particulates and
sludge and to control boiler water chemical treatment concentrations. This process is referred to
as a lfboiler blowdown." Blowdowns are accomplished by releaSing controlled amounts ofboiler
water through sea connections that exit the ship below the waterline.

There are four types ofboiler blowdown procedures: surface blowdown, scum
blowdown, bottom blowdown, and continuous blowdown. Surface blowd.owns are used to
remove particulates and dissolved materials in the boiler water and to control boiler water
chemistry. Ifcontamination or boiler water treatment chemical over-addition exist, both are
reduced by a surface blowdown. Scum blowdowns are used to remove surface scum. Bottom
blowdowns are used to control the amount ofsludge in the boiler water. Continuous blowdowns

Boiler Blowdown
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are used in all chelant treatment systems to rid the boiler ofdissolved metal chelates and
suspended matter.1 All boiler blowdowns are performed in accordance with published guidance.

In all cases, except bottom blowdown, blowdowns can be conducted while the boiler is
operating. Bottom blowdowns for propulsion and auxiliary boilers are conducted only when the
boiler is secured.1 Waste heat boiler bottom blowdowns can be conducted while the boiler is
operating. The four boiler blowdown procedures are conducted in the following ways:

• Surface blowdowns discharge approximately five percent ofthe total volume of
water in the boiler.4,5 During a surface blowdown, the water level in the boiler is
increased three to four inches, the surface blowdown valve is opened and then
closed when the boiler empties to the normal water level.

• Scum blowdowns discharge approximately one percent of the total volume of
water in the boiler.4,5 During a scum blowdown, the water level in the boiler is
increased by one inch and the surface blowdown valve is opened and then closed
when the boiler empties to the normal water level. 1

• Bottom blowdowns discharge approximately ten percent ofthe total volume of
water in the boiler.4,5 For a bottom blowdown, the water level in the boiler is
increased six inches, the bottom blowdown valve is opened and then closed when
the boiler empties to the normal water level.1

• Continuous blowdowns discharge approximately four percent ofthe total volume
ofwater in the boiler per day.5,6 This discharge flows to the bilge of the vessel.
Thus, continuous blowdowns are not considered in the total blowdown volume in
this report and are covered by the Surface Vessel Bilgewater/OWS Discharge
NOD Report.

Ships normally receive steam and electrical power from the pier while they are in port
during extended upkeep periods. However, there are occasions when a steam powered ship can
have a main propulsion boiler operating in port or at anchor for the operation ofa turbogenerator
set and to provide hotel service steam. Auxiliary boilers can also be operated in port to provide
hotel service steam. When a boiler is secured in port (laid-up), one ofsix different methods is
used. Only one of these methods, placing the boiler under a steam blanket, results in boiler
blowdowns. A secured boiler is placed under a steam blanket by keeping steam continuously
applied to the boiler. This steam can be from shore or from an operating boiler on the ship. The
steam blanket excludes oxygen, thereby minimizing the potential for corrosion in the boiler.
Boilers under a steam blanket require a blowdown because the steam applied to the boiler
condenses and increases the boiler's water level. A blowdown returns the water to its proper
level.
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2.1.1.1 Chelant Feedwater Treatment

The chelant system adds ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) to the boiler feedwater
in powder form. Only distilled water is used as feedwater in the system. EDTA reacts with
metal ions and forms soluble metal chelates (that do not precipitate) that are removed during
blowdowns.7 This helps reduce boiler scaling by removing calcium and magnesium. Hydrazine
is used to eliminate residual dissolved oxygen in the feedwater, thus inhibiting the corrosive
effects ofoxygen in the boiler.

2.1.1.2 Coordinated Phosphate Chemistry
,

COPHOS systems treat the feedwater to the boiler to reduce boiler scale and corrosion,
thus ensuring boiler system reliability. COPHOS systems also use only distilled water as
feed.water. Chemicals such as trisodium phosphate, disodium phosphate, and sodium hydroxide
are used to precipitate scale forming magnesium and calcium.1

Auxiliary and waste heat boilers on Navy ships use a feedwater chemical treatment
system similar to COPHOS. This system uses disodium phosphate to reduce boiler corrosion
and scale. l

2.1.1.3 Drew Ameroid Chemistry

Drew Ameroid systems treat the feedwater to the boiler with disod.ium phosphate,
sodium hydroxide, and morpholine to control scale and corrosion in the boiler. Main propulsion
boilers aboard MSC ships, operating at pressures greater than 850 pounds per square inch (psi),
use the Drew Ameroid "Ultra Marine" system oftreatment. Mam propulsion boilers aboard
MSC ships, operating at pressures less than 850 psi, use the Drew Standard system. Auxiliary
and waste heat boilers on MSC ships use the Drew AKG-l 00 chemical treatment system.2 Three
different treatment systems are used due to the different operating temperatures of each type of
boiler. The treatment chemicals are the same for all three systems but the proportions of the
chemicals are different depending on the operating temperature of the boilrer.

2.1.1.4 USCG Boiler Water Chemistry

There are no steam-powered ships in the USCG; however, many USCG ships have
auxiliary boilers. The preferred method ofwater treatment in the USCG is a magnetic water
treatment (MWT) system, which does not utilize any chemicals.· The MWT system uses a device
that generates a magnetic field in the water stream to help prevent scale fonnation. Although the
preferred method oftreatment is MWT, some USCG ships treat their boiler water with
COPHOS, as defined by Navy guidance.3

,g

2.1.2 Nuclear Powered Ship Steam Generator Blowdown

All nuclear-powered ships have steam generators which require periodic blowdowns
(typically about once per week) to maintain safe operation ofthe system.4 Section 3 and 4
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contain discussions ofconstituents, concentrations, and mass loadings from nuclear powered
ships steam generators, but further infonnation on the process description is classified.

2.1.3 Safety Valve Testing

Testing is necessary to ensure the proper operation ofall main and auxiliary boiler safety
valves. Safety valves are installed on each boiler to prevent a boiler rupture in the event of
excessive pressure buildup. They are installed on the upper portion of the boiler and only
discharge steam. Unlike surface and bottom blowdowns, liquid and particulate matter are not
discharged from safety valves. Main propulsion boilers usually have three or four safety valves,
and auxiliary or waste heat boilers have two valves. Periodic testing results in a very short
discharge of steam at full boiler pressure to the atmosphere through an escape pipe on the ship's
smokestack. This testing must be perfonned annually for each boiler. Safety valves must also be
tested after each boiler hydrostatic test and whenever a boiler is placed back in service after a
repair.9 For MSC ships, safety valve tests are perfonned annually during each USCG inspection.
These tests are typically perfonned in port.

Safety valves are tested to measure the exact pressure at which the safety valves fully lift
and reset. These pressures are defined by the boiler specifications. If the valves do not lift or
reseat at the specified pressure, the test must be repeated after making adjustments to the safety
valves until the exact pressures are met.8 Although steam is discharged at full boiler pressure,
the release is to the atmosphere through an escape pipe on the back of the smokestack and only
small amounts ofcondensate reach the water. The discharge is in the fonn ofwater vapor
released to the atmosphere.

Safety valve testing is also perfonned on each nuclear powered ship steam generator.
This discharge is identical to safety valve testing on conventionally-powered ship boilers;
however, the discharge exits below the waterline instead ofbeing released to the atmosphere
through an escape pipe. Safety valve testing is perfonned once every five years on each nuclear
steam generator.

2.2 Releases to the Environment

Boiler and steam generator blowdown discharges are infrequent, of short duration
(seconds), in small volumes (approximately 310 gallons maximum), and at high pressures (up to
1200 psi). The discharge consists ofwater and steam or sludge-bearing water at elevated
temperatures (above 3250 F) and pressures. The discharge can contain metals or boiler water
treatment chemicals. The frequency of the discharge is based on boiler and steam generator
water chemistry and operation and is therefore not predictable. Boiler and steam generator
blowdown discharges are released through hull fittings located below the ship's waterline
(underwater discharge).
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2.3 Vessels Producing the Discharge

Table 1 list the various Navy, MSC, and USCG vessels which gem~rate boiler blowdown
discharge. Ships that use steam for propulsion purposes produce the largest volume ofdischarge.
These ships use high pressure steam (1200 and 600 psi steam systems) to drive propulsion and
auxiliary equipment. Diesel and gas turbine powered ships can use fuel fired or waste heat
boilers, which operate at pressures up to 150 psi, to generate steam for auxiliary systems.
Vessels that use auxiliary and waste heat boilers are also identified in Table 1. All nuclear
powered ships have steam generators. There are 89 submarines, 3 nuclear powered cruisers, and
8 nuclear powered aircraft carriers that blow down steam generator water.4 Army, Marine Corps,
and Air Force vessels do not utilize steam systems and do not generate this discharge.

3.0 DISCHARGE CHARACTERISTICS

This section contains qualitative and quantitative infonnation that characterizes the
discharge. Section 3.1 describes where the discharge occurs with respect to harbors and near
shore areas, Section 3.2 describes the rate ofthe discharge, Section 3.3 lists the constituents in
the discharge, and Section 3.4 gives the concentrations ofthe constituents in the discharge.

3.1 Locality

Boiler blowdowns can occur when a boiler is operating, after it has been secured, or when
under a steam blanket. Thus, these discharges occur within and beyond 12 nautical miles (n.m.)
from shore. Safety valve testing on nuclear powered ship steam generators only occurs in port.

3.2 Rate

The volume ofwater in the boiler while steaming (steanling volume) is used to detennine
the amount ofwater/sludge discharged during surface, scum, and bottom blowdowns. These
volumes are listed in Table 1 for each ship class and a sample calculation is provided below.1

Surface blowdowns discharge five percent of the steaming water volume, scum blowdowns
discharge one percent ofthe steaming water volume, and bottom blowdm;vns discharge ten
percent of the steaming water volume.1 The number ofblowdowns per year within 12 n.m. were
estimated based on a Naval Ship Systems Engineering Station report on boiler blowdown
discharges and revised based on vessel operation within 12 n.m.5

,10 Thes'e estimates for each
ship category are listed in Table 2. USCG ships with MWT do not use chemical boiler water
treatments, but are included in the blowdown table to include their thennal effect and because
their blowdown contains metal constituents.3 USCG ships with COPHOS treated feedwater are
also included in the table. The majority ofUSCG vessel operations are typically perfonned
within 12 n.m. ofshore; therefore, the total number ofbottom and surfacl~ blowdowns is higher
than for Navy vessels. 10,1

1
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The total blowdown discharge volume within 12 n.m. ofshore is 570,860 gallons for
Navy main propulsion boilers and 190,348 gallons for Navy auxiliary and waste heat boilers.
Total blowdown discharge volume within 12 n.m. is 205,800 gallons for MSC main propulsion
boilers and 58,500 gallons for MSC auxiliary and waste heat boilers. The total blowdown
discharge volume from USCG auxiliary boilers is 93,600 gallons. The total boiler blowdown
discharge volume within 12 n.m. for all Navy, MSC, and USCG ships is 1,119,108 gallons.

Blowdowns for nuclear powered ships steam generators results in a total volume of
3,615,000 gallons per year.12

The volume discharged from safety valve testing on nuclear powered ships steam
generators is not available. The safety valves are tested once every five years. The available
information is in the form ofmass loadings and is discussed in Section 4.1.

3.3 Constituents

Boiler blowdown for conventionally powered ships (e.g., steam, diesel, and gas turbine)
was sampled under the UNDS sampling program. Samples were taken from five ship classes:
the LHD 1 class, the CG 47 class, the LSD 49 class, the T-AO 187 class, and WHEC 378 class.
LHD 1 class uses chelant water treatment; CG 47 and LSD 49 classes use COPHOS water
treatment; T-AO 187 class uses the Drew Ameroid water treatment; and WHEC 378 uses
magnetic water treatment. Boiler samples were' analyzed for metals, organics, and classicals
based on the boiler blowdown process, system designs, and analytical data available. In addition,
hydrazine, a boiler treatment chemical, was specifically tested for since it was not in the
aforementioned analyte classes and it was most likely to be present in boiler blowdown. The
results ofthe sampling are provided in Table 3.

The surface blowdown sample for T-AO-187 class was contaminated at the sampling
station, which is also used by the ship to sample diesel jacket water (a closed loop cooling
system) through common sampling piping.13 The bottom blowdown sample was taken from the
same sampling system, but was completed after the surface blowdown sample was taken and
after additional flushing of the piping system had occurred. The constituent concentrations for
the bottom blowdown sample appear to be similar to other systems sampled. Even though the
surface blowdown constituent concentrations are suspect, they have been used to calculate mass
loadings since no other data is available at this time.

The sampling ofnuclear powered ships steam generators was conducted separate from the
sampling performed on conventionally-powered boilers. Constituent data for nuclear powered
ships steam generators is listed in Table 4.12
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Ofthe constituents detected in boiler and steam generator blowdown and safety valve testing
discharges, antimony, arsenic, cadmium, copper, chromium, lead, nickel, selenium, thallium,
zinc, and bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate are priority pollutants as defined by the EPA. There are no
constituents in boiler or steam generator blowdown that have been identified as bioaccumulators.

3.4 Concentrations

A summary of the analytical results are presented in Table 3.14 This table shows the
constituents, the log-normal mean or concentration value for single sampl(~ data, the frequency of
detection for each constituent, the minimum and maximum concentrations: for multiple sample
data, and the mass loadings ofeach constituent. For the purposes ofcalculating the log-nonnal
mean, a value ofone-halfthe detection limit was used for non-detected results. The
concentrations ofconstituents in nuclear powered ships steam generator bllowdowns are provided
in Table 4.15 No constituent concentration data are available fm safety valve testing discharges.

.'

4.0 NATURE OF DISCHARGE ANALYSIS
,

Based on the discharge characteristics presented in Section 3.0, th~: nature of the
discharge and its potential impact on the environment can be evaluated. The estimated mass
loadings are presented in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, the concentrations ofdischarge constituents
after release to the environment are estimated and compared with the wate~r quality criteria.
Section 4.3 discusses thermal effects. In Section 4.4, the potential for the transfer ofnon-
indigenous species is discussed. I

4.1 Mass Loadings

Based on the discharge volume estimates developed in Tables 1 and 2 and the log-nonnal
mean discharge concentrations, mass loadings are presented in Table 3. Table 5 is present in
order to highlight constituents with log-nonnal mean concep.trations that ~:xceed ambient water
quality criteria. A sample calculation ofthe estimated annual mass loading for copper is shown
here:

Mass Loading for Copper (Total) . . . ..'., •..... ...>
Mass Loading =(Net Positive Log-norm.all\1~~CoricentI'ation)(Flow;~te)

(203 J.1g1L)(3.785 Ugal)(590,343 gallyr)(gll,000,OO0J.1g)(lb/453593' g)'= .i:lbiyr /.. .

The annual mass loadings are reported for the entire fleet. The total annual discharge of
copper is only 7.2 pounds per year for conventionally powered ships which is discharged over a
large geographical area. The largest metal mass loading discharged is iron at 37.5 pounds per
year for conventionally powered boilers which is discharged over a large geographical area.
These loadings include the constituent concentration data from the T-AO 203 surface blowdown
sample even though. this sample has been determined to be contaminated.

The annual mass loadings per ship class are reported for the ship classes that the samples
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were taken. The total loading ofcopper for the LHD 1 class (Chelant) is 0.063 pounds, for the
CG 47 and LSD 49 classes (COPHOS) is 1.6 pounds, for the WHEC 378 class (MWT) is 0.008
pounds, and for the T-AO 187 class (Drew) is 0.194 pounds. A sample calculation of the
estimated annual mass loading for copper on the LHD 1 is shown here:

Nuclear powered ships steam generator blowdown mass loadings are listed in Table 6.
The annual mass loading of copper from nuclear powered ships steam generators is
approximately 3.2 pounds per year.

The total annual discharge ofcopper is only 11.62 pounds for the entire fleet or 0.03
pound per ship per year, which is discharged over a large geographical area. The largest metal
discharge is iron at approximately 38.5 pounds annually for the entire fleet or 0.11 pound per
ship per year.

Since safety valve testing releases only steam, and not liquid nor particulate matter as in
surface and bottom blowdowns, the mass ofconstituents discharged is expected to be much
smaller than that discharged from boiler blowdown. Table 7 lists the discharges from safety
valve testing from nuclear powered ships steam generators. IS The total mass loadings ofall
constituents for all nuclear powered ships for safety valve testing is approximately 4.38 pounds
per year.

4.2 Environmental Concentrations

The constituent concentrations and their corresponding Federal and most stringent state
water quality criteria (WQC) are listed in Tables 8 and 9. These tables include the constituent
concentrations from the T-AO 203. Federal and most stringent state WQC for metals are based
on the dissolved fraction of the metal.

For conventionally powered boilers, copper concentrations for all feedwater treatment
systems exceeded Federal and most stringent state WQC. Iron concentrations for all feedwater
treatment systems exceeded Florida's WQC. Lead concentrations for all feedwater treatment
systems, except chelant, exceeded Florida's and Georgia's WQC but did not exceed the Federal
WQC except for Drew Chemicals feedwater treatment. Nickel concentrations for the chelant,
Drew Chemicals and COPHOS feedwatertreatment systems exceeded Federal and most stringent
state WQC. Nickel concentrations for the magnetic water treatment system exceeded the most
stringent state (Florida and Georgia) WQC but did not exceed the Federal WQC. Zinc
concentrations for the chelant, Drew Chemicals and COPHOS feedwater treatment systems
exceeded Federal and most stringent state WQC. Nitrogen (as ammonia, nitrate/nitrite, and total
kjeldahl nitrogen) concentrations for all feedwater treatment systems exceeded most stringent
state WQC. Phosphorous concentrations for all feedwater treatment systems other than Drew
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Chemicals for Bottom Blowdown exceeded most stringent state WQC. Bis(2-Ethylhexyl)
phthalate for Drew Chemicals feedwater treatment systems and COPHOS Bottom Blowdown
feedwater treatment system exceeded most stringent state WQC.

For nuclear powered ships steam generators, copper concentrations exceed Federal and
most stringent state WQC. Lead concentrations exceed Florida's WQC. Nickel concentrations
for the CVN 65 carrier exceed both Federal and most stringent state water quality criteria; all
other ships are below the Federal WQC for nickel, but are above the most stringent state WQC.
Nitrogen (as ammonia, nitrate/nitrite, and total kjeldahl nitrogen) and phosphorous exceed the
most stringent state WQC.

Although the concentrations ofcopper from boiler blowdowns are greater than water
quality criteria at the point ofdischarge, the turbulent mixing, pressure ofthe blowdown
discharge, and small volumes ofthe blowdown will cause concentrations to decrease rapidly.
The estimated discharge velocity at boiler pressure (1200 psi) is 422 ft/sec. This translates to
discharge rates of68 gal/sec for a 2.0 inch diameter discharge fitting and 38.74 gal/sec for a 1.5
inch discharge fitting. As a comparison, at 100 psi (auxiliary boiler pressure) the discharge
velocity is 121 ft/sec, which translates to a discharge rate of 11.22 gal/sec from a 1.5 inch
diameter discharge fitting. The LHAI class ships have the boilers that produce the largest
volume blowdown of310 gallons. A bottom blowdown from a boiler on an LHA 1 class ship
will only discharge 0.09 grams ofcopper. Therefore, it is expected concentrations ofcopper,
lead, and nickel will fall below WQC briefly after discharge.

4.3 Thermal Effects
I

The potential for boiler blowdown to cause thermal environmental effects was evaluated
by modeling the thermal plume for boiler blowdown generated under conservative conditions and
then comparing the calculated thermal plume to the state thermal plume size requirements. The
thermal effects were modeled by using a batch discharge approach which uses thermodynamic
equations and geometry to estimate the plume size. The steps to estimate the maximum size of
the thennal plume for a given acceptable mixed temperature are given below:16

• calculate the total heat and mass injected in a blowdown;
• calculate the volume ofwater needed to dilute this mass ofwater such that the

acceptable mixed temperature is obtained; and
• use geometry to find the region centered on the release point (and assuming a totally

vertically mixed column) that will provide the volume required to reduce the
temperature to the desired temperature criteria.

The discharge is directed downward at a high flow rate and at high velocities. Therefore,
the plume is assumed to 'expand outward and equally in all directions, thus forming a vertically
cylindrical shape. The velocity of the discharge at the discharge fitting would be 422 ft/sec,
which would put the discharge rate at 68 gal/sec from a 2.0 inch diameter discharge fitting and
38.74 gal/sec from a 1.5 inch diameter discharge fitting. As a comparison, at 100 psig (auxiliary
boiler pressure), the velocity of the discharge would be 121 ft/sec, which would put the discharge
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rate at 11.22 gal/sec from a 1.5 inch diameter discharge fitting.

The bottom blowdown discharges from an LHA 1 Class vessel and an AFS 1 Class vessel
were modeled. The LHA 1 uses the chelant treatment system and has main propulsion boilers
(the largest size) and the AFS 1 uses Drew chemistry with average size boilers. They represent a
large boiler blowdown volume and an average boiler blowdown volume. The LHA was modeled
with a batch discharge of310 gallons at roughly 504 OF (262°C) through a 2-inch diameter pipe
at the bottom ofthe ship. The AFS 1 was modeled with a batch discharge of 150 gallons at 495
OF (257°C) through a 1.5-inch diameter pipe at the bottom ofthe ship. A sample calculation is
provided at the end of this report. The plume characteristics were compared to thermal mixing
zone criteria for Virginia and Washington State, which are the only two states with established
thermal plume mixing zone criteria. The Washington State thermal regulations require that when
natural conditions exceed 16°C, no temperature increases will be allowed that will raise the
receiving water temperature by greater than 0.3 °c. The mixing zone requirements state that
mixing zones shall not extend for a distance greater than 200 feet plus the depth of the water over
the discharge point, or shall not occupy gre~ter than 25% ofthe width of the water body. The
Virginia thermal regulations state that any rise above natural temperature shall not exceed 3°C.
Virginia's mixing zone requirements state that the plume shall not constitute more than one-half
of the receiving watercourse. They shall not extend downstream at any time a distance more than
five times the width of the receiving watercourse at the point ofdischarge.

The assumptions for all the thermal modeling conducted under the UNDS program are
listed below and the results of the thermal modeling for this discharge are summarized in Table
11.16

• The discharge will occur during a simulated slack tide event, using a minimum water
body velocity (0.03 mls);

• The discharge would occur during the winter months (largest difference in
temperature between the discharge and receiving water temperatures), which results
in the largest thermal plume; and

• The average depth ofwater at the pier is 40 feet.

Using these assumptions, boiler blowdown discharges from all Navy ships meet Virginia
and Washington State thermal mixing zone criteria, Table 10.16

Safety valve testing from nuclear powered ships steam generators is discharged in small,
intermittent bursts of steam that condenses when reaching the water. The volume ofwater
discharged is too small to be effectively modeled and the thermal effects are negligible due to the
immediate mixing with surrounding waters.

4.4 Potential for Introducing Non-Indigenous Species

The potential for introducing non-indigenous species is not significant, since the source
of the water is treated freshwater that is heated to high temperatures (over 325 oF) and high
pressures (up to 1200 psi).
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS

5.1 Boiler and Nuclear Powered Ship Steam Generators Blowdowns

Boiler and nuclear powered ships steam generator blowdowns hav(~ a low potential to
cause an adverse environmental effect because:

• Mass loadings ofcopper, lead, nickel, bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate, ammonia, nitrogen,
and phosphorous are small.

• This discharge rapidly dissipates because it occurs at high flow rates (up to 68 gal/sec)
and it is a small volume (310 gallons or less). Modeling the discharge plume shows
the constituent concentrations and temperature will be below water criteria within a
short distance from the ship forall ship classes that discharge boiler blowdown.

• Boiler blowdown is discharged intennittently throughout the U.S. at Anned Forces
ports, and each individual port receives only a fraction of the total fleetwide mass
loading.

5.2 Safety Valve Testing

Safety valve testing discharge from nuclear powered ships steam generators is released to
the water. However, the total mass discharged is small, only 4.38 pounds of all constituents per
year for all nuclear powered ships combined. The small volumes ofthe discharge cause the
thermal loading to dissipate in the receiving waters almost immediately after entry. Therefore,
safety valve testing has a low potential to cause an adverse environmental effect.

6.0 DATA SOURCES AND REFERENCES

To characterize this discharge, information from various sources was obtained. Sampling
data from four surface ships provided concentrations, and mass loadings were calculated from
the rate and the concentrations. Table 13 shows the source of data used to develop this NOD
report.
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Calculation Sheet # 1
Thermal Batch Discharge Screening Calculations

A. Assumptions and Given Conditions:

1. Saturated liquid heat loss(specific heat, Cp) from 262°C down to 100 °C emits 0.9 cal/g_OC
2. Water heat loss (specific heat, Cp) from 100 down to regulation temp,erature (7.44°C

Virginia regulation) emits 1 cal/g_OC
3. Heat transfer will occur under conditions of constant pressure
4. Maximum rise in water temperature will be assumed to equal the Virginia regulation of

3°C
5. Ambient temperature is assumed to be 4.44 °C
6. Assume plume will disperse in the shape ofa vertical cylinder 4 m in depth
7. Calculations will be based on an LHA 1 blowdown event, therefore:

• Blowdown discharge temperature is assumed to be 262°C
• Blowdown discharge volume is assumed to be 310 gallons

The heat required to change temperature without a phase change is given by the following
equation:

Q = (m)(Cp)(~T)

where: Q = heat (calories)
m = mass ofwater (grams)
Cp = constant pressure specific heat (cal/g_OC)
~T = change in temperature (OC)

B. Detennine Mass ofWater in Discharge:

Initial volume ofwater in steam fonn is 310 gallons ofwater (LHA 1 Blowdown):

Conversion from gallons ofwater to mass ofwater:
(8.343 Ibs/gallons)(454 grams/lbs)(310 gallons) = '1.17 x 106 grams

I

C) High Temperature Water Heat Loss

Q = (m)(Cp)(~T) i

Q = (1.17 X 106 grams)(0.9 cal/gram/°C)(262 - 100°C)
Q = 170,586,000 calories
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Dl Water Heat Loss

Q = (m)(Cp)(~T)

Q = (1.17 X 106 grams)(1 caI/g_OC)(100 - 7.44 °C(Virginia regulation))
Q= 108,295,200 calories

El. Detennine Volume of Surrounding Water to Absorb Heat

Calculate the volume of surrounding water required to absorb heat in order to obtain completely
mixed water at the regulatory limit (gallons). Assume that the heat lost by the steam and water in
the discharge is the same as the heat gained by the surrounding water.

i) Mass ofWater Required
Let X= the mass ofwater required to obtain the mixture, then

LQ = (m)(Cp)(~T)

(108,295,200) + (170,586,000) = (X grams ofwater)(1 caI/g-OC)(3 DC)
92,960,400 grams = X

Converting to gallons:
. (92,960,400 grams)(11b/454 grams) (1 galI/8.3431bs) = 24,542 gallons

ii) Total Volume ofWater Required to Meet Virginia Regulations = 24,542 gallons + 310
gallons

. = 24,850 gallons

Fl. Detennine Dimensions ofCylinder

The cylinder of water (estimated plume shape) over the water depth to bottom of4 m (estimated
value based on process knowledge):

Volume = 24,850 gallons x 0.0037854 m3/gallon = 94 m3

Volume = (7t)(d2/4)(h) where d = cylinder diameter and h = cylinder height

Rearranging:

d2= (vol)(4)1(7t)(h)
h=4 m (water depth to bottom)
vol=94m3

d = 5.5 m (diameter of plume cylinder)

Boiler Blowdown
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Table 1. Annual Surface, Scum, and Bottom Blowdown Volumes for each Ship Class of the Navy, MSC, and USCG

Arm,ed Force Ship Classes with Nllmberllf Nllmberof Boller Volun~ Sllrface B,lowdoWIl SCllm Biowdowll Vohlme per Bottom B,Iowdown Total Blowdowll
Owner Main Propulsion Ships per Bollen per During Steaming Voillme per year (5.". of year (I.". of boiler steamlnl Volume per year (10.". Volume per year

Boilers Class SkIp (gaUons per boiler) boiler steaming volume volum,e III gillions) of boiler steaming wlthlll12 n.m.
In 21l1oDS) volllme IDllllllons) (lZallons)

Navv CV63 3 8 2,200 58,080 10,560 52800 121,440
CV59 I 8 2,000 17.600 3,200 16,000 36,800
LPH2 2 2 1,600 7,040 1,280 6,400 14,720
LPD7 3 2 1,300 8580 1,560 7,800 17,940
LPD4 3 2 1,200 7,920 1,440 7,200 16,560
LPD 14 2 2 1200 5,280 960 4,800 11,040
LSD 36 5 2 1,600 17,600 3,200 16,000 36,800
AGF3 I 2 1,200 2,640 480 2,400 5,520

AGF II I 2 1,300 2,860 520 2,600 5,980
AD 177 5 2 2,900 31,900 5,800 29,000 66,700
AOEI 4 4 1,900 33,440 6,080 30,400 69,920
AS 33 I 2 1,500 3,300 600 3,000 6,900
AS 39 3 2 1,400 9,240 1,680 8,400 19,320

Lee 19 2 2 1,400 6,160 1,120 5,600 12,880
LHD1 4 2 3,100 27,280 4,960 24,800 57,040
LHA 1 5 2 3,100 34,100 6,200 31,000 71,300

Total Boiler Blowdown for Navv MaIn ProDulsion Boilers =570,860
MSC T-AE26 8 3 1,500 39,600 NA 36,000 75,600

T-AFS 1 8 3 1,500 39,600 NA 36,000 75,600
T-AGM 22 1 2 1,000 2,200 NA 2,000 4,200
T-AG 194 2 2 1,000 4,400 NA 4,000 8,400
T-AH 19 2 2 1,000 4,400 NA 4,000 8,400

T-AKR 287 8 2 1,000 17,600 NA 16,000 33,600
Total Boller Blowdown for MSC Main Propulsion Boilers =205800

Note: Information obtained from NAVSSES Memo of23 August, 1991,S and M. Rosenblatt & Son, Inc.

Boiler Blowdown
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CG47 27 3 100 20,250 810 16,200 37,260
DD 963 31 3 200 46,500 1,860 37,200 85,560
AOE 6 3 2 310 4,650 186 3,720 8,556
LSD41 8 2 310 12,400 496 9,920 22,816
LSD 49 3 2 310 4,650 186 3,720 8,556
ARS 50 4 3 300 9,000 360 7,200 16,560

Total Boller Blowdown for Navy auxiliary and waste heat boilers '"190,348

MSC

USCG

T·AFS I
T·ARC7
T·AGS 26
T·AGS 45
T·AGS 51
T·AGS 60
T·AO 187

WLIC 160
WLR 115
WIX295

WAGB 399'"
WAGB290'"
WHEC 378'"
WMEC210A
WMEC210B
WLB 180A'"
WLB 180B'"
WLB 180C*
WLM 157'"

WTGB 140'"

8

2

2
4

12

4

2

12
5
II
8
2

13
9
9

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

300
300
300
300
300
300
300

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

6,000
750

1,500
750

1,500
3,000
9,000

2,400
600
600

1,200
600

7,200
3,000
6,600
4,800
1,200
7,800
5,400
5,400

NA 9,600 15,600
NA 1,200 1,950
NA 2,400 3,900
NA 1,200 1,950
NA 2,400 3,900
NA 4,800 7,800
NA 14,400 23,400

Total Boiler Blowdown for MSC Auxiliary and Waste Heat Boilers =58,500
NA 2,400 4,800
NA 600 1,200
NA 600 \,200
NA 1,200 2,400
NA 600 1,200
NA 7,200 14,400
NA 3,000 6,000
NA 6,600 13,200
NA 4,800 9,600
NA 1,200 2,400
NA 7,800 15,600
NA 5,400 10,800
NA 5,400 10,800

Total Boiler Blowdown for Coast Guard Auxiliary Boilers =93.600
Total Boller Blowdown for all Ships =1,119,108

Notes:
Information obtained from NAVSSES Memo of23 August, 1991,s and M. Rosenblatt & Son, Inc.
"'=These boilers use magnetic water treatment and do not discharge any chemicals. Their volumes are included because they contribute a thennalload.

NA=USCG Auxiliary boilers do not have surface or scum blow connections and the MSC does not perfonn scum blowdowns.

Boiler Blowdown
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Table 2. Estimated Blowdown Frequencies for Calculation of Total Boiler Blowdown
Volume within 12 n.m.

10

30

10
20

2010

10
20

20

none

25
22

25
22

60

Number ofSurface . NumberotSCum'·:, >Ntunber ofBottom,'
Blowdowns per year per .' Blowdowns pety~arpef JJ16wdowns. perye~rper.

boiler within 12 n.ni. ", boller witbill:12 nJri;> boiler WithinlZ.n;m:: '.

MSC

Navy

USCG*
Auxiliary

Main Propulsion

Main Propulsion

Auxiliary and Waste Heat

Auxiliary and Waste Heat

Armed Force Owner and
Boiler Type

Notes:
Information taken from a NAVSSES Memo of23 August 1991,5 detailing boiler blowdowns per year and revised

based ship operation, time in port, and operation within 12 n.m.
* =The USCG auxiliary boilers conduct surface blowdowns once per day.
Most of their activity is performed within 12 n.m. and therefore the number ofbottom blowdowns are elevated to
control boiler water chemistry.



CWoride 24 1 of 1 64
Nitrate/Nitrite 0.23 1 of 1 1

1
2

0.022
0.026

lofl

lofl

lofl

lofl

9.7
8.3

630
494

Boiler Blowdown
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Total

Dissolved

Dissolved

Total
Antimony

Table 3. Summary of Detected Analytes

Total Sulfide (Iodometric) 7 1 of 1 19
Total Phosphorous 0.97 lofl 3

Total Dissolved Solids 290 1 of 1 779

Total Organic Carbon (Toc) 13 1 of 1 35
Total Kieldabl Nitrogen 2.5 1 of 1 7

MET~S;;': .•.. ";;;~X;i!;::j";:' .'..•. :i:.;g:.;~·, .FY ,;'. .,jFiein(l:X;P"'~%. I.e".;.' "ifr.<:'i,§i;';;;; ...'•• , "\'/iJi,D(l$stYr)t { '.Ao

Aluminum

Biochemical OXYj?;en Demand 8 1 of 1 21

Sulfate 12 1 ofl 32

~if!:~r:~~~;~~,~ '.. b=~"1:~;~~.;;:
" .' . :\.it. ',i,C':i':;"";';" :..e. ,e' . ~ f,
Alkalinity . .. . . . .. . 38' ... 1 of 1 . . ... 102 . . ..

Ammonia As Nitrogen 0.44 I of 1 1

Arsenic
Dissolved 1 lofl 0.003
Total 2.5 lofl 0.007

Barium
Dissolved 1.7 lofl 0.005
Total 2.2 lofl 0.006

Boron
Total 29.6 lofl 0.080

. Calcium
Dissolved 51.6 10fl 0.1
Total 114 lofl 0.3

Cobalt
Total 10.7 10fl 0.03

Copper
Dissolved 207 10fl 1
Total 203 10fl 1



Constituent Concentration i,Frequellf::y or :' Mass Loading
Chelant SurfaceBlowdown

'0' 0,

i' ,Deteeuon 0 '

:"., ""-;'-'

0,0 ',' "
,~- .: ,

?-<~-;

METALS (Conttd) {uP'/1 ~l ·//,c "

-'~' ,'(lbsJyr) , "

, .. - . _..-
Iron

Dissolved 626 10fl 2
Total 884 1 of! 2

MaJmesium
Dissolved 179 10fl 0.5
Total 195 10fl 1

Manganese
Dissolved 93.5 10fl 0.3
Total 95.5 1 of 1 0.3

Molybdenum
Dissolved 17.6 10fl 0.05
Total 18.1 lofl 0.05

Nickel
Dissolved 1,860 10fl 5
Total 1,810 1 of 1 5

Sodium
Dissolved 40,100 10fl 108
Total 39,300 1 of!· 106

Zinc
Dissolved 594 10fl 2
Total 601 1 of! 2

ORGANICS '(U17/Ll; ;4.'Cc" ',' ",:::", ' " ' (lbsJyr) ';c'
Benzoic Acid

. ,_..

1,230 10fl 3

Boiler Blowdown
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Table 3.- Summary of Detected Analytes (Cont'd)

Boiler Blowdown
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10fl 8

10fl 17
10fl 5

10fl 211

10fl 1
10fl 16,183

10fl 1

10fl 0.2
10fl 19
10fl 27

10fl 25

1 of! 103
/ 'i@'§- {:J····';~t~f(lJ)Slyr)};ii/;¥fJ

4

9

50

30

12

13

8.4

102

430 10fl 1
477 10fl 1

4.5 10fl 0.009
5.55 10fl 0.011

1.3 10fl 0.003

0.75 10fl 0.002
0.85 10fl 0.002

94.5 10fl 0.2

75.9 10fl 0.2
40.6 10fl 0

222 10fl 0.5
344 10fl 1

59.9 10fl 0.1
61.3 10fl 0.1

16 10fl 0.03
18.2 10fl 0.04

2.45

0.39

0.47

0.11

7,830

Total

Copper
Dissolved

Total

Total

Dissolved
Total

Aluminum

Total Phosphorous

Total

Iron
Dissolved

Arsenic

Antimony

Total

Dissolved

Total

Total Sulfide (lodometric)

Manganese
Dissolved

Barium

Total
Molybdenum

Dissolved-

Calcium
Total

Dissolved

Nitrate/Nitrite

Total Kieldahl Nitro~en
Total Dissolved Solids

Total Recoverable Oil And Grease

Total Organic Carbon (TOe)

Sulfate

Biochemical Oxygen Demand
Chloride

Ammonia As Nitro~en

Volatile Residue
ME-'FJ\:LS{:J;:~~"~7i;"';--;,;,-·'-'<ii,fC":-:;.·.)i;_",fc ;;(.



Constituents of
Chelant Bottom Blowdown

METALS (Cont'd)
Nickel

Dissolved
Total

Selenium
Total

Sodium
Dissolved
Total

Thallium
Dissolved

Zinc
Dissolved
Total

ORGANICS
Benzoic Acid

COllce,nuation J!tequ~llcy, t)~' (:MassL~a,ding
<"DeteCtion'" ", ,', ' :",\~

1,740 10f1 4
1,835 10f1 4

6 10f1 0.01

37,700 10f1 78
38,750 10f1 80

1 1 of! ' 0.002

377 10f1 1
382 10f1 1

(uJIIL) " " ',';<: ' ;,: (lostyx-) ,,' "
...

1 of!
._- --

1,385 3

Boiler Blowdown
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Table 3. Summary of Detected Analytes (Cont'd)

Ammonia As Nitrogen 0.22 1 of 1 0.1
Biochemical Oxygen Demand 5 1 of 1 1
Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) 13 1 of 1 4
Chloride 17 1 of 1 5
NitratelNitrite 0.78 1 of 1 0.2
Sulfate 36 1 oft 10
Total Dissolved Solids 132 1 of 1 37
Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen 110ft 0.3
Total Organic Carbon (TOC) 6 1 of 1 2
Total Phosphorous 0.05 1 of 1 0.01
Total Recoverable Oil And Grease 1.1 1 oft 0.3
Total Sulfide (Iodometric) 16 1 of 1 4
Total Suspended Solids 7 1 of 1 2
Volatile Residue 49 1 of 1 14
J.J:Y:D~,:<':<:¥ 'i:,{\:i'"c,i' .':' ··.·.·/i~i ;tii~ ", tit', '~'lk; ·'frJ'; > .• ·:t:(lb~ty,·

Arsenic
Total 1.3 10ft 0.0004

Barium
Dissolved 41.9 loft 0.01
Total 42.8 10ft 0.01

Boron
Dissolved 38.3 10ft 0.01
Total 39.9 10ft 0.01

Calcium
Dissolved 28,900 10ft 8
Total 31,300 10ft 9

Copper
Dissolved 15.8 10f1 0.004
Total 64.9 10ft 0.02

Iron
Total 4,170 10fl 1

Lead
Dissolved 22.8 10ft 0.006
Total 193 10ft 0.054

Boiler Blowdown
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Constituents of Concentration .:¥requency"Of' :Mass,:t:oading '.•
ManeUe SurfaceBlowdown . '

..,', .... :~·Detection ,.' '>'. ".' ···c.:./.···. -c

METALS (Cont·d) . (u!!IL) ;:-f',:::- '..
" "(lbsiyr)

Magnesium
.._-

Dissolved 1,270 I of! 0.4
Total 2,220 I of! I

Man~anese

Total 83 I of! 0.02
Nickel

Total 27.6 I of! O.oI
Selenium

Total 32.4 lofl 0.01
Sodium

Dissolved 8,080 I of! 2
Total 5,380 I of! 2

Zinc
Total 53.1 I of! O.oI

Boiler Blowdown
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Total Dissolved Solids

34 . ~....--- - -_. 1 of 1 .- . 16 _0.

40 10fl 11
11 1 of 1 3

13 10fl 4
1.4 10fl 0.4

3.2 10fl 1
207 10fl 58
108 10fl 30

0.14 10fl 0.04

0.93 1 of 1 0.3

100 10fl 0.03

. 1.15 10fl 0.0003

18.4 10fl 0.005
20.2 10fl 0.006

..

26~7 10fl 0.007

25,750 10fl 7
27,400 10fl 8

63.1 10fl 0.02

116 10fl 0.03
1855 10fl 1

2.2 10fl 0.001
41.7 10fl 0.012

2,455 10fl 1
3,000 1 of] 1

15.3 1 of] 0.004
40.6 10fl 0.01

14.7 1 of] 0.004

6,385 10fl 2
5,140 10f1 1

49.9 10fl 0.01

Boiler Blowdown
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Table 3. Summary of Detected Analytes (Cont'd)

Dissolved

Dissolved
Total

Maf!1lesium

Iron

Lead

Total

Total

Dissolved

Dissolved

Total
Boron

Total
Dissolved

Dissolved

Dissolved

ManKanese

Total

Total

Total

Nickel
Total

Zinc
Total

Total

Sodium

Dissolved
Calcium

Covver
Total

Sulfate

Barium

Total Organic Carbon (TOC)
Total Phosphorous

Total Suspended Solids

Arsenic

Total Sulfide (Iodometric)

Aluminum·- .

Chloride
Ammonia As Nitrogen

Alkalinity . ; .

Nitrate/Nitrite

Volatile Residue .
lijE;r:ALs;:i1t:~·;J',:,~""!;1.& );7£.



Table 3. Summary of Detected Analytes (Cont'd)

Constituents of Concentration 'F:requency~r Mass Loading,
Drew Surface Blowdown . ' t'" Deteetiori~ ; '. '. r,':~V> . ',." ' ..

CLASSICALS (mWL) .,','., ,,'
.,','/ '" ,',,'(lbslvr), •

Alkalinity 945 lof1 1,030
Annnonia As Nitrogen 1.8 lof1 2
Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) 2,030 lof1 2,213
Chloride 148 lof1 161
NitratelNitrite 115 lof1 125
Sulfate 66 lof1 72
Total Dissolved Solids 2,540 1 of 1 2,769
Total Kieldahl Nitrogen 10 lof1 .11
Total Organic Carbon (TOC) 100 1 of! 109
Total Phosphorous 0.26 10fl 0.3
Total Recoverable Oil And Grease 3.5 1 of! 4
Total Sulfide (Iodometric) 10 1 of 1 11
Total SusPended Solids 45 1 of! 49
HYDRAZINE (TnO'/L\ . ,

,"'~' ", . (lbslyr)" •.
"

Hydrazine
....

0.1 lof1 0.11
METALS (J,lg/L) .....

~, ~

,i', '.'. ...•• (Ibslyr),
Aluminum

"
_..._- ... _.

Total 1,140 lof1 1
Arsenic

Dissolved 24.7 lof1 0.03
Total 23.5 lof1 0.03

Barium
Dissolved 13.6 lof1 0.01
Total 60 lof1 0.07

Boron
Dissolved 177,000 10f1 193
Total 175,000 10f1 191

Cadmium
Total 5 10fl 0.01

Calcium
Dissolved 25,400 lof1 28
Total 29,900 1 of! 33

Copper
Dissolved 14.8 1 of 1 0
Total 2,340 10fl 3

Iron
Dissolved 70.9 lof1 0.1
Total 24,800 10f1 27

Boiler Blowdown
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Dissolved 47.3 1 of! 0.1
Total 7,850 10fl 9

Bis(2-Ethylhexyl) Phthalate 16 1 of! 0.02

1

10

0.1

0.1

0.3

0.2

760
720

0.03

0.01
0.01

0.003lofl

lofl

lofl

1 of!

1 of!

1. of 1
1 of!

1 of!

10fl

1 of!

10fl

10fl

2.9

125

261

178

463

28.3

62.4

10.6
10.7

9,140

660,000
697,000

Dissolved

Total

Total

Total

Dissolved

Total

Total

Total

Dissolved

Dissolved

Total

Total

Titanium

Tin

Boiler Blowdown
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Zinc

Sodium

Nickel

Molybdenum

.oItGANlCS"··i:''',/''''J;';/;'>~I:''"~> 1;1';i.~"",3i.:<.:;y,; ,,;. >;;§;:-;:.,~;(fM:;, ,l~i:';(~',',(llj'siyrj~ ,,\:::;,>
2-(Methylthio) Benzothiazole 213 1 of! 0.2

Manganese

Magnesium

»Di~li) 5rii~~c;::l~e~~~::~!~[i~~>:~~j~~~~~~~~D.;~:,~~:~~1~ot!i;i~;':;;~~~~~{~~~:i!:~t
MET:A:I:$l(Co~t~a):';Z;,i.;il!\;i';;7tj~",,,,i('~~/' ,I;';:" "i; ;''';:r:\\:i\\}, I;,,:,*!,<'j:: 'icj;' '~'~ ,.jObStYf)',:)'E
Lead



Table 3. Summary of Detected Analytes (Cont'd)

Constituents of Concentration ·F:req~enCy~~!,. Mass Loading,>' ".
Drew Bottom Blowdown l./Det~cti6n 0 ~";":'._:.: ;

" '<'
.. ,-",.:

.,

CLASSICALS CmwL)' .. ,',.,' ;',;; .JlbSlyr) / ....

Alkalinitv
. '. ----_ ..

45 10f1 50
Ammonia As Nitrogen 1.5 10f1 2
Biochemical Oxygen Demand 8 lofl 9
Chloride 49 10fl 55
Nitrate/Nitrite 0.32 10fl 0.4
Sulfate 4.8 10f1 5
Total Dissolved Solids 112 10fl 125
Total Kjeldah1 Nitrogen 11 10fl 12
Total~ganicCMbon(TOC) 24 10fl 27
Total Recoverable Oil And Grease 2.85 10f1 3
Total Sulfide (lodometric) 10 10f1 11
Volatile Residue 81 10f1 90
HYDRAZINE • E. .11"~ .. I', , .

" ,. ..···.·,nbs/yr»,·; .. . , ",

Hydrazine 0.007 10f1 0.01
METALS ("",IT \i', . , .... ,..~,....." ..... (ll)s/Yr»".
Aluminum

'. . .. ...._.,

Dissolved 63.4 10f1 0.07
Arsenic

Dissolved 8.3 10f1 0.01
Barium

Dissolved 15.3 10f1 0.02
Total 19.8 lofl 0.02

Calcium
Dissolved 74.3 10f1 0.1
Total 83.6 10f1 0.1

Copper
Dissolved 127 10f1 0.1
Total 153 10f1 0.2

Iron
Dissolved 44.8 10f1 0.05
Total 1,001 10f1 1

Lead
Total 7.35 10f1 0.01

Mamesium
Dissolved 80 10f1 0.09
Total 82 lof1 0.09

Boiler Blowdown
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'~~{1!~:,c;;:'fb~~w:::~~&~:~r~~I1:',':' leoncen~:~f~;~'ri~~~!!~~;~ar~~~i
l\lET~S(Cont~a)li';.j!( ...•.~. :::,'''Y'''''',;)i ';;~'l . "',. /\~/ft ~~,>(lbslyr)i'E!i{
Manf{anese C -
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Dissolved
Total

Nickel
Total

Selenium
Total

Sodium
Dissolved
Total

Zinc
Dissolved
Total

:O"BGANI¢~:;~;:~', :?': '-:··'~:~~"~r~~r:·If{{>/}:r~·f1~xS/(;tfi::::",::j~C:~'-r:· ti~

Bis(2-Ethyniexyl) Phthalate

2.95
21

12.6

12.7

1,590
1,425

97.8
277

13
, '1.%',

I of! 0.00
I of! 0.02

I of! 0.01

I of! 0.01

I of! 2
1 of! 2

1 of! 0.1
I of! 0.3

y" . '?i:;: ":,'-;,::;e, "!i:~~'?~:;J!(1oS1~)r~:2:~\;

lofi 0.01 '



Table 3. Summary of Detected Analytes (Cont'd)

0.3

3

3

0.03

0.08

0.04

0.002

0.066

0.070

0.017

0.002

0.0028.1

6.2

5.3

260

127

579

187

103

64.9

61.4

7,550

8,780

334

57.8
1.7

8.2

56.7

BDL

BDL

BDL

BDL

BDL

2,480

1,310

lof2

lof2

lof2

lof2

lof2

20f2
20f2

20f2

20f2

20f2

20f2

20f2
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440

85.7

2.49

103

91.2

53.7

22.4

3.00

36.9

81.0 20f2 17 386 62

2.01

11.5 2 of 2 6 22 9

1.22 1 of2 BDL 3 1

11.5 2 of2 2.6 51 9

0.45 20f2 0.28 0.71 0.3
0.87 1 on .. BDL 1.5 1

0.21 20f2 0.11 0.39 0.2

8.14 20f2 3.4 19.5 6
4.30 lof2 BDL 37 3

67.7 20f2 23 199 52

3.87 lof2 BDL 6 3
0.45 20f2 0.24 0.85 0.3
3.16 1 of2 BDL 4 2

3,390

4,327

. 0.01 i 00 BDL O.QOI9 0.01
(u2IL) I'· (u2!L) j, ····,,·.{IIjS£yrF

Log Normal Frequeneyof· MiliimUm">l.\1;aximuixl;'Mas~J..oading;
Mean Detection<'Conc~ntratiol'l Conj:entration ",' ....
(mWL) . ", ..... (m~)., y '(lbSlw),

. ... 97.3 'ion 91 104 75

Dissolved

Total

Total

Dissolved

Total

Iron

Dissolved

Manf{anese

Lead

Total

Total

Dissolved

Calcium

Total

Total

Dissolved

Barium

Mafalesium

Copper

HYDRAZINE
HY<lrazine
METALS

Volatile Residue

Total Recoverable Oil And Grease

Sulfate

Total Suspended Solids
Total Sulfide (Iodometric)

Total Phosphorous

Total Kield.ahl Nitrogen

Hexane Extractable Material

Ammonia As Nitrogen

Total Dissolved Solids

NitratelNitrite

Total Organic Carbon (TOC)"

Alkalinity

Chloride

Constituents of
COPHOS Surface Blowdown

CLASSICALS

!Aluminum
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17

0.02

0.4

17

0.11

0.003

0.003
0.003

0.001

0.002

0.009

0.0038

19

6.1

6.9

6.8

1.2

4.8

304

883

28.8

78,400
82,200

23.4
67.2

BDL

253

BDL

BDL

BDL

BDL

BDL
BDL

6,170
6,460

lof2

lof2

lof2

lof2

20f2

lof2

20f2

lof2

lof2
20f2

20f2
20f2

4.15

26.0
143

473

0.77

3.69
3.49

12.3

3.46
2.68

22,505
22,520

Total

Total

Total

Dissolved

Dissolved

Total

Dissolved

Dissolved

Total

Dissolved

Dissolved

Total

BDL = Below Detection Limit
Log-nonnal means were calculated using measured analyte concentrations. When a sample set contained one or
more samples with the analyte below detection levels (i.e., "non-detect" samples), estimated analyte concentrations
equivalent to one-halfof the detection levels were also used to calculate the log-normal mean. For example, ifa
"non-detect" sample was analyzed using a technique with a detection level of20 mg/L, 10 mg/L was used in the log
normal mean calculation.

Zinc

Titanium

Tin

Thallium

Sodium

Nickel

Mol bdenum

,;'j'i ·:'~~'<~~~~rentsbf""
,l'!!(:;()PHOS,g
METABS;;(€ont!d'?"":'",2.



Table 3. Summary of Detected Analytes (Cont'd)i

Constituents of LogNormal Frequency l. - MiJl~IllU:m" "." .1~f:Ui;'D:uDl'i; Mass Loadbig
, ,.~ ,~k " .

·.··of ......;,,, .',
~~~j~en6:~J~~ Y;' :,').,i"·.if

COPHOS Bottom Blowdown Mean Detection Concentration..
CLASSICALS (mg/L) (mOl I'>}' ..•.: >.·(mWLY .<,., . . (lbSlYr)';t
Alkalinity 44.5'

., _._-
20[i

., ,--
66 36 ---30

Ammonia As Nitrogen 0.13 20f2 0.12 0.14 0.1
Chloride 1.22 lof2 BDL 3 1
Hexane Extractable Material 3.26 lof2 BDL 6 3
NitratelNitrite 0.44 20f2 0.24 0.81 0.4
Sulfate 4.47 lof2 BDL 8 4
Total Dissolved Solids 110 20f2 80 150 88
Total Kjeldabl Nitrogen 0.20 lof2 BDL 0.8 0.2
Total0rganicC~bon(TOC) 1.26 lof2 BDL 3.2 1
Total Phosphorous 21.8 20f2 15.3 31 17
Total Recoverable Oil And Grease 1.34 20f2 0.8 2.25 1
Total Sulfide (Iodometric) 3.08 lof2 BDL 19 2
Total Suspended Solids 3.46 lof2 BDL 6 3
Volatile Residue 42.0 Zof2 22 80 34
HYDRAZINE (mg/L) .j"(ml.!/L)" (miY'Ly·.. ··.. . (lbslYI') r

Hydrazine 0.01 10fi BDL 0.021 0.01
METALS (ug/L) (ufI:!L) ' . (ug/L) ...•..;. (lbs/Yr') .,'

Aluminum
. . _. .•..

Dissolved 58.2 20f2 56.6 91.7 0.05
Total 51.8 lof2 BDL 95.8 0.04

Antimonv
Dissolved 3.69 lof2 BDL 2.3 0.003

Barium
Total 1.37 20f2 0.85 2.2 0.001

Calcium
Total 73.5 20f2 48.9 200 0.06

Copper
Dissolved 80.0 20f2 47.55 135 0.06
Total 1,724 20f2 662 4,490 1

Iron
Total 1430 20f2 1210 1690 1

Lead ..

Dissolved 2.12 20f2 1.5 3 0.002
Total 8.63 20f2 4.7 15.9 0.007

MaJalesium
Dissolved 40.4 lof2 BDL 70 0.032
Total 57.1 lof2 BDL 102 0.046

Boiler Blowdown
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Total 36.1 2 of2 30.7 42.5 0.029
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0.1

26
31

0.003

0.002

0.001

0.013

0.002
0.002

7.9

42 '0.01

1.2

6.1

5.2

280

14.3 0.01

19.4

5.25

52,650
54,500

73 0.05
;',",; ;'n'i~iT;\;,""fi "L.,.'(los!yr};2'"',,

BDL

119

46.9

BDL

BDL

BDL

BDL

BDL
BDL

12.95

28,500
19,250

lof2

lof2

lof2

lof2

lof2

lof2
lof2

20f2

20f2

20f2

20f2

20f2
183

10.8

58.5

3.61

2.85

8.02

15.8

0.65

2.79
2.81

38,737
32,390

Total

Dissolved

Dissolved

Dissolved

Dissolved

Dissolved

Total

Dissolved

Total

Total

Bis(2-Ethylhexyl) Phthalate
BDL = Below Detection Limit
Log-nonnal means were calculated using measured analyte concentrations. When a sample set contained one or
more samples with the analyte below detection levels (i.e., ''non-detecf' samples), estimated analyte concentrations
equivalent to one-halfof the detection levels were also used to calculate the log-nonnal mean. For example, if a
''non-detect'' sample was analyzed using a technique with a detection level of20 mgIL, 10 mgIL was used in the log
normal mean calculation.

Zinc

Titanium

Tin

Thallium

Total
O-n.G'xm€S::i'(;:');'t~,: :/?/,"f\¥',:', \J~

Sodium

Nickel

!Molybdenum

==~-1B&~~¥I~!~Manganese" , '" .... '.-", ", ' .. "

Dissolved 2.24 20f2 1.7 5.4 0.002



30 90

0.10 0.10

15 50
20 80

20 20

20 U

u u

2.00 2.00

10 U
10 50

150 50
5 50

2.00 2.00

0.05 0.05

3.00 3.00

20 U

20 U

70 150
10 10

20 20

20 U

15 200

10 U

16.00 16.00

70.00 70.00

30.00 30.00

300.00 300.00

100.00 100.00

1000.00 1000.00

160,000 360,000

, ....._.._.
0.30 0.30

CVN 68€Jass' "CVN6S>,; .
" .Ca:rrreri,"~;,;*- "'/ •.,ODlyf'C,;; •.•

3.00

25
20

2

0.30

4
2

3

4

5

40

3

2.00

50

2

1

0.10

10

2.00

1

1

1

0.05

16.00

70.00

30.00

.mg/L'

300.00

100.00

1000.00

160,000

SSN&SSBN
Submarines .;

Magnesium

Nickel
Silver

Molybdenum

Sodium

Iron

Tin

Lead

Titanium
Zinc

Nitrate + Nitrite (as N)

ClaS$icals
Ammonia

Total Organic Carbon

Antimony

Chloride

Total Phosphorous
Total Suspended Solids

Sulfate

Barium

Sulfide
Total Dissolved Solids

Boiler Blowdown
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Hydrazine

Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen

Metals

Note:
U = Analyte analyzed for but not detected

Analyte

Chemical Oxygen Demand

Arsenic

Aluminum

Manganese

Cadmium

Copper
Chromium
Calcium

Table 4. Maximum Concentration of Constituents Detected in Nudear Powered Ship
Steam Generator Blowdown



2

2

1

5
5

2

1

2

8

1

7
1

lbsl
j

3
\~;:;:':['?(IJ'SlYr1'W{'~';f~ ,

2.8
2.5

203

594
601

884

207

626

0.23

0.97

'",
.~:;:;;'

75.9 0.2
40.6 0

344 1

1,740 4
1,835 4

377 1
382 1

1,860
1,810
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Dissolved

Total

Dissolved

Dissolved

Dissolved

Total

Total

. Total

Total Nitro enA

Zinc

Co er

Iron

Total ICeldahl Nitro en

Nickel

NitratelNitrite
Ammonia as Nitro en-

Total Phos horous
'MET~S>~1,P<~;f;;'Ji?'f;,':!;;~

Table 5. Estimated Annual Mass Loadings of Constituents for Conventionally Powered
Steam Boilers and Auxiliary and Waste Heat Boilers



Table 5. Estimated Annual Mass Loadings of Constituents for Com'entionally Powered
Steam Boilers and Auxiliary and Waste Heat Boilers (Cont'd)

Constituents of Concentration/c, ....... ·EstinllatedADnual
Magnetic Surface Blowdown .' .' •. ·e: .• ··":··::: ..:,,,,',· '·.Ma~'L«iadiDg'>~

CLASSICALS i(iriwr.Y~;>· .' ····(lbS/vry -,
Ammonia as Nitroien

.. .- .... - "

0.22 0.1
Nitrate/Nitrite 0.78 0.2
Total Kieldahl NitroJ!en 1 0.3
Total NitrogenA 1.8 0.5
Total Phosf)horous 0.05 0.01
METALS .' (uW!.} .,),/' . ~{;><\:~ (lbslyr): ':.

Copper
Dissolved 15.8 0.004
Total 64.9 0.02

Iron
Total 4170 1

Lead
Dissolved 22.8 0.006
Total 193 0.054

Nickel
Total 27.6 0.01

Constituents of ;~o~u:entdti~D:'..:._ Estin~tedAnDu1ill

MagneticBottom BlowdowD " ". 'C.:;·/· ;·...·.. M~lSS.'tOa~ing;,;'
CLASSICALS ". . (milL). "', .: (lbsfYtY ..';
Ammonia as NitroJ!en 1.4 0.4
Nitrate/Nitrite 0.93 0.3
Total NitroJ!enA 0.93 0.3
Total Phosf)horous 0.14 0.04
METALS (u{!/U ':., 'i\<" (lbsfyr~·i '
Copper

.. ...-- --

Total 63.1 0.02
Iron

Total 1855 1
Lead

Total 41.7 0.012
Nickel

Total 14.7 0.004
A - Total Nitrogen is the sum ofNitrate/Nitrite and Total Kje1dahl Nitrogen.

Boiler Blowdown
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1

o

27

11

3

0.1

125

136

0.02

0.3
?,t,0; . ,,(lbSf¥'-~:c.h,'

9
···,,:j(.':');;~);':(llislyr).:;'r; ·.··A

16

463

125

14.8

127 0.1
153 0.2

1,001 1

7.35 0.01

12.6 0.01

97.8
277

2,340

24,800

Dissolved

Total

Total

Total

Total

Boiler Blowdown
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Zinc
Total 7,850

ORG:ANI€S',:::~i'i:~L{' ';.' .•• '~, SG' <';c,t:Jr;g,; ,

Total Kieldahl Nitrof!en 10
Total NitrogenA 125

Copper

Lead

Iron

Nickel

Nitrate/Nitrite 115

Ammonia as Nitrof{en .- 1.8

Total Phosphorous 0.26
METAt$:,i';j" c;ig;:,:'11'f:::,., .:~;;,'t',:,: .."''''';; ,,(;~,'



A - Total Nitrogen IS the sum ofNltratelNltnte and Total K]eldahl NItrogen.

0.9 0.6

... ~.

0.21 0.2

11.5 9

0.45 0.3
0.45 0.3

103 0.08
3,390 2.60

440 0.34
4,327 3.32

22.4 0.02

12.3 '0.01
472.7 0.36

143 0.11

.'(Xng!L),; ..," ....··,·······(lbSlYt); -;- '."'.

. LogNormal" ... ' EstiIllated Annual
···MeanColl,cen~tion,"M~~s;t()ilc¥;,lJg};·

Total

Total
Dissolved

Total

Dissolved

Dissolved

Zinc
Total

Boiler Blowdown
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Total

CODstituentsof
COPHOS Surface Blowdown

Total Phosphorous
METALS

Nickel

TotallGeldahl Nitrogen
Total Nitro~enA

Copper

Iron

CLASSICALS

Lead

NitrateINitrite
Ammonia as Nitrogen

Constituents of Logl'1Tormal .. ·•• ·.·;c. ,EsmWitedAnilual
COPHOS Bottom Blowdown :Mean~o~~en~tion. ·.·.·)fl~s,lioadil1fh';'

CLASSICALS . (mWL) ,,;';" . (lbsfYi?)
Ammonia as Nitro~en

...

0.13 0.1
NitrateINitrite 0.44 0.4
TotallGeldahl Nitro~en 0.2 0.2
Total NitrogenA 0.64 0.6
Total Phosphorous 21.8 17
METALS .(j.1.g/L)'"

.. .' (lbslyr)
Copper

Dissolved 80.0 0.06
Total 1,724 1.38

Iron
Total 1430 1.14

Lead
Total 8.63 0.01

Nickel
Dissolved 15.8 0.01
Total 183 0.15

ORGANICS (irWLl . ;
·.C, (lbslvr)

Bis(2-Ethvlhexyl) Phthalate
.. .-

10.8 0.01

Table 5. Estimated Annual Mass Loadings of Constituents for ConventionaUy Powered
Steam Boilers and Auxiliary and Waste Heat Boilers (CCont'd)



Table 6. Mass Loadings for Nuclear Powered Ship Steam Generators

Lead
Nickel

Ammonia
NitratelNitrite
Total Kjeldahl

Nitro en

15
30
30

70,000
16,000

40
10
25
30

70,000
16,000

Total Nitro enA 86,000 86,000 86,000 155 1560 872 2587
299010001800190100,000100,000100,000Total

Phos horous
otes:

*=Loadings are based on total volumes within 12 n.m. including 225,000 gallons per year for CVN 65, 310,000 gallons per year for CVN 68 Class, 16,000 gallons
er year each SSN Class vessel, and 4,000 gallons per year for each SSBN Class vessel.

A - Total Nitro en is the sum of NitratelNitrite and Total K'eldahl Nitro en.

Boiler Blowdown
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Table 7. Naval Nuclear Propulsion Snmma.ry of Steam Generator Safety
Valve Testing Load.ings Per Year (maximum values)

Material Discharged Loading for SubmarlnC$ Total Lolldlng for all Total Loading for Total Loading for all Carriers
and Cruisers (pounds per Submarines and Cruisers Carriers (p,ounds per (pounds per year)

vessel. p,er year) (pounds ner year) vessel, per year)
Phosphorous (as phosphate) 0.003 0.3 0.006 (CVN 65 only) 0.006
Sulfur (as sulfite and sulfate) 0.000 0 0.008 (CVN 65 only) 0.008
Nitrogen (as nitrite or nitrate) 0.001 0.1 0.000 0
Nitrogen (as amines) 0,03 3 0.08 0.64
Hydrazine 0.000 0 0.001 0.008
Organic Acids 0.001 0.1 0.001 0.008
Sodium 0.002 0.2 0.007 (CVN 65 only) 0.007

Total 3.7 0.68
Note:

Information taken from NAVSEA 08 summary information, May 1997. IS

Boiler Blowdown
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Table 8. Mean Concentrations of Constituents that Exceed Water Quality Criteria

207 2.4
203 2.9

626 None
884 None

1,860 74
1,810 74.6

594 90 90 (CA, Cf, MS)
601 95.1 84.6 (WA)

Notes:
Refer to federal criteria promulgated by EPA in its National Toxics Rule, 40 CFR 131.36 (57 FR 60848;Dec. 22,
1992 and 60 FR 22230; May 4, 1995)
A - Nutrient criteria are not specified as acute or chronic values.
B - Total Nitrogen is the sum ofNitratelNitrite and Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen.

CA= California
CT = Connecticut
FL = Florida
GA = Georgia
HI = Hawaii
MS = Mississippi
WA = Washington

Boiler Blowdown
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300 (FL)

2.5 (WA)

84.6 (WA)

74 (CA, CT)
8.3 (FL, GA)

2.4 (CT, MS)

90 (CA, CT, MS)90

2.9

74

2.4

74.6

95.1

None 25 (HI) A

None .. 6 (HI) A

None 8 (HI)A

None

None 200 (HIt
None -

I'Fecferar:Ac:ute. :Mo~tStringentSt~t~;)
I.···.;-~WQ¢.)<·· .. ;..<·;':'.AclIteiW'QC: ~:;,

." .' .:,:' <:··.·i:';;···.\.:,/. ,::'(

Concentration

(J,lg/L) .'

itO
390
470
860
8400

(u21L)'
.. _. _._. -- .

75.9
40.6

344

1,740
1,835

377
382

Total
Dissolved

Total

Total
Dissolved

Dissolved
Total

Total Phosphorous
Total Nitrof!en"

Zinc

Total Kieldahl Nitrof!en

Nickel

NitrateINitrite

METALS
Copper

Ammonia as Nitrogen

Constituents of
Chelant Bottom Blowdown

CLASSICALS

Iron

Table 8. Mean Concentrations of Constituents that Exc,eed Water Quality Criteria
(Cont'd)

CA'" California
cr ... Connecticut
FL=Florida
GA=Georgia
m=Hawaii
MS ... Mississippi
WA == Washington

Notes:
Refer to federal criteria promulgated by EPA in its National Toxics Rule, 40CFR 131.36 (57 FR 60848; Dec. 22,
1992 and 60 FR 22230; May 4, 1995)
A - Nutrient criteria are not specified as acute or chronic values.
B - Total Nitrogen is the sum ofNitrate/Nitrite and T?tal Kjeldahl Nitrogen.



Table 8. Mean Concentrations of Constituents that Exceed Water Quality Criteria
(Cont'd)

Notes:
Refer to federal criteria promulgated by EPA in its National Toxics Rule, 40 CFR 131.36 (57 FR 60848; Dec. 22,
1992 and 60 FR 22230; May4, 1995)
A - Nutrient criteria are not specified as acute or chronic values.
B - Total Nitrogen is the sum ofNitrate/Nitrite and Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen.

2.4
2.9

None

217.2 5.6

74.6

50

193

780
220

27.6

64.9
15.8

1800
1000

4,170
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GA = Georgia
HI = Hawaii
MS = Mississippi
WA = Washington



300 (FL)

2.5 (WA)

8.3 (FL, GA)

5.6 (FL, GA)

2.9

74.6

None

None 8 (HI)A

None 25 (HI) A

217.2

- None 6 CHI) A

FederalAcute"'i\1oSfStnilgent·State··
':':WQC.i:I'O": .,~eu:~;~QC~"<

, .

780
780

140

63.1

14.7

41.7

1855

1400
(uWL)

Concentration ....... '",
,,:,,'.

Total

Total

Total

Constituents of
Magnetic Bottom Blowdown

Total

Total Phosphorous

Iron

Total NitrogenB

Copper

Nickel

METALS

Lead

Nitrate/Nitrite

CLASSICALS

Boiler Blowdown
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Ammonia as Nitrogen

Table 8. Mean Concentrations of Constituents that Exceed Water Quality Criteria
(Cont'd)

FL = Florida
GA = Georgia
HI = Hawaii
WA = Washington

Notes:
Refer to federal criteria promulgated by EPA in its National Toxics Rille, 40 CFR 131.36 (57 FR 60848; Dec. 22,
1992 and 60 FR 22230; May 4, 1995)
A - Nutrient criteria are not specified as acute or chronic values.
B - Total Nitrogen is the sum ofNitrate/Nitrite and Total Kjeldah1 Nitrogen.



2.4
2.9

None

217.2 5.6

74.6 8.3

95.1 84.6 (WA)

None 5.92 (GA)16

463

125

14.8

7,850

2,340

24,800

Total

Total

Total

Dissolved
Total

Bis(2-Eth Ih I Phthalate

Nickel

Zinc

Iron

Lead

Co er

Total
(jltGANICS:~;,S:";;F~~.

Table 8. Mean Concentrations of Constituents that Exceed Water Quality Criteria
(Cont'd)
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CT = Connecticut
FL=Florida
GA = Georgia
ffi = Hawaii
MS = Mississippi
WA = Washington

Notes:
Refer to federal criteria promulgated by EPA in its National Toxics Rule, 40 CFR 131.36 (57 FR 60848; Dec. 22,
1992 and 60 FR 22230; May 4, 1995)
A - Nutrient criteria are not specified as acute or chronic values.
B - Total Nitrogen is the swn ofNitrate/Nitrite and Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen.



Table 8. Mean Concentrations of Constituents that Exceed Watelr Quality Criteria
(Cont'd)

Constituents of Concentratioll..... Federal Acute .. MostS~ngent state.
Drew Bottom BlowdoWD .;, i . "'W~' . .·AcuteWQC· <,",

F

CLASSICALS (""IT \ ':' i . ; 1;., . (1l~1L) ..••. .

Ammonia as Nitrof!en
. -

1500 6(HD A
.....

None
NitratelNitrite 320 None 8amA

Total Kjeldahl Nitrof!en 11,000 None -
Total Nitrof!enH 11,000 None 200-(Hi)A

METALS (uro'Ll (uttlEl;::;;' . "",' (u~)· ... ',,;:'.
Copper

.•. .. . .._--

Dissolved 127 2.4 2.4 (CT,MS)
Total 153 2.9 2.5 (WA)

Iron
Total 1,001 None 300(FU

Lead
Total 7.35 217.2 5.6 (FL, GA)

Nickel
Total 12.6 74.6 8.3 (FL, GA)

Zinc
Dissolved 97.8 90 90 rCA, CT, MS)
Total 277 95.1 84.6 (WA)

ORGANICS Citro'L) , ....... '. ',." ,'. ',,' (mliT-j.:~·:
B~P-Efflwh~UPhfflawre 13

--. -_._.
5.92 (GA)None

Notes:
Refer to federal criteria promulgated by EPA in its National Toxics Rule, 40 CFR 131.36 (57 FR 60848; Dec. 22,
1992 and 60 FR 22230; May 4, 1995)
A - Nutrient criteria are not specified as acute or chronic values.
B - Total Nitrogen is the sum ofNitrate/Nitrite and Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen.

cr =Connecticut
FL=Florida
GA=Georgia
HI = Hawaii
MS = Mississippi
WA := Washington
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Table 8. Mean Concentrations of Constituents that Exceed Water Quality Criteria
(Cont'd)

il~.""!';)~
¢L.i:\$SIC.4.t.Sf" ...

None
None
None
None

2600 51~OOO None

103 56.7 187 2.4
3,390 1,310 8,780 2.9

440 334 579 None
4,327 2,480 7,550 None

22.4 8.2 61.4 217.2

12.3 BDL 19 74
473 253 883 74

143 67.2 304 95.1 84.6 (yIA)

Notes:
Refer to federal criteria pronrolgated by EPA in its National Toxics Rule, 40 CFR 131.36 (57 FR 60848; Dec. 22,
1992 and 60 FR 22230; May 4, 1995)
A - Nutrient criteria are not specified as acute or chronic values.
B - Total Nitrogen is the sum ofNitrate/Nitrite and Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen.

CA= California
CT = Connecticut
FL=Florida
GA=Georgia
HI = Hawaii
MS = Mississippi
WA = Washington
BDL = Below Detection Limit
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Table 8. Mean Concentrations of Constituents that Exceed Water Quality Criteria
(Cont'd)

Constituents of LogNormal Minimulll ·MUinmnl······ 1:'Federal; .··.l\-1(JStStringent............. '. '. f.··.·....,.·....
>':'(/'. State:!l" .COPHOS Mean Concentration .C:oneenn:ation ·~c~ute .........

Bottom'Blowdown ". -i" . '.' >~. ....... WQC ..... ~~cutelWQcr .
CLASSICALS (u~) (u~)

.',
'; (,IalT:.\:<:. ...... (u:ro:!L) ':, ..• (<<WL}.'·

.. ...
140 Hn AAmmonia as Nitrof{en 130 120 None 6(

NitrateINitrite 440 240 810 None 8 ID)A

Total Kje/dah/ Nitrof{en 200 BDL 800 None -
Total Nitrozent$ 640 None 200 (HI).I\

Total PhosDhorous 21,800 15,300 31,000 None 25 HI) A

~TALS (u2lU (u2!L)
:...; :. . (iJ.WL)

, .'. ··:'£.fir.IT \ .'...... . ··:tu2ILL.....~.
... --

Copper
Dissolved 80.0 47.6 135 2.4 2.4 (CT, MS)
Total 1,724 662 4490 2.9 2.5 (WA)

Iron
Total 1,430 1,210 1,690 None 300 (FL)

Lead
Total 8.63 4.7 15.9 217.2 5.6 (FL, GA)

Nickel
Dissolved 15.8 12.95 19.4 74 74 (CA, CT)
Total 183 119 280 74.6 8.3 (FL, GA)

ORGANICS (J.L~) (ulZlL) . : (ulULl»' (ulZlL) ) .'::(U:2iL)'
Bis(2-Ethy/hexj,l)

.. - .

10.8
" ..- -_ ..

BDL 42 None 5.92 (GA)
Phthalate

Notes:
Refer to federal criteria promulgated by EPA in its National Toxics Rule, 40 CFR 131.36 (57 FR 60848; Dec. 22,
1992 and 60 FR 22230; May 4, 1995)
A - Nutrient criteria are not specified as acute or chronic values.
B - Total Nitrogen is the sum ofNitratelNitrite and Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen.

CA= California
CT = Connecticut
FL-Florida
GA = Georgia
HI = Hawaii
MS = Mississippi
WA = Washington
BDL = Below Detection Limit
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Table 10. Summary of Thermal Effects of Boiler Blowdown Discharge
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Table 9. Concentrations of Constituents that Exceed Water Quality Criteria for Nuclear
Powered Steam Generators (maximum values) (J.1g/L)

Notes:
Refer to federal criteria promulgated by EPA in'its National Toxics Rule, 40 CFR 131.36 (57 FR 60848; Dec. 22,
1992 and 60 FR 22230; May 4, 1995)
Where historical data were not reported as dissolved or total, the metals concentrations were compared to the most
stringent (dissolved or total) state water quality criteria. .
A - Nutrient criteria are not specified as acute or chronic values.
B - Total Nitrogen is the sum ofNitrate/Nitrite and Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen.

Note:

Lead
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Table 11. Data Sources

.. ;:Data Source·' ".,,/>, .\ .. '::'; ,,; .

NOD Section Reported Sampline:·, ."" Estimated ',EQQipmentExpert .
2.1 Equipment Description and X
Operation
2.2 Releases to the Enviroimlent X X
2.3 Vessels Produc~the Discharge UNDS Database X
3.1 Locality X
3.2 Rate X X
3.3 Constituents X
3.4 Concentrations X
4.1 Mass Loadings X
4.2 Environmental Concentrations X
4.3 Tberma.l Effects X
4.4 Potential for Introducing Non- X
Indi~enous Soec:ies
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NATURE OF DISCHARGE REPORT

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The National Defense Authorization Act of 1996 amended Section 312 ofthe Federal
Water Pollution Control Act (also known as the Clean Water Act (CWA)) to require that the
Secretary ofDefense and the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
develop uniform national discharge standards (UNDS) for vessels of the Armed Forces for
" ...discharges, other than sewage, incidental to normal operation ofa vessel of the Armed Forces,
..." [Section 312(n)(l)]. UNDS is being developed in three phases. The first phase (which this
report supports), will determine which discharges will be required to be controlled by marine
pollution control devices (l\1PCDs)-either equipment or management practices. The second
phase will develop MPCD performance standards. The final phase will determine the design,
construction, installation, and use ofMPCDs.

A nature ofdischarge (NOD) report has been prepared for each ofthe discharges that has
been identified as a candidate for regulation under UNDS. The NOD reports were developed
based on information obtained from the technical community within the Navy and other branches
ofthe Armed Forces with vessels potentially subject to UNDS, from information available in
existing technical reports and documentation, and, when required, from data obtained from
discharge samples that were collected under the UNDS program.

The purpose of the NOD report is to describe the discharge in detail, including the system
that produces the discharge, the equipment involved, the constituents released to the
environment, and the current practice, if any, to prevent or minimize environmental effects.
Where existing process information is insufficient to characterize the discharge, the NOD report
provides the results ofadditional sampling or other data gathered on the discharge. Based on the
above information, the NOD report describes how the estimated constituent concentrations and
mass loading to the environment were determined. Finally, the NOD report assesses the
potential for environmental effect. The NOD report contains sections on: Discharge
Description, Discharge Characteristics, Nature ofDischarge Analysis, Conclusions, and Data
Sources and References.
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2.0 DISCHARGE DESCRIPTION

This section describes the catapult water brake tank and post launch retraction exhaust
and includes information on: the equipment that is used and its operation (Section 2.1), general
description of the constituents of the discharge (Section 2.2), and the vessels that produce this
discharge (Section 2.3). .

2.1 Equipment Description and Operation

Every Navy aircraft carrier is equipped with four steam catapults for launching aircraft.
High pressure steam from the catapult wet steam accumulator is used to operate each catapult.
Each catapult has a dedicated water brake tank and catapult steam exhaust piping. During each
catapult cycle, lubricating oil is applied to the catapult power cylinder. Different amounts of
lubricating oil are applied depending on catapult model. Mod 2 catapults use more lubricating
oil per catapult cycle than Mod 1 catapults (see Section 3.2.1).

Catapults are operated every time an aircraft is launched and for testing purposes.
Catapults are normally tested after an aircraft carrier is built, before an aircraft carrier is sent out
on deployment, and after major repairs and overhauls. Catapult testing before deployments is
called "no-load" testing because there is no load applied to the catapult. Catapult testing after
building and after major repairs and overhauls is called "dead-load" testing because a weight is
applied to the catapult to simulate the weight ofan aircraft. Duririg catapult testing, lubricating
oil is supplied to the catapult's power cylinder in the same fashion as during aircraft launching
operations. .

The forward motion ofthe catapult piston is stopped by means ofa water brake that is
supplied by high pressure water from the water brake tank. As the catapult operates, the
lubricating oil is carried into the water brake and subsequently into the wate:r brake tank. During
the retraction ofthe catapult piston, the steam left in the power cylinder and a small amount of
residual oil are discharged overboard through the catapult exhaust piping. A smaller fraction of
the residual oil also leaks by the catapult cylinder sealing strips and into the catapult trough.
Catapult trough discharge is addressed in a separate NOD report on deck runoff.

2.1.1 Catapult Water Brake Tank

The catapult water brake tank supplies freshwater to the catapult water brake, which is
used to stop the forward motion of the catapult piston. Water from the catapult water brake tank
is injected into the water brake during each catapult cycle at approximately 1,300 gallons per
minute (gpm) using two 650-gpm pumpS.l When the catapult piston enters the water brake, it
forces water from the water brake into the upper portion of the water brake tank. Figure 1
provides an illustration.

The oil used to lubricate the catapult power cylinder conforms to both SAE 11966, Grade
60 and Military Specification MIL-L-6082E grade 1100 standards.2 During each catapult cycle,
oil is sprayed onto the internal surface ofthe catapult power cylinder. As the catapult piston
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travels down the catapult power cylinder, lubricating oil is carried with the catapult piston into
the water brake.1 Over the course ofmultiple launches, and because water is recirculated through
the catapult water brake and the water brake tank, oil builds up in the water brake tank. The oil
accumulates on the surface of the water in the water brake tank in the form of an oil-water
emulsion. Heat is added to the water from heat accumulated in the oil, the action ofthe pistons,
and by conduction from the steam-heated catapult piston. The accumulated oil also inhibits
cooling at the surface of the water brake tank. Consequently, the water temperature rises.
Excessive water temperature adversely affects the catapult water brake performance.

. To prevent excessive water temperatures in the water brake tank, the accumulated oil is
periodically skimmed. The water brake tank is equipped with an oil-skimming funnel and a 2.5
inch pipe for draining the oil from the tank. Fresh cool water is added to the water brake tank via
a freshwater fill line to raise the water level in the tank, thus causing the floating oil and oil/water
mixture to. flow into the skimming funnel. The funnel drain piping discharges the oil and
oil/water mixture overboard above the waterline. The contents of the water brake tank drain
overboard until the liquid level falls below the top of the drain funnel. Oil accumulation in the
water brake tank is directly related to the number ofcatapult cycles. During.aircraft launch
operations, the water brake tank is skimmed on an as-needed basis.3

As mentioned previously, aircraft carriers perform no-load catapult tests before leaving
port on deployment and dead-load tests after building, major repairs and overhauls. The number
ofno-load and dead-load tests, however, do not generate enough lubricating oil in the water
brake tank to require that the tank to be skimmed within 12 nautical miles (n.m.).

2.1.2 Post-Laun~h Retraction Exhaust

During the post-launch retraction ofthe catapult piston, the expended steam and residual
oil from the catapult power cylinder walls are discharged overboard below the water line through
copper/nickel piping. The exhaust steam exits the catapult power cylinder at approximately 350
<>P (i.e., the operating temperature ofthe catapults) and cools and condenses as it flows through
the exhaust piping overboard. The temperature of the final discharge is estimated to be 200 <>Po

2.2 Releases to the Environment

2.2.1 Water Brake Tank

Discharge from the water brake tank is released overboard above the water line and
consists of freshwater, lubricating oil, and small amounts ofmetals introduced by the catapult
systems.

2.2.2 Post-Launch Retraction Exhaust

Discharge from the post-launch retraction exhaust is released overboard below the water
line and consists ofcondensed steam with lubricating oil and small amounts ofmetals from the
catapult.

Catapult Water Brake Tank and Post Launch Retraction Exhaust
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2.3 Vessels Producing the Discharge

The Navy's aircraft carriers are the only anned forces vessels that generate this discharge.
Ofthe 11 aircraft carriers that are homeported in the United States, eight are equipped with Mod
1 catapults, and the three newest aircraft carriers are equipped with Mod 2 catapults. There are a
total of 12 aircraft carriers

3.0 DISCHARGE CHARACTERISTICS

This section contains qualitative and quantitative information that characterizes the
discharge. Section 3.1 describes where the discharge occurs with respect to harbors and near
shore areas, Section 3.2 describes the rate ofthe discharge, Section 3.3 lists the constituents in
the discharge, and Section 3.4 gives the concentrations ofthe constituents in the discharge.

,

I

3.1 Locality

3.1.1 Catapult Water Brake Tank

I

The catapult water brake tank discharge is generated on an as-needed basis during aircraft
carrier flight operations, which occur beyond 12 n.m. from shore.1

,4,S Catapult testing, which
occurs within 12 n.m. does not generate a sufficient quantity ofoil in the water brake tank to
require discharge. In addition, OPNAVINST 5090.1B prohibits oil from being discharged within .
12 n.m. ofshore, including the oil contained in this discharge. '

Because this discharge does not occur within 12 n.m. of shore, it is not discussed further
in this report.

3.1.2 Post-Launch Retraction Exhaust

The post-launch retraction exhaust discharge is generated during all catapult operations
including aircraft launching and catapult testing. Because catapults are ope:rated within 12 n.m.
ofshore during no-load/dead-load testing, the post-launch retraction exhaust discharge occurs on
a limited basis within 12 n.m.

3.2 Rate

The discharge for the post-launch retraction exhaust discharge consists ofcondensed
steam and the residual oil from lubricating the catapult power cylinders. During each catapult
cycle, approximately 1,000 pounds ofwater from the wet accumulator are Hashed to steam to
drive the catapult piston down the flight deck, and 0.415 gallon ofoil is injected onto the catapult
power cylinder wall for Mod 1 catapults, and 0.83 gallon ofoil for Mod 2 catapults.6 Based on
operating experience, approximately 890 pounds ofwater and 0.10 gallon ofoil from Mod 1
catapults, or 0.42 gallon ofoil from Mod 2 catapults, are discharged overboard during each
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catapult cycle.6

An aircraft carrier perfonns approximately 50 no-load catapult tests per· year.3 Therefore,
all 11 aircraft carriers homeported in the United States perfonnapproximately 550 no-load test
shots per year. At a fleet-wide average rate of0.19 gallon ofoil (weighted average discharge of
0.10 gallon for Mod 1 catapults and 0.42 gallon for Mod 2 catapults) and 890 pounds ofsteam
condensate per each catapult test, the annual fleet-wide discharge ofoil and condensed steam
from no-load catapult tests within 12 n.m. is approximately 105 gallons ofoil and 490,000
pounds ofcondensed steam.

Major catapult overhauls and modifications are not nonnal occurrences for aircraft
carriers. In general, one to two aircraft carriers annually undergo a major overhaul or
modification that requires 60 dead-load catapult test shots to recertify the catapult. Assuming
that on average, the catapults on 1.5 carriers are overhauled each year (i.e., six catapults), an
estimated 360 dead-load catapult test shots are perfonned annually fleet-wide within 12 n.m.
Thus, an estimated 69 gallons ofoil (at a rate of0.19 gallon per test) and 320,000 pounds of
steam condensate (at a rate of890 pounds per test) are discharged annually from dead-load
catapult testing.

Thus, 174 gallons ofoil and 810,000 pounds ofcondensed steam (-97,000 gallons) are
discharged annually, fleetwide, from post-launch retraction exhaust during no-load and dead-load
catapult testing.

3.3 Constituents

The post-launch retraction exhaust discharge consists of steam and condensed steam with
associated non-organic metal constituents and lubricating oil. The lubricating oils are comprised
primarily ofhigher chain (Cl7 and higher) paraffins and olefins.7,8 Another UNDS discharge,
Steam Condensate Discharge, is similar to the condensed steam discharge from the catapult
retraction stroke, with the exception of the oil content. The Steam Condensate NOD Report
analyzes steam condensate originating from shore-based facilities. The steam condensate from
ship heating supplied from shore facilities consists primarily ofcondensed steam that is generally
collected and pumped or drained overboard. The discharge from the catapult retraction exhaust

.is steam, condensed steam, and oil that is vented overboard under pressure. The condensed
steam portion ofboth discharges will, however, be somewhat similar. Based on the data
presented in that report, nitrogen (as ammonia, nitrate/nitrite, and total nitrogen), phosphorous,
and the priority pollutants antimony, arsenic, benzidine, bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate, cadmium,
copper, lead, nickel, selenium, thallium, and zinc can be present in the condensed steam in post
launch retraction exhaust. There are no known bioaccumulators in this discharge.

3.4 Concentrations

Approximately 890 pounds ofcatapult condensed steam and 0.19 gallon ofoil is
discharged during each catapult cycle. The density ofwater at 70 OP (i.e., ambient temperature) is
8.32 pounds per gallon (lbs/gal) or 0.998 kilograms per liter (kg/I) and the oil density is of7.32
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lbslgal or 0.878 kg/l. Therefore, the concentration ofoil in the exhaust discharge is
approximately 1,560 mgIL. The calculation is presented below:

[(0.19 gaLt) (7.32Ibso /gaLt )(453,590 mg/lb)l/[(890Ib~c)(8atl81~2Jl)S~)(3.785lJgal)r=<1=1560 tttg!I' '" ' ,. "".. ' ,'. ' ,

Where the subscripts 0 refer to oil and w refer to water.

Table 1 shows the concentrations of the priority pollutants identified in the Steam
Condensate NOD Report. It is assumed that the same constituents would b€:: found in the
condensed steam from the catapult retraction exhaust in similar concentrations to those found in
steam condensate originating from facilities.

4.0 NATURE OF DISCHARGE ANALYSIS

Based on the discharge characteristics presented in Section 3.0, the nature of the
discharge and its potential impact on the environment can be evaluated. The estimated mass
loadings are presented in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, the concentrations ofdischarge constituents
after release to the environment are estimated and compared with the water quality criteria. .
Section 4.3 discusses thermal effects. In Section 4.4, the potential for the transfer ofnon
indigenous species is discussed.

4.1 Mass Loadings

As estimated in Section 3.2, approximately 174 gallons of oil are discharged annually
from no-load and dead-load testing in post-launch retraction exhaust. This results in an annual
fleet-wide mass loading of 1,275 pounds (based on a conversion factor of 7.33 pounds of
oil/gallon).

Ofthe non-oil constituents in the 810,000 pounds ofcatapult condensed steam generated
annually fleet wide from post-launch retraction exhaust (see Section 3.2) less than one pound of
pollutants are estimated to be discharged from no-load and dead-load testil1lg. The mass loadings
were estimated using the following equation:

(log-normal mean conc. fJgll)(g/I,OOO,OOO fJg) (lb$l453.593 g)(annualvolume lIYr) =mass "I

loading (lbs/yr) ,", "

4.2 Environmental Concentrations

The condensed steam and oil from the post-launch retraction exhaust exits the ship via
the exhaust piping. The estimated concentration of oil in the discharge is approximately 1,560
mgIL. This value exceeds the most stringent state water quality criteria (WQC), which is
Florida's 5 mgIL criterion (Table 2). Concentrations this high are likely to cause a sheen in the
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receiving waters.

Assuming the concentrations ofthe priority pollutants shown in Table 1 are
representative ofcondensed steam discharged in post-launch retraction exhaust discharge, there
would be four priority pollutants - benzidine, bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate, copper, and nickel 
discharged in excess ofFederal and/or the most stringent state WQC. Two other constituents,
nitrogen (as ammonia, nitrate/nitrite, and total nitrogen) and phosphorous, exceed the most
stringent state WQC. Table 2 shows the concentrations ofthese constituents and the applicable
WQC.

4.3 Thermal Effects

The thermal effects of the post-launch retraction exhaust were screened for potential
adverse effects to determine if the resulting thermal plume exceeded water quality criteria for
temperature.9 Based upon the evaluation ofthe exhaust discharge, the thermal effects rapidly
dissipate within a short distance of the point ofdischarge.9 Under the most stringent criteria
(e.g., Washington State), the resulting plume from the post-launch retraction exhaust is estimated
to be approximately 20 feet in diameter and extends to approximately 12 feet in depth.9 These
dimensions are within limits established for Washington.9

4.4 Potential for Introducing Non-Indigenous Species

During catapult launch operations, seawater is not transported. Therefore, there is no
potential for transporting non-indigenous species.

5.0 CONCLUSIONS

The catapult water brake tank discharge does not occur within 12 n.m.because flight
operations are not conducted within this zone. Therefore, this discharge has no potential to cause
an adverse environmental effect within 12 n.m.

The post-launch retraction exhaust has a potential for adverse environmental effect
because significant amounts ofoil are discharged at high concentrations during the short duration
of the discharge event. The high concentrations exceed water quality criteria and discharge
standards. The high concentrations ofoil are likely to cause an oil sheen.

6.0 DATA SOURCES AND REFERENCES

To characterize this discharge, information from various sources was obtained. process
information and assumption were used to estimate the rate ofdischarge. Based on this estimate
and on the reported concentration ofoil constituents, the concentration of the oil constituents in
the environment resulting from this discharge were then estimated. Table 3 shows the source of
the data used to develop this NOD report.
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Table 1. Estimated Post-Launch Retraction Exhaust Dischar~:eConstituents,
Concentrations, and Mass Loadings Based Upon SteamCondens:ate Sampling Data

Concentrations(pgIL)
" .

':~te;()f'N'efo ','" ,Fleet-Wide MasS
" ""-":'"

,,:" t·· «Ii ""'·"."">'0
Constituents LogNormal ~ -1- :i:,.;Accumullltor~-_.....- ·v· ;., '., oang;.,.'>

From Steam Condensate1 Mean2 'Ranee ".:;""'" '):'Discti:ah!e(lIvr}~' ' ;"""(riOl·····/yr) .,<', 'undSl ..,'
Antimony

, '

Total 7.13 BDL -26.8 367,000 5.8 x 10-3

Arsenic
Total 0.74 BDL-2.3 367,000 6.0 x 10-4

Cadmium
Total 2.86 BDL - 6.1 367,000 2.3 x 10-3

Copper
Dissolved 13.4 BDL-49.0 367,000 1.1 x 10-2

Total 20.1 BDL-91.0 367,000 1.6 x 10-2

Lead
Dissolved 3.58 BDL -12.7 367,000 2.9 x 10-3

Total 4.38 BDL-18.9 367,000 3.5 x 10-3

Nickel
Dissolved 10.3 BDL-22 367,000 8.3 x 10-3

Total 11.6 BDL-34.7 367,000 9.4 x 10-'
Selenium

Total 2.87 BDL- 3.5 367,000 2.3 x 10-3

Thallium
Dissolved 1.18 BDL-13.3 367,000 9.5 x 10-4

Zinc
Dissolved 13.94 7.15 - 21.9 367,000 1.1 x 10-2

Total 11.35 BDL-23.0 367,000 9.2 x 10-3

Ammonia as Nitrogen 180 120 - 370 367,000 1.4 x 10-1

Nitrate/Nitrite 440 300 - 810 367,000 3.4 x 10-1

Total Kieldahl Nitrogen 1240 NA 367,000 9.6x 10-1

Total Phosphorous 90 BDL-270 367,000 7.1 x 10-2

Benzidine 32.8 BDL-73.5 367,000 2.7 x 10-:l
Bis(2-ethvlhexyl) phthalate 19.4 BDL-1l2 367,000 1.6 x 10-2

The constituents listed above are those expected to be found m the wet accumulator discharge. BDL denotes below
detection limit.

1. Constituents listed are the priority pollutants detected in steam condensate samples.
2. Highest ofthe dissolved and total log average values.
3. This value is the product ofthe annual condensed steam released from no-load and dead-load testing (810,000

pounds combined) cited in Section 3.2.1 and the conversion factors 0.0175 cubic foot/pound (inverse density of
water at 200 "F), 7.4805 gallons/cubic foot, and 3.785 liters/gallon.

Log-normal means were calculated using measured analyte concentrations. When a sample set contained one or
more samples with the analyte below detection levels (i.e., "non-detect" samples), estimated analyte concentrations
equivalent to one-halfofthe detection levels were also used to calculate the log-normal mean. For example, if a
"non-detect" sample was analyzed using a technique with a detection level of20 mgIL, W mgIL was used in the log
normal mean calculation.
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2.5 (WA)

200 (HI)A

5.92 (OA)

74 (CA, CT)
8.3 (FL, GA)

2.4 (CT, MS)

0.000535 (GA)

2.9

74

2.4

74.6

None

None

None

None
None

440

90

20.1

11.6
10.3

13.4

19.4
32.8

1240

Total
Dissolved

Dissolved
Total

NickeZ 3

Total Nitrogen
Total Phosvhorous

Bis(2-Ethylhexyl)
Phthalate

Benzidine

Nitrate/Nitrite

CA = California
CT = Connecticut
FL=Florida
GA=Georgia
HI=Hawaii
MS = Mississippi
WA = Washington
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Ammonia as 180 None 6 (HIt
Nitrof!en

Discharge ofOil. 40 CFR 110, defines a prohibited discharge ofoil as any discharge sufficient to cause a sheen on
receiving waters.

2
International Convention for the Prevention ofPollution from Ships (MARPOL 73/78). MARPOL 73/78 as
implemented by the Act to Prevent Pollution from Ships (APPS).

3 Assumes the constituents and their concentrations in this discharge are similar in concentration to the constituents
found in steam condensate that originates from shore facilities.

Table 2. Mean Concentrations of Constituents that Exceed Water Quality Criteria
Post-Launch Retraction Exhaust Condensed Steam Discharge

Notes:
Refer to federal criteria promulgated by EPA in its National Toxics Rule, 40 CFR 131.36 (57 FR 60848; Dec. 22,
1992 and 60 FR 22230; May 4, 1995)
A - Nutrient criteria are not specified as acute or chronic values.



Table 3. Data Sources

..... DataSotlree . .' . .i .

NOD Section Reported .SamuJiili!. >Estimated EQUipment Expert
2.1 Equipment Description and

"_ ..

X X
Operation
2.2 Releases to the Environment X
2.3 Vessels Produc~ the Discharge UNDS Database X
3.1 Localitv X
3.2 Rate X X
3.3 Constituents X X
3.4 Concentrations X
4.1 Mass Loadings X
4.2 Environmental Concentrations X
4.3 Thermal Effects X
4.4 Potential for Introducing Non- X
Indigenous Species

-. ...
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NATURE OF DISCHARGE REPORT

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The National Defense Authorization Act of 1996 amended Section 312 ofthe Federal
Water Pollution Control Act (also known as the Clean Water Act (CWA)) to require that the
Secretary ofDefense and the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
develop uniform national discharge standards (UNDS) for vessels of the Armed Forces for
"...discharges, other than sewage, incidental to normal operation of a vessel of the Armed Forces,
..." [Section 312(n)(1)]. UNDS is being developed in three phases. The first phase (which this
report supports), will determine which discharges will be required to be controlled by marine
pollution control devices (MPCDs)-either equipment or management practices. The second
phase will develop MPCD performance standards. The final phase will determine the design,
construction, installation, and use ofMPCDs;

A nature ofdischarge (NOD) report has been prepared for each ofthe discharges that has
been identified as a candidate for regulation under UNDS. The NOD reports were developed
based on information obtained from the technical community within the Navy and other branches
ofthe Armed Forces with vessels potentially subject to UNDS, from information available in
existing technical reports and documentation, and, when required, from data obtained from
discharge samples that were collected under the UNDS program.

The purpose of the NOD report is to describe the discharge in detail, including the system
that produces the discharge, the equipment involved, the constituents released to the
environment, and the current practice, if any, to prevent or minimize environmental effects.·
Where existing process information is insufficient to characterize the discharge, the NOD report
provides the results of additional sampling or other data gathered on the discharge. Based on the
above information, the NOD report describes how the estimated constituent concentrations and
mass loading to the environment were determined. Finally, the NOD report assesses the
potential for environmental effect. The NOD report contains sections on: Discharge
Description, Discharge Characteristics, Nature ofDischarge Analysis, Conclusions, and Data
Sources and References.
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2.0 DISCHARGE DESCRIPTION

This section describes the catapult wet accumulator discharges and includes infonnation
on: the equipment that is used and its operation (Section 2.1), general description of the
constituents ofthe discharge (Section 2.2), and the vessels that produce this discharge (Section
2.3).

2.1 Equipment Description and Operation

Aircraft are launched from aircraft carriers using a steam driven catapult piston. Steam is
supplied to a catapult from a 16,000-gallon pressure vessel knoWn as a catapult wet accumulator.
The wet accumulator contains a mixture ofsteam and saturated ~ater at a high temperature and
pressure. As steam is released from the accumulator for a launch, the pressure drops in the
accumulator and water flashes to steam producing additional steam. The pressure from the steam
against the catapult piston forces the piston to accelerate rapidly, providing sufficient force and
velocity to launch the aircraft.1 Each aircraft carrier has four catapults.

Approximately 8,000 gallons ofboiler feedwater are used when initially filling an
accumulator on conventionally-powered aircraft carriers. Similarly, 8,000 gallons ofsteam
generator feedwater are used when initially filling an accumulator on nucll~ar-poweredaircraft
carriers. Feedwater from boilers and steam generators contain similar constituents. Feedwater is
distilled fresh water from the ship's water generating plant. Steam from the ship's main steam
plant is used to maintain the water level and to pressurize the accumulator to between 450 and
520 pounds per square inch (psi)? The steam is provided to the accumulator through a manifold
that distributes the steam below the water level in the accumulat~r. Figurt::s 1 and 2 show a
schematic ofa wet accumulator and its associated external and internal piping.

The continuous addition and condensation ofsteam during flight operations, while
I •

standing by for flight operations, or during catapult testing causes the watl.'::r level in an
accumulator to rise. Blowdowns are required to keep water level within operating limits,
nonnally 40 to 50 inches ofwater? Blowdowns to control water levels release up to 5 inches
(750 gallons) ofwater from the accumulator.3 The water is blown down through a pipe that is
connected to the bottom ofthe accumulator and discharged overboard approximately 18 to 24
inches below the waterline through a seachest.1

Blowdowns also can be perfonned using a steam blowdown valve that is connected at the
top of the accumulator. This valve can also be used to control the water le:vel in the accumulator;
however, its primary function is to reduce the pressure in the accumulator to atmospheric
pressure prior to emptying the accumulator. Wet accumulators are emptied before major
maintenance or if an aircraft carrier will be in port for 72 hours or longer.2

,4 To empty the wet
accumulator, multiple blowdowns are perfonned over an extended period oftime (up to 12
hours) to slowly reduce pressure and to minimize noise.
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2.2 Releases to the Environment

Aircraft carrier catapult wet accumulators are initially charged with boiler or steam
generator feedwater and fed with steam from the steam plant as the catapult is operated. The
feedwater is treated with chemicals at specified rates to prevent scaling and corrosion, including
oxygen scavengers and chelating agents. Unlike boilers, wet accumulators are unfired pressure
vessels and scale and corrosion are not significant problems. Therefore, the treatment chemicals
in the initial charge ofboiler feedwater are expected to be unreacted and discharged from the wet
accumulat~rduring flight operations and blowdown~.5,6,7,8 With each blowdown, the
concentration of feed chemicals is reduced in the accumulator, and the concentration in the
accumulator tank approaches that of steam condensate.

Some ofthe steam supplied to the accumulator is used directly to drive the catapult, while
some condenses to distilled water, diluting the initial charge ofboiler feedwater in the wet
accumulator. The steam supplied to the wet accumulator is pure water with very minor amounts
ofconstituents derived from the materiil1s ofconstruction of the steam generating and handling
systems (e.g., copper nickel piping). In addition, there may be small amounts ofwater treatment
chemicals:, The constituents are expected to be similar to those found in steam condensate based
on process knowledge of similarities in the materials ofconstruction. The amounts of these
constituents in steam directed to the wet accumulator are expected to be less than the amounts
contained in steam condensate discharge because steam condensate discharge is produced from
steam that has longer contact times with piping and equipment of the shore steam system. For
the purposes of this NOD report, condensed wet accumulator steam was considered similar to
steam condensate. Steam condensate is a separate UNDS discharge and is described in detail in
the Steam Condensate NOD report.

2.3 Vessels Producing the Discharge

Only the Navy's aircraft carriers produce this discharge. There are 12 aircraft carriers in
the Navy, one ofwhich is homeported in Japan. All ofthe remaining 11 aircraft carriers are
homeported in the United States.

3.0 DISCHARGE CHARACTERISTICS

This section contains qualitative and quantitative information that characterizes the
discharge. Section 3.1 describes where the discharge occurs with respect to harbors and near
shore areas, Section 3.2 describes the rate ofthe discharge, Section 3.3 lists the constituents in
the discharge, and Section 3.4 gives the concentrations ofthe constituents in the discharge.

3.1 Locality

Wet accumulator blowdowns occur as a result of flight operations and catapult testing.
Blowdowns resulting from flight operations occur outside 12 nautical miles (n.m.). Blowdowns
resulting from catapult tests occur within 12 n.m.
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Wet accumulators are emptied before major maintenance or when a ship will be in port
for greater than 72 hours. In both cases, aircraft carriers empty the accumulator outside 12 n.m.
when returning to port. However, after major maintenance has been performed on a wet
accumulator or catapult, the wet accumulator is refilled and the entire cata.pult system tested in
port. Ifthe aircraft carrier will be in port for more than 72 hours after testing is complete" the
accumulator will be emptied in port.4

3.2 Rate

Before each test, the wet accumulator is filled with approximately 8,000 gallons ofboiler
or steam generator feedwater. Based on process Imowl~dge,approximately 50 catapult shots are
performed during each test. Wet accumulators are emptied before major maintenance of the
catapult system or if an aircraft carrier will be in port for 72 hours or longler. After catapult
testing, the wet accumulator is blown down or drained ofthe original 8,000 gallons of feedwater
and approximately 1,100 gallons ofcondensed steam accumulated from the catapult shots. To
empty the wet accumulator, multiple blowdowns are performed over an extended period oftime
(up to 12 hours) to reduce pressure slowly and minimize noise. A blowdown of 5 inches ofwater,
which is equivalent to approximately 750 gallons ofwater, typically takes about 5 minutes to
complete. .

Each ofthe 11 aircraft carriers in the fleet has four wet accumulators, which are tested as
described above approximately once every 1.5 years. Thus, fleetwide, approximately 235,000
gallons ofwater are discharged within 12 n.m. each year from wet accumulators:

I

Wet Accumulator Annual Blowdown Volwne. (gallo~per y~lli-)= (\yeta(~cUrnitla.t9I-;teedWate~:: '..
capacity) (4 accumulators per carrier) (1 t carriers) I {Frequencyoftest);,;= (S,QOOgal1rinslaccwrnUatoy;)(4

accumulatorslcarrier)(ll carriers) l(tS years) ='235,OQO,gallbns.per year ....•. < . '. .

Similarly, approximately 33,000 gallons ofcondensed steam are discharg1ed annually:

33,000 gallons/year = (1,125 gallonslaccumulator)(4ac:cumulators(camer)(],LCarrlers)J (IS years), J

3.3 Constituents

The constituents in the feedwater that is used to fill a wet accumuJlator include disodium
phosphate, ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), and hydrazine. None ofthese constituents
are priority pollutants. Based on the analysis of steam condensate samples, the priority pollutants
antimony, arsenic, benzidine, bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate, cadmium, copper, lead, nickel,
selenium, thallium, and zinc can be present in the condensed steam in the wet accumulator.
There are no known bioaccumulators in this discharge.
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3.4 Concentrations

Table 1 shows the concentrations of the constituents identified in Section 3.3. The table
is divided into two sections. The first section shows the concentrations of the pollutants detected
in steam. condensate. As explained in Section 2.2, the steam supplied to the wet accumulator is
expected to contain lower concentrations of these constituents than measured in steam
condensate samples. Nevertheless, to be conservative, the concentrations of these constituents in
steam condensate were used to estimate the mass loadings from the condensed steam portion of
wet accumulator discharge.

The second section ofTable 1 shows specified concentrations ofboiler feedwater
treatment chemicals. As stated in section 2.2 and to be conservative, these chemicals were
assumed to be discharged at these concentrations in the boiler feedwater portion ofwet
accumulator discharge.

4.0 NATURE OF DISCHARGE ANALYSIS

Based on the discharge characteristics presenied-in Section 3.0, the nature of the
discharge and its potential impact on the environment can be evaluated. The estimated mass
loadings are presented in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, the concentrations ofdischarge constituents
after release to the environment are estimated and compared with the water quality standards. ht
Section 4.3, the thermal effect ofthis discharge is discussed. In Section 4.4, the potential for the
transfer ofnon-indigenous species is discussed.

4.1 Mass Loading

Table 1 shows the estimated mass loadings ofthe constituents in wet accumulator
discharge that were identified in Section 3.3. Fleet-wide annual mass loadings (in pounds/year)
were estimated by multiplying the concentration of the constituents (in micrograms per liter
(1-tg!L)) by the discharge rates from Section 3.2 (converted to liters per year) and the appropriate
conversion factors using the following equation:

The annual volume for this discharge is a combination of the volume ofsteam condensed
per year (33,000 gallons) and the volume offeedwater (235,000 gallons) charged into the wet
accumulator.

As shown in Table 1, the amounts ofpriority pollutants discharged annually from the
condensed steam portion ofwet accumulator discharge are significantly less than one pound.
Because the constituent concentrations used to calculate the mass loadings are actually from
steam condensate discharge -- thought to overestimate pollutant concentrations in wet
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accumulator steam -- the actual mass loadings in the condensed steam portion ofwet
accwnulator discharge are probably lower. The annual, fleet-wide mass loadings ofthe boiler
feedwater chemicals in wet accumulator discharge are estimated to be 195,49, and 49 pounds for
disodium phosphate, EDTA, and hydrazine, respectively.

4.2 Environmental Concentrations

Wet accumulator discharge is released directly to the environment. The estimated
concentrations ofthe constituents in the discharge are shown inTable 1. The constituent
concentrations for the condensed steam portion of the discharge shown in Table 1 are considered
to be maximums for the reasons previously cited.

Based upon a comparison ofthe concentrations ofall constituents in Table 1 to Federal
and most stringent state water quality criteria (WQC), the concentrations ofnitrogen (as
ammonia, nitrate/nitrite, and total nitrogen), phosphorous, benzidine, bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate,
copper, and nickel shown in Table 1 are discharged in excess ofFederal and/or the most stringent
state WQC. Table 2 shows the comparison ofconcentrations ofthose constituents that exceed
WQC to their WQC.

The discharge will not significantly increase concentrations ofpollutants near the ship.
To empty the wet accwnulator, multiple blowdowns are performed over an extended period of
time (up to 12 hours) to reduce pressure slowly and minimize noise, so concentrations near the
ship will be lower because the incremental discharges allow concentrations to dissipate.

4.3 Thermal Effects

The potential for catapult wet accumulator discharge to cause thermal environmental
effects was evaluated by modeling the thermal plume using mixing conditions that would
produce the largest plume and then comparing the thermal plume to state thermal discharge
requirements. Thermal effects ofcatapult wet accumulator discharge were modeled using
thermodynamic equations to estimate the plume size and temperature gradients in the receiving
water body.9 The model was run under conditions that would estimate the maximum plume size
(e.g., minimal wind, slack water) for a wet accumulator on an aircraft canrier. The plume
characteristics were compared to thermal mixing zone criteria for Virginia and Washington
State.9 Ofthe five states that have a substantial presence ofArmed Forces vessels, only Virginia
and Washington have established thermal mixing zone dimensions. Other coastal states require
that thermal mixing zones be established on a case-by-case basis. Based upon this analysis, the
discharge ofa wet accwnulator pierside does not cause thermal effects that exceed any known
state criteria9

4.4 Potential for Introducing Non-Indigenous Species
,

Given that the water in wet accumulators is condensed steam at a temperature of460~,
and the charging feedwater to the wet accumulators is distilled fresh wate:r from the ship's water
generating plant, there is no potential for the transport ofnon-indigenous species.
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5.0 CONCLUSION

Catapult wet accumulator discharge has a low potential to cause an adverse
environmental effect because:

• Mass loadings ofbenzidine, bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate, nitrogen, phosphorous,
copper, and nickel within 12 n.m. are small, less than a pound per year combined
fleetwide, discharged at concentrations near WQC;

• The discharge contains small quantities ofwater treatment chemicals;

• Resulting contributions to environmental concentrations from the discharge are
expected to be insignificant because the discharge event is spread out over
multiple blowdowns that allow concentrations to dissipate; and

• The discharge ofa wet accumulator pierside does not cause thermal effects that
exceed known state thermal mixing zone criteria.

6.0 DATA SOURCES AND REFERENCES

To characterize this discharge, information from various sources were obtained. Process
information and assumptions were used to estimate the rate ofdischarge. Based on this estimate
and on concentration requirements ofboiler feedwater chemistry, the concentrations of feedwater
chemistry constituents resulting from this discharge were then estimated. Table 3 shows the
sources ofdata used to develop this NOD report.
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Figure 1. Wet Accumulator Steam, Feed, and Blowdown Piping
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Figure 2. Wet Accumulator Internal Steam Charging Manifold
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Table 1. Estimated Catapult Wet Accumulator Discharge Constitucmts, Concentrations,
and Mass Loadings Based Upon Steam Condensate Sampling Data

..... ::";,;::... .., ......... ~....•..................," •... ..................... ·.·>,i~! ....COD~~_
' .... ." C~';tb~tS

~~' .' . •~~m"i:: ...' s.'6fN[o,FmmSteaPl Condensatei'
Antimonv

_.. - --- o ••• •• •• __ ••• _ _. ••

Total 7.13 BDL -26.8 125,000 2.0 x 10-3

Arsenic
Total 0.74 BDL- 2.3 125,000 2.0 x 10-4

Cadmium
Total 2.86 BDL-6.1 125,000 7.9 x 10-4

Copper

Dissolved 13.4 BDL-49.0 125,000 3.7 x 10'3
Total 20.1 BDL-91.0 125,000 5.5 x 10-3

Lead
Dissolved 3.58 BDL-12.7 125,000 9.9 x 10-4
Total 4.38 BDL-18.9 125,000 1.2 x 10-3

Nickel
Dissolved 10.3 BDL-22 125,000 2.8 x 10-3

Total 11.6 BDL-34.7 125,000 3.2 x 10'3
Selenium

Total 2.87 BDL- 3.5 125,000 7.9 x 10-4
Thallium
Dissolved 1.18 BDL-13.3 125,000 3.3 x 10-4

Zinc
Dissolved 13.94 7.15 - 21.9 125,000 3.8 x 10'3
Total 11.35 BDL-23.0 125,000 3.1 x 10'3

Ammonia as Nitro.gen 180 120 - 370 125,000 4.9 x 10-2

NitratelNitrite 440 300 - 810 125,000 1.2 x 10-1

Total Nitro2en 1240 NA 125,000 3.4 x 10,1

Total Phosphorous 90 BDL-270 125,000 2.5 x 10-2

Benzidine 32.8 BDL-73.5 125,000 9.0 x 10-3

Bis(2-ethvlhexyl) phthalate 19.4 BDL-112 125,000 5.3 x 10-3

From Boiler Feedwater Treatment Chemicals4

Disodium. phosphate 100,000 NA 888,000 196
Ethylenediaminetetraacetic 25,000 NA 888,000 49
acid (EDTA)
Hydrazine 25,000 NA 888,000 49
The consbtuents hsted above are those expected to be found In the wet accumulator discharge. BDL denotes below detection
limit.
I. Constituents listed are the priority pollutants detected in steam condensate samples.
2. Highest ofthe dissolved and total log average values.
3. This value is the product of the annual wet accumulator discharge cited in section 3.2 and the conversion factor of3.785

liters per gallon.
4. These concentrations are based on the specified rates ofapplication of these constituents to boiler feedwater to inhibit

scaling and corrosion.
Log-nonna! means were calculated using measured analyte concentrations. When a sample set contained one or more samples
with the analyte below detection levels (i.e., "non-detect" samples), estimated analyte concentrations equivalent to one-halfof the
detcttion levels were also used to calculate the log-nonnal mean. For example, ifa "non-detect" sample was analyzed using a
technique with a detection level of20 mg/L, 10 mg/L was used in the log-nonnal mean calculation.
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Assumes the constituents and their concentrations in this discharge are similar in concentration to the constituents
found in steam condensate that originates from shore facilities.

x

x

x

x
x

x

2.5 (WA)

5.92 (GA)

8.3 (FL, GA)

2.4 (CT, MS)

0.000535 (GAY

x

2.9
2.4

None

74.6

None

None

None
None

None

x
x

x

HI = Hawaii
MS = Mississippi
.WA = Washington

Table 3. Data Sources

UNDS Database

440
180

90

11.6

20.1

19.4

13.4

32.8

1240

Dissolved
Total

Total
Nickell

Copper I

Total NitroKen
Total Phosphorous

Bis(2-Ethylhexyl)
Phthalate

NitrateJNitrite

Benzidine
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Table 2. Mean Concentrations of Constituents that Exceed Water Quality Criteria
Catapult Wet Accumulator Discharge

Ammonia as NitroKen

4~4goteriID1!fot;Intli)d~cing1'l'~-; ..
IhdigenousSpecie~. ·:;:t.·':f:' .. " .

3:3{;onstituent&;; ······;Ltrc•...·.·.;··· >,{.";,.~Ji "
.4~LMass:Loadifi ... ,...•. ~.;,.".,/+

CT = Connecticut
FL=Florida
GA=Georgia

Notes:
Refer to federal criteria promulgated by EPA in its National Toxics Rule, 40 CFR 131.36 (57 FR 60848; Dec. 22,

.1992 and 60 FR 22230; May 4, 1995) .
A - Nutrient criteria are not specified as acute or chronic values.





NATURE OF DISCHARGE REPORT

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The National Defense Authorization Act of 1996 amended Section 312 of the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act (also known as the Clean Water Act (CWA» to require that the
Secretary ofDefense and the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
develop uniform national discharge standards (UNDS) for vessels of the Anned Forces for
"...discharges, other than sewage, incidental to normal operation of a vessel of the Armed Forces,
..." [Section 312(n)(1)]. UNDS is being developed in three phases. The first phase (which this
report supports), will determine which discharges will be required to be controlled by marine
pollution control devices (MPCDs}-either equipment or management practices. The second
phase will develop MPCD performance standards. The final phase will determine the design,
construction, installation, and use ofMPCDs.

A nature ofdischarge (NOD) report has been prepared for each ofthe discharges that has
been identified as a candidate for regulation under UNDS. The NOD reports were developed
based on information obtained from the technical community within the Navy and other branches
ofthe Armed Forces with vessels potentially subject to UNDS, from infoimation available in
existing technical reports and documentation, and, when required, from data obtained from
discharge samples that were collected under the UNDS program.

The purpose ofthe NOD report is to describe the discharge in detail, including the system
that produces the discharge, the equipment involved, the constituents released to the
environment, and the current practice, if any, to prevent or minimize environmental effects.
Where existing process information is insufficient to characterize the discharge, the NOD report
provides the results ofadditional sampling or other data gathered on the discharge. Based on the
above information, the NOD report describes how the estimated constituent concentrations and
mass loading to the environment were determined. Finally, the NOD report assesses the
potential for environmental effect. The NOD report contains sections on: Discharge
Description, Discharge Characteristics, Nature ofDischarge Analysis, Conclusions, and Data
Sources and References.
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2.0 DISCHARGE DESCRIPTION

This section describes the discharge associated with cathodic protc:::ction and includes
information on: the equipment that is used and its operation (Section 2.1), general description of
the constituents of the discharge (Section 2.2), and the'vessels that produce this discharge
(Section 2.3).

2.1 Equipment Description and Operation

Nearly all vessels use some form ofcathodic protection to prevent metal hulls and
underwater structures from corroding. The Armed Forces (Navy, Air Force, Army, Military
Sealift Command (MSC» and the U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) uSe cathodic: protection, in
conjunction with corrosion-resistant coatings, to protect their vessels. This combination provides
an optimal corrosion control system which utilizes the advantages ofeach individual system.
While coatings are the primary means ofcontrolling corrosion, nearly all coatings have some
defects (whether from wear or damage) and some components are uncoatt~dby design (e.g.,
propellers). Cathodic protection could, in theory, be used alone to protect a hull and other
external underwater structures, but the number ofanodes for sacrificial-anode-based systems or
power requirements for Impressed Current Cathodic Protection (ICCP)-based systems would
increase greatly. When used in conjunction with coatings, cathodic prote(~tion reduces the effects
ofwear and failure of the paint systems and reduces the associated requin:d repairs and
maintenance. Without cathodic protection systems, vessels would be subject to severe corrosion
(Le., dissolution and discharge ofhull material) of the underwater hull and appendages resulting
in either increased underwater repairs and maintenance or more frequent dry-docking of the
vessels for renewal of underwater hull paint systems.

The two types ofcathodic protection used by the Armed Forces -- sacrificial anodes and
rccp systems -- are illustrated schematically in Figure 1: Small boats and craft which have
wood, aluminum, fiberglass or rubber (inflatable) hulls do not require cathodic protection to
protect these materials from corrosion (but may have small anodes located near the propellers for
their protection). Also, many ofthe small boats and craft with steel hulls that utilize sacrificial
anodes are stored out of the water on trailers or blocks.

2.1.1 Sacrificial Anodes

When sacrificial anodes are used, the anodes are physically conneded (e.g., by bolts or
welding) to ship components and structures. As shown in Figure 2, an elt~ctrochemicalcell is
formed between the anode and the cathode (the structure to which the anode is connected)
through the surrounding electrolyte (usually seawater). The anode is preferentially corroded or
"sacrificed", producing a flow of electrons to the cathode which results in, a reduction or
elimination of corrosion at the cathode. Large ships with mandatory dry-dock inspection and
overhaul intervals ofless than three years, as well as the most boats and small craft, use
sacrificial anodes to protect the underwater hull. The numbers and sizes of the anodes are
determined by the wetted surface area of the hull, the planned replacement cycle of the anodes,
and the corrosion history of the vessel.
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Sacrificial anodes continually corrode when immersed and require routine replacement to
maintain· sufficient mass and surface area for adequate cathodic protection. On average, zinc
anodes are estimated to be completely consumed every six years. 1

,2,3,4 The consumption rate
depends on the service environment, the condition of the hull coating, and the location of the
anode on the hull.

Zinc anodes are used almost exclusively by DoD and USCG vessels for sacrificial
cathodic protection ofhulls,5 with aluminum anode usage limited to a few (less than 5) Navy
submarines. Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA) continues to evaluate aluminum anodes
for use o~ other Navy ships and their use requires prior NAVSEA authorization and design
review.5

Aluminum anodes have 3.4 times the current capaciti ofzinc anodes due primarily to
differences in valence (3 for aluminum vice 2 for zinc) and density.5 The lower density of
aluminum anodes also results in aluminum anodes occupying more volume than zinc anodes of
the same weight. Development of the military specification6 for aluminum anodes has only
recently been completed although commercial aluminum anodes have been available for many
years. Aluminum anodes are not as readily available as zinc anodes and are more prone to
passivate (become inactive) than zinc anodes, but may be considered for use where the benefits
ofincreased current capacity and reduced weight offset the disadvantages of increased volume.

Sacrificial anodes used to prevent corrosion ofheat exchangers, condensers, evaporators,
sewage collection, holding and transfer tanks, ballast tanks, bilges, sea chests, sonar domes, or
other non-hull areas or components are not addressed in this NOD report, but in NOD reports
describing these discharges (e.g. Seawater Cooling Discharge and Clean Ballast).

2.1.2 ICCP Systems

The Anned Forces also use rccp systems (see Figure 3) to protect hulls in lieu of
sacrificial anodes. rccp systems are employed when the wetted surface of the hull and other
underwater components requiring cathodic protection is large or a controllable system is
required.5 rccp systems protect against corrosion using direct current (DC) from a source within
the ship in lieu ofcurrent provided by a sacrificial anode. Except for the source ofcurrent, the
mechanism ofprotection is identical for sacrificial anode cathodic protection and rccp (see
Figure 1). The current is passed through platinum-plated tantalum anodes designed for a 20-year
service life. A silver/silver chloride (Ag/AgCI) reference electrode (control reference cell)
measures the electrical potential of the hull and is used to determine how much current is
required from the rccp system to provide adequate cathodic protection.

i Current capacity, a sacrificial anode material property, is the total current available per unit mass over the life of
the anode, commonly expressed as (amp-hr/kg) or (amp-yr/lb). The current capacity for zinc and aluminum anodes
is 812 amp-br/kg and 2759 amp-hr/kg, respectively. Current capacity should not be confused with the maximum
output current ofan anode, which is a function of the anode material, anode surface area, system resistance, and
driving potential. For most common types ofzinc anodes used on underwater hulls, the maximum output current is
approximately 0.4 amps per anode.s
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2.2 Releases to the Environment

2.2.1 Sacrificial Anodes

As the zinc or aluminum anode is consumed (oxidized), ionized zinc or aluminum is
released into the receiving waters. Water at the cathode (such as the steel hull) is reduced
forming hydroxyl (OIl) ions which combine with the zinc or aluminum ions to form zinc or
aluminum hydroxide ifexcess oxygen is present. Another possible reaction produces hydrogen
at the cathode, especially in deaerated seawater.

In addition, oxidants (primarily chlorine and bromine) could also be produced in
secondary reactions because of the electrical potential ofthe anode. Precise reactions and
probabilities will vary with conditions in the seawater environment. Howrever, the relatively low
electrical potential ofthe sacrificial anode (-1.05 volts average) compared with ICCP systems (
15volts AglAgCl reference electrode) will result in less oxidant being formed. Those oxidants
which are formed will rapidly react with the surface of the sacrificial anod.e to form zinc or
aluminum chloride, or react with oxidant-demanding substances in the water. Due to the
relatively low electrical potential ofsacrificial anodes and the rapid reactive nature ofthe anode
surface, the possible generation ofoxidants by sacrificial anodes will not be considered further.

2.2.2 ICCP Systems

ICCP systems operate at higher electrical potentials than sacrificial anodes and
consequently can generate more oxidants. Precise primary and secondary reactions ofoxidants
will vary with seawater conditions such as salinity, temperature, ammonia content, pH, etc., but
will primarily consist ofvarious chlorinated and brominated substances. These substances
include: hypochlorous and hypobromous acids, hypochlorite and hypobromite, chloro- and
bromo-organics, chloride, bromide, chloramines, and bromamines. These substances are
commonly called Chlorine-Produced Oxidants (CPO) when associated with brackish or
seawater.7

The general reactions related to CPO are initiated when chlorine (Ch) is generated by the
reduction ofchloride ions (Cl) in seawater. The chlorine reacts to form hypochlorous acid
(HOCl) and the hypochlorite ion (OCl) in the water. These two compowlds, along with the
chlorine, are referred to as free chlorine. Free chlorine, the standard disinfection agent used in
water treatment facilities, undergoes four important types ofreactions in natural waters: (1)
oxidation ofreduced substances arid subsequent conversion to chloride; (2) reaction with
ammonia and organic amines to form chloramines, collectively called combined chlorine; (3)
reaction with bromide to form hypobromous acid (HOBr) and hypobromite (OBr"), called free
bromine; and (4) reaction with organics to form chloro-organics. Free bromine reacts in a
manner similar to free chlorine, oxidizing reduced substances or forming bromamines (combined
bromine) or bromo-organics. Most common analytical methods for quantifying CPO measure
the sum ofall free and combined chlorine and bromine in solution, but do not measure the
chloro- and bromo-organics.
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Human health issues are a concern for some ofthese chlorinated hydrocarbons, which are
suspected carcinogens and pose a concern when found in significant quantities in drinking water.
However, these small quantities ofchloro- and bromo-organics are produced only in brackish or
seawater. These materials are not generated by ICCP systems in freshwater ports due to the low
concentrations ofchlorides and bromides. Most drinking water is drawn from groundwater or
freshwater sources. Armed Forces vessels that are homeported in seawater or brackish water
ports are not docked near drinking water intakes. Given the limited quantity and the location of
discharge, exposure to drinking water intakes is unlikely. These chlorinated hydrocarbons are
not separately addressed further in this NOD report.

2.3 Vessels Producing the Discharge

Table 1 shows the vessels that produce this discharge.1
,8,9,1O The table identifies whether

vessels use sacrificial anodes or ICCP systems. Boats and craft of the Navy, Naval Auxiliary,
USCG, MSC, Army, and Air Force use sacrificial anodes for cathodic protection. Of the
approximately 5000 miscellaneous small boats and craft, approximately 30% are expected to
have steel hulls and therefore cathodic protection. The remaining 70% are assumed to have hulls
constructed of fiberglass, wood, aluminum, or other non-ferrous materials which do not require
cathodic protection.

3.0 DISCHARGE CHARACTERISTICS

This section contains qualitative and quantitative information that characterizes the
discharge. Section 3.1 describes where the discharge occurs with respect to harbors and near
shore areas, Section 3.2 describes the rate of the discharge, Section 3.3 lists the constituents in
the discharge, and Section 3.4 gives the concentrations of the constituents in the discharge.

3.1 Locality

Discharge from cathodic protection systems associated with a vessel's hull occurs
continuously whenever the vessel is waterborne. This discharge occurs both within and beyond
12 nautical miles (n.m.).

3.2 Rate

3.2.1 Sacrificial Anodes

The discharge from sacrificial anodes is characterized by a mass flux instead ofa
volumetric flow rate because the "constituents" enter the receiving water directly (via corrosion
and dissolution). The following factors were used to calculate the average mass flux (also called
corrosion/dissolution) of sacrificial anodes while pierside and underway:

1. Based on underwater hull inspections and maintenance records one-halfofan
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anode is consumed after three years.4

=.3'.4"
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Current capacity ratio = (aluminum anode currentcapacity)/ (Zmc anode' current capacity) .
c. • _. . __ y";

3. BaSed on the actual vessel movement data available, the average Navy vessel
spends approximately 176 days in port (pierside) and transits to or from port
(underway) approximately 11 times each year.12 The average MSC vessel spends

.approximately 94 days in port and performs approximately six transits. Vessel
movement estimates for the Air Force, Army, and USCG vessels were made
based on operationallmowledge (see Table 2). The vessel movement data for the
Navy was used in dissolution calculations since it results in the highest period of
time that vessels are in port.

Average density ofzinc anodes = (totalamount~fanodes)1(tot~t~=~0~#ff~~area~ .

=(l.860,00~Jb);·('l~,~2~~6rio'~;;1-~.i·;lJJ~.'· .,;"~.~':::i;;j rS" • .~. ' "

Shipboard experience with aluminum anodes is limited, but as with zinc anodes the
corrosion/dissolution rate ofthe anode is primarily determined by factors such as the area ofbare
metal requiring protection. Rates for aluminum anodes can therefore be c:alculated based on
process lmowledge and the previously calculated generation rates for zinc anodes. Using the
ratio ofcurrent capacity ofaluminum to zinc anodes, generation rates for aluminum anodes are
2.2 x 10-6 (lb aluminum/lb anode)/hrpierside. and 8.8 x 10-6 (lb aluminum/lb anode)/hr
underway.

2. The corrosion/dissolution rate while underway is approximately three- to five
times the pierside rate based on field studies.3

,11 A factor of four is used for
calculations. Probable explanations for this phenomenon are: (1) the fully aerated
seawater produced by a moving hull increases reaction rates; and (2) more
corrosion products and other deposits and surface films are removed due to the
erosion forces ofthe seawater.

This results in average pierside and underway zinc generation rates of 1.3 x 10-6 and 5.1 x
10-6 (lb zinc/square foot ofunderwater surface area)/hr.

Using the above factors, the corrosion/dissolution rates were calculated for zinc anodes as
shown in Calculation Sheet 1. At pierside, the rate was calculated to be 7.4 x 10-6 (lb zinc/lb
anode)/hr, and underway, it was 3.0 x 10-5 (lb zinc/lb anode)/hr. These rates can also be
expressed as a function ofwetted hull area using a conversion factor based on information
presented in Table 2 which lists the vessels incorporating sacrificial anode cathodic protection.
This relationship is stated as follows:



3.2.2 ICCP Systems

Oxidant discharges from operating ICCP systems are also characterized by mass flux
instead of flow rate because the constituents are created from the surrounding water due to
electrolysis. Precise reactions and probabilities depend on a variety ofconditions as described in
Section 2.2.2.

In order to estimate the rate that CPOs are formed from IeCp systems, a sample ofICCP
system logs was reviewed and the average current output for Navy vessels in port was found to
be approximately 35 amperes (amps).13 Using the assumption that 100% ofICCP system current
goes into producing chlorine, an hourly pierside chlorine generation rate of46.3 grams (g) per
vessel was calculated using Faraday's Law:

Since ICCP systems are designed (i.e., anode design and system operating voltage) to
maximize cathodic protection provided to the hull, and generation ofchlorine or CPO is a
secondary reaction, actual CPO generation rates are expected to be significantly lower.

JCCP anode deterioration rates have been measured at 4.4 to 6.1 milligrams/ampere per
year by the manufacturer. I4 For a vessel operating an ICCP system at 35 amps in port for 176
days per year, the resulting dissolution rate ofplatinum using 6.1 milligrams/ampere per year is:

3.3 Constituents

3.3.1 Sacrificial Anodes

Zinc anodes are approximately 99.3% zinc and contain small amounts ofcadmium and
aluminum (for activation).I5 Table 3a lists the chemical composition ofzinc anodes according
to military specifications. IS Zinc and cadmium are priority pollutants. None ofthe materials in
zinc anodes are bioaccumulators.

Aluminum anodes are approximately 95% aluminum, 5% zinc, and contain small
amounts ofsilicon and indium (for activation).6 Table 3b lists the chemical composition of
aluminum anodes according to military specifications.6 Zinc is a priority pollutant in aluminum
anodes. Aluminum anodes could possibly contain up to 0.001% mercury as an impurity;
mercury is a known bioaccumulator.
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3.3.2 ICCP Systems

The deterioration ofICCP anodes (see Section 3.2.2) produces 214 mglyr per ship of
platinum. rccp systems also produce by-products (oxidants) when they operate. In addition to
the reduction reactions at the hull, ICCP systems can also produce chlorine, bromine and other
oxidants (CPO) through secondary reactions at the anode because ofthe electrical potential
(voltage) ofthe anode (see Section 2.2). These constituents are the prirmuy concern for the ICCP
portion ofthis discharge. Chlorine or CPOs are neither priority pollutants nor bioaccumulators,
though EPA has developed water quality criteria for chlorine/CPO.

3.4 Concentrations
,

The discharge due to cathodic protection is a mass flux rather than a flow. The resultant
concentration ofconstituents in the environment are discussed in Section 4.2.

4.0 NATURE OF DISCHARGE ANALYSIS

Based on the discharge characteristics presented in Section 3.0, the nature ofthe
discharge and its potential impact on the environment can be evaluated. The estimated mass
loadings are presented in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, the concentrations ofdischarge constituents
after release to the environment are estimated and compared with the water quality criteria. In
Section 4.3, the potential for the transfer ofnon-indigenous species is disc:ussed.

4.1 Mass Loadings

4.1.1 Sacrificial Anodes

The number ofsacrificial anodes installed on a vessel is related to the area ofwetted
surface needing protection and the area that is available for placing the anodes. The discharge
from sacrificial anodes is therefore proportional to vessel size (except for submarines because the
anodes only protect the propeller and stem appendages and not the hull). The amount ofanodes
installed is based on:

1. One 23-pound zinc anode per lIS ft2 oftotal wetted area {<or large vessels (with
more than 3,000 ft2 ofwetted area).3,5

2. One 23-pound anode per 400 :fl? of total wetted area for smaller vessels, boats, and
craft.3

3. 2,024 pounds (88 anodes) ofzinc anodes per submarine.3

Using the large vessel criteria for all vessels with over 3,000 :fl? ofwetted surface is a
conservative assumption because this criteria was written for large, high value vessels that have
long periods between drydockings (and thus, less opportunity for anode !I;lplacement). Vessels
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with wetted surface areas between 3,000 :az and 10,000 ft2 are drydocked more frequently,
increasing the opportunity for repainting and anode replacement, and therefore could use fewer
zinc anodes than the large vessel criteria. Ifthe actual wetted surface area ofa vessel was
unavailable, it was approximated using a fonnula in the Naval Ships' Technical Manual
(NSTM), Chapter 633:5

Where available, data on actual vessel movements were used to detennine the number of
days in port, number of transits, and days underway operating within 12 n.m. for Navy, MSC,
USCG, and Army vessels. Where actual vessel movement data were not available, movement
data for vessels with similar missions were used. This infonnation is shown in Table 2 and
Table 4. Using these data, the numbers ofanodes installed on vessels, and anode
corrosion/dissolution rates, the mass flow rate of this discharge was calculated.ii When vessels
are in port, the pierside dissolution rate is used to calculate the constituent mass flow rate. When
vessels are operating within 12 n.m. ofshore, the applicable dissolution rate is derived by
summing 66.7% ofthe pierside dissolution rate and 33.3% ofthe underway dissolution rate.
This applicable dissolution rate is then used to calculate the constituent mass flow rate. Total
constituent-specific mass flow rates are calculated by summing the pierside constituent mass
flow rate and the constituent mass flow rate when the vessel is operating within 12 n.m. An
example ofthe calculation for determining total constituent-specific mass loading is provided
below.

For the 89 submarines in the Navy fleet that use sacrificial anodes, the total estimated
annual loading ofzinc within 12 n.m. is 6,360 pounds. Zinc anodes on submarines are required
to protect propellers and stem appendages, which are similar in surface area for all submarine
classes. Fifty-six of the Fleet's 89 submarines are Los Angeles Class submarines. A Los
Angeles Class submarine has eighty-eight 23-pound zinc anodes (2,024 pounds total) to protect
propellers and stem appendages.3 The number ofanodes on a Los Angeles Class submarine (88)
was used for all submarine classes because the surface areas ofthe propellers and stem
appendages are similar among submarine classes.

ii Most DOD vessels will be at anchor or otherwise stationary 2/3 of the time and conducting transits or otherwise
moving 1/3 of the the time when operating within 12 n.m. of shore. For mass loading calculation pmposes, a
combination ofthe pierside and underway dissolution rates was used, weighted 66.7% and 33.3% respectively.
These percentages are based on fleet provided information.
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For surface vessels, an estimated 113,201 pounds ofzinc is discharged annually within 12
n.m. The wetted surface areas and total amount of anodes used to calculat,~ the zinc discharged
by vessels within 12 n.m. are presented in Table 2. The estimated mass loading was based on
1,805 surface vessels with a total wetted surface area ofapproximately 11 million square feet.

Mass loading for the approximately 5,000 small boats and craft oithe Armed Forces was
estimated using the following information:

1. 30% have steel hulls, and therefore sacrificial anodes (the remaining have wood,
fiberglass, or aluminum hulls which do not require cathodic: protection);

2. The average wetted surface area is 1,000 if (the approximate wetted surface area
ofa 65 :ft tug boat), which is protected by approximately 58 pounds ofzinc anodes
(23 pounds per 400 squarefeet);iii

3. Each vessel spends 100% ofthe time in the water (a conservative estimate since
many spend considerable time out of the water on trailers or blocks);

The resulting zinc discharged was then calculated using the static dissolution rate.

(5,000 vessels) (30%) (581b anodes/vessel) (100%)(7.4 x_I0-61,!>,zincllbllLU04~H3()$dayslyr),
(24 hr/day) = 5,640 lb zinc/yr < ,', "':,: '.,\~;r!f~:;;,.\\;

Based on conservative assumptions, this calculation presents the maximum magnitude of
the discharge from small boats and craft, which represents approximately only 5% ofthe
previously estimated total annual discharge of 119,561 pounds ofzinc (surface ships and
submarines combined) for a maximum combined total of 125,201 pounds ofzinc per year. This
discharge could contain up to 626 pounds per year ofaluminum and up to 88 pounds per year of
cadmium, based on the potential concentration ofminor constituents in zinc anodes.

Aluminum anodes are currently used on no more than 5 submarin(:s.16 Using the
information in Table 4, each submarine with zinc anodes discharges approximately 71.5 pounds
zinc/year within 12 n.m. This zinc loading was scaled for aluminum anodes using the current
capacity ratio derived in Section 3.2.1 and the maximum number ofvessels with aluminum
anodes, resulting in a total fleetwide annual consumption (discharge) of 105 pounds of aluminum
anodes as shown below.

nI Small boats and craft are non-standard vessels with wetted surface areas ranging from under one hundred square
feet to one thousand square feet. Because adequate information is not available to characterize the surface area of
specific small boats and craft, the upper bound of this range, one thousand square feet, is used as a conservative
estimate ofthe average wetted surface area.
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Based on the composition of aluminum anodes, this discharge is comprised of 100 pounds
aluminum,S pounds zinc, and could contain up to 0.21 pound per year of silicon and 0.02 pound
per year ofindium. The maximum potential loading ofmercury from aluminum anodes was
estimated to be 0.001 pound fleetwide, assuming that all aluminum anodes contain the highest
allowable amount ofmercury.

4.1.2 JCCP Systems

The mass loading due to deterioration ofICCPanodes was calculated using the
previously discussed anode deterioration rate and the number ofvessels with rccp systems. For
the 267 vessels with recp systems, this results in a total fleet-wide platinum loading of:

Annual CPO loadings were calculated using the estimated CPO generation rate of46.3
g/hr per vessel (see Section 3.2). This rate was applied to the 273 vessels with rccp systems
(see Table 1) and time spent in port for each class to calculate the mass loadings presented in
Table 5. The estimated annual loading ofCPO based on the 273 vessels with recp systems is
98,000 pounds.

4.2' Environmental Concentrations

Two approaches were used to estima~e the concentration of zinc and CPO in receiving
waters from cathodic protection systems. The first uses a simplified dilution model, based on
tidal flow in three major Anned Forces ports and is hereafter referred to as the ''tidal prism"
approach. The second approach was based on a mixing zone proximate to the hull of a typical
Navy vessel. Each approach used the hourly zinc corrosion/dissolution rates and CPO
production rate developed in Section 3.2 (i.e., for zinc: a pierside rate of 1.3 x 10-6 (lb zinc/tt2)/hr
and an underway rate of 5.1 x 10-6 (lb zinc/tt2)/hr, and for CPO: 46.3 (g/vessel)/hr).

Tidal Prism. The tidal prism approach uses the mass ofthe constituent generated by
vessels and mixes this mass with a volume ofwater. The mass is calculated by determining the
number ofvessels in a particular homeport, the type ofcathodic protection system utilized, and
the number ofhours each vessel spends in port (both pierside and in transit) along with the
aforementioned zinc and CPO generation rates. Together, these factors are used to calculate an
annual loading to the harbor. The water volume used is the sum ofall outgoing tides over a year
times the surface area of the harbor. The sum ofoutgoing tides is called the "annual tidal
excursion" which is defined as the difference between mean high water and mean low water over
the course ofa year. Annual tidal excursion data is readily available from the National
Oceanographic and Atmospheric Agency (NOAA), and the 1996 data17 was used for these
calculations.
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The model assumes the hull to be a half immersed cylinder (see Calculation Sheets 3 and
4). The zinc and CPO generation rates were then applied to various sizes ofmixing zones
(volumes ofwater surrounding the vessel), ranging from 0.1 to 100 feet £rom the hull, and
mixing rates (the time required for the mixing zone contents to be exchanged with a new volume
ofclean seawater), ranging from 0.1 to 1 hour, to calculate resultant incremental zinc and CPO
concentration increases shown in Table 7. The maximum time ofexchange of 1 hour

3.77 X 1013 liters;
6.67 x 1011 liters; and
3.41 x 1012 liters.

San Diego, CA:
Mayport, FL:
Pearl Harbor ill:

•
•

•

The three ports that are used for the tidal prism model shown in Tables 630 6b, and 6c
include Mayport, FL, San Diego, CA, and Pearl Harbor, ill. These ports were selected hecause
they have minimal river inflow, small but well-defined harbor areas, and a high number of
vessels of the armed forces. Each ofthese factors will tend to overestimate concentrations of
zinc and CPO, either due to less volume ofwater or high numbers ofpotential sources. Other
major ports, such as Norfolk (VA) and Bremerton (WA), were considered, but not included
because of large river effects and very large harbor areas. The 1996 annual tidal volumes (annual
tidal excursion times the harbor surface area) for the three ports (calculations provided in
Calculation Sheet 2) are shown below:

The tidal prism model assumes steady-state conditions, where zinc: and CPO are
completely mixed with the harbor water and are removed solely by discharge from the port
during ebb tides. The outgoing tidal volumes are assumed to be carried away by long-shore
currents (i.e., those moving parallel to shore) and do not re-enter. the harbor. The tidal prism
model also does not assume removal or concentration by other factors such as river flow,
precipitation, evaporation, sediment exchange, or natural decay. By not accounting for removal
or dilution due to river flow, precipitation, sediment exchange, and natural decay, the
calculations result in a higher constituent concentration. The effect ofevaporation could be to
increase concentration due to water loss, or the effect could be neutral sinlce water loss by
evaporation is replaced by (additional) water inflow from the sea. While the model assumes
complete mixing, there will be areas in the harbors with higher concentrations, primarily near the
source vessels, along with areas of lower concentration.

Mixing Zone: For the mixing zone approach, the previously calculated zinc and CPO
generation rates were used for each discharge, but the resultant environm(mtal concentrations
were calculated based on various volumes ofwater around a typical Armed Forces vessel (i.e., a
"mixing zone") instead ofthe entire port, as above. A vessel with 19,850 if ofwetted surface
area (Le., a FFG 7 Class frigate size vessel) was selected for modeling th\;: environmental
concentration from sacrificial anodes since precise information was available for the number of
zinc anodes installed on that ship class. A vessel with 37,840 if ofwetted surface area (i.e., a
CG 47 Class cruiser size vessel) was selected for modeling ICCP system discharges because of
the large number ofvessels in this ship class and it's hull size is typical ofmost vessels with
ICCP systems.



4.2.1 Sacrificial Anodes
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corresponds to a realistic duration of slack tide, and is also the time required for a volume of
water flowing at 0.1 knots to flow past a 600 foot long vessel longitudinally. Actual exchange
times will usually be much less. For example, water flowing at 2 knots (typical for tidal flow)
past the same 600 foot long vessel results in a time ofexchange of3 minutes.

0.09 J.lg/L
1.35 J.lg/L
0.31 J.lg/L

Zinc from Anodes
11.3 J.lg/L
5.0 J.lg/L

12.8 J.lg/L

AmbientPort
San Diego, CA:
Mayport, FL:
Pearl Harbor, HI:•

•
•

A similar tidal prism analysis can be performed for aluminum anode usage on
submarines. Assuming that Pearl Harbor and San Diego each have the maximum five
submarines with aluminum anodes, Table 6b shows the concentrations resulting from aluminum
sacrificial anodes to be 0.02 J.lg/L ofaluminum and 2xl0-7 J.lg/L ofmercury for Pearl Harbor, and
much less for San Diego. These concentrations are significantly less than the most stringent state
WQC of 1,500 J.lg/L of aluminum (FL) and 0.025 J.lg/L ofmercury (CT, FL, WA, and VA).
Incremental concentration increases for other minor constituents (zinc, silicon, and indium) are
also shown in Table 6b and are nearly 1,000,000 times lower than the most stringent Federal or
state WQC.

Tidal prism. Based on the number and types of ships located in each of the three
harbors18 and the type ofcathodic protection, the numbers ofsacrificial anodes installed on each
ofthe vessels in each ship class were estimated, based on the information in Section 3.2.1. The
number and types ofvessels using zinc sacrificial anodes at each port are listed in Table 6a
Using the annual zinc loadings and annual tidal excursion volumes, the average zinc
concentrations caused by these vessels were calculated for each port (also shown in Table 6a).
The average zinc concentration estimated by the tidal prism model and the ambient zinc
concentrations19 are summarized below.

As shown above, the contribution ofzinc from sacrificial anodes makes up only a small
portion ofthe ambient concentration, except for Mayport, where almost 30 percent of the
ambient concentration can be attributed to the dissolution ofzinc anodes. In each case, the
ambient concentrations are well below the Federal and most stringent state water quality criteria
(between 76 and 85 J.lg/L) as shown in Table 8. Resultant incremental concentration increases of
minor constituents (aluminum and cadmium) are shown in Table 6a and are at least 40,000 times
lower than the most stringent Federal or state WQC.

The in-port (static) and transient (dynamic) zinc corrosion/dissolution rates of7.4 x 10-6

and 3.0 x 10-5 pounds ofzinc per pound of anode per hour, respectively, (see Calculation Sheet
1) were used for the tidal prism model. Only the static rate was used for the mixing zone model
since the highest potential concentrations would occur while the vessel is pierside.



Mixing zone. The mixing zone model calculated zinc concentrations within "envelopes"
or mixing zones ofuniform size and shape around a vessel's hull, assuming various exchange
rates. For calculation purposes, the mixing zones ranged from 0.1 foot to 100 feet from the hull,
and the exchange rates ranged from 0.1 hour to 1 hour. Actual exchange rates are rarely more
than one hour as discussed previously. Tabulated mixing zone calculations are presented in
Table 7 and do not include ambient concentrations ofzinc in the water. Pilllbient zinc
concentrations for each port were then added to the mixing zone concentrations and compared to
ambient WQC.

Federal and state WQC exist for zinc (see Table 8). The Federal 'VQC is 81 Jlg/L for
chronic exposure. Washington state's WQC of 76.6 Jlg/L for chronic exposure is the most
stringent state criteria.19 For exchange rates ofone hour or less, any mixing zone of six inches or
more results in zinc concentrations (including the contribution ofzinc from ambient water in
each port) less than the most stringent state WQC of76.6 lJ.g/L for chronil::; exposure. Ambient
zinc concentrations for Mayport, FL and Pearl Harbor, HI were obtained from EPA's STORET
system. The Navy had more recent data on San Diego Bay and used this data rather than the data
from the STORET system.9

,19 These concentrations are assumed to include any contributions of
zinc from sacrificial anodes.

The results of the mixing zone analysis developed for sacrificial zinc anodes (Table 7)
can be scaled to provide similar results for aluminum anodes using the current capacity ratio (3.4)
developed. in Section 3.2.1 and the maximum allowable concentration ofmercury (0.001 %). The
sample calculation below was performed for the scenario from Table 7 that would produce the
highest estimated. concentrations ofaluminum and mercury (a time ofexchange ofone hour, and
a mixing zone of0.1 foot):

Zinc concentration at radius ofO~lft = 236Jlg/E

The estimated concentration for aluminum (69.4 lJ.g/L) is twenty times less than the most
stringent state chronic WQC of 1,500 lJ.g/L (Fl), and there are no federal WQC for aluminum.
The estimated concentration for mercury (0.0007 lJ.g/L) is 35 times less than Federal and most
stringent state chronic WQC (0.025 lJ.g/L). Similar calculations can be performed for other
minor constituents of sacrificial anodes. In all cases, the resultant concentration increaSe is at
least 50 times less than the most stringent Federal and state WQC at a distance 0.1 feet from the
hull.

4.2.2 ICCP Systems

This discharge consists ofvarious chlorinated and brominated substances (CPOs). As
discussed in Section 3.2.2, these generation rates assume that 100% ofthe current passed by the

Cathodic Protection
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* San Diego discharge limits are set on a case-by-case basis
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Tidal prism. Using the same approach as described in Section 4.2.1 and CPO generation
rates, annual CPO loading due to the Armed Forces vessels in each of the three ports were
calculated as shown in Table 6c. The chronic criteria and concentrations estimated from the tidal_
prism model are summarized below:

0.17 ~gIL

3.43 ~gIL

0.75 1J.g/L

CPO from ICCPCriteria

N/A*
10.0 ~gIL

7.5 ~g/L

Port

• San Diego, CA:
• Mayport, FL:
• Pearl Harbor, HI:

This model assumes complete mixing and does not consider any decay or secondary
reactions. However, CPO is known to rapidly decay in seawater. In the first stage of CPO decay,
a portion of the CPO disappears within one minute, consumed by the instantaneous oxidant
demand. The rate ofthis first-stage reaction is related to temperature. One study, for example,
found that the percentage ofCPO that disappeared within one minute varied from 4% at 0 °C to
40% at 32-33 °C.20 Other factors that influence the initial rate ofdecay include ammonia
concentration and the nature of the oxidant demand. In the second stage ofCPO decay, the CPO
remaining after the first stage is reduced more slowly. Second stage decay half-lives ofbetween
1 and 100 minutes have been observed.2o In most cases, however, the majority ofCPO will
disappear within an hour ofbeing added to seawater.20

,21

In order to estimate the amount of CPOs generated by ICCP systems, ships' logs for a
variety ofvessels were reviewed to determine the average current produced by ICCP systems in
port (35 amps).13 From this information and Faraday's Law, an hourly, pierside CPO generation
rate of46.3 gIhr was calculated (see Section 3.2.2). This rate was used for both the tidal prism
and the mixing zone models.

If these decay rates were incorporated into the tidal prism model, the average CPO
concentrations shown above for the three ports would be lower. For example, the average CPO
concentration of3.43 ~gIL in Mayport, FL was calculated assuming zero CPO decay for the
duration ofa tidal excursion. Using average decay estimates (i.e., 25% first stage decay after one
minute, 50% second stage decay per hour) provides a 98.8% reduction in CPO for the 12 hour
duration of a tidal excursion, resulting in CPO concentrations orders ofmagnitude below WQC.

ICCP system creates CPOs, while in actuality, the current also produces metal complexes,
oxygen, hydrogen, and other compounds in addition to CPOs with each collateral reaction
consuming a portion of the total current. Seawater conditions have a strong influence on the type
and magnitude ofsecondary reactions at the hull and sacrificial anodes. Because seawater
conditions vary with geographic location, the extent ofsecondary chemical reactions cannot be
accurately predicted. Therefore, a conservative assumption that 100% ofthe current produces
CPOs is used.



Mixing zone. Using the mixing zone approach described for sacrificial anodes, CPO
concentrations within "envelopes" or mixing zones around a vessel's hull were calculated. For
calculation purposes the mixing zones ranged from 0.1 foot to 100 feet from the hull, and the
mixing rates ranged from 0.1 hour to 1 hour. As stated previously, actual exchange rates are
rarely more than 1 hour, and may be as low as a few minutes.

Tabulated calculations ofCPO mixing zone calculations are included in Table 7. For
exchange rates of I hour or less, any mixing zone of5.5 feet or more results in CPO
concentrations below the most stringent state chronic WQC of7.5 J.1g/L. EPA's STORET system
does not contain monitoring data for chlorine; the:t:efore, ambient conditions can not be
determined.

.
As for the tidal prism model calculations, these figures assume no decay ofCPO. Using

the CPO decay rates discussed above, a 47.0% reduction in the CPO concmltrations listed in
Table 6b for a 1 hour mixing zone exchange rate would be expected. Applying this decay rate to
the mixing zone model and assuming a time ofexchange ofone hour, any mixing zone with a
radius of3 feet or more results in CPO concentrations caused by rccp systems less than the most
stringent state chronic WQC of7.5 /lg/L.

4.3 Potential for Introducing Non-Indigenous Species

There is insignificant potential for transport ofnon-indigenous species by this discharge
because no water is retained nor transported.

5.0 CONCLUSIONS

5.1 Sacrificial Anodes

Cathodic protection discharges from sacrificial anodes have a low potential for causing
adverse environmental effects for the following reasons:

• the loadings from sacrificial zinc and aluminum anodes do not result in zinc or aluminum
concentrations, or concentrations ofminor constituents, above ambient water quality
criteria in any of the harbors based on the results of the tidal prism model;

• zinc, aluminum, and mercury concentrations are below WQC within a distance ofO.S,
0.1, and 0.1 feet, respectively, during periods ofslack water (little water movement in the
harbor); and

• loadings ofmercury are small (less than 0.001 pound per year fleetwide).

This conclusion is based on corrosion/dissolution rates estimated ii-om the average anode
replacement intervals for Navy vessels. The number ofanodes per vessel class was based on
actual numbers or, in lieu ofsuch data, estimated using the vessel's wetted surface area. This
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approach was also applied to other Armed Forces vessels.

5.2 ICCP Systems

Cathodic protection discharges from Impressed Current Cathodic Protection (rCCP)
systems have a low potential for causing adverse environmental effects for the following reasons:

• the loadings from ICCP systems do not result in CPO concentrations above ambient water
quality criteria in any ofthe harbors based on the results of the tidal prism model; and

•. CPO concentrations drop below WQC within a distance of5.5 feet during periods of
slack water without considering CPO decay (which would reduce concentrations even
lower).

This conclusion is based on a review of ICCP system logs and the assumption that 100%
ofthe current passed from the rccp system anodes generates CPO.

6.0 DATA SOURCES AND REFERENCES

To characterize this discharge, information from various sources was obtained. Table 9
shows the sources ofdata used to develop this NOD report.
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Table 1. Listing of Vessels,
Navy, MSC, Army, and USCG using Cathodic Protection

ATC River Raider Class Mini Armored Troop Carriers 20 Sacrificial Anodes
AT I Armored Troop Carriers 21 Sacrificial Anodes
CM Landing Craft, Mechanized 151

I

Sacrificial AnodesI
CD Landing Craft, Utility 40 Sacrificial Anodes

CV59 Forrestal Class Aircraft Carrier 1 ICCP
CVN65 Enterprise Class Aircraft Carrier 1 I ICCPI
CV63

I Kitty Hawk Class Aircraft Carrier 3 ! ICCP
CVN68 i Nimitz Class Aircraft Carrier 7 I ICCP
CG47 Ticonderoga Class Guided Missile Cruisers I 27 I ICCP

CGN38 I Virginia Class Guided Missile Cruiser 1 I ICCP[

CGN36 I California Class Guided Missile Cruiser 2 I ICCP
DDG993

,
Kidd Class Guided Missile Destroyers 4 i ICCP!

DDG51 Arleigh Burke Class Guided Missile Destroyers 18 i ICCP
DD963

[

Spruance Class Destroyers 31
,

ICCPi i,
FFG7 ! Oliver Hazard Perry Guided Missile Frigates 1 ICCP
FFG7 I Oliver Hazard Perry Guided Missile Frigates 42 Sacrificial Anodes

LCC19 I Blue Ridge Class Amphibious Command Ships 2 I ICCP
LCM3 I Mechanized Landing Craft 2 Sacrificial Anodes
LCM6 Mechanized Landing Craft 60 I

Sacrificial AnodesI
I

LCM8 I Mechanized Landing Craft 100 ! Sacrificial Anodes
LCU 1610 ! Utility Landing Craft (LCU 1600) 40 I Sacrificial Anodes
urn 1 I Wasp Class Amphibious Transport Docks 4 ICCPI

LHA1 Tarawa Class Amphibious Assault Ships 5 ICCP
LPD4 ! Austin Class Amphibious Transport Docks I 3 I ICCP
LPD7 Amphibious Transport Docks 3 ICCP

LPD 14 I Amphibious Transport Docks 2 ICCP
LPH2 ! Iwo Jima Class Assault Ships 2 I Sacrificial Anodes!

LSD 36 Anchorage Class Dock Landing Ships 5 Sacrificial Anodes
LSD 41 i Whidbey Jshmd Class Dock Landing Ships 8 ICCP
LSD 49 I Harpers Ferry Dock Landing Ships 3 ICCP
MCM1 i Avenger Class Mine Countenneasure Vessels 14 I Sacrificial AnodesI

MHC51 Osprey Class Coastal Minehunter Vessels 12 Sacrificial Anodes
PB Mk III and Mk IV Patrol Boats 31 Sacrificial Anodes

PBR I Mk IT River Patrol Boats i 25 , Sacrificial Anodes
PC 1 I Cyclone Class Coastal Defense Ships 13 ICCP

SSBN726 Ohio Class Ballistic Missle Submarine 17 I Sacrificial Anodes
SSN637 Sturgeon Class Attack Submarine 13 Sacrificial Anodes
SSN688 I Los Angeles Class Attack Submarine 56 I Sacrificial Anodes
SSN 671 I Narwhal Class Submarines 1 Sacrificial Anodes
SSN640 i Benjamin Franklin Class Submarines 2 I Sacrificial Anodes

Navy Auxiliary I
AFDB4 I Large Auxiliary Floating Dry Dock I 1 JCCP
AFDB8 Large Auxiliary Floating Dry Dock 1 JCCP
AFDL1 Small Auxiliary Floating Dry Docks 2 JCCP

AFDM 14 Medium Auxiliary Floating Dry Dock 1 JCCP
AFDM3 Medium Auxiliary Floating Dry Docks 4 ICCP
AGF3 Raleigh Class Miscellaneous Flagship 1 Sacrificial Anodes
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AGF 11 Austin Class Miscellaneous Flagship 1 Sacrificial Anodes
AGOR21 Gyre Class Oceanographic Research Ships 1 Sacrificial Anodes
AGOR23 T.G. Thompson Class Oceanographic Research Ships 2 Sacrificial Anodes
AO 177 Jumboised Cimarron Class Oilers 5 ICCP
AOE6 Supply Class Fast Combat Support Ships 3 I ICCP
AOEI I Sacramento Class Fast Combat Support Ship 4 ICCP
ARD2 Auxiliary Repair Dry Docks 1 Sacrificial Anodes
ARDM : Medium Auxiliary Repair Dry Docks ! 3 I ICCPI

ARS50 I Safeguard Class Savage Ships I 4 I ICCP
AS 39 Emory S Land Class Submarine Tenders ! 3 1 Sacrificial Anodes
AS 33 Simon Lake Class Submarine Tenders ! 1 Sacrificial Anodes

TR , Torpedo Retrievers 22 ! Sacrificial Anodes.
YC I Open Lighters (nsp) 254 Sacrificial Anodes
YD I Floating Cranes (nsp) I 63 Sacrificial Anodes

YDT i Diving Tenders ! 3 Sacrificial Anodes
YFN i Covered Lighters (nsp) 157

I

Sacrificial AnodesI

YFNB , Large Covered Lighters (nsp) 11 Sacrificial Anodes
YFNX I Lighter - Special Purpose (nsp) I 8 Sacrificial Anodes
YFP Floating Power Barges (nsp) ! 2 Sacrificial Anodes

YFRT Covered Lighters - Range Tender (selfpropelled) 2 Sacrificial Anodes
YFU ! Harbor Utility Craft ( YFU 83 & 91 ) I 2 Sacrificial Anodes;

YO 65 I Fuel Oil Barges I 3 Sacrificial Anodes
YOGS Gasoline Barges I 2 Sacrificial Anodes
YOGN Gasoline Barges (nsp) 12 I Sacrificial Anodes
YON : Fuel Oil Barges (nsp) I 48 Sacrificial Anodes
YOS Oil Storage Barges (nsp) 14 Sacrificial Anodes
yp Patrol Craft ( yP 654 & 676 ) I 28 Sacrificial Anodes
YR I Floating Workshops (nsp) i 25 Sacrificial Anodes:

YRB i Repair and Berthing Barges (nsp) 4 Sacrificial Anodes
YRBM i Repair, Berthing and Messing Barges (nsp) I 39 Sacrificial Anodes
YRR I Radiological Repair Barges (nsp) I 9 ! Sacrificial AnodesI

YRST Salvage Craft Tenders (nsp) 3 Sacrificial Anodes
YSD 11 Seaplane Wrecking Derrick (selfpropelled) ! I Sacrificial Anodes
YTB 752 \ Large Harbor Tug (selfpropelled) I 1 Sacrificial AnodesI

YTB 756 Large Harbor Tugs (selfpropelled) 3 Sacrificial Anodes
YTB 760 Large Harbor Tugs (selfpropelled) 68 Sacrificial Anodes
YTL 422 Small Harbor Tug (selfpropelled) I Sacrificial Anodes

YTT Torpedo Trials Craft 3 Sacrificial Anodes
Miscellaneous Boats and Craft -5,000 Sacrificial Anodes

Military Sealift Command (MSC)
T-AE26 Kilauea Class Annnunition Ships 5 ICCP
T-AE26 Kilauea Class Annnunition Ships 3 Sacrificial Anodes
T-AFS 1 I Mars Class Combat Stores Ships 6 I ICCP
T-AFS 1 Mars Class Combat Stores Ships I 2 Sacrificial Anodes

T-AG 194 Mission Class Navigation Research Ship 1 ICCP
T-AG 194 Mission Class Navigation Research Ship 1 Sacrificial Anodes
T-AGM22 Compass Island Class Missle Instrumentation Ship 1 ICCP
T-AGOS 1 Stalwart Class Ocean Surviellance Ship 5 Sacrificial Anodes



Table 1. Listing of Vessels,
Navy, MSC, Army, and USCG using Ca,thodic Protection

T-AGOS 19 I Victorius Class Ocean Surviellance Ship 1 4 ! Sacrificial Anodes
T-AGS 26 I Silas Bent and Wilkes Classes Surveying Ships 2 Sacrificial Anodes
T-AGS45 Waters Class Surveying Ships 1 j ICCP
T-AGS 51 John McDonnel Class Surveying Ships 2 ! ICCP
T-AGS 60 Pathfinder Class Surveying Ships 4 ICCP
T-AH 19 I Mercy Class Hospital Ships 2 i ICCP

T-AKR295 Maesrk Class Fast Sealift Ships , 2 ! ICCP,
T-AKR295 Maesrk Class Fast Sealift Ships ! 1 i Sacrificial Anodes
T-AKR287 I Algol Class Vehicle Cargo Ships I 6 ! ICCP
T-AKR287 I Algol Class Vehicle Cargo Ships 2 Sacrificial Anodes
T-AO 187 , Henry J Kaiser Class Oilers j 13 ICCP
T-ARC7 i Zeus Class Cable Repairing Ship 1 i ICCPI

T-ATF 166 Powhatan Class Fleet Ocean Tugs I 5 ICCP
T-ATF 166 I Powhatan Class Fleet Ocean Tugs i 2 Sacrificial Anodes,

i I
: U.S. Coast Guard I

WHEC378 Hamilton and Hero Class High Endurance Cutters 12 Sacrificial Anodes
WMEC230 i Storis Class Medium Endurance Cutters I I Sacrificial Anodes
WMEC213 i Diver Class Medium Endurance Cutters 1 Sacrificial Anodes

WMEC270A I Famous Class Medium Endurance Cutters 4 I Sacrificial Anodes
WMEC 270 B ! Famous Class Medium Endurance Cutters i 9 Sacrificial Anodes
WMEC210A I Reliance Class Medium Endurance Cutters I 5 Sacrificial Anodes
WMEC210B I Reliance Class Medium Endurance Cutters I 11 Sacrificial Anodes

WAGB290 i Mackinaw Class Icebreakers 1 Sacrificial Anodes
WAGB399 Polar Class Icebreakers : 2 ICCP
WTGB 140 Bay Class Icebreaking Tugs I 9 Sacrificial Anodes
WPB 1l0A i Island Class Patrol Craft I 16 ICCP
WPB 110B ! Island Class Patrol Craft ! 21 ICCP
WPB 110C I Island Class Patrol Craft 12 ICCPI

WPB82C I Point Class Patrol Craft 28 Sacrificial Anodes
WPB82D ! Point Class Patrol Craft 8 Sacrificial AnodesI

WLB225 Juniper Class Seagoing Buoy Tenders 2 Sacrificial Anodes
WLB 180A Balsam Class Seagoing Buoy Tenders 8 Sacrificial Anodes
WLB 180B Balsam Class Seagoing Buoy Tenders 2 Sacrificial Anodes
WLB 180C Balsam Class Seagoing Buoy Tenders 13 Sacrificial Anodes
WLM551 Keeper Class Coastal Buoy Tenders 2 Sacrificial Anodes
WLM 157 White Sumac Class Coastal Buoy Tenders ! 9 Sacrificial Anodes
WLR 115 i River Buoy Tenders I 1 Sacrificial Anodes
WLR65 River Buoy Tenders ! 6 Sacrificial Anodes
WLR75 River Buoy Tenders 13 Sacrificial Anodes

WIX Eagle Class Sail Training Cutter ! 1 Sacrificial Anodes
WLIC 160 Pamlico Class Inland Construction Tenders 4 I Sacrificial AnodesI

WLIC 100 : Cosmos Class Inland Construction Tenders I 3 I Sacrificial Anodes
WLIC 115 Inland Construction Tender 1 Sacrificial Anodes
WLIC75 A ! Anvil Class Inland Construction Tenders i 2 Sacrificial Anodes
WLIC75B Inland Construction Tenders 3 Sacrificial Anodes
WLIC75D Clamp Class Inland Construction Tenders 2 Sacrificial Anodes
WLII00A Inland Buoy Tender I Sacrificial Anodes
WLI 100 C Inland Buoy Tender I Sacrificial Anodes
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Sacrificial Anodes
Sacrificial Anodes
Sacrificial Anodes

Sacrificial Anodes

Sacrificial Anodes

Sacrificial Anodes

Sacrificial Anodes

Sacrificial Anodes

Sacrificial Anodes

Sacrificial Anodes

Sacrificial Anodes

Sacrificial Anodes

Sacrificial Anodes

Sacrificial Anodes

Sacrificial Anodes

Sacrificial Anodes

Sacrificial Anodes
Sacrificial Anodes

Sacrificial Anodes
I Sacrificial Anodes

2

6

1

1

1

3

3

6

6

12

23

48

19

13

104

2167

Picket Boat

Picket Boats

Barges, Derrick

Landing Craft Utility

Army

Small Tugs

Total

Inland and Coastal Tugs
Inland and Coastal Tugs

Floating Machine Shops

Inland Buoy Tender
Inland Buoy Tender

65 ft. Class Harbor Tugs

65 ft. Class Harbor Tugs
65 ft. Class Harbor Tugs

65 ft. Class Harbor Tugs

Barges, Deck Cargo (nsp

Landing Craft Mechanized

Boat, Passenger and Cargo

hibious Resupply Cargo (fonnerly BARe)

Pier, Bar e T e, Self-Evaluating (ns )

Table 1. Listing of Vessels,
Navy, MSC, Army, and USCG using Cathodic Protf~ction

Frank S. Besson Class Logistic Support Vessels

Coversion Kit, Barge, Deck Cargo, Deck Enclosure

WYTL65C

WU65400
WU65303

WYTL65B

WYTL65D

WYTL65A



Table 2. Vessels Estimated Annual Sacrificial Anode Cathodic Protection Discharges

ATC 20 362 7,244 417 a 305 0 60 32
AT 21 362 7,606 437 a 305 0 60 33
CM 151 4,275 645,525 129,105 a 305 0 60 9,798
CU 40 3,860 154,400 30,880 a 305 0 60 2,344

FFG7 42 19,850 833,700 166,152 c 167 13 0 5,477
LCM3 2 990 1,980 114 a 305 0 60 9
LCM6 60 990 59,400 3,416 a 305 0 60 259
LCM8 100 1,603 160,300 9,217 a 305 0 60 700

LCU 1610 40 3,915 156,600 31,320 d 200 6 0 1,165
LPH2 2 49,945 99,890 19,964 c 186 II 0 716

LSD 36 5 45,405 227,025 51,060 c 215 13 0 2,121
MCMI 14 8,410 117,740 9,982 c 232 28 0 481
MHC51 12 6,418 77,016 9,936 c 232 28 0 479

PB 31 897 27,796 1,598 a 305 b 0 60 121
PBR 25 261 6,531 376 a 305 b 0 60 29

AGF3 I 41 595 41,595 8,326 c 183 12 0 296
AGF II I 51,830 51,830 8,326 c 183 12 0 296

AGOR21 I 8,834 8,834 1,767 a 113 II 0 40
AGOR23 2 13,960 27,920 5,584 a 113 II 0 127

ARD2 I 46,994 46,994 5,405 c 305 b 60 0 372
AS39 3 59,630 178,890 41,400 c 293 6 0 2,228
AS 33 I 59,630 59,630 13,800 c 229 6 0 585

TR 22 1,125 24,750 1,423 a 305 b 0 60 108
YC 254 6,475 1,644,650 94,567 d 305 b 0 60 7,177
YD 63 12,875 811,125 162,225 d 305 b 0 60 12,312

YDT 3 8,885 26,655 5,331 d 305 b 0 60 405
YFN 157 6,680 1,048,760 209,752 d 305 b 0 60 15,919

YFNB II 15,955 175,505 35,101 d 305 b 0 60 2,664
YFNX 8 4,760 38,080 7,616 d 305 b 0 60 578
YFP 2 15,590 31,180 6,236 d 305 b 0 60 473

YFRT 2 5,490 10,980 2,196 d 305 b 0 60 167
YFU 2 3,915 7,830 1,566 d 305 b 0 60 119



Table 2. Vessels Estimated Annual SacTiOcial Anode Cathodic Protection Ulscharges

YO 65 3 10,205 30,615 6,123 305 b 0 60 465
YOG5 2 10,205 20,410 4082 305 b 0 60 310
YOGN 12 8,512 102 144 20,429 a 305 b 0 60 1,550
YON 48 8,512 408,576 81,715 a 305 b 0 60 6,202
Y~S 14 8,512 119,168 23,834 a 305 b 0 60 1,809
YP 28 2,074 58,070 3,339 d 305 b 0 60 253
YR 25 7,350 183,750 36,750 d 305 b 0 60 2,789

YRB 4 4,320 17,280 3,456 d 305 b 0 60 262
YRBM 39 10,180 397,020 79,404 d 305 b 0 60 6,026
YRR 9 6,405 57,645 11,529 d 305 b 0 60 875
YRST 3 10,965 32,895 6,579 d 305 b 0 60 499

YSD 11 1 3,845 3,845 769 d 305 b 0 60 58
YTB 752 I 3,170 3,170 634 d 305 b 0 60 48
YTB 756 3 3,265 9,795 1,959 d 305 b 0 60 149
YTB 760 68 3,265 222,020 44,404 d 305 b 0 60 3,370
YTL 422 1 1,015 1,015 58 d 305 b ° 60 4

YTT9 3 7,205 21,614 4,323 a 305 b 0 60 328
-5,000 Unknown Unknown Unknown

T-AE26 3 54,240 162,720 32,544 d 26 4 0 182
T-AFS I 2 46,930 93,860 23,000 c 148 7 0 647

T-AG 194 1 59,126 59,126 11,825 a 151 10 0 348
T-AGOS 1 5 10,987 54,935 10,987 a 70 4 0 148
T-AGOS 19 4 14,679 58,716 11,743 a 107 5 0 239
T-AGS26 2 13,913 27,826 5,565 a 44 6 0 52

T-AKR 295 I 107,028 107,028 21,406 a 59 9 0 272
T-AKR287 2 111,650 223,300 44,660 a 109 3 0 902
T-ATF 166 2 11,398 22,796 4,559 a 127 16 0 121

U.S. Coast Guard
WHEC378 Hamilton and Hero Class Hi h Endurance Cutters 12 17,339 208,068 41,614 a 151 13 0 1,253
WMEC230 Slons Class Medium Endurance Cutters 1 9,498 9,498 1,900 a 167 II 0 62
WMEC213 Diver Class Medium Endurance Cutters 1 8,954 8,954 1,791 a 98 9 0 35

WMEC270A Famous Class Medium Endurance Cutters 4 10,976 43,904 8,781 a 137 6 0 228



Table 2. Vessels Estimated Annual Sacrificial Anode Cathodic Protection Discharges

WMEC270B 9 10,976 98,784 19,757 164 7 0 612
WMEC210A 5 7,478 37,390 7,478 a 235 13 0 337
WMEC210B 11 7,157 78,727 15,745 a 149 9 0 453
WAGB 290 1 19,167 19,167 3,833 a 215 b 4 150 356
WTGB 140 9 4,869 43,821 8,764 a 215 b 1 150 807
WPB82C 28 1,243 34,804 2,001 a 135 b 6 200 194
WPB82D 8 1,243 9,944 572 a 135 b 6 200 55
WLB225 2 10,357 20,714 4,143 a 190 18 100 306

WLB 180 A 8 6,751 54,008 10,802 a 190 18 100 798
WLB 180B 2 6,751 13,502 2,700 a 120 5 100 157
WLB 180 C 13 6,751 87,763 17,553 a 123 16 100 1,078
WLM551 2 6,408 12,816 2,563 a 123 b 16 200 249
WLM 157 9 4,648 41,832 8,366 a 123 b 16 200 811
WLR 115 1 3,415 3,415 196 a 160 b 0 205 20
WLR65 6 1,583 9,498 546 a 160 b 0 205 55
WLR75 13 1,823 23,699 1,363 a 160 b 0 205 138

WIX 1 12,264 12,264 2,453 a 188 7 150 217
WLIC 160 4 5,113 20,452 4,090 a 160 b 0 205 415
WLIC 100 3 2,432 7,296 420 a 160 b 0 205 43
WLIC 115 1 2,796 2,796 161 a 160 b 0 205 16
WLIC75 A 2 1,735 3,470 200 a 160 b 0 205 20
WLIC75 B 3 1,735 5,205 299 a 160 b 0 205 30
WLIC75 D 2 1,735 3,470 200 a 160 b 0 205 20
WLI 100A 1 2,432 2,432 140 a 160 b 0 205 14
WLI 100 C 1 2,068 2,068 119 a 160 b 0 205 12
WLI65303 2 1,037 2,074 119 a 160 b 0 205 12
WLI65400 2 1,142 2,284 131 a 160 b 0 205 13
WYTL65 A 3 1,083 3,249 187 a 50 b 6 300 22
WYTL65B 3 1,083 3,249 187 a 50 b 6 300 22
WYTL65 C 3 1,083 3,249 187 a 50 b 6 300 22
WYTL65D 2 1,083 2,166 125 a 50 b 6 300 15

BCDK 3 1,202 3,606 721 a 305 b 0 60 55
BD 12 1,627 19,524 6,072 c 305 b 0 60 461



Table 2. Vessels Estimated Annual Sacrificial Anode Cathodic Protection Dfscbarges

BK 2 I 155 2,310 736 305 b 0 60 56
BPL I 4,955 4,955 991 305 b 0 60 75
FMS 3 7,951 23,853 4,771 a 305 b 0 60 362

J-Boat 6 366 2,196 126 a 305 b 0 60 10
LARC-LX 23 1,214 27,922 6,348 c 305 b 0 60 482

LCM-8 104 1,440 149,760 26,312 c 305 b 0 60 1,997
LCU 48 2,095 100,560 45,264 c 305 b 0 60 3,435
LSV 6 17,816 106,896 17,802 c 183 b 6 60 988
LT 19 5,875 111,625 7,866 c 305 b 0 60 597
-Boat I 806 806 161 a 305 b 0 60 12
ST 13 1,318 17,134 2,990 c 305 b 0 60 227

T-Boat I 1,335 1,335 77 a 305 b 0 60 6

TOTALS 1,805 10,825,814 1,859,992 113,201

Notes:

(a) Denotes an estimate of amount of anodes on ship class based on a calculated wetted surface area.
(b) Denotes an estimate ofdays in port and number of transits.
(c) Denotes actual amount ofanodes installed on ship class.
(d) Denotes an estimate of amount ofanodes on ship class based on a known wetted surface area.
(e) Denotes round-trip transits

Vessels with a wetted surface area greater than 3,000 sq ft are assumed to have 23 pound ofzinc anodes for each 115 sq ft ofwetted surface area.
Vessels with a wetted surface area less than 3,000 sq ft are assumed to have 23 pounds ofzinc anodes for each 400 sq ft ofwetted surface area.



Table 3a. Chemical Composition, Zinc Anodes
(Galvanic Protectors)

a prox.95.2

i,>~~SV~~~,.·::~,~¥t,j
;;w'?~perceJif"Wl'j;·'"2"c;'

a rox.99.3

0.08-0.20

0.1-0.5

4.0 - 6.5

0.025-0.07

Table 3b. Chemical Composition, Aluminum Anodes
(Galvanic Protectors) .

0.014 - 0.020



Table 4. Submarines Estimated Annual Sacrificial Anode Cathodic Protectlo'll Uilsicbarge

89

17
-~=~_. ~~=,

13
56
I----
2

Narwhal Class Submarines
Benjamin Franklin Class Submarines

Totals

Ohio Class Ballistic Missle Submarine
Sturgeon Class Attack Submarine

Los An eles Class Attack Submarine

Notes: - ...----.-------- _. --1_, :---1---;--....1--.;------ -------.--
(a) Each submarine is assumed to have 88 anodes @ 2lEounds each to rotect the
b Denotes round-tri transits



Table 5. Vessels Estimated Annual ICCP Discharges

CV59 1 143 350
CVN65 1 76 186
CV63 3 137 1,007

CVN68 7 147 2,520
CG47 27 166 10,978

CGN38 1 161 394
CGN36 2 143 701

DDG993 4 175 1,715
DDG51 18 101 4,453
DD963 31 178 13,516
FFG7 1 167 409

LCC19 2 179 877
LHDI 4 185 1,813
LHAI 5 173 2,119
LPD4 3 178 1,308
LPD7 3 188 1,381
LPD 14 2 192 941
LSD 41 8 170 3,331
LSD 49 3 215 1,580
PCl 13 105 3,344

AFDB4 1 365 e 894
AFDB8 1 365 e 894
AFDL 1 2 365 e 1,788

AFDM14 1 365 e 894
AFDM3 4 365 e 3,576
AO 177 5 188 2,302
AOE6 3 114 838
AOEI 4 183 1,793
ARDM 3 365 e 2,682
ARS50 4 208 2,038

T-AE26 5 26 318
T-AFS 1 6 148 2,175

T-AG 194 1 151 370
T-AGM22 1 133 326
T-AGS45 1 7 17
T-AGS 51 2 96 470
T-AGS60 4 96 941
T-AH 19 2 184 901

T-AKR295 2 59 289
T-AKR287 6 109 1,602
T-AO 187 13 78 2,484
T-ARC7 1 8 20

T-ATF 166 5 127 1,555

WAGB399 2 148 725
WPB 1I0A 16 72 2,822
WPB 1I0B 21 137 7,047
WPB 1I0C 12 157 4,615

LT 6 60 882

OTALS 2 7 ,182

Estimates based on 100 % ICCP anode efficiency at a cuurent of35 Amps producing 46.3 g/hr. ofChlorine.
(e) Denotes an estimate ofdays in port



Table 6a. Tidal Prism Model- Zinc From Sacrifici:al Cathodi,c Protection Anodes

SanDie 0

FFG Oliver Hazard Pe Guided Missile Frigates 11 16,243 167 13 9_8_9__+__
SSN Los Angeles Class Attack Submarines 9 8,261 183 6 389

1_~SS::..:N-,---+-__-:S:.:.tu=r.2.ge:..:o.=.n-:C:.::la=ss::..:A:..::tt:.::a:..:c=k.=.Su=b:.:.ma=::.:ri=ne=--__+-_--:.1__-l__-=9-:1..:..8__I_.....;1:..:8.::.-3 1-- 6=--_-+-__4.=.3=--___+------1
1_=LS::..:D=--+-_--=..An=ch.=.o:.::.:ra::Eg~e_=C.::la:.:.:ss:..:D::..:o:..:c.::k_=L=an::.:d=in::s;!..;:;S=hi::!:·p=..s__+-__3=--_-l__..:..13~,.=.:89:.....;4:....-.__+_.=.2.:.:15=___l----13-.- _~9..:.6=-5__1--- 1

AGF Raleigh Class Miscellaneous Flagshi 1._ 3,77_6__
1
__.;;.-18:.=3__

1
12 + __2::.:3:..=2=--_-1

AS Emory S Land Class Submarine Tender 1 6,259 293 _ ___6__1-- 417
LPH Iwo lima Class_~~saultShiP. 1__ _._ 4,527._ _ 18_6 __~ L__ _. 2_6.9 1-- _

I---+-------------------l------t------+-----+---=----:--l-----~-_+-___::_::_:=-:---1

Total 3,304 0.0876

1----_+_----------------1--------1------ ----..- ------
May ort

I----j=-::.:.:.LL.:.::...::.--------------__I-----·_l__-----I-----I------·
FFG Oliver Hazard Perry Guided Missile Frigates 10 14,766 167 13 899 1.35

I----t----------!!...------~:..-__Ic-----_l__-~--_I__----_+_-----._t__-----+_.------I

0.306

·---1-------+--------1

2 2,953 167 13 180
15 13,769 183 6 648
4 3,672 -183 6 -:173
1 918 183

"

6
" , -- --

43

--- ---
Total 1,043

SSN Stur eon Class Attack Submarine
SSN Benjamin Franklin Class Submarines

SSN Los Angeles Class Attack Submarine

1---+------------·--------1----
Pearl Harbor

1---_+_--------.---------1------.--j------!-------I-------I-- -----+-----.
FFG Oliver Hazard Perry Guided Missile Frigates

(a) Denotes round-tip-~ts--------- -------- =- -_~_-- -'--==='~--
Based on a hourI zinc dissolution rates of 7.4E-6 Ibs. ofzincllb.anode static and 3.0E-51bs. ofzincllb. anode d



Table 6b. Tidal Prism Model - Aluminum and Mercury From Sacrificial Cathodic Protection Anodes

--j-------\-------\---------+---------I---I

1----/-::--.,,-,----_·_-------1------+-_·
San Diego

._--- -_._--+-.._----- --_··---_··----+--1

I------+------I--------t--.---·--+---1
183 6 170 4.50 Al

0.0017 0.000045 Hg

I--=-::---t-__.---....,....--------,..,,-,--:------j-------f-----
SSN Los An eles Class Attack Submarines 5 4,590..=.::.=-==:.::.=--1----==----I---=c.:....:.--j--...::..::.

·-----+---··---I--------t

Ma port
SSN Los Angeles Class Attack Submarines 0 0 0 Al

I-='-'---t--=.:..::....::..:==::,,::..::..:-==..::.==:.====-~--~-_+.-----___l----l__._----+_------__I_------__1_--1

o 0 Hg.---+-------+-------I-...-.----j-------I---"'--I
-----..--1-------1---------+-.---.+-------\-.-------- --------1---1

._+---_..- --.._.-_.-.- ---------------_._._----
1-::---:.-=--::---,-._-----------+-----1----_. .-------.---....- ------.---- -
Pearl Harbor

I---+----'--~-'--·_---------- ---.--._--+--

._-+---_.._---_._-----+--

SSN Los Angeles Class Attack Submarine 5 4,590

----1r------

1----_.---.-..--..--- ------1---------+-
183 6 170 49.7 Al-----.._- ---_.__._----- -----

________. 0_.OQ1?_. __0_.00_0~?_7_ _+_Hg

(a) Assuming the maximum or"5 submarines with aluminum anodes are located Pearl Harbor and/or San Diego; there are-n-o-l------
submarines homeported in Mayport.

1----1---------------+------1-----·-1------1---



.'-.-.---+------1

Table 6,c. Tidal Prism Model- CPO From Impressed Current Cathodic Protection Systems

,--------+------+---~--

1_-,::-_-+810 D1e~,__--::-:-_.,--,:_:__c:_::_:~"......__,,.----1- _
CG 47 Ticondero Class Guided Missile Cruisers 8 166 ,.1,47( _

I-C_V_-'-63-+ Ki_·tty-"--H_a_w_k_C_la_ss_A_l_·rc_raft_C_amo..-·e_r ,-+ 2__+-__1_37__ _ _}_04 -1- _

_D_D__9_63_t-__~_:__:_-::-::::__S~m-::::an;-c-e-C=-la-:s-:-sD-::-=es'7t1'-;-o"::e:-rs-=- -t-__--=6 -J__~17::-:8--t__- 1,187. -1- _
DDG 51 Arleigh Burke Class Guided Missile Destroyers 5 __1_0~ 561

I_L_H_A_l-+ T_arawa Class A hibious Assault Shi s 2 173 _.::..38.::..4:-_--1 1

I-LHD__1-+ W-,-_as~lassAmplubious Transport Docks 2 185 41_1__-1-_

LPD 4 Austin Class A hibious Trans ort Docks 5 178 989----!-------I
LSD 41 Whidbe Island Class Dock Landing Shi s 2 170 378
LSD 49 Ha ers Ferry Dock Landing Shi s 1 215 239

PC Cyclone Class Coastal Defense Ships 4 105 467I---=--=---I----=..c.:.:.:::.::.:....=.::.:.=:...==::..::...==.:..=:.c:...---I----'---+---...:..::-=----\---...:..:..:.-----/--------

Mayport

Total 6,395 0.1697

CG 47 Ticonderoga Class Guided Missile Cruisers 5 166 922
CV 63 Kitty Hawk Class Aircraft Carrier 1 137~-j-----:l-:c52--'

I--=-=----='-.:-J------==.:.:-'C--=--=-.::.,,:::.:..:..,,:----'-====-----I---=---+---------- ------
DD 963Spruance Class Destroyers 5 178 9_8_9__
DDG 51 Arleigh Burke Class Guided Missile Destroyers 2 101 224

'-:=---:---+--,------1-----"-
I-----j---------, , I-- + T_ot_a_l~_+__,"-- 2,288__-+__3:.-.....:43_,

Pearl Harbor .
AO 177 Jumboised; Cimarron Class Oilers • ] :2 188'~ 418
ARS 50 Safeguard Class Savage Shi s 2 208 462
CG 47 Ticonderoga Class Guided Missile Cruisers 3 166 553
DD 963 Spruance Class Destroyers 4 178 791-+--------+------_. ----------
DDG 51 .__ Arleigh Burke Class Guided Missile Destroyers _ 3 101 3_3J -+- ,_

------+-------f-------+-----....----l-----,
t-------j!------------- _____.-+- f--__T_o_ta_I_-1 .12~_---t-_.__0_.7_5_1__

.~-------'-------'-'---+--------1-------+- ----+~.._------.

Based on CPO eneration rate of46.3

--/--------+-'------



Table 7 - Mixing Zone Models

24 47 71 94 118 142 165 189 213 236 43 86 129 172 216 259 302 345 388 431
4.7 9.3 14 19 23 28 33 37 42 47 8.5 17 26 34 43 51 60 68 77 85
2.3 4.6 6.9 9.2 11 14 16 18 21 23 4.2 8.5 13 17 21 25 30 34 38 42
1.1 2.2 3.3 4.4 5.6 6.7 7.8 8.9 10 11 2,1 4.1 6.2 8.3 10 12 14 17 19 21_.. -

0.72 1.4 2.2 2.9 3.6 4.3 5.0 5.8 6.5 7.2: 1.4 2.7 4.1 5.4 6.8 8.1 9.5 11 12 14
0.52 1.0 1.6 2.1 2.6 3.1 3.7 4.2 4.7 5.2 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 6,9 7.9 8.9 10
0.41 0.81 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 2.8 3.3 3.7 4.1 0.78 1.6 2.3 3.1 3.9 4.7 5,4 6.2 7.0 7.8
0.33 0.66 0.99 1.3 1.6 2.0 2.3 2.6 3.0 3.3- 0.64 1.3 1.9 2.5 3.2 3.8 4.5 5.1 5.7 6.4
0.28 0.55 0.83 1.1 1.4 1.7 1.9 2.2 2.5 2.g 0.53 1.1 1.6 2.1 2.7 3.2 3,7 4.3 4.8 5.3
0.23 0.47 0.70 0.94 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.9 2.1 2.3- 0.46 0.92 1.4 1.8 2.3 2.8 3.2 3.7 4.1 4.6

-
0.20 0.41 0.61 0.81 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 0.40 0.80 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 2,8 3.2 3.6 4.0
0.18 0.36 0.54 0.71 0.89 1.1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8: 0.35 0.71 1.1 1.4 1.8 2.1 2.5 2.8 3.2 3.5
0.11 0.21 0.32 0.42 0.53 0.63 0.74 0.85 0.95 1.1 0.22 0.43 0.65 0.87 1.1 1.3 1.5 1.7 1.9 2.2

0.Q71 0.14 0.21 0.29 0.36 0.43 0.50 0.57 0.64 0.71 0.15 0.30 0.45 0.60 0.75 0.90 1.0 1.2 1.3 1.5
0.052 0.10 0.16 0.21 0.26 0.31 0.36 0.42 0.47 O.5t 0.11 0.22 0.33 0.45 0.56 0.67 0.78 0.89 1.0 1.1
0.040 0.080 0.12 0.16 0.20 0.24 0.28 0.32 0.36 0.40 0.087 0.17 0.26 0.35 0.43 0.52 0.61 0.69 0.78 0.87

'0.031 0.063 0.094 0.13 0.16 0.19 0.22 0.25 0.28 0.31 0.070 0.14 0.21 0.28 0.35 0.42 0.49 0.56 0.63 0.70
0.026 0.051 0.077 0.10 0.13 0.15 0.18 0.20 0.23 0.26 0.057 0.11 0.17 0.23 0.29 0.34 0.40 0.46 0.52 0.57
0.021 0.042 0.064 0.085 0.11 0.13 0.15 0.17 0.19 0.21 0.048 0.10 0.14 0.19 0.24 0.29 0.34 0.39 0.43 0.48
0.018 0.036 0.054 0.072 0,090 0.11 0.13 0.14 0.16 0.1 g; 0.041 0.082 0.12 0.16 0,21 0.25 0.29 0.33 '0.37 0.41
0.009 O.oI8 0.027 0.036 0.046 0.055 0.064 0.073 0.082 0.091' 0.022 0.043 0.065 0.087 0.11 0.13 0.15 0.17 0.20 0.22
0.006 0.Q11 0.017 0.022 0.028 0.033 0.039 0.044 0.050 0.055' 0.013 0.027 0.040 0.054 0.067 0.081 0.094 0.11 0.12 0.13

-- -- -- .-

--- -_._-----
FFG7 CG47

19,850 37,840
7.4E-06 46.3

100%
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Tabl.e 8. Comparison of Constituent Environmental Concentrations and Water Quality Criteria (flgIL)

__.__C_P_Q. . __ 0.17; 3.43; 0.75 . ~__. . _ 7.5 (CT, HI, MS, NJ, VA, W~L_

, Z_in_c --l- 0._09-=-;_1_.3~5;0.31 _. ~_~~. __~_ __ .. _7_6_.6~(W_A"_) _
Aluminum 0.000005; 0; 0.049 _~~__ 1,500 (FL)
Mere * 0.00000004; 0; 0005 0.025 0.025 (CT, FL, GA, MS, VA, WA)

I--------t-------···--·-·-~ ----- -.--~-.----------.-- --~----·---------I
CT = COImecticut
FL =Florida----
GA=Georgia
HI = Hawaii -------\----_._------ ---------------_._-
NJ = New Jersey
J-----~--+_--------- ----- .----- ---I
MS = Mississippi
1------'---''----11---------------- --.-.--- .---.-.----------1
VA = Virginia
1----=----+--·-_·_--------,----+--_··_--·----+----------------I
WA = W~shi_ngt=--on_ _I_-.

Notes:
---1------------.----.

-----------

Refer to federal criteria promulgated by EPA in its National Toxics Rule, 40 CFR 131.36 (57 FR ~.0848; Dec. 22,
1992 and 60 FR 22230; May 4, 1995) .
Where historical data were not reported as dissolved or total, the metals concentrations were compared to the
most stringent (dissolved or total) state water quality criteria.
*Bioaccumulator I"



Table 9. Data Sources

<3,.1'jJi:iOcd1iw:$<i;};;j/:':j~f\tt~ ',Vi' ~;;,Q X X X
c ;.@{ X X

3~4;CoiicentrationS;;t;):~r",;L";. 'Kffiicj~::,S' X X
Al.rMass~L'Oa .m "," Ol",,,;:, XX

X
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Figure 1. Sacrificial Anode and Impressed Current C:llthodic Protection
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Calculation Sheet 1. Calculation of CorrosionlDissolution Rates from Sacrificial Anodes

note: the underway corrosion/dissolution rate is 4 times the in port rate as discussed in section 3.2.1
and reference 3 and 10.

5. Unit conversion:
Average density ofzinc anodes (Table 2) = (1,862,000 lb) / (10,861,000 ff) = 0.17lb/ff

Underway

0.261 (lb zincllb anode)/yr
8760 br/yr

= 3.0 x 10-5 (lb zincllb anode)/br

189 days/yr
365 days/yr

=0.52

= 0.167 Ib zinc/yrllb ofanode

Per Pound ofAnode

Underway

3.83 (lb zinc/yr)/23lb anode

0.48 (x) + 0.52 (4) (x) = 0.167 (lb zinc/yr)llb ofanode
x = 0.065 (lb zinc/yr)llb ofanode
4x = 0.261 (lb zinc/yr)llb ofanode

176 days/yr
365 days/yr

=0.48

= 3.83 lb zinc/yr

Per 23-lb Anode

50% of23lb/3 years

= 7.4 X 10-6 (lb zincllb anode)/br

0.065 fIb zincllb anode)/yr
8760 br/yr

(7.4 x 10-6 (lb zinc/lb anode)/br) ( 0.17 lb/W) = 1.3 x 10-6 (lb zinc/W)/br
(3.0 x 10-5 (lb zincllb anode)/br) ( 0.17lb/ff) = 5.1 x 10-6 (lb zinc/ff)/br

In-Port:
Underway

4. Hourly zinc corrosion/dissolution rate: In-Port
(per lb anode)

3. Annual Zinc Corrosion/Dissolution Rate:
let x = in port corrosion/dissolution rate,
and 4x = underway corrosion/dissolution rate

2. Fraction of Year Vessel is:

1. Observed Zinc Consumption Rate:
(aggregate ofin-port and underway)



Vertical tidal excursions for 1996 is based on the summation of the daily outgoing tides (i.e., high-high
water to low-low water and high water to low water).

San Diego

• Surface Area =(10,532 aeres) (4046.2 m2/aere) =4.26 x 107 m2

• Total annual vertical tidal excursion for 1996 = 884.5 m
Average tidal excursion~ (884.5 m/yr)/«365 days/yr)(2 tides/day) = 1.2 m

• Tidal prism volume for 1996 =(4.26 x 107 m2
) (884.5 m) =3.77 x 1010 m3

= 3.77 x 1013 L

Mayport

• Surface Area = (169.8 aeres) (4046.2 m2 /aere) = 6.87 x 105 m2

• Total annual vertical tidal excursion for 1996 = 970.3 m
Average tidal excursion =(970.3 m/yr)/«365 days/yr)(2 tides/day) = 1.3 m

• Tidal prism volume for 1996 = (6.87 x 105 m2
) (970.3 m) = 6.67 x 108 m3

= 6.67 x lOll L

Pearl Harbor

• Surface Area = (3,031 acres) (4046.2 m2 /aere) =1.23 x 107 m2

• Total annual vertical tidal excursion for 1996 = 278.2 m
Average tidal excursion = (278.2 m/yr)/«365 days/yr)(2 tides/day) = 0.38 m

• Tidal prism volume for 1996 = (1.23 x 107 m2 )(278.2 m) = 3.41 x 109 m3

= 3.41 x 1012 L

Calculation Sheet 2. Calculation of Tidal Prism Volumes for San Di.~go,CA; Mayport,
FL; and Pearl Harbor, HI



1. Concentration = (Mass ofZinc) / (Volume)

Ship Class: FFG 7
Length = 415 ft
·Underwater Wetted Area = 19,850 ff = Yz(2)(n)(RI)(length)

> R I = 15.225 ft(l)
Volum~modcl)=V2 - V I
VI = Yzn(RI)2(length) = 151,110~
V2= Yzn(R I + d)2(length)

d = variable (1 ft for this sample calculation)

Volume = V2 - VI = [Yzn(15.225 ft + 1 fti(415 ft)] - (151,I1O~)
=20,500 ft3

3. Mass ofzinc:
Mass = (generation rate)(mass ofanode installed)(time between water exchanges)

Generation rate = 7.4 x 10-6 (lb zinc/lb anode-hr)
Mass of installed anodes =(172 anodes)(23Ib/anode) =3,9561b
Time between water exchanges = variable (1 hr for this sample calculation)

Mass ofzinc generated = (7.4 x 10-6 (lb zinc/lb anode-hr»(3,956lb)(1 hr)
= 0.029 lb zinc

4. Concentration:
Concentration = (Mass ofZinc)/(Volume)(required conversion factors)

= (0.029Ib zinc)(454 g/lb)(106pg/g)/[(20,500 ~)(28.32uti)]
= 22.7 1lg!L == 23 1lg!L

notes:
(1) Additional significant figures recommended in this step due to subsequent squaring operation.

Calculation Sheet 3. Zinc Concentration (Mixing Zone Model) Sample Calculations



1. Concentration = (Mass ofCPO) / (Volume)

Ship Class: CG 47
Length = 533 ft
Underwater Wetted Area = 37,840 :tt2 = Yz(2)(1t)(RI)(length)

. > RI = 22.598 ffl)

Volume(modeJ) = V2 - VI
VI =: Yz1t(Rl)2(length) =427,558 tt3
V2=Yz1t(Rl + d)2(length)

d =: variable (1 ft for this sample calculation)

Volume = V2 - VI = [Yz1t(22.598 ft + 1 fti(533 ft)] - (427,558 :tt3)
=: 38,677 :tt3

3. Mass ofCPO:
Mass == (generation rate)(efficiency)(time between water exchanges)

Generation rate = 46.gIhr
Efficiency = 100%
Time between water exchanges = variable (1 hr for this sample calculation)

Mass ofCPO generated = (46.3 gIhr)(100%)(l hr)
=46.3 g

4. Concentration:
Concentration = (Mass ofCPO)/(Volume)(required conversion factors)

=: (46.3 g CPO)(106pg/g)/[(38,677 tt3)(28.32 uti)]
= 42.3 IlgIL == 42 IlgIL

notes:
(1) Additional significant figures recommended in this step due to subsequent squaring operation.

Calculation Sheet 4. CPO Concentration (Mixing Zone Model) Saml>le Calculations



NATURE OF DISCHARGE REPORT

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The National Defense Authorization Act of 1996 amended Section 312 ofthe Federal
Water Pollution Control Act (also known as the Clean Water Act (CWA)) to require that the
Secretary ofDefense and the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
develop unifonn national discharge standards (UNDS) for vessels of the Anned Forces for
"...discharges, other than sewage, incidental to nonnal operation of a vessel of the Anned Forces,
..." [Section 312(n)(1)]. UNDS is being developed in three phases. The first phase (which this
report supports), will detennine which discharges will be required to be controlled by marine
pollution control devices (MPCDs)--either equipment or management practices. The second
phase will develop MPCD perfonnance standards. The final phase will detennine the design,
construction, installation, and use ofMPCDs.

A nature ofdischarge (NOD) report has been prepared for each ofthe discharges that has
been identified as a candidate for regulation under UNDS. The NOD reports were developed
based on infonnation obtained from the technical community within the Navy and other branches
~fthe Anned Forces with vessels potentially subject to UNDS, from information available in
existing technical reports and documentation, and, when required, from data obtained from
discharge samples that were collected under the UNDS program.

The purpose of the NOD report is to describe the discharge in detail, including the system
that produces the discharge, the equipment involved, the constituents released to the

, environment, and the current practice, ifany, to prevent or minimize environmental effects.
Where existing process infonnation is insufficient to characterize the discharge, the NOD report
provides the results of additional sampling or other data gathered on the discharge. Based on the
above infonnation, the NOD report describes how the estimated constituent concentrations and
mass loading to the environment were determined. Finally, the NOD report assesses the
potential for environmental effect. The NOD report contains sections on: Discharge
Description, Discharge Characteristics, Nature ofDischarge Analysis, Conclusions, and Data
Sources and References.

Chain Locker Effluent
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2.0 DISCHARGE DESCRIPTION

This section describes the chain locker effluent and includes infomlation on: the
equipment that is used and its operation (Section 2.1), general description of the constituents of
the discharge (Section 2.2), and the vessels that produce this discharge (Section 2.3).

2.1 Equipment Description and Operation

Surface vessels of the Anned Forces have one to three anchors, depending on vessel
class.1 Each surface vessel's anchor is attached to at least 810 feet (135 fathoms) ofsteel chain
that is stored below decks in the chain locker when not in use. The chain i8 constructed in 90-foot
(I5-fathom) lengths, called "shots," which are connected together by detachable links. A diagram
of a typical detachable link is provided in Figure 1. The inside of each detachable, link is greased
to prevent binding and corrosion, and to pennit easy disassembly of the detachable parts. The
chain locker is an enclosed compartment used only to store the anchor chain.2 The bottom of the
locker has a grating on which the chain is stowed. Below the grating is a sump. The chain locker
sump contains multiple zinc sacrificial anodes to prevent corrosion. The anodes are physically
connected (e.g. by bolts or welding) to the steel surface of the chain locker sump. The zinc
anode is preferentially corroded or "sacrificed" instead of the chain locker sump's steel surface.

The chain moves through the chain pipe and the hawse pipe as the anchods raised or
lowered. The chain pipe connects the chain locker to the deck and the hawse pipe runs from the
deck through the hull of the ship. When recovering the anchor, the anchor and chain are washed
offwith a fire hose to remove mud, marine organisms, and other debris pi4~ked up during
anchoring. Seawater from the fire hose is directed either through the hawse pipe or directly over
the side onto the chain while recovering the anchor.

The top ofthe chain pipe has a canvas sleeve to keep water from entering the chain locker
through the chain pipe. Under rare circumstances, like heavy weather, rain or green water
(seawater that comes over the bow during heavy weather) gets under the chain pipe canvas cover
and into the chain locker. A diagram ofa typical chain locker is provided in Figure 2.

Any fluid that accumulates in the chain locker sump is removed by either a drainage
eductor for discharge directly overboard or by draining the chain locker effluent into the bilge.
As the fluid in the chain locker sump is being drained for overboard discharge, the locker is
sprayed with firemain water to flush out sediment, mud, or silt. An eductor is a pumping device
that uses a high velocity jet of seawater from the firemain system to create a suction to remove
the accumulated liquids and solids. The seawater supply from the firemain system is referred to
as motive water for the eductor. OPNAVINST 5090.lB, Section 19-10 n::quires chain lockers of
Navy vessels to be washed down outside of 12 n.m. to prevent the transfer of non-indigenous
species and to flush out any sediment, mud, or silt.2 Chain locker effluent which is drained into
the bilge becomes bilgewater and is covered by the Surface Vessel Bilgewater/OWS Discharge
NOD report.

2.2 Releases to the Environment

Chain Locker Effluent
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Chain locker effluent has the potential to contain living plants and animals, including
microorganisms and pathogens, that are native to the location where the water was brought
aboard during anchor retrieval. Chain locker effluent can also contain paint, rust, grease, and
zinc. The chain locker and eductor operations are performed using water from the firemain.
Therefore, the chain locker effiuent can contain any constituents present in firemain water (see
Fi.remain NOD report).

2.3 Vessels Producing the Discharge

Chain locker discharges occur in surface ships equipped with a wet firemain, including
vessels belonging to the Navy, U.S. Coast Guard, Military Sealift Command, Anny, and Air
Force.3 Submarine chain lockers are always submerged, open to the sea, and do not collect
effluent to produce this discharge.

3.0 DISCHARGE CHARACTERISTICS

This section contains qualitative and quantitative information that characterizes the
discharge. Section 3.1 describes where the discharge occurs with respect to harbors and near
shore areas, Section 3.2 describes the rate of the discharge, Section 3.3 lists the constituents in
the discharge, and Section 3.4 gives the concentrations ofthe constituents in the discharge.

3.1 Locality

The Navy has an instruction for chain locker effluent discharge.2 This instruction states
that following anchor retrieval, chain lockers shall be washed down outside 12 miles from land to
flush out any sediment, mud, and silt. This guideline also helps prevent the transfer ofunwanted
pathogens and marine organisms present in chain locker effluent.

3.2 Discharge Rate

Rated capacities of the eductors used to pump out chain locker sumps range between 50
and 150 gallons per minute. The chain locker effiuent is mixed directly with the motive water
from the firemain system before going overboard. The eductor uses 1/2 to 1 gallon ofmotive
water for every gallon ofeffiuent. Therefore, the total discharge ranges between 75 and 300
gallons per minute, ofwhich 25 to 150 gallons per minute is motive water. The amount of
effluent discharged yearly cannot be measured because the discharge is infrequent and little
effluent is discharged.

3.3 Constituents

The small amount ofwater that is washed into the chain locker drains through the bottom'
grating and into the sump where it contacts paint chips, rust, grease, and sacrificial zinc anodes.
This water has the potential to contain marine organisms.

Chain Locker Effiuent
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The chain locker is painted using epoxy polyamide, epoxy, and zin(: primer.1
,4,5,6

The detachable links and other anchor chain components are periodically lubricated with
Termalene #2, a water-resistant grease (Commercial Item Description (CII») A-A-50433).
Termalene #2 is a compound that includes mineral oil, an aluminum complex, a calcium-based
rust inlnbitor, an antioxidant, and dye.7 The grease was tested for resistance to washout.8,9 This
test measures the water washout characteristics oflubricating greases under elevated
temperatures and mechanical operating conditions. Termalene #2 experienced "nil" washout
when tested.9 Because the grease is not exposed outside the link and due to the wash-resistant
nature of the grease, it is unlikely grease would be released to the environment.

The zinc anodes in the chain locker can be in contact with seawater for extended periods
of time. Zinc can leach continuously into the chain locker sump. The water that collects in the
chain locker is a combination ofseawater and water from the firemain. Also, firemain water is
used as motive water when chain locker effluent is discharged. Therefore, the water could
contain the constituents present in the firemain water. A more complete discussion of these
constituents is found in the Firemain Systems NOD report.

The chain locker effluent might contain the priority pollutants bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate,
copper, iron, nickel, and zinc. This effluent does not contain any bioaccumulators.

3.4 Concentrations

The concentrations ofconstituents present in the chain locker cannot be easily measured.
Chain lockers are kept dry on most vessels to reduce maintenance. Zinc anodes are present in the
bottom ofthe chain locker. Because the chain locker is often dry, it is unlikely that these anodes
significantly affect the concentration ofzinc in the effluent. The average measured
concentrations offiremain water constituents that exceed the Federal and/or most stringent water
quality criteria are presented in Table 1.10 Firemain is used as the motive water for drainage·
eductors.

4.0 NATURE OF DISCHARGE ANALYSIS

Based on the discharge characteristics presented in Section 3.0, the nature of the
discharge and its potential impact on the environment can be evaluated. Mass loadings are
discussed in Section 4.1 and the concentrations ofdischarge constituents after release to the
environment are discussed in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3, the potential for the transfer ofnon
indigenous species is discussed.

4.1 Mass Loadings

Mass loadings were not calculated because constituent concentrations were not estimated.
Chain locker effluent is not anticipated to result in significant loads within 12 n.m. because of the

Chain Locker Effluent
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infrequency ofdischarge and because of the managementpractices in place which pump this
discharge overboard when the vessel is beyond 12 n.m. of shore. Chain locker effluent is
discharged infrequently because only small volumes ofwater accumulate in the chain locker
sump over time. This determination was made after inspections ofchain lockers aboard several
ShipS.IO,II

4.2 Environmental Concentrations

Chain locker effluent is expected to contain zinc, rust, paint, grea:se, and any constituents
from the firemain water. Because of the intermittent nature of this discharge, acute toxicities are
the primary concern. There is no concentration data available for chain locker effluent. Table 1
shows the concentration ofconstituents offiremain water that total nitrogen, bis(2-ethylhexyl)
phthalate, copper, iron, and nickel, exceed the Federal and/or the most stringent state acute water
quality criteria.

4.3 Potential for Introduction of Non-Indigenous Species

mspections ofchain lockers aboard several ships revealed that only small amounts of
water actually accumulate within the chain locker. Therefore, there is little potential for
introducing non-indigenous species into the chain locker. The process ofwashing down the
anchor as it is taken aboard and discharging the effluent beyond 12 n.m. further reduces the
possibility of transferring species via the chain locker.2

5.0 CONCLUSIONS

The small volume of chain locker effluent results in small mass loadings and provides
little opportunity for the transfer ofnon-indigenous species. The discharge volume is expected to
be small even ifthe discharge was not controlled. Therefore, this discharge has a low potential
for causing adverse environmental effects.

6.0 DATA SOURCES AND REFERENCES

To characterize this discharge, information from various sources was obtained. Table 2
shows the source ofthe data used to develop this NOD report.

Specific References

1. UNDS Equipment Expert Meeting Minutes - Anchor Chain Washdown and Chain Locker
Effluent. July 30, 1996.

2. OPNAVINST 5090.1B, Environmental and Natural Resources Program Manual,
November 1 1994.
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3. UNDS Round 2 Equipment Expert Meeting Minutes. March 11, 1997.

4. Military Specification MIL-P-24441, Epoxy polyamide. July 1991.

5. Performance Specification MIL-PRF-23236, Epoxy. April 1990.

6. Naval Ships' Technical Manual (NSTM). Chapter 631, Paragraph 8.23.2.1. Preservation
ofShips in Service. December 1996.

7. Bel Ray Company, Inc., Material Safety Data Sheet for Termalene #2. 1996.

8. The American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) test method D-1264. June
1996.

9. Bel Ray Company, Inc., Product Data Sheet for Termalene #2. 1993.

10. UNDS Phase 1 Sampling Data Report. Volumes 1-13, October 1997.

11. Navy Fleet Technical Support Center Pacific (FTSCPAC) Inspection Report Regarding
Elevator Pit and Anchor Chain Locker Inspection Findings on Six Navy Ships, March 3,
1997.

General References

USEPA. Toxics Criteria for Those States Not Complying with Clean WaterAct Section
303(c)(2)(B). 40 CFRPart 131.36.

USEPA. Interim Final Rule. Water Quality Standards; Establishment ofNumeric Criteria for
Priority Toxic Pollutants; States' Compliance - Revision ofMetals Criteria. 60 FR
22230. May 4, 1995.

USEPA. Water Quality Standards; Establishment ofNumeric Criteria for Priority Toxic
Pollutants. 57 FR 60848. December 22, 1992.

USEPA. Water Quality Standards; Establishment ofNumeric Criteria for Priority Toxic
Pollutants for the State ofCalifornia, Proposed Rule under 40 CFR Part 131, Federal
Register, Vol. 62, Number 150. August 5, 1997.

Connecticut. Department of Environmental Protection. Water Quality Standards. Surface Water
Quality Standards Effective April 8, 1997.

Florida. Department ofEnvironmental Protection. Surface Water Quality Standards, Chapter
62-302. Effective December 26, 1996.
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Georgia Final Regulations. Chapter 391-3-6, Water Quality Control, as provided by The Bureau
ofNational Mfairs, Inc., 1996.

Hawaii. Hawaiian Water Quality Standards. Section 11, Chapter 54 ofthe State Code.

Mississippi. Water Quality Criteria for Intrastate, Interstate and Coastal Waters. Mississippi
Department ofEnvironmental Quality, Office ofPollution Control. Adopted November
16, 1995.

New Jersey Final Regulations. Surface Water Quality Standards, Section 7:9B-1, as provided by
The Bureau ofNational Mfairs, Inc., 1996.,

Texas. Texas Surface Water Quality Standards, Sections 307.2 - 307.10. Texas Natural
Resource Conservation Commission. Effective July 13, 1995.

Virginia. Water Quality Standards. Chapter 260, Virginia Administrative Code (VAC) , 9 VAC
25-260.

Washington. Water Quality Standards for Surface Waters of the State ofWashington. Chapter
173-201A, Washington Administrative Code (WAC).

Van der Leeden, et al. The Water Encyclopedia, 2nd Ed. Lewis Publishers: Chelsea, Michigan,
1990.

Committee Print Number 95-30 ofthe Committee on Public Works and Transportation of the
House ofRepresentatives, Table 1.

The Water Quality Guidance for the Great Lakes System, Table 6A. Volume 60 Federal
Register, p. 15366. 23 March 1995.
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Figure 1. Schematic Diagram of a Typical Detachable ClIIain Link
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Figure 2. Schematic Diagram of a Typical Chain Locker
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Table 1. Concentrations of Constituents ofWet Firemain :Discharge
that Exceed Water Quality Criteria

Constituents LOI:;-normal Minimum Maximupl FedendAC1I.lte .M'o~tString"'Dt·
Mean Concentration '.' Concentration' ';;WQ~ StateAcu~eWQc '

Emuent Emuent ····Emuent "

-< ' . _.-~ -,
;,~; ....

Classicals (~)
.. ..__... -

Total Nitro1!en 500 None 200 (HI)A

Oreanics (~)
Bis(2-ethylhexyl) 22 BDL 428 None 5.92 (GA)

ITlhthalate
Metals (U2!L)

COTlPer
Dissolved 24.9 BDL 150 2.4 2.4 (CT, MS)
Total 62.4 34.2 143 2.9 2.5 (WA)

Iron
Total 370 95.4 911 None 300 (FL)

Nickel
Dissolved 13.8 BDL 38.9 74 74 (CA, CT)
Total 15.2 BDL 52.1 74.6 8.3 (FL, GA)

Refer to federal criteria promulgated by EPA m Its National TOXlCS Rule, 40 CFR 131.36 (57 FR 60848; Dec. 22,
1992 and 60 FR 22230; May 4, 1995)
A - Nutrient criteria are not specified as acute or chronic values.

CA == California
cr "'" Connecticut
FL = Florida
GA=Georgia
HI = Hawaii
MS = Mississippi
WA "'" Washington

Table 2. Data Sources

Data Source .
NODSectlon Reported Samplille Estimated EQuipJDentExpert .

2.1 Equipment Description and Ooeration X
2.2 Releases to the Environment X
2.3 Vessels ProducinSl: the Discbame UNDS Database X
3.1 Locality X
3.2 Rate X
3.3 Constituents PMS Cards (a) X
3.4 Concentrations unknovvn
4.1 Mass LoadinSl:S unknO'Ml
4.2 Environmental Concentrations unknown
4.3 Potential for Introducing Non- X
Indi2enous Species

.-

(a) PMS - Navy planned maintenance system
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NATURE OF DISCHARGE REPORT

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The National Defense Authorization Act of 1996 amended Section 312 ofthe Federal
Water Pollution Control Act (also known as.the Clean Water Act (CWA» to require that the
Secretary ofDefense and the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
develop unifonn national discharge standards (UNDS) for vessels of the Anned Forces for
.....discharges, other than sewage, incidental to nonnal operation of a vessel of the Anned Forces,
..." [Section 312(n)(l)]. UNDS is being developed in three phases. The first phase (which this
report supports), will detennine which discharges will be required to be controlled by marine.
pollution control devices (MPCDs)--either equipment or management practices. The second
phase will develop MPCD perfonnance standards. The final phase will detennine the design,
construction, installation, and use ofMPCDs.

A nature ofdischarge (NOD) report has been prepared for each ofthe discharges that has
been identified as a candidate for regulation under UNDS. The NOD reports were developed
based on infonnation obtained from the technical community within the Navy and other branches
of the Anned Forces with vessels potentially subject to UNDS, from infonnation available in
existing technical reports and documentation, and, when required, from data obtained from
discharge samples that were collected under the UNDS program.

The pwpose of the NOD report is to describe the discharge in detail, including the system
that produces the discharge, the equipment involved, the constituents released to the
environment, and the current practice, if any, to prevent or minimize environmental effects.
Where existing process infonnation is insufficient to characterize the discharge, the NOD report
provides the results ofadditional sampling or other data gathered on the discharge. Based on the
above infonnation, the NOD report describes how the estimated constituent concentrations and
mass loading to the environment were detennined. Finally, the NOD report assesses the
potential for environmental effect. The NOD report contains sections on: Discharge
Description, Discharge Characteristics, Nature ofDischarge Analysis, Conclusions, and Data
Sources and References.
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2.0 DISCHARGE DESCRIPTION

This section describes the clean ballast discharge and includes information on: the
equipment that is used and its operation (Section 2.1), general description of the constituents of
the discharge (Section 2.2), and the vessels that produce this discharge (Section 2.3).

2.1 Equipment Description and Operation

Ballast water is carried by many types ofvessels and is held in a variety of tanks. The
relative complexity ofballast operations depends on the size, configuration, and requirements of
the vessel and on the complexity ofits pumping and piping systems.

Clean ballast water is seawater which. is introduced into dedicated ballast tanks to adjust a
vessel's draft, buoyancy, trim and list, and to improve stability under various operating.
conditions. For example, ballast water is used on various vessel classes to replace the weight of .
off-loaded cargo or expended fuel oil. Generally, seawater is directed to th«;: ballast tanks from
the firemain, by flooding, and/or from dedicated ballast pumps. Ballast intake systems are
usually covered with a grate; suction strainers can be used to protect the pumping system from
debris. Ballast water is discharged through valves by gravity or pressurized air, or is pumped out
by eductors. Clean ballast tanks are dedicated to ballasting operations and their contents are not
mixed with fuel or oil.

Amphibious assault ships also flood clean ballast compartments during landing craft
operations to lower the ship's stern, allowing the well deck to be accessed. This ballast water is
subsequently discharged at the end ofthe operation. Figure 1 depicts a typical amphibious ship
ballast and deballast tank system.

U.S. Navy submarines have main and variable ballast systems. The main ballast system
controls the submarine's overall buoyancy while the variable ballast system controls the
submarine's trim and list, and adjusts for variations in the submarine's buoyancy while operating
submerged.

2.2 Releases to the Environment

Ballast water has the potential to contain plants and animals, including microorganisms
and pathogens, that are native to the location where the water was brought aboard. When the
ballast water is transported and discharged into another port or coastal area, the surviving
organisms have the potential to impact the local ecosystem. Ballast water also has the potential
to contain metals and chemical constituents from contact with piping systems and ballast tank
coatings. Releases to the environment occur when ballast water is discharged.

2.3 Vessels Producing the Discharge

Ballast water collection and discharge practices depend on vessel class and mission
characteristics. Most surface vessels in the Navy have clean ballast systems, including the
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following vessel classes: amphibious assault ships (LHD, LHA, LPH), aircraft carriers
(CV/CVN), amphibious transport docks (LPD), frigates (FFG), dock landing ships (LSD), oilers
(AOE), and amphibious command ships (LCC). All U.S. Navy submarines (SSNs and SSBNs)
have main and variable ballast systems.

U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) vessels that have designated seawater ballast tanks include the
following classes: medium endurance cutters (WMEC), sea going buoy tenders (WLB), and ice
breakers (WAGB).

Most Military Sealift Command (MSC) have clean ballast systems, including the
folloWing vessel classes: fleet-support auxiliary ships (T-AFS, T-AE, and T-AO), point-to-point
supply ships (T-AKR) and other ships (T-AH, T-AGS, T-AGOS, T-AGaR, T-AG, T-AGM, and
T-ATF).l

Ami.y ships designed for intra-theater cargo transport (LCU-2000 and LSV) take on and
discharge clean ballast when loading and unloading cargo and equipment. Vessels of the Air
Force also discharge ballast water within 12 nautical miles (n.m.) of shore..

3.0 DISCHARGE CHARACTERISTICS

This section contains qualitative and quantitative information that characterizes the
discharge. Section 3.1 describes where the discharge occurs with respect to harbors and near~

shore areas, Section 3.2 describes the rate ofthe discharge, Section 3.3 lists the constituents in
the discharge, and Section 3.4 gives the concentrations ofthe constituents in the discharge.

3.1 Locality

The mode and location ofballast water discharge differs for Navy, USCG, MSC, Army,
and Air Force vessels, and also varies among individual ship classes depending on the mission or
design of the vessel. Discharge ofballast water is intermittent for vessels of each service.
Discharges can occur in port or at sea depending upon service policies and the individual vessel's
operational requirements. Ballast water is normally released at sea (outside of 12 n.m.) or in the
same general vicinity from which it was taken aboard.

In order to adopt the intent ofguidelines established by the International Maritime
Organization (IMO), the Navy has instituted a "double-exchange" policy for surface vessels.2

All Navy surface vessels completely offload ballast water originating in a foreign port outside of
12 n.m. from shore and take on and discharge 'clean sea water' two times prior to entry within 12
n.m. of shore. The seawater then can be discharged within 12 n.m. ofshore whenever ballast is
no longer needed.

All submarines submerge by filling externally mounted main ballast tanks (MBTs) and
surface by emptying them. Discharges from MBTs happen mainly during surfacing when
seawater in MBTs is displaced overboard by air forced into the tanks. The majority of
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submarines submerge and surface outside of 12 n.m. of shore, however, submarines on occasion
do surface and submerge within 12 n.m. ofshore at selected ports where ocean depth and vessel
traffic permit this practice. While transiting on the surface from port, variable ballast water can
be discharged to make small adjustments to the ship's trim. Once the submarine submerges, the
variable ballast system is used as necessary to maintain trim and stability. In port, both main and
variable ballast can occasionally be taken on or discharged to support maintenance activities or to
compensate for weight changes. Any ballast water taken on by the MBTs in port is discharged
prior to leaving port. While visiting foreign ports, submarines avoid taking water into the
variable ballast system. Ifadditional variable ballast water is required, submarines take on
freshwater to prevent fouling ofsystems and equipment.

Amphibious ships take on ballast water in coastal waters (within 12 n.m.) during landing
craft operations and discharge it at the conclusion of those operations in the same general
location.

USCG vessels do not discharge ballast water collected near one coastal area into another
coastal area. Coast Guard vessels are required to exchange their ballast water twice beyond 12
n.m. ofshore, if the water originated from within 12 n.m.3

, 4 .

MSC vessels may discharge clean ballast both at sea and in port. The location of the
discharge varies by vessel category. Fleet-support auxiliary ships typically load ballast at sea
when discharging cargo and unload ballast near shore when taking on cargo. Point-to-point
supply ships typically ballast to replace the weight ofconsumed fuel, not to compensate for off
loaded cargo, and deballast occurs after a voyage, usually in port. The remaining ships of the
MSC fleet typically ballast to bring the ship to an appropriate draft and trim for mission
requirements. Some ofthese ships may hold ballast for long periods and others may use
freshwater ballast only.1 Although an official MSC policy has not yet been approved, many
MSC vessels currelltly abide by IMO guidelines, which recommend exchanging ballast water in
waters 2,000 meters or more in depth before entering coastal zones.s

Navy, USCG, and IMO policies for surface vessels are summarized in Table 1.

3.2 Rate

The volume of seawater discharged during deballasting operations varies by vessel class
and activity. Typical ballasting operations on surface ships only use a portion ofthe total ballast
capacity. For example, the average maximum ballast carried by a T-AO 187 Class ship has been
reported to be around 50% ofcapacity, although the actual quantity ofballast varies significantly
depending on the quantity ofcargo carried.1

Total capacity ofindividual ballast systems varies significantly by vessel class. The LSD
41 Class and T-AO 187 Class ships have ballast tanks with a capacity ofthree million gallons.
T-AKR 287 Class ships have a total ballast capacity ofapproximately 1.2 million gallons, while
the MSC oceanographic research ship, USNS Vanguard (T-AG 194), carries approximately 1.7
million gallons of freshwater ballast that is only emptied in dry dock during tank inspections. 1,6
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Other ship capacities for Navy and USCG vessels are as shown in Table 2.

Deballasting flow rates also vary significantly by vessel class. Deballasting methods
include gravity fed systems, eductor systems, or compressed air pumps with associated drain
valves. Typical air compressors that pressurize and empty ballast tanks on board amphibious
ships are rated for 2,000 standard cubic feet per minute (scfin) air flow which is sufficient to
displace an equivalent of 14,960 gallons per minute (gpm) ofballast water. Main ballast tanks
on submarines are typically evacuated within 30 minutes using pressurized air.7

3.3 Constituents

Constituents ofclean ballast may include material from piping and piping components,
coatings, and additives.

Rust inhibitors containing aliphatic petroleum distillates are commonly applied to some
MSC ballast tanks. Additional constituents may include flocculant chemicals, composed of95%
water and 5% salts and polymers.8 Flocculant chemicals are introduced in ballast tanks ofsome .
MSC vessels to facilitate the discharge of suspended silts during deballasting operations.
Sediments frequently accumulate on the bottom and on many horizontal surfaces ofballast tanks
and may be discharged during deballasting operations. Lead-block ballast are also present in the
ballast tanks on some MSC vessels.

Metals and chemical constituents can be introduced to ballast water through contact with
piping systems and ballast tank coatings. Constituent loadings are expected to increase with
increased residence time ofwater in the clean ballast systems. The composition ofpiping and
components that contact ballast water includes iron, copper, nickel, bronze, titanium, chromium,
and composites~ These composites are a linen reinforced graphite phenolic compound and '
reinforced epoxy matrix. Fitting and valve materials include aluminum, copper, nickel, and
silver-brazed materials. Synthetic and cloth-rubber gaskets, nitrile seals, and ethylene propylene
rubber a-ring seals may also be wetted parts of the ballast system.9

,lO

. The interiors oftanks ofNavy vessels are typically coated with epoxy coatings, and the
tanks can contain zinc or aluminum anodes for cathodic protection.11

,12 Ballast tank coating
specifications list the following constituents: polyamide, magnesium silicate, titanium dioxide, a
solvent, naphtha, and epoxy resin. Specifications also dictate the maximum allowable
concentrations ofsolvents in epoxy coatings.

Firemain systems are used to fill many clean ballast tanks. Although concentrations in
firemain discharge cannot be directly correlated with constituent concentrations in clean ballast
water, analytical data obtained from sampling of shipboard firemain systems could serve as an
indicator ofpotential constituents introduced to clean ballast water. Based on the make up of
clean ballast systems and the analytical results of firemain discharge sampling, the following
priority pollutants could be present within the discharge: copper, nickel, and zinc. No
bioaccumulators are known or suspected to be present in clean ballast discharge.
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3.4 Concentrations

Although suspected constituents in clean ballast discharge have been identified,
constituent concentrations were not estimated.

4.0 NATURE OF DISCHARGE ANALYSIS

Based on the discharge characteristics presented in Section 3.0, the nature of the
discharge and its potential impact on the environment can be evaluated. Mass loadings are
discussed in Section 4.1 and the concentrations ofdischarge constituents after release to the
environment are discussed in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3, the potential for the transfer ofnon
indigenous species is discussed.

4.1 Mass Loadings

Using known tank volumes and numbers ofvessels in specific classes, an estimate ofthe
total ballast capacity is presented in Table 2. Most surface vessels are required to conduct double
exchanges outside of12 n.m. of shore unless the discharge ofthe clean ballast is located in the
same geographical region as the intake, or operational conditions prevent the double flush from
being performed. Additional ballast exchanges occur within 12 n.m. Although total ballast
capacity estimates have been made, mass loading ofchemical constituents were not estimated
due to the uncertainty in the frequency ofballasting operations and the lack ofchemical
constituent data.

4.2 Environmental Concentrations

Although water quality criteria are available for suspected constituents, no analyses have
been completed and constituent concentrations are not available. A comparison of
concentrations with water quality criteria was not made.

4.3 Potential for Introducing Non-indigenous Species

Discharged clean ballast water from vessels ofthe Armed Forces has potential for
introducing non-indigenous species into receiving waters. This can be inferred from studies of
commercial vessels.

Studies of foreign ballast water commonly introduced into the Chesapeake Bay found that
more than 90% ofthe commercial vessels carried live organisms. Forty percent ofthe sampled
vessels had organisms within their ballast tanks including dinoflagellates and diatoms. Such
organisms are suspended in both water and sediments within ballast tanks. Organisms also may
attach to tank walls and be dislodged during deballasting.13 One study characterized a variety of
non-indigenous species in 159 cargo vessels arriving in Coos Bay, Oregon, from 25 different
Japanese ports. The study found 367 distinctly identifiable taxa, representing 16 animal phyla, 3
protist phyla, and 3 plant divisions. Organisms present in most vessels included copepods (99%
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ofvessels), polycheate worms (89%), barnacles (83%), clams and mussels (71%), flatworms
(65%), crabs and shrimp (48%), and chaetognaths (47%).13

The preliminary conclusion ofa Smithsonian Environmental Research Center (SERC)
study ofthree Navy surface ships' ballast water during transit of the Atlantic is that the double
exchange ofballast water can be a ''very effective" method ofpreventing the introduction ofnon
indigenous species. The SERC study performed a double-exchange ofclean ballast water
containing a known number/concentration ofmicrobials and found that 95% to 100% ofthe
microbials were removed.14 The SERC study noted that a "large number" of the microbials
would not have survived the transit even if the double exchange ofballast water had not been
performed. Therefore, the percentage reduction of the number or type ofnon-indigenous species
transported in the ballast water ofNavy surface vessels achieved by double-exchange has not
been detennined.

Although the presence ofnon-indigenous species has been verified by previous studies of
commercial vessels, exact densities ofindividual species introduced through deballasting
operations ofvessels of the Armed Forces have not been evaluated.

5.0 CONCLUSION

Clean ballast discharges have a potential to cause an adverse environmental effect
because clean ballast water has the potential for transferring non-indigenous species between
ports.

6.0 DATA SOURCES AND REFERENCES

To characterize this discharge, information from various sources was obtained. Process
information, equipment specifications, and research concerning non-indigenous species was
used. Table 3 shows the sources ofdata used to develop this NOD report.

Specific References

1. Weersing, Penny, Point Paper - Supplemental Information about Ballast Water - MSC
Ships. 31 October 1996.

2. Department of the Navy, Office ofthe ChiefofNaval Operations. Summary Matrix of
OPNAVINST 5090.1B, Environmental and Natural Resources Program Manual, Chapter
19-10 (Ship Ballast Water and Anchor System Sediment Control Requirements). 1
November 1994.

3. Directive Order. COMLANTAREA COGARD, Portsmouth, VA to LANT CUTTER
FLT. Ballast Water Exchange Program, 14 August 1996.
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4. Directive Order. COMPACAREA COGARD, Alameda, CA. PACAREA Aquatic
Prevention Program, 12 November 1996.

5. Weersing, Penny, Attachment 4, Point Paper - Supplemental Infonnation about Ballast
Water - MSC Ships. Summary Matrix ofOPNAVINST 5090.1B. 31 October 1996.

6. UNDS Equipment Expert Meeting Minutes - Clean Ballast. 18 September 1996.

7. Letter from Commander Submarine Force, U. S. Atlantic Fleet to Commander, Naval Sea
Systems Command (OOT); SerN451A/4270 dated 13 Dec 1996; COMSUBLANT
Response to UNDS Data Call; 688 Class and 726 Class Submarine Discharge Data
Package.

8. Ashland Chemical Company. Material Safety Data Sheets - Magnakote Rust
Preventative and Mud Conditioner. 8 February 1995 and 10 February 1995.

9. Mil. Spec. MIL-P-83461, "Packings, Prefonned, Petroleum Hydraulic Fluid Resistant,
Improved Perfonnance at 275°F (135°C)".

10. Mil. Spec. MIL-G-22050, "Gasket and Packing Material, Rubber for Use With".

II. Mil. Spec. MIL-P-24441, "Paint, Epoxy-Polyamide, General Specification For".

12. Mil. Spec. MIL-PRF-23236, "Paint Coating Systems, Fuel and Salt Water Ballast Tank".

13. Chesapeake Bay Commission. The Introduction ofNonindigenous Species to the
Chesapeake Bay Via Ballast Water - Strategies to Decrease the Risks ofFuture
Introductions through Ballast Water Management. 5 January 1995.

14. Ruiz, Greg. Non-Indigenous Species Presentation - Notes by Dan G. Mosher, Malcolm
Pirnie, Inc. 18 September 1996.

15. International Maritime Organization (IMO). Guidelines for Preven1ing the Introduction
ofUnwanted Aquatic Organisms and Pathogens from Ships' Ballast Water and Sediment
Discharges, 10 M,ay 1995

General References

USEPA. Toxics Criteri~ for Those States Not Complying with Clean Water Act Section
303(c)(2)(B). 40 CFR Part 131.36.

USEPA. Interim Final Rule. Water Quality Standards; Establishment ofNumeric Criteria for
Priority Toxic Pollutants; States' Compliance - Revision ofMetals Criteria. 60 FR
22230. May 4, 1995.
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USEPA. Water Quality Standards; Establishment ofNumeric Criteria for Priority Toxic
Pollutants. 57 FR 60848. December 22, 1992.

USEPA. Water Quality Standards; Establishment ofNumeric Criteria for Priority Toxic
Pollutants for the State ofCalifornia, Proposed Rule under 40 CFR Part 131, Federal
Register, Vol. 62, Number 150. August 5, 1997.

Connecticut. Department ofEnvironmental Protection. Water Quality Standards. Surface Water
Quality Standards Effective April 8, 1997.

Florida. Department ofEnvironmental Protection. Surface Water Quality Standards, Chapter
62-302. Effective December 26, 1996.

Georgia Final Regulations. Chapter 391-3-6, Water Quality Control, as provided by The Bureau
ofNational Mfairs, Inc., 1996.

Hawaii. Hawaiian Water Quality Standards. Section 11, Chapter 54 ofthe State Code.

Mississippi. Water Quality Criteria for Intrastate, Interstate and Coastal Waters. Mississippi
Department ofEnvironmental Quality, Office ofPollution Control. Adopted November
16, 1995.

New Jersey Final Regulations. Surface Water Quality Standards, Section 7:9B-l, as provided by
The Bureau ofNational Affairs, Inc., 1996.

Texas. Texas Surface Water Quality Standards, Sections 307.2 - 307.10. Texas Natural
Resource Conservation Commission. Effective July 13, 1995.

Virginia. Water Quality Standards. Chapter 260, Virginia Administrative Code (VAC) , 9 VAC
25-260.

Washington. Water Quality Standards for Surface Waters of the State ofWashington. Chapter
173-201A, Washington Administrative Code (WAC).

National Research Council. Stemming the Tide, Controlling Introductions ofNonindigenous
Species by Ship's Ballast Water. National Academy Press, 1996.

Aivalotis, LT Joyce. UNDS Info, 18 February 1997, Doug Hamm, Malcolm Pirnie, Inc.

Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA). Ship Infonnation Book, S9CVN-CD-Sm-020, CVN
70 Vol. 2, Pt. 1, Bk 1, Chapter 11, Drainage and Ballasting Systems, Section 3, Sea Water
Ballasting System.

Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA). Ship Infonnation Book, S9LHA-AA-Sm-020, LHA
1, Section 7-41, BallastJDeballast System.
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Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA). Ship Information Book, 0905LP-123-6010, LCC 19,
Section 2, Chapter 1, Fuel Oil Tank Stripping and Clean Ballast Systems.

Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA). Ship Information Book, S9LHD-AA-SIB-060, LHD
1, Chapter 14, Ballast/Deballast System.

Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA). Ship Information Book, S9LPD-AD-SIB-020, LPD
4, Vol. 2, Pt. 1, Table 7-2, Approximate Time to Ballast & Deballast Tanks.

Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA). Ship Information Book, S9LSD-BH-SIB-100, LSD
41, Vol. 7, Ballasting/Deballasting.

ColumbialHCA Healthcare Corporation. Epidemic Cholera in the New World:
Translating Field Epidemiology into New Prevention Strategies. 2 October 1996.

Krotoff, Oleg, Ashland Chemical. Conversation with Oleg Krotoff, Env. Elllgineer, Ashland
Chemical, 13 May 1997, Doug Hamm, Malcolm Pirnie, Inc.

UNDS Equipment Expert Meeting Round Two - Clean Ballast. 15 April 1997.

Weersing, Penny, MSC. UNDS: Clean Ballast, 15 May 1997, Doug Hamm, Malcolm Pirnie, Inc.
UNDS Equipment Expert Meeting - Clean Ballast. 18 September 1996, M. Rosenblatt &
Son, Inc.

Committee Print Number 95-30 ofthe Committee on Public Works and Transportation of the
House ofRepresentatives, Table 1.

The Water Quality Guidance for the Great Lakes System, Table 6A. Volume 60 Federal
Register, p. 15366. March 23, 1995.
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Figure 1. Typical Amphibious Ship Ballast and Deballast Tank Piping Composite
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Recommends record keeping of
ballast wat(~r exchange, sediment
removal, procedures used, and .
appointment ofresponsible officer
on board ships to ensure procedures
are followed and records
maintained.

Recommends ballast water
exchange to take place in areas with
a depth of2000 meters or more to
minimize the introduction ofnon
indigenous invasive species.

Requires entering records ofballast
water exchanges and their
geographical location in ship's
engineering log.

Requires potentially polluted ballast
water to be ofiloaded outside of 12
n.m. from shore and clean sea water
taken on and discharged twice prior
to entry within 12 n.m. form shore.

Table 2. Estimate of Total Ballast Capacity*

Clean Ballast
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Table 1. Summary ofIMO, USCG, and Navy Exchange Policies for Clean Ballast Water
From Surface Vessels

Estimate IS based upon the largest vessels of the Navy, USCG, MSC, and Anny that use clean
ballast. Ballast volumes ofvessels of the Air Force are not included.

Requires potentially polluted ballast
water to be offloaded outside of 12
n.m. from shore and clean sea water
taken on and discharged twice prior
to entry within 12 n.m. from shore.

Requires entering records ofballast
water exchanges and their
geographical location in ship's
engineering log.

,

Ves:sel Class Service Ballast Canacitv (Gallons) # Vessels ......... .. Total'Canac[tv(GalIPJls).
T-AO 187 MSC 3,000,000 12 36,000;000
T-AKR287 MSC 1,200,000 8 9,600,000
T-AG 194 MSC 1,700,000 1 1,700,000
WMEC270A&B USCG 42,250 13 549,250
WLB225 USCG 92,300 2 184,600
WAGB399 USCG 115,300 2 230,600
LHA1 Navv 3,445,867 5 17,129,335
CVN68 Navv 278,533 7 1,949,731
LCC19 Navy 593,383 2 1,186,766
LPD4 Navv 3,700,000 8 29,600,000
LSD 41 Navv 3,090,000 8 24,720,000
LHD1 Navv 4,000,000 4 16,000,000
AOE6 Navv 209.941 3 629,823
SSBN726 Navy 668,904 17 11,371,368
SSN688 Navv 229,225 56 12,836,600
LSV Army 403,000 6 2,418,000
LCU-2000 Armv 111,369 35 3,897,915

Total: 170,103,988.



Table 3. Data Sources

.':2J3<V"esselS;Prodtic· p':l:heJ)lSClm~ei,.i'. UNDS Database X
. .~'3,1;~a1itv}F';u, ;, " X
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NATURE OF DISCHARGE REPORT

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The National Defense Authorization Act of 1996 amended Section 312 ofthe Federal
Water Pollution Control Act (also lmown as the Clean Water Act (CWA)) to require that the
Secretary ofDefense and the Administrator ofthe Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
develop uniform national discharge standards (UNDS) for vessels of the Armed Forces for
"...discharges, other than sewage, incidental to normal operation ofa vessel of the Armed Forces,
..." [Section 312(n)(1)]. UNDS is being developed in three phases. The first phase (which this
report supports), will determine which discharges will be required to be controlled by marine
pollution control devices (MPCDs}-either equipment or management practices. The second
phase will develop MPCD performance standards. The final phase will determine the design,
construction, installation, and use ofMPCDs.

A nature ofdischarge (NOD) report has been prepared for each ofthe discharges that has
been identified as a candidate for regulation under UNDS. The NOD reports were developed
based on information obtained from the technical community 'Yithin the Navy and other branches
of the Armed Forces with vessels potentially subject to UNDS, from information available in
existing technical reports and documentation, and, when required, from data obtained from
discharge samples that were collected under the UNDS program.

The purpose of the NOD report is to describe the discharge in detail, including the system
that produces the discharge, the equipment involved, the constituents released to the
environment, and the current practice, if any, to prevent or minimize environmental effects.
Where existing process information is insufficient to characterize the discharge, the NOD report
provides the results ofadditional sampling or other data gathered on the discharge. Based on the
above information, the NOD report describes how the estimated constituent concentrations and
mass loading to the environment were determined. Finally, the NOD report assesses the
potential for environmental effect. The NOD report contains sections on: Discharge
Description, Discharge Characteristics, Nature ofDischarge Analysis, Conclusions, and Data
Sources and References.
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2.0 DISCHARGE DESCRIPTION

This section describes compensated fuel ballast discharge and includes information on:
the equipment that is used and its operation (Section 2.1), general description ofthe constituents
ofthe discharge (Section 2.2), and the vessels that produce this discharge (Section 2.3).

2.1 Equipment Description and Operation

Compensated ballast tanks are used for fuel storage and to maintain stability on some
classes ofNavy vessels. As fuel is consumed while underway, water is taken in by the vessel to
maintain a nearly constant total fluid weight in the vesse1. Compensated fuel ballast tanks are
maintained full ofeither fuel, seawater, or acombination ofboth. When both fuel and seawater
are present in the same tank, the fuel floats on top of the seawater because the fuel is less dense.
These tanks are only completely emptied ofall fluid (seawater and fuel) during in-tank
maintenance or modification work that is not part ofthe ships' normal operation.

In vessels thatuse compensated fuel ballast systems, several compensated fuel ballast
tanks are connected in series to form a tank group. The first tank of the group is called the
"receiving tank." Fuel enters and exits the tank group via the receiving tank. The last tank ofthe
group is called the "overflow/expansion tank." Seawater enters and exits the tank group via the
overflow/expansion tank from the ship's firemain. Compensating water is introduced into the
overboard discharge pipe ofthe overflow/expansion tank through a level control valve. This
valve maintains a constant pressure within the compensated fuel tanks. The compensated
ballast/fuel storage tanks are in between the receiving and the overflow/expansion tanks. All the
tanks in the group are connected by sluice pipes. Each tank in the group has an upper and lower
sluice pipe. The lower sluice pipe in the first tank of the group is connected to the upper sluice
pipe ofthe next tank in the series. The upper sluice pipe in the receiving tank connects to the
ship's fill and transfer fuel piping and allows fuel to enter and leave the tank group. The lower
sluice pipe of the overflow/expansion tank allows seawater to enter and leave the tank group.
Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram ofthe tank group interconnection pipes.

Each Navy surface vessel using a compensated fuel ballast system has six tank groups in
adjacent tank group pairs; two tank groups forward, two tank groups midship, and two tank
groups aft. Figure 2 shows the general layout of the six tank groups. For each adjacent tank
group pair, there is one port tank group and one starboard tank group. Each tank group consists
of three to six tanks connected in a series: a receiving tank, one to four storage tanks, and an
overflow/expansion tank. The overboard discharge from each adjacent port'and starboard tank
group are cross-connected resulting in a port-starboard pair-ofoverboard discharges forward,
midship, and aft. Figure 3 illustrates a typical fuel oil tank layout for pair ofport and starboard
tank groups with cross-connected overflow piping on a surface vesse1.

During a fueling operation, fuel enters the receiving tank via the inlet sluice pipe and
pushes seawater through the rest ofthe tanks in the group via the sluice pipes. By simple
displacement, an equal amount ofseawater is discharged overboard from the overflow/expansion
tank. Each tank in the group fills in sequence since fuel cannot get into the next tank in the series
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until the fuel level reaches the lower sluice pipe of the tank being filled. When the fuel level
reaches the lower sluice pipe in a tank the fuel starts to flow into the next tank in the series via
the sluice pipe. Operating procedures dictate that the fueling process be stopped prior to fuel
entering the overflow/expansion tank. l The overflow/expansion tank is intended to hold only
seawater, acting as a buffer between the fuel storage tanks and the overboard discharge. This
tank is used to prevent the accidental discharge of fuel overboard due to overfilling ofthe tank
group, or due to the thermal expansion of the fuel when ambient temperatures increase.

Fuel is transferred via purifiers to uncompensated fuel service tan1c.s prior to use by ship's
propulsion and electrical generating plants. Only fuel from the service tanks is used to power the
ship's propulsion and electrical generating plants, fuel is not taken directly from the compensated
fuel ballaSt tanks to the engines. Therefore, compensating water is not taken on when the ship's
engines are operating in port.-

Non..:conventional submarines have a compensated fuel ballast system to provide fuel for
the emergency diesel generator. This compensated fuel ballast system consists of a Normal Fuel
Oil (NFO) tank and a seawater expansion tank. Compensating water is not discharged to the
surrounding water under any normal operating condition. When fueling, the displaced seawater
is removed from the NFO tank via the seawater compensating line and is transferred via a hose
connection to a port collection facility for treatment and disposal? While operating at sea,
compensating seawater is not discharged from the NFO tank because an air charge in the
expansion tank compresses to account for volumetric changes due to hull compression during
changes in ship depth or as a result of tank liquid temperature changes.

Mixing of the fuel into seawater discharged from the overflow/expansion tank is believed
to occur via the following mechanisms:

• Fuel and water can be mixed by turbulence in the tank during rapid introduction of
fuel or water, or the rolling motion ofthe ship. The turbulence is caused by fluid flow
around internal tank structure and by interfacial shear between the fuel and the water
layers.

• mternal tank structure can cause incorrect fuel level readings and inadvertent
discharge of fuel with the compensated ballast water by trapping pockets of fuel and
seawater.

• Soluble fuel constituents can be dissolved in seawater.

Some ofthe design and operational practices used by the Navy to mitigate fuel discharges
from compensating ballast systems include:

• Engineering Operating Sequencing Systems (EOSS) fuel filling procedure "Standard
Refueling, Fuel Oil" (SRFO) and the Class Advisories (temporary operating
instructions and notices) for destroyers and conventional cruisers recommend that fuel
storage tanks be refueled to no greater than 85 percent ofcapacity in port. l

-4 This
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prevents the fuel/seawater interface from entering the overflow/expansion tank and
overboard discharge pipe.

• EOSS fuel filling procedure SRFO and the Class Advisories for the same vessels
direct that the in-port flow limiting valves in the supply to each tank group be closed
during in-port refueling only (open while refueling at sea). The flow limiting valves
restrict the fill rate to each tank group to approximately 400 gallons per minute (gpm)
versus 1000 gpm while at sea. This reduces fuel/seawater mixing in the tank. l

-4

• EOSS fuel filling procedure SRFO requires individuals to stand watch to halt
refueling in the event ofoverboard spills, while others are required to monitor fuel
levels in each tank during the refueling operation.1

2.2 Releases to the Environment

As discussed in Section 2.1 compensated ballast discharge occurs through the
overflow/expansion tank during refueling operations. Compensated ballast discharge consists
primarily ofseawater containing some fuel constituents. Leaching and COlTosion of fuel
containment systems are expected to result in the presence ofmetals.

2.3 Vessels Producing the Discharge

The Navy is the only branch of the Anned Forces whose vessels utilize compensated fuel
ballast systems. Compensated fuel ballast systems are used only on CG 47 Class cruisers; DD
963 Class, DDG 993 Class, and DDG 51 Class destroyers; and all non-conventional submarine
classes.2 A total of75 U.S. based surface vessels generate this discharge. Submarine
compensated fuel ballast systems do not discharge to the surrounding water whether in port or at
sea. USCG, MSC, Anny, Air Force, and Marine Corps vessels do not utilize compensated fuel
ballast systems and do not generate this discharge.

3.0 DISCHARGE CHARACTERISTICS

This section contains qualitative and quantitative information that characterizes the
discharge. Section 3.1 describes where the discharge occurs with respect to harbors and near
shore areas, Section 3.2 describes the rate of the discharge, Section 3.3 lists the constituents in
the discharge, and Section 3.4 gives the concentrations of the constituents in the discharge.

3.1 Locality

In-port refueling ofsurface ships is the only circumstance during which compensated
ballast discharge occurs within 12 nautical miles (n.m.). At-sea refueling operations take place
outside of 12 n.m. based on standard operating practice.

3.2 Rate
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During in-port refuelings of surface vessels, compensated ballast is discharged at a rate of
up to 400 gpm per tank group (2,400 gpm maximum per ship). Based on actual refueling data
obtained from Navy personnel, each ship takes on about 200,000 gallons per refueling in port and
the refuelings occur on average two times per year per ship.5

3.3 Constituents

The Navy has conducted several studies ofcompensated ballast in the past. These
included:

• in-port refueling test of the USS Nicholson (DD 982);6
• at-sea refueling testing of the USS Spruance (DD 963);7
• in-port and at-sea testing ofthe USS John Hancock (DD 981);8 and
• in-port testing of the USS Arleigh Burke (DDG 51).9,10

These previous studies have typically measured the oil concentration of the discharge.
On the DDG 51, in-line oil content monitors were used in conjunction with standard laboratory
analyses to determine the oil concentration in the discharged ballast water. Table 1 summarizes
the data for oil concentration in compensated ballast water from the previous Navy studies. The
concentration ofoil in water varied from below detection levels to 370 milligrams per liter
(mg/L).

To further support this NOD report, a sampling effort was conducted. Five samples of
compensated ballast discharge, and an additional quality assurance/quality control sample, were
taken through the course of an in-port refueling operation from the discharge of a single midship
tank group of the USS Arleigh Burke, (DDG 51) on January 27, 1997.11 Based on previous Navy
operational and design experience, midship tank groups on DDG 51 Class vessels are expected to
contain the greatest concentration of fuel oil constituents in the ballast water. The samples were
analyzed for volatile and semivolatile organics, selected classical pollutants, metals, and mercury
using EPA series 1600 protocols. Table 2 presents a summary of the validated analytical data
for all detected analytes from the sampling effort that occurred on January 27, 1997. The
following priority pollutants were present in measurable amounts: copper, nickel, silver,
thallium, zinc, benzene, phenol, and toluene;I2 the only bioaccumulator found was mercury.I3
Also, during the UNDS sampling effort, 8 additional samples were taken and analyzed for TPH
by the modified 418-2 method, with results ranging from 11.9 to 108.2 mg/L.14

3.4 Concentrations

As mentioned in Section 3.3, Table 2 presents the validated analytical data from the
UNDS sampling effort. The table includes metals, volatile organics, semivolatile organics,
classicals, and mercury. The table shows the constituents, the log-normal mean, the frequency of
detection for each constituent, the minimum and maximum concentrations, and the mass
loadings ofeach constituent. For the purposes ofcalculating the log-normal mean, a value of
one-half the detection limit was used for non-detected results.
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In addition to the oil concentration data collected in previous sampling as described in
Table 1, two separate sets of analyses were developed from the UNDS sampling effort to support
this NOD report. The samples were analyzed for Hexane Extractable Materials (HEM) and
Silica Gel Treated (SGT) -HEM. The HEM values correspond to oil and grease and the SGT
HEM values correspond to total petroleum hydrocarbon (TPH) which is a subset ofoil and
grease. The results varied from 8 to 36.5 mg/L for HEM and from 6 to 12.5 mg/L for SGT
HEM.II

4.0 NATURE OF DISCHARGE ANALYSIS

Based on the discharge characteristics presented in Section 3.0, the nature of the
discharge and its potential impact on the environment can be evaluated. The estimated mass
loadings are presented in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, the concentrations ofdischarge constituents
after release to the environment are estimated and compared with the water quality criteria. In
Section 4.3, the potential for the transfer ofnon-indigenous species is discussed.

4.1 Mass Loadings

Based on ship transit data, Navy surface ships with compensated ballast systems are at
their homeport (within 12 n.m.) between 101 and 178 days per year, and at sea for the balance of
the year. IS A per-ship total annual discharge of400,000 gallons per year was calculated based
upon the following averages obtained from Navy refueling data:5

.

• 200,000 gallons median discharge per in port refueling; and
• 2 refuelings in port per year. '

As mentioned in Section 2.3, 75 surface vessels are homeported in the U.S. and generate
compensated ballast within 12 n.m. ofthe U.S.16 The majority of these ships' in-port refuelings
occur at their homeport. Flow per ship class can be roughly approximated as the product ofthe
number ofvessels in a class and 400,000 gallons discharged per ship per year as presented in
Table 3. The 75 U.S. based surface vessels discharge 30.0 million gallons within the 12 n.m.
zone.

Total mass loading, for in-port discharges, was estiniated by multiplying the log-normal
mean concentration by the total compensated ballast discharge volume of 30.0 million gallons
per year. The generalized equation is shown below:

Mass Loading (lbslyr) = ...• "" ..................•.........'..

(Concentration (J.1g/L»(Volume (gaVyr»(3.785 Iigal)(2.21bslkg)(10·9 kglJ.1g)··

Based on the SGT-HEM log-normal mean concentration of4.65 mg/L the TPH loading
could be 1,160 pounds per year (lbs/yr). Based on the HEM log-normal mean concentration of
12.73 mgIL, the total estimated oil & grease loading from in-port discharges could be expected to
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be 3,180 Ibs/yr.

Using the metal log-normal mean concentrations as listed in Table 2; the mass loadings
are estimated to be 13.3 Ibs/yr for copper; 47.4 Ibs/yr for nickel; 2 Ibs/yr for thallium; 1,063
Ibs/yr for zinc; 0.771bs/yr for silver; and 0.00015 Ibs/yr for mercury. Using the organic log
normal concentration in Table 2, the mass loading was estimated to be 10.3 Ibs/yr for 2-Propenal;
and 22 Ibs/yr for benzene. Using the log-normal concentration in Table 2, the mass loading was
estimated to be 65 lbs/yr for ammonia, 97 lbs/yr for nitrogen, and 15 Ibs/yr for phosphorous...
These mass loadings are summarized in Table 4. The ratio ofthe number ofvessels in each U.S.
homeport to the total of75 compensated ballast vessels allows the loadings to be proportioned as
shown in Table 5.

4.2 Environmental Concentrations

Screening for acute toxicity was accomplished by comparing the log-normal mean
resulting from the UNDS sampling to Federal or the most stringent state water quality criteria for
these constituents. These data are provided in Table 6. Individual sample concentrations exceed
Florida criteria for oil, as indicated by SGT-HEM, but the log-normal mean does not; however,
this discharge has demonstrated that potential for causing a sheen when procedural controls are
not used.6

,8 Discharge ofOil, 40 CFR 110, defines a prohibited discharge ofoil as any discharge
sufficient to cause a sheen on receiving waters. The Federal discharge standard is 15 mgIL based
on International Convention for the Prevention ofPollution from Ships (MARPOL 73/78).
MARPOL 73/78 as implemented by the Act to Prevent Pollution from Ships (APPS).

The log-normal mean concentrations for copper, nickel, silver, and zinc samples exceed
both Federal and most stringent state water quality criteria (WQC). The most stringent state
criteria are exceeded by the log-nonnal mean concentration for 2-Propenal, ammonia, benzene,
HEM, total nitrogen, phosphorous, and thallium. Mercury, a persistent bioaccumulator, was
present in three of the four samples, although it did not exceed WQC.

4.3 Potential for Introducing Non-Indigenous Species

Water taken into the fuel tanks during refueling could contain non-indigenous species,
but it is unlikely that the organisms will be transferred between ports for the following reasons:

1) Water is not taken into the compensated fuel ballast tanks during refueling operations 
water is only discharged during this operation. Water is only taken into the compensated
fuel ballast tanks during fuel transfer operations (either between compensated fuel ballast
tank groups or from a compensated fuel ballast tank to a fuel service tank). Water could
be taken into the compensated fuel ballast tanks prior to a refueling operation because
ship's personnel are trying to maximize the fuel storage on board by transferring fuel
from the compensated ballast tanks to top off the fuel service tanks. This process is
normally done at-sea prior to entering to a port facility. This process also prevents silt
and debris from shallow harbors from being introduced into the tanks.

Compensated Fuel Ballast
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2) Ifthe ship has been generating its own electrical power for an extended period while
in-port then the fuel transfer may take place in the harbor prior to the refueling in order to
maximize the fuel stored on-board the vessel. However, the refueling that takes place
immediately after the fuel transfer will discharge the compensating water back into the
same harbor.

3) Compensating water from the fuel storage tanks is frequently flushed while the ship is
at sea due to frequent refuelings. Navy surface ships with compensated ballast systems
normally refuel every three to four days while out at sea to prevent fuel levels from
dropping below 70% capacity. Based on ship transit data, these ships are at sea between
187 and 264 days peryear.ll Using the minimum number ofdays at sea (187), and
assuming that the ship is refueled at-sea every 4 days, results in an estimate of
approximately 46 at-sea refuelings per year compared to two in-port refuelings per year.
Therefore, there is little chance for compensating water that may have been taken on in
one port to be discharged in another port

5.0 CONCLUSIONS

Uncontrolled, compensated ballast discharge has the potenti3I to cause an adverse
environmental effect because significant amounts ofoil are discharged during a short duration at
concentrations that exceed discharge standards and water quality criteria. This discharge has
been reported to cause an oil sheen when procedural controls are not applied.6

,8

6.0 DATA SOURCES AND REFERENCES

To characterize this discharge, information from various sources was obtained. Process
information and assumptions were used to estimate the rate of discharge. Based on this estimate
and on the reported concentrations of the constituents, the concentrations of the constituents in
the environment resulting from this discharge were compared with relevant water quality criteria.
Table 7 shows the sources ofdata used to develop this NOD report.
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Figure 1. Fuel Tank Group 3 and 4 (Typical) Compensated Seawater Ballast
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Figure 2. Compensated Fuel Ballast Tank Layout



TANK GROUP 3

Figure 3. Typical Port and Starboard Tank Groups with Cross-connected Overflow
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Table 1. Oil Concentrations in Compensated Ballast Waters (mgIL)
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Table 2. Summary of Detected Analytes for Compensated Ballast Discharge

';'<" '/,':;t!{<' j if ..!",~'!;!f~~~I$~~~~~ltiG~:;i<'
-.-

- Classicals (mgIL)
ALKALINITY 46.72 40f4 45 49 11,671
AMMONIA AS NITROGEN 0.26 40f4 0.19 0.3 65
BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN 6.82 lof4 BDL 12 1,704
DEMAND
CHEMICAL OXYGEN DEMAND 429.25 40f4 380 490 107,231
(COD)
CHLORIDE 16042.18 40f4 15400 16800 4,007,497
HEXANE EXTRACTABLE 12.73 40f4 8 36.5 3,180
MATERlAL
SGT-HEM 4.65 20f4 BDL 12.5 1,162
SULFATE 2005.74 40f4 1900 2120 501,054
TOTAL DISSOLYED SOLIDS 27760.50 40f4 27000 29300 6,934,851
TOTAL KJELDAHL NITROGEN 0.39 40f4 0.28 0.58 97
TOTAL ORGANIC CARBON 28.98 40f4 21 40 7,239
I(TOC)
TOTAL PHOSPHOROUS 0.06 30f4 BDL 0.34 15
TOTAL SULFIDE (IODOMETRIC) 3.94 40f4 3 5 984
TOTAL SUSPENDED SOLIDS 9.62 40f4 4 18 2,403
VOLATILE RESIDUE 2506.27 40f4 1910 3160 626,091

Hydrazine (mg/L)

HYDRAZINE 0.08 40f4 0.0705 0.089 20
Mercury (ngIL)

MERCURY 0.60 30f4 BDL 0.835 0.0001
Metals (J!2IL)

ALUMINUM Dissolved 52.03 20f4 BDL 120 13
Total 37.00 lof4 BDL 135.5 9

BARIUM Dissolved 11.44 40f4 10.35 12 3
Total 11.24 40f4 10.25 11.8 3

BORON Dissolved 3098.77 40f4 2990 3220 774
Total 3060.48 40f4 2990 3175 765

CALCIUM Dissolved 256841.05 40f4 203000 292000 64,161
Total 291451.71 40f4 286000 299000 72,808

COPPER Total 53.37 40f4 43.7 86 13
IRON Dissolved 99.76 40f4 37.45 159 25

Total 130.50 40f4 74.95 202 33
MAGNESIUM Dissolved 907229.15 40f4 881000 923500 226,635

Total 938389.79 40f4 907000 1024500 234,419
MANGANESE Dissolved 12.13 40f4 11.15 13.7 3

Total 12.13 40f4 10.7 13.7 3
NICKEL Dissolved 184.65 40f4 137 263.5 46

Total 189.72 40f4 144 267.5 47
SILVER Dissolved 3.07 lof4 BDL 5.68 1
SODIUM Dissolved 8225693.86 40f4 8040000 8450000 2,054,861

Total 8039337.04 40f4 7740000 8550000 2,008,307

Compensated Fuel Ballast
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THALLIUM Dissolved 5.61 lof4 BDL 10.8 1
Total 7.40 lof4 BDL 24 2

ZINC Dissolved 1220.18 40f4 173 4330 305
Total 4256.14 40f4 3840 4845 1,063

Or anies (
2,3-DICHLOROANll..INE 6.09 lof4 BDL 11 2
2,4-DIMETHYLPHENOL 312.10 40f4 180 430 78
2-METIIYLBENZOnnOAZOLE 8.07 lof4 BDL 34 2
2-METIIYLNAPHTHALENE 61.34 40f4 58 63 15
2-PROPANONE 41.18 20f4 BDL 73 10
2-PROPENAL 42.20 lof4 BDL 203 11
4-CHLORO-2-NITROANILINE 12.04 lof4 BDL 21 3
ACETOPHENONE 21.99 40f4 21 23 5
ANILINE 6.58 lof4 BDL 15 2
BENZENE 89.99 40f4 31 153 22
BENZOIC ACID 75.62 30f4 BDL 146 19
BENZVL ALCOHOL 12.16 30f4 BDL 24 3
BIPHENYL 9.76 40f4 7.5 . 11 2
ETHYLBENZENE 38.59 40f4 20.5 59 10
HEXANOIC ACID 16.93 40f4 7.5 28 4
ISOSAFROLE 6.69 lof4 BDL 16 2
LONGIFOLENE 54.02 lof4 BDL 545 13
M-XYLENE 58.13 40f4 41.5 73 15
N-DECANE 7.28 10f4 BDL 22.5 2
N-DOCOSANE 7.11 10f4 BDL 20.5 2
N-DODECANE 10.01 20f4 BDL 36.5 3
N-EICOSANE 20.35 40f4 14 51 5
N-HEXADECANE 39.36 40f4 26 99.5 10
N-0CTADECANE 24.98 40f4 16 64 6
N-TETRADECANE 21.19 40f4 14 60 5
NAPHTHALENE 19.54 30f4 BDL 47 5
O+PXYLENE 100.66 40f4 71 127 25
O-CRESOL 181.10 40f4 84.5 296 45
O-TOLUIDINE 40.24 40f4 8 95 10
P-CRESOL 110.73 40f4 46.5 192 28
P-CYMENE 5.53 10f4 BDL 10 1
PHENOL 69.70 40f4 59 83 17
TIIIOACETAMIDE 19.75 10f4 BDL 152 5
TOLUENE 164.46 40f4 63.5 269 41
TOLUENE,2,4,-DIAMINO- 72.44 10f4 BDL 227 18
Log normal means were calculated using measured apalyte concentrations. When a sample set contained one or
more samples with the analyte below detection levels (i.e., "non-detect" samples), estimated analyte concentrations
equivalent to one-halfof the detection levels were used to calculate the mean. For example, ifa "non-detect" sample
was analyzed using a technique with a detection level of20 mg/L, 10 mg/L was used in the log nonnal mean
calculation.
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Table 3. Estimated Total U.S. In-port Discharge of Compensated Ballast
(millions of gallons/year Fleetwide)

", i~{t,,:;;i:Sh.ip;CtasStt;';)t;d":; ;:6j;Jf;Num6l~ii;;()CSlllPSt;j:"::i:: :f:,'[Qta)j'I~~,pprttDl~cli~ige\'

CG47 25 10.0
DD 963 28 11.2
DD 993 4 1.6
DDG51 18 7.2

Table 4. Estimated Annual Mass Loadings of Constituents
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Table 5. Estimated Mass Loadings by Homeport (Ibs/yr)

Total Everett Mayport Norfolk Pascaf:!oula . Pearl Harbor San Diego'
.. -. --

Ships 75 4 13 27 2 10 19
Loa~in1!Ran1!eS' '2, • "";": . '" ..< .. . ..

..

HEM 3180 170 551 1145 85 424 S05
SGT-HEM 1160 62 201 417 31 155 294
Copper 13.3 0.7 2.3 4.75 0.35 1.8 3.4
Nickel 47.4 2.5 8.25 17.1 1.25 6.3 12
Zinc 1063 56.7 184.25 382.7 28.35 141.7 269.3
Thallium 2 0.11 0.35 0.72 0.05 0.27 0.51
Silver 0.77 0.04 0.135 0.285 0.02 0.1 0.19
2-Propenal 10.3 0.55 1.8 3.7 0.28 1.4 2.6
Ammonia 65 3.5 11.3 23.4 1.75 8.7 16.5
Benzene 22 1.2 3.8 7.9 0.6 2.9 5.6
Nitrogen 97 1.7 17 35 0.84 13 25
Phosphorous 15 0.8 2.6 5.4 0.4 2.0 3.8

Compensated Fuel Ballast
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5 (FL)

18 (HI)

6.3 (FL)

2.5 (WA)

0.2 (HIt

84.6 (WA)

71.28 (FL)

0.025 (HIt

25 (FL, GA)

74 (CA, CT)
8.3 (FL, GA)
1.9 (CA, MS)

90 (CA, CT, MS)90
95.1

2.9

1.9

74
74.6

1800

None

None

None

None

None

None
visible sheena

/

15b

153
203

86

24

0.34

0.58

5.68

0.58

36.5

4845
4330

263.5
267.5

0.835

0.28

31

8

137
43.7'

144

173

0.28

3840

BDL
BDL

BDL

BDL

Metals (JiR'L)

Organics

Mercury (ng/L)

I BDL

0.6

42.2

3.07
7.40

0.06

0.39

0.26 0.19 0.3 None 0.006 (HI)A

0.39

4256
1220

89.99

53.37

12.73

184.65
189.72

Total

Total

Total

Total

Dissolved

Dissolved

Dissolved

Discharge ofOil, 40 CFR 110, defines a prohibited discharge ofoil as any discharge sufficient to cause a sheen
on receiving waters.
International Convention for the Prevention ofPollution from Ships (MARPOL 73/78). MARPOL 73/78 as
implemented by the Act to Prevent Pollution from Ships (APPS)
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Copper

Mercury*

Thallium

Benzene
2-Propenal

Zinc

Nickel

Silver

Hexane Extractable
Material
Total Phosphorous

b

NitratelNitrite

Total NitrogenB

Total Kjeldahl
Nitrogen

Ammonia As
Nitrogen

Table 6. Mean Concentrations of Constituents Exceeding Water Quality Criteria

a

CA = California
CT = Connecticut
FL = Florida
GA=Georgia
HI = Hawaii
MS = Mississippi
WA = Washington

Notes:
Refer to federal criteria promulgated by EPA in its National Toxics Ru1e, 40 CFR 131.36 (57 FR 60848; Dec. 22,
1992 and 60 FR 22230; May 4, 1995)
A - Nutrient criteria are not specified as acute or chronic values.
B - Total Nitrogen is the sum ofNitrate/Nitrite and Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen.
* -Mercury was not found in excess ofWQC; concentration is shown only because it is a bioaccumu1ator.



Table 7. Data Sources

DiataSource ":" ,~:: ; ,Co

NOD Section Reported Sampline~ Estimated EQuipment Emert
2.1 Equipment Description and Data call responses X

.Operation
2.2 Releases to the Environment Data call responses X
2.3 Vessels Producin~ the Discbar~e UNDS Database X
3.1 Localitv Data call responses X
3.2 Rate Data call responses X
3.3 Constituents Data call responses X X
3.4 Concentrations Data call responses X X
4.1 Mass Loadinszs X
4.2 Environmental Concentrations X X
4.3 Potential for Introducing Non- X
Indi~enous Species _.. -
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NATURE OF DISCHARGE REPORT

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The National Defense Authorization Act of 1996 amended Section 312 ofthe Federal
Water Pollution Control Act (also known as the Clean Water Act (CWA)) to require that the
Secretary ofDefense and the Administrator ofthe Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
develop uniform national discharge standards (UNDS) for vessels of the Anned Forces for
« •••discharges, other than sewage, incidental to normal operation ofa vessel ofthe Anned Forces,
..." [Section 312(n)(I)]. UNDS is being developed in three phases. The first phase (which this
report supports), will detennine which discharges will be required to be controlled by marine
pollution control devices (MPCDs}-either equipment or management practices. The second
phase will develop MPCD performance standards. The final phase will determine the design,
construction, installation, and use ofMPCDs.

A nature ofdischarge (NOD) report has been prepared for each of the discharges that has
been identified as candidates for regulation under UNDS. The NOD reports were developed
based on information obtained from the technical community within the Navy and other branches
of the Anned Forces with vessels potentially subject to UNDS, from information available in
existing technical reports and documentation, and, when required, from data obtained from
discharge samples that were collected under the UNDS program.

The purpose of the NOD report is to describe the discharge in detail, including the system
that produces the discharge, the equipment involved, the constituents released to the
environment, and the current practice, if any, to prevent or minimize environmental effects.
Where existing process information is insufficient to characterize the discharge, the NOD report
provides the results of additional sampling or other data gathered on the discharge. Based on
above information, the NOD report describes how the estimated constituent concentrations and
mass loading to the environment were determined. Finally, the NOD report assesses the
potential for environmental effect. The NOD report contains sections on: Discharge
Description, Discharge Characteristics, Nature ofDischarge Analysis, Conclusions, and Data
Sources and References. ~
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2.0 DISCHARGE DESCRIPTION

This section describes the controllable pitch propeller (CPP) hydraulic oil discharge and
includes information on: the equipment that is used and its operation (Section 2.1), general
description ofthe constituents ofthe discharge (Section 2.2), and the vessels that produce this
discharge (Section 2.3).

2.1 Equipment Description and Operation

CPPs are used to control vessel speed and direction without changing the speed or
direction of the vessel's main propulsion plant shafting. With CPPs, the angle of the propeller
blades (pitch) is variable, which affects the "bite" that the blade has on the water. This allows
the amount ofwater displaced in the forward or reverse directions to be vmied, which changes
the forward and reverse speed ofthe vessel.

The pitch of the CPP blades is controlled hydraulically through a system consisting ofa
pump, piston, crosshead, and blade crank rings. The piston, crosshead, and crank rings are
located in the propeller hub. High pressure hydraulic oil, aCting on either side ofthe piston,
moves the piston axially within the propeller hub. The piston is attached to a piston rod that
connects to the crosshead that moves axially with the piston. Sliding blocks fit in machined slots
on the crosshead and these sliding blocks fit over eccentrically-located pins mounted on the crank
pin rings. As the crosshead moves forward and backwards within the hub, the sliding blocks
move in an arc that also moves the eccentric pin and rotates the crank pin rings to which the CPP
blades are bolted. l

High-pressure hydraulic control oil is provided to each propeller by a hydraulic oil
pressure module (HOPM). While operating, the HOPM supplies oil pressure at 400 pounds per
square inch (psi) to control the CPP. While a vessel is pierside, the HOPM is idle and the
pressure to the CPP consists ofapproximately 6 to 8 psi provided by 16 to 21 feet ofhydraulic
head, depending on the vessel class, from a 40- to 65-gallon reservoir that supplies head to a
larger sump tank (600 to 800 gallons) for the CPP system. Several rubber O~ring seals, along
with the finely machined surfaces of the blade port cover, the bearing ring, arid the crank pin
ring, keep the hydraulic oil inside the CPP hub and away from the water.

Figures 1 through 3 show cross sections and a top view ofa CPP. Figure 4 is a block
diagram ofa CPP system. '

2.2 Releases to the Environment

The hydraulic oil can be released under three conditions from a CPP and CPP
maintenance tools: leaks past CPP seals; releases during underwater CPP repair and
maintenance activities; and release ofpower head tool hydraulic oil during CPP blade
replacement. Small quantities ofoil can leak past the CPP seals if they are old, worn, or
defective.

Controllable Pitch Propeller Hydraulic Oil
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Oil can also be released to the environment during the underwater maintenance of CPP
propeller blades or seals.2 Underwater maintenance is performed to: 1) replace seals or center
blade post sleeves; or 2) replace one or more propeller blades. The procedures for performing
underwater replacements are detailed in reference (2). The detailed information in the following
subsections applies to Navy vessels. Data on Military Sealift Command (MSC) underwater
replacements are unavailable, and the U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) performs replacements only in
dry dock.3,4

Blade Port Cover Removal. Approximately five to seven of the estimated thirty
underwater replacements per year fleetwide are to remove blade port covers for maintenance and
can cause Some hydraulic oil to be released from the CPP hub.5 The CPP hub seals or center post
sleeve are replaced when observations or inspections indicate failure or cracking.6 To change
hub seals or the center post sleeve, the CPP blade is removed to access the blade port cover,
which, in turn, must be removed to access the seals and center post sleeve. The underwater
husbandry manual for the underwater change outs also references "NAVSEA Best Management.
Practices (BMPs) to PreventlMitigate Oil Spills Related to Waterborne Removal(s) ofBlades on
Variable Pitch Propellers for Naval Vessels." This BMP is described in Section 3.2.2.

CPP Blade Replacement. CPP blade replacement normally occurs after a casualty that
causes blade damage (e.g., running aground, hitting a submerged object). During blade
replacements, a CPP blade is unbolted from the blade port cover and replaced (see Figure 1).
Removing a CPP blade does not, in itself, cause hydraulic oil to be released from the CPP hub
assembly (other than that released by the bleeding procedure described above). Seals, bearings,
and sleeves are still in place to prevent any oil from being released.

During CPP blade replacement, the blade is rotated to the 12 o'clock position to remove
the Morgrip bolts that secure the blade to the CPP hub.6 The Morgrip bolts are removed with a
hydraulic power head tool. Before the power head tool is used, it is bled of air underwater while
attached to the Morgrip bolt by allowing oil to flow from a port until a "steady stream of
hydraulic fluid (no air) bleeds from the loosened port opposite the lIP tube in the power head.,,6

2.3 Vessels Producing the Discharge

The Navy, MSC and USCG operate vessels equipped with CPPs. The Army and Air
Force do not operate any vessels equipped with CPPs. Table 1 lists the vessels that have CPPs
and the number ofshafts (i.e., number of CPPs, per vessel).

3.0 DISCHARGE CHARACTERISTICS

This section contains qualitative and quantitative information that characterizes the
discharge. Section 3.1 describes where the discharge occurs with respect to harbors and near
shore areas, Section 3.2 describes the rate ofthe discharge, Section 3.3 lists the constituents in
the discharge, and Section 3.4 provides concentrations of the constituents in the discharge.
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3.1 Locality

Leaks ofhydraulic oil past seals can occur at sea or within 12 n.m. of shore. Discharge
underway is more likely than while pierside or at anchor because the CPP system is operating
under a higher pressure.

Hydraulic oil can be discharged within 12 n.m. of shore during CPP repairs. The
replacements are performed in port and are conducted on an as-needed basis when dry-docking is
not scheduled for a vessel or is impractical.

3.2 Rate

The rate ofoil release from CPPs will vary with the activity performed on the CPP. The
leakage rate from CPP seals is expected to be negligible while the release ofoil from CPP blade
replacement will be larger. The release ofoil from the underwater replacement ofCPP seals will
generate more oil than the underwater replacement ofCPP blades only. The following
paragraphs provide further information related to the anticipated release rates from CPPs.

3.2.1 Leaks From CPP Seals

The systems that monitor hydraulic oil loss can detect catastrophic failures on the order of
5 to 250 gallons over 12 hours, but not small leaks. The internal pressure in the CPP hub is
approximately 6 to 8 psi, depending on the vessel class, when the HOPM is not operating (e.g.,
while a vessel is pierside). The external pressure from the seawater is approximately 5.8 to 8 psi
provided by 13 to 18 feet ofseawater, depending on the vessel class. Therefore, the pressure
differential between the hydraulic oil in the CPP and the seawater is low (e.g., 1 psi or less) and
provides little driving force to force oil from the CPP hub. Leakage rates under these conditions
constitute seal failures requiring repairs/replacement considering that CPP hubs are designed to
operate at 400 psi without leakage. CPPs are pressure tested at 400 psi prior to ship delivery and
during dry dock maintenance. The CPPs are inspected quarterly for damage and signs of failure
or excessive wear.7 CPP seals are designed to last five to seven years and are reported to last
their projected life.7•

s Most Navy vessels equipped with CPPs have dry-dock cycles of
approximately five years and MSC vessels have dry-dock cycles of two to three years.J·9,lO

During the dry dock cycle, the CPP is removed and shipped back to the manufacturer for
inspection and maintenance, which includes replacement of the CPP seals. Based on the above
information, the release rate ofhydraulic oil from CPPs under normal operating conditions is
expected to be negligible.

3.2.2 Underwater Replacements

Approximately thirty underwater CPP blade replacements occur per year, and five to
seven ofthese include blade port cover removal to access the seal or center post sleeve for
replacement.5

CPP Blade Port Cover Removal. According to Reference No.2, as much as five
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gallons ofoil could be present in CPP hub cavities.2 It is unlikely that all of this oil is released
during a seal replacement because the hub cavity opening is required to be oriented to the 6
o'clock position; the hydraulic oil is buoyant and floats within the hub cavity, effectively
trapping the oil.6

Oil (0 to 5 gallons) could be released when oil is supplied to the assembly to displace
water before replacing the blade port cover.6 After the seals or the center post sleeve are
replaced, head pressure is applied from the head tank to force out any water that entered the hub.
The husbandry manual does not specify ifoil is discharged when displacing water in the hub, but
it appears to be a reasonable probability. The blade port cover is then replaced, and the hub is
pressure tested at 20 psi. Leaks can appear if the seals are not properly seated, the mylar shims
(i.e., spacers) are not the proper thickness, or the bearing ring is wom.6 Ifthe bearing ring
requires replacement the vessel must be put in a dry dock.

Small amounts ofoil can be discharged when removing and replacing the seal, bearing
ring, blade seal base ring, and center post sleeve. Assuming the worst-case condition, five
gallons ofoil are discharged from the CPP hub during each replacement. At most a total of35
gallons ofhydraulic oil could be discharged annually fleetwide based on an average ofseven
replacements per year.

The BMP also requires the following precautionary measures:

a. Establish/install a floating oil boom in the vicinity of the work. Position this boom to
enclose the aft one-third ofthe vessel, with approximately 20 feet beyond the stem to
ensure that escaping oil is contained.11

b. Ensure that the oil recovery kit and personnel, who are trained in oil spill recovery,
are at the work site at all times during the propeller blade removal/ installation to
respond to any oil spill. The spill kit shall include a boom, absorbent pads, and other
materials that remove oil from water.11

c. Any released oil will be captured within the oil boom and subsequently removed by
the oil recovery team on the surface. A vacuum truck, equipped with a noncollapsible
hose, will be at the site to remove any visible oil on the surface. 11

CPP Blade Replacement. For the replacement ofa CPP blade, the only source ofoil
release is from bleeding the Morgrip bolt power head tool. Each blade replacement results in
approximately twenty ounces ofhydraulic oil bled from the power tool (e.g., 10 ounces for the
blade removal and 10 ounces for the blade replacement). 12 For the estimated 30 replacements
that occur each year, this translates to approximately 600 ounces (4.7 gallons) ofhydraulic oil
bled from power head tools.

3.3 Constituents

The expected constituents of the discharge are 2190 TEP hydraulic oil from the CPP and
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the hydraulic oil (e.g., Tellus #10) that is bled from the power head tool. Constituents of the oil
vary by manufacturer and are noted in Table 2. Hydraulic oils contain C17 (heptadecane,
heptadecene) and large paraffins and 01efins.13 The 2190 TEP oil can also contain up to 1%
tricresylphosphate (TCP) as an antiwear additive. I4 Shell Oil Tellus Oil #10 (Code 65203)
hydraulic oil contains solvent-refined, hydrotreated middle distillates and light hydrotreated
naphthenic distillates. IS CPP hydraulic oil can contain copper, tin, aluminum., nickel, and lead
that are leached from the piping, hub, and propeller.

Copper, nickel, and lead are priority pollutants that could be present in the hydraulic oil.
There are no known bioaccumulators in this discharge.

3.4 Concentrations

The released material is expected to be hydraulic oil with metals such as copper, tin,
aluminum, nickel, and lead from the piping, hub, and propeller. These metal constituents are
expected to be in low concentrations because metals have low corrosion rates when in contact
with oil. In addition, the hydraulic oil is continually processed through a filtration system to
prevent particulate matter and water from entering the CPP system and potentially causing
system failures.

4.0 NATURE OF DISCHARGE ANALYSIS

i

Based on the discharge characteristics presented in Section 3.0, the nature of the
discharge and its potential impact on the environment can be evaluated. The estimated mass
loadings are presented in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, the concentrations ofdischarge constituents
after release to the .environment are estimated and compared with water quality criteria. In
Section 4.3, the potential for the transfer ofnon-indigenous species is discussed.

4.1 Mass Loadings

4.1.1 Leaks From CPP Seals

As discussed in Section 3.2.1, the release rate ofoil from CPP seals due to normal
operations is expected to be negligible. CPPs are designed not to leak and are tested prior to
delivery at 400 psi. In addition, the CPPs are inspected quarterly.7 The m.ajority of those vessels
equipped with CPPs have dry-dock cycles of five years or less and CPPs are returned to the
manufacturer for inspection and overhaul during the dry dock period.3,7,9,10 Therefore, the mass
loading for oil leakage from CPPs is expected to be negligible.

4.1.2 Underwater Replacements

As estimated in Section 3.2.2, Anned Forces vessels could release up to 4.7 gallons of
hydraulic oil from the Morgrip tool and 35 gallons ofhydraulic oil from blade port cover
removals each year. This quantity ofoil has a mass of approximately 290 pounds based on a
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specific gravity of0.88 for the hydraulic oil.

4.2 Environmental Concentrations

The quantities ofhydraulic oil released can cause a sheen on receiving waters that violate
federal and state "no sheen" standards. The metal constituents (e.g., copper, tin, nickel, and lead)
in the oil can also be toxic, but it is anticipated that the concentrations, when dissolved in water,
will be below toxicity thresholds. Florida has a water quality criterion for oil and grease of 5
milligrams per liter (mgIL) that the estimated environmental concentration for underwater
replacement exceeds.

4.2.1 Leaks From CPP Seals

Because the release ofoil from a CPP under routine operations is negligible, the resulting
environmental concentration is negligible.

4.2.2 Underwater Replacements

The underwater replacements are expected to result in periodic, batch releases of
hydraulic oil. Based upon the estimated release rates given in Section 3.2.2, the estimated
discharge volume during each replacement is five gallons. During a typical underwater
replacement requiring the removal of the port blade cover, the aft third ofa vessel plus an
additional 20 feet are enclosed with an oil boom. The Navy vessels having CPPs are between
445 and 567 feet in length and between 45 and 67 feet in beam (i.e., width). The average
boomed length is approximately 190 feet and width ofapproximately 65 feet (e.g., average beam
of 55 feet plus anest!!nated 10 feet for proper deployment). The quantity ofoil released from
CPPs during underwater replacements will result in free-phase oil that will result in localized
visible oil sheens on the surface of the water. The resulting visible oil sheens are prohibited
releases ofoil under the Discharge ofOil (40CFRII 0) regulations of the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act.

4.3 Potential for Introducing Non-Indigenous Species

CPPs do not transport seawater; there is no potential for transporting non-indigenous
species.

5.0 CONCLUSIONS

5.1 Leaks From CPP Seals

The release ofoil from CPPs during nonnal operation due to seal leakage is expected to
be negligible. This is due to the following:

1) CPPs are designed not to leak at 400 pounds per square inch (psi) when new or
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overhauled and are tested at 400 psi for leaks prior to delivery. There is a zero-leakage tolerance
under the 400 psi test.

2) CPP seals are designed with service lives of 5 to 7 years and leakage that can occur
due to wear or age occurs late within this operational life. The majority ofvessels equipped with
CPPs have dry-docking cycles for overhauls of approximately 5 years such that the releases
occurring toward the end of the operational life of a CPP seal are avoided.

3) CPPs are inspected quarterly for damage and evidence of system failure (e.g., leaking
seals).

The amount of oil leakage of CPPs under routine operating conditions has a low potential
to cause an adverse environmental effect.

5.2 Underwater Replacements

CPP hydraulic oil discharge has the potential for causing adverse environmental effects
during underwater replacements because:

1) oil is released to receiving waters by the equipment used to perform the underwater
replacements, and

2) oil is released from the CPP hub assembly during underwater removals of the CPP
blade port covers.

,
Releases due to underwater replacements are periodic and occur approximately thirty

times per year. Those replacements that require the removal of the blade port cover release
sufficient oil to cause a visible oil sheen on receiving waters and also exceed state WQC. These
releases from waterborne CPP repairs are controlled using NAVSEA BMPs that reduce the
adverse effects ofthe oil releases to ~ceivingwaters.

6.0 DATA SOURCES AND REFERENCES

To characterize this discharge, infonnation from various sources was obtained. Process
information and assumptions were used to estimate the rate of discharge. The resulting

environmental oil and grease concentrations were then estimated. Table 3 shows the sources of
data used to develop this NOD report.
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Item Name
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Table 1. Armed Forces Vessels with CPP Systems

Vessel
Class Description Vessel Shafts

Navv:
CG47 Ticondero~aClass Guided Missile Cruiser 27 2
DD963 Spruance Class Destroyers 31 2
DDG51 Arleigh Burke Class Guided Missile Destroyers 19 2
DDG993 Kidd Class Guided Missile Destroyers 4 2
FFG7 Oliver Hazard Perry Guided Missile Destroyers 43 1
LSD 41 Whidbey Island Class Dock Landing Ships 8 2
LSD 49 Harpers Ferry Class Dock Landing Ships 3 2
MCMl Avenger Class Mine Counter Measures Ship 14 2

Total: 149

MSC:
T-AO 187 Henry J. Kaiser Class Oilers 13 2
T-ATF 166 Powhatan Class Fleet Ocean Tu~s 7 2

Total: 20

USCG:
WHEC 715 Hamilton and Hero Class High Endurance Cutters 12 2
WMEC901 Famous Class Medium Endurance Cutters 13 2
WMEC615 Reliance Class Medium Endurance Cutters 16 2
WAGB 10 Polar Class Icebreakers 2 3

Total: 43

Total Armed Forces Vessels with CPP: 212
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Table 2. Percentages of Constituents, TEP 2190 Oil and Tellus Hydraulic Oil
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NATURE OF DISCHARGE REPORT

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The National Defense Authorization Act of 1996 amended Section 312 ofthe Federal
Water Pollution Control Act (also known as the Clean Water Act (CWA» to require that the
Secretary ofDefense and the Administrator ofthe Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
develop uniform national discharge standards (UNDS) for vessels ofthe Anned Forces for
"...discharges, other than sewage, incidental to normal operation of a vessel of the Anned Forces,
..." [Section 312(n)(I)]. UNDS is being developed in three phases. The first phase (which this
report supports), will detetmine which discharges will be required to be controlled by marine
pollution control devices (MPCDs)-either equipment or management practices. The second
phase will develop MPCD performance standards. The final phase will determine the design,
construction, installation, and use ofMPCDs.

A nature ofdischarge (NOD) report has been prepared for each ofthe discharges that has
been identified as a candidate for regulation under UNDS. The NOD reports were developed
based on information obtained from the technical community within the Navy and other branches
of the Anned Forces with vessels potentially subject to UNDS, from information available in
existing technical reports and documentation, and, when required, from data obtained from
discharge samples that were collected under the UNDS program.

The purpose of the NOD report is to describe the discharge in detail, including the system
that produces the discharge, the equipment involved, the constituents released to the
environment, and the current practice, if any, to prevent or minimize environmental effects.
Where existing process information is insufficient to characterize the discharge, the NOD report
provides the results of additional sampling or other data gathered on the discharge. Based on the
above information, the NOD report describes how the estimated constituent concentrations and
mass loading to the environment were detetmined. Finally, the NOD report assesses the
potential for environmental effect. The NOD report contains sections on: Discharge
Description, Discharge Characteristics, Nature ofDischarge Analysis, Conclusions, and Data
Sources and References.
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2.0 DISCHARGE DESCRIPTION

This section describes the deck runoff discharge and includes information on: the
equipment that is used and its operation (Section 2.1), general description of the constituents of
the discharge (Section 2.2), and the vessels that produce this discharge (Section 2.3).

Decks are addressed in this NOD report under three categories: weather decks, aircraft
flight decks, and oiler weather decks. The runoff from each deck type reflects the materials and
treatment to which it is exposed during normal operations. All decks are exposed to a similar
and harsh environment; however, there is a core group ofactivities, weapons, and machinery
common to all ships. These common elements are addressed under the general category of
weather deck runoff. Runoff from flight decks from which aircraft are launched and recovered
and from oiler weather decks are addressed separately since the unique nature of the operations
conducted on these decks distinguishes them from other weather deck surfaces.

2.1 ;Equipment Description and Operation

2.1.1 Weather Deck Runoff

Weather deck runoffconsists ofrain and other precipitation, seawater which washes over
the decks (green water), and freshwater washdowns. Precipitation is usually the primary source
within 12 nautical miles (n.m.) ofshore. Except for small craft, green water or salt spray over the
deck occurs primarily at sea and does not contribute to deck runoffwhile a ship is in port or in
protected coastal waters. Freshwater washdowns also occur, but contribute less to weather deck
runoff than precipitation.

The following paragraphs summarize each source that can contribute components to
weather deck runoff.1

Deck Machinery - Ships have many pieces ofdeck machinery, such as windlasses,
mooring winches, boat winches, underway replenishment gear, cranes, towing winches,
and stern gates. This equipment is maintained with a variety ofmaterials, including
lubricating oils and greases that may be present in the deck runoff.

Topside Debris - Debris is trash (e.g., cigarette butts, dirt, paper) that can be washed
overboard. The amount ofdebris is almost entirely a function ofhousekeeping practices,
and crew discipline determines how much is collected for disposal mstead ofbeing
washed overboard.

!

Wire Rope - Wire rope is used extensively in topside rigging, deck machinery,
replenishment gear, and other equipment. It must be lubricated to prevent premature
failure caused by friction between strands as the rope is worked. The lubricating oil or
grease must be thin enough to flow or be worked between individual strands, but
sufficiently wash-resistant to withstand rain and washdowns.

Deck Runoff
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Fueling Operations - Fueling operations, either at sea or in port, may contaminate the
deck with petroleum hydrocarbons (e.g., diesel, JP-5, fuel oil).

Weapons Systems - Gun mounts, missile launchers, weapons directors, and other
weapons-related equipment can contribute constituents similar to those ofdeck
machinery; however, they are less likely to contribute to deck runoffbecause most are
contained in a turret or other water-tight or water-resistant enclosure.

Ship's Boats - Surface ships have small boats (e.g., punts, landing craft, rigid inflatable
boats [RIBs]) that are stored topside. They have bilge plugs that are removed while
stored, to drain rainwater, washdown water, or green water through their bilge and onto
the deck ifthe boats are not properly covered. Constituents in the bilge (primarily diesel
fuel) are discharged with the water.

Soot Particles - Burned fuels can leave fine soot particles on the deck. Except for MSC
ships that are powered in equal numbers by steam and diesel propulsion equipment, the
majority ofthe Armed Forces' surface ships and craft have diesel or gas turbine
propulsion and use clean-burning distillates to minimize soot. However, significant
amounts of soot can be produced during boiler light-offor after prolonged shutdowns of
turbines and diesels.

Firefighting Agents - Aqueous Film Forming Foam (AFFF) firefighting systems are
tested periodically in accordance with the planned maintenance system (PMS). These.
tests are conducted beyond 12 n.m. or while making 12 knots or more when transiting
between 3 and 12 n.m.. The AFFF must be collected if the exercise occurs within 3 n.m.
As discussed in the AFFF NOD report, AFFF is not discharged overboard within 3 n.m.
of shore except in the rare instance ofan actual shipboard fire.

Cleaning Solvents and Detergents - Miscellaneous solvents are used to clean and
maintain topside equipment. These solvents may contain chlorinated compounds.
However, they are also volatile and evaporate quickly. As such, their presence in deck
runoff is expected to be minimal to nonexistent. During freshwater washdowns, crew
members may use detergents that become part of the runoff.

Some or all ofthe above-listed sources that contribute to the contamination in deck runoff
are common to all vessels.

Various Navy ports treat weather deck runoffdifferently. To date, no port is known to
require the containment ofrainwater runoff; however, a containment requirement may exist for
some freshwater washdowns in certain Navy ports. For instance, at the Naval Submarine Base,
Bangor, WA, freshwater washdowns containing cleaning agents, detergents, or other additives
are considered to be industrial discharges; and, as such are not pennitted to be discharged into the
Hood Canal, rated a class AA "extraordinary" water body.2 On the other hand, low-pressure
freshwater washdowns completely free ofcleaning agents or other chemicals need not be
contained, and may be discharged into the Hood Canal.2
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The U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) perfonns washdowns ofits shIps after returning to port
and weekly while in port.3 Initially, the decks are cleared ofdebris by hand and/or vacuum and
then scrubbed with fresh water and detergent using brushes and screening pads. Fresh water is
used to rinse the washdown overboard.3

Deck runoffoccurs on boats and craft although some, such as RIBs, are stored on land.
Because these vessels are small, green water becomes a significant contributor to deck runoff,
and freshwater washdowns occur more frequently to remove the effects ofgreen water on these
vessels compared to larger ships. Craft, such as mechanized landing craft (LCMs), and smaller
boats, such as RIBs and river patrol boats (PBRs), are washed down frequently to remove
saltwater spray and residues left by heavy equipment and troops. However, many of these craft
have large wens and very little deck area, which reduces the amount of deck runoff. Instead,
precipitation, washwater, and green water collect in the bilge, rather than contributing to deck
runoff. The USCG washes down its smaller vessels (i.e., those less than 65 feet long) nearly
every day.3

2.1.2 Flight Deck Runoff

The same three sources ofwater contribute to this discharge as to that ofweather deck
runoff: precipitation, greenwater over the deck from heavy seas, and deck washdowns, in this
case flight deck washdowns. As with weather deck runoff, flight deck runoff can be
contaminated with a variety ofchemicals.

i

Aircraft carrier launch and recovery equipment, e.g., catapult troughs and jet blast
deflectors, are unique to aircraft carriers and are a major contributor ofcontaminants to flight
deck runoff. Lubricating oil is applied to the catapult before each launch, and a fraction ofthis
oil, along with the fuel mist emitted from aircraft during launch and hydraulic fluid and grease
from the catapult, are deposited in the four catapult troughs of each carrier. 4-6 Most of these
deposits drain overboard during flight operations, i.e., beyond 12 n.m., but a considerable amount
ofresidual deposits can remain where precipitation can wash it overboard, either during transit or
in port.4-6 Oil sheens have been observed in port around aircraft carriers. This usually occurs
following rainstonns due to runoff from the catapult troughs. In addition, the jet blast deflectors
accumulate soot from jet exhaust, and have hydraulic system leakage that could contribute to
flight deck runoff: .

,
Most commissioned Navy vessels have flight decks for helicopter landing and takeoff.

Many ofthese ships also have hangar facilities for helicopter storage and maintenance. The
LHA, LHD, and LPH Classes ofamphibious assault vessels have between 30 and 36 helicopters
embarked, and some have about a dozen Vertical/Short Take-Off and Landing (VSTOL) aircraft
as well. Flight exercises are conducted routinely with these aircraft.

Several other classes ofvessels also have helicopter landing areas and hangars which
accommodate one to three helicopters. These ships carry helicopters as part of their nonnal
complement, but conduct flight operations less frequently than carriers or amphibious assault .
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ships. Exceptions are the large service force ships, such as fast support ships (AOEs),
ammunition ships (T-AEs), and combat stores ships (T-AFSs), which carry two or three UH-46
Sea Knight helicopters for underway replenishment (UNREP). These ships use the helicopters to
transfer large volumes ofprovisions and ammunition rapidly during UNREP operations.

Vessels with ancillary helicopter flight decks and do not have their own helicopters, are
not included in this analysis because they contribute very little helicopter-specific flight deck
runoffcompared to an amphibious assault vessel, which can carry up to 36 helicopters.

Flight deck washdowns to eliminate fire and slip hazards and to wash salt spray off flight
decks are performed while ships are underway?,8 Both Commander Naval Air Force, U.S.
Atlantic Fleet (COMNAVAIRLANT) and Commander Naval Air Force, U.S. Pacific Fleet
(COMNAVAIRPAC) have promulgated policies that carrier flight decks are not to be washed
down within 12 n.m. of shore except in cases ofemergency.7,8 Further, both Commander Naval
Surface Force, U.S. Atlantic Fleet (COMNAVSURFLANT) and Commander Naval Surface
Force, U.S. Pacific Fleet (COMNAVSURFPAC) have policies in force that state that decks shall
not be washed within 12 n.m. ofshore.9

,10

Aircraft and helicopter freshwater washdowns are performed to remove dirt,
hydrocarbons, salt deposits, and other materials resulting from flight operations or from salt
spray. Unless the ship's engineering officer is short of fresh water, the aircraft are washed before
they disembark upon the ship's return to port. Since current policies require that flight deck
washing be completed prior to the ship arriving within 12 n.m. ofshore, and since aIrcraft are
disembarked prior to washing the flight deck, aircraft are not usually aboard either aircraft
carriers or amphibious assault ships within 12 n.m. of shore. Therefore, aircraft freshwater
washdowns do not contribute to deck runoff with 12 n.m. of shore. I I

MSC has not promulgated protocols for the washing ofhelicopter flight decks on its
vessels. The cleaning agent/solvent used and the washdown frequency are at the discretion of the
officer in charge ofthe deck. Except in unusual circumstances, flight decks are not washed in
port.12

2.1.3 Oiler Weather Deck Runoff

Oilers carry various petroleum products as cargo. This report examines the dis<;<harge
from Navy and MSC oilers and UNREP ships which perform fueling-at-sea (FAS) operations. It
also examines the discharge from the fuel barge service craft, which are used to fuel and defuel
surface vessels while in port.

During the receiving and off-loading ofbulk fuel, oilers have the potential to discharge
oil. To prevent this, the weather deck is sealed by plugging or blocking the weather deck
openings as required by Federal Regulations. 13 Ifthe liquid contains oil from inadvertent spills
or releases, the liquid is processed through the ship's oily waste treatment system. These ships
are also provided with oil spill containment and cleanup kits.
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The newer oilers, such as the T-AO 187 Class, incorporate engineering design features
and follow fueling practices that minimize oil releases. Excess oil and other Uncontained liquids
drain to a sludge collection tank, which is routed to an oily waste collection system. Any other
liquid that collects in these sumps, such as rainwater or seawater, is also routed through the oily
waste collection system.I4 The 7-inch fueling hoses contain check valves to prevent spills when
disconnected. Additional protection against spills is provided by "blowing down" the hose with
compressed air and/or taking a "back suction" with the cargo or stripping pumps and pumping
the contents ofthe hose back to the oiler's cargo reclamation system before disconnecting the
hose. FAS stations are also provided with spill response equipment to contain one to six barrels
ofoil (42 to 252 gallons), and with sorbents to contain any drips or small spills.

The newer designs also include the required catchment basin around fuel tank vent
stations to contain oil and other liquids released because ofoverfilling during fueling
operations.I3 Ifthe liquids contain oily residues, these basins are pumped to the oily waste
collection system. Ifthe catchment basin contains only rainwater, the rainwater is discharged
overboard. The catchments are routinely cleaned to remove oily residue. The disposition of
these wash waters is to the oily waste collection system.14 The treatment and disposition ofoily
waste is covered in the Surface Vessel Bilgewater/OWS Discharge NOD report.

All fuel barges have fire and flooding alarms, and are equipped with high tank level
alarms. Ship alterations have been prepared to install oil retaining coamings and plugs for all
fuel barges. Most barges currently in use were built or retrofitted with the coamingS.15 Fuel oil
barges refuel ships within 12 n.m. of shore, whereas the oilerslUNREP vessels refuel ships
beyond 12 n.m.

2.2 Releases to the Environment

Deck runoff is produced when water falls on or is applied to the exposed surfaces, such as
weather and flight decks, superstructure, bulkheads, and the hull above the waterline, of a ship.
Frequently runoff is contaminated by residues from the activities described in Section 2.1. The
probable contaminants include: oil and grease; petroleum hydrocarbons; surfactants; cleaners;
glycols; solvents; and particulates, such as soot, dirt, or metallic particles.

2.3 Vessels Producing the Discharge

Deck runoff is produced on all ships, submarines, boats, and craft of the Armed Forces
(Table 1). Table 1 lists ship class, number ofships homeported in the U.S., dimensions (length
and beam), flight deck dimensions (where applicable), and the nwnber ofdays annually that
each class ofship averages within 12 n.m.16

-
25 The several thousand small boats and craft of the

Armed Forces are not individually categorized.

. Water, other than green water, that falls on the decks of submarines while they are in port
or transiting inside of 12 n.m. is deck runoff. For submarines, green water is not considered deck' .
runoffbecause of their design. All operating equipment on a submarine, with some minor
exceptions, is contained within the double hull of the ship. Some outboard equipment, such as

!
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the hydroplanes, rudder, shaft seals, periscope, and antennae, are greased on a submarine;
however, discharges from these sources are described in a separate NOD report. When
operating, submarines spend virtually all of their time submerged beyond 12 n.m., and no
activities are performed topside on a routine basis that could contribute to the contamination of
deck runoff Similarly, while submarines are in port, the majority ofwork occurs on the inside of
the ship, not topside. Based on this information, the deck runoff from submarines is not a
significant discharge.

3.0 DISCHARGE CHARACTERISTICS

This section contains qualitative and quantitative information that characterizes the
discharge. Section 3.1 describes where the discharge occurs with respect to harbors and near- .
shore areas, Section 3.2 describes the rate of the discharge, Section 3.3 lists the constituents in
the discharge, and Section 3.4 gives the concentrations of the constituents in the discharge.

3.1 Locality

This discharge consists ofrunoff from rainfall and other precipitation, from freshwater
washdowns, and from green water; therefore, it can occur while in port or at sea. Table 1
contains a tabulation ofthe number ofdays the various vessel types spend within 12 n.m. of
shore.16

3.2 Rate

The gallons ofprecipitation runoffper year estimated for each home port of a ship class is
the product of the deck area of a ship in the class, the number of ships in the class in a given
homeport, the average fraction ofthe year spent within 12 n.m. of shore, the average annual
rainfall in the homeport, and the appropriate conversion factors. The total gallons ofrunoff from
a ship class is the sum ofthe estimates thus developed for all the homeports of the class.

3.2.1 Weather Deck Runoff

Precipitation is expected to be the largest contributor to deck runoff in all types of
vessels. Annual average precipitation data were obtained for the largest ports used by the Armed
Forces as homeports: Norfolk and Little Creek, VA; San Diego, CA; Pearl Harbor, HI; Groton,
CT; Mayport, FL; hIgleside, TX; and Bremerton, WA.26 The average number of transits and
days in port were developed for the years 1991 through 1995 for Navy and USCG ships. 16

The various deck areas were estimated by multiplying the product ofa vessel's length and
beam by a factor intended to account for the departure of the deck's shape from a rectangle. hI
Table 1, those ship classes which are asterisked have a helicopter platform, but do not have a
helicopter routinely embarked. The deck areas listed for these vessel classes include the area of
the flight deck. For vessel classes whose helicopter platform dimensions are without an asterisk,
such as the Spruance Class destroyers (DD 963), the deck area listed in Table 1 does not include
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3.2.2 Flight Deck Runoff

the area ofthe helicopter platform.

N = the number of ships with the same deck area contributing to the annual runoff
D = the number ofdays per year each ship is within 12 n.m. of shore
A = the area in square feet ofthe deck or flight deck under consideration
P = the annual rainfall in inches
PF = 1/12, the conversion factor - one foot per 12 inches
FG = 7.48 gallons per cubic foot

Deck Runoff
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These results show that the quantity of aircraft carrier flight deck runoff varies
significantly with geographical location. San Diego, CA, has the lowest average annual rainfall
resulting in the least runoff. Although Norfolk, VA does not have the highest precipitation rate,
it produces the highest amount of flight deck runoffbecause it is homeport to the most carriers.
The data and results are presented in Table 4. Because it is not unusual for three carriers to be in
Norfolk at the same time, and for summer storms to produce an inch ofrain in a few hours, the

To derive estimates of the precipitation-induced weather deck runoff from MSC, USCG,
and Army vessels, a 40-inches-per-year rainfall was assumed, the annual average for the Navy
homeports. The estimates are provided in Table 3. Approximately 54.6 million gallons of
weather deck runoffoccur annually within 12 n.m. of the U.S. coast from MSC, USCG, and
Army vessels due to precipitation.

An estimate for aircraft carrier flight deck precipitation runoff is based upon reported
average annual precipitation, the number of ships in each homeport, the flight deck area, and the
number ofdays in port. Approximately 23.3 million gallons ofweather deck runoff from aircraft
carrier flight decks occur annually within 12 n.m. ofthe U.S. coast due to precipitation.

The Armed Forces operate literally thousands ofboats and craft of a multitude of sizes
throughout the offshore waters, harbors, and rivers of the U.S. Because neither the precise
location ofall·ofthe boats and craft nor the mode ofoperation and storage at each location has
been determined, it is impractical to estimate rates for these vessels.

Based upon this information and average deck area, an estimate ofweather deck runoff
from precipitation was developed for Navy ships by home port, and is presented in Table 2.
Approximately 37.6 million gallons ofweather deck runoff occurs annually from Navy surface
ships in U.S. homeports due to rainfall.

where

The gallons per year precipitation runoffvalues listed in Tables 2 through 7 and in Tables
9a and 9b were all estimated using the same formula:



three carriers, with a combined flight deck area of690,000 :tt2, will generate approximately
430,000 gallons of flight deck runoff for each inch ofrain.

Ofthe 11 amphibious assault vessels in service, 10 are stationed in U.S. ports, and are
homeported either in Norfolk, VA, or San Diego, CA. The ships, by class, are divided evenly
between these two ports. The mine countermeasures support ship USS Inchon (MCS 12) is a
converted Iwo Jima Class LPH, and is homeported in Ingleside, TX. The estimated total annual
helicopter flight deck runoff for these vessels due to precipitation is approximately 8.3 million
gallons. Table 5 is a compilation ofthe data used to estimate the average annual deck runoff
from these ships due to precipitation.

Table 6 lists flight deck runoff from Navy surface vessels, other than aircraft carriers and
amphibious assault vessels, by U.S. homeport, number and location ofvessels by class, and the
average annual rainfall for each port. Based on this information, these ships generate an annual
deck runoffofapproximately 2.6 million gallons due to precipitation.

The estimate for precipitation runoff from helicopter flight decks ofMSC and USCG
surface ships is presented in Table 7. The estimate was derived from the areas ofthe flight
decks, the average annual rainfall, and the number ofdays in port for each ship class. Based on
this information, MSC and USCG surface ships generate an estimated annual deck runoffof860
thousand gallons due to precipitation.

. A volume ofhelicopter flight deck wash water generated by USCG vessels is estimated in
Table 8. The volume used to wash and rinse a given flight deck area is considered to be the same
as would be used on a Navy ship, that is, 30-gallons ofa cleaning solution mix ofMIL-C-85570,
type II detergent, sodium metasilicate (anhydrous or pentahydrate), and freshwater will treat
approximately 3,000 :tt2 ofdeck. The amount ofwater used to rinse the cleaning solution off of
the deck is on the order ofthree to five times the volume of the cleaning solution used. Further,
because the USCG washes weekly, the number ofwashes annually is estimated by dividing the
number ofdays a vessel is within 12 n.m. of shore by seven.3 Based upon these assumptions,
USCG surface ships generate approximately 70 thousand gallons ofhelicopter flight deck wash
water as compiled in Table 8.

3.2.3 Oiler Weather Deck Runoff

Estimates have been prepared, using the same methodology, for the deck runoff from
Navy and MSC oilers due to precipitation. They are presented in Table 9a. Similar estimates
were prepared for the various service craft, such as fuel barges, and are presented in Table 9b.
As indicated in the tables, the estimated annual runoff from the oilers is approximately 8 million
gallons, and from the various service craft approximately 8.9 million gallons.

3.2.4 Runoff Summary

Table lOis a compilation of the runoff volumes associated with the various runoff
sources and vessel types. As indicated in the table, the estimated annual runoff from vessels of
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the Armed Forces due to precipitation and the limited number of in-port washdowns is
approximately 143.9 million gallons.

3.3 Constituents

The runoff from flight and other weather decks can contain a number ofdifferent
constituents, including: JP-5, found in the runoff from aircraft carrier flight decks, helicopter
flight decks, and the weather decks ofsupport ships carrying JP-5 as cargo; diesel fuel marine,
distillate fuel, or gasoline, from vessel fueling and refueling operations; various solids, such as
soot, paint chips, dirt, and trash; glycol from the windshield washing system; hydraulic fluid
leakage; metals from scrapes, gouges and corrosion; rubber from aircraft tires; and the residue
from cleaners and solvents, particularly sodium metasilicate.

These materials contain short- and medium-length aliphatics, light and heavy aromatics,
paraffins, olefins, surfactants, glycols, and metals. Some·cleaning solvents can contain
chlorinated compounds, such as tetrachloroethylene. These solvents quickly evaporate.

Analytical data are available for one element ofaircraft carrier flight deck runoff: the
ronoffthat flows through a catapult trough and is discharged overboard. Thi.s runoffwas
sampled in a study on the feasibility of using an oil/water separator to treat trough runoff.27 The
resulting data are not representative ofthe runoff from the entire flight deck of a carrier, only of
runoff that is discharged from one ofthe catapult troughs. The aqueous phase ofthe catapult
trough runoffwas analyzed for: '

• oil and grease,
• phenols, and
• metals (silver, cadmium, chromium, copper, nickel, and lead).

i
The four catapult troughs are located in close proximity to the aircraft fueling spots, and

collect spilled JP-5. Lubricating oil is applied to a catapult before each shot. A fraction ofthis
oil, along with fuel mist emitted from aircraft during launch, and hydraulic fluid and grease from
the catapult is deposited in each of the four catapult troughS.4-6 The concentrations originating in
the catapult troughs can, therefore, be expected to exceed those for the flight deck runoff in
general.

None of the constituents analyzed for are bioaccumulators, and no bioaccumulators are
anticipated in this discharge. The materials used on the decks ofvessels do not contain the
pesticides, herbicides, PCBs, or other chlorinated aromatic compounds that constitute
bioaccumulators.

Ofthe constituents listed above, silver, cadmium, chromium, copper, nickel, lead, and
phenols are priority pollutants.

3.4 Concentrations
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The laboratory data from an aircraft carrier catapult trough drain system are presented in
Table 11. The data are the concentrations before processing the runoff through an oil/water
separator, and are not representative of the runoff from the entire flight deck ofan aircraft
carrier.27

Constituent concentrations resulting from precipitation are expected to vary significantly
with a number of factors. These include: time since the last rain or deck washing; the intensity
and duration of the last rainfall; the season (which will effect glycol loading from deicing fluids);
the ship's adherence to good housekeeping practices; and the type, intensity, and duration of
weather (high sea state and green water) and ship's operations. For example, higher seas which·
result in more frequent green water runoffs and more frequent freshwater washdowns, both of
which generally occur outside 12 n.m., wilf minimize the concentrations of accumulated residues
that contribute to runoff contamination in port. Further, it should be noted that deck runoff from
precipitation may mimic the constituent concentration patterns observed in storm water runoff
from highways and parking lots: contaminant concentrations will be higher in first portions of
the runoff, and then will taper off to low or nondetectable levels as the precipitation continues~

4.0 NATURE OF DISCHARGE ANALYSIS

Based on the discharge characteristics presented in Section 3.0, the nature of the
discharge and its potential impact on the environment can be evaluated. A discussion ofmass
loadings is presented in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, the concentrations ofdischarge constituents
are compared with the water quality standards. In Section 4.3, the potential for transfer ofnon
indigenous species is discussed.

4.1 Mass Loadings

Currently, no basis exists for estimating the mass loadings ofdeck runoff accurately. The
factors discussed in Section 3.4, that combine to produce the great variance in deck runoff,
prohibit the development ofengineering assumptions from which to estimate deck contaminant
concentrations. The use of the data from any analysis of the untreated runoff that had flowed
through an aircraft carrier catapult trough could result in mass loadings that are overestimated by
orders ofmagnitude.

4.2 Environmental Concentrations

As with mass loadings, because the constituent concentrations vary with a number of
factors, most ofwhich vary over time since the last rainfall or washdown; the environmental
concentrations will vary accordingly. For any given set offactors discussed in Section 3.4, the
discharge concentrations for the catapult trough portion ofdeck runoff can be used as a worst
case for a specific contributor.

The catapult trough discharges as a component ofthe flight deck runoff are diluted as..
they enter the receiving waters, but to what extent is unknown. Therefore, the raw concentration
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values are used for comparison to the Federal and most stringent state water quality criteria listed
in Table 12. The comparisons show that a number ofthe constituent concentrations in catapult
trough runoffexceed Federal and state acute water quality criteria, in addition to discharging oil
exceeding the Federal discharge limits?S Chromium concentrations exceed the most stringent
state's water quality criteria. The detected metals that exceed the Federal and most stringent state
water quality criteria are: cadmium, nickel, and lead. In addition, two metals,' silver and copper,
which were not detected, have reported limits that are more than an order ofmagnitude higher
than their corresponding Federal and state water quality criteria. The reported phenols
concentration exceeded the most stringent state criteria. The oil and grease concentration
exceeds the Federal criterion and the concentrations reported are also likely to cause a visible
sheen on receiving waters. Discharges ofoil that cause a visible sheen on receiving waters must
be reported?S

4.3 Potential For Introducing Non-Indigenous Species

The potential for non-indigenous species transport is insignificant. The runoff due to
rainfall and washdown has a low potential to contain non-indigenous species, and the runoff
from green water is discharged in the same location from which it came aboard.

5.0 CONCLUSION

Oil in the deck runoffdischarge has the potential to cause an adverse environmental
effect. This conclusion is based upon observations ofoil sheens on the water surface
surrounding certain vessels during and after rainfalls.
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Navy, MSC, USCG and Army

1 1 0 1052 130 220,000 0
3 0 1063 130 220,000 139
1 0 1123 133 230,000 78
7 2 1092 134 230,000 149

4 3 819 106 86,814 188
5 1 0 820 118 92,800 175

2 0 602 104 62,608 189

17 0 560 42 15,288 185
13 0 302.2 31.8 6,246 185
56 0 362 33 7,765 185
1 0 314.6 37.7 7,709 185
2 0 425 33 9,116 185

0 585 63 20>10>10 27 28,747 164 .
0 596 61 43>10>10 38 28,358 146
0 567 55 54 40 22,164 169
0 563.3 55 52>10>10 41 24,166 104

30 504.5 66.9 49>10>10 42 26,326 178
0 563.2 55.1 52 42 22,021 181
0 445 45 54 36 13,676 170
0 636.5 107.9 72>10>10 74 53,569 181
0 570 100 209>10>10 61 44,460 181
0 570 100 199>10>10 61 44,460 191
0 570 100 203>10>10 75 44,460 195
0 609.5 84 189>10· 71 39,934 171
1 609.5 84 188>10>10 72 39,934 216
0 553.3 84 78>10>10 78 36,252 218
0 522.3 69.5 49>10>10 54 28,314 183
0 224 39 6,814 239
6 188 35.9 5,264 239
1 170.3 24.9 3,308 110



TabI'e 1. LiStJIDg 0fSb,llps I,nd Vessels fo,r Deck Rum,off
Navy, MSC, USCG ud Army

7 14 82 17.5 1,119 320
14 68 18 955 320
10 65 18 955 320
25 35 9.3 246 320

91 3 81 43 3,483 320
40 134.9 29 3,912 320
100 73.7 21 575 320
60 56.2 14 300 320
130 36 12.1 160 320
21 36 12.7 365 365

5 0 709 88 59...... 76 48,666 191
4 0 793 107 83 71 60,291 186
3 I 754 107 70 95 56,279 116

1 1 522 90"'* 90** 76 34,201 0
1 0 570 100 195 78 29,250 186
4 0 255 51 20...... 20 10,144 214

1 1 644 85 39"'* 65 42,697 0
3 0 643.8 85 31** 34 42,684 295
1 0 602 104 62,608 189
3 50 12 600 320
2 134.9 29 3,912 365

28 108 24 2,022 365
3 186.5 40 5,819 320
3 65 14 710 320
5 72 15 842 320
5 85 18 1,193 320
3 100 21 1,638 320
6 120 25 2,340 320
72 109 30 2,551 320
3 164.5 23.8 3,054 320

40 165 40 6,600 365
9 165 40 6,600 365
5 165 40 6,600 365

3000+ Various dimensions 365

8 0 564 81 69 60 31,494 45



5 0 581 79 31,461 45
3 0 524 72 25,140 45
12 0 677 97 51,222 50
1 0 256.5 75 15,005 45
1 0 595 75 34,808· 45
1 0 563 76 33,375 45
5 0 224 43 7,513 60
4 0 234.5 93.6 20·* 20 21,949· 120
2 0 285.3 48 10,682 45
1 0 455 68.9 24,453 45
2 0 208 45 7,301 45
4 1 328.5 58 14,861 45
2 0 894 105.6 80** 80 73,637 365
3 0 946 106 80** 80 78,215 320
2 1 956 106 80** 80 79,042 320
8 0 946.2 106 81 ** 84 78,232 320
1 0 502.5 73 28,612 45
7 0 240.2 42 25** 20 7,869 120

12 0 378 42 50 35 10,633 154
4 0 270 38 40 30 6,803 139
9 0 270 38 40 30 6,803 166
5 0 210.5 34 48** 30 5,582 238
11 0 210.5 34 48** 30 5,582 151
2 0 399 86 65 82 21,435 365
9 0 140 37.6 4,106 365

36 0 83 17.2 1,114 320
49 0 110 21 1,802 320
2 1 225 46 8,073 287
23 0 180 37 5,195 295
2 12 175 36 4,914 227
9 157 33 4,041 227
4 133 31 3,216 227
2 100 24 1,872 365
4 65 17 862 365
6 65 22 1,115 365
13 75 22 1,287 365



Tabl,e 1. L1stilmg ofSfdps and Vessels fOlr n,eck Rum,off
Navy, MSC, USCG IlI1d Army

115
160.9
100
75
65

94 47.9
Craft Various Sizes

6 272.8 60 6,547 183
104 73.7 21 511 320
34 174 42 2,412 320
14 135 29 1,292 320
23 35 8 92 365
10 128 36 3,594 320
15 107 26.5 2,212 320
5 175 75 13,125 365
7 140 70 9,800 365
3 110 32 3,520 365



Table 2. Estimate of Annual Weather Deck Runoff From Precipitation
Navy Surface Ships, By Port

28,747 164
28,358 146
22,164 169 5
24,166 104 2
26,326 178 2
22,021 181 2 6
13,676 170 3 10
53,569 181
44,460 181
44,460 191
44,460 195
39,934 171 4
39,934 216 2
36,252 218 2
28,314 183 1
6,814 239 12
5,264 239 9
3,308 110 9

29,250 186
10,144 214 2
42,684 295

Estimated Surface Runoff, (gallyr): 756,138 1,057,434 1,581,483 5,623,465 6,684,183



Table 2. Estim,ate ofAnnual Weather Deck RmnoffFro,m Precilpi'tation
Navy Surface Sblps, By Port

28,747 164
28,358 146 1
22,164 169 7 3 2 8
24,166 104 2
26,326 178 7 2 5
22,021 181 9 4 6
13,676 170 12 2 2 12
53,569 181 1
44,460 181 1 2
44,460 191 1 1
44,460 195 2
39,934 171 3
39,934 216 1
36,252 218 3
28,314 183
6,814 239
5,264 239
3,308 110 4

29,250 186 1
10,144 214 2
42,684 295

Estimated Surface Runoff, (gallyr): 14,458,310 2,165,816 1,492,969 3,451,692

Estimated Total, All Ports (gallyr): 37,271,490

~-- - -- - _. - - .. ---- - ---



Table 3. Estimate of Annual Weather Deck Runoff From Precipitation
MSC, Army and USCG Surface Ships

~~m8-. "- .~~i1/""$:;I~]N

Militarv Sealift Command
Kilauea Class Ammunition Ships (T-AE) 31,494 45 8 774,534
Mars Class Combat Stores Ship (T-AFS) 31,461 45 5 483,587
Sirius Class Combat Stores Ship (T-AFS) 25,140 45 3 231,853
Henrv J. Kaiser Oilers (T-Am 51,222 50 12 2,099,533
Hayes Class Acoustic Research Ship (T-AG) 15,005 45 1 46,129
Mission Class Navigation Research Ship (T-AG) 34,808 45 1 107,004
Observation Is. Class IT-AGM) 33,375 45 1 102,600
Stalwart Class Ocean Surveillance Ship (T-AGOS) 7,513 60 5 153,975
Victorious Class Ocean Surveillance Ships (T-AGOS) 21,949 120 4 719,741
Silas Bent Class Surveying Ships (T-AGS) 10,682 45 2 65,674

, Waters Class Surveying Ship (T-AGS) 24,453 45 1 75,172
McDonnell Class Survevinl!: Ships (T-AGS) 7,301 45 2 44,888
Pathfinder Surveying Ships (T-AGS) 14,861 45 4 182,746
Mercy Class Hospital Ships (T-AH) 73,637 365 2 3,672,277
Maersk Class Strategic Sealift Ships (T-AKR) 78,215 320 3 5,129,551
Gordon Class Strategic Sealift Ships (T-AKR) 79,042 320 2 3,455,850
Algol Class Fast Sealift Ships (T-AKR) 78,232 320 8 13,681,694
Zeus Class Cable Reoairim! Ship (T-ARC) 28,612 45 1 87,959
Powhatan Class Fleet Ocean Tugs (T-ATF) 7,869 120 7 451,557
USCG
Hamilton Class High Endurance Cutters (WHEC) 10,633 154 12 1,342,412
Famous Class Medium Endurance Cutters lWMEC) 6,803 139 4 258,392
Famous Class Medium Endurance Cutters (WMEC) 6,803 166 9 694,312
Reliance Class Medium Endurance Cutters (WMEC) 5,582 238 5 453,826
Reliance Class Medium Endurance Cutters (WMEC) 5,582 151 11 633,449
Polar Class Icebreaker (WAGB) 21,435 365 2 1,068,959
Bay Class Tugs (WTGB) 4,106 365 9 921,430
Point Class Patrol Craft (WPB) 1,114 320 36 876,335

_ Island Class Patrol Boats lWPB) 1,802 320 49 1,930,053
Juniuer Class Seal!oine Buo Tender (WLB) 8,073 287 2 316,565
Balsam Class Buoy TenderS WLB) 5,195 295 23 2,407,882
Keeper Class Buov Tenders W!-M) 4,914 227 2 152,408
Red Class Buoy Tenders (W] M) 4,041 227 9 564,018
White Sumac Class Buoy Tenders (WLM) 3,216 227 4 199,485
Inland Buoy Tenders (WLI 1,872 365 2 93,357
Inland Buoy Tenders (WLI 862 365 4 85,966
River Buoy Tenders, 65 ft WlR) 1,115 365 6 166,875
River Buoy Tenders, 75 ft WLR) 1,287 365 13 417,187
River Buoy Tenders, 115 ft (WLR) 2,691 365 1 67,100
Pamlico Class Construction Tenders (WI IC) 3,765 365 4 375,527
Cosmos Class Construction Tenders (WLIC) 1,872 365 3 140,035
Anvil/Clarno Class Construction Tenders (WLIC) 1,287 365 9 288,822
Harbor Tugs (WYTL) 963 365 11 264,219
Motor Lifeboats 523 365 26 339,110
Arl1ll'
Frank Besson Class Logistic Support ShiD (LSV) 6,547 183 6 491,105
Mechanized Landine Craft (LCM 8) 511 320 104 1,161,183
Utilitv Landing Craft (LCU 2000) 2,412 320 34 1,792,495
Utility Landing Craft (LCU 1600) 1,292 320 14 395,403
Lighter Amohibious ResuDPly, Cargo (LARC) 92 365 23 52,992
Large Tug (LT 128) 3,594 320 10 785,730
Large TUl!: (LT 100) 2,212 320 15 725,240
Barl!:e Derrick, 115T (BC) 13,125 365 5 1,636,359
Barl!e Derrick, 89T (SO) 9,800 365 7 1,710,541
Baree CaTl!o (BC) 3,520 365 3 263,314

Estimated Total Annual Runoff (gals): 54,638,410



2.926,455
2926455

230,000 149 31 1,814,402

220,000 139 52 2,715,804

230,000 149 45 2,633,809
230,000 78 45 1,378,773
230,000 149 45 2,633,809
230,000 149 45 2,633,809
230,000 149 45 2,633,809

220,000 139 10 522,270
220,000 139 10 522,270

Total Annual Ganons: 23,341,665

Table 5. Estimate of Annual Helicopter Flight Deck Runoff from Precipitation
Navy Amphibious Assault and MCM Support Ships

o
o
30

1,026,497
7,228,629
1,026,497

Total Runoff, gallons: 8,255,126



Table 6. Estimate of Annual Helicopter Flight Deck Runoff from Precipitation
Navy Surface Ships

Days within
12n.m.

169 5 7 2 3 8
181 2 6 9 4 6
170 3 10 12 2 2 12
186 1
186 2 2
116 1 2

Annual Fli ht Deck Runoff als : 253,073 157,248 94,349 666,234 893,170 171,052 142,492 206,430
Total Annual Flight Deck Runoff (gals): 2,584,049 :,,:

,,";1
"I



Table 7. Estimate o;r ADIIllllBIFUgmtDieck RlIIDO,ffFrom Preciip,itatio/1!l
MSC and USCG SlIIrfB'Ce 8m/ips

8 4,140 45 40
5 4,340 45 40
3 4,288 45 40
12 0 50 40

Estimated Subtotal al51 r :

12 1,750 154 40
4 1,200 139 40
9 1,200 166 40
2 5,330 365 40

Estimated Subtotal 81s1 r:

101,817
66,710
39,546

o
208,073

220,931
45,580
122,475
265,807
654,793

Estimated Total (gaJlyr): 862,866
• Denotes ships having helicopter flight decks but do not embark helicopters as part oftheir normal complement. Flight deck area included in deck area listed in Table I.

Table 8. Estimate of Annual Helicopter Flight Deck Runoff From Washdowns
USCG Surface Ships

• Assumes flight deck washed as a result ofvisiting helicopter operations.



Table 9a. Estimate of Annual Weather Deck Runoff From Precipitation
Oiler Weather Decks

2

2,472,708

2

2,077,075 2,644,856 793,749

'" See Tables I and 3 Estimated Annual Total, All Ports (gal):

Table 9b. Estimate of Annual Weather Deck Runoff From Precipitation
Navy Auxiliary Service Craft Oilers

7,988,388

Estimated Annual Total (gal): 8,886,834



Table 10. Sum.mary ofAn.DuaI RUDoffEstimates

37,271490
54,638,410
7988,388
8886834

23341,665
7,228,629
1,026497
2584,049

862,866

Estimated Annual Total (gallyr) 143,898,427



Table 11. Laboratory Results, Catapult Trough Drains Aqueous Phase Discharge*

I ?i:,;,;i';'c~tt;Date:: .:j~ ;s~: .)4/13'''94;1i'1i!;':;J~?kir":1Jt;Y;;/t\;:j,,;;,:f'3:,;

Phenois . 4.6 5.3
Oil and grease 9,683 13,919
Silver <0.050 <0.050
Cadmiwn 0.155 0.141
Chromiwn 0.103 0.088
Copper <0.050 <0.050
Nickel 1.90 1.81
Lead 26.1 76.3
Zinc <0.050 <0.050

Source: NNS Laboratory Services, 199428

* Data represent concentrations prior to processing through an oil water separator.



Table 12. Comparison of Catapult Trough Drains Discharge to
Water Quality Criteria27

Constituent Sample Results (me!L) FederalAeute WQC<.> MC)stStrlllgent StateAcuteWQC
" "(mt!IL) "Date: 4113/94 4/14194 '" ',:' ' ::: ",: 'c' , '

~. . .
...-.

0.17 (HI)Phenols 4.6 5.3 none
Oil and grease 9,683 13,919 Visible sheen 1/15" 5 (FL)

Silver <0.050 <0.050 0.0019 0.0012 (WA)
Cadmium 0.155 0.141 0.042 0.0093 (FL, GA)
Chromium 0.103 0.088 1.1 0.05 (FL, GA)
Copper <0.050 <0.050 0.0024 0.0025 (WA)
Lead 26.1 76.3 0.210 0.0056 (FL, GA)
Nickel 1.90 1.81 0.074 0.0083 (FL, GA)

Notes:
Refer to federal criteria promulgated by EPA in its National Toxics Rule, 40 CFR 131.36 (57'FR 60848; Dec. 22,
1992 and 60 FR 22230; May 4, 1995)
Where historical data were not reported as dissolved or total, the metals concentrations were compared to the most
stringent (dissolved or total) state water quality criteria. '

FL =Florida
GA=Georgia
HI = Hawaii
WA "" Washington

1. The Federal Pollution Control Act, 40CFRII0, defines a prohibited discharge ofoil as any discharge sufficient to
cause a sheen on the receiving waters.
2. International Convention for the Prevention ofPol/ution from Ships (MARPOL 73/78). MARPOL 73/78 is
implemented by the Act to Prevent Pollution From Ships (APPS).

Table 13. Data Sources

Data Source ," , " : ,'",',

NODSectiOD .Reported Sampllil2" 'Estimated 'Eqwpment Emert
2.1 Equipment Description and

--
X

Operation
2.2 Releases to the Environment X
2.3 Vessels Producim:': the Discharge UNDS Database X
3.1 Localitv X
3.2 Rate X
3.3 Constituents X
3.4 Concentrations X
4.1 Mass Loadings X
4.2 Environmental Concentrations X
4.3 Potential for Introducing Non- X
Indigenous Species



NATURE OF DISCHARGE REPORT

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The National Defense Authorization Act of 1996 amended Section 312 ofthe Federal
Water Pollution Control Act (also mown as the Clean Water Act (CWA)) to require that the
Secretary ofDefense and the Administrator ofthe Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
develop unifonn national discharge standards (UNDS) for vessels ofthe Anned Forces for
••...discharges, other than sewage, incidental to nonnal operation ofa vessel ofthe Anned Forces,
..." [Section 312(n)(1)]. UNDS is being developed in three phases. The first phase (which this
report supports), will detennine which discharges will be required to be controlled by marine
pollution control devices (MPCDs}-either equipment or management practices. The second
phase will develop MPCD perfonnance standards. The final phase will determine the design,
construction, installation, and use ofMPCDs.

A nature ofdischarge (NOD) report has been prepared for each ofthe discharges that has
been identified as a candidate for regulation under UNDS. The NOD reports were developed
based on infonnation obtained from the technical community within the Navy and other branches
ofthe Armed Forces with vessels potentially subject to UNDS, from information available in
existing technical reports and documentation, and, when required, from data obtained from
discharge samples that were collected under the UNDS program.

The purpose ofthe NOD report is to describe the discharge in detail, including the system
that produces the discharge, the equipment involved, the constituents released to the
environment, and the current practice, if any, to prevent or minimize environmental effects.
Where existing process information is insufficient to characterize the discharge, the NOD report
provides the results ofadditional sampling or other data gathered on the discharge. Based on the
above information, the NOD report describes how the estimated constituent concentrations and
mass loading to the environment were determined. Finally, the NOD report assesses the
potential for environmental effect. The NOD report contains sections on: Discharge
Description, Discharge Characteristics, Nature ofDischarge Analysis, Conclusions, and Data
Sources and References.

Dirty Ballast
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2.0 DISCHARGE DESCRIPTION

This section describes the dirty ballast discharge and includes information on: the
equipment that is used and its operation (Section 2.1), general description of the constituents of
the discharge (Section 2.2), and the vessels that produce this discharge (Section 2.3).

2.1 Equipment Description and Operation

Dirty ballast is created when seawater is pwnped into fuel tanks for the purpose of
improving ship stability. Ballast is weight added to a vessel to move the center ofgravity to a
position that increases the vessel's stability. Ballast is normally placed low Within a vessel's hull
to lower the c~nterofgravity. Permanent ballast is usually heavy solid material, such as lead.
Temporary ballast is normally seawater, which is pwnped in and out of tanks in the vessel.

Dirty ballast systems are different from compensated ballast and clean ballast systems.
Compensated ballast systems continuously replace fuel with water in a system oftanks as fuel is
consumed. Clean (or segregated) ballast systems have tanks that only carry ballast water;
therefore, the ballast water does not mix with fuel. These systems are covered in other NOD
reports. In a dirty ballast system, water is added to a fuel tank after most of the fuel is used.
Some fuel remaining in the tank mixes with the ballast water, producing "dirty" ballast.

Most classes ofArmed Forces vessels use segregated tanks as the primary ballast system
and use dirty ballast systems only in extraordinary or emergency situations. Some vessel classes,
however, are not provided with clean ballast systems. These vessels regularly use dirty ballast
systems and discharge overboard, using oil content monitors (OCM) and oil water separators
(OWS) to avoid discharging oil at concentrations greater than regulatory limits.! Using fuel
tanks for ballast water degrades fuel quality and is therefore avoided whene~erpossible. .

As a vessel consumes fuel, air displaces the fuel in its fuel tanks, thus reducing the
vessel's stability. There is an added detrimental effect to stability when a tarik is partially full
and the liquid inside can slosh around. The degree to which these factors affect ship stability are
dependent on ship design and the sea state. Some classes ofships are more susceptible to
stability problems than others and certain locations have historically high wave action. When
ship stability is threatened, ballast water can be pwnped into a fuel tank to replace the conswned
fuel and to regain stability. Ballast water is discharged when it is no longer needed for
operational reasons or when preparing for fuel reintroduction.

To maintain safe stability, vessels without clean ballast systems may begin ballasting fuel
tanks when remaining ship's fuel drops to approximately 70-80% oftotal capacity. These
vessels may continue to ballast fuel tanks until approximately 20% of ship's' fuel capacity
remains (the minimwn percentage allowed by U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) ships).! Therefore, by
the end ofa voyage, as much as 80% ofthe fuel tanks' contents could be seawater.

Procedures have been established for both ballasting and deballasting to minimize the
concentration of fuel in the dirty ballast. To prepare a fuel tank for ballast, most of the remaining

Dirty Ballast
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fuel is pumped to another fuel tank. The small quantities of fuel not removed in this first step is
transferred to a waste oil tank. When deballasting, most of the dirty ballast is pumped overboard,
while being monitored by an OCM, which measures the concentration ofoil (fuel) in the water.
Ifthe OCM detects oil concentrations in excess of the 15 parts per million (ppm), an alarm
sounds and the overboard discharge is stopped. The remaining dirty ballast is then processed
through an OWS to reduce the oil concentration to 15 ppm or below, as measured by another
OCM. The processed seawater is discharged overboard and the separated oil (fuel) is retained in
a waste oil tank for pierside disposal.

2.2 Releases to the Environment

Dirty ballast is water which may contain residual fuel and other constituents as a result of
sea water being stored in fuel tanks. Dirty ballast is discharged to the environment after being
processed through OCMs and/or OWS systems that ensure the ballast water fuel/oil
concentrations are below Federal standards. The discharge is infrequent and occurs just above
the waterline ofthe ship. The possible sources ofthe constituents ofdirty ballast are seawater,
fuel remaining in the tank:, fuel additives, materials used in the ballast system, and the zinc
anodes in the fuel tanks.

2.3 Vessels Producing the Discharge

Three USCG vessel classes use dirty ballast systems. Ships ofthe WHEC 378 Class (12
ships), WMEC 210 (16 ships), and the WAGB 399 Class icebreakers (2 ships) use their fuel
tanks for ballasting in accordance with published Coast Guard directives and as conditions
dictate.

In an emergency, all vessels ofthe Armed Forces with fuel tanks have the capability to
generate emergency dirty ballast. Generation ofemergency dirty ballast on Navy, MSC, Army,
Air Force, Marine Corps, and the remainder ofthe USCG vessels occurs oilly when the vessels'
clean or compensated ballast systems are insufficient to maintain proper stability during
extraordinary or emergency circumstances. Emergency dirty ballast is not considered a discharge
under UNDS, and is not addressed in this report.

3.0 DISCHARGE CHARACTERISTICS

This section contains qualitative and quantitative information that characterizes the
discharge. Section 3.1 describes where the discharge occurs with respect to harbors and near
shore areas, Section 3.2 describes the rate of the discharge, Section 3.3 lists the constituents in
the discharge, and Section 3.4 gives the concentrations of the constituents in the discharge.

3.1 Locality

Two ofthe three USCG ship classes (WHEC 378 and WAGB 399) that use dirty ballast
systems operate beyond 12 nautical miles (n.m.) ofland and only transit through 12 n.m. ofland

Dirty Ballast
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3.2 Rate

i
The estimated maximum dirty ballast total annual discharge for~C 378 Class ships

Dirty Ballast
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Total (gal/yr) = sum of [(0.8)(capacity)(# vesseIs)(#dehJi~tinge~¢~)]L:

where, " ",,' '. ' ,,' '," ',', .•"'"",.,,,' "c ,.' .,,',' ' ,
Total = estimatedmaximum dirty ball~t~()talanIlualdischarge , , ',,".,,'
0.8 = maximum percentage offuel tank capacity allowed byUSCG policy fOr "
dirtyballast ' " " ", , ' , ,,'

capacity = fuel capacity in gallons
# vessels = number ofvessels per class ",' . '
# deballasting events = number ofdeb~1l1astingeventSperyear

is:

Using 80% offuel capacities listed in Table 1 to estimate the deballaSting discharge for
each deballasting event, WMEC 210 Class vessels could discharge approxiniately 41,800 gallons
ofdirty ballast [(0.8)(52,236 gallons)]. The WAGB 399 Class ships could generate up to
1,080,000 gailons ofdirty ballast and WHEC 378 Class ships could generate up to 166,400
gallons per deballasting event. The estimated maximum total annual discharge ofdirty ballast
for the three classes ofUSCG ships is 21.6 million gallons, using the number ofdeballast events
per year from Table 2 and the following calculations. All of this discharge is assumed to occur
within 12 n.m. ofshore and the results are believed by the USCG to be a gross overestimate of
the actual discharge. Ofthis 21.6 million gallons, two-thirds is from one class (WHEC 378)'
which operates principally beyond 12 n.m. ' ,

A survey found that few cutters routinely use dirty ballast within 12 n.m. even though
USCG policy permits discharge within this area ifusing an OWS and OCM.4 The limited
number ofballasting operations were insufficient to estimate the annual volume ofdirty ballast
discharged. Therefore, for cutter class vessels, fuel capacities, and the maximum percentage'of
these fuel tank capacities that are allowed by USCG policy for dirty ballasting; were used to
estimate the annual volume ofdirty ballast discharged. This resulted in an overestimate ofdirty
ballast discharge volumes for USCG vessels. Table 1 lists USCG vessel fuel capacities.

The policy for MSC and Navy vessels, and the practice ofUSCG vessels, is to discharge
dirty ballast beyond 12 n.m. ofshore, or to hold the dirty ballast until it can be transferred to a
shore facility or containment barge.2

,3

entering and leaving port. These ships may deballast within 12 n.m. ofland using their OCM and
OWS systems however this is rarely done. The third class of ship that uses a dirty ballast system
is the USCG's W1v!EC 210. These ships are located in several ports on the East, Gulf and West
Coasts. They may conduct normal operations within 12 n.m. of land on these Coasts, and
therefore may ballast and deballast within 12 n.m. of land. These vessels also deballast using
their OCM and OWS systems.



The duration ofUSCG vessels' dirty ballast discharge is estimated by considering
deballasting procedures and equipment characteristics. Based on operational experience,
approximately 75% ofthe dirty ballast can be discharged directly overboard while being
monitored through an OCM at an estimated flow rate of250 gallons per minute (gpm).2 The
remaining 25% ofballast is required to be processed through an OWS, at a flow rate of25 gpm.
Using a dirty ballast volume of 80% ofvessel fuel capacity, an estimated flow rate of250 gpm
for direct ballast overboard discharge, and 25 gpm through the OWS, the discharge duration is
summarized in Table 3. For example, the maximum time to deballast for WHEC 378 Class ships
is approximately 36 hours.

These values result in the maximum expected time to deballast since the calculations
assume the largest dirty ballast volume (the maximum allowed is 80% ofthe ship's fuel capacity)
and ignore any processing ofballast through the OWS perfonned concurrently with the ballast
being discharged directly overboard. Also, it is unlikely that the' entire duration ofdeballasting is
within 12 n.m. ofshore, so the calculations overestimate the amount ofdirty ballast discharged
within 12 n.m.

3.3 Constituents

Because process infonnation and data on compensated fuel ballast, a similar discharge,
were sufficient to characterize this discharge, no sampling was perfonned on dirty ballast. The
constituent sources ofdirty ballast are almost identical to the constituent sources in compensated
fuel ballast systems. Therefore, sampling perfonned for compensated fuel ballast discharge can
be used to predict the constituents in dirty ballast.

Soluble components of the fuel remaining in the tank mix with the seawater ballast
during extended contact while in the compensated fuel or dirty ballast tanks. The fuels will
nonnally be either Naval Distillate Fuel (NATO F-76) or Aviation Turbine Fuel (JP-5). In
addition, the USCG uses biocide fuel additives in their fuel tanks to control bacterial growth in
the fuel-water interface.5

,6 All these sources can contribute to the concentrations reported as total
petroleum hydrocarbons and oil and grease. Specific fuel-based constituents can include
benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, xylene, cresols, phenols, and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons.7

Materials used in fuel and ballast systems on the ships, which include copper, nickel, iron
and zinc, and the fuel or additives in the fuel such as biocides, can contribute to metal
concentrations in the discharge. Based on compensated ballast sampling, the metals in the
discharge can include copper, nickel, silver and zinc. The biocides used can contain naphtha and
dioxaborinane compounds.

The potential priority pollutants in dirty ballast discharge ~e 2-propenal, benzene,
toluene, ethylbenzene, phenol, copper, nickel, silver, thallium, and zinc. The only
bioaccumulator found in compensated ballast screening was mercury.
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3.4 Concentrations

Knowledge ofdirty ballasting systems and practices and use ofcompensated fuel ballast
screening enables the characterization of dirty ballast discharge concentrations.

, I
In support of the Compensated Ballast NOD report, a sampling effort was conducted

during a refueling evolution. The results of the sampling effort are applicable 'to this NOD report
because the same fuels are used in both compensated ballast and dirty ballast. 'Constituent
concentrations are based on compensated ballast with the exception ofoil concentrations, which
are limited to 15 ppm by USCG practices and the use ofOCMs and OWSs. The concentrations
ofdetected priority pollutants, oil and grease, and a bioaccumulator are sh0WIl; in Table 4.

4.0 NATURE OF DISCHARGE ANALYSIS

Based on the discharge characteristics presented in Section 3.0, the nature ofthe
discharge and its potential impact on the environment can be evaluated. The estimated mass
loadings are presented in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, the concentrations ofdischarge constituents
after release to the environment are estimated and compared with the water 'quality criteria. In
Section 4.3, the potential for the transfer ofnon-indigenous species is discussed.

4.1 Mass Loadings

An estimate ofthe maximum oil loading from dirty ballast for the three USCG vessel
classes was calculated by first estimating the greatest potential discharge volume and assuming
that the discharge contains the maximum allowable concentration ofoil (15 ppm). In reality, the
concentration is expected to be somewhat lower than this, due to the preballasting and
deballasting procedures used by the USCG vessels, as described in Section 2. i. Using these
values with existing infonnation on vessel operating profiles, an annual oil mass loading value
for each ofthe three USCG vessel classes was calculated.

The estimated maximum oil mass loading generated for each deballast event was
calculated using the equation: ' .

· ,'.. .J ..,......•.

Estimated Maximum Oil Loading Generated by j)ebalIastingEvent in Pounds ,(lbs)==
[80% fuel capacity (gal)] (3.785 Ugal)(15 m.gIL)(lO-6 kglmg)(2.205 lb/kgl

.... ... '...' ". . .. r.

Using this equation, the estimated maximum oil loading generated in each deballasting
event for WHEC 378 Class ships is:

1<0.80)(208,000 galX3.785 Ugal)(15 mgIL)(lO-6 kglmg)(2.205Ib!lq~) = approximateli,2!}!>s

Similarly, the WMEC 210 Class and the WAGB 399 Class would generate approximately
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5 and 135 pounds of fuel for each deballasting event, respectively.

The annual maximum oil mass loading per class was calculated using the equation:

Using this equation, the estimated maximum oil loading generated by deballasting per
year for WHEC 378 Class ships is:

Given the assumed maximum concentration of 15 ppm, the maximum total mass loading
for oil for all Coast Guard vessels is 2,704 pounds per year as shown in Table 2.

In a similar manner, the concentrations of each of the constituents shown in Table 4
(which are based on compensated ballast data for constituent concentrations) were used to
calculate the mass loadings shown in Table 5.

4.2 Environmental Concentrations

Dirty ballast water discharged from armed forces vessels is expected to be similar to the
compensated ballast discharge. In compensated ballast samples, copper, nickel, silver, and zinc
exceeded Federal and the most stringent state WQC, and ammonia, benzene, phosphorous,
thallium, total nitrogen, O&G, and 2-propenal concentrations exceeded the most stringent state
WQC.7 Table 4 is a summary ofcompensated ballast sample concentrations and applicable
WQC.

4.3 Potential for Introducing Non-Indigenous Species

There is no significant potential for introducing, transporting, or releasing non-indigenous
species with dirty ballast discharge. Navy and MSC policy requires that all dirty ballast be
discharged beyond 50 n.m., and those USCG vessels with a combination ofclean and dirty
ballast systems also follow that practice?'] The potential is mitigated by the fact that the three
classes ofUSCG vessels with exclusively dirty ballast systems do not take on ballast while in
port and normally ballast and deballast beyond 12 n.m., where they are less likely to take on non
indigenous species. In addition, the USCG has a policy that states if a cutter does ballast within
12 n.m. of land, a full-tank ballast exchange should be conducted twice while in open waters
beyond 12 n.m., otherwise, hold the ballast and discharge it on the next voyage beyond 12 n.m.
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i

Dirty ballast could also be discharged to a shore facility for processing. Most USCG vessels
deballast prior to returning to port, at greater than 12 n.m. from shore.

5.0 CONCLUSIONS

Uncontrolled, dirty ballast has the potential to cause an adverse environmental effect
because:

1) oil can be discharged in significant amounts above water quality' criteria, and
i
,

2) oil in the discharge can also create a sheen that diminishes the appearance on surface
waters.

6.0 DATA SOURCES AND REFERENCES

To characterize this discharge, infonnation from various sources was obtained. Table 6
lists data sources for this NOD report. '

Specific References

1. LT. Aivalotis, Joyce, USCG, April 15, 1997, to File.

2. UNDS Equipment Expert Meeting Minutes, Dirty Ballast, August 2, 1996.

3. Department of the Navy. Environmental and Natural Resources Programs Manual,
OPNAVINST 5090.1B, Chapter 19-10, November 1994.

4. Department ofthe Navy. CarderockDivision, Naval Surface Warfare Center. Summary
ofDirty Ballast Questionnaire Responses for the Uniform National Discharge Standards
(UNDS) Program. NSWCCD-TM-63-98/48. March 1998. '

5. Military Specification MIL-S-53021A, Stabilizer Additive, Diesel Fuel, August 15, 1988.

6. LT Aivalotis, Joyce, USCG, Dirty Ballast Reply, 20 May, 1997.

7. UNDS Phase 1 Sampling Data Report, Volumes 1-13, October 1997~

General References

USEPA. Toxics Criteria for Those States Not Complying with Clean Water Act Section
303(c)(2)(B). 40 CFR Part 131.36. '

USEPA. Interim Final Rule. Water Quality Standards; Establishment ofN~eric Criteria for
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Priority Toxic Pollutants; States' Compliance - Revision ofMetals Criteria. 60 FR
22230. May 4, 1995.

USEPA. Water Quality Standards; Establishment ofNumeric Criteria for Priority Toxic
Pollutants. 57 FR 60848. December 22, 1992.

USEPA. Water Quality Standards; Establishment ofNumeric Criteria for Priority Toxic
Pollutants for the State of California, Proposed Rille under 40 CFR Part 131, Federal
Register, Vol. 62, Number 150. August 5, 1997.

Connecticut. Department ofEnvironmental Protection. Water Quality Standards. Surface Water
Quality Standards Effective April 8, 1997.

Florida. Department ofEnvironmental Protection. Surface Water Quality Standards, Chapter
62-302. Effective December 26, 1996.

Georgia Final Regulations. Chapter 391-3-6, Water Quality Control, as provided by The Bureau
ofNational Affairs, Inc., 1996.

Hawaii. Hawaiian Water Quality Standards. Section 11, Chapter 54 ofthe State Code.

Mississippi. Water Quality Criteria for Intrastate, Interstate and Coastal Waters. Mississippi
Department ofEnvironmental Quality, Office ofPollution Control. Adopted November
16, 1995.

New Jersey Final Regulations. Surface Water Quality Standards, Section 7:9B-l, as provided by
The Bureau ofNational Affairs, Inc., 1996.

Texas. Texas Surface Water Quality Standards, Sections 307.2 - 307.10. Texas Natural
Resource Conservation Commission. Effective July 13, 1995.

Virginia. Water Quality Standards. Chapter 260, Virginia Administrative Code (VAC) ,9 VAC
25-260.

Washington. Water Quality Standards for Surface Waters ofthe State ofWashington. Chapter
173-201A, Washington Administrative Code (WAC).

Committee Print Number 95-30 of the Committee on Public Works and Transportation of the
House ofRepresentatives, Table 1.

The Water Quality Guidance for the Great Lakes System, Table 6A. Volume 60 Federal
Register, p. 15366. March 23, 1995.
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Table 1. USCG Vessel Fuel Capacity and Consumption Data 8

Vessel Class WMEC210 " WHEC378, WAGB,399 ',""'"

Fuel Capacity (100%) (gal):
_. _.- - ... .. ,. .. ..._.- .

F-76 (diesel) 52,236 208,000 1,349,920

i
Table 2. Maximum Annual Oil Mass Loading Estimate for USCG Vessels

,

Vessel Class No. ofVessels Oil per Deballast DeballastEvents . MaXimum'Oil
"

EventOb) perYear,c'c . :Di~char2ed;(lbs/yr)A'
. .-~~.

WMEC210 16 5 5 400
WHEC378 12 21 7 1764
WAGB399 2 135 2 540

Notes: Total: 2,704 Ibs/yr
A - based on maximum allowable OWS system discharge concentration InnIt (15 ppm),

,
Table 3. USCG Vessel Dirty Ballast Discharge Duration

:1

Vesse) Class WMEC210.,' WlIEC378 WAGB399,
"

Amount to DeballaSt cfiaIl
.. -- - .

41,800 166,400 1,080,000
Direct Discharge (gal) 31,400 124,800 810,000
Direct Discharge (gpm) 250 250 250
Direct Discharge (hours) 2.1 8.3 54
OWS Processing (gal) 10,500 41,600 270,000
OWS Processing (gpm) 25 25 25
OWS Processing (hours) 7.0 27.7 180
Total Ballast Discharge Time (hours)1::S 9.1 36 234

Notes:
A - Amount to deballast is 80% ofF-76 fuel capacity.
B - Time estimates are maximum values per deballast event, based on maximum ballast volumes and moderate direct

discharge flowrates.'
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18 (HI)

6 (Hi)A·

6.3 (FL)

5000 (FL)

71.28 (FL)

84.6 (WA)

8.3 (FL, GA)

2.4 (CT,MS)

1.9 (CA, MS)

0.025 (FL, GA)

153 none
203 none
580 none
340 none
86 2.4

0.00083 1.8
267 74

5.7 1.9
10.8 none
4845 90
15000 visible sheen<':

/15,000D

Thallium

Oil & Grease
Zinc

Merc~

Silver

Copper

Nickel

Benzene

Total Phosphorous
Total Nitrogen
2-Propenal

Ammonia as 300 none
Nitrogen

CA= California
CT = Connecticut
FL=Florida
GA=Georgia
HI=Hawaii
MS = Mississippi
WA = Washington

Table 4. Estimated Dirty Ballast Constituent Concentrations that Exceed Federal and/or
Most Stringent State Water Quality Criteria Bas~d on Compensated Ballast Sampling

Measurements

A - Nutrient criteria are not specified as acute or chronic values.
B - Mercury was not found in excess ofWQC; concentration is shown only because it is a bioaccumulator.
C - Discharge of Oil. 40 CFR 110, defines a prohibited discharge ofoil as any discharge sufficient to cause a sheen

on receiving waters.
D - International Convention for the Prevention ofPollution from Ships (MARPOL 73/78). MARPOL 73/78 as

implemented by the Act to Prevent Pollution from Ships (APPS).

Notes:
Refer to federal criteria promulgated by EPA in its National Toxics Rule, 40 CFR 131.36 (57 FR 60848; Dec. 22,
1992 and 60 FR 22230; May 4, 1995)



Table 5. Estimated Maximum Annual Mass Loadings for Dirty Ballast;Constituents that
Exceed Water Quality Criteria

Constituent Annual Mass Loadin2:(lb/vr)'
"

AmmomaA '
. ~. - _...

54.2
BenzeneA 27.6
PhosphorousA 61.4
Total Nitrogen 105
2-Propenal 36.6
Coppe~ 15.5
NickelA 48.1

Silv~ 1.0
Thallium 1.95
ZincA 872.1
Merc~,H 0.00015
Oil & Greasel,; 2704

Notes:
A - Based on constituent concentrations found in compensated ballast water
B - Mercury was not found in excess ofWQC; mass loading is shown only because it is a bioaccumulator.
C - Oil and Grease mass loading based on maximum allowable OWS system discharge concentration limit (15

ppm), not on compensated ballast sampling results. . .
80% ofthe ship's fuel capacity is always used for ballast anytime a ship takes on ballast water.
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Table 6. Data Sources

x

X

x

x
X

x

x

x
X
X

x
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NATURE OF DISCHARGE REPORT

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The National Defense Authorization Act of 1996 amended Section 312 ofthe Federal
Water Pollution Control Act (also known as the Clean Water Act (CWA)) to require that the
Secretary ofDefense and the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
develop uniform national discharge standards (UNDS) for vessels of the Armed Forces for
" ...discharges, other than sewage, incidental to normal operation of a vessel of the Armed Forces,
..." [Section 312(n)(1)]. UNDS is being developed in three phases. The first phase (which this
report supports), will determine which discharges will be required to be controlled by marine
pollution control devices (MPCDs}-either equipment or management practices. The second
phaSe will develop MPCD performance standards. The final phase will determine the design,
construction, installation, and use ofMPCDs.

A nature ofdischarge (NOD) report has been prepared for each ofthe discharges that has
been identified as a candidate for regulation under UNDS. The NOD reports were developed
based on information obtained from the technical community within the Navy and other branches
of the Anned Forces with vessels potentially subject to UNDS, from infonnation available in
existing technical reports and documentation, and, when required, from data obtained from
discharge samples that were collected under the UNDS program.

The purpose of the NOD report is to describe the discharge in detail, including the system
that produces the discharge, the equipment involved, the constituents released to the
environment, and the current practice, ifany, to prevent or minimize environmental effects.
Where existing process information is insufficient to characterize the discharge, the NOD report
provides the results of additional sampling or other data gathered on the discharge. Based on the
above information, the NOD report describes how the estimated constituent concentrations and
mass loading to the environment were determined. Finally, the NOD report assesses the
potential for environmental effect. The NOD report contains sections on: Discharge
Description, Discharge Characteristics, Nature ofDischarge Analysis, Conclusions, and Data
Sources and References.
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2.0 DISCHARGE DESCRIPTION

This section describes the distillation and reverse osmosis (RO) brine discharge and it
includes information on: the equipment that is used and its operation (Section 2.1), general
description ofthe constituents of the discharge (Section 2.2), and the vessels that produce this
discharge (Section 2.3).

2.1 Equipment Description and Operation
I

Distilling and RO plants, known as ''water purification plants," generate freshwater from
seawater for a variety ofshipboard applications. These include potable water for drinking and
hotel services (e.g., sanitary, laundry, and food preparation) and high-purity feedwater for boilers.
Vessels with steam turbine propulsion plants are equipped with large boiler sYstems that require
significant amounts ofhigh-purity feedwater for generating high-pressure steain to operate the
ship's engines. Vessels also need low-pressure steam for producing hot water ,and for heating.

2.1.1 Distilling Plants

Distilling plants, also known as evaporators, are used to distill freshwater from seawater.
Non-volatile seawater components, such as inorganic and organic solids (dissolved and
suspended), remain in the plant and become concentrated. The mixture ofconcentrated seawater
components that remain and the constituents leached from material in the plant is known as brine
and is discharged overboard. '

There are two types ofdistilling plants used on Armed Forces vessels. One type uses
low-pressure steam as the heat source and generally operates under vacuum. Figure 1 is a
diagram ofa two-stage flash-type distilling plant. The other type, vapor compression, uses a
compressor to "drive" the evaporation process. Both types produce similar brine discharges.

The heat that is essential to the distilling process is transmitted to the illfluent seawater
through one or more heat exchangers. The heat exchangers consist ofa series ofmetal tubes or
plates enclosed in a metal casing. They are designed to segregate the heat source fluid (steam in
the case ofdistilling plants) from the fluid to which the heat is transmitted (influent seawater)
while providing as much thermal contact through the metal surfaces as possible. This is
accomplished by having a high density oftubes or plates.

"

Condensate, which is segregated from distillate and brine, is produced' from the
generating steam when it is cooled by distilling plant heat transfer surfaces.' The condensate can
be directed to a collection tank along with condensate from other heating devices (e.g.,
ventilation heaters) for reuse in the ship's boilers. The condensate that is not reused in the boilers
is a source ofnon-oily machinery wastewater, as discussed in the NOD report' for that discharge.

'I

During the distilling process, inorganic seawater constituents form a s~ale on the
distilling plant heat transfer surfaces. Anti-scaling compounds are continuouSly injected into the
influent seawater to control the scaling. Nevertheless, the surfaces will gradually foul from
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scaling over extended periods and periodic cleaning is required to restore flow and heat transfer
efficiency.

Citric acid cleaning can be done at sea or in port. At-sea acid cleaning is done during
distillation by injecting the citric acid solution into the influent seawater. The citric acid reacts
with the distilling plant scale to fonn soluble byproducts that are discharged with the distilling
plant brine. Carbon dioxide is also given offby this reaction and is removed by the distilling
plant air ejector.

In-port citric acid cleaning is done every 5 to 7 years on Navy distilling plants. The
cleaning solution is recirculated between the distilling plant and a tank truck on the pier. The
spent cleaning solution is disposed at an off-site shore facility.\

2.1.2 RO Plants

RO plants separate freshwater from seawater by using semi-penneable membranes as a
physical barrier. The RO membrane retains a large percentage ofsuspended and dissolved
constituents, alloWing freshwater to pass through. The retained substances become concentrated
into brine. Shipboard RO plants produce lower-purity freshwater than distilling plants, with total
dissolved solids (TDS) concentrations two orders ofmagnitude greater than distilling plant
distillate.2

Because RO plants operate at ambient temperatures, scaling is not a concern. Therefore,
chemicals are not used in RO plants for either scaling suppression or cleaning.

2.2 Releases to the Environment

The overboard discharge from water purification plants on vessels is RO and distilling
plant brine. The brine primarily consists of seawater, but can also contain materials from the
purification plants and anti-scaling treatment chemicals. RO and distilling processes separate a
relatively small proportion of freshwater from the influent seawater, returning the slightly more
concentrated brine effluent to the sea. The discharged brine from distilling plants is at elevated
temperatures, typically 100 to 120 OF.

The citric acid cleaning solutions that are used to periodically clean the distilling plants
are either collected on-site after shoreside cleaning or discharged overboard beyond 12 n.m. after
at sea cleaning.

2.3 Vessels Producing the Discharge

There are currently 541 vessels of the Anned Forces equipped with water purification
plants. Four hundred fifty-seven vessels have distilling plants and the remainder have RO plants.
Table 1 provides a list ofNavy, MSC, USCG, and Annyvessels that produce this discharge.3

Distillation and Reverse Osmosis Brine.
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3.0 DISCHARGE CHARACTERISTICS

This section contains qualitative and quantitative infonnation that characterizes the
discharge. Section 3.1 describes where the discharge occurs with respect to harbors and near
shore areas, Section 3.2 describes the rate ofthe discharge, Section 3.3 lists the constituents in
the discharge, and Section 3.4 gives the concentrations ofthe constituents in the discharge.

3.1 Locality

The distilling plant on a steam-propelled vessel can be operated any time the vessel's
boilers are operating. MSC steam-propelled ships typically operate one distiller while in port,
except for ships on reduced operating status. As a result, discharge ofbrine from steam
propelled vessels can occur in port, at sea, and while transiting to and from port. However,
diesel- and gas-turbine-propelled vessels with distilling plants, and all vessels with RO plants
seldom operate their water purification plants in port or while transiting coastal waters less than
12 nautical miles (n.m.) from shore. '

For Navy vessels, brine discharge within 12 n.m. is from the production ofboiler
feedwater. Navy vessels do not produce potable water within 12 n.m., except during extended
operations.

3.2 Rate

While the existing Navy fleet has water purification plants ofmany sizes and capacities,
current naval ship design practice is to use standardized water purification plants of two
capacities: 12,000-gallons per day (gpd) distilling and RO plants and 100,OOO-gpd distilling
plants. Multiple water purification plants will be used to achieve capacities ofup to 450,000
gpd. For example, a destroyer's RO system may include two 12,000-gpd plants, while the new
LPD 17 Class amphibious transport dock vessels require five 12,000-gpd plants to meet
:freshwater demand. Aircraft carriers have multiple 100,000-gpd distilling pl~ts.

The volume ofbrine discharged from water purification plants depends on the type of
plant. When operating, distilling plants are typically run at full capacity, even when the demand
for potable water is low. Excess distillate is discharged directly overboard.' Based on operating
experience, distilling plants generate 17 gallons ofbrine for every gallon of fresh water. RO
plants generate 4 gallons ofbrine for every gallon of fresh water.3 These brine production factors
can be used to calculate the water purification plant brine flow rate in gallons per day:

Water Purification Plant Brine Flow Rate in gallonsper.da.y (gpd) =
(total freshwater flow in gpcl) (brine p~oducp:on factor),

A single distilling plant on a typical Navy DD 963 Class destroyer produces 8,000 gpd of
freshwater.4 Therefore:

(8,000 gpd freshwater) (17) = 136,000 gpd brine discharge
I,
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A single RO plant on a typical Navy MHC 51 coastal minehunter produces 1,600 gpd of
freshwater.3 Therefore:

(1,600 gpd freshwater) (4) = 6,400 gpd brine discharge

Current Navy vessel water purification plant operating practice is for steam-propelled
ships to operate one distilling plant in port for one to five days before departure (to fill boiler
feed water tanks) and while transiting through coastal waters less than «) 12 n.m.). Submarines
are normally supplied boiler feed water by shore or a tender while in port. The distilling plants
on all these vessels can be operated at full capacity while at sea (greater than (» 12 n.m.».

Table 1 shows estimated distilling and RO plant brine discharge quantities for various
vessel classes. The estimates are based on available information regarding the number ofvessels
in each class, type and capacity ofwater purification plant(s), vessel operating schedules (number
of transits and days in port per year), and water purification plant operating practices while in
port, in transit «12 n.m.) and at sea (>12 n.m.). The assumptions and formulas used to calculate
the brine discharge estirilates are summarized in the notes section ofTable 1, and include four
hours per vessel transit in coastal waters. The assumptions also include operation ofone
distilling plant to produce boiler feedwater for four hours prior to departure from port in the case
ofsubmarines.3 Surface steam-powered vessels may operate a distilling plant for as much as
three days prior to departure from port (i.e., every second transit).3,5 The calculation ofthe total
annual brine discharge within 12 n.m. of shore consists ofan in-port component and a transit
component, which are added together. The formula for a Navy vessel class is:

A sample calculation for the LSD 36 Class dock landing ship is as follows:

Table 1 lists the results ofthe above calculation for all vessels of the Armed Forces. A
total ofapproximately 2.47 billion gallons ofdistilling and RO plant brine discharges occur
annually within 12 n.m. from shore. Ofthis, approximately 1.84 billion gallons is discharged in
port and 620 million gallons is discharged in transit within 12 n.m. These calculations
overestimate the actual discharge rate because steam-powered surface ships can operate a
distilling plant for less than three days prior to leaving port.

The volume ofinfluent seawater to a distilling plant can be estimated using the ratio of
brine produced to gallons of freshwater produced, or 17:1. This ratio indicates that for every 18
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gallons ofseawater introduced into a distilling plant, 17 gallons ofbrine is produced. Knowing
that a total ofapproximately 2.47 billion gallons ofdistilling and RO plant brine discharges occur
annually within 12 n.m. of shore, the following calculation can be made to approximate the total
annual volume ofseawater influent:

(18 gallons ofseawater/I7 gallons ofbrine) (2.471>~:Ilion gallonsofbril'ief' ,'; '.
= 2.62 billion gallons seawatei -';,<, " '0 ,'f1t

Therefore, the influent flow rate is approximately 2.62 billion gallons, and the effluent
flow rate is approximately 2.47 billion gallons

3.3 Constituents

The three sources of the constituents ofwater purification plant discharge are: 1) influent
seawater; 2) anti-scaling treatment chemicals; and 3) the purification plant components,
including heat exchangers, casings, pumps, piping and fittings.~Theprimary constituents of the
brine discharge are identical to those in seawater. These include non-volatile dissolved and
suspended solids, and metals.

Distilling plants are made primarily ofmetal alloys that are corroded by seawater,
particularly at the elevated temperatures at which these plants operate. The metal alloys used for
heat transfer surfaces and other components include copper-nickel alloys, nickel/chromium
alloys, stainless steel, titanium, brass, and bronze. Based on the metallurgicai composition of
these alloys, the corrosion process could be expected to introduce copper, chromium, nickel, and
zinc into the brine. The corrosion effect on the brine discharge metal loadings is less ofa
concern for the RO plants, with non-metallic membranes and ambient seawater operating
temperatures. I

,
The distilling plant anti-scaling compound used in Navy surface ships is Distiller Scale

Preventive Treatment Formulation. The military specification requires anti-scaling compound
products to contain organic polyelectrolytes such as polyacrylates, and an antlfoaming agent in
aqueous solution.6 The polyelectrolyte chelates (ties-up) inorganic constituents (calcium,
magnesium, metals) to prevent them from depositing on equipment surfaces. Equipment supplier
material safety data sheets (MSDSs) indicate that the products contain about 10% to 20%
polyacrylate and low levels ofantifoaming chemicals (e.g., one product contains 1%
polyethylene glycol). Ethylene oxide was identified on two ofthe MSDSs as potentially present
in trace amounts. One ofthe MSDSs also indicated that acrylic acid, acetaldehyde, and 1,4
dioxane can also be present at trace levels.7

:1

Distilling plant influent and effluent were sampled for materials that had a potential for
being in the discharge. An aircraft carrier, an amphibious assault ship, and a landing ship dock
were sampled.8 Based on the brine generation process, system designs, and analytical data
available, analytes in the metals, organics, and classicals classes were tested.. In addition, Bis(2
ethylhexyl) phthalate, a semi-volatile organic compound, was specifically tested for, since it is
not covered in the three aforementioned analyte classes, but is a standard parameter in sampling
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for semi-volatile constituents. The results ofthe sampling are provided in reference 8. Table 2
provides a list of all constituents and their concentrations that were detected in the discharge. In
terms of thermal effects, this discharge is expected to be warmer than ambient water
temperatures with a maximum overboard discharge temperature of 120 "P.

Priority pollutants that were detected included copper, iron, lead, nickel, and zinc; and the
semi-volatile organic compound bis(2-ethylliexyl) phthalate. No bioaccumulators were detected.

3.4 Concentrations

The concentrations of detected constituents are listed in Tables 2 and 3.

4.0 NATURE OF DISCHARGE ANALYSIS

Based on the discharge characteristics presented in Section 3.0, the nature of the
discharge and its potential impact on the environment can be evaluated. The estimated mass
loadings are presented in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, the concentrations ofdischarge constituents
after release to the environment are estimated and compared with the water quality criteria.
Section 4.3 discusses thermal effects. In Section 4.4, the potential for the transfer ofnon
indigenous species is discussed.

4.1 Mass Loadings

The water purification plant brine annual discharge flow rate (Section 3.2) and constituent
concentration data (Tables 2 and 3) were used to develop brine constituent effluent mass loading
estimates. Similarly, constituent influent mass loadings were found by using the seawater annual
flow rate (Section 3.2) and constituent concentration data (Tables 2 and 3).

The following general formula was used to determine influent mass loading and effluent
mass loading:

For instance, the estimated effluent mass loading for copper generated by distilling plant
brine discharge is:

The estimated influent mass loading calculation for copper is:
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The mass loading ofthe discharge was then determined by subtracting the influent mass
loading from the effluent mass loading for each constituent. Concentration values and mass
loadings are provided in Table 2. Log-normal average concentrations were used because the
sample data were assumed to approximate a log-normal distribution.

The mass loadings were calculated based upon flow from all distilling and RO plants and
assuming constituent concentrations in distiller and RO effluent are equal. Calculations using
this assumption are expected to overestimate mass loadings because constituent concentrations
will be lower in RO effluent because the operating temperature is lower, resulting in less
corrosion. Table 3 provides a water purification plant brine discharge mass loading summary.

4.2 Environmental Concentrations

Table 4 identifies distilling plant brine constituents that were detected at or above their
respective Federal or most stringent state water quality criteria (WQC). Copper and zinc
exceeded both Federal and most stringent state WQC. Nitrogen (as ammonia, nitrate/nitrite, and
total kjeldahl nitrogen), phosphorous, iron, lead, nickel, and zinc exceed the Inost stringent state
WQC. .. ,

4.3 Thermal Effects

The potential for distilling plant brine discharge to cause thermal environmental effects
was evaluated by modeling the thermal plume generated and then comparing it to plumes
representing state thermal discharge requirements. Thermal effects ofdistilling plant brine were
modeled using the Cornell Mixing Zone Expert System (CORMIX) to estimate the plume size
and temperature gradients in the receiving water body. The model was run under conditions that
would overestimate the size of the thermal plume (minimal wind, slack tide) for the largest
generator ofdistilling plant brine (aircraft carrier) and for a typical distillation brine generator
(cruiser). The plume characteristics were compared to thermal mixing zone criteria for Virginia
and Washington. Other coastal states require that thermal mixing zones be established on a case
by-case basis.

The Washington thermal regulations state that when natural conditions exceed 16°C, no
temperature increases will be allowed that will raise the receiving water temperature by greater
than 0.3 °C. The mixing zone requirements state that mixing zones shall not extend for a
distance greater than 200 feet plus the depth of the water over the discharge point, or shall not
occupy greater than 25% ofthe width of the water body. The Virginia thermal regulations state
that any rise above natural temperature shall not exceed 3 0c. Virginia requires that the plume
shall not constitute more than one-halfof the receiving watercourse, and shall not extend
downstream at anytime a distance more than five times the width of the receiving ofwater body
at the point ofdischarge.

The aircraft carrier distilling plant brine flow rate was determined to be 24,083 gallons
per hour at a temperature of 104 OF while the cruiser flow parameters were 120 OF and 6,375
gallons per hour for temperature and flow rate, respectively. The ambient water temperature was
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dependent upon location and varied between 40 and 60 of. Both modeled discharges were
continuous and were assumed to emanate from a 6-inch diameter pipe located at the bottom of
the hulls. The results of this modeling are provided in Table 5.9

Some ofthe model parameter assumptions lead to a reduced amount ofmixing within the
harbor. The assumptions are:

• wind velocity is at a minimum (1 mls);

• the discharge will occur during a simulated slack tide event, using a minimum water
body velocity (0.03 mls);

•. the average depth ofwater at the pier is 40 feet.

Using the above parameters and assumptions, distilling plant brine discharges from
Armed Forces vessels do not exceed state thermal mixing zone criteria.

4.4 Potential for Introducing Non-Indigenous Species

The potential for introducing, transporting, or releasing non-indigenous species with this
discharge is low because the maximum retention time ofwater in these plants is short; therefore
the effluent is discharged in the same area from which the influent seawater is taken.

5.0 CONCLUSIONS

The discharge from vessel water purification plants has the potential to cause adverse
environmental effects because significant amounts ofmetals are discharged at concentrations
aboveWQC.

6.0 DATA SOURCES AND REFERENCES

Table 6 lists the data source of the information presented in each section of this NOD
report.

Specific References

1. Personal communication between Carl Geiling, Malcolm Pirnie, me., and ChiefLuedtke,
USS Carter Hall (LSD 50), 23 January, 1997.

2. Aerni, Walter, NAVSEA. Elements Present in Water, 19 November 1997, Greg
Kirkbride, M. Rosenblatt & Son, me.

3. UNDS Equipment Expert Meeting Minutes - Evaporator Brine & Reverse Osmosis (RO)
Plant. August 27, 1996.
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4. Aqua-Chem Marine, Inc. Marine Multi-Stage Flash Distilling Plants.

5. U.S. Navy. Commander, Naval Air Forces Pacific. hnplementation ofUniform National
Discharge Standards. Letter to SEA OOT-El, 17 December 1996. '

6. Specification for Distiller Scale Preventive Treatment Formulations (Metric), DOD-D-
24577(2), 19 December, 1986. '

7. Ashland Chemical Company. Material Safety Data Sheets - AmeroyalEvaporator
Treatment, January 5, 1996.

8. UNDS Phase 1 Sampling Data Report, Volumes 1-13, October 1997.

9. NAVSEA. Thermal Effects Screening ofDischarges from Vessels of the Armed
Services. Versar, Inc. July 3, 1997.

General References
I
I

USEPA. Toxics Criteria for Those States Not Complying with Clean Water Act Section
303(c){2)(B). 40 CFRPart 131.36.

USEPA. Interim Final Rule. Water Quality Standards; Establishment ofNumeric Criteria for
Priority Toxic Pollutants; States' Compliance - Revision ofMetals Criteria. 60 FR
22230. May 4, 1995. '

USEPA. Water Quality Standards; Establishment ofNumeric Criteria for Priority Toxic
Pollutants. 57 FR 60848. December 22, 1992. '

USEPA. Water Quality Standards; Establishment ofNumeric Criteria for Priority Toxic
Pollutants for the State of California, Proposed Rule under 40 CFR pait 131, Federal
Register, Vol. 62, Number 150. August 5, 1997.

Connecticut. Department ofEnvironmental Protection. Water Quality Standards. Surface Water
Quality Standards Effective April 8, 1997.

Florida. Department ofEnvironmental Protection. Surface Water Quality Standards, Chapter
62-302. Effective December 26, 1996.

Georgia Final Regulations. Chapter 391-3-6, Water Quality Control, as provided by The Bureau
ofNational Affairs, Inc., 1996.

,Hawaii. Hawaiian Water Quality Standards. Section 11, Chapter 54 of the S~te Code.
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Mississippi. Water Quality Criteria for Intrastate, Interstate and Coastal Waters. Mississippi
Department ofEnvironmental Quality, Office ofPollution Control. Adopted November
16, 1995.

New Jersey Final Regulations. Surface Water Quality Standards, Section 7:9B-l, as provided by
The Bureau ofNational Mfairs, Inc., 1996.

Texas. Texas Surface Water Quality Standards, Sections 307.2 - 307.10. Texas Natural
Resource Conservation Commission. Effective July 13, 1995.

Virginia. Water Quality Standards. Chapter 260, Virginia Administrative Code (VAC) , 9 VAC
25-260.

Washington. Water Quality Standards for Surface Waters of the State ofWashington. Chapter
l73-201A, Washington Administrative Code (WAC).

Committee Print Number 95-30 of the Committee on Public Works and Transportation of the
House ofRepresentatives, Table 1.

The Water Quality Guidance for the Great Lakes System, Table 6A. Volume 60 Federal
Register, p. 15366. March 23, 1995.

UNDS Ship Database, August 1, 1997.
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Table 1. Water Purification Plant Discharge Summary

"!" ....EL~IE'~"

--. <',+;Y~i it::,':', c:;,"'(,),;' ,<"ii .
. :"<::;',::,,:, ., ,'<>'<; ,,"', ' '" ;,' '. .... ;;" +f,\"
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,," """ SVCE' ""'F';, lAME',,",",· "','" il! <:c' ,?SITS ~PORT:>J~Ii;n1i :' AI:

AE 26 MSC Kilauea Ammunition Shin 5 Steam Distill! 2 32,000 544,000 8 26 35.4 1.8 918.5 955.6
AE 26 MSC Kilauea Ammunition Shin (ROS 3 Steam Distill! 2 32,000 544,000 8 26 9.8 \.I 551.1 562.0
AFS I(\) MSC Mars Combat Store Ship (ROS) I Steam Distill! 2 24,000 408,000 14 148 4.3 0.5 87.6 92.3
AFS I (3,5,6,7) MSC Mars Combat Store Ship 4 Steam Distill! 2 32,000 544,000 14 148 161.0 2.5 467.1 630.7
AFS 8 MSC N!A Combat Store Ship 3 Steam Distill! 2 32,000 544,000 14 148 120.8 1.9 350.3 473.0
AG 194 MSC Vanguard Navigation Research Ship I Steam Distill! 1 16,000 272,000 20 lSI 4\.1 0.9 57.3 99.3
AG 195 MSC Haves Sound Trials Ship I Diesel RO 2 10,000 40,000 20 lSI 0 0 8.4 8.4
AGM 22 MSC Converted Haskell Missile Range Instrumentation Ship I Steam Distill! 2 24,000 408,000 8 133 27.1 0.3 94.1 121.5
AGOS I MSC Stalwart Ocean Surveillance Ship 5 Diesel Distill! 2 6,000 102,000 8 70 0 0 149.8 149.8
AGOS 19 MSC Victorious Ocean Surveillance Ship 4 Diesel Distill! 2 6,000 102,000 10 107 0 0 104.6 104.6
AGS 26 MSC Silas Bent and Wilkes Surveying Ship 2 Diesel Distill! 2 6,000 102,000 12 44 0 0 65.1 65.1
AGS 45 MSC Waters Surveying Ship I Diesel Distill! 2 15,324 260,508 2 7 0 0 93.2 93.2
AGS 51 MSC John McDonnel1 Surveying Ship I Diesel RO! 2 4,000 16,000 12 96 0 0 4.3 4.3
AGS 52 MSC John McDonnel1 Surveying Ship I Diesel ROI 3 6,000 24,000 12 96 0 0 6.4 6.4
AGS 60 MSC Pathfinder Surveying Ship 4 Diesel RO! 2 8,000 32,000 NA NA 0 0 0 NA
AH 19 MSC Mercy Hospital Ship (ROS 2 Steam Distill! 4 300,000 5,100,000 4 184 15.3 1.7 1839.4 1856.4
AKR 287 MSC Algol Vehicle Cargo Ship ROS 8 Steam NA NA NA 6 109 NA NA NA NA
AKR 295 MSC NA Vehicle Cargo Ship ROS 2 Diesel Distill! I 9,511 161,687 NA NA 0 0 NA NA
AKR 296 MSC NA Vehicle Cargo Ship ROS I Diesel Distill! 4 8,200 139,400 NA NA 0 0 NA NA
ARC 7 MSC Zeus Cable Ship I Diesel Distill! 2 18,000 306,000 4 8 0 0 109.0 109.0
AO 187 MSC Henrv J. Kaiser Oiler 12 Diesel Distill 2 20,000 340,000 12 78 0 0 1162.8 1162.8
ATF 166 MSC Powhatan Fleet Ocean Tug 7 Diesel RO! I 2,000 8,000 32 127 0 0 13.0 13.0
AO 177 NAVY Jumboised Cimarron Oiler 5 Steam Distill! 2 12,000 204,000 20 188 15.3 1.7 177.1 194.1
AOE I NAVY Sacramento Fast Combat SUPDort Ship I Steam Distill! 2 100,000 1,700,000 22 183 28.1 3.1 303.2 334.3
AOE I (2-4) NAVY Sacramento Fast Combat Support Ship 3 Steam Distill! 2 80,000 1,360,000 22 183 67.3 7.5 727.6 802.4
AOE 6 NAVY Supply Fast Combat Support Ship 3 Gas Distill! 2 60,000 1,020,000 12 114 0 0 761.9 761.9
ARS 50 NAVY Safeguard Salvage Ships 3 Diesel Distill! 2 8,000 136,000 44 208 0 0 6\.1 61.1
ARS 50 (ARS 52 NAVY Safeguard Salvage Ships I Diesel Distill! 3 12,000 204,000 44 208 0 0 30.5 30.5
AS 33 NAVY Simon Lake Submarine Tender I Steam Distill! 2 100,000 1,700,000 12 229 15.3 1.7 227.8 244.8
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VESStLCLASSlPlCATION INFORMATION 'WATlm PlfR,IFICATI NSVST£M TRANSIT ANNUAL
TYPE TOTAL TOTAL INFORMATION B,RINE WA.STIWATER

NO. PRO- AND Ul0 BRIME DAYS DISCUAltGE
CLASS AItMED CLASS OF P'ULSION NO. OF FLOW FLOW TRAN. IN rmllllOD nL ;/·ttlrl

IDNo. SVCE NAME VESSEL TYPE VESSELS SVSTePtI PLANTS (meI\ (lPd) SITS PORT IN.PORT lNTRANSIT >1111-1T1. TOTAL
AS 39 NAVY EmorvS Land Submarine Tender 3 Steam DistilV 100,000 1,700,000 12 293 45.9 5.1 357.0 408.0
CG 47 NAVY U,conderoga Guided Missile Cruiser 27 Gas DistilV 24,000 408,000 24 166 0 0 2126.1 2126.1
CGN 36 NAVY California Guided Missile Cruiser 2 Nuclear DistilV 36,000 612000 22 143 20.2 2.2 .265.0 287.4
CON 38 NAVY Virll:inia Guided Missile Cruiser 1 Nuclear DistilV 36,000 612,000 22 143 10.1 1.1 132.5 143.7
CV 59(CV 62) NAVY Forrestal Aircraft Carrier I Steam DistilV 380,000 6460,000 14 137 27.1 3.0 1450.3 1480,4
CV 63 NAVY KittvHawk Aircraft Carrier I Steam DistilV 380000 6,460,000 14 137 27.1 3.0 1450.3 1480,4
CV 63 (CV 64) NAVY KitlYHawk Aircraft Carrier I Steam DistilV 400,000 6800,000 14 137 23.8 2.6 1526.6 1553.0
CVN 65 NAVY Enternrise Aircraft Carrier I Nuclear Distill! 350,000 5,950,000 12 76 21.4 2.4 1701.7 1725.5
CV 67 NAVY Kennedy Aircraft Carrier 1 Steam DistilV 450,000 7,650,000 14 137 32.1 3.6 1717.4 1753.1
CVN 68 NAVY Nimitz Aircraft Carrier 7 Nuclear Distill! 400000 6,800,000 14 147 249.9 27.8 10210.2 10487.9
DO 963 NAVY Spruance Destrover Typical) 27 Gas DistilV 16,000 272,000 24 178 0 0 1329.3 1329.3
DO 963 NAVY Spruance Destroyer DO 963 & DO 964) 2 Gas RO! 24,000 96,000 24 178 0 0 34.8 34.8
DO 963 NAVY Snruance Destrover 00992) 1 Gas DistilllRO 25000 308,000 24 178 0 0 55.7 55.7
DO 997 NAVY Spruance Destroyer 1 Gas Distill! 24,000 408,000 24 178 0 0 73.8 73.8
DOG 51 NAVY Arleill:h Burke Guided Missile Destroyer 18 Gas RO! 24,000 96,000 22 101 0 0 446.7 446.7
DOG 993 NAVY Kidd Guided Missile Destrover 4 Gas Distill! 20,000 340,000 24 175 0 0 250.2 250.2
FFG 7 NAVY Oliver Hazard perry Guided Missile Frigate 43 Gas Distill! 8,000 136,000 26 167 0 0 1119.9 1119.9
LeC 19 NAVY Blue Ridl!:e Amnhibious Command Shin 2 Steam DistilV 100,000 1,700,000 16 179 40.8 4.5 618.8 664.1
LHA 1 NAVY Tarawa Amohibious Assault Shin 5 Steam Distill! 140,000 2,380,000 18 173 160.7 17.9 2231.3 2409.8
LHD I NAVY Wasp Amphibious Assault Ship 4 Steam .Distill! 200,000 3,400,000 26 185 265.2 29.5 2359.6 2654.3
LPD 4 NAVY Austin Amnhibious Transnort Dock 3 Steam Distill! 60,000 1,020,000 22 178 50.5 5.6 555.4 611.5
LPD 7 NAVY Austin Amnhibious Transport Dock 3 Steam Distill! 60,000 1,Q20,oo0 24 188 55.1 6.1 523.3 584.5
LPD 14 NAVY Austin Amphibious Transport Dock 2 Steam Distill! 60,000 1,020,000 22 192 33.7 3.7 341.7 379.1
LPH 2 NAVY 1woJima Amphibious Assault Helicopter 2 Steam Distill! 100,000 1,700,000 22 186 56.1 6.2 589.9 652.2

Carrier
LSD 36 NAVY Anchorage Dock Landing Ship 5 Steam Distill! 60,000 1,020,000 26 215 99.5 11.1 731.9 835.4
LSD 41 NAVY Whidbey Island Dock landinI!: Shin 8 Diesel DistilV 60,000 1,020,000 26 170 0 0 1538.2 1538.2
LSD 49 NAVY Harners Ferrv Dock Landing Shin 3 Diesel Distill! 60,000 1,020,000 NA NA 0 0 NA NA
MCM 1 (1-10) NAVY Avenger Mine Countermeasure Vessel 10 Diesel Distill! 4,000 68,000 56 232 0 0 80.9 80.9
MCM 1(\ 1-14) NAVY Avenl!:er Mine Countermeasure Vessel 4 Diesel Distill!RO 6,000 76,000 56 232 0 0 36.2 36.2
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ARl'tu~6
~~);~:'~:.

T~~":''sVCE'
MHC 51 NAVY Os re 12 Diesel RO/ 1,600 6,400 56 . 232 0 9.1 9.1
MCS 12 NAVY Converted Iwo Jima 2 Steam Distill / 100,000 1,700,000 22 186 6.2 589.9 652.2
PC I NAVY C clone 13 Diesel RO/ 1,200 4,800 36 105 0 15.7 15.7
SSN 637 NAVY Stur eon 13 Nuclear Distill / 8,000 136,000 14 NA 4.1 NA NA
SSN 640 NAVY Ben Franklin 2 Nuclear Distill / 8,000 136,000 14 NA 0.6 NA NA
SSN 671 NAVY Narwhal I Nuclear Distill / 8,000 136,000 14 NA 0.3 NA NA
SSN 688 NAVY Los An eles 56 Nuclear Distill / 10,000 170,000 14 NA 22.2 NA NA
SSBN 726 NAVY Ohio 17 Nuclear Distill / 12,000 204,000 22 NA 12.7 NA NA
WAGB399 USCG Polar 2 Diesel Distill / 16,000 272,000 NA NA 0 NA NA
WHEC378 USCG Hamilton/Hero Class 12 Diesel Distill / 10,000 170,000 26 151 100.0 329.9 429.9

i \Y!}f~~?'_....... USCG E~._." ............__............ 1 Diesel RO/ 7,600 30,400 24 265 0 2.9 2.9
WLB 180B USCG Balsam 2 Diesel RO/ 500 2,000 10 120 0.0 0 0.0
WLB225 USCG Juni er 2 Diesel Distill / 1,000 17,000 NA NA 0 NA NA
WMEC210A USCG Reliance 5 Diesel Distill / 3,000 51,000 18 149 59.9 60.0 119.9
WMEC210B USCG Reliance 11 Diesel Distill / 3,000 51,000 18 149 59.9 60.0 119.9
WMEC213 USCG Diver I Diesel Distill / 3,000 51,000 18 98 7.0 20.0 27.0
WMEC230 USCG Storis I Diesel Distill / 3,000 51,000 22 167 2.0 8.0 10.0
WMEC270A USCG Bear 4 Diesel Distill / 6,000 102,000 14 164 83.0 100.0 183.0
WMEC270B USCG Bear 9 Diesel Distill / 6,000 102,000 14 164 83.0 100.0 183.0
WPB IIOA USCG Island 16 Diesel RO/ 300 1,200 4 72 6.0 0 6.0
WPB 110B USCG Island 21 Diesel RO/ 300 1,200 14 137 6.0 0 6.0
WPB 1l0C USCG Island 12 Diesel RO/ 300 1,200 10 IS7 3.0 0 3.0
LSV ARMY NA 6 Diesel Distill/ 2,000 34,000 40 150 0.0 4\.8 4\.8
LeU-2000 ARMY NA 35 Diesel RO/ 800 32,000 6 275 0.0 9.9 ,;2.9
LT-128 ARMY NA 6 Diesel RO/ 600 2,400 10 245 0.0 \.7 \.7

541 1,480 10,957 616 43,575 46,027
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Notes:

1. NA,., Infomlation not available; distiIling plant assumed.
2. One transit· travel from sea to port, or from port to sea.
3. General Asswnptions (typical or average per fleet):

a. Vessel and submarine travel time in coastal waters «12 n.m.) is 4 hours per transit.

b. Steampropelled ships operate one distilliog plant noi' in port for an average 00 days (4 boors for snbmarines) prior 10 departure (10 fill boiler feed
water tanks) and wbile "ositing outbound Ihroogb coastal waters. Sbip distilling plants are operated at full capacity wbile at ",a (>12 a.m.).
c. Diesel and gas turbine propelled ships do not operate water purification systems in port or while transiting coastal waters.
d. Daily Brine Flow == H20 Design Capacity times 17 for evaporation systems and 4 for RO systems..4. MSC Water Purification Operating Criteria

a. Steam propelled MSC ships operate a'ieast one distilling plan' nnit at all times wbile in port, excep, fur sbips in reduced operating slatns (ROS).5. Annual Brine Discharge Fonnulas:
a. IN·PORT (steam propelled)

1.) Navy and MSC ROS
2.) MSC NON-ROS

b. IN·TRANSIT (steam propelled)
c. >12 n.m. (all ships)

6. Ou' of the 18 DDG5l Class ships currootiy in Commission, DDG 52 throogb 63 do no' have RO oni". They have v_ compression distillers. There areplans to replace them with ROs in the future.
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Table 2. Summary of Detected Analytes

!"" ,
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Metals (u2lL) (urdu (u2lU (u2lU (wl/L) (u2lU (Ibs/yr) (Ibs/yr) (Ibs/yr)

Aluminum
Dissolved 34.54 lof3 BDL 61.3 41.65 lof3 BDL 187 753.63 856.73 103.1
Total 370.83 2of3 BDL 2390 938.56 30f3 493.5 1380 8091.16 19306.05 11214.89

Arsenic
Dissolved - - - - 2.93 2of3 BDL 10.9 - 60.27 60.27
Total 1.71 lof3 BDL 2 2.18 lof3 BDL 1 37.31 44.84 7.53

Barium
Dissolved 12.51 30f3 7.1 17.8 21.21 30f3 17.5 23.8 272.96 436.29 163.33
Total 22.18 30f3 16.6 27.5 30.15 30f3 27 34.35 483.95 620.18 136.23

Boron
Dissolved 2368.67 30f3 2140 2810 2472.67 30f3 2270 2775 51682.12 57033.44 5351.32
Total 2466.79 30f3 2030 3160 2588.76 30f3 2350 3115 53823 53250.44 (a)

Calcium
Dissolved 227789.51 30f3 204000 267000 234484.79 30f3 210500 264000 . 4970149.71 4823320.15 (a)

Total 234025.72 30f3 193000 290000 243238.76 30f3 221000 287500 5106217.86 5003388;)6 (a)

CODDer
Dissolved 29.97 2of3 BDL 404 59.21 30f3 49.7 71.15 653.92 1217.94 564.02
Total 83.51 30f3 12.7 1560 217.38 30f3 127 325.5 1822.11 4471.48 2649.37

Iron
Total 594.59 30f3 107 2090 1081.50 30f3 576.5 1590 12973.39 22246.31 9272.92

Lead
Dissolved - - BDL BDL 10.94 2of3 BDL 12.95 - 225.03 225.03
Total 6.77 lof3 BDL 2.7 23.84 2of3 BDL 24.4 147.71 490.39 342.68

Ma$!nesium
Dissolved 765931.19 30f3 699000 883000 783038.72 30f3 712500 904500 16711887.56 16106999.66 (a)
Total 781032.79 30f3 661000 978000 793166.24 30f3 693500 945500 17041390.06 16315321.37 (a)

Man$!anese
Dissolved 11.10 30f3 3.5 24 9.83 30f3 6.6 12.5 242.19 202.20 (a)
Total 39.86 30f3 25.1 51.3 35.27 30f3 23.65 51.75 869.71 725.50 (a)

Molvbdenum
Dissolved 6.83 lof3 BDL 8.5 5.97 2of3 BDL 7.05 149.02 122.80 (a)
Total 8.57 2of3 BDL 14 6.72 2of3 BDL 15.4 186.99 138.23 (a)

Nickel
Dissolved 32.40 lof3 BDL 500 9.71 lof3 BDL 20.1 706.94 199.73 (a)
Total 44.43 lof3 BDL 1290 13.17 2of3 BDL 32 969.42 270.91 (a)

Selenium
Dissolved - - BDL BDL 13.83 lof3 BDL 42.9 - 284.48 284.48
Total - - BDL BDL 13.72 lof3 BDL 41.6 - 282.22 282.22

Sodium
Dissolved 6733418.84 30f3 5840000 8500000 7096448.89 30f3 6190000 8585000 146916772.7 145972985.71 (a)
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Tollil 6756605.00 3 of3 5S40000 ooסס831 7047726.17 30r3 6390000 ooסס811 147422672.6 144970166.01 (a)

Tin
Dissolved - - BOL SOL 7.20 10r3 BOL 6.9 - 148.10 148.1
Total - - SOL SOL 14.68 30n 8.2 42.1 - 301.97 301.97

Titanium
Total 13.12 20D BOL 55.8 25.49 30D 8.85 5U5 286.27 524.33 238.06

Zinc
Dissolved 14.78 200 SOL 26.8 70.33 30f3 54.15 116.5 322.49 1446.68 1124.19
Total 18.49 20D BDL 43.9 122.26 30r3 92.95 174 403.43 2514.87 2111.44

Classlcals (1lUl!L) (mwL) (m2lL) (mlZlL) (m2IL) (m!IJLl (Ib1vr) (Ib1yrl (Ibs/yr)

Alkalinity 82.44 30f3 70 92 91.50 30f3 76 105 1798762.12 1882142.52 83380.4
Ammonia as Nitrogen 0.Q7 lof3 SOL 0.11 0.17 20f3 BOL 0.33 1527.33 2262.68 735.35
Chemical Oxygen 139.58 20f3 BDL 412 244.93 30f3 137 429 3045502.39 5038176.69 1992674.3
Demand
Chloride 12288.42 30fJ 10900 15200 13260.50 30f3 11500 14800 268121596.3 272766676.27 4645080
HEM 3.83 100 BOL 9 2.86 lof3 BDL 5 83566.94 58829.81 a
NitratelNitrite 0.02 lof3 BOL 0.2 0.Q2 lof3 SDL 0.22 436.38 411.39 a
Sulfate 1626.17 30f3 1360 1860 1629.17 30f3 1370 1890 35481477.38 33511804.68 a
Total Dissolved Solids 20202.53 30f3 18200 22100 20659.78 30f3 17700 26500 440799923.3 424968856.61 a
Total Kjeldahl 0.54 30f3 0.31 0.75 0.47 20f2 0.46 0.49 11782.28 9667.84 (a)
Nitro~en

Total Organic Carbon 1.59 20f3 BOL 3.5 3.01 30f3 2.6 3.5 34692.28 61915.29 27223.01
Total Phosphorous 0.17 30f3 0.13 0.25 0.23 30f3 0.16 0.27 3709.24 4731.07 1021.83
Total Recoverable Oil 1.38 20f3 BOL 3.4 1.95 30f3 0.6 4.2 30110.28 40111.23 10000.95
& Grease
Total Sulfide 5.77 30f3 4 8 5.52 30fJ 4 7 125895.89 113545.65 (a)
Total Suspended 48.34 30f3 32 107 85.04 30fJ 27 386 1054732.66 1749261.20 694528.54
Solids
Volatile Residue 620.87 20f3 BDL 18200 594.19 20f3 SOL 18900 13546790.84 12222407.25 (a)

I

Oraanlcs (ull/I.) 'C, .. ' . (ugjLl (u2IL) (ulllLl .: . (uwLY Juil/Ll .... (lblyr) (1"/yr) ,~ (!bslY!')
4-Chloro-3- - - SOL SOL 20.94 20f3 BDL 75 - 430.73 430.73
Methvlphenol

BDL = Below Detection Limit
- = Value could not be calculated because samples are BDL
(a) = Mass loading estimates were not determined for parameters for which the influent mass loading exceeded the effluent mass loading.
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Table 3. Estimated Mass Loadings of Constituents
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564.02

-24.99

342.68

-698.51

2111.14

2649.37

9272.92

1021.83

-2114.44

490.39

411.39

270.91

1217.94

2514.87

4731.07

4471.48

9667.84

22246.31

969.42

147.71

403.43

653.92

436.38

1822.11

3709.24

11782.28

12973.39

470
20

0.23

13.17

23.84

59.21

122.26

217.38

1081.50

0.17

540
20

18.49

29.97

44.43

83.51

.6.77

594.59

Dissolved

Total

Total

Total

Total

Total
Zinc

Nickel

Lead

Co er

Total Kjeldahl
Nitro en

Iron

Total
Phos horous

Nitrate/Nitrite

Ammonia as
Nitro en

Notes:
1. The table lists all constituents whose effluent log-normal meanconcentration exceeds the Federal or most

stringent state water quality criteria. 2. The average total concentration is the log-normal mean for a constituent,
determined from Table 2, by subtracting the influent total average (background) concentration from the effluent
total average concentration.

3. Mass loadings are based on average total concentrations and a total fleet brine discharge flow estimate of2.47
billion gallons per year to navigable waters less than 12 n.m. from shore (1.84 billion gallons per year in port and
0.62 billion gallons per year in transit, from Table 1). Mass loading was not determined for nickel, for which the
influent concentration exceeded the effluent concentration.



Table 4. Mean Concentrations of Constituents that Exceed Water Quality Criteria

Constituent Log-normal MinimUm MaDmum Federal' , .. ,,'Mo,stStringellt,
,,"

Me2n Concentration CODc~lltl'adoD ' i}AeuteWQC 'Stat~J\cuteWQC,
Effiuent Effiuent Effluent>;;, '; >, c

J

Classicals (U2/L) i",';" ,..
, """','"", ,,',,"';,....'

, , " .- .. ,6(HItAmmonia as 170 BDL 330 None
NitroRen
NitratelNitrite 20 BDL 220 None 8 (HI)A

Total Kjeldahl 470 460 490 None -
NitroRen
Total NitrogenB 490 None 200(HI)A

Total Phosphorous 230 160 270 None 25 (RI)A

Metals(J,tg/L) "

' "', , ,.,J, "",'
-, -

Copper
Dissolved 59.21 49.7 71.15 2.4 2.4 (cr, MS)
Total 217.38 127 325.5 2.9 2.5 (WA)

Iron
Total 1081.5 576.5 1590 None 300 (FL)

Lead
Total 23.84 BDL 24.4, 217.2 5.6(FL, GA)

Nickel
Total 13.17 BDL 32 74.6 8.3 (FL, GA)

Zinc
Total 122.3 93.0 174 95.1 84.6 (WA)

Notes:
Refer to federal criteria promulgated by EPA in its National Toxics Rule, 40 CFR 131.36 (57 FR 60848; Dec. 22,
1992 and 60 FR 22230; May 4, 1995)
A - Nutrient criteria are not specified as acute or chronic values.
B - Total Nitrogen is the sum ofNitratelNitrite and Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen.

CA"" California
cr "" Connecticut
FL "'" Florida
GA=Georgia
HI =Hawaii
MS =Mississippi
WA=Washington
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Table 5. Summary of Thermal Effects of Distilling Plant Brine Discharge9
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Table 6. Data Sources
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DISTILLATION AND REVERSE OSMOSIS BRINE
MARINE POLLUTION CONTROL DEVICE (MPCD) ANALYSIS

Several alternatives were investigated to detennine ifany reasonable and practicable
MPCDs exist or could be developed for controlling distillation and reverse osmosis (RO) brine
discharges. An MPCD is defined as any equipment or management practice, for installation or
use onboard a vessel, designed to receive, retain, treat, control, or eliminate a discharge incidental
to the nonnal operation ofa vessel. Phase I ofUNDS requires several factors to be considered
when detennining which discharges should be controlled by MPCDs. These include the
practicability, operational impact, and cost ofan lMPCD. During Phase I ofUNDS, an MPCD
option was deemed reasonable and practicable even if the analysis showed it was reasonable and
practicable only for a limited number ofvessels or vessel classes, or onlyon new construction
vessels. Therefore, every possible MPCD alternative was not evaluated. A more detailed
evaluation ofMPCD alternatives will be conducted during Phase II ofUNDS when detennining
the perfonnance requirements for MPCDs. This Phase II analysis will not be limited to the
MPCDs described below and may consider additional MPCD options.

MPCD Options

Distilling and RO plants generate freshwater from seawater for a variety ofshipboard
applications, including potable water for drinking, hotel services, aircraft and vehicle washdowns,
boiler feedwater on steam-powered vessels, and auxiliary boiler feedwater on most vessels.
Discharges from distilling and RO plants contain influent seawater, contaminants from system
components, and anti-scaling treatment chemicals. Distilling plants boil seawater, and the
resulting steam is condensed into distilled water. During the distilling process, seawater
constituents form a scale on the heat transfer surfaces. Therefore, anti-scaling compounds are' '
continuously injected into the influent seawater to control the scaling. The remaining seawater
concentrate or "brine" that does not boil.away is discharged overboard. RO systems separate
freshwater from seawater using semi-perri:leable membranes as a physical barrier, allowing a
portion of the influent seawater to pass through the membrane as freshwater, while capturing
suspended and dissolved constituents. These captured substances become concentrated in a
seawater brine that is subsequently discharged overboard.

Five potential MPCD options were investigated for controlling this discharge within 12
n.m. of shore. The lMPCD options were selected based on screenings of alternate materials and
equipment, pollution prevention options, and management practices. They are listed below with
brief descriptions ofeach:

Option 1: Restrict operation of water purification plants in port - Eliminate or
minimize distilling and RO plant use in port. This would require alternate sources of
distilled/demineralized water for boiler feedwater for steam powered vessels.

Distillation and Reverse Osmosis Brine MPCD Analysis
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Option 2: Layup non-essential water purification plants with freshwater when in
port - Require the use ofshore-supplied :freshwater to layup all water purification plants
on non-steam powered vessels and the non-essential plants onboard steam powered
vessels, to reduce corrosion.

Option 3: Require RO systems on new ships - Specify RO plants instead ofdistilling
plants to meet freshwater requirements (except boiler feedwater production) for new
construction ships. RO plant discharges are expected to contain fewer heavy metals.

Option 4: Substitute freshwater for seawater to operate distilling plants onboard
steam-powered vessels while in port - Require freshwater from a shore connection,
instead ofseawater, to provide feedwater for distilling plants on steam-powered vessels.
This option would reduce metal mass loadings in the brine discharge by reducing seawater
induced corrosion.

Option 5: Change distilling and RO plant construction materials' - Specify water
purification plants that are constructed ofmaterials that minimize or eliminate discharge of
harmful constituents.

MPCD Analysis Results

Table 1 shows the results of the MPCD analysis. It contains information on the elements
ofpracticability, effect on operational and warfighting capabilities, cost, environmental
effectiveness, and a final determination for each option. Based on these findings, Option 3 -
requiring RO systems on new construction ships - offers the best combination of these elements
and is considered to represent a reasonable and practicable MPCD.
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Table 1. MPCD Option Analysis and Determination

! Option 1. Restrict
i operation of water
. purification plants in

port

Option 2. Layup non
essential water

! purification plants with
fresh-water when in port

This option primarily affects
steam-powered surface
ships, which run their
distillers in port to produce
feedwater for their
propulsion boilers. Distilled
water would alternatively
have to be provided by shore
facilities and it is unlikely
that the shore facilities
could meet the full
feedwater requirements of
the ships in a port.

Steam powered vessels
normally operate just one
plant in port to produce the
required high purity
feedwater for boilers.
Therefore, this option
addresses all plants on non
steam powered vessels and
the non-essential plants
onboard steam powered
vessels. Freshwater is
predicted to be less
corrosive than seawater,

! leading to improved
I maintenance and reliability.

NSTM procedure already
allows for freshwater

The impact of this option on
operational capabilities
depends on the amount of
distilled water that can be
obtained from shore for
boiler feedwater.
Inadequate feedwater supply
will adversely affect the
ability to get a steam
powered ship underway,
and whether or not
sufficient reserves are
available to quickly go to
full power and to sustain
that power for as long as
needed.

Freshwater layup of non
essential water purification
plants in port is a minor
change in management
practice, which -will not
affect the operational
availability of the vessel.

This option would impose
additional costs to meet
distilled water requirements
from an alternate, shoreside
source. I Costs include
shore infrastructure and
possible additional
shoreside manning. Similar
costs would be incurred if
shore-supplied steam were
used in place of steam from
in-port boiler operation.
This option would reduce
shipboard water purification
plant operating and
maintenance costs.

The additional cost for the
freshwater layup procedure
would include shore
supplied freshwater for the
layup, at approximately
$1.00/1000 gallons; anel
engineering and installation
costs for pipings and fittings
to provide a pierside
freshwater supply. The
beneficial effects of reduced
corrosion may decrease
maintenance costs.

This option would be
effective in reducing in-port
distilling plant brine
discharge constituents and
any accompanying thermal
effects. The effectiveness of
this option is proportional
to how much the distilling
plant operation could be
restricted, which would
depend on the availability of
alternate sources ofboiler
fe~dwater and/or steam.

This option would reduce
the magnitude of metal
mass loadings, however,
purification plants still
operated iIi port, may
continue to exceed water
quality standards.

Although this option would.
reduce the discharge, there
is currently no alternate
source of boiler feedwater,
the option has the
possibility to cause an
adverse effect on
operational capabilities, and
this option would impose
additional costs to provide
an alternate source ofboiler
feedwater for the operation
ofpropulsionboilers.
However, on vessels that are
not steam powered, this
option warrants further
consideration.
Implementing a freshwater
layup of water purification
plants on is: 1) feasible, 2)
would not affect ship
capabilities, 3) should not
impose significant costs,
and 4) could reduce metal
mass loading. Despite this
reduction, metal
concentrations could
continue to exceed water
quality standards.
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MPCDOpUo.n Pra.ctlcablUty Effect on Op,eratl.onal 8& Cost Environmenta,l nelermlnaUo,n
Warfigbtlng CapablUtles Effectiveness

layups. A freshwater source
and the means to feed it to

, the plant are required for
this option.

Option 3. Require RO Steam-powered-vessel RO membranes are Overall, RO systems cost This option would reduce Requiring the installation of
systems on new ships propulsion boilers require damaged by oil and other significantly less than the brine discharge volume ' RO plants on all new ships I

I

quantities of high purity contaminants prevalent in distilling plants with respect and is predicted to reduce would: 1) be feasible if
feedwater not currently littoral waters.2

,3 This to life cycle costs, including the concentrations of installed along with
achievable by shipboard RO option would reduce acquisition, engineering and constituents in the distilling plants on steam-
systems, so these vessels acoustic and thermal installation, logistics discharge. Compared to powered vessels, 2) have

. would require a signatures since RO plants support, operation, and distillers, RO plants contain minimal operational
combination ofRO and have fewer motors and maintenance. RO units do fewer heavy metal sources, impacts, 3) cost

I distilling plants. RO units pumps, and do not require not require chemical feed do not use heat in the water significantly less than
Iare smaller, requiring less or produce heat. and cleaning agents, so purification process- distilling plants, and 4)

I space and equipment chemical and cleaning costs eliminating thermal effects, reduce brine discharge
! interface than distilling would not incur. and do not use anti-scaling constituent concentrations. I

plants. chemical additives.
Option 4. Substitute Influent water for the Since this option is confined This option would impose This option would reduce, Implementing the use of

I freshwater for seawater distillers would require a to in-port operation of cost increases due to: 1) but not eliminate the I freshwater for water
, to operate distilling pierside freshwater supply, distilling plants, it will not shore supplied freshwater at discharge ofheavy metals, purification plant operation

I

! plants onboard steam- . : however, shore facilities impact operational and $1.00/1000 gallons I and 2) such as copper and nickel, on steam powered vessels in
! powered vessels while in , may not be equipped to warfighting capabilities. engineering and installation originating from distilling port is: I) feasible with I

port I provide a sufficient volume costs for shore plant components. shore infrastructure
of freshwater. Considerable infrastructure.upgrades. upgrades, 2) would not
shore infrastructure The beneficial effects of affect ship capabilities, and
upgrades would be required reduced corrosion could 3) would reduce metal mass
to implement this option. reduce maintenance costs, I loading. Despite this

therefore compensating for : reduction, metal
I and increase from cleaning I concentrations could

and de-scaling. continue to exceed water
quality standards. I

Option 5. Change This option would primarily This option would not This option would impose Alternate materials would Changing plant piping and
distilling and RO plant apply to distilling plants impact ship operations, research, development, and reduce the concentration fitting materials will reduce
construction materials because RO plants do not provided that system material costs. The and volume of brine heavy metal and scaling

. employ heating coils which reliability is maintainted. alternative materials (i.e. discharge constituents. The treatment constituent
I introduce metals into the Thermal signature is not stainless steel, titanium, or level ofconstituent concentrations and loadings
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discharge stream. In order
for this option to be
practicable, the new
materials could not increase
the maintenance
requirements, size, or
weight of the water
purification plant. If
materials are simply
substituted, space
requirements would remain
the same and weight would
be expected to decrease,

• making this a practicable
o tion.

expected to change. nickel alloys) would range
in cost from $O.lO/lb to
$100/Ib.4

•
s.6 Shore

infrastructure and manning
costs would increase if
material changes required
special maintenance and
repair capabilities.

reduction would be
proportional to the extent to
which materials
contributing to heavy metals
in the discharge are
replaced or removed from
the system.

from brine discharge.
Using alternate materials
for the actual water
purification equipment is
less practicable, may entail
higher life cycle cost, and
Navy grade water
purification plants made of
alternate materials are not
readily available.

-r.:
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NATURE OF DISCHARGE REPORT

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The National Defense Authorization Act of 1996 amended Section 312 ofthe Federal·
Water Pollution Control Act (also known as the Clean Water Act (CWA» to require that the
Secretary ofDefense and the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
develop uniform national discharge standards (UNDS) for vessels of the Armed Forces for
·'...discharges, other than sewage, incidental to normal operation of a vessel of the Armed Forces,
..." [Section 312(n)(1)]. UNDS is being developed in three phases. The first phase (which this
report supports), will determine which discharges will be required to be controlled by marine
pollution control devices (MPCDs}-either equipment or management practices. The second
phase will develop MPCD performance standards. The final phase will determine the design,
construction, installation, and use ofMPCDs.

A nature of discharge (NOD) report has been prepared for each ofthe discharges that has
been identified as a candidate for regulation under UNDS. The NOD reports were developed
based on information obtained from the technical community within the Navy and other branches
ofthe Armed Forces with vessels potentially subject to UNDS, from information available in
existing technical reports and documentation, and, when required, from data obtained from
discharge samples that were collected under the UNDS program.

The purpose of the NOD report is to describe the discharge in detail, including the system
that produces the discharge, the equipment involved, the constituents released to the
environment, and the current practice, if any, to prevent or minimize environmental effects.
Where existing process information is insufficient to characterize the discharge, the NOD report
provides the results of additional sampling or other data gathered on the discharge. Based on the
above information, the NOD report describes how the estimated constituent concentrations and
mass loading to the environment were determined. Finally, the NOD report assesses the
potential for environmental effect. The NOD report contains sections on: Discharge
Description, Discharge Characteristics, Nature ofDischarge Analysis, Conclusions, and Data
Sources and References.
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2.0 DISCHARGE DESCRIPTION

This section describes the discharge from elevator pits and includes information on: the
equipment that is used and its operation (Section 2.1), general description of the constituents of
the discharge (Section 2.2), and the vessels that produce this discharge (Section 2.3).

2.1 Equipment Description and Operation
,

Most large surface vessels have at l~ast one type ofelevator; however, 'elevator
configurations vary between ship' classes. On each ship, several different types and sizes of
elevators may be used to transport small packages, large cargo items, ordnance, food supplies,
and personnel.' Elevators can service several decks depending on their purpose. Elevator doors
open at each deck for loading and unloading. The elevator operates using either cables, rails, or
hydraulic pistons. The elevators that raise and lower aircraft on aircraft carriers cannot produce
this discharge because they are open to the sea and do not have elevator pits. Elevators that
operate in shafts have a sump in the pit to collect liquids that may enter the elevator and shaft
area' Ifthe elevator pit is located above the waterline, the sump is fitted with a drain that.directs
the waste overboard. This drain is normally higher than the sump floor to prevent clogging from
solids. Ifthe elevator pit is located below the waterline, the pit is educted dry using the firemain
water supply. '

2.2 Releases to the Environment
i

For elevators with pits, deck runoff and elevator equipment maintenance activities are the
major sources ofliquid that accumulate in the pit. Deck runoffoccurs during heavy rains, rough
seas, and deck washdowns. During,these events, water from the deck can enter the elevators and
elevator shafts when the elevator doors are open, or throu~worn seals when the doors are
closed (non-watertight). When water enters the elevator pit, it can contain materials that were on
the deck, including aviation fuel, hydraulic fluid, lubricating oil, residual water, and aqueous film
forming foam (AFFF)? The runoffmay also include lubricant applied to the elevator doors, door
tracks, and other moving elevator parts. Residue in the elevator car from the transport of
materials may also be washed into the elevator pit. The cleaning solvent used during
maintenance cleaning operations as well as liquid wastes generated by the c1eamng process drain
into the elevator pit sump. This mixture ofmaterials and liquid collects in the sump at the
bottom ofthe elevator pit.

Waste accumulated in the elevator pits is removed by gravity draining~ by educting
overboard using firemain powered eductors, by using a vacuum or sponges to 'transfer the waste
to the ship's bilge system for treatment as bilgewater, or by containerizing it for shore disposaP
Since elevator pit eductors use the firemain water supply, the elevator pit effluent can contain any
constituents present in the firemain water. The ratio ofelevator pit waste to frremain supply can
vary from 1:1 to 3:1, depending on the type ofeductor used to evacuate the elevator pit.

2.3 Vessels Producing the Discharge

Elevator Pit Effluent
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All of the ships listed in Tables 1,2, and 3 have the potential to produce an elevator pit
discharge. Table 1 lists the MSC ships that have elevators. Tables 2 and 3 list the number and
types ofmajor elevator systems on Navy surface combatants and support ships, respectively.4
U.S. Coast Guard (USCG), Air Force, and Army vessels do not produce this discharge because
they do not have elevator pits.

3.0 DISCHARGE CHARACTERISTICS

This section contains qualitative and quantitative infonnation that characterizes the
discharge. Section 3.1 describes where the discharge occurs with respect to harbors and near
shore areas, Section 3.2 describes the rate of the discharge, Section 3.3 lists the constituents in
the discharge, and Section 3.4 gives the concentrations of the constituents in the discharge.

3.1 Locality

This discharge has the potential to occur within and beyond 12 nautical miles (n.m.) from
shore. Inspections of elevator pits on Navy ships in port revealed that elevator pits are generally
dry and that elevator pit effluent is not expected to be discharged in significant amounts within
12 n.m. because ofcurrent practices which educt the waste overboard prior to the ship coming
within 12 n.m. ofshore.3 Without these practices, this effluent could be discharged while
pierside or underway.

3.2 Rate

The rate of this discharge is subject to frequency and amount ofdeck runoff (e.g.,
washdown water and rainfall), as well as the frequency ofuse of the elevators and the size of the
elevator opening. These factors vary greatly between vessel classes. Inspections were perfonned
on nine vessels to investigate the presence of accumulated waste in elevator pits. The inspections
revealed that elevator pits in each vessel were often dry when the vessel came into port, because
the accumulated waste had either been drained or educted overboard prior to the vessel coming
within 50 n.m. ofland, containerized for shore disposal, or the waste had been transferred to the
bilge for treatment by the oil water separator (OWS) as bilgewater.3 Based on this infonnation, it
is estimated that the discharge flow rates ofelevator pit effluent within the 12 n.m. zone are
minimal.

3.3 Constituents

The constituents ofelevator pit effluent are affected by the amount and type ofmaterials
on deck, the agents used during cleaning and maintenance of the elevators, and to some degree
the material transported in the elevators. At any given time elevator pit effluent may contain the
following constituents:

• grease;
• lubricating oil;
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• solvent;
• soot;

• dirt;
• paint chips;

Additional constituents that may be carried into the elevator pit by deck runoffcan
include fuel, AFFF, glycol, and sodium metasilicate. Material safety data sheet (MSDS)
infonnation on these materials indicate that the constituents can include polymers, heavy
hydrocarbons, paraffinic distillates, silicone compounds, various organic acids, hydroxyl
compounds, naphtha compounds, various oils, and some metals such as lead and zinc.

When eductors are used to remove the waste accumulated in elevator pits, the effluent is a
combination of the pit waste and the firemain water that is used for eduction. It is not possible to
detennine the percentages ofeach of these sources, because they would vary from ship to ship
depending upon a number of factors. Furthennore, effluent sampling would not help to
detennine these percentages, as it would be impossible to isolate and analyze'the three sources of
the discharge. The Firemain Systems NOD report contains a more complete discussion of those
constituents found in firemain water. The only constituents present in the firemain water that
were found to exceed water quality criteria were copper, iron, and nickel.

Ofthe constituents listed above, the expected priority pollutants in this discharge are
bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate, silver, chromium, copper, iron, nickel, lead, zinc~ and phenols. Deck
runoff is the soUrce ofthese pollutants, with the exception ofbis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate, copper,
iron, and nickel, which are also present in firemain water. Additional infonnation concerning
these pollutants can be found in ¢.e Deck RunoffNOD report. '

No bioaccumulators are anticipated in this discharge.

3.4 Concentrations
I

I
Constituent concentrations of deck runoff resulting from precipitation will vary with a

number of factors. The following factors affecting deck runoff constituent concentrations are
dependent on time since the last rainfall or deck washdown: '

• intensity and duration of rainfall;
• type, intensity, and duration of weather (high sea state and green water);
• season (which will affect glycol loading from deicing fluids);
• ship's adherence to good housekeeping practices; and
• ship's operations.

The periodicity ofcleaning and lubrication ofthe mechanical compOlients in the elevator
pit will also affect constituent concentrations. For example, if the guide rollers, bearings, etc.,
located in the bottom of the elevator shaft are cleaned and greased more often, the concentrations
ofsolvent and grease in the effluent could increase.
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The Firemain Systems NOD report contains a more detailed analysis of firemain water
constituent concentrations. As shown in Table 4, the firemain water constituents that exceeded
the most stringent water quality criteria were total nitrogen, bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate, copper,
iron, and nickel, where the total measured effluent log-nonnal mean concentrations were 500
micrograms per liter (Jlg/L), 22 Jlg/L, 62.4 Jlg/L, 370 Jlg/L, and 15.2 Jlg/L, respectively.s

4.0 NATURE OF DISCHARGE ANALYSIS

Based on the discharge characteristics presented in Section 3.0, the nature ofthe
discharge and its potential impact on the environment can be evaluated. A discussion ofmass
loadings is presented in Section 4.1. In.Section 4.2, the concentrations ofdischarge are
discussed, and in Section 4.3, the potential for the transfer ofnon-indigenous species is
evaluated.

4.1 Mass Loading

Mass loadings cannot be calculated because the quantity ofconstituents released from
elevator pits cannot be estiinated, and because the concentration ofthese constituents will vary as
discussed in Section 3.4. Inspections ofelevator pits on Navy ships in port revealed that elevator
pits are generally dry and that elevator pit effluent is not expected to be discharged in significant
amounts within 12 n.m. because ofcurrent practices which educt the waste overboard prior to the
ship coming within 12 n.m. of shore.3

4.2 Environmental Concentrations

Concentrations ofgrease, oil, cleaning solvent, and other pollutants that might be present
in elevator pit effluent have not been estimated. The concentrations oftotal nitrogen, bis(2
ethylhexyl) phthalate, copper, iron, and nickel in the firemain water used for eduction have been
found to exceed water quality criteria. .

4.3 Potential for Introducing Non-Indigenous Species

The major sources ofelevator pit effluent, deck runoff and maintenance activities, do not
have a significant potential to introduce non-indigenous species; therefore, this discharge does
not have a significant potential for transporting non-indigenous species.

5.0 CONCLUSION

Uncontrolled, elevator pit effluent could possibly have the potential to cause an adverse
environmental effect because oil could be discharged in amounts and concentrations high enough
to cause an oil sheen, especially when the vessel is pierside. There are currently no fonnalized
management practices in place regulating this discharge. However, surveys and inspections of
nine Navy ships indicated that the current practice is to containerize the waste for shore disposal,
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to transfer the waste to the ship's bilges for processing by the OWS, or to refrain from
discharging the waste overboard.3

6.0 DATA SOURCES AND REFERENCES

To characterize this discharge, information from various sources was ~btained, reviewed,
and analyzed. Table 5 indicates the data source ofthe information presented in each section of
this NOD report.

Specific References

1. UNDS Equipment Expert Meeting Minutes - Elevator Pit Effluents. October 1, 1996.
I

2. Round 2 Equipment Expert Meeti,ng Minutes - Elevator Pit Effluent. April 3, 1997.

3. Navy Fleet Technical Support Center Pacific (FTSCPAC) Inspection Report Regarding
Elevator Pit and Anchor Chain Locker Inspection Findings on Six Nary Ships, March 3,
1997. .

4. Naval Surface Warfare Center, Carderock Division, Philadelphia Site (NSWCCD-SSES)
Report Regarding Number and Type ofElevators on Various Navy Vessels, Paul
Hermann, October 17,1997.'

5. UNDS Phase I Sampling Data Report, Volumes 1-13, October 1997.

General References

USEPA. Toxics Criteria for Those States Not Complying with Clean Water Act Section
303(c)(2)(B). 40 CFRPart 131.36. '

USEPA. Interim Final Rule. Water Quality Standards; Establishment ofN~eric Criteria for
Priority Toxic Pollutants; States' Compliance - Revision ofMetals Criteria. 60 FR
22230. May 4, 1995.

. ;

USEPA. Water Quality Standards; Establishment ofNumeric Criteria for Priority Toxic
Pollutants. 57 FR 60848. December 22, 1992. '

USEPA. Water Quality Standards; Establishment ofNumeric Criteria for Priority Toxic
Pollutants for the State ofCalifornia, Proposed Rule under 40 CFR Prot 131, Federal
Register, Vol. 62, Number 150. August 5, 1997.

Connecticut. Department ofEnvironmental Protection. Water Quality Standards. Surface Water
Quality Standards Effective April 8, 1997.
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Florida. Department ofEnvironmental Protection. Surface Water Quality Standards, Chapter
62-302. Effective December 26, 1996.

Georgia Final Regulations. Chapter 391-3-6, Water Quality Control, as provided by The Bureau
ofNational Mfairs, Inc., 1996.

Hawaii. Hawaiian Water Quality Standards. Section 11, Chapter 54 ofthe State Code.

Mississippi. Water Quality Criteria for Intrastate, Interstate and Coastal Waters. Mississippi
Department ofEnvironmental Quality, Office ofPollution ControL Adopted November
16, 1995.

New Jersey Final Regulations. Surface Water Quality Standards, Section 7:9B-1, as provided by
The Bureau ofNational Mfairs, Inc., 1996.

Texas. Texas Surface Water Quality Standards, Sections 307.2 - 307.10. Texas Natural
Resource Conservation Commission. Effective July 13, 1995.

Virginia. Water Quality Standards. Chapter 260, Virginia Administrative Code (VAC) , 9 VAC
25-260.

Washington. Water Quality Standards for Surface Waters of the State ofWashington. Chapter
173-201A, Washington Administrative Code (WAC). .

Commit1:ee Print Number 95-30 of the Committee on Public Works and Transportation of the
House ofRepresentatives, Table 1.

The Water Quality Guidance for the Great Lakes System, Table 6A. Volume 60 Federal
Register, p. 15366. March 23, 1995.
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Table 1. Type of Elevators and Conveyors on MSC Ships

Vessel Passenger Cargo Elevator., . Stores Lift
Elevators .. '(British)

Mars (1) 16,000 lb CARGO
AFS 1 (2) 4,000 lb (HYD)

HELO
Niagara Falls (1) 16,000 lb CARGO

AFS3 (2) 10,000 lb HELO
(2) 12,000 lb CARGO

Concord (1) 16,000 lb CARGO
AFS5 (2) 10,000 lb HELO

(2) 12,000 lb CARGO
San Diego (1) 16,000 lb CARGO. AFS6 (2) 10,000 HELO

(1) 16,000 lb CARGO
San Jose (2) 10,000 lb HELO
AFS7 (2) 12,000 CARGO

(3) 4,000 lb CARGO
T-AFS 8 Class 8 per vessel 1 per vessel

3 Vessels
T-AH 19 Class 10 per vessel

2 Vessels
T-AO 187 Class 1 per vessel

10 Vessels
LKA-I13 Class 6 per vessel

2 Vessels
T-AE 28 Class 6 per vessel

4 Vessels
T-AE 32 Class 6 per vessell

4 Vessels

1. Number 6 elevator divides into two elevators.
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Table 2. Number and Type of Major Elevator Systems
(Navy Surface Combatants)

CG47
DD 963/
DDG993

FFG7
CVN65
CVN68

CV67
CV63

48
1
7

1
2

1
14

9 (CVN 72 - 74)
10 (CVN 68, 70, 71)

11 (CVN69
9

11 (CV 63)
12 (CV (4)
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Table 3. Number and Type ofMajor Elevator Systems
(Navy Auxiliary and Amphibious ships) ,

Ship Class Hull Number of ..... l'ypeof· ' .. '.

Elevlltors Elevator ..
,.(..

Underway AE27 6 CargolWeapons
Replenishment AE28 6 CargolWeapons
Ships AE29 6 CargolWeapons

AE32 7 CargolWeapons
AE33 7 CargolWeapons
AE34 7 CargolWeapons
AE35 7 CargolWeapons
AOE1 9 CargolWeapons
AOE2 9 CargolWeapons
AOE3 9 CargolWeapons ..
AOE4 9 CargolWeapons
AOE6 6 CargolWeapons

1 Cargo
AOE7 6 CargolWeapons

1 Cargo
AOE8 7 CargolWeapons
AO 177 1 Weapons
AO 178 1 Weapons
AO 179 1 Weapons
AO 180 1 Weapons
AO 186 1 Weapons

Material AS 36 8 Cargo
Support 2 Component
Ships 2 Weapons

AS 39 8 Cargo
2 Component
1 Weapons

AS 41 8 Cargo
2 Component
1 Weapons

Amphibious LCC 19 1 Vehicle
Warfare LCC20 1 Vehicle
Ships LHA1 5 CargolWeapons

1 Medevac
LHA2 5 CargolWeapons

1 Medevac
LHA3 5 CargolWeapons

1 Medevac
LHA4 5 CargolWeapons

1 Medevac
LHA5 5 CargolWeapons

1 Medevac
LIID1 6 CargolWeapons

1 Medevac
LHD2 6 CargolWeapons

1 Medevac

Elevator Pit Effluent
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Other Auxiliary
Shi s

i~'Jj~~~~i)1(P:'
6
1

UID4 6
1

UID5 6
1

LPD 1 Decommissioned
LPD2 Decommissioned
LPD4 1 Cargo/Weapons
LPDS 1 Cargo/Weapons
LPD6 1 Cargo/Weapons
LPD7 1 Cargo/Weapons
LPD8 1 Cargo/Weapons
LPD9 1 Cargo/Weapons

LPD 10 1 Cargo/Weapons
MCS 12 1 Cargo/Weapons
LPD 13 1 Cargo/Weapons
LPD 14 1 Cargo/Weapons
LPD 15 1 Cargo/Weapons
LPH3 2 Weapons

LPH 11 2 Weapons
LPH 12 2 Weapons
LSD 41 1 Cargo

1 Weapons
LSD 42 1 Cargo

1 Weapons
LSD 43 1 Cargo

1 Weapons
LSD 44 1 Cargo

1 Weapons
LSD4S 1 Cargo

1 Weapons
LSD 46 1 Cargo

1 Weapons
LSD 47 1 Cargo

1 Weapons
LSD 48 1 Cargo

1 Weapons
LSD 49 2 Cargo

1 Ammunition
3 Lift Platform

LSD 50 2 Cargo
1 Ammunition
3 Lift Platform

LSDSI 2 Cargo
1 Ammunition
3 Lift Platform

AGF3 1 CargolWeapons/Stores
AGF 11 1 Car o/wea ons

Elevator Pit Effluent
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Table 4. Mean Concentrations of Constituents that Exceed Water Quality Criteria

Constituents Log-normal Minimum Maximum'· FedeiralAcute' ...•.•. Most StrlngelJ.t . "..
Mean Concentration Concentration c 'WQC StateAeuteWQC

Emuent Emuent Emuent .'

Classicals (~)
....... - ----

Total Nitro~en 500 None 200 (HI)A

Oreanics (1l2!L)
Bis(2-ethylhexyl) 22 BDL 428 None 5.92 (GA)
phthalate
Metals (U2!L)
Copper

Dissolved 24.9 BDL 150 2.4 2.4 (CT, MS)
Total 62.4 34.2 143 2.9 2.5 (WA)

Iron
Total 370 95.4 911 None 300 (FL)

Nickel
Total 15.2 BDL 52.1 74.6 8.3 (FL, GA)

Notes:
Refer to federal criteria promulgated by EPA in its National Toxics Rule, 40 CFR 131.36 (57 FR 60848; Dec. 22,
1992 and 60 FR 22230; May 4, 1995)
A - Nutrient criteria are not specified as acute or chronic values.

cr - Connecticut
FL = Florida
GA""Georgia
MS "" Mississippi
WA"" Washington

Table 5. Data Sources

Data Source ....

NOD Seetion Reported SamDliol! Estimated . Equipment Expert
2.1 Equipment Description and X
Operation
2.2 Releases to the Environment X X
2.3 Vessels Producin~ the Discharge UNDS Database X
3.1 Localitv X X
3.2 Rate X
3.3 Constituents MSDS X
3.4 Concentrations unknown
4.1 Mass Loadings unknown
4.2 Environmental Concentrations unknown
4.3 Potential for Introducing Non- X
Indigenous Species

Elevator Pit Effluent
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NATURE OF DISCHARGE REPORT

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The National Defense Authorization Act of 1996 amended Section 312 ofthe Federal
Water Pollution Control Act (also known as the Clean Water Act (CWA)) to require that the
Secretary ofDefense and the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
develop unifonn national discharge standards (UNDS) for vessels of the Anned Forces for
" ...discharges, other than sewage, incidental to nonnal operation of a vessel ofthe Anned Forces,
..." [Section 312(n)(1)]. UNDS is being developed in three phases. The first phase (which this
report supports), will detemrine which discharges will be required to be controlled by marine
pollution control devices (MPCDs}-either equipment or management practices. The second
phase will develop MPCD performance standards. The final phase will detemrine the design,
construction, installation, and use ofMPCDs.

A nature ofdischarge (NOD) report has been prepared for each ofthe discharges that has
been identified as a candidate for regulation under UNDS. The NOD reports were developed
based on infonnation obtained from the technical community within the Navy and other branches
of the Anned Forces with vessels potentially subject to UNDS, from infonnation available in
existing technical reports and documentation, and, when required, from data obtained from
discharge samples that were collected under the UNDS program.

The purpose of the NOD report is to describe the discharge in detail, including the system
that produces the discharge, the equipment involved, the constituents released to the
environment, and the current practice, if any, to prevent or minimize environmental effects.
Where existing process infonnation is insufficient to characterize the discharge, the NOD report
provides the results ofadditional sampling or other data gathered on the discharge. Based on the
above infonnation, the NOD report describes how the estimated constituent concentrations and
mass loading to the environment were determined. Finally, the NOD report assesses the
potential for environmental effect. The NOD report contains sections on: Discharge
Description, Discharge Characteristics, Nature ofDischarge Analysis, Conclusions, and Data
Sources and References.

Firemain Systems
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2.0 DISCHARGE DESCRIPTION

This section describes the firemain discharges and includes infonnation on: the
equipment that is used and its operation (Section 2.1), general description of the constituents of
the discharge (Section 2.2), and the vessels that produce this discharge (Section 2.3).

2.1 Equipment Description and Operation

Firemain systems distribute seawater for fire fighting and secondary services. The
firefighting services are fire hose stations, seawater sprinkling systems, andf03.m proportioning
stations. Fire hose stations are distributed throughout the ship. Seawater sprinkling systems are
provided for spaces such as ammunition magazines, missile magazines, aviation tire storerooms,
lubricating oil storerooms, dry cargo storerooms, living spaces, solid waste processing rooms,
and incinerator rooms. Foam proportioning stations are located in rough proximity to the areas
they protect, but are separated from each other for survivability reasons. FOarrl proportioners
inject fire fighting foam into the seawater, and the solution is then distributed to areas where
there is a risk of flammable liquid spills or fire. Foam discharge is covered in the aqueous film
fonning foam (AFFF) NOD report. The secondary services provided by wet firemain systems
are washdown countenneasures, cooling water for auxiliary machinery, eductors, ship
stabilization and ballast tank filling, and flushing for urinals, commodes and pulpers. The
washdown countenneasure system includes an extensive network ofpipes and nozzles, to
produce a running water film on exterior ship surfaces. Not all these services are provided on all
vessels.

Firemain systems fall under two major categories: wet and dry firemalns. Wet firemains
are continuously pressurized so that the system will provide water immediately upon demand.
Dry :firemains are not charged with water and, as a result, do not supply water upon demand.
Most vessels in the Navy's surface fleet operate wet firemains.' Most vessels in the Military
Sealift Command (MSC) use dry firemains.' All U.S. Coast Guard (USCG), and U.S. Army
vessels use dry firemains. '

For the purposes of the Firemain Systems NOD report, the frremain system includes all
components between the fire pump suction sea chest and the cutout valves to the various
services. If the discharge from the service is not covered by its own NOD report, it is included in
this Firemain Systems NOD report. The components ofthe firemain system are the sea chests,
fire pumps, valves, piping, fire hose, and heat exchangers.

Seawater from the firemain is discharged over the side from fire hoses~ or directly to the
sea through submerged pipe outlets. Seawater discharges from secondary serVices supplied from
the firemain are described in the pertinent NOD reports; see Section 2.2 below.

The sea chest is a chamber inset into the hull, from which seawater flows to a fire pump.
The fire pump sea chests are constructed ofthe hull material- steel':' and are coated with durable
epoxy paints. They also contain steel waster pieces or zinc sacrificial anodes for corrosion
protection. The fire pumps are constructed oftitanium, stainless steel, copper'alloyed with tin or

Firemain Systems
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nickel, or non-metallic composites. The pipes in wetfiremain systems are primarily copper
nickel alloys and fittings are bronze that are connected by welding or by silver-brazed joints. Dry
firemain systems can be constructed of these same materials but are normally constructed of
steel.

Fire pumps are centrifugal style pumps driven by steam turbines, electric motors, and/or
diesel engines. The pumps are located in the lower levels ofvessels and are sized to deliver
required flow and pressure to equipment or systems on the upper decks. Pump sizes range from
50 to 250 gallons per minute (gpm) on small vessels to 2,000 gpm on large vessels. l To prevent
overheating when firemain load demands are low, Navy fire pumps are designed to pass 3 to 5%
ofthe nominal flow rate back to the sea suction or overboard? This also provides flow to the
pump's seals.

The firemain piping layout (architecture) is governed by the mission or combatant status
ofthe ship. The simplest architecture consists of a single main run fore and aft in the ship, with
single branches to the various services supplied from the firemain. More complex architectures
incorporate multiple, widely separated mains with cross connects, and feature multiple pipe paths
to vital services. Regardless ofthe architecture, all firemain systems include pipe sections which
may contain stagnant water. For example, except during fire fighting, the valves at the fire plugs
are closed and sprinkling systems do not flow.

Navy firemain system capacity is designed to meet peak demand during emergency
conditions, after sustaining damage. This capacity is determined by adding the largest fire
fighting demand, the vital continuous flow demands, and a percentage of the intermittent cooling
demands. The number of fire pumps required to meet this capacity is increased by a 33% margin
to account for battle damage or equipment failure.2 As a result, Navy firemain systems have
excess capacity during routine operations.

Firemain capacity on most MSC, U.S. Coast Guard (USCG), and Army ships is designed
to commercial standards as prescribed by regulations pertinent to each shiptype.3,4 Ships
acquired from naval or other sources satisfy other design criteria, but the firemain capacity
requirements meet or exceed commercial standards. A minimum oftwo pumps is required. The
required firemain capacity is less than would be required on Navy ships of similar type and size.

Dry firemains are not charged and do. not provide instantaneous water pressure. These
systems are periodically tested as part of the planned maintenance system (PMS) and are
pressurized during training exercises.

2.2 Releases to the Environment

Seawater discharged overboard from the frremain contains entrained or dissolved
materials, principally metals, from the components of the firemain system. Some traces ofoil or
other lubricants may enter the seawater from valves or pumps.

Firemain Systems
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Fire fighting, space dewatering using eductors, counterflooding, and countenneasure
washdown constitute emergency discharges from the firemain, and are not incidental to the
vessel's operation. Some auxiliary machinery is provided with backup emergency cooling from
the firemain. Use ofthe firemain for backup emergency cooling is not an inCidental discharge.
Seawater from the firemain is released to the environment as an incidental di~charge for the
following services:

• Test and maintenance;
• Training;
• Cooling water for auxiliary machinery and equipment, for which the firemain is the

normal cooling supply. Examples are central refrigeration plants,' steering gear
coolers, and the Close In Weapon System;

• Bypass flow overboard from the pump outlet, to prevent overheating of fire pumps
when system demands are low; and

• Anchor chain washdown.

The following are incidental services provided from the firemain, but the release to the
environment is discussed separately as shown:

• Ballast tank filling (Clean Ballast NOD report);
• Flushing water for commodes (Black Water[sewage]; not part of the UNDS study);
• Flushing water for food garbage grinders (Graywater NOD report);
• Stem tube seals lubrication (Stem Tube Seals & Underwater Bearing Lubrication

NOD report); and I

• AFFF (AFFF NOD report).

2.3 Vessels Producing the Discharge

All Navy surface ships use wet firemain systems with the exception of two classes of
oceanographic research ships. Submarines use dry systems. Boats and craft are not equipped'
with firemain systems and generally use portable fire pumps or fire extinguishers for fire
fighting. Most ships operated by the MSC use dry firemain systems, so they do not continuously
discharge water overboard as part ofnonnal operations; however, two classes ofships use wet
firemains. These classes are ammunition ships (T-AE) and combat stores ships (T-AFS). The
USCG and Army use dry firemain systems, so they do not continuously discharge water
overboard as part ofnormal operations. Table 11ists the ships and submarines in the Navy,
MSC, USCG, and Army, and notes whether their firemain systems are the wet or dry type.

3.0 DISCHARGE CHARACTERISTICS

This section contains qualitative and quantitative infonnation that characterizes the
discharge. Section 3.1 describes where the discharge occurs with respect to harbors and near
shore areas, Section 3.2 describes the rate of the discharge, Section 3.3 lists the constituents in
the discharge, and Section 3.4 gives the concentrations of the constituents in the discharge.

Firemain Systems
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3.1 Locality

Firemain discharge occurs both within and beyond 12 nautical miles (n.m.) ofshore.

3.2 Rate

The flow rates for wet firemain discharge depend on the type, number, and operating time
ofequipment and systems that use water from the firemain. Operating times ofmany systems are
highly variable. Some connected services, such as refrigeration plants, are operated
contiilUously; others, such as hydraulics cooling or aircraft carrier jet blast deflectors, are
operated only during specific ship evolutions. Ships with auxiliary seawater cooling systems
tend to have relatively few services that draw continuous flow from the firemain. For these
ships, the firemain discharge will be small compared to the discharge from the seawater cooling
system. Table 2 shows the theoretical upper bound estimate ofdischarge from wet firemain
systems, with an estimated total annual volume ofapproximately 18.6 billion gallons. The
estimate is considered an upper bound because, for most ships, all flow from the fire pumps is
assumed to be an environmental release attributable to the firemain system.

Sample calculation for Table 2:

The discharge from dry firemains is approximately 0.1% ofthe discharge from wet
firemains because none of the discharge is continuous. A theoretical upper bound estimate for
discharges from dry systems within 12 n.m. is given in Table 3.

Sample calculation for Table 3:

The 10 minutes/week is based on a minimum of2 pumps required by USCG regulations,
in addition to a run time of 5 minutes/week per pump based upon equipment expert
knowledge.5,6,7

3.3 Constituents

The water for firemain services is drawn from the sea and returned to the sea. Metals and
other materials from the firemain and its components can be dissolved by the seawater. Table 4
lists such metals and other materials. Where seawater flow is turbulent, particles ofmetal will be
eroded from pump impellers, valve bodies, and pipe sections, and carried in the firemain as
entrained particles.8 Electrochemical corrosion attacks at the junctions ofdissimilar metals to
produce both dissolved and particulate metals. Any wetted material in the system can contribute
dissolved or particulate constituents to the firemain discharge. These constituents can include
copper, nickel, aluminum, tin, silver, iron, titanium, chromium, and zinc. Based on knowledge
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ofthe system, the principal expected constituents that are priority pollutants would be copper,
nickel, and zinc. Copper and nickel are found in the piping ofwet firemain systems, aJ1d
sacrificial zinc anodes are placed in some sea chests and heat exchangers. None ofthese
expected constituents are bioaccumulators.

Most dry type firemain systems are constructed ofsteel pipe, without zinc anodes.
Therefore, copper, nickel and zinc are not expected constituents ofdry type firemain systems.

3.4 Concentrations

The firemain systems of three ships were sampled for 26 metals (total and dissolved),
semi-volatile organic'compounds, polychlorinated biphenyls (pCBs), and claSsical constituents.
Only wet firemains were sampled because the volumes discharged by wet firemains comprise the
vast majority ofthe total volume ofthe discharge. The frremains were sampled both at the inlet
and at the discharge to detemrine what constituents were contributed by the firemain system.
The three ships sampled were a dock landing ship, an aircraft carrier, and an amphibious assault
ship. Details of the sampling effort and the sampled data are described in the Sampling Episodes
Report for seawater cooling. Table 4 summarizes the results.

Variability is expected within this discharge as a result ofseveral factors including
material erosion and corrosion, residence times, passive films, and influent water variability.
Pipe erosion is caused by high fluid velocity, or by abrasive particles entrained in the seawater
flowing at any velocity. In most cases ofpipe erosion, the problematic high fluid velocity is a
local phenomenon, such as would be caused by eddy turbulence at joints, bends, reducers,
attached mollusks, or tortuous flow paths in valves. Passive films inhibit metal loss due to
erosion. Corrosion is influenced by the residence time ofseawater in the system, temperature,
biofouling, constituents in the influent, and the presence or absence ofcertarn films on the pipe
surface. All of these influences on metallic concentrations are variable within a given ship over
time, and between ships.

4.0 NATURE OF DISCHARGE ANALYSIS

Based on the discharge characteristics presented in Section 3.0, the nature of the
discharge and its potential impact on the enviro~ent can be evaluated. The estimated mass
loadings are presented in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, the concentrations ofdischarge constituents
after release to the environment are estimated and compared with the water quality criteria.
Section 4.3 discusses thermal effects. In Section 4.4, the potential for the minsfer ofnon
indigenous species is discussed.

4.1 Mass Loadings
,I

"Mass loadipgs are shown in Table 5. The concentrations ofconstituents contributed by
the firemain system were combined with the estimated annual firemain discharge from Table 2
for wet firemains to determine mass loadings by the equation:
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Dry firemains were not sampled. Most dry firemain systems are constructed of steel, so
the principal expected metallic constituent will be iron. The discharge rate from dry firemain
systems is about 0.1% ofthe rate from wet frremain systems, so the mass loadings should also be
much less. Accordingly, the mass loadings from dry firemain systems were not included in the
mass loading estimates.

4.2 Environmental Concentrations

Table 6 compares measured constituent concentrations with Federal and the most.
stringent state chr~mic water quality criteria (WQC). The comparison in Table 6 shows that the
effluent concentrations ofbis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate, nitrogen (as nitrate/nitrite and total
nitrogen), copper, iron, and nickel exceed WQC. The copper and nickel contributions each.
exceed both the Federal and most stringent state criteria. The ambient copper concentration in
most ports exceeds the chronic WQC. As mentioned previously, copper and nickel constitute the
major construction materials for wet firemains in the Navy. Bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate, nitrogen,
and iron concentration exceeds the most stringent state chronic criterion.

4.3 Thermal Effects

As mentioned previously, portions of the firemain are used for seawater cooling purpo~es

and will discharge excess thermal energy to receiving waters. The thermal plume from firemains
was not modeled directly; however, firemain discharge can be compared to a discharge that was
modeled, such as seawater cooling water from an Arleigh Burke Class (DDG 51) guided missile
destroyer. The use ofDDG51 flow parameters for seawater cooling will overestimate the size of
the thermal plume because all vessels have firemain discharge rates less thanthe estimated
pierside seawater cooling rate of 1,680 gpm for a DDG 51 class ship. Additionally, the
temperature difference (delta T) between the effluent and influent for firemain is lower
(measured at 5°F) than the delta T for seawater cooling from a DDG 51 class ship (measured at
lOaF).

The seawater cooling water discharge was modeled using the Cornell Mixing Zone
Expert System (CORMIX) to estimate the plume size and temperature gradients in a receiving
water body using conditions tending to produce the largest thermal plume. Thermal modeling
was performed for the DDG 51 in two harbors (Norfolk, Virginia; and Bremerton, Washington).
Ofthe five states that have the largest presence ofArmed Forces vessels, only Virginia, and
Washington have established thermal mixing zone criteria.9 The discharge was also assumed to
occur in winter when the discharge .would produce the largest thermal plume. Based on
modeling for a DDG 51 class ship, the resulting plume did not exceed the thermal mixing zone
requirements for Virginia or Washington.9

All vessels.have firemain discharge rates less than the seawater cooling discharge rate,
and delta T's less than the measured temperature difference associated with a DDG 51.

Firemain Systems
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Therefore, the heat rejection rate from any firemain system will be lower than that ofa DDG 51
class ship for seawater cooling water. Accordingly, the resulting thennal plume for the frremain
discharge is not expected to exceed the thennal criteria for, Virginia or Washlngton and adverse
thennal effects are not anticipated.

4.4 Potential for Introducing Non-Indigenous Species

I
Wet and dry firemain systems have a minimal potential for transporting non-indigenous

species, because the residence times for most portions ofthe system are short.' Some portions of
the system lie stagnant where marine organisms may reside. However, these areas tend to
develop anaerobic conditions quickly, except at the junctions with the active portions of the
system, where oxygenated water continuously flows by and throughthe ship. Anaerobic
conditions are not hospitable to most marine organisms. Additionally, firemain systems do not
transport large volwnes ofwater over large distances.

5.0 CONCLUSIONS

i
Firemain discharge has the potential to cause an adverse environment3J. effect because the

concentrations ofBis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate, nitrogen, copper, nickel, and iron exceed federal or
most stringent state water quality criteria and the estimated annual mass loadings for these metals
are significant. The thennal effects ofthis discharge were reviewed and are not significant. The
potential for introducing non-indigenous species is minimal.
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. Table 1. Wet and Dry Firemains of the Navy, MSC, USCG, and Army

I. ...... 'r;~~ ;;;Quang,I"c;> 'efJI)';,t,,':':C:>'
UX~t!'*t ~J~( I!~;(,;'", ~. ,.: " ... ':~Gf, .' ;:,;'!;y~~(, '. ,'·';ff·'",iC;'

NavvShins
SSBN Ohio Class Ballistic Missile Submarines 17 Drv
SSN Sturgeon Class Attack Submarines 13 Dry
SSN Los Angeles Class Attack Submarines 56 Dry
SSN Narwhal Class Submarine 1 Dry
SSN Beniamin Franklin Class Submarines 2 Dry
CV Forrestal Class Aircraft Carrier 1 Wet

CVN Enterprise Class Aircraft Carrier 1 Wet
CV Kitty Hawk Class Aircraft Carriers 3 Wet

CVN Nimitz Class Aircraft Carriers 7 Wet
CGN Virginia Class Guided Missile Cruiser 1 Wet
CG Ticonderoga Class Guided Missile Cruisers 27 Wet

CGN California Class Guided Missile Cruisers 2 Wet
DDG Kidd Class Guided Missile Destroyers 4 Wet
DDG Arleigh Burke Class Guided Missile Destroyers 18 Wet
DD Spruance Class Destroyers 31 Wet
FFG Oliver Hazard Perry Guided Missile Frigates 43 Wet
LCC Blue Ridge Class Amphibious Command Ships 2 Wet
LHD Wasp Class Amphibious Assault Ships 4 Wet
LHA Tarawa Class Amphibious Assault Ships 5 Wet
LPH Iwo Jima Class Assault Ships 2 Wet
LPD Austin Class Amohibious Transport Docks 3 Wet
LPD Amohibious Transport Docks 2 Wet
LPD Amphibious Transport Docks 3 Wet
LSD Whidbey Island Class Dock Landing Ships 8 Wet
LSD Harpers Ferry Dock Landing Ships 3 Wet
LSD Anchorage Class Dock Landing Ships 5 Wet

MCM Avenger Class Mine Countenneasure Vessels 14 Wet
MIlC Osprey Class Minehunter Coastal Vessels 12 Wet

PC Cyclone Class Coastal Defense Ships 13 Wet
NavY Auxiliary Ships

AGF Raleigh Class Miscellaneous Command Ship I Wet
AGF Austin Class Miscellaneous Command Ship 1 Wet
AO Jumboised Cimarron Class Oilers 5 Wet

AOE Supply Class Fast Combat Support Ships 3 Wet
AOE Sacramento Class Fast Combat Support Ships 4 Wet
ARS Safeguard Class Salvage Ships 4 Wet
AS Emory S Land Class Submarine Tenders 3 Wet
AS Simon Lake Class Submarine Tender I Wet

AGOR Gyre Class Oceanographic Research Ship 1 Dry
AGOR Thompson Class Oceanographic Research Ships 2 Dry

Military Sealift Command
T-AE Kilauea Class Ammunition Ships 8 Wet
T-AFS Mars Class Combat Stores Ships 8 Wet
T-ATF Powhatan Class Fleet Ocean Tugs 7 Dry
T-AO Henry J Kaiser Class Oilers 13 Dry
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Class Description
c

• Qua;ntity of WetlDry

"
Vessels- - - -. -'. -

T-AGM Compass Island Class Missile Instrumentation Ships 1 Dry
.. . --

T-ARC Zeus Class Cable Repairing Ship 1 Dry

T-AKR Maersk Class Fast Sealift Ships 3 Dry
T-AKR Algol Class Vehicle Cargo Ships 8 Dry

T-AGOS Stalwart Class Ocean Surveillance Ships 5 Dry
T-AGOS Victorious Class Ocean Surveillance Ships 4 Dry

T-AG Mission Class Navigation Research Ships 2 Dry
T-AGS Silas Bent Class Surveying Ships 2 Dry

T-AGS Waters Class SurveYing Ship 1 -Dry
T-AGS McDonnell Class Surveying Ships 2 Dry
T-AGS Pathfinder Class SurveYing Ships 4 Dry

Coast Guard
WHEC Hamilton and Hero Class High Endurance Cutters 12 Drv
WMEC Storis Class Medium Endurance Cutter 1 Dry
WMEC Diver Class Medium Endurance Cutter 1 Dry
WMEC Famous Class Medium Endurance Cutters, Flight A 4 Dry
WMEC Famous Class Medium Endurance Cutters, Flight B 9 Dry
WMEC Reliance Class Medium Endurance Cutters, Flight A 5 Dry
WMEC Reliance Class Medium Endurance Cutters, Flight B 11 Dry
WAGB Mackinaw Class Icebreaker 1 Dry
WAGB Polar Class Icebreakers 2 Dry
WTGB Bay Class Icebreaking Tugs 9 Dry
WPB Point Class Patrol Craft 36 Dry
WPB Island Class Patrol Craft 49 Dry
WLB Juniper Class Seagoing Buoy Tenders 2 Dry
WLB Balsam Class Seagoing Buoy Tenders, Flight A 8 Dry
WLB Balsam Class Seagoing Buoy Tenders, Flight B 2 Dry

WLB Balsam Class Seagoing Buoy Tenders, Flight C 13 Dry
WLM Keeper Class Coastal Buoy Tenders 2 Dry

WLM White Sumac Class Coastal Buoy Tenders 9 Dry
WLI Inland Buoy Tenders 6 Dry
WLR River Buoy Tenders, 1I5-foot 1 Dry
WLR River Buoy Tenders, 75-foot 13 Dry
WLR River Buoy Tenders, 65-foot 6 Dry
WIX Eagle Class Sail Training Cutter 1 Dry

WLIC Inland Construction Tender, 1I5-foot I Dry
WLIC Pamlico Class Inland Construction Tenders 4 Dry
WLIC Cosmos Class Inland Construction Tenders 3 Dry
WLIC Anvil and Clamp Classes Inland Construction Tenders 7 Dry
WYTL 65 ft. Class Harbor Tugs 11 Dry

Army

FMS Floating Machine Shops 3 Dry
LSV Frank S. Besson Class Logistic Support Vessels 6 Dry
LCU 2000 Class Utility Landing Craft 48 Dry
LT Inland and Coastal Tugs 25 Dry

Firemain Systems
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Table 2. Theoretical Upper Bound-Estimate of Annual Wet Firemain Discharge
-J.'.

.~, ~-
CV Forrestal Class Aircraft Carrier 1 1,000 143 205,920,000
CVN Enterprise Class Aircraft Carrier 1 1,000 76 109,440,000
CV Kitty Hawk Class Aircraft Carriers 3 1,000 137 591,840,000
CVN Nimitz Class Aircraft Carriers 7 1,000 147 1,481,760,000
CGN' Virginia Class Guided Missile Cruiser 1 250 166 59,760,000
CG Ticonderoga Class Guided Missile Cruisers . 27 250 161 1,564,920,000
CGN California Class Guided Missile Cruisers 2 250 143 102,960,000
DDG Kidd Class Guided Missile Destroyers 4 250 175 252,000,000
DDG Arleigh Burke Class Guided Missile Destroyers 18 500 101 1,308,960,000
DD Spruance Class Destroyers 31 250 178 1,986,480,000
FFG Oliver Hazard Perry Guided Missile Frigates 43· 250 167 2,585,160,000
LCC Blue Ridge Class Amphibious Command Ships 2 400 179 206,208,000
LHD Wasp Class Amphibious Assault Ships 4 800 185 852,480,000
LHA Tarawa Class Amphibious Assault Ships 5 800 173 996,480,000
LPH Iwo Jima Class Assault Ships 2 600 186 321,408,000
LPD Austin Class Amphibious Transport Docks 3 300 178 230,688,000
LPD IAmphibious Transport Docks 2 300 178 153,792,000
LPD Amphibious Transport Docks 3 300 178 230,688,000
LSD Whidbey Island Class Dock Landing Ships 8 300 170 587,520,000
LSD Harpers Ferry Dock Landing Ships 3 300 215 278,640,000
LSD Anchorage Class Dock Landing Ships 5 300 215 464,400,000
MCM Avenger Class Mine Countermeasure Vessels 14 150 232 701,568,000
MHC Osprey Class Minehunter Coastal Vessels 12 100 232 400,896,000
PC Cyclone Class Coastal Defense Ships 13 50 50 46,800,000

Navy Auxiliary
AGF Raleigh Class Miscellaneous Command Ship 1 400 183 105,408,000
AGF Austin Class Miscellaneous Command Ship 1 400 183 105,408,000
AO Jumboised Cimarron Class Oilers 5 200 188 270,720,000
AOE Supply Class Fast Combat Support Ships 3 500 114 246,240,000
AOE Sacramento Class Fast Combat Support Ships 4 600 183 632,448,000
ARS Safeguard Class Salvage Ships 4 100 202 116,352,000
AS Emory S Land Class Submarine Tenders 3 400 293 506,304,000
AS Simon Lake Class Submarine Tender 1 400 229 131,904,000

Military Sealift Command
T-AE Kilauea Class Ammunition Ships 8 300 183 632,448,000
T-AFS Mars Class Combat Stores Ships 8 300 45 155,520,000

Total
Estimated 18,623,520,000

Annual
Volume,

(2al):

Firemain Systems
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Table 3. Theoretical Upper-Bound Estimate ofAnnual Dry Firemain Discharge
I

"

Class Description Flow ' ~~antity Days Estimatecl
(GPM) ofVessels within AnnualVolume

'" 12 nom. '(gal): '", ,

_.... - .... ., ,

Navy
SSBN Ohio Class Ballistic Missile Submarines 250 17 183 1,111,071
SSN Sturgeon Class Attack Submarines 250 13 183 849,643
SSN Los Angeles Class Attack Submarines -250 56 183 3,660,000
SSN Narwhal Class Submarine 250 1 183 65,357
SSN Benjamin Franklin Class Submarines 250 2 183 130,714

Navy Auxiliary
AGOR Gvre Class Oceanographic Research Ship -- 50 1 113 8,071
AGOR Thompson Class Oceanoro=aphic Research Ships 100 2 113 32,286

Military Sealift Command
T-ATF Powhatan Class Fleet Ocean Tugs 100 7 127 127,000
T-AO Henry J Kaiser Class Oilers 200 13 78 289,714

T-AGM Comoass Island Class Missile Instrwnentation Ships 100 2 133 38,000
T-AH Mercy Class Hospital Ships 400 2 184 210,286

T-ARC Zeus Class Cable Repairing Ship 100 1 8 1,143
T-AKR Maesrk Class Fast Sealift Ships 400 3 59 101,143
T-AKR Algol Class Vehicle Cargo Ships 400 8 350 1,600,000

T-AGOS Stalwart Class Ocean Surveillance Ships 200 5 70 100,000
T-AGOS Victorious Class Ocean Surveillance Ship 200 4 107 122,286

T-AG Mission Class Navigation Research Ships 200 2 151 86,286
T-AGS Silas Bent Class Surveying Ships 200 2 44 25,143
T-AGS Waters Class Surveying Ship 200 1 7 2,000
T-AGS McDonnel Class Surveying Ships 200 2 96 54,857
T-AGS Pathfmder Class Surveying Ships 200 4 96 109,714

Coast Guard
WHEC Hamilton and Hero Class High Endurance Cutters 250 12 151 647,143
WMEC Storis Class Medium Endurance Cutter 250 I 167 59,643
WMEC Diver Class Medium Endurance Cutters 250 1 98 35,000
WMEC Famous Class Medium Endurance Cutters, Flight A 250 4 137 195,714
WMEC Famous Class Medium Endurance Cutters, Flight B 250 9 164 527,143
WMEC Reliance Class Medium Endurance Cutters, Flight A 250 5 235 419,643
WMEC Reliance Class Medium Endurance Cutters, Flight B 250 11 149 585,357
WAGB Mackinaw Class Icebreaker 250 1 365 130,357
WAGB Polar Class Icebreaker 250 2 365 260,714
WTGB Bav Class Icebreaki.nJr Tugs 250 9 365 1,173,214
WPB Point Class Patrol Craft 50 36 157 403,714
WPB Island Class Patrol Craft 50 49 157 549,500
WLB Juniper Class Seagoing Buoy Tenders 200 16 290 1,325,714

Firemain Systems
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WLB Balsam Class Seagoing Buoy Tenders, Fligllt A 200 8 290 --- ... ... 662,857

WLB Balsam Class Seagoing Buoy Tenders, FligbtB 200 2 220 125,714
WLB Balsam Class Seagoing Buoy Tenders, FligIlt C 200 13 223 828,286
WLM Keeper Class Coastal Buoy Tenders 100 2 323 92,286
WLM White Sumac Class Coastal Buoy Tenders 100 9 223 286,714
WLI Inland Buoy Tenders 100 6 365 312,857
WLR River Buoy Tenders, 115-foot 100 1 365 52,143
WLR River Buoy Tenders, 75-foot 100 13 365 677,857
WLR River Buoy Tenders, 65-foot 100 6 365 312,857
WIX Eagle Class Sail Training Cutter 50 1 188 13,429
WLIC Inland Construction Tenders, 115 foot 50 1 365 26,071
WLIC Pamlico Class Inland Construction Tenders 50 4 365 104,286
WLIC Cosmos Class Inland Construction Tenders 50 3 365 78,214
WLIC Anvil and Clamp Classes Inland Construction 50 27 365 703,929

Tenders
WYTL 65 ft. Class Harbor Tugs 50 14 350 350,000

Army
FMS Floating Machine Shops 400 3 350 600,000
LSV Frank S. Besson Class Logistic Support Vessel 564 6 180 870,171
LCU 2000 Class Utility Landing Craft 500 48 335 11,485,714
t.T Inland and Coastal Tugs 640 25 295 3,371,429

Total 35,992,385
Estimated

Annual
Volume,

(2al):

Note:
1. Estimates assume that all discharge is due to maintenance or testing. All fire fighting exercises are assumed to occur

at sea beyond 12 n.m. Maintenance is assumed to occur weekly while vessels are in port, with seawater flowing at the
design rate of the pumps for 5 minutes each week.
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Table 4: Sum.ma.ry ofUetected Analytes Firem,sin Systems

Comtituent Log NOfITIal fl'cqllCllCY of Miniill'K1m Maxll1'MJm LoS NOITI1II Frequency of Minimum Maxin'K1m Effiuenl·lnfl'~1 MwloadiltB
Mean Deteclion CoocentnltlOl'l Concentration Mea:n Det.ectioo C~eenttallon Coneenll'alion Los Noonal mean (lbs/)T)

S.~w&terCoolinu rlfCmein Influent Seawater Coolins: Firemain Emu-:nt
C1lsslcals Cm!IL\

ALKALINITY 77.24 30f3 72 80 79.12 30f3 72 86 1.88 291.179
AMMONIA AS NITROGEN 0.10 20f3 BDL 0.18 0.07 100 BDL 0.11 -0.03 (b)

CHEMICAL OXYGEN DEMAND 132.28 30f3 106 179 105.96 20f3 BDL 195 -26.32 (b)

CHLORIDE 10497.14 30f3 10200 10800 10750.73 30f3 9780 12100 253.59 39,276,577
NITRATEl NITRITE 0.06 20f3 BDL 0.34 0.02 10fJ BDL 0.4 -0.04
SULFATE 1273.43 30f3 1160 1380 1245.96 30f3 1190 1290 -27.47
TOTAL DISSOLVED SOLIDS- 19705.66 30f3 18300 20700 18261.70 30f3 16900 19800 -1443.96
TOTAL KJELDAHL NITROGEN 0.31 20f3 BDL 0.95 0.48 30f3 0.23 0.84 0.17 26,330
TOTAL ORGANIC CARBON \.72 20f3 BDL 3.2 \.72 20f3 BDL 3.2 0 0
TOTAL PHOSPHOROUS 0.15 30f3 0.13 0.19 0.15 30f3 0.13 0.2 0 0
TOTAL RECOVERABLE OIL AND 2.79 30f3 0.9 5.6 2.16 20f3 BDL 10.9 -0.63 (b)
GREASE
TOTAL SULFIDE (IODOMETRIC) 7.00 20f2 BDL 7 6.54 30f3 5 8 -0.46 b
TOTAL SUSPENDED SOLIDS 21.09 3 on 19 26 20.05 30f3 12 28 -1.04 b
VOLAHLE RES,JOUE 901~.50 3o,fJ 1920 2.0200 8755.30 , 3.of3 2230 19800 -261..2 g'

Metals (J.lWL)
ALUMINUM

Dissolved 37.44 lof3 BDL 78.1 - - - - - -
Total 197.35 20f3 BDL 732 85.79 10fJ BDL 805.5 -111.56 (b)

ANTIMONY
Dissolved 7.08 lof3 BDL 23.7 - - - - - -

ARSENIC
Dissolved 1.79 lof3 BDL 5 2.64 20f3 BDL 5 0.85 132
Total \.27 20f3 BDL 3.4 2.71 lof3 BDL 5 1.44 223
BARIUM

Dissolved 20.43 30f3 16.5 25.6 18.0 30fJ 13.4 26.5 -2.39 (b)

Total 21.65 30f3 16.1 25.3 23.7 30f3 17.7 29.7 2.09 324
BORON

Dissolved 2109.70 30f3 2010 2290 2110 30f3 1930 2340 -3.1 (b)

Total 2076.31 30f3 2040 2130 2160 300 2080 2320 80.8 12,514
CALCIUM

Dissolved 198376.19 30f3 190000 214000 195800 30f3 179500 219000 -2560.58 (b)
Total 196332.23 30f3 187000 213000 198600 30fJ 186000 217000 2242.88 347,382

COPPER
Dissolved 8.43 20f3 BDL 13.3 24.9 20f3 BDL 150 16.46 2,549
Total 16.82 30f3 13.1 21.9 62.4 30fJ 34.2 143 45.59 7,061
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IRON
Dissolved
Total

MAGNESIUM
Dissolved
Total

MANGANESE
Dissolved
Total

MOLYBDENUM
Dissolved
Total

NICKEL
Dissolved
Total

SELENIUM
Dissolved

SODIUM
Dissolved
Total

THALLIUM
Dissolved
Total

TIN
Dissolved

TITANIUM
Total

ZINC
Dissolved
Total
," ·6itlatilcS tlil!lLY '/,,:

SIS(2-ETHYLHEXYL)
PHTHALATE

348.48 30f3 161 824

673065.05 30f3 634000 697000
674584.89 30f3 664000 689000

11.12 30f3 9.4 12.5
17.32 30f3 I\.4 24.5

7.21 20f3 BDL 25.5
4.51 lof3 BDL 6.1

16.90 100 BDL 48.3

5743515.23 30f3 5540000 6140000
5782507.24 30f3 5500000 6030000

6.80 lof3 BDL 12.6
7.15 lof3 BDL 14.6

7.03 lof3 SDL 6.2

7.60 20f3 SDL 23.7

15.67 20f3 BDL 40.5
22.76 3,00 20 25.1

,....
."':'./'\,'

20.3 100 BDL 18.9 20.3 (a) 3,138 (a)
370 30f3 95.4 910.5 21.28 3,296

657000 30f3 590000 698000 -15948.78 (b)

672000 30f3 663000 678000 -2782.22 (b)

10.77 30f3 7.4 13.3 -0.35 (b)

19.00 30f3 12.2 27.2 \.68 260

3.29 lof3 SDL 10.8 -\.22 (b)

13.8 lof3 BDL 38.9 13.83 (a) 2,142 (a)
15.2 lof3 BDL 52.1 15.24 (a) 2,360 (a)

14.9 . 100 SDL 56.7 -1.96 (b)

5710000 30f3 5190000 6160000 -37826.6 (b)

5780000 30f3 5585000 6160000 -37.06 (b)

6.52 lof3 BDL 11.1 -0.28 (b)

7.27 100 SDL 15.4 0.12 19

7.67 20f3 BDL 25.8 0.07 II

24.2 30f3 21.2 29.5 8.54 1,323
31.3 30:0 21.3 44.9 8.55 L324

'c:", >t. ":'.';" c':, ",.>: ;,~''iy."" .'Jllit)$/

22.0 lof3 BDL 428 22.04 (a) 3,414 (a)

SDL= Below Detection Level
note (a) - No background concentration is given for the parameter - therefore an influent concentration ofzero was used to detennine a conservative mass loading
note (b) - Mass loading was not detennined for parameters for which the influent concentration exceeded the effluent

Log normal means were calculated using measured analyte concentrations. When a sample set contained one or more samples with the analyte below detection
levels (i.e., "non-detect" samples), estimated analyte concentrations equivalent to one-halfofthe detection levels were used to calculate the mean. For example, if
a "non-detect" sample was analyzed using a technique with a detection level of20 mg/L, 10 mg/L was used in the log normal mean calculation.
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Table 5. Estimated Annual Mass Loadings of Constitue~ts
, , :i

Firemain Systems
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Notes:
• Total Nitrogen is the sum ofNitratelNitrite and Total Kjeldabl Nitrogen.
(a) - Mass loadi.ng; was not determined for parameters for which the influent concentration exceeded the effluent
(b) - No background concentra~on is given for the parameter '

• Mass loadings are presented for constituents that exceed WQC only. See Table 4 for a complete listing ofmass
loadings.

,
"

CoDStituent' Log-noroW Mean Log-normal Mean Log-normalMea~.,;,' '.' Estimated ;\DDual ".....
Influent (112/Ll Emuent (U2!Ll ' , Concentration (t.i2!t) Mas~ (oadirt20bslyr)

Bis(2-ethylhexyl)
"

22 22.04 3,414-
Ip/uhalate
NitrateINitrite 60 20 -40 (a)
Total Kjeldahl 310 480 170 26,330
NitroJ?en
Total Nitro~en* 26,330
CODDer

Dissolved 8.43 24.9 16.46 3,111
Total 16.82 62.4 45.59 8,618

Iron
Total 348.48 370 21.28 4,022

Nickel
Dissolved - 13.8 13.8 (b) 2,142 (b)
Total - 15.2 15.2 (b) 2,360 (b).



200 (HI

5.92 (GA)

2.9
2.4

8.2
8.3

None

None

None
None

None

150
143

911

428

400
840

38.9
52.1

230

34.2

95.4

BDL
BDL

BDL

BDL

BDL

370

20

22

500

480

13.8

62.4

15.2

24.9
Total

Total

Dissolved

Dissolved
Total

Nickel

Co er

Iron

Classieals

Total Nitro en
Or anies
Bis(2-ethylhexyl)

hthalate

Nitrate/Nitrite
Total Kjeldahl
Nitro en

CA = California
CT = Connecticut
FL=Florida
GA=Georgia
HI = Hawaii
MS = Mississippi
WA = Washington

Table 6. Mean Concentrations of Constituents that Exceed Water Quality Criteria

Firemain Systems
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Notes:
Refer to federal criteria promulgated by EPA in its National Toxics Rule, 40 CFR 131.36 (57 FR 60848; Dec. 22,
1992 and 60 FR 22230; May 4, 1995)
A - Nutrient criteria are not specified as acute or chronic values.
B - Total Nitrogen is the sum ofNitratelNitrite and Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen.
BDL-Below Detection Level



Table 7. Data Sources

... Data Sources. .. {c .: .

NODSedion RePOrted .SamDJiI12 Estimated . EauipmentExoert:··
2.1 Equipment Description and

..

X
..... ~

"00

2.2 Releases to the Environment X
2.3 Vessels Producing the DischlirQ:e UNDS Database X
3.1 Locality X
3.2 Rate X
3.3 Constituents X
4.1 Mass Loadin2s X
4.2 Environmental Concentrations X X
4.3 Thermal Effects X X
4.4 Potential for Introducing Non- X
Indi~nous Species
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NATURE OF DISCHARGE REPORT

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The National Defense Authorization Act of 1996 amended Section.312 ofthe Federal
Water Pollution Control Act (also known as the Clean Water Act (CWA)) to require that the
Secretary ofDefense and the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
develop uniform national discharge standards (UNDS) for vessels ofthe Armed Forces for
" ...discharges, other than sewage, incidental to normal operation ofa vessel ofthe Armed Forces,
..." [Section 3l2(n)(1)]. UNDS is being developed in three phases. The first phase (which this
report supports), will determine which discharges will be required to be controlled by marine
pollution control devices (MPCDs)-either equipment or management practices. The second
phase will develop MPCD performance standards. The final phase will determine the design,
construction, installation, and use ofMPCDs.

A nature ofdischarge (NOD) report has been prepared for each ofthe discharges that has
been identified as a candidate for regulation under UNDS. The NOD reports were developed
based on information obtained from the technical community within the Navy and other branches
of the Armed Forces with vessels potentially subject to UNDS, from information available in
existing technical reports and documentation, and, when required, from data obtained from
discharge samples that were collected under the UNDS program.

The purpose ofthe NOD report is to describe the discharge in detail, including the system
that produces the discharge, the equipment involved, the constituents released to the
environment, and the current practice, if any, to prevent or minimize environmental effects.
Where existing process information is insufficient to characterize the discharge, the NOD report
provides the results of additional sampling or other data gathered on the discharge. Based on the
above information, the NOD report describes how the estimated constituent concentrations and
mass loading to the environment were determined. Finally, the NOD report assesses the
potential for environmental effect. The NOD report contains sections on: Discharge
Description, Discharge Characteristics, Nature ofDischarge Analysis, Conclusions, and Data
Sources arid References.

Freshwater Layup
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2.0 DISCHARGE DESCRIPTION
!

,I

This section describes the freshwater layup discharge and includes information on: the
equipment that is used and its operation (Section 2.1), general description of the constituents of
the discharge (Section 2.2), and the vessels that produce this discharge (Section 2.3).

2.1 Equipment Description and Operation
"i

Seawater cooling systems on vessels provide cooling water for propulsion plant and
auxiliary system heat exchangers. Heat exchangers remove heat directly from the main
propulsion machinery and the electrical generating plants, and directly or indirectly from all other
equipment requiring cooling. The primary purpose of the main seawater system is to provide the
coolant to condense low pressure steam from the main turbines and the generator turbines. l

iI,
When nuclear-powered submarines and aircraft carriers remain for an extended period

and the seawater cooling systems are not circulated, the main condensers are placed in a
freshwater layup.l The purpose ofplacing the condensers in a freshwater layup is to prevent the
accumulation ofbiological growth and the resultant loss ofcondenser efficiency while the
seawater cooling system is not in use. The propulsion plants ofnuclear-powered vessels
generally require a 2- to 3-day cooling down period prior to being laid Up.l

"

The layup is accomplished by blowing the seawater from the main condensers with low
pressure air and isolating the condensers. l The condensers are then filled with potable water
from port facilities, a process that takes 1 to 2 hours, or more, to complete? The potable water
remains in the condensers, Wlcirculated, for approximately 2 hours. After this period of time, the
potable water fill is blown overboard with low pressure air, which takes approximately an hour to
accomplish.l,2 The condensers are then considered flushed ofany residual seawater (seawater or
potable water). The condensers are then refilled with potable water for the actual layup. This
process can be referred to as a double fill and flush cycle. '

After 21 days, the initial fill water is discharged overboard and repla~ed.l The layupis
discharged and refilled on a 30-day cycle thereafter. 1 This process can be referred to as a refill
cycle. The freshwater layup may be terminated at any point during these cycles to support
equipment maintenance or ship's movement. l

:i

:1

During a ship check and sampling episode aboard USS Scranton (SSN 756), it was
observed that the main seawater condensers were filled indirectly with freshwater from port
facilities.3 The crew filled ¢.e fOIWard potable water tank from the pier connection and then
transferred the freshwater to the aft potable water tank. 3 The main condensers were then put in
freshwater layup from the aft potable water tank. 3 The initial freshwater layup process lasted
greater than 5 hours (e.g., from the beginning of initial fill to initiating the low pressure air blow
to remove the initial freshwater flush). 3

,
The main steam condensers on submarines are constructed either of titanium or 70/30

copper/nickel alloy.4 Aircraft carrier main seawater condensers are constructed of 90/10
, I

Freshwater Layup
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copper/nickel alloy. The condenser boxes for the 70/30 copper/nickel alloy condensers are
constructed ofa nickel/copper alloy and can be lined with a tinllead solder and have zinc anodes
installed for corrosion contro1.4 The seawater piping that carries cooling water from the
condensers to overboard discharge is constructed of70/30 copper/nickel piping.4

2.2 Releases to the Environment

These discharges occur in port at pierside when the submarine's nuclear power plant has
cooled and the main seawater cooling system is unable to be circulated for more than 3 days.
Also, this discharge can occur ifthe ship will be in port for greater than 7 days (i.e., It takes 72 .
hours to cool down a reactor and 72 hours to ramp up a reactor which translates to six days, or
roughly one week.) and the seawater cooling system can not be circulated.. The freshwater is
discharged from the seawater cooling piping openings located below the waterline ofthe ship:
The discharge occurs when the fresh water is pushed out by low pressure air applied to the
seawater cooling piping system. It is expected that this discharge will contain many ofthe
constituents found in-the fresh water (typically supplied by port facilities) used for the layup, as
well as metals leached from the ship's piping system while the water is held during the layup,
and any residual seawaterrem~g in the system after the double fill and flush. _

2.3 Vessels Producing the Discharge

All attack submarines (SSNs), ballistic missile submarines (SSBNs), and nuclear
powered carriers (CVNs) generate this discharge. A total of89 SSNs and SSBNs, and eight
CVNs are currently in service in the Navy. While the three existing nuclear guided missile
cruisers (CGNs) also produce this discharge, these are scheduled to be removed from service by
2003/2004, and therefore, will not be considered further. The Navy is the only member of the
Armed Forces that operates nuclear-powered vessels.

3.0 DISCHARGE CHARACTERISTICS

This section contains qualitative and quantitative infonnation that characterizes the
discharge. Section 3.1 describes where the discharge occurs with respect to harbors and near
shore areas, Section 3.2 describes the rate ofthe discharge, Section 3.3 lists the constituents in
the discharge, and Section 3.4 gives the concentrations of the constituents in the discharge.

3.1 Locality

This discharge only occurs when vessels are in port.

3.2 Rate

The volume of the initial fill and flush ofa nuclear-powered submarine is approximately
6,000 gallons of freshwater. This 6,000 gallons of freshwater is discharged overboard after a I
to 2-hour layup in the main seawater condensers and refilled with an additional 6,000 gallons of

Freshwater Layup
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freshwater as described in Section 2.1.5 The total volume of freshwater required for the fill,
flush, and refill ofthe condenser for freshwater layup on nuclear submarines'is approximately
12,000 gallons, ofwhich 6,000 gallons is discharged overboard.5 The volume ofthis discharge
will vary with the volumes ofthe main steam condensers for each submarine class.5

"

The amount oftime that a submarine is in port, and hence, the number oflayup cycles
required, is dependent upon many factors, the most critical being the submarIne's current
mission. Each mission requires varying times in port for preparation, repairs, or modifications to
support the mission specifics. In addition, many submarines undergo overhauls or other
maintenance and/or repair activities that extend their time in port (e.g., must put their seawater
systems into a dry layup condition).

Attack submarines (SSNs) average about 10 layup cycles per year, inCluding five double
fill and flush cycles and five refill cycles.5 Each double fill and flush cycles and each refill cycle
discharges approximately 6,000 gallons of freshwater per evolution. This results in 60,000
gallons of freshwater for each ofthe Navy's 72 SSNs per year. Therefore, fleet-wide discharge
for the SSNs is 4,320,000 gallons offreshwater layup discharge per year, ofwhich halfis from
the initial fill and balfis from the refill cycles, or 2,160,000 gallons for each;

Ballistic missile submarines (SSBNs) have extended layovers of I to I 1/2 months
approximately three or four times per year. The volume ofseawater systems in ballistic missile
submarines are comparable to those ofattack submarines. These submarines have an estimated
three initial flush and fill cycles per year and approximately six refill cycles per year.5 For an
SSBN, this totals 54,000 gallons per submarine per year. The Navy operates 17 SSBNs.
Therefore, the total freshwater layup discharged for all SSBNs is estimated to be 918,000 gallons
per year, ofwhich 306,000 gallons is from the initial fill and flush and 612,000 gallons is from
refill cycles.

A total estimated volume of5,238,000 gallons of freshwater layup is discharged in U.S.
ports from the 89 SSN and SSBN hulls. The initial fill cycle accounts for 2,'466,000 gallons and
the refill cycles account for 2,772,000 gallons.

Nuclear powered aircraft carriers do establish freshwater layups in fueir various
condensers, but the effluent is dumped into the bilges of the ship rather than being discharged
directly overboard. Hence, the residual water from the aircraft carriers' layUp is covered under
the Surface Vessel Bilgewater/OWS Nature ofDischarge report.

3.3 Constituents

:1

The freshwater used in the freshwater layup can contain disinfectants from potable water
treatment. The most common disinfectant is chlorine. Some municipalitIes, however, are
switching over to chloramine disinfection to reduce the amount ofdisinfectant by-products
formed. This switch could be permanent or seaSonal, with the chloramines added during the
warmer months when formation ofdisinfectant by-products are more prevalent. It is noted that

:1

!
:1

'I
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the constituent make-up of the freshwater used to conduct the layup will have a significant effect
on the discharge.

The constituents that can be present in freshwater layup from nuclear-powered
submarines include: copper, lead, nickel, chlorine, ammonia, nitrogen (as nitrate/nitrite, and total
kjeldahl nitrogen), phosphorous and related disinfectants, chromium, tin, titanium and zinc.
Chromium, copper, lead, nickel, and zinc are priority pollutants. None of these constituents are
bioaccumulators. The freshwater layup ofa single submarine was sampled to determine the
constituents that are present in the discharge.

3.4 Concentrations

The water used to fill the main condensers, the initial layup discharge, and an extended,
21-day discharge were sampled from USS Scranton (SSN 756).3 A total of 17 metals were
measurable in the initial and extended layup discharges from the sampling event. The vast
majority of the metals detected have sources from either the materials within the main steam
condenser or from the domestic water treatment/distribution system. The metals and classical
parameters detected in the discharge are compiled in Table 1. In addition, the mass loadings are
estimated for those constituents that were detected in either the 2-hour or 2 I-day layup
discharges. Three priority pollutant metals, copper, nickel and zinc, were detected in the
discharge at elevated concentrations. Total chlorine was also detected in the initial layup
discharge (28 flgIL), but not in the discharge after 21 days. The domestic water from the pier
connection was also sampled for total and free residual chlorine levels and contained 1,200 flgIL
and 1,000 flgIL, respectively.3 Nitrogen (as nitrate/nitrite, and total kjeldahl nitrogen), ammonia,
and phosphorous were detected in both the 2-hour layup and the 21-day layup discharges.

4.0 NATURE OF DISCHARGE ANALYSIS

Based on the discharge characteristics presented in Section 3.0, the nature of the
discharge and its potential impact on the environment can be evaluated. The estimated mass
loadings are presented in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, the concentrations ofdischarge constituents
after release to the environment are estimated and compared with the water quality criteria. In
Section 4.3, the potential for the transfer ofnon-indigenous species is discussed.

4.1 Mass Loadings

Based upon the concentrations ofthe metals reported for the layup effluents in Table 1
and the estimated discharge volumes in Section 3.2, the mass loadings were calculated using the
estimated volumes of freshwater layup discharge in Table 2 for those constituents that exceeded
either Federal or most stringent state water quality criteria (WQC). Table 3 highlights the
constituents that exceed WQC. The estimated mass loadings, provided in Table 2, are derived by
adding together contributions from both the initial fill volumes and the refill cycle volumes,
because the two portions of the effluent have different concentrations.
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(conc.·~gIL)(glI10001000 ~g) (lbsl453.593g)(~ualvolumegaIlYi') (3~785 Vgal)==
mass loading (lbs!yr)'",'·: ..., '.,,; ..

"
Based on the sampling dat~ the total fleet-wide loadings of ammoni~,nitrogen, chlorine,

copper1nickel, phosphorous, and zinc from this discharge are approximately 41, 55, 1,7,36,8,
and 29 pounds per year, respectively.

4.2 Environmental Concentrations

The discharge concentrations presented in Table 3 are compared to F~deral and most
stringent stateWQC.'

.,

Copper was present in the fill water from the aft potable water tank, but it is unknown if
copper was present in domestic water from the pier connection. The fill water copper
concentrations exceeded Federal and the most stringent state. Copper is nonnally present in the
domestic water supply in concentrations that exceed WQC because of the presence ofcopper
constructed components in drinkii::J.g water distribution systems. The levels ofcopper can be
partially attributable to the construction of the potable water systems on board the submarine
through which the domestic water was routed prior to filling the main seawater condensers.
These systems have copper piping and brass valves that can contribute copper to the water.

,
, ,j

Table 3 shows the concentrations of the three priority pollutant metals (copper, nickel,
and zinc) that exceed Federal and most stringent state WQC. The chlorine concentration from
the initial2-hour layup exceeds the most stringent state criterion. Ammonia, total nitrogen (as
nitrate/nitrite, and total Igeldahl nitrogen), and total phosphorous concentrations in the two layup
discharges exceed the most stringent state criterion. The presence ofphosphorous in the effluent
appears to be from the domestic water as the effluent concentrations for total phosphorous shows
no increase over the fill water concentrations.

4.3 Potential for Introducing Non-Indigenous Species

:1

There is no movement of the vessel during the layup process and the water used for the
layup is chlorinated domestic water from shore facilities. As such, there is no potential for
transporting non-indigenous species. '

5.0 CONCLUSION

Freshwater layup ofseawater cooling systems has a low potential ofadverse
environmental effects for the following reasons. '

I
I. The mass loadings ofchlorine, copper, nickel, and zinc are small although the

concentrations exceed Federal and most stringent state WQC. The mass loadings
ofammoni~nitrogen, and phosphorous are also small, but concentrations exceed
the most stringent state WQC. The total annual mass loadings for ammonia,

II
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nitrogen, chlorine, copper, nickel, phosphorous, and zinc contribute
approximately 41, 55, 1,7,36,8, and 29 pounds, respectively. The 89 submarines
producing this discharge are geographically dispersed over seven ports.

2. There is no potential for the transfer ofnon-indigenous species.

6.0 DATA SOURCES AND REFERENCES

Process knowledge and sampling ofthis discharge were used in preparing this NOD
report. Table 4 shows the sources ofdata used to develop this NOD report. The specific
references cited in the report are shown below.

Specific References

1. Kurz, Rich, NAVSEA 92T251. UNDS Equipment Expert Meeting Structured Questions.
Main Sea Water System Freshwater Layup. September 5, 1996.

2. Versar Notes, UNDS Freshwater Layup Sampling Meeting. NAVSEA. May 23, 1997.

3. UNDS Phase I Sampling Data Report, Volumes 1 - 13. October 1997.

4. Bredehorst, Kurt, NAVSEA 03L. Materials Within the Seawater Side ofMain
Condenser. September 1996. Miller, Robert B, M. Rosenblatt & Son, Inc.

5. Miller, Robert B., M. Rosenblatt & Son, Inc. Personal Communications on Nature of
Discharge Report: Freshwater Layup, Submarine Main Steam Condensers. January
1997.

General References

USEPA. Toxics Criteria for Those States Not Complying with Clean Water Act Section
303(c)(2)(B). 40 CFR Part 131.36.

USEPA. Interim Final Rule. Water Quality Standards; Establishment ofNumeric Criteria for
Priority Toxic Pollutants; States' Compliance - Revision ofMetals Criteria. 60 FR
22230. May 4, 1995.

USEPA. Water Quality Standards; Establishment ofNumeric Criteria for Priority Toxic
Pollutants. 57 FR 60848. December 22, 1992.

USEPA. Water Quality Standards; Establishment ofNumeric Criteria for Priority Toxic
Pollutants for the State ofCalifornia, Proposed Rule under 40 CFR Part 131, Federal
Register, Vol. 62, Number 150. August 5, 1997.
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Connecticut. Depaitment ofEnvironmental Protection. Water Quality Standards. Surface Water
Quality Standards Effective April 8, 1997.

Florida. Department ofEnvironmental Protection. Surface Water Quality Stkdards, Chapter
62-302. Effective December 26, 1996.

Georgia Final Regulations. Chapter 391-3-6, Water Quality Control, as provided by The Bureau
ofNational Affairs, Inc., 1996.

Hawaii. Hawaiian Water Quality Standards. Section 11, Chapter 54 ofthe State Code.

:!

Mississippi. Water Quality Criteria for Intrastate, Interstate and Coastal Waters. Mississippi
Department ofEnvironmental Quality, Office ofPollution Control. Adopted November
16, 1995.

,
II

New Jersey Final Regulations. Surface Water Quality Standards, Section 7:9B-l, as provided by
The Bureau ofNational Affairs, Inc.,1996.'

Texas. Texas Surface Water Quality Standards, Sections 307.2 - 307.10. Texas Natural
Resource Conservation Commission. Effective July 13, 1995. ,

:1

!
Virginia. Water Quality Standards. Chapter 260, Virginia Administrative Code (VAC) , 9 VAC

25-260.
"
~

Washington. Water Quality Standards for Surface Waters ofthe State ofWashington. Chapter
173-201A, Washington Administrative Code (WAC). '

II
!

UNDS Equipment Expert Meeting Minutes. Seawater Cooling Water Overb~ard. August 27,
1996.

"
Committee Print Number 95-30 of the Committee on Public Works and Tran;sportation of the

House ofRepresentatives, Table 1. I

i
The Water Quality Guidance for the Great Lakes System, Table 6A. Volume 60 Federal

Register, pg. 15366. March 23, 1995.

Kurz, Rich, NAVSEA 92T251. Submarine Main Steam Condenser Freshwat~rLayup E-mail.
November 1996. H. Clarkson Meredith, III, Versar, Inc. '

Jane's Fighting Ships, Capt. Richard Sharpe, Ed., Jane's Information Group, Sentinel House:
"Surrey, United Kingdom, 1996. '

UNDS Ship Database, August 1, 1997.
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Table 1. Summary of Detected Analytes

:..,A:~~\i,l~.B~~-.~~·,!~l!~J
Alkalinity .. 26 . 27 46 1 of 1 1,616
Ammonia as Nitrogen 0.17 1.3 0.6 1 of! 41
Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) 12 BDL 48 1 of! 1,108
Chloride 20 63 34 1 of 1 2,078
NitratelNitrite 0.62 0.68 0.4 1 of 1 23
Sulfate 21 22.8 17 10fl 861
Total Chlorine 1.2 0.028 BDL 1 of! 0.58
Total Dissolved Solids 140 232 82· 1 of 1 6,657
Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen 0.70 0.63 0.81 1 of! 32
Total Organic Carbon (TOC) 2.70 2.7 25 1 of 1 633
Total Phosphorous 0.22 0.19 0.19 1 of! 8.3
Total Recoverable Oil and Grease 1.0 BDL 1.0 1 of 1 23
Total Sulfide (Iodometric) 6 3.0 BDL 1 of 1 62



Total BDL 433 1175 10fl 36.1
Selenium

Dissolved BDL BDL 2.45 lofl 0.057
Total BDL BDL 1.60 lofl 0.037

Sodium
Dissolved 10500 39200 17800 10f1 1,216
Total 10500 37550 21400 10fl 1,265

Thallium "
Dissolved BDL 0.75 BDL 10f1 0.015
Total 1.3 BDL BDL 10f1 (a)

Tin
Dissolved 5.1 BDL BDL 10f1 (a)
Total 4.2 BDL 2.75 10f1 0.06

Zinc
Dissolved 137 463 784 10fl 27.7
Total 127 451 851 lofl 29

Organics (f,tg/L) (u2ILY (u1ZlL) ;' --' .... . Obslyr) ,
Bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate 137 BDL BDL lofl (a)

BDL - Denotes the below the detection for the method and instrwnent.
(a) No mass loadings are calculated for constituents that were not detected in either the 2-ho1.1r or 2 I-day freshwater
layup discharge.

. . i
Log DOnna! means were calculated using measured analyte concentrations. When a sample set contained one or
more samples with the analyte below detection levels (i.e., "non-detect" samples), estimated analyte concentrations
equivalent to one-halfof the detection levels were used to calculate the mean. For example, if a "non-detect" sample
was analyzed using a technique with a detection level of20 mg/L, 10 mgIL was used in the log normal mean
calculation. .
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Table 2: Estimated Annual Mass Loadings for Freshwater Layup Discharge

137 2.8 107 10fl 2.5 5.3
150 3.1 148 10fl 3.4 6.5

409 8.4 1175 1 of! 27.2 35
433 8.9 1175 1 of! 27.2 36

463 9.5 784 10fl 18.7 27
451 9.3 851 1 of! 19.7 29
1300 27 600 10fl 14 41
680 14 400 1 of! 9 23
630 14 810 1 of! 18 32
1310 28 1210 27 55
28 0.58 1 of! 0.58

4.4 8.3
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,I

"Table 3: Mean Concentrations of Constituents Exceeding Water Quality Criteria
I, II

'I

Constituent 2-Hour Layup 21-DayLayup 'Federal Acute ,', Most:StriJigent'State
Concentration Concentration : woe. Acute woe

MebJs (U2IL) " ,,' i " ,",<,' ' ",

Copper
., .. '

Dissolved 137 107 2.4 2.4 (cr,MS)
Total 150 148 2.9 2.5 (WA)

Nickel
Dissolved 409 1175 74 74 (CA, CT)
Total 433 1175 74.6 8.3 (FL, GA)

Zinc
Dissolved 463 784 90 90 (CA, cr, MS)
Total 451 851 95.1 84.6 (WA)

Oasslcals (mgIL) , ';,',,:' :', ' " . ',,?,:"'" ""

Ammonia as Nitrogen 1.3
..- ...

0.006 (HI)A0.6 None
NitrateINitrite 0.68 0.4 None 0.008amA

Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen 0.63 0.81 None -
Total NitrogenB 1.31 1.21 None 0.2 (HI)A

Total Chlorine 0.028 - None 0.010 (FL)
Total Phosphorous 0.19 0.19 None 0.025 (HI)A

Notes:
Refer to federal criteria promulgated by EPA in its National Toxics Rule, 40 CFR 131.36 (57 FR 60848; Dec. 22,
1992 and 60 FR22230; May 4, 1995)
A - Nutrient crit~ria are not specified as acute or chronic values.
B - Total Nitrogen is the sum. ofNitratelNitrite and Total Kjeldah1 Nitrogen.

CA "" California
cr "" Connecticut
FL=F1orida
GA=Georgia
m"'Hawaii
MS <= Mississippi
WA"" Washington
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Table 4. Data Sources
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NATURE OF DISCHARGE REPORT

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The National Defense Authorization Act of 1996 amended Section 312 ofthe Federal
Water Pollution Control Act (also known as the Clean Water Act (CWA)) to require that the
Secretary ofDefense and the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
develop unifonn national discharge standards (UNDS) for vessels ofthe Anned Forces for
"...discharges, other than sewage, incidental to nonnal operation ofa vessel ofthe Anned Forces,
..." [Section 312(n)(I)]. UNDS is being developed in three phases. The first phase (which this
report supports), will detennine which discharges will be required to be controlled by marine
pollution control devices (MPCDs)--either equipment or management practices. The second
phase will develop MPCD perfonnance standards. The final phase will determine the design,
construction, installation, and use ofMPCDs.

A nature ofdischarge (NOD) report has been prepared for each ofthe discharges that has
been identified as a candidate for regulation under UNDS. The NOD reports were developed
based on infonnation obtained from the technical community within the Navy and other branches
ofthe Anned Forces with vessels potentially subject to UNDS, from infonnation available in
existing technical reports and documentation, and, when required, from data obtained from
discharge samples that were collected under the UNDS program.

The purpose ofthe NOD report is to describe the discharge in detail, including the system
that produces the discharge, the equipment involved, the constituents released to the
environment, and the current practice, if any, to prevent or minimize environmental effects.
Where existing process infonnation is insufficient to characterize the discharge, the NOD report
provides the results ofadditional sampling or other data gathered on the discharge. Based on the
above infonnation, the NOD report describes how the estimated constituent concentrations and
mass loading to the environment were determined. Finally, the NOD report assesses the
potential for environmental effect. The NOD report contains sections on: Discharge
Description, Discharge Characteristics, Nature ofDischarge Analysis, Conclusions, and Data
Sources and References.

Gas Turbine Water Wash
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2.0 DISCHARGE DESCRIPTION

l

This section describes the gas turbine water wash and includes infonnation on: the
equipment that is used and its operation (Section 2.1), general description of the constituents of
the discharge (Section 2.2), and the vessels that produce this discharge (Section 2.3).

2.1 EqUipment Description and Operation
,

Shipboard gas turbine systems are used on certain vessels to provide propulsion power,
provide initial mechanical starting power for large gas turbine propulsion systems, and to
generate electricity. Power is generated by combusting fuel in a "gas generator" (commonly
referred to as a "combustor"). The combustor exhaust gas rotates the "power turbine," providing
the mechanical energy to either drive a propulsion shaft, start a larger turbine~ or generate
electricity.1

Over extended periods of operation, residual lubrication oil and hydrocarbon combustion
by-product deposits can fonn on gas turbine internals. Since naval vessels operate in a marine
environment, salt water introduced with intake air can also lead to salt deposits on the gas turbine
internals. W~hing the gas turbine internals periodically with a solution of freshwater and
cleaning compound maintains operating efficiency and prevents corrosion ofthe metallic
components. The cleaning compound that is currently used for this purpose is a petroleum-based
solvent referred to as "gas path cleaner.,,1

Two types ofwater wash systems exist on vessels with gas turbines. One is a dedicated
"hard-piped" system; the other type requires manual attachment of a hose to a hot water source
and placement of the other hose end into the turbine plenum. Both of these systems are designed
to introduce water wash into the turbine housing while the turbine starter motor is slowly rotated,
(Le., cranked without combustion). The hard-piped system includes a rinse tlmk where
distilled/demineralized water and cleaning compound are mixed. The contents of the tank are
sprayed into the gas turbine under pressure, either by using a pump or by pressurizing the tank
with compressed air.! Immediately following the wash, the engine is sprayed with water.

~l

Gas turbine engines are enclosed in a ''module'' with floor drains designed to remove
minor leakage of fuel and synthetic lube oil that may occur during nonnal turbine operation. The
floor drains also reJllove any water wash introduced into the turbine that is not discharged to the
atmosphere. Water wash from external scrubbing of the gas turbine also flows to these floor
drains. Inadvertent spills ofsynthetic lube oil that occasionally occur during turbine maintenance
activities are potentially capable of entering the drains; however, standard procedure is for ship
personnel to immediately contain and wipe up any spillage that occurs.1

i
On most Navy ships, gas turbine water wash effluent and any drainage ofresidual

material from leaks and spills are collected and held in a dedicated tank system for shore
disposal. The Navy refers to this system as the "Gas Turbine Waste Drain Collecting System."
The dedicated system includes a centrifugal pump and piping to transfer the water wash to a hose
connection topside. A hose is used to transfer the water wash to a pierside collection facility. On
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vessels without this system, the drainage is discharged to the environment as a component of
other UNDS discharges (i.e., Surface Vessel Bilgewater/OWS, Welldeck, and Deck Runoff).l

The wash water effluent discharge from U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) vessel gas turbine
washing operations is to the bilge, from where it is processed as bilgewater (along with other
bilgewater contributors) through the shipboard OWS prior to overboard discharge. The gas
turbine water wash effluent for USCG vessels is addressed as a component of the Surface Vessel
Bilgewater/OWS Discharge NOD Report.

Gas turbine propulsion engines are also used aboard Navy landing craft air cushion
(LCAC) amphibious landing crafts. Two gas turbine auxiliary power units (APUs) are also
installed on LCACs to provide starter air. The LCAC gas turbine washwater discharge is
addressed as a component of the Welldeck Discharges NOD Report.

Water wash cleaning of aircraft gas turbine engines aboard an aircraft carrier is addressed
as a component of the Deck RunoffNOD Report.

2.2 Releases to the Environment

The water wash introduced into Navy propulsion turbines contains water and solvent
based gas path cleaner. The discharge could be expected to contain components of the cleaner,
oil and grease (O&G), petroleum-derived fuel and lubricant constituents, synthetic lubricating
oil, constituents introduced into the turbine system with the incoming sea air, hydrocarbon
combustion by-products, and metals leached from gas turbine components. On most gas turbine
Navy and MSC ships, gas turbine washwater is collected in a dedicated tank and not discharged
overboard within 12 n.m. On ships without a dedicated collecting tank, this discharge is a
component of deck Runoff, welldeck runoff, or bilgewater as described in the previous section.

2.3 Vessels Producing the Discharge

Table 1 lists the vessel classes that have shipboard gas turbine systems. Vessel classes
equipped with a Gas Turbine Waste Drain Collecting System are denoted in Table 1. For the
other vessel classes listed in Table 1, the gas turbine water wash is discharged as a component of
another UNDS discharge. The maximum number ofvessels with Gas Turbine Waste Drain
Collecting System is 127. Army and Air Force ves'sels do not have gas turbine engines and do
not generate this discharge.

3.0 DISCHARGE CHARACTERISTICS

This section contains qualitative and quantitative information that characterizes the
discharge. Section 3.1 describes where the discharge occurs with respect to harbors and near
shore areas, Section 3.2 describes the rate ofthe discharge, Section 3.3 lists the constituents in
the discharge, and Section 3.4 gives the concentrations ofthe constituents in the discharge.
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3.1 Locality

Vessels with Gas Turbine Waste Drain Collecting Systems collect and store drainage
from Donnal turbine operations and water wash effluent for pierside disposal. On most gas
turbine Navy and MSC ships, gas turbine washwater is collected in a dedicated collecting tank
and not discharged overboard within 12 n.m. On ships without a dedicated collecting tank, this
discharge is a component ofdeck Runoff, welldeck runoff, or bilgewater as described in the
previous section. '

3.2 Rate
'I

i
Available infonnation on gas turbine water wash usage rates is contained in gas turbine

design and operations and maintenance documentation.2
,3,4 The frequency ofwater wash

cleanings and the quantity ofwater wash consumed per washing event is different between
USCG, Navy, and Military Sealift Command (MSC) vessels.

Navy and MSC vessel gas turbines used for propulsion are washed after each 48 hours of
operation or at least once per month.5 Two gallons of the gas path cleaner are initially mixed
with 38 gallons ofdistilled/demineralized water. hnmediately following the wash, the turbine is
spray rinsed with 80 gallons ofwater. An additional 2 gallons ofdetergent/water mixture is used
to clean extern~ turbine surfaces, as necessary. Each cleaning of the propulsion turbines
produces 122 gallons ofwater wash. Therefore a vessel with four propulsion gas turbines each
cleaned once every 48 hours ofoperation would generate an average of244 gallons ofwater
wash per day.

3.3 Constituents

The ch~calsused in gas turbine operation and maintenance that could potentially
contribute to contamination ofturbine water wash are gas path cleaner, Naval'distillate fuel F-76,
gas turbine fuel, JP-5, synthetic lube oil, copper, cadmium, and nicke1.6-10

,
'I

, ~

The gas path cleaners used by the Navy include petroleum distillates (aromatic and
aliphatic hydrocarbons), assorted glycols, detergents, soaps, and water.6,7 The composition of
one such cleaner used by the Navy can be found in its material safety data sheet (MSDS).6
According to the MSDS sheet, the cleaner can contain the aromatic hydrocarbon naphthalene at
concentrations ofup to 3.9%. Other petroleum distillate hydrocarbon constitUents that could be
present include aliphatic volatile organic compounds and other semivolatile compounds that are
priority pollutants. The priority pollutants that are potential constituents ofgas turbine water
wash are cadmium, copper, nickel, and naphthalene. None ofthe constituents is a
bioaccumulator. '

3.4 Concentrations
II

ii

The addition ofgas path cleaner containing 3.9% naphthalene to the wash water at a 2%
gas path cleaner concentration yields an estimated water wash naphthalene concentration of 800

"

'I
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milligrams per liter (mg/L). The following shows this calculation.

Because naphthalene is a semivolatile organic compound that is not expected to volatilize
while the water wash is sprayed into the turbine, the maximum water wash effluent naphthalene
concentration is also estimated at 800 mgIL. Other constituents are variable and were not
estimated.

4.0 NATURE OF DISCHARGE ANALYSIS

Based on the discharge characteristics presented in Section 3.0, the nature of the
discharge and its potential impact on the environment can be evaluated. The estimated mass
loadings are presented in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, the concentrations ofdischarge constituents
after release to the environment are estimated and compared with the water quality criteria. fu
Section 4.3, the potential for the transfer ofnon-indigenous species is discussed.

4.1 Mass Loadings

The water wash volume estimate for a Navy ship propulsion turbine cleaning operation
and naphthalene concentration estimate of800 mg/L were used to estimate the maximum annual
mass loading. The estimate is based on the assumption that one turbine cleaning for each vessel
is performed each day within 12 n.m.

C)\~~~~J:~8·);~~~~l:t~I~~B~~(~~~~&~;~!~~~
-- .(8Q()rhg,tL)(2ygallcIay);q?5'~yslyr)(12~)(? 7~§~l:JgaI)~f,.~ Iblkg)tI9tkglfug),"~;,1~,,40Q Ibs!Yr:

"', " ,',- ',-' ,"'I ,', ';',,-, ' "",'0' ";,' ' '', ..

The mass loading of O&G that can be introduced into the water wash effluent from
within the gas turbine depends on (a) the amount ofresidue present; and (b) the degree to which
the water wash spray removes the residue as it passes through the turbine.

4.2 Environmental Concentrations
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II

"Table 2 shows that the estimated naphthalene concentration exceeds the most stringent
state water quality criteria (WQC) for naphthalene. Concentrations ofoil and grease are
expected to exceed WQC because the source of this discharge (gas turbine cleamng) is designed
to dissolve fuel, lubricant, and other hydrocarbon deposits. .

4.3 Potential for Introducing Non-Indigenous Species

II

There is no potential of introduction, transport, or release ofnon-indigenous species
between different geographical areas, because the water wash system does not' use seawater and
therefore does not involve the discharge of seawater originating in another geographical region.

II
,i
I!

5.0 CONCLUSIONS

Ifdischarged, gas turbine water wash has the potential to cause an adverse environmental
effect within 12 n.m. because: '

.,,

1) Estimated concentrations ofnaphthalene exceed and the most striD.gent state WQC
and the mass loading ofthis priority pollutant would be signific~t;and

2) Concentrations ofoil and grease are expected to be significant because the source of
this discharge (gas turbine cleaning) is designed to dissolve fuel, lubricants and other
deposits. '

6.0 DATA SOURCES AND REFERENCES
Ii

To characterize this discharge, information from the following sources was obtained to
develop this NOD report. Table 3 shows the sources ofdata used to develop ~s NOD report.

Specific References

1. UNDS Equipment Expert Meeting Minutes. June, 20, 1997.

2. Uniform Maintenance Procedure Card (MPC), WAGB 400 Main Gas Turbine, MPC M-
Il

C-062, Amendment 3.

3. Uniform Maintenance Procedure Card (MPC), WHEC 378 Main Gas Turbine, MPC M-
::

C-OI7, Amendment O.
!
'I

4. Uniform Maintenance Procedure Card (MPC), WHEC 378 Emergency Generator, MPC
A-W-001, Amendment0.'

5. Maintenance Requirement Card (MRC), OPNAV 4790 (Rev. 2-82).
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6. Gas Path Cleaner Material Safety Data Sheet, supplied by M. Galecki ofDDG 51 Flight
Upgrade Office via facsimile to Malcolm Pirnie (c. Geiling) on June 12, 1997.

7. Military Specification MIL-C-85704, "Cleaning Compound, Turbine Engine Gas Path".

8 Military Specification MIL-F-16884, "Fuel, Naval Distillate".

9. Military Specification MIL-F-5624, "Turbine Fuel, Aviation, Grades JP-4, JP-5, and JP
5/JP-8 ST".

10. Military Specification MIL-L-23699, "Lubricating Oil, Aircraft TUrbine Engine,
Synthetic Base, NATO Code Number 0-156".

General References

USEPA. Toxics Criteria for Those States Not Complying with Clean Water Act Section
303(c)(2)(B). 40 CFR Part 131.36.

USEPA. Interim Final Rule. Water Quality Standards; Establishment ofNumeric Criteria for
Priority Toxic Pollutants; States' Compliance - Revision ofMetals Criteria. 60 FR
22230. May 4, 1995.

USEPA. Water Quality Standards; Establishment ofNumeric Criteria for Priority Toxic
Pollutants. 57 FR 60848. December 22, 1992.

USEPA. Water Quality Standards; Establishment ofNumeric Criteria for Priority Toxic
Pollutants for the State ofCalifornia, Proposed Rule under 40 CFR Part 131, Federal
Register, Vol. 62, Number 150. August 5, 1997.

Connecticut. Department ofEnvironmental Protection. Water Quality Standards. Surface Water
Quality Standards Effective April 8, 1997.

Florida. Department ofEnvironmental Protection. Surface Water Quality Standards, Chapter
62-302. Effective December 26, 1996.

Georgia Final Regulations. Chapter 391-3-6, Water Quality Control, as provided by The Bureau
ofNational Affairs, me., 1996.

Hawaii. Hawaiian Water Quality Standards. Section 11, Chapter 54 ofthe State Code.

Mississippi. Water Quality Criteria for mtrastate, mterstate and Coastal Waters. Mississippi
Department ofEnvironmental Quality, Office ofPollution Control. Adopted November
16, 1995.

New Jersey Final Regulations. Surface Water Quality Standards, Section 7:9B-l, as provided by
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The Bureau ofNational Affairs, Inc., 1996.

Texas. Texas Surface Water Quality Standards, Sections 307.2 - 307.10. Texas Natural
Resource Conservation Commission. Effective July 13, 1995.

Virginia Water Quality Standards. Chapter 260, Virginia Administrative Code <VAC) , 9 VAC
25-260.

Washington. Water Quality Standards for Surface Waters ofthe State ofWashington. Chapter
173-201A, Washington Administrative Code (WAC).

II

Committee Print Number 95-30 ofthe Committee on Public Works and Transportation of the
House ofRepresentatives, Table 1. '

'I
i II

The Water QualityGuidance for the Great Lakes System, Table 6A. VolumJ 60 Federal
Register, p. 15366. March 23, 1995.
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Navy AOE 6 3 Fast Combat Support Ship Dedicated collection system
CG 47 27 Guided Missile Cruiser Dedicated collection system
DD 963 31 Destroyer Dedicated collection system
DDG 51 18 Guided Missile Destroyer Dedicated collection system
DDG 993 4 Guided Missile Destroyer Dedicated collection system
FFG 7 43 Guided Missile Frigate Dedicated collection system
MCM 1 14 Mine Countermeasure Vessel Unknown configuration

MSC T-AKR 310 1 Fast Sealift Ship Dedicated collection system
USCG WAGE 399 2 Icebreaker Discharged to bilge

WHEC 378 12 High Endurance Cutler Discharged to bilge

Table 2. Comparison of Gas Turbine Water Wash
Estimated Concentration and Water Quality Criteria (J.1g/L)

Table 1. Vessels With Gas Turbine Systems
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NATURE OF DISCHARGE REPORT

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The National Defense Authorization Act of 1996 amended Section 312 ofthe Federal
Water Pollution Control Act (also known as the Clean Water Act (CWA)) to require that the
Secretary ofDefense and the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
develop unifonn national discharge standards (UNDS) for vessels ofthe Anned Forces for
"...discharges, other than sewage, incidental to nonnal operation of a vessel of the Anned Forces,
..." [Section 312(n)(1)]. UNDS is being developed in three phases. The first phase (which this
report supports), will detennine which discharges will be required to be controlled by marine
pollution control devices (MPCDs)-either equipment or management practices. The second
phase will develop MPCD perfonnance standards. The final phase will detennine the design,
construction, installation, and use ofMPCDs.

A nature ofdischarge (NOD) report has been prepared for each ofthe discharges that has
been identified as a candidate for regulation under UNDS. The NOD reports were developed
based on infonnation obtained from the technical community within the Navy and other branches
of the Anned Forces with vessels potentially subject to UNDS, from information available in
existing technical reports and documentation, and, when required, from data obtained from
discharge samples that were collected under the UNDS program.

The purpose of the NOD report is to describe the discharge in detail, including the system
that produces the discharge, the equipment involved, the constituents released to the
environment, and the current practice, if any, to prevent or minimize environmental effects.
Where existing process infonnation is insufficient to characterize the discharge, the NOD report
provides the results of additional sampling or other data gathered on the discharge. Based on the
above infonnation, the NOD report describes how the estimated constituent concentrations and
mass loading to the environment were determined. Finally, the NOD report assesses the
potential for environmental effect. The NOD report contains sections on: Discharge
Description, Discharge Characteristics, Nature ofDischarge Analysis, Conclusions, and Data
Sources and References.
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2.0 DISCHARGE DESCRIPTION

This section describes the graywater discharge and includes infonnatlon on: the
equipment that is used and its operation (Section 2.1), general description of the constituents of
the discharge (Section 2.2), and the vessels that produce this discharge (Section 2.3).

2.1 Equipment Description and Operation
Ii

"
Graywater is defined in section 312(a) of the Clean Water Act as wastewater from

showers, baths and galleys. On vessels of the Armed Forces, drainage from laundry, interior
deck drains, lavatory sinks, water fountains, and miscellaneous shop sinks is often collected
together with graywater. Therefore, this discharge covers graywater as welI as mixtures of
graywater with wastewater from these additional sources.1 In this report,the tenn "graywater"
will be used to describe all ofthese related discharges. Graywater is distinct from "blackwater",
the sewage generated by toilets and urinals. "

::
:

While pierside, most classes ofNavy vessels direct graywater to the ~essel's blackwater
Collection, Holding, and Transfer (CHT) tanks, via segregated graywater pluinbing drains. Some
recently built ships (such as CVN 73 and CVN 74) do not have segregated blackwater/graywater
drains. These ships collect the blackwater/graywater mixture while inside 3 nautical miles
(n.m.). The blackWater and graywater mixture is then pumped to pierside coimections for
treatment ashore. A typical CHT system is shown in Figure 1. Most navy suIface vessels
without CHT systems have dedicated graywater tanks and pumps to collect and transfer this
discharge to shore facilities. Some vessels lack the meansto collect all the gi-aywater that is
generated while pierside. On these vessels a portion of the graywater plumbing drains run
directly overboard.1

-4

While operating away from the pier, most Navy surface vessels that collect graywater in
CRT tanks divert giaywater drains overboard to preserve holding capacity fOf blackwater in the
tanks. Vessels equipped with separate graywater collection and transfer systems are not designed
to hold graywater for extended periods oftime and therefore drain or pump their graywater
overboard while operating away from the pier.

'i

Submarines collect their graywater in the ship's sanitary tank while pierside and within 3
n.m. ofland. Pierside, graywater mixed with blackwater is discharged to a shore facility for
treatment; when outside 3 n.m., graywater is discharged directly overboard. Unlike surface
vessels, holding capacity in the submarines' sanitary tanks is generally sufficIent to allow
collection ofgraywater and blackwater up to 12 n.m. from shore.1

All Military Sealift Command (MSC) vessels are equipped with U.S.' Coast Guard
(USCG) certified Marine Sanitation Devices (MSDs) designed to treat sewage to EPA and
USCG standards. On some MSC vessels, graywater can be collected and sent to the MSD for
processing, or diverted overboard. On other MSC vessels, graywater is neither collected nor
treated, but is discharged directly overboard. '
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Most USCG vessels are similar to Navy vessels since they can collect graywater while
pierside. However, some USCG vessels currently cannot collect graywater, but continually
discharge it overboard.

The majority ofArmy vessels collect graywater together with blackwater (sewage)* for.
treatment by a USCG certified MSD. The MSD effluent is either sent overboard, held in an
effluent holding tank, or discharged to a shore facility.

2.2 Releases to the Environment

Contributions to graywater are described below. Three sources comprise the majority of
graywater flow: Galley and scullery (18% in port, 22% at sea); laundry (22% in port, 33% at
sea); and showers and sinks (60% in port and 45% at sea).5 ill addition, other minor sources
include: filter cleaning discharges, deck drains, and medical/dental waste discharges. l

2.2.1 Galley

Food preparation occurs in a vessel's galley. Large Navy vessels have several galley
compartments. ill smaller vessels, the galley can be a shared space with related functions (e.g.,·
the scullery), and have a single sink through which wastewater is discharged. Galley discharges
specifically exclude food/garbage grinder wastes. Garbage grinders are required to be secured
inside 3 n.m.6 .

Wastewater from the galley is generated through food preparation, disposal ofcooking
liquids, and cleaning of surfaces (bulkheads, appliances, sinks, and working surfaces). The
generation and discharge are periodic, with the majority of the flow occurring during the hours
preceding meal times. Galley graywater can contain highly biodegradable organics, oil and
grease, and detergent residuals.

2.2.2 Scullery

The scullery can be separate from or integral with the galley and is used for the cleaning
ofdishes and cookware. Scullery wastewater also specifically excludes garbage grinder wastes,
as garbage grinders are required to be secured inside 3 n.m6 Scullery graywater can contain food
residuals and detergents.

2.2.3 Showers and Lavatory Sinks

Lavatory sinks and showers drain to the vessel's graywater system and can contain soap
residues, shampoos, shaving cream, and other products resulting from personal hygiene.
Detergent residuals similar to those used in the galley can also be present.

2.2.4 Laundry

• The Anny usually refers to bilgewater as ''blackwater'' and sewage as "sewage".

Graywater
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Graywater derived from laundering crew uniforms, linens, and other articles ofclothing
can contain laundry detergents, bleaches, oils and greases, and traces ofother constituents.
Detergent residuals similar to those used in the galley, lavatory sinks, and showers can also be
present.

2.2.5 Other Discharges
'I
Ii

Other minor discharges which are collected with graywater include filter cleaning
discharges, deck drains, and medical/dental waste discharges. These discharges combined
represent less than 1% ofthe total shipboard generated graywater.5 Filter cleaning discharges
consist ofdetergents and small amounts ofoil from commercial dishwashing'machines or sinks
used to wash ship ventilation system air filters. Deck drains contribute small and intennittent '
flows which can include detergents used for floor cleaning and other general space cleaning.
Small amounts oftp.edical/dental wastes are collected with graywater on only a few Navy ships
with extensive medical and dental facilities such as aircraft carriers (CV/C\.iJs) and amphibious
assault ships (LHDILHA/LPHs). This would include wastes from dental spit sinks and small
blood samples less than 7.5 milliliters (mL).7

2.3 Vessels Producing the Discharge
!i

Vessels in the Navy, MSC, Army, Air Force, and USCG generate gra)water. However,
there are some vessels that do not produce a separate and distinct graywater discharge. These are
the vessels not equipped with segregated graywater collection systems. Instead, they collect
graywater together with blackwater for combined treatment with a MSD. "

3.0 DISCHARGE CHARACTERISTICS

This sectiOlJ, contains qualitative and quantitative infonnation that characterizes the
discharge. Section 3.1 describes where the discharge occurs with respect to harbors and near
shore areas, Section 3.2 describes the rate ofthe discharge, Section 3.3 lists the constituents in
the discharge, and Section 3.4 gives the concentrations of the constituents in 'the discharge.

I!

3.1 Locality

Discharges ofgraywater incidental to nonnal operations occur under three circumstances:
(1) at the pier, for the ship classes lacking the means to collect graywater for shore treatment; (2)
between 0 and 3 n.m. for most Navy and USCG vessels and for some MSC vessels; and (3)
outside 3 n.m., where most graywater is discharged overboard. '

3.2 Rate

The Navy uses a design figure of30 gallons per capita-day (gal/cap/day) when designing
graywater collections systems.8

Graywater
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Table 1 presents estimates ofdischarge rates by vessel class for Navy, MSC, USCG, and
Army ships. The following assumptions are inherent in the table:

• With the few exceptions noted in Section 2.1 and 2.3, vessels discharge graywater overboard
at all times when not pierside. It is assumed, for purposes of calculation, that USCG, MSC,
and Army vessels also discharge graywater overboard at all times when not pierside.

• A typical vessel is estimated to require about four hours to transit 12 n.m. from shore, with a
per capita average rate of 1.25 gallons/hour (30 gal/cap/day). Ifthis vessel undergoes 20
transits a year and has a crew size of400, the annual graywater discharge rate while in transit
would be:

Some vessels of the USCG and Army operate on a routine basis within 12 n.m. ofshore.
Annual graywater discharge rate calculations for these vessels are based, in part, on the number
of days each ship operates within 12 n.m. A vessel's graywater discharge that results from
operating within 12 n.m. is calculated by using the following general fonnula:

USCG vessels that operate within 12 n.m. include: Mackinaw Class Icebreakers (approx.
150 days/year, 24 hours/day), Bay Class Icebreaking Tugs (approx. 150 days/year, 24 hours/day),
and Balsam Class Seagoing Buoy Tenders (approx. 100 days/year, 24/hours/day). Army vessels
that operate within 12 n.m. include: Logistic Support Vessels (approx. 30 days/year, 10
hours/day) and Landing Craft Utility (approx. 60 days/year, 10 hours/day). Due to the fact that
the majority ofArmy vessels collect most oftheir graywater with blackwater, approximately only
10% ofthe graywater generated is discharged separately.9

As shown in Table 1, the total estimated amount ofgraywater discharged overboard
annually inside 12 n.m. is 39 million gallons. Ofthat volume, 15.3 million gallons are
discharged pierside.

3.3 Constituents

In graywater, soaps, shampoos, detergents, and cleaners contribute organics as well as
inorganic compounds such as nitrogen and phosphorous. Food waste will contribute oxygen
demand (as measured by Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD) and Chemical Oxygen Demand
(COD)), nutrients, and oil and grease. Metals, pesticides, and organics from adhesives, ,sealants,
lubricants, and cleaners can also be present in graywater. The constituents that have been
measured in previous graywater studies are shown in Tables 2 and 3. The priority pollutants
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!
cadmium, chromium, copper, lead, nickel, silver, and zinc were identified. Mercury, a
bioaccumulator, was also identified. It is possible that certain parameters not tested for, and thus
not listed in Tables 2 and 3, could also be present in graywater. '

3.4 Concentrations

, :1

Table 2 sh9WS the average values measured for classical water quality parameters in
various shipboard streams that contribute to graywater based on samples collected from three
classes ofves,sels. Data are shown for the following graywater discharge components: wash
basins and showers, food preparation, laundry, and dishwasher and deep sink. The ranges of the
average measured values are: pH (6.74 - 10), total suspended solids (TSS)(94 - 4,695 milligrams
per liter (mgIL)), total dissolved solids (TDS)(225 - 8,064 mgIL), BOD (144 - 2618 mg/L), COD
(304 -7,839 mgIL), total organic carbon (TOC)(59 - 1,133 mgIL), oil and grease (5 - 1,210
mgIL), methylene blue active substances (MBAS) (0.1 - 4.1 mgIL), ammonia nitrogen (0.17 
669 mgIL), phosphate (1.03 - 28.2 mgIL), and coliform bacteria (178 - >2,000,000 per 100 mL).
Flow-weighted average concentrations ofthese constituents are calculated in Table 2, based upon
the data presented therein and the relative contribution of the three major soUrces ofgraywater.

. i,

Table 3 shows the mean concentrations ofmetals in various graywat~ components based
on samples collected from three classes ofvessels. Data are shown for the following graywater
components: potable water sink, galley drains, sink, and scullery. The ranges ofthe average
measured values are: silver (.007 - 0.012 mgIL), cadmium (0.004 - 0.017 nig/L), chromium
(0.002 - 0.03 mgIL), copper (0.25 - 3.4 mgi'L), lead (0.042 - 1.56 mgIL), mercury (.0002 - .0095
mgIL), nickel (0.025 - 0.113 mg/L), and zinc (0.19 - 2.36 mg/L). Flow-weighted average
concentrations ofthese metals are calculated in Table 3, based upon the data presented therein
and the relative contribution ofgraywater sources involved.'

4.0 NATURE OF DISCHARGE ANALYSIS

Based on the discharge characteristics presented in Section 3.0, the nature of the
discharge and its potential impact on the environment can be evaluated. The estimated mass
loadings are presented in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, the concentrations ofd.ischarge constituents
after release to the environment are estimated and compared with the waterquality criteria. In
Section 4.3, the potential for the transfer ofnon-indigenous species is discussed.

4.1 Mass Loadings
:1

Total flow, and therefore mass loadings, are influenced by the number ofpersonnel
aboard, time spent in transit, and time spent operating within 12 n.m. Total' loadings can be
estimated by multiplying concentration data by the total annual flow ofgraywater. Based on
typical constituent concentrations and the estimated total flow calculated in Table 1, annual
loadings ofconstituents are presented in Table4.'

4.2 Environmental Concentrations
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Screening for constituents was accomplished by comparing measured levels of
constituents to the lowest applicable water quality criteria. For graywater, the only constituents
for which both data and water quality criteria are available are metals. Parameters such as BOD
and nutrients are at levels that would be expected to cause localized adverse environmental
effects.

As shown in Table 5, concentrations of the priority pollutants copper, lead, nickel, silver,
and zinc (measured as total metals), in one or more graywater components, exceed the most
stringent water quality criteria. The bioaccumulator, mercury, exceeds the most stringent water
quality criteria. Ammonia also exceeds the most stringent water quality criteria.

4.3 Potential for Introducing Non-Indigenous Species

Graywater originates from potable water rather than- seawater. Therefore, the potential
for introduction ofnon-indigenous species is not significant.

5.0 CONCLUSIONS

Graywater has the potential to cause adverse environmental effects because measured
concentrations and estimated loadings ofnutrients and oxygen-demanding substances are
significant.

6.0 DATA SOURCES AND REFERENCES

To characterize this discharge, information from various sources was obtained. Process
information and assumptions were used to estimate the rate ofdischarge. Based on this estimate
and on the reported concentrations ofconstituents, the mass loadings to the environment
resulting from this discharge were then estimated. Table 6 shows the source ofthe data used to
develop this NOD report.
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Table 1. Ships of the Navy, MSC, USCG, and Army; Anuual Graywater Discharge

Class DeKrlplllllll VC$l,eJs'· Crew Tnn:u.lIs Esllmaled Graywlltr Vess,elJ 01)'$ In Graywlltr Totll Grlywlter TII'tll
Slu per Total TIme Dlschirie, In D1sl:lJar&!lIIi POrl'r.r Dbtblried Gelleratloll,O to Dbl:blrCt,O

Yea..'· III TransIt Transit Overboard year • Plmlde I1m.m. to 1211.m.
(hrl (nl!vr) at PIer (Ral!n) (nUnlr) (QaUvr)

Navy Ships
CG47 Ticonderoga Class Cruiser 27 409 24 96 1,325,160 1,325,160 1,325,160

CGN36 California Class Guided Missile Cruiser 2 603 22 88 132,660 132,660 132,660
CV62 Forreslal Class Aircraft Carrier I 5.624 6 24 168,720 168.720 168.720

CVN65 Enlerprise Class Aircraft Carrier I 5.815 12 48 348,900 348,900 348.900
CV63 Kittv Hawk Class Aircraft Carrier 3 5.624 14 56 1,181,040 1,181,040 I 181,040

CVN68 Nimitz Class Aircraft Carrier 7 6286 14 56 3,080,140 3,080.140 3,080,140
CGN40 Virginia Class Guided Missile Cruiser 1 600 22 88 66,000 66,000 66.000
DDG993 Kidd Class Guided Missile Destroyers 4 386 24 96 185,280 185280 185,280
DDG51 Arleigh Burke Class Guided Missile Destroyers 18 303 22 88 599,940 599,940 599,940
DD963 Spruance Class Destrovers 31 396 24 96 1,473,120 4 175 1,663,200 3.136.320 3.136.320
FFG7 Oliver Hazard PerrY Guided Missile Frigates 43 220 26 104 1,229,800 1229,800 1,229,800

LCC 19' Blue Ridge Class Amphibious Command Ships 2 1516 16 64 242,560 242,560 242,560
LHD I Wasp Class Amphibious Transport Docks 4 3,151 26 104 1,638,520 1,638,520 1,638,520
LHA I Tarawa Class Amphibious Assault Ships 5 2,292 18 72 1,031,400 4 173 9,516,384 10,547,784 10,547,784

MCS 12 Iwo Jima Class Assault Ships 2 1.746 18 72 314,280 314,280 314,280
LPD4 Austin Class Amphibious Transport Docks 3 1,487 22 88 490,710 490,710 490,710

LSD41 Whidbey Island Class Dock Landinl!: Ships 8 852 26 104 886,080 886,080 886,080
LSD 36 Anchorage Class Dock Landing Ships 5 794 26 104 516,100 516,100 516,100
MCMI Mine Countermeasures Ship Avenger Class 14 72 56 224 282,240 282,240 282,240
MHC51 Mine Countermeasures Ship Osprey Class 12 50 50 200 150,000 150,000 150,000

PC I Cvclone Class Coastal Defense Ships 13 4 36 144 9,360 9,360 9,360
SSN 640 Beniamin Franklin Class Attack Submarines 2 120 16 64 0 19,200 0
SSN 671 Narwhal Class Attack Submarine I 129 16 64 0 10,320 0
SSN 688 Los Anl!:eles Class Attack Submarines 56 120 16 64 0 537,600 0
SSN 637 Sturgeon Class Attack Submarines 13 107 16 64 0 111,280 0

SSBN726 Ohio-Class Ballistic Missile Submarines 17 136 16 64 0 184,960 0
Navy Auxiliary Ships

AE28 Kilauea Class Ammunition Ships 8 383 8 32 122,560 26 477,984 600,544 600,544
AO 177 Cimarron Class Oilers 12 135 20 80 162,000 188 1,827,360 1,989,360 1,989,360 "

AOE6 Supply Class Fast Combat Support Ships 3 667 12 48 120,060 120,060 120,060
AOE 1 Sacramento Class Fast Combat Support Shin 4 601 22 88 264,440 264,440 264,440
ARS50 Safeguard Class Savage Shins 4 90 44 176 79,200 79,200 79,200
AS 36 LY Snear and Emory S Land Class Submarine Tenders 3 604 10 40 90,600 90,600 90,600
AS33 Simon Lake Class Submarine Tenders I 915 12 48 54,900 54,900 54,900

Military Sealift Command
T-AE Kilauea Class Ammunition Ships 8 187 40 160 299,200 45 403,920 703,120 703,120
T·AFS Mars Class Combat Stores Ships 5 135 40 160 135,000 135,000 135,000
T-AFS Sirius Class Combat Stores Ships 3 165 40 160 99,000 99,000 99,000
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T-ATF Powhatan Class Fleet Ocean TUl!S 7 23 40 160 32,200 32,200 32,200
T-AO Henrv J Kaiser Class Oilers 12 137 40 160 328,800 45 443,880 772,680 772,680

T-AGM Haskell Class Missile Instrumentation Shin I 124 40 160 24,800 24,800 24,800
T-AGM Comnass Island Class Missile Instrumentation Shin I 143 40 160 28,600 28,600 28,600
T-AH Mercy Class Hosnital Ships 2 1,275 4 16 51,000 51,000 51,000

T-ARC Zeus Class Cable Repairing Shin I 126 40 160 25,200 25,200 25,200
T-AKR Selandia Class Fast Sealift Shins 3 90 40 160 54,000 54,000 54,000
T-AKR Bob Hone Class Fast Sealift Shins 8 90 40 160 144,000 144,000 144,000

T-AGOS Stalwart Class Ocean Surveillance Shin 4 33 40 160 26,400 26,400 26,400
T-AGOS Victorious Class Ocean Surveillance Shin 4 34 40 160 27,200 27,200 27,200

T-AG Navigation Research Ship 2 204 40 160 81,600 81,600 81,600
T-AGS Silas Bent Class Surveying Shins 2 65 40 160 26,000 26,000 26,000
T-AGS Waters Class Surveying Shins I 95 40 160 19,000 19,000 19,000
T-AGS McDonnel Class Surveying Shins 2 33 40 160 13,200 13,200 13,200
T-AGS Pathfinder Class Surveving Shins 4 52 40 160 41,600 41,600 41,600

T-AGOR Gvre Class Oceanographic Research Shins 1 32 40 160 6,400 6,400 6,400
T-AGOR Thomnson Class Oceanographic Research Ships 2 59 40 160 23,600 23,600 23,600

U.S. Coast Guard
WHEC Hamilton and Hero Class High Endurance Cutters 12 176 26 104 274,560 274,560 274,560
WMEC Storis Class Medium Endurance Cutters 1 92 18 72 8,280 167 92,184 100,464 100,464
WMEC Diver Class Medium Endurance Cutters I 136 18 72 12,240 98 79,968 92,208 92,208
WMEC Famous Class Medium Endurance Cutters 13 98 18 72 114,660 114,660 114,660
WMEC Reliance Class Medium Endurance Cutters 16 71 18 72 102,240 102,240 102,240
WAGB Mackinaw Class Icebreakers* (150 d, 24 hr/d) 1 85 (3600) (382,500) 150 76,500 459,000 459,000
WAGB Polar Class Icebreakers 2 140 8 32 11,200 11,200 11,200
WTGB Bav Class Icebreaking Tugs* () 50 d, 24 hr/d) 9 17 (3600) (688,500) 8 7,344 695,844 695,844

WPB 110 110' Class Patrol Craft 49 10 14 56 34,300 140 411,600 445,900 445,900
WLB Juniner Class Seagoing Buov Tenders I 40 36 144 7,200 7,200 7,200
WLB Balsam Class Seagoing Buov Tenders* () 00 d, 24 hr/d) 24 53 (2400) (3,816,000) 3,8 i 6,000 3,816,000
WIX Eagle Class Sail Training Cutter I 245 12 48 14,700 188 276,360 291,060 291,060

U.S. Armv··
LSV Logistic Support Vessel* (30 d, 10 hr/d) 6 32 40 160 (300) 3,840 110,400 11,040

(+7,200)
LCU Landing Craft Utility* (60 d, 10 hr/d) 48 13 6 24 (600) 1,872 486,720 48,672

(+46,800)
Total Volume (Gallons): 18,311,950 15,276,684 39,936,114 38,535,346

Notes:
Values in italics are estimated.
At-pier discharge presented only for classes without or with inadequate capability to capture graywater for shore treatment
At-pier discharge based on 20% occupancy by crew.
* Vessel classes that operate within 12 n.m. ofD.S. shore on a routine basis (days ofoperation within 12 n.m. per year and hours per day)
** The majority of Anny vessels collect graywater with blackwater. Approximately 10% ofthe graywater generated is discharged separately.9
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Table 2. Classicals Concentration in Graywater (mg!L)12-14 (Arithmetic Avera.ge)

P.ral'lll~l~r 008S9Wa$h 0088' OD889 AOE3W.sh AOE3 AOE3 AD IS Wasil Galley SInk .,nd SIl'lIwer L....ndry FI'llw
Bulns.nd Comb. FOlJd L....ndryI4 B.slns.nd Ohhw.sher and LaundryU Basllls.nd We/lhled We/sbled Weillbled Wclgltled
Sbowersl4 Prepu Silowersu OeepSlnku Sllowersu Average Averaic Average Annie"

No. Samples l/4 /34 28 7 60 20 9/

pH 7.3 6.88 9.99 7.12 6.74 8.33 6.86

15S 404 4,695 221 94 194 176 119 3303 271.4 202.3 802

TDS 1,445 8,064 1,006 237 752 583 225 5803 881.4 829.8 1756

BOD 230 2,618 419 226 503 190 144 1964 193 323.6 540

COD 348 7,839 721 509 2,380 469 304 6150 334.4 616 1443

TOC 70 1,133 165 82 251 59 · 860 70.7 120.8 224

Oil & grease 12.06 1,210 8.11 20.65 82.46 4.56 · 861.3 12.6 6.6 164

MBAS· 0.96 0.09 0.84 0.12 0.14 4.\2 · 0.11 0.9 2.2 l.l

N·ammonia 15.4 669 80.48 0.58 0.64 0.17 · 462.3 14.5 47 102.3

N-nitrate 2.73 10.85 1.16 0.89 2.08 0.29 · 8.1 2.6 0.8 3.2

N-nitrite . . - 0.09 0.11 - · - - - -
N-Kjeldahl 187 99.84 164 4.31 4.84 0.43 - 70.5 176.4 95.8 140

P(phosphate) 1.36 20.78 \.3 1.03 6.34 28.25 · 16.3 \.3 12.5 6.5

Total coliforms 707,000 257,000 178 8,300 2,360,000 3,890 60,600 907,412 406,466 1725 407,593
(microorglIOOmL)

Fecal coliforms 178,000 103,000 . 200 1,250,000 21,000 7,900 457,742 99,115 - 141,862
(microorglIOOmL)

(-) no data reported for this parameter
(*) MBAS· Methylene Blue Active Substances
(**) Weighted averages for galley, showers/sinks, and laundry based on data presented herein. Flow-weighted average for graywater based on in-port contribution of
major graywater sources (galley 18%, showers/sinks 60%, and laundry 22% oftotal)s

Graywater
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Table 3. Metals Concentrations in Graywater (mg/L)15 (Mean Values)

·Metal ;~i?'f-'"
ij"c"':;'" i·" ,:'::- ~

;<:'.
"(tot~1) ,:,',:,,',

, .~.', -: I '

,'.":,::;_:,",'",,, :,'
',.'~ '.. ,';:;,"

,., ":'.. ,,' -': .,;- ~ :::~ ~' ', .. ; "

No. Samples 12 13 8 11

Cadmium 0.004 0.017 0.005 0.004 0.011 0.004 0.006

Chromium* 0.002 0.03 0.007 0.01 0.01 0.004 0.005

Copper 0.754 3.404 0.443 0.250 1.96 0.630 0.936

Lead 0.042 1.560 0.047 0.182 0.928 0.044 0.247

Mercury 0.0003 0.0004 0.0002 0.0095 0.0046 0.0003 .0013

Nickel 0.037 0.113 0.025 0.031 0.075 0.032 0.042

Silver 0.007 0.012 0.008 0.011 0.012 0.007 0.008

Zinc 0.194 2.363 0.305 0.216 1.38 0.238 0.501

Note:
(*) Sample readings below the lower detection limit for chromium were treated as zero. For all the other metals listed above, when samples were measured at <

LDL, the LDL was used in calculating the average.

(**) Weighted averages for galley and showers/sinks based on data presented herein. Flow-weighted average for graywater based on in-port contribution of
graywater sources (galley 23%, showers/sinks 77% of total)
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Table 4. Mass Loadings of Constituents*

Parameter Flow-Weighted Average ;Loadin~ (lb/yr.) ...

ConcentJ:'ation (m!!IL) •
--

0.936
-

Copper 304

Lead 0.247 80.3

Mercury 0.0013 .423

Nickel 0.042 13.7

Silver 0.008 2.60

Zinc 0.501 163

TSS 802 260,900

BOD 540 175,600

COD 1443 469,400

Oil and Grease 164 53,340

MBAS 1.1 358

N-Ammonia 102 33,180

N-N03 3.2 1,040

N-Kjeldahl 140 45,540

p- Phosphate 6.5 2110

* Based on flow-weighted average constituent concentrations. See Tables 2 and 3
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Table 6. Data Sources

Table 5. Comparison of Graywater Concentration Data Versus Acute Water Quality
Criteria (J.1g/L)

CT = Connecticut
FL=Florida
GA=Georgia
MS = Mississippi
WA = Washington
(*) Highest concentration for any individual component from Table 3.
(**) Bioaccumulator

" .•':} :~. ,.' ·f;.'··';;f:' ';);;' i", ". If;~ ",.,{~>. , ,/' ·.S;·· . ".' '!f'>~:;'J~i1~;::Data.soU:ri:e ,y? i~;j:t\,. ·:'f";.::;F\;~t:<
~ ....'""NOD5eenon "..,'.x i !':j";Reported~';;SampliD2; >l1:stimated'EqtupmentE~neit

2.1f:pq.eiitDescnpJ:!onand{,;.{ .....\ X
tQperation··...",. ,.;.. "r,~;pr . .... '.~.:;;,',.,. ,h

Notes:
Refer to federal criteria promulgated by EPA in its National Toxics Rule, 40 CFR 131.36 (57 FR 60848; Dec. 22,
1992 and 60 FR 22230; May 4, 1995)
Where historical data were not reported as dissolved or total, the metals concentrations were compared to the most
stringent (dissolved or total) state water quality criteria.
A - Nutrient criteria are not specified as acute or chronic values.
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NATURE OF DISCHARGE REPORT

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The National Defense Authorization Act of 1996 amended Section 312 ofthe Federal
Water Pollution Control Act (also known as the Clean Water Act (CWA)) to require that the
Secretary ofDefense and the Administrator ofthe Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
develop uniform national discharge standards (UNDS) for vessels of the Armed Forces for
"...discharges, other than sewage, incidental to normal operation ofa vessel of the Armed Forces,
..." [Section 312(n)(I)]. UNDS is being developed in three phases. The first phase (which this
report supports), will determine which discharges will be required to be controlled by marine
pollution control devices (MPCDs)-either equipment or management practices. The second
phase will develop MPCD performance standards. The final phase will determine the design,
construction, installation, and use ofMPCDs.

A nature ofdischarge (NOD) report has been prepared for each ofthe discharges that has
been identified as a candidate for regulation under UNDS. The NOD reports were developed
based on information obtained from the technical community within the Navy and other branches
of the Armed Forces with vessels potentially subject to UNDS, from information available in
existing technical reports and documentation, and, when required, from data obtained from
discharge samples that were collected unde~ the UNDS program.

The purpose ofthe NOD report is to describe the discharge in detail, including the system
that produces the discharge, the equipment involved, the constituents released to the
environment, and the current practice, if any, to prevent or minimize environmental effects.
Where existing process information is insufficient to characterize the discharge, the NOD report
provides the results ofadditional sampling or other data gathered on the discharge. Based on the
above information, the NOD report describes how the estimated constituent concentrations and
mass loading to the environment were deterrilined. Finally, the NOD report assesses the
potential for environmental effect. The NOD report contains sections on: Discharge
Description, Discharge Characteristics, Nature ofDischarge Analysis, Conclusions, and Data
Sources and References.

Hull Coating Leachate
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2.0 DISCHARGE DESCRIPTION
~

:1

This section describes the hull coating leachate discharge and includes information on the
coating systems used and how they function (Section 2.1), a general description of the
constituents oithe discharge (Section 2.2), and the vessels that produce this discharge (Section
2.3). !

2.1 System Description and Operation

'I

Underwater hull coating systems typically include a base anticorrosive (AC) coating
covered by an antifouling (AF) coating. The function of the AC coat, in conjUnction with
cathodic protection (described in the Cathodic Protection NOD report), is to prevent hull
corrosion. The AC coat also provides bonding between the hull and the AF topcoats. Since the
AC coating is not exposed directly to the seawater, unless the AF coating has been damaged, the
AC coatings do not leach. The AF topcoat inhibits the development ofmarine growth on the
hull. Marine fouling is undesirable because it increases drag and fuel consumption, while
decreasing vessel speed. I

2.1.1 Types of AF Topcoats

• !i

Several different types ofAF topcoats, qualified to Mn...-PRF-24647 or Mn...-P-15931, are
used on the hulls ofthe Anned Forces vessels.2,3 Within MIL-PRF-24647, they are categorized
~ i

• action;
• type ofsubstrate;
• volatile organic compound (VOC) content ofthe coating; and
• service life requirement and color.

I,

Action - The coating may work through ablative (Type 1) or nonablative (Type IT) action.
An ablative coating thins as it erodes or dissolves. Through this action, a fresh layer of
antifouling agent (e.g., copper) is exposed, maintaining the antifouling properties of the paint.
Type II nonablative AF coatings do not thin during service. Some of these coatings function by
leaching metals that prevent marine fouling. l

"

Type of Substrate - Most hulls ofmajor vessels in the Anned Forcek are steel. Hulls of
smaller vessels and some specialty vessels (e.g., minesweepers and minehunters) are often
constructed ofalternate materials such as aluminum, fiberglass sheathing, glass reinforced plastic
(GRP), rubber, or wood. The coating system applied will vary with the hull material. For
instance, steel, fiberglass, GRP, and wood hulls are typically coated with copper-based coatings,
and aluminum hulls with tributyltin (TBT) or biocide-free silicone-based coatings. 1,4 Rubber
craft are left unpainted and, therefore, do not contribute to this discharge.

Hull Coating Leachate
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VOC Content - Coatings are classified into four grades based on their maximum VOC
content. The upper limits for each grade are 3.4 pounds per gallon (lbs/gal), 2.8Ibs/gal, 2.3
lbs/gal, and zero lbs/gal.2

Service Life Requirement and Color - Coatings are also classified based on the desired
service life of the coating system and their color. A vessel's coating system may have a five-,
seven-, orten-year service life. Vessels also may use either red, black, or gray coatings (and
white on some smaller craft). Therefore, there are a number ofdifferent coating combinations,
based on service life and color. l

2.2 Releases to the Environment

AF topcoats control biological growth by ablating and/or releasing antifouling agents into
the surrounding water. This release is gradual and continuous. The release rate depends on the
type ofpaint, water temperature, vessel speed, frequency of vessel movement in and out ofport,
and coating age. The type ofmaterial released is dependent on the type of topcoat employed.
Most hulls use copper-based coatings; therefore, copper and zinc (another biocide commonly
found in antifouling paints) are the most common releases. Those aluminum-hulled vessels with
TBT-containing coatings will release TBT and small amounts ofzinc, and may release copper,
depending on the TBT coating formulation. 1

2.3 Vessels Producing the Discharge

Most vessels of the Armed Forces use AC paints or AC/AF coating systems. Selected
boats and craft may not be coated with AF paint if they spend most of their time out of the water.
The Navy, Military Sealift Command (MSC) and United States Coast Guard (USCG) use paint
systems qualified to MIL-PRF-24647. The Army uses paint systems with AF topcoats qualified
to MIL-P-15931. Additional guidance for Navy vessels is contained in Naval Ships' Technical
Manual (NSTM) Chapter 631.5

,6 It should be noted that paint types and applications vary for
each vessel, depending on where the vessels are docked and the port in which they are painted,
which influences paint availability.

2.3.1 Copper-Based Coatings

Most Navy, MSC, USCG, and Army ships have steel hulls with copper-based AF
coatings. The Navy ships that do not have steel hulls are the mine countermeasure vessels
(MCM 1 and MIlC 51 Classes), consisting of26 ships. MCM 1 Class vessels have wood hulls

7 .
sheathed with fiberglass and MIlC 51 Class vessels have GRP hulls. However, these vessels are
still protected with AC coats and copper ablative AF paints similar to those applied to steel
vessels. l

MSC vessels use two types ofNavy-approved copper-based AF paints, ablative and
nonablative. Approved MSC underwater hull coatings are listed in MSC Instruction 4750.2C.8

The USCG utilizes Navy-approved hull coating systems qualified to MIL-PRF-24647, as listed
in the USCG Coatings and Color Manual.9 The Air Force uses copper ablative paints similar to

Hull Coating Leachate
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those used by the Navy.IO AF topcoats used on Army watercraft are qualified'! to MIL-P-15931,
as listed in Department of the Army Technical Bulletin TB 43-0144.3

2.3.2 TBT-Based Coatings
il

The predominant use ofTBT-based coatings in the Armed Forces has't,een on aluminum
hulled vessels. Copper-based AF paints can accelerate the rate at which alumlnum hulls corrode,
especially ifdefects or damage to the AC coating are present. Currently, all Navy ships with
aluminum hulls (i.e., hydrofoils) have been decommissioned. I However, the Navy does have
approximately 280 small boats and craft with aluminum hulls. Approximately 10-20% ofthe
aluminum-hulled small boats and craft in the Navy (28-56 vessels; e.g., speciill warfare patrol
craft) could still have TBT-based hull coatings. II The USCG estimates that 50 aluminum-hulled
small boats and craft are coated with AF paint containing TBT. I2 The MSC has no vessels with
aluminum hulls.13 The Air Force has six large vessels With aluminum hulls, the MR Class
missile retrievers. These vessels are coated with TBT-free, copper-based coatings.7,IO The Air
Force also has approximately 50 small craft that may have TBT-containing coatings. The Army
has approximately 11 small boats and craft that may have TBT coatings. 13 The numbers of
vessels from the respective Armed Forces branches estimated to have TBT coatings are listed
bclow. '

• Navy- 56
• USCG-50
• MSC-O
• Air Force - 50
• Army-ll

3.0 DISCHARGE CHARACTERISTICS
II

j
This section contains qualitative and quantitative information that characterizes the

discharge. Section 3.1 describes where the discharge occurs with respect to harbors and near
shore areas, Section 3.2 describes the rate ofthe discharge, Section 3.3 lists the constituents in
the discharge, and Section 3.4 gives the concentrations of the constitUents in the discharge.

Ii,

3.1 Locality
"

This discharge occurs within harbors, rivers, and coastal waters from ~very surface vessel
and submarine, as well as most boats and craft. This discharge is continuous 'and will occur any
time a painted vessel is waterborne. "

3.2 Rate
II

ii

This discharge is not a flow; rather, it is the release ofAF agents from hull coatings into
the surrounding water. This rate ofrelease, which is the combined effect of ablation and
leaching, has been the subject ofprevious Navy studies. 14 In these studies, painted panels were

'!



submerged in San Diego Bay and copper and zinc release rates were calculated for two ofthe
most frequently used ablative copper AF paint systems.

, Dynamic exposure tests included intervals ofsimulated vessel movement (cruising) at 17
knots followed by periods ofno movement, in order to simulate actual vessel operations. The
calculated long-term average release rates (from both test coatings) for simulated vessel
operation exposures were" 17.0 micrograms per square centimeter-day ((l-lg/cm2)/day) for copper
and 6.7 (l-lg/cm2)/day for zinc. Release rates were highest at the initial stages ofthe exposures,
when the coatings were new. I4

Long-term average release rates for panels remaining in a static position (no simulated
movement) for the entire test were 8.9 (l-lg/cm2)/day for copper and 3.6 (l-lg/cm2)/day for zinc. I4

It is assumed that the static tests underestimate the actual average release rate from vessels
because they do not account for vessel movement and the resulting ablation effects.

A comparison ofthe above dynamic and static release rates shows that dynamic
conditions resulted in increased release ofcopper and zinc. The higher release rates are
presumably caused by continuous re-exposure of fresh copper and zinc. The dynamic tests may,
however, overestimate actual conditions for some vessels, as the dynamic intervals used in the
test may have been more aggressive than in actual practice.

In-situ release rates ofTBT from vessels in Pearl Harbor were collected by the Navy in
1987 and 1988}5 These studies reported an average steady-state TBT release rate of0.38
(J.1g1cm2)/day.

3.3 Constituents

The primary antifouling agent in most AF topcoats is copper. Because copper is toxic to
marine organisms, it inhibits their accumulation and growth on the hull. Other than copper
compounds, the constituents that can be released from approved, underwater hull paint systems
include acrylate (in ablative coatings), vinyls (in non-ablative coatings), rosin, zinc compounds,
and anticorrosive compounds.16

,17 The discharge from aluminum-hulled vessels may also
contain TBT. Ofthe known constituents in AF coatings; copper, zinc, TBT, and ethyl benzene
are priority pollutants, and there are no known bioaccumulators.

3.4 Concentrations

Most copper-based AF coatings contain 40 to 50 weight percent (wt%) cuprous oxide.16

Some ablative AF paints also contain as much as 20 wt% zinc, which may act as a mild co
biocide. I6 Concentrations within TBT-based AF coatings range from less than 5 wt% to 25 wt%
for TBT compounds and 25-50 wt% for copper. Some TBT-based coating formulations contain
1-10 wt% ethyl benzene. IS

4.0 NATURE OF DISCHARGE ANALYSIS

Hull Coating Leachate
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4.1.1 Copper and Zinc Loadings

Ii

The approach used overestimates the mass loading for the following reasons:
I

"

II
'I
'I

Calculations were performed for each vessel class. A sample calculation ofthe mass
loading ofcopper from a destroyer is provided in Calculation Sheet 1 at the end ofthe report.
From actual vessel movement data compiled for 1991 through 1995, the sum ofthe average
number ofdays in port, the average number of transits, and time ofoperation within 12 n.m. was
detennined for each vessel class.20 The number ofvessels in each class are listed in conjunction
with the total calculated loadings per vessel class in Table 1. A total annual copper loading of
216,6571bs (98,257 kilograms (kg» and a total annual zinc loading of85,3891bs (38,725 kg)
were calculated. The mass loadings calculated represent the worst-case conditions.

where:

,~!
The wetted surface area of the vessels were either taken directly from a naval manual or

were estimated by the following formula presented in the same source:19

.~, ..

"9ower Loading = (releaserate)(Surfa~~~)(~e) ,.

where: releaSe rate =dynamic release ofcopper and ZfuCi(S~cti()n.
surface ate3::=wetted~a<:~area()fvessel ".. ," ' """,.. '
tUne'~n~r of&ys"vessel is'witbfu li:naUtfcalD'JiIes"(n.m.)

r • -. ,

'I

i ii
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4.1 Mass Loadings

The mass loadings for copper and zinc were calculated for Navy, MSC, USCG, Army,
and Air Force vessels based on the reported release rates.14 Loading for a single vessel was
calculated by the following equation: '

Based on the discharge characteristics presented in Section 3.0, the nature of the
discharge and its potential impact on the environment can be evaluated. The' estimated mass
loadings are presented in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, the concentrations of discharge constituents
atter release to the environment are estimated and compared with the water quality criteria. In
Section 4.3, the potential for the transfer of non-indigenous species is discussed.



• Calculations were based on the dynamic release rate, and vessels are not in motion
while pierside.

• All vessels were assumed to be deployed at ports within the jurisdiction of the United
States, while many are actually deployed overseas.

• All vessels are assumed to be fully operational; that is, no reduction was made to
account for the number ofvessels which may be in dry dock during the year.

• All small workboats and utility craft were assumed to be in the water at all times,
when they may actually be stored on land.

• Amphibious assault craft ofboth the Army and Navy, which are capable ofbeing
transported or otherwise held within larger amphibious ships, were assumed to be in
the open water at all times.

4.1.2 TBT Loadings

Table 2 presents mass loadings ofTBT from Navy, USCG, Army, and Air Force vessels,
based on the study ofTBT concentration measurements from five vessels in Pearl Harbor~15 The
average release rate measured during this study was 0.38 (/-lg!cm2)/day. The mass loading value
was estimated to be 24 lbs/yr (11 kg!yr) based on the following assumptions:

• Small boats and craft were estimated to be within 12 n.m. at all times and to spend
10% ofthe year out of the water. This assumption leads to an overestimate of the
mass loadings for TBT because many small boats and craft spend much more than
10% oftheir time out of the water.

• Twenty percent of the Navy's aluminum-hulled small boats and craft were assumed to
still have TBT-based AF coatings, although the actual number may be as low as 10%.

• All of the 50 Air Force and 11 Army small craft were assumed to be painted with
TBT coatings.

Use of these assumptions also overestimates the potential TBT loading since the use of
TBT coatings is being phased out, and the number ofTBT coated craft in the Armed Forces is
continually declining.

4.2 Environmental Concentrations

The estimated quantities ofconstituents released to the environment are shown in Tables
1 and 2. Using the mass loadings and a tidal prism model for analyzing mixing within specific
harbors, the resulting concentration ofconstituents in the environment were estimated in the
manner described below.

4.2.1 Copper and Zinc Concentrations

Table 3 lists the Federal and most stringent state water quality criteria for the constituents
of the hull coating leachate discharge. Using the annual copper and zinc loadings and annual
tidal excursion volumes, the average copper and zinc concentrations caused by these vessels were
calculated for each port. The approach used to estimate concentrations uses a simplified dilution

Hull Coating Leachate
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3.78 X 1010 m3 per year;
6.7 x 108 m3 per year; and
3.42 x 109 m3 per year.

• San Diego, CA,
• Mayport, FL,
• Pearl Harbor, ill,

Ii

"

The three ports used for the tidal prism model are Mayport, FL, San Diego, CA, and Pearl
Harbor, HI. These ports were selected because they have minimal river inflow, small but well
defined harbor areas, and a high number ofvessels ofthe Anned Forces. Each of these factors
will tend to provide higher concentrations ofcopper and zinc, either due to less volume ofwater
or higher numbers ofpotential sources. Other major ports, such as Norfolk (VA) and Bremerton
(VIA), were considered, but not included because of large river effects and very large harbor
areas. The 1996 annual tidal volumes (annual tidal excursion times the harbor surface area) for

:1

the three ports are shown below:
II
II

Concentration increase = Annual load /AnriUaI tidalprism volume

wh~: annual load = (kglyr)/(109 Jlglkg)= (Jlglyr) , """,,'.',"'.', ,
annual tidal prism volume = (m3/yr) (l03 Urn) =(Uyr)'~
Concentration increase = Jlg/L' , ,"

'I

The tidal prism model assumes steady-state conditions, where copper and zinc are
completely mixed with the harbor water and are removed solely by discharge from the port
during ebb tides. The outgoing tidal volumes are assumed to be carried away by long-shore
currents (i.e., those moving parallel to shore) and do not re-enter the harbor.' The tidal prism
model also does not assume removal or concentration by other factors such as river flow,
precipitation, evaporation, or sediment exchange. By not accounting for removal or dilution due
to river flow, precipitation, and sediment exchange, the results depict a higher water column
concentration than expected. The effect ofevaporation could be to increase concentration due to
water loss, or the effect could be neutral since water loss by evaporation is replaced by
(additional) water inflow from the sea. While the model assumes complete mixing, there will be
areas in the harbors with higher concentrations, primarily near the source vessels, along with
areas oflower concentration. '

i
I
"

'I

model based on tidal flow in three major Anned Forces ports and hereafter referred to as the
"ti,dal prism" approach. The tidal prism approach uses the mass of the constituent generated by
vessels and mixes this mass with a volume ofwater. The mass is calculated by determining the
number ofvessels in a particular homeport, the wetted surface area of each vessel's hull, and the
number ofhours each vessel spends in port (both pierside and in transit). Together, these factors
are used to calculate an annual loading to the harbor. The water volume used is the sum ofall
outgoing tides over a year times the surface area of the harbor. The sum ofoutgoing tides is
called the "annual tidal excursion." This can be calculated by subtracting the annual mean low
tide from the annual mean high tide and multiplying the difference by the number ofdays in the
year. Annual tidal excursion data is readily available from the National Oceanographic and
Atmospheric Agency (NOAA) and the 1996 data 21 was used for these calculations. The
following is the equation used to estimate concentrations ofcopper and zinc contributed to
harbors by hull coating leachate: "



To estimate the annual load for the same three ports, the number and types ofvessels in
each of these locations were obtained?2 The ratios ofNavy vessels at each of these ports to the
total number ofvessels per respective ship class were multiplied by the copper and zinc mass
loadings ofTable 1 and summed. The estimated contribution ofArmed Forces' AF paint to the

. existing copper and zinc concentrations in each port is provided in Table 4. The actual annual
load attributable to hull coating leachate for each of these ports should be smaller than estimated
for two reasons. First, the calculated mass loadings are based upon dynamic release rates, yet the
vessels in port are primarily static. Also, the mass loadings ofcopper and zinc were detennined
using the total amount of time that the vessels are within 12 n.m., not just in port. Therefore, the
actual concentrations in port will be lower than stated.

The calculated copper concentration increases are shown in Table 5 and range from 0.19
J,lg/L at San Diego to 3.0 J,lg/L at Mayport, the latter ofwhich exceeds Federal and state water
quality criteria Copper from AF paint adds to the ambient copper concentrations from other
sources. In other words, these concentrations represent the ambient copper concentration ifhull
coating leachate were the only source ofcopper in each harbor. Ambient copper concentrations
in San Diego Harbor have been reported to average near 3.7 J,lg/L, with locally impacted areas
near vessels at twice the average.23

As demonstrated by Table 5, the estimated copper contributions from hull coating .
releases are a significant contributor to total copper levels within the Navy ports analyzed. In
addition, some of these ports are already near or above ambient water quality criteria levels for
copper. Therefore, dilution ofcopper to levels below the water quality criteria cannot be
expected. By contrast, the three ports analyzed were all well below the water quality criteria for
zinc, and estimated zinc concentration increases were not large enough to cause the zinc levels in
these ports to approach the zinc water quality criteria?4

4.2.2 TBT Concentrations

As discussed in Section 2.3.2, only small boats and craft of the Armed Forces still use
TBT-containing coatings. A tidal prism approach can also be used to estimate TBT
concentrations, assuming that the TBT loading in each harbor is proportional to the copper
loading, as might be the case if the locations ofsmall boats and craft parallel that of larger
vessels. As shown in Calculation Sheet 2, TBT is estimated to range from 0.02 nanograms per
liter (ng/L) to 0.30 ng/L in the harbors analyzed. TBT does not have specific Federal water
quality criteria at the present; however, criteria have been proposed.25 Table 3 lists the proposed
Federal and most stringent state water quality criteria for TBT.

4.3 Potential for Introducing Non-Indigenous Species

Although it is possible for non-indigenous species to be transported on vessel hulls, AF
coatings reduce the amount ofmarine growth on vessel hulls. The discharge itself (released
components ofAF coatings) does not provide the opportunity for transport ofnon-indigenous
speCIes.

Hull Coating Leachate
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TZero entered for number oftransits per year when no further information was available.
nsp = not self-propelled
N/A= Not enough information available to calculate a welled surface area.
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TZero entered for number of transits per year when no funher information was available.
nsp =not self-propelled
NIA= Not enough information available to calculate a welled surface area.



WMEC Famous Class Medium Endurancc Cullers L- 137 6 ~0_~-1_._1=-:0:-,:.9:::7~6--t---f::::--i--:3;:::8:o-""'"'"i
WMEC' '--~ClassMediumEndulllnc:cCullcls--'~ 9 i"64-- -~·-7-·~ - 0 10.976 102
WPB Island C1usPalfO.1 CllIl\A 16 -lli- 6~' -200'- ~2':i'71 73
wPB IslllldClassPalfOlCllIftB '-2-1--- l3S ---6- 200 _ =:., 7..l.liL__ _ 96
WPB Is!andClassPlltrolCllIllC 12 135 6 ---zoo-- 2.171 ·SS--

---wPB Point Class Patrol CllIft B ""---1-.- 135 ' ----6---·· - 200 • _. T,24'3- 7 3
WPB PoinlClassPatrolClllftC 28 135 6 200- --ti"'43 -I~--n-
WPB Po,intClass Patrol CllIfiO 8 135 6 200 1,243. 53 21

mOB BayClasslcebrcakingTus;-----= 9__ 215 1-'150- --4:869--'--253 --roo--
WYTL 65ft.ClassHlllborTu A 3 -50-- ---6--~+-;300 1.083 18 7
WYTL 65 ft. Class Harbor Tugs B _._ 3 50 _.. 6 300 1.083 18 7
WYTL 65 ft. Class HarborTugsC .•.. ~__ ._._50_ ~-'-6---'- 300 ---1.083-- -IS -'T'---
WYTL 65 ft. Class HarborTu 0 2 50 .....:6'---l-...;3~0'-=0--l--.....:I"",O~83::--·+-12 5

ARMY
BCDK ___....J!.!rge. conve!2!on deck enclosurc kit 3 305 0 60 3,376 __ .- 58 23

BD .J~9 Ton Dcrrick Bar~(nsp) 12 ~- 0 30 10,442 722 285
BK _~Bar8£.~ 2 335 0 '-30-- 1.947 22 9
BPL ~~Jlier, self-elev!!.!ng 1 --~- 0 60 N/A ---
FB 3 305 0 60 N/A

FMS 3 305 0 ---w- --3,775 65 26
J·BOAT 6 305 __0___

~ 77!..__ 27 \I
.LARC-LX 23 305 0" 60 1,209 . --~ 63

LCM-8 60
--------

104 305 0 1.603 961 379
LCU·1600 13 305 ··'0 60 3,557. 267 105
LeU·2000 35 275 ,·3 60 6,646;; .. 1,234 486

LSV 6, 150 20 30 17,470 309 122
LT 16 305 0 60 3,026 279 1\0.

-BOAT __1__
~. 0 60

ST·65 11 305 0 60 1,381 88 35

._--- ----
AIR FORCE

,-_.--·.-1.:....:..---7-1-'----1

B ------. Barge 4 305 0 "N/A
....:.;;.;.::..--+·'-----+----1

DT -+-_..::-2_'-'-I -305· • ", 0 .-l'Y.-,:,A=:--_+--
MR Missile Retrievers' 6 . '-~. 0 1,954 68 27

-~-+---":"::'--I
I--=T:::G:--I- ._ Small Tug 2 . 305 0 721 _-:::80---_1-_=,3__

1
TR Tar edaRetriever_._._.-.__... 3 305 0 60 2,127'- - 37 li..___,:_-'_ ,- .__._ -==---_-~~~.=- =---_-'- :...TOtal LoadJ!!G._: =_98,157._-t-_3::,:82..7:.=2;=.5_1

- ~ =-¥~--;---- --=._-==-~~~_.- -~-~ ~-=~~ ~=;=.o _~~~~=-o= _=_~ __ ._==_~ _=._ .. _=._.= =-=--=._-'"'F

.-.--..--t-----------
._-j -+ --+ c_ -.---- ·__...__-+ 1

F=~-;:1+:--:~_;_:__~;--:-_:_--:-__;___:_-_::_---::_:_:_-_,J_-_:_-:-:"-_::_':""""'+------_I_--......;+_--~--. -----/--

2

1--~""'3E~::=::-=::_?"=.:=f-=~~""---"'""'-_/_--_t---+-----+_---- -,---·---1----+----1
-..:4~"'7':"'-~~~~~=~.,__.,_____,__=_---L--....,..--'---:-o:_:__--L_:__;_;_---+_----+_---------,1-------1

1---~~=:;=:'~:t;"_'=~~~'-='.~c;=:;:.====:=c:;=.=1:::::;=_=r===----._jI__-....,.._/__:_-----+---,-_j_--,--1

S l,

Iculate a wetted surface area.

iZera entered for number oftransits per year when no further infonnation was available.
nsp =not self-propelled
N/A = Not enough infonnation available to calculate a wetted surface area.



I----j-------------------- .----j------\-----

-----.,--.-.--------.---f-- ,---I----------j----

TZero entered for number of transits per year when no further information was available.
nsp =not self-propelled
NtA=Not enough information available to calculate a welled surface area.



Tabl,e 2. Estimated TBT Ms:ss LoadIngs wiltbi!n 12 n.m. from Small Boats amd Craft

Navy Small Boats and Craft
-~=---,-...-..-- ~=............ ............-"...,........,_._._-

PB Mark III Patrol Boats II 1,835 _. ___ _~..J~~185 .___.. .",---,=.
PB Mark IV Patrol Boat 3 .._____~,~.L._ .._ ...__ ___7L!Q4_____...-_...-._,_ ...~- ..--,------

PBR Stinger Class River Patrol Boat 25 410 10,250------- ---
ATC Mini Annored Troop Carrierb

____ ._ •• 20 810 ____ ~,197

TR Torpedo Retriever~_____ 22 ____._?.']~.L__ ..__ __.__ 46J2-4___---
HS Harbor Security Boat 70 189 ___.__J}~___

---~
.... ,.._-_.-

LARC-LX Lighter Am hibious Resupply Cargo 23 _.._~- _____2},922
WB Boom Handling Workboat 25 340 ______ ._ 8,42?__..._______...__ .c_

WB 35ft Workboatb
.
c 50 620 30,990--- -----_._- '_'_"'Ou_

YP654 Patrol Craft, Training I 1,302 1,302.----
YP676 Patrol Craft, Trainin 27 2,302 62,154

Total Number ofSmall Boats and Craft 277 Net Surface Area 244,627----- ._-_. ·.c.__·

Small Boats and Craft wITBT Coatings 55 TBT Coated Area ___.._~~72

----1------------------1--
----1------------------1---

Coast Guard Small Boats and Craft
1--'----.-----1-.--------.-----.-----

-_.-'.-f-------------..---------I--

__-l--_-=-6_-l- -=-5::.::35=----_--I--'--_. ~..!.?1_3 _
44 513 22,576

TBT Coated Area 25,789
Small Boats

Motor Lifeboats

------~-_.

1...:..----1-·_---,--,---_·_--------
Army Small Boats and Craft-'_._.__.c....+-'-__--=-=:L.::=:::..:=:=..:=...:::.:= -1-_~__I__--.----- ...... · 1

PB-HS' Patrol Boat, High Seed ._._.._.__ j...._I:.:O__-/- 189 ... -1,89:....:0----
1

T-BOAT Small Freight (under 100'_) -+__..:1_. not available
TBT Coated Area _ .. 1~~. 1



Air Force Small Boats and Craft----_._.__.._---
____U_/z_·U..<./y Craftj ._+--_4_7 398 _----"-'18'-'.,7.:....:°:...::6

1
Patrol Boat j 3 1,235 3,704

---f-----=~~-:---+----.......:;.~,..:,-----;

TBT Coat~d A!ea, ~~?41 0 ,__

--I-------------_+_

11.4
Loadin

-----.--.-,. --------------::...::::=-:..:...::.::~=L:.!.-=c=-.=-=-c:;:=-:=L:...::~=r_:-=.t:.:

'-----_..._._,--- --
Sample Calculation for TBT Loading per Vessel Class (kg/yr): .. '"_ _ , _

Quantity of Vessels x Vessel Wetted Surface Area (ft2) x '!!!I~eachin~¥ate i!:!~cm~)/day.::_~. ,__.._.. _

~:mav:b~:::::::::::~:i:l:im~-~=~~===~~
b) This craft or boat is rectangular. .-- -- -- -----,----------- -------=~~:~=-----'-'-

c) No information was available regarding quantities ofworkboats by class. The quantities listed are not reliable. _
d) TBT Loadings based on all operations per shi occurring within 12 n.m. and a lying a 10% factor to subtract the time

that some small boats and craft spend completel out of water. -~ ===
e) The steady state TBT leaching rate was taken from a Naval Command, Control & Ocean Surveillance Center RDT&E Division

Hull Coatings Discharge Evaluation on Butyltin Concentrations Measurements in Pearl Harbor, Hawaii from

f) Ste:::-~~:8~~~::~:::r~:~sumed to be (0.38 ~g/cm2 iday. - ------=~~------,------'"-.-. -~
g) 20% of all Navy small boats and craft are assumed to have TBT coated hulls. j ._ '
h) Air Force "P" designators are assumed to have similar size as the Coast Guard Point Class Patrol Craft.
i) Air Force "V" designator is assumed to have a similar size to the Navy utility boat. :::1- ---'-.---~'---
1> Italicized ship class descriptions are assumed, since only the shi class (letter) designation and quantity were ~rovided. __, _

1----+--------_·_-------------'----
__-+ -:-:---:-'--_'---:-__-,--:-:--__ ._-:---'''--:-'-'~'+_-.---98,661----_1

91,656,090
12.7
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Table 3. A Comparison of Estimated Concentrations Versus Water Quality Criteria
, J

'I
I, Estimated Environmental Federal Chronic Water > Most StringentState Chronic,

Constituent Concentration (Jl2/Lt Quality Criteria f';,lrfr \ ,,: Water Quality Criteria (p~)
Copper 0.19-3.0

.. '._ ..
2.4 2.4 (CT, MS)

(dissolved)
Zinc 5.0-12.8 81 76.6 (WA)

, (dissolved)
TBT 0.00002 - 0.0003 O.Olb 0.001 (VA)

'"Notes:
Refer to federal criteria promulgated by EPA in its National Toxics Rule, 40 CFR 131.36 (57 FR 60848; Dec. 22,
1992 and 60 FR 22230;May 4, 1995) ,

cr -Connecticut
MS - Mississippi
VA-Virginia
WA- Washington
a Range is for three high use Navy ports: San Diego, CA; Mayport, FL; and Pearl Harbor, HI.
b Proposed water quality criteria, August 7, 1997



Table 4. Copper and Zinc Loading into San Diego, Pearl Harbor, and Mayport for Use in
Concentration Estimate

SAN DIEGO HARBOR
CG47 Ticonderoga Class Guided Missile Cruisers 8 ...i-- 813 320
CV63 Kitty Hawk Class Aircraft Carrier 2

I

623 2451

DD963 Spruance Class Destroyers 6 ! 616 243
DDG51 Arleigh Burke Class Guided Missile Destroyers 5 263 104
LHA I Tarawa Class Amphibious Assault Ships 2 524 207
LHDI Wasp Class Am hibious Tran ortDocks 2 532 210
LPD4 Austin Class Am hibious Transport Docks 5 743 293

LSD 41 Whidbey Island Class Dock Landing Ships 2 281 III
LSD 49 Harpers Ferry Dock Landing Ships 1 144 57

PC Cyclone Class Coastal Defense Ships 4 26 10
FFG7 Oliver Hazard Perry Guided Missile Frigates 11 590 233
SSN Los Angeles Class Attack Submarines 9 914 360
SSN Sturgeon Class Attack Submarine 1 1 79 31
LSD Anchorage Class Dock Landing Shi s \- 3 472 186
AGF Raleigh Class Miscel1aneous Flagshi 1 123 48
AS Emory S Land Class Submarine Tender 1 278 109

LPH Iwo Jima Class Assault Ship 1 150 59
i Total Loading = I 7,171 2,826

!

PEARL HARBOR
AO 177 Jumboised Cimarron Class Oilers 2 382 150
ARS50 Safeguard Class Savage Ships 2 91 36
CG47 Ticonderoga Class Guided Missile Cruisers 3 305 120

DD963 Spruance Class Destroyers 4 411 162
DDG51 Arleigh Burke Class Guided Missile Destroyers 3 158 63

FFG Oliver Hazard Perry Guided Missile Frigates 2 107 42
SSN Los Angeles Class Attack Submarine 15 1,524 601
SSN Sturgeon Class Attack Submarine 4 316 125
SSN Benjamin Franklin Class Submarines I 1 129 51I

i Total Loading = 3,423 1,350
!

!!

MAYPORT HARBOR
CG47 Ticonderoga Class Guided Missile Cruisers 5 508 200
CV63 Kitty Hawk Class Aircraft Carrier 1 311 123

DD963 Spruance Class Destroyers 5 514 202
DDG51 Arleigh Burke Class Guided Missile Destroyers 2 105 41

FFG Oliver Hazard Perry Guided Missile Frigates 10 537 212
i Total Loading = 1,975 778



a Information from STORET database.
b Fpr San Diego Bay, information from prior Navy Studies.
c: Available STORET information was insufficient to make estimate.

Port AmbientCu CuftomHuII AmbientZn ZnfromHitll
Concentration Coating Leachate ",,' Concentration Coating Leachate

(J.1l!!L) (J.1l!!L) (u.mL)a~~,""" c, '("elL)'
San Diel!:o 3.70 -

0.19
,,'

11.3 0.074
Mayport Unknownc 3.0 5.0 1.16
Pearl Harbor 1.768 1.0 12.8 0.39

II
I
i

ii
,

", I
Estimated Copper and Zinc Contributions to Some Ports of the Armed Forces

, 1

Table 6. Data Sources

TableS.

Data. Soilrce~ c'

NOD Section Reported Samplin2 1""Estimated ' : Eauipment Exnert
2.1 Equipment Description and X
Ooeration
2.2 Releases to the Environment X X
2.3 Vessels Producing the DischarlZe UNDS Database X
3.1 Locality X
3.2 Rate X
3.3 Constituents MSDS X
3.4 Concentrations X
4.1 Mass LoacJitw; X
4.2 Enviromnental Concentrations X
4.3 Potential for Introducing Non- X
Indil1:eDOUS Soecies



Calculation Sheet 1. Mass Loading of Copper from DD 963 Class Vessels



,~, '-,' ~:" x;, i:i ;;~~'-' -,

EstimltetiTBT concentration in each harbor iSProPOrtlODalto cappel-ratio: '"" " ,',"
SanDiego: (0.19 JlgIL Cu)! (7,171 kg CU)"';(X IlgIL TBT)!{0.8kgTBT)'

X =(2.7 X 10-14
)( 0.8 x 1& g 'IBT)= 2.2 x 10o.Sp.g/L,TBT

Pearl Harbor: X=(2.9x 10·u ) (0.4 X 103g TBT) ";'1.2 X 10-4' J.Lg/L TBT
Mayport: X=(1.5 x 10-J2 )(0.2 x 103g TBT) =3.0 x 10'" J1g!LTBT

",., . ,-_ .. ""

Estimated TBT loading ill each harbor =(copp~proportioll)(i~~Tin loadfug):
SanDiego =(0.073)(11.4 kglyr) =0.8 kglyr "

:pearl Harbor::::: (0.035) (11.4 kglyr) =0.4 kglyr
Mayport =(0.020)(11.4 kglyr) = ().t kglyr ,

'I"
I' ,

"

:i

!I
"

Total estimated TBT loading =11.4 kglyr (See Table 2)

, , Total copper loading = 98,257 kglyr (See Table 1)

Proportion ofcopper loading in each harbor to the total copper lOading:
San Diego = (7,171 kglyr)! (98,257 kglyr) =0.073' (or7.3%) ,
Pearl Harbor ::: 0.035 (or 3.5%)
Mayport = 0.020 (or 2%)

Calculation Sheet 2. Estimates of Contributed TBT Concentrations by Harbor
"

"

, '". , ',," .'.::,:-- •• ,0'_,

Proportion ofcopper concentration in each harbor (Table 5) to annuaJ. copper loading
in the respective harbor: " ",' ,

San Diego =(0.19 x 10-6 gIL Cu)! (7,171 x l<r gCu) =2.7x 10·~4.
PearlHarbor= (1 x 10-6 gIL Cu)! (3,423 x 1<r gCu)=2.9 xl0"ct3

Mayport = (3 x 10-6 gIL Cu)! (1,975 X 103 g ~)= ISx 1O:J2 ,,'



HULL COATING LEACHATE
MARINE POLLUTION CONTROL DEVICE (MPCD) ANALYSIS

Several alternatives were investigated to detennine if any reasonable and practicable
:MPCDs exist or could be developed for controlling discharges from hull coatings. An :MPCD is
defined as any equipment or management practice, for installation or use onboard a vessel,
designed to receive, retain, treat, control, or eliminate a discharge incidental to the normal
operation of a vessel. Phase I ofUNDS requires several factors to be considered when
determining which discharges should be controlled by MPCDs. These include the practicability,
operational impact, and cost of an :MPCD. During Phase I ofUNDS, an :MPCD option was
deemed reasonable and practicable even if the analysis showed it was reasonable and practicable
only for a limited number ofvessels or vessel classes, or only on new construction vessels.
Therefore, every possible :MPCD alternative was not evaluated. A more detailed evaluation of
MPCD alternatives will be conducted during Phase II ofUNDS when determining the
performance requirements for :MPCDs. This Phase II analysis will not be limited to the MPCDs
described below and may consider additional :MPCD options.

MPCD Options

Hull coating leachate refers to the transfer by diffusion or ablation of coating constituents
from the underwater portion ofa vessel's hull into the water. The anticorrosive (AC) and
antifouling (AP) coating system minimizes adhesion and propagation ofmarine fouling organisms
on the hull surface which increase drag, and prevents costly structural damage to the hull (metal
or material loss) which would otherwise result from long-term exposure to seawater. Without
effective antifouling coatings, ships' hulls would have to be cleaned or dry docked and repainted
much more frequently; thereby expending time, money, and manpower, while compromising
operational readiness.

To determine the practicability ofmitigating the potentially adverse environmental effects
ofhull coating leachate, three potential :MPCD options were investigated. The purpose of these
MPCDs would be to reduce or eliminate the release of antifouling agents, specifically copper and
tributyltin, from antifouling hull coatings. The MPCD options were selected based on initial
screenings of altemate materials, equipment, pollution prevention options, and management
practices. They are listed below with briefdescriptions ofeach:

Option 1: Use Less Toxic Fouling Release Coatings - This option would require that
hulls be coated with less toxic paints that may initially foul, but readily release fouling
organisms when the vessel reaches a target speed.

Option 2: Control the Maximum Allowable AF Release Rate - This option would set
limits on the maximum allowable release rate ofcopper from fouling resistant coatings to a
level known to effectively control fouling but not cause an excess of copper to be released.

Hull Coating Leachate MPCD Analysis
1



MPCD Analysis Results

'I
'I
I

~

Option 3: Limit or Eliminate Use of Tributyltin (TBT) Paints - The goal of this
option is to further reduce or eliminate the use of TBT paints on Anlled Forces vessels.

II'
~!
"

!i
I

Table I shows the results ofthe :MPCD analysis. It contains infonnation on the elements
ofpracticability, effect on operational and warfighting capabilities, cost, environmental
effectiveness, and a final determination for each option. Based on these findings, Option 2
establishing the maximum release rate ofcopper in AF coatings, and Option 3 "- further restricting
the application ofTBT paints on vessels of the Armed Forces, offer the best combination of these
elements and are each considered to represent a reasonable and practicable MPCD.

'I

I'

Hull Coating Leachate MPCD Analysis
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Table 1. MPCD Option Analysis and Determination

Option 1. Use Less
Toxic Fouling Release
Coatings

Option 2. Control the
Maximum Allowable AF

: Release Rate

Since 1993, the Navy has
been investigating non
polluting antifouling hull
coatings and, as part of this
program, silicone-based

I coatings are being tested on
, Navy ships. When the tests

are completed, the coating
must demonstrate a five to
twelve year service life, ease
ofself and mechanical
cleaning, good adhesion to
various hull substrates, and
overall durability. The
coating may not be suitable
for low speed ships.

This option could be
implemented by
establishing a maximum
copper release rate that is
near the release rate of the
lowest acceptable release
rate. The Navy has tested
ablative copper paints
containing 28-32% cuprous
oxide, as opposed to the
standard 40-50%.2 These

I trial formulations of AF
; coatings did not prevent
, fouling. Setting the release

rate below what is
determined to be effective

If the new coating does not
perform on Navy ships as
well as the current coatings,
marine fouling will
increase, detrimentally
affecting the ship's acoustic
signature, vessel speed,
endurance, maneuverability,
and fuel consumption.

Ship capabilities will not be
affected if limits are set
near current copper release
rates. If the maximum
copper release rate is set
below what is effective in
preventing hull fouling then
noise emissions will
increase, affecting acoustic
signature; maximum speed
will decrease; and the
frequency of hull cleanings
will increase, affecting ship
mobility and availability.

Costs for this option include
research and development
costs and an estimated four
fold increase in paint costs.
If the self-cleaning coating
is not as effective at bio
fouling prevention as
current hull coating
technologies, maintenance
costs will increase and fuel
costs could increase by
15%.1 If the self-cleaning
coating is effective,
maintenance costs will
decrease. Disposal costs
will decrease because
hazardous waste is no
Ion er enerated.
In order to accurately define
minimum copper release
rates, it would cost an
estimated $300K to $500K.
Ifhull fouling is not
adequately prevented, there
will be an increase in fuel
and maintenance costs.

Use ofless toxic coatings
would significantly reduce
the amount of copper and
zinc discharged from
antifouling hull paints.

This option would prevent
future increases in ambient
water concentrations of
copper from hull coatings,
and would potentially
reduce copper discharge
quantities.

Using less toxic fouling
release coatings would
reduce toxic discharge
levels, but may not
effectively prevent hull
fouling which would
adversely affect ship
capabilities a~d increase
fuel and maintenance costs.
The technology has not yet
been proven aboard vessels
of the armed forces.

Establishing a maximum
copper release rate: I) can
be implemented, 2) would
be inexpensive to institute,
and 3) would prevent future I

increases in copper
loadings. This MPCD
warrants further
consideration in Phase 11

Hull Coating Leachate MPCD Analysis
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MPCDOption Pra,cticabllilty Effed o,n Operational &. Cost Environmental netermlnatio,n
Warfighttng CapablUlles 0

~ Effectiveness

would be impractical
Option 2 (continued) because of the potential for

excess fouling and
increased rates ofhull
cleaning,

Option 3. Limit or The Anned Forces have No AF alternative as Assuming TBT paint is Prohibiting the use ofTBT Further restricting the use
Eliminate Use of TBT been phasing out the use of effective as TBT self- replaced by silicone-based as an antifouling hull ofTBT paints is: 1) I

Paints TBT paints since 1988, and polishing copolymer paint easy release coatings, coating for non-critical reasonable to implement, 2)
replacing them with copper- has been found so, without material costs could Navy and USCG small I not cost prohibitive, and 3)
or silicone-based coatings. the use ofTBT, underwater increase by $91K for all boats will be effective in • will significantly reduce
Copper-based AF paints hull fouling is expected to remaining small boats, fuel reducing TBT loadings. TBT loadings in the
accelerate corrosion of increase causing a negative costs will increase, and Approximately 80% of the environment. Therefore,
aluminum substrates. impact on acoustic maintenance costs may estimated 11 kg (24Ibs) of this MPCD option warrants
Newer silicone-based signature, maximum ship increase if ships have to be TBT released annually by further consideration.
coatings are only effective speed, hull cleaning recoated more frequently, the Anned Forces could be
when the vessel reaches a frequency, and ship yet disposal costs will eliminated. If replaced by
minimum effective speed, readiness. decrease since TBT is a copper-based AF coatings,

I which some Navy and hazardous waste. total copper loading from
. USGS vessels are unable to hull coatings will increase

attain. Exceptions could be slightly.
provided for critical use

I vessels.

Hull Coating Leachate MPCD Analysis
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NATURE OF DISCHARGE REPORT

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The National Defense Authorization Act of 1996 amended Section 312 ofthe Federal
Water Pollution Control Act (also lmown as the Clean Water Act (CWA» to require that the
Secretary ofDefense and the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
develop uniform national discharge standards (UNDS) for vessels of the Armed Forces for
.....discharges, other than sewage, incidental to normal operation ofa vessel of the Armed Forces,
..." [Section 3l2(n)(l)]. UNDS is being developed in three phases. The first phase (which this
report supports), will determine which discharges will be required to be controlled by marine
pollution control devices (MPCDs)-either equipment or management practices. The second
phase will develop MPCD performance standards. The final phase will determine the design,
construction, installation, and use ofMPCDs.

A nature ofdischarge (NOD) report has been prepared for each ofthe discharges that has
been identified as a candidate for regulation under UNDS. The NOD reports were developed
based on information obtained from the technical community within the Navy and other branches
of the Armed Forces with vessels potentially subject to UNDS, from information available in
existing technical reports and documentation, and, when required, from data obtained from
discharge samples that were collected under the UNDS program.

The purpose of the NOD report is to describe the discharge in detail, including the system
that produces the discharge, the equipment involved, the constituents released to the
environment, and the current practice, if any, to prevent or minimize environmental effects.
Where existing process information is insufficient to characterize the discharge, the NOD report
provides the results ofadditional sampling or other data gathered on the discharge. Based on the
above information, the NOD report describes how the estimated constituent concentrations and
mass loading to the environment were determined. Finally, the NOD report assesses the
potential for environmental effect. The NOD report contains sections on: Discharge
Description, Discharge Characteristics, Nature ofDischarge Analysis, Conclusions, and Data
Sources and References.

Mine Countermeasures Equipment Lubrication
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2.0 DISCHARGE DESCRIPTION

Specific types ofmine countermeasures equipment are:

Equipment Description and Operation2.1

,
~
:1

A-MK4-Yand A-MK6-B mine detonators use vibrating dlaphragrlls and
acoustic hammers, respectively, to generate noise and detonate acoustic mines.
When deployed, both types ofacoustic detonators are towed astern on buoyant
1,600-foot-Iong cables. Both types ofdetonators are not deployed simultaneously
but rather, one detonator type is selected for a given minesweeping event,
depending on the type ofmine targeted. . :: '

:,

I
Magnetic minesweeping cables float, are trailed astern of the ship, and generate
large electric currents through the water. This creates a magnetic field around the
cable which detonates magnetic mines. Several cable configurations are used and
all are carried on a common cable reel drum with three sections. table lengths
range from 450 to 1,800 feet for the various configurations. '

11,, I
• devices to detonate acoustic mines, such as acoustic hammers and vibrating

diaphragms; "'
• robotic devices (mine neutralization vehicles) which locate and destroy mines;
• devices which generate magnetic fields to explode magnetic mines;
• minehunting sonar; and
• cables fitted with mechanical or explosive cutters to cut the cables of moored

'I

mines. '
II
'I

Mine countermeasures equipment is normally located at the stem or :ifantail portion of
mine countermeasures vessels. Most equipment is non-magnetic, and winches and cranes are
hydraulically powered. Briefdescriptions ofthe specific mine countermeasUres equipment used
by the Navy are presented below: 1

Mine Countermeasures Equipment Lubrication
2

, :1

AN/SLQ-48 mine neutralization vehicles (MNVs) are cable-controlled,
unmanned robotic devices used to locate and destroy mines. They contain closed
circuit television cameras and close-range sonar for locating mines, that are then

i

"

~

,The Navy is the only branch of the Armed Forces with a mine count~nneasuresmission.
To accomplish this mission, mine countermeasures vessels use towed sonar and video arrays,
cable cutters, and mine detonation equipment. During training exercises, the mine
countenneasures equipment is deployed and towed behind the ship as it practices sweeping the
area for mines. :

This section describes the mine countermeasures discharge and includes information on:
the equipment that is used and its operation (Section 2.1), general description ofthe constituents
ofthe discharge (Section 2.2), and the vessels that produce this discharge (Section 2.3).

~
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destroyed using cable cutters or small explosive charges. A crane with a lifting
cable is used to deploy and recover the AN/SLQ-48 MNV on some vessels. A
5,OOO-foot-long cable is used to supply power.

AN/SQQ-32 sonar tow cables and reels are used to tow and supply power to
AN/SQQ-32 variable-depth, mine-hunting sonars.

AN/SQQ-30 sonar tow cable and reels are used to tow and supply power to
older, less-capable mine hunting sonars used on some ships. These systems will
eventually be replaced with AN/SQQ-32 sonars.

O-type mechanical gear is used to sweep moored mines. It consists ofwire
cables towed through the water at depths where it can strike the mine's mooring.
The mooring slides along the cable until it contacts mechanical or explosive
cutters, which sever the mooring. The mines then bob to the surface where they
are detonated by gunfire.

A typical layout ofmine countermeasures equipment on the fantail ofa mine
countermeasures ship is provided in Figure 1. Figure 2 shows a schematic of an a-type setup
used to sweep moored mines. l

2.2 Releases to the Environment

This discharge consists ofthe lubricating grease and oil removed by the mechanical
action of seawater as the equipment is towed. Greases and oils are used externally on wetted
equipment (e.g., blocks, swivels, and cutters) to minimize wear and to prevent the mine
countermeasures equipment from binding as it is deployed.2 Tow cables are made ofstainless
steel and are not lubricated, with the exception ofthe lifting cable on the crane ofMHC 51 Class
vessels, which is grease-lubricated.3,4 Grease and oil application procedures are discussed in
Section 3.

Lubricants used on mechanical components inside the water-tight compartments oftowed
acoustic and electromagnetic devices are not released from the devices to the 'sea. Neither are
leaks and spills oflubricants to the deck from non-wetted, on-board mine countermeasures
equipment; these are cleaned-up and contained using rags or other sorbents.s

2.3 Vessels Producing the Discharge

Mine countermeasures equipment is found on only two classes ofArmed Forces vessels:
the Navy's Osprey (MIlC 51) Class, and the Navy's Avenger (MCM 1) Class. l The nine MHC
51 Class coastal minehunters perform harbor clearing, channel clearing, and deep-water coastal
mine countermeasures. The MCM 1 Class has 14 vessels designed to locate and destroy mines
that cannot be countered by conventional minesweeping techniques. Table 1 shows the vessels
producing the mine countermeasures equipment lubrication discharge.1

Mine Countermeasures Equipment Lubrication
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Both the MCM and the MIlC classes are equipped with a hull-mounted, variable-depth
sonar (VDS) (either a SQQ-30 or a newer SQQ-32) as their primary means of'mine detection,
and a cable-controlled and powered SLQ-48 Mine Neutralization Vehicle (MNv) for the
examination and clearing ofmines.'

i

~

MHC 51 Class vessels are equipped only with the SLQ-48 MNV and the SQQ-32 sonar.
The SQQ-32 is retained in its hull-mounted position unless the vessel is actually engaged in
minehunting, when it may be towed. An MHC conducts minehunting operatioris at speeds of fiv~
to seven knots. At these speeds, depending upon its deployed depth, the 7,846-pound towed body
ofthe SQQ-32 tows directly beneath or sometimes slightly astern ofthe MHC.6 .To sweep or
neutralize min~~, the SLQ-48 is deployed.. It is a self-propelled vehicle, controlled and powered
through a 5,OOO-ft cable, and is remotely 'piloted' by an operator on the MHC.'

iI
i

In addi40n to a SQQ sonar and a SLQ-48 MNV, MCM 1 class vessels ~e equipped with
the O-type mechanical gear, magnetic minesweeping cables, and A-MK.4-V anrlA-MK.6-B mine
detonators described"in Section 2.1.7 Like the MHCs, MCMs retain their SQQ sonar in the hull
mounted position unless the vessel is engaged in minehunting. MCMs generally deploy their gear
based on the type ofmine being targeted: the SLQ-48 MNV for deep bottom mines, O-type
mechanical sweep gear for shallow moored mines, and acoustic and magnetic detonators for
acoustic and magnetic mines. "

The SQQ sonar is mostly operated in the hull-mounted position. It is not towed while any
ofthe sweeping gear is deployed. The MNV is usually deployed by itself. However, because it is
cOlltrolled and can rc::main clear ofstreamed gear whenever it must be deployed~ it can be deployed
with any ofthe other gear.6 Although they may be streamed together, the a-type and magnetic
acoustic gear are usually streamed individually. The a-type gear fans out when' streamed (see
Figure 2), while the magnetic-acoustic gear streams directly astern in the absenCe ofcurrent. The
only chance for interference between a-type and magnetic-acoustic gear, when 'streamed together,
is during ship's turns, which must be wide and slow.

3.0 DISCHARGE CHARACTERISTICS
iI

": Ii

This section contains qualitative and quantitative information that characterizes the
discharge. Section 3.1 describes where the discharge occurs with respect to harbors and near
shore areas, Section 3.2 describes the rate ofthe discharge, Section 3.3 lists the constituents in
the discharge, and Section 3.4 gives the concentrations of the constituents in the discharge.

3.1 Locality
~

Discharges from mine countermeasures equipment incidental to norm~loperations occur
only during training exercises usually held between five and 12 n. m. from shore, and sometimes
as far as 20 to 50 n. m. from shore.8
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3.2 Rate

This discharge is not a flow; rather, it is the release oflubricant to the surrounding
seawater by mechanical erosion or dissolution when equipment is towed. During training
exercises, the conventional mine countermeasures equipment is deployed and towed behind the
ship as it sweeps the area.2 Based on information from the Naval Undersea Warfare Center and
on planned maintenance system (PMS) requirements, small amounts of lubricants are applied to
various parts of the towed equipment?,9 Thus, there is a potential for these lubricants to be
released to the surrounding waters.

Due to differences in equipment and mission assignments between the two vessel classes,
the discharges produced by the MHC 51 and MCM 1 Class vessels are different. For this reason,
the two vessel classes are discussed individually, and producing the greatest discharge scenarios are
developed for each vessel class. Calculations are based on all mine countermeasures vessels
operating in U.S. waters (i.e., none are under repair or deployed overseas).

3.2.1 MIlC 51 Class Vessels

An MHC 51 Class vessel averages about five training days per month, with a maximum of
four two-hour exercises each training day.lO Thus, for a given ship, the total number ofexercises
per year is equal to:

For the nine existing MHC 51 Class vessels (Section 2.3), this is a total of2,160 exercises
per year.

MHC 51 Class vessels are equipped with SQQ-32 sonar and the SLQ-48 MNV. The sonar
has no lubricated areas exposed to seawater during operation and, as discussed in Section 2.2, tow
cables are not greased. Therefore, there is no potential for grease being released during SQQ sonar
deployment.

The SLQ-48 MNV has two arms which are controlled by a remote operator, or "pilot", to do
work. Each arm has a cavity which receives approximately 2 ounces ofDOD-G-24508 grease to
prevent equipment binding. I I A conservative assumption, however, is that all ofthe grease in the
cavities is washed out during deployment (i.e., 4 ounces per deployment).

The lifting cable used for deploying the SLQ-48 MNV is lubricated with approximately 3
ounces ofMIL-G-18458 grease. This cable is in contact with the water only during the vehicle's
launching and recovery, during which time the vessel is stationary. Equipment experts estimate
that during deployment this cable is in the water less than 1 minute, and during recovery for 3 to
5 minutes. I2 Therefore, the total amount oftime the lift cable is in contact with seawater is
approximately 5 minutes during each exercise.

The specification for the lift cable grease requires conformance with several chemical and
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physical standards, one ofwhich is an adhesion test. ill this test, grease is applied to a concave
disk ofknown weight. The greased disk is then weighed to detennine the weight ofgrease
applied. The disk is submerged in 151°F water for 15 minutes, and then rotated at approximately
150 revolutions per minute for an additional 15 minutes. The disk is then weighed to detennine
the quantity ofgrease which has either eroded or dissolved. To pass this test, a minimum of95%
ofthe applied greaSe must remain on the disk as detennined by the final weight of the disk after
the test. 1

, !I

, . i
For the deployment ofthe SLQ-48 MNV, the grease on the lIft cable is exposed to

comparatively milder conditions. The water temperature will be lower, the exposure time will be
less, and because the vessel is stationary, there will be little or no mechanical erosion. The
maximum estimate ofthe grease discharged from the lift cable is 5 percent ofthe applied grease.
This would be equal to 0.15 ounces ofgrease discharged per deployment. '

3.2.2 MCM 1 Class Vessels
i

MCM 1 Class vessel training exercises consist either ofa sweep"ing or 'a hunting task, and
the dimensions of the exercise area vary with each exercise. For example, an assigned area may
measure as m4ch ~ 30 by 90 miles. Each MCM is assigned one sweeping and one hunting task
each month. Thus,as a conservative estimate, each MCM on average deploys 'various
combinations ofits countenneasures equipment 24 times a year, and perfonns'each type of
operation 12 times per year. Unless some problem is experienced with the eqUipment while
deployed, it remains in the water for the duration ofthe exercise, which may last 24 hours a day for
up to 5 days.1O,11

'!'
I

For minehunting, the MCM Class 1 vessels use the same equipment as the MHC 51 Class
vessels; the SQQ sonar and the SLQ-48 MNV. However, the MCMs use non":greased nylon lifting
cables when launching and recovering the SLQ-48 MNV, so no potential exists for the release of
cable grease to the surrounding water. 12

• 'I

The MCMmine neutralization vehicle hoist arrangement provides three weight-bearing
cables to handle the 2,750 pound vehicle. This allows nylon cables to handle the load. The crane
ofthe MHC 51 Class vessel attaches to the vehicle with only a single cable, which precludes the
use ofa nylon cable.

Neither the SQQ-30 nor the SQQ-32 sonar expose lubricants to the surrounding seawater.
As noted previously, the largest discharge is a four ounce discharge ofDOD-G-24508 grease from
the anus ofthe SLQ-48 MNV during each ofthe 12 exercises conducted annuaJ.ly.

!!

For minesweeping operations, either O-type gear is deployed, or magnetic and acoustic
detonators are deployed. For the 12 sweeping exercises conducted annually, operational experience
shows that O-type gear is deployed halfofthe time (six out of 12) and magnetic and acoustic
detonators are deployed halfofthe time (six out of 12). ill an O-type gear double sweep array, there
are cables, chains, and wires, which are not lubricated. ill addition, there are eight cutters, two
snatch blocks, three shackles, and 13 swivels that are lubricated. The swivels ,have fittings through
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which MIL-G-23549 grease is applied; each swivel is then wiped clean. Only the threads ofthe
shackles are greased. The bearing surfaces ofthe snatch block rollers are given a light coat ofMIL
L-3150 oil. Since the bearing surfaces are recessed within the block, they are minimally exposed to
seawater turbulence while being towed. The cutters are fabricated ofa non-ferrous alloy. When
retrieved, they are washed with freshwater, dried, and given a light coat ofMIL-L-9000 oil before
being stowed. No additional lubrication is applied before they are re-deployed.14

An estimate ofthe amount of lubricant (combined oil and grease) that is discharged is 1
ounce for each component, or 26 ounces during each ofthe six exercises using O-type gear.

For the six magnetic and acoustic exercises conducted each year, the MCM streams the
magnetic minesweeping cable and either a high frequency A-MK.4-V or a low frequency A-MK.6-B
acoustic detonator.6 The only lubricant exposed to the turbulence ofthe seawater while streaming
the magnetic and acoustic detonators is on the 30-inch diaphragm ofthe A-:MK4-V detonator,
which is coated with about 4 ounces ofDOD-G-24508 grease.S

,15 The A- :MK6-B low frequency
detonator does not have a diaphragm that requires grease. The magnetic minesweeping cable and
the power cable to the acoustic detonators are buoyant; however, the streamed acoustic detonator
does require a large O-type float in order to stream properly. A wire pendant ofthe desired length
secures each acoustic detonator to its large float by a swivel whose zerk fitting has about 1 ounce of
MIL-G-23549 grease pumped into it. IO Therefore, when a high frequency acoustic detonator is
streamed with the magnetic minesweeping cable, approximately five ounces ofgrease (four from
the diaphragm and one from the swivel) are exposed to the sea When the low frequency acoustic
detonator is used, the amount ofgrease that could be released is one ounce (from the detonator's
swivel to its buoy float).

3.3. Constituents

Several types of lubrication oils and greases are used on wetted mine countermeasures
equipment based on information in maintenance requirements cards. Table 2 shows a list of the
lubricant types and the lubrication schedules for the mine countermeasures equipment.9 The
greases are made from lubricating stocks generated during petroleum fractionation. These
fractions contain organic compounds each generally having more than seventeen carbon atoms.
Lubricating oils are composed ofaliphatic, olefinic, naphthenic (cycloparaffinic), and aromatic
hydrocarbons depending on their specific use. Lubricating oil additives include antioxidants,
bearing protectors, wear resistors, dispersants, detergents, viscosity index improvers, pourpoint
depressors, and antifoaming and rust-resisting agents.16

Until recently, lead was contained in the MIL-G-18458B grease procured by the Navy to
lubricate the MHC's lift cable which deploys and recovers the SLQ-48 MNV. However,
Amendment 5 to MIL-G-18458B dated 26 March, 1996, prohibits heavy metals (including lead)
and salts ofheavy metals as constituents ofMll..,-G-18458B grease.13 As such, the Navy is no
longer procuring grease containing lead or any heavy metals for use in lubricating mine
countermeasures equipment. Consequently, lead will not be considered a constituent ofthis
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discharge.

There are no known bioaccumulators in this discharge.

3.4 Concentrations

I
Table 3a shows the percentages ofthe constituents in oils and greases used on the mine

countermeasures wetted equipment. The total ofthe base constituents ofoils and greases (i.e.,
the hydrocarbons -- mineral oils through the asphalts and waxes (e.g" the heavy paraffinic
distillates» rangein concentration from approximately 25% to greater than 90%, with additives
making up the balance of these lubricants. Tables 3b through 3d show the maximum
concentrations from SLQ-48 arms, O-gear and cutters, and acoustic and magnetic devices,
respectively. I

4.0 NATURE OF DISCHARGE ANALYSIS
i
i

Based on the discharge characteristics presented in Section 3.0, the nature of the
discharge and its potential impact on the environment can be evaluated. The estimated mass
loadings are presented in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, the concentrations o:f discharge constituents
after release to the environment are estimated and compared with the water quality standards. In
Section 4.3, the potential for the transfer ofnon-indigenous species is discussed.

::

'i

4.1 Mass Loadings
I

The estima~edannual lubricant mass loading shown in Table 4 is baSed upon the
discharge scenario~ described in Section 3.2, the number ofexercises performed annually, and
the number ofvessels involved. "

4.2 Environmental Concentrations

The estimated quantities oflubricant released to the environment during each mine
countermeasures training exercise are shown in Table 4. The concentration 'after dilution in the
environment can be estimated using the mass loadings from Table 4 and estimates of the
volumes ofwater through which the equipment is towed during various exercises. These
estimates are provided in Sections 4.2.1 through 4.2.4 for each of the source/vessel combinations
identified in Section 3.2 and Table 4. Section 4.2.5 provides information on applicable water
quality standards. "

4.2.1 SLQ-48 MNV Arms
,i

As shown in Table 4 and discussed in Section 3.2, the estimated maXimum amount of
I 1'1, ' : II!

grease discharged from the SLQ-48 MNV is 4 ounces (0.25 pounds (lbs». This assumes that the
screws that seal both cavities come unscrewed and fallout undetected, allowmg all of the applied
grease to be released. While this is based on equipment failure and does not 'reflect typical

"
"
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operating conditions, it does provide a conservative assumption regarding the amount ofgrease
released during operations.

For MHC 51 Class vessels, minehunting operations are perfonned at a speed of5 knots
(30,381 feet per hour (ft/hr» for a duration of2 hourS.14 The calculated concentration of
lubricant in the environment from SLQ-48 MNV arms assumed that:

• the SLQ 48 MNV creates a nine square feet (three feet by three feet) area of turbulence in
the wake of the vehicle, as detennined by dimensions of the vehicle's cross-sectional
area;

• the discharge rate of grease is unifonn throughout the exercise;
• the grease is unifonnly dispersed throughout the traversed water volume

Based upon operational experience, it was detennined that the SLQ-48 MNV generates a
wake in the same manner as a surfaced submarine. Thus the frontal area of the vehicle, as
detennined by the dimensions ofits cross-sectional area, creates a ninesquare feet (three feet by
three feet) area of turbulence17 where complete mixing occurs. Therefore, an area ofnine square
feet was used in the following fonnula to calculate the mixing and dispersion of oil and grease
caused by the turbulence of the vehicle's wake rather than the frontal area ofthe arms.

The volume ofwater through which the equipment operates during a single exercise was
calculated using the following fonnula:

Based on the assumptions listed above and the volume ofwater through which the
equipment operates, the lubricant concentration in the environment was estimated as follows:

The calculated value of7.3 ~g/L is three orders ofmagnitude less than the most stringent
state water quality criteria of 5,000 ~g/L (Florida).

4.2.2 SLQ-48 MNV Lift Cable

From Table 4 and the discussion in Section 3.2.1, the maximum amount of grease
released from the lift cable during each deployment ofthe SLQ-48 MNV is 0.15 ounce (0.0094
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lbs). The grease would be released to the water in the immediate vicinity of the lift cable during
deployment/retrieval of the SLQ-48 MNV since the vessel is stationary. The potential for
environmental impact from this operation was estimated by determining the volume ofwater into
which the grease would have to be dispersed to attain a concentration equal to" the most stringent
state water quality criteria: Florida's criteria of5,000 JlgIL, or 5 mgIL.'

i.,
The calculated volume required for dilution oflubricant in the environlnent from the

SLQ-48 MNV lift cable was based on the following assumptions: '
Ii

, Ii

• the top ofthe vehicle is covered by one foot ofwater during launching;
• the grease released is directly above the vehicle; and ' "
• the lubcicantdisperses only in the horizontal plane; that is, the body ofthe vehicle

prevents vertical dispersion "

"Based on these assumptions, the distance from the source beyond which the concentration
is less than the most stringent water criteria (Florida), was estimated as follows:

"II

II

1) (0.OO94Ibs grease)(453.6 glIb) = 43 g; equalto 4300 mggrease
2) 4300 mg+ (Vol.) = 5.0 m!iL; Vol. = 860 Lrequired
3) (860 LXI ~/28.32 L) =30.36 tt3 ..
4) 30.36 ftJ = (1 ft)(1t)(C); rearranging and s<?lvingfor F, r = 3.1 feet •..

:1

II

At a distance of approximately 3 feet beyond the lifting cable, the concentration ofthe
grease is less· than the most stringent water qualitycriteria.'

4.2.3 O-type Mechanical Gear
"

"

"
From Table 4 and the discussion in Section 3.2, the maximum amount' oflubricant

released from O-typ~ mechanical gear is 26 ounces (1.63 lbs). Each lubricated component (26
total components) ofthe O-type gear is a separate discharge point, has a cross~section of48 in2

(0.33 if), and sweeps a volume ofwater equal to its cross-section multiplied by the distance
towed through the water at seven knots. Operations with O-type gear deployed are limited to
speeds of7 to 8 knots (42,533 to 48,609 ft/hr).14

The equipment may remain deployed for several days (Section 3.2). Thus, the lubricants
that are released fro:JIl the equipment to the environment during minesweeping exercises with 0
type mechanical gear will be dispersed over severalmiles.'

Ii
II
iI

An estimate ofthe concentration oflubricant in the environment was made based on the
following assumptions: J!

• the equipment is deployed for 1 day; or 24 hours
• the rate of lubricant discharge is uniform throughout the exerdse;
• the lubricant is uniformly dispersed throughout the traversed ~ater volume

Mine Countermeasures Equipment Lubrication
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At 7 knots (42,533 feet per hour), the volume ofwater swept by the equipment during the
training exercise was estimated as follows:

Based on the assumptions listed above and the volume ofwater through which the
equipment is towed, the lubricant concentration in the environment was estimated as follows:

This concentration is three orders ofmagnitude less than Florida's discharge standard of
5,000 ~g/L and is based on the conservative assumption that the equipment is in the water for
only 24 hours.

4.2.4 Acoustic and Magnetic Mine Detonators

From Table 4 and the discussion in Section 3.2, the maximum amount oflubricant
released from acoustic and magnetic mine detonation devices is five ounces (0.3125 pound).
Operations are usually performed at speeds of7 to 8 knots (42,533 to 48,609 ftIhr).14 As with the
O-type mechanical gear, the equipment may remain deployed for several days. Thus, any
lubricant removed from the equipment will be dispersed into a large volume ofwater.

An estimated lubricant concentration was made based on the following assumptions:

• the equipment is deployed for 1 day; or 24 hours
• the rate of lubricant discharge is uniform throughout the exercise;
• the lubricant is uniformly dispersed throughout the traversed water volume;
• the acoustic device has a frontal area equivalent to a 36-inch diameter disk (7.07

square feet) (this assumption is based on allowing space for the housing around
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= (0.3125Ibs luhricant)(453.6gtIb)(Ipootpg!g)-
= 141,750 mg lubricant"·· .•-< .-

. = (7.27 X 106 W)(28.32Uft~=205;~S6AOOL
=141,750mg/205,886,400L ".', .

. =6.88 ~. 10-4IIlg!L; or 0.688 J-lg/L

Volumeo(water
Concenp:ation

Mass lubricant

I
Table 5 shows water quality criteria and discharge standards that are 'relevant to the mine

countermeasures e'quipment lubrication discharge and the estimated environInental
concentrations of the constituents of the discharge. '

4.2.5 Water Quality Criteria and Discharge Standards

!I
. I

This estimated concentration of0.688 J-lg/L is three orders ofmagnitude below the most
stringent water quality criteria.

Mine Countermeasures Equipment Lubrication
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS

4.3 Potential for Introducing Non-indigenous Species

Mine countermeasures equipment lubrication discharge has little potential for causing

c, __ ; ~~. ".,

Volume = (Area)(Time)(Speed) '.'
Volume = (7.07 + 0.055 square feet)(24hours)(42,533 .ftIhr)

Volume =7.27 x 106 tt3ofwater '. ....
• , __ • ~ '. > ,;/._~ .;.:7',;-';. ~

the acoustic device), plus a 2- by 4-inch (0.055 :tt2) swivel.

,
Mine countermeasures operations do not result in water being transported from one

geographical region to another. Any non-indigenous species which may become attached to
countenneasures equipment while deployed are removed during equipment retrieval operations
or subsequent preventive maintenance activities. For example, automatic cable layers remove
virtually all of the water from the cable(s) as they are retrieved, and maintenance procedures
require freshwater washdowns of the retrieved equipment such as cutters and swivels. Further, it
is unlikely that any attached aquatic species would survive while the countermeasures equipment
is stored on deck. Therefore, there is no significant potential for transporting non-indigenous

• Ii

speCles.

.. - ... -j - !!

, , , ' ~

Based on the assumptions listed above and the volume ofwater through which the
equipment is towed, the lubricant concentration in the environment was estimated as follows:

il
II

, ii

I

'I

At 7lmots (42,533 ft/hr), the volume ofwater swept by the equipment during the training
exercise was estimated as follows: '



adverse environmental effects because the small amounts of lubricants that are released disperse
into very large volumes ofwater. The resulting concentrations are below the most stringent
water quality criteria.

Further, most discharges from mine countermeasures equipment occur beyond 5 n.m.
from shore in high-energy waters (i.e., those with significant wave energy to rapidly and widely
disperse releases) and are unlikely to affect more sensi!ive coastal environments.

This conclusion is based on estimated environmental concentrations of lubricants
resulting from each ofthe mine countermeasures operations. For each operation, the estimated
concentration was below the most stringent water quality criteria. Estimates were based on either
the volume ofwater through which mine countermeasures equipment operates, or the volume
required to dilute the discharge to levels below the most stringent water quality criteria.

Finally, for mine countenneasures operations there is no potential for transporting non
indigenous species.

6.0 DATA SOURCES AND REFERENCES

To characterize this discharge, information from various sources was obtained, reviewed,
and analyzed. Process information and assumptions were used to estimate the rates ofdischarge.
Based on these estimates, the concentrations of lubricants in the environment resulting from this
discharge were then estimated. Table 6 shows the sources ofdata used to develop this 'NOD
report.,
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IPlan View I

Figure 2. Overview of "0"-Type Minesweeping Operations



*G = grease, L = lubrication oil

MHC 51 and DOD-G-24508 Prior to each use
MCM 1 Class

MHC 51 Class MIL-G-18458B

Mine Countermeasures Equipment Lubrication
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Harbor and channel clearing; deep water coastal 9
minehunting
Non-conventional minesweeping; and detonation 14

Table 2. Lubricant Type and Schedule for Wetted Mine Countermeasures Equipment

Table 1. Vessels Producing Mine Countermeasures Equipment Lubrication Discharge

MCM 1 (Avenger)

MHC 51 (Osprey)



Source: IngredientslIdentity Information section oflubricant-specific material safety data sheets from DoD
Hazardous Materials InformationSystem'

,

a Amendment 5 to MIL-G-18458B, March 26, 1996, prohibits heavy metals (including lead) and salts ofheavy
metals as constituents ofMIL-G-18458B grease. '
b As manufactured by Royal Lubricants Company Inc.
e As manufactured by Mobil Oil Company Inc.
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Percentage of Constituents of Military Specification Oils and Greases
~I

Table3a.

MlL-G·18458B MlL-L-9000 OOI).G·245Q$ . . 000-0·24508 MlL-G-23S49 . MlL-L-:HSO

Component wire rope engine oil ball and roller ball and roUer general PUrpose generalpu~

m-ease3 bearin2~b bearlnRgreasec grease lUllCoil;;··.

Bue Constituents ..

asnhalt 25
hYdrocMbons 45-50
mineral oil (unsoecified) 80 25 30-60
lXllyalphllolefins 70-80
$Olvent refined, hydrotreated heavy 55-70
paraffinic distillate
solvent refined, hydrotrcated residual 20-30 51
oil
Additives .. ,. -I>.,,, ..

l-naDhthaleneamine, n-ohenvl <2
4-hydroxy-3, 5-di-tert- <1
butylphenylpropionic acid
thioclvcolate
benzenepropanoic acid, 3,5-bis(1,1-
dimethvi)-4-bYdrooxYQCtadecy) ester <2
calcium acetate <5 <3
calcium Dhenate <IS
calcium sulfonate 4
day 5-10 <10
Utbium Soaps >54
Ip.D-dioctyldipbenlamine <2
loentacMhritol I
IlXllvmcrs (unsoeclfied) <1
sodium chromate, tetrabvdrate <I
sodium nitrate <2 I
sodium 'Pbosnhllte, tribasic <I



Table 3b. Maximum Concentrations from SLQ-48 Arms

0.15
0.15

<5 <3 0.37
5-10 <10 0.73

<2 0.15
1 0.07

<1 0.07
<2 1 0.15

<1 0.07

Table 3c. Maximum Concentrations from O-Gear and Cutters

a As manufactured by Royal Lubricants Company Inc.
b As manufactured by Mobil Oil Company Inc.
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Table 3d. Maximum Concentrations from Acoustic and Magnetic Devices
" 'I

~

TOTAL RELEASE P:ER EXERCISE: 6 oz. ' i '" , "

GREASE RELEASEO: 000-G-24508 (67%), MIL-G-23549 (33%) -

ESTIMATED TOTAL MAXIMUM CONCENTRATtON: 0.688 ugIL , ": ,.
' "': ,,-'

000-G-24508 000-G-24508- M!L-G,.23S49 ' Maximum:
Component ball and roller ball arid roller "generaJ. pUl'Jl()se , ; Concentration :',

bearing ro:easea bearing ro:easeb .' grease "", (J.lgtL):.

Base Constituents , -- ,," ""'"
"

" ,
" '

mineral oil (unspecified) 80 is' 0.425
Polyalphaolefins 70-80 0.369
solvent refmed, hvdrotreated residual oil 51 0.116
Additives .' ;- " , "

.. ., "

,', - ":,'
....

l-naphthaleneamine, n-phenvl <2 0.009
4-hydroxy-3, 5-di-tert- <1 0.002
butvlphenvlpIOpionic acid thioclvcolate
benzenepropanoic acid, 3,5-bis(l,I- <2 0.009
dimethyl)-4-hydrooxyoctadecyl ester
calcium acetate <5 <3 0.037
calcium sulfonate 4 0.009
clay 5-10 <10 0.092

t p,p-dioctyldiphenlamine <2 0.009
Ipentaerythritol I 0.005
sodium chromate, tetrahydrate <1 0.005
sodium nitrate <2 I 0.014
sodium phosphate, tribasic <1 0.005

II As manufactured by Royal Lubricants Company Inc.
b As manufacru;ed by Mobil Oil Company Inc.
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7.3 Visible sheen* /15,000**

30 ft3 c Visible sheen /15,000 5,000 (FL)

2.97 Visible sheen* /15,000

0.688 Visible sheen /15,000**

"~, "T~on!~~ ~nd ~
" N",; ConStitUent'.' .:~r,~ ".<' :'.-~ 51~:N!t~' .~~~~~~
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oil and ease

oil and ease

0- ear, cutters
oil and grease

Acoustic and Ma netic

SLQ-48 MNV Lift Cable

Table 5. Water Quality Criteria and Discharge Standards

oil and ease

Table 4. Estimated Annual Lubricant Mass Loading

SLQ-48 arms

MHC 51 Class
SLQ-48 MNV arms 4 240 9 8,640 540
SLQ-48 MNV Lift 0.15 240 9 324 20
Cable
MCM 1 Class
SLQ-48 MNV arms 4 12 14; 672 42
0- ear, cutters 26 6 14 2,184 137
Acoustic and Ma etic 5 6 14 420 26
Total Mass Loadin .. k;y,!;:A(\11~40k

* Discharge ofOil. 40 CFR 110, defines a prohibited discharge ofoil as any discharge sufficient to cause a sheen
on receiving waters.

** International Convention for the Prevention ofPollution from Ships (MARPOL 73/78). MARPOL 73/78 as
implemented by the Act to Prevent Pollution from Ships (APPS).

a FL = Florida
b Estimated

c Volume required to disperse to most stringent water quality standard

Notes:
Refer to federal criteria promulgated by EPA in its National Toxics Rille, 40 CFR 131.36 (57 FR 60848; Dec. 22,
1992 and 60 FR 22230; May 4, 1995)



Table 6. Data Sources
,

nata Source .'.' . "".' . >'.'

NOD report ~tion Reported Samnlin2 Estimated' EouipmentExPert
2.1 Equipment Description and

. _.-~..~. ..

X
Ooeration
2.2 Releases to the Environment X

·····2.3 Vessels Producin~ the Dischar~e UNDS Database X
... 3.1 Locality X
.' 3.2 Rate X
3.3 Constituents PMSCards X
3.4 Concentrations MSDS
4.1 Mass Loadin~ X

. 4.2 Environmental Concentrations X
4.3 Potential for Introducing Non- X
IndiRcnous Species

. -
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NATURE OF DISCHARGE REPORT

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The National Defense Authorization Act of 1996 amended Section 312 ofthe Federal
Water Pollution Control Act (also known as the Clean Water Act (CWA)) to require that the
Secretary ofDefense and the Administrator ofthe Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
develop uniform national discharge standards (UNDS) for vessels of the Armed Forces for
"...discharges, other than sewage, incidental to normal operation ofa vessel ofthe Armed Forces,
..." [Section 312(n)(I)]. UNDS is being developed in three phases. The first phase (which this
report supports), will determine which discharges will be required to be controlled by marine
pollution control devices (MPCDs)--either equipment or management practices. The second
phase will develop MPCD performance standards. The final phase will determine the design,
construction, installation, and use ofMPCDs.

A nature ofdischarge (NOD) report has been prepared for each ofthe discharges that has
been identified as a candidate for regulation under UNDS. The NOD reports were developed
based on information obtained from the technical community within the Navy and other branches
of the Armed Forces with vessels potentially subject to UNDS, from information available in
existing technical reports and documentation, and, when required, from data obtained from
discharge samples that were collected under the UNDS program.

The purpose of the NOD report is to describe the discharge in detail, including the system
that produces the discharge, the equipment involved, the constituents released to the
environment, and the current practice, if any, to prevent or minimize environmental effects.
Where existing process information is insufficient to characterize the discharge, the NOD report
provides the results ofadditional sampling or other data gathered on the discharge. Based on the
above information, the NOD report describes how the estimated constituent concentrations and
mass loading to the environment were determined. Finally, the NOD report assesses the
potential for environmental effect. The NOD report contains sections on: Discharge
Description, Discharge Characteristics, Nature ofDischarge Analysis, Conclusions, and Data
Sources and References.

Motor Gasoline (MOGAS) Compensating Discharge
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2.0 DISCHARGE DESCRIPTION

II
;!
"

. ~

,i

Equipment Description and Operation2.1

Motor Gasoline (MOGAS) Compensating Discharge'
2 "

'I
MOGAS is commercial gasoline identical to that supplied to gas stations for automobile

use. It is carried aboard certain Navy, U.S. Coast Guard (USCG), Military Sealift Command
(MSC), and Army vessels as fuel for vehicles, special warfare operational craft, portable bomb
hoists, crash saws, and any other gasoline-operated, ship-support equipment.'

,i

,I

The USCG, MSC, Air Force, and Army have no vessels with fixed MOGAS storage.
Most vehicles and equipment are brought aboard fully loaded with fuel, and additional MOGAS
is carried in portable drums or containers. On some Navy vessels, additional MOGAS is stored
for replenislml.€mt purposes in permanently installed seawater-compensated timks as shown in
Figure 1. Compensating seawater is supplied at a pressure sufficient to force gasoline to the
suction side of the gasoline pumps, and keep the tank full to prevent potentially explosive
gasoline vapors from forming. Several methods are used to supply seawater to the tanks.
Aboard amphibious transport dock (LPD 4 Class) ships, two dedicated seawater pumps take
suction directly from the sea chest. On amphibious assault (LHA 1 Class)'sliips, seawater can be
supplied one of two ways: 1) a compensating tank with a capacity of 8,000 to 10,000 gallons of
seawater is installed such that water drains by gravity to the fuel tank as necessary; or 2) booster
pumps located in the pump room supply seawater to the fuel tanks. '

Immediately before a major overhaul, and in accordance with existing management
practices, ships with permanently installed seawater-compensated MOGAS tanks will unload any
remaining fuel to tanker trucks on the pier and transit out to beyond 50 nautical miles (n.m.).
Using seawater pumps, the MOGAS tanks and system piping are flushed with three tank volumes
ofseawater. Air pressure is used to force the seawater out ofthe tank, after which steam is used
to clean the~~d "cook-off' any remaining fuel remnants. The MOGA8 tanks are then filled
with seawater and the ship returns to port for the overhaul. '

I
"After overhaul and before re-deployment (approximately once a year) the vessel receives

MOGAS from pierside tanker trucks. MOGAS that is on-loaded displaces the compensating
seawater in the tanlc, pushing it overboard. Several management practices are in place to ensure
that MOGAS is not discharged overboard during refueling operations. Without these
management ~ractices, there is a potential to cause an oil sheen in the surrounding waters. First,
the MOGAS tames are filled to no more than 80% ofcapacity.l The amount of fuel needed is
calculated before loading, and the tanker truck is only filled with a volume o"fMOGAS such that
completely filling a MOGAS tank with the entire contents of the truck would not cause the tank
to overflow. Additionally, watch personnel are stationed at strategic locations on and around the

This section describes the MOGAS discharge and includes informati~n on: the
equipment that is used and its operation (Section 2.1), general description of the constituents of
the discharge (Section 2.2), and the vessels that produce this discharge (Section 2.3). This
discharge may be referred to as "Motor Gasoline (MOGAS) and Compensating Overboard
Discharge" in other documents. .



ship and pier to observe refueling operations and report any abnonnalities. ContaInment devices
are placed around all refueling hose connections to contain any fuel spills or leaks, and
containment booms are placed in the water around the ship being refueled.

An additional management practice controls the rate at which MOGAS is supplied from
the tanker trucks. Small-diameter hoses (usually two inches) are used to deliver fuel at a flow
rate of 50 gallons per minute (gpm) or less, that, in conjunction with diffusers built into the tank
filling system piping, reduces turbulence and minimizes mixing ofgasoline and seawater.

2.2 Releases to the Environment

The discharge consists of seawater used to replace, or compensate for, the space created
in MOGAS tanks as the fuel is consumed. This seawater is discharged overboard as the
MOGAS tank is refilled with gasoline. It is possible that this compensating seawater discharge
overboard could contain traces ofdissolved gasoline constituents.

2.3 . Vessels Producing the Discharge

The USCG, MSC, Air Force, and Anny have no vessels with fixed MOGAS storage, and
therefore do not contribute to this discharge?,3,4 Eight LPD 4 Class, and five LHA 1 Class ships
currently have installed MOGAS storage tanks that discharge compensating water during
refueling. One LPD and one LHA Class ship are homeported overseas.

The most significant difference between LPD 4 and LHA 1.Class ships is MOGAS
capacity. LPDs have a capacity to carry 26,000 gallons ofMOGAS. LHAs have a capacity to
carry 11,400 gallons ofMOGAS.

3.0 DISCHARGE CHARACTERISTICS

This section contains qualitative and quantitative infonnation that characterizes the
discharge. Section 3.1 describes where the discharge occurs with respect to harbors and near
shore areas, Section 3.2 describes the rate of the discharge, Section 3.3 lists the constituents in
the discharge, and Section 3.4 gives the concentrations of the constituents in the discharge.

3.1 Locality

Refueling always takes place pierside, and compensating seawater is discharged directly
overboard as oncoming fuel displaces the seawater.

3.2 Rate

Tanker trucks with small diameter hoses (usually two inches) are used to deliver MOGAS
to ships. The fill rate from these trucks is nonnally limited to 50 gpm or less. With the MOGAS
tanks always full ofseawater and fuel, compensating water is displaced directly overboard at the

Motor Gasoline (MOGAS) Compensating Discharge
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same rate as th~ incoming fue1.
I

"II
The estimated amounts ofcompensating seawater discharged annually from ships with

MOGAS storage taDks are presented in Table 1. The values in Table 1 are based on the
operational experience ofone refueling per ship per year, with a maximum of 80% ofthe tank
capacity being displaced overboard by onloaded fue1. 1

3.3 Constituents
i

• . • 'I'
MOG.A.S is a hydrocarbon based unleaded fuel containing over 150 illdividual

compounds. The types ofcompounds found in gasoline include alkanes, alke:mes, aromatics,
metals, and additives. Most of these compounds are a very small fraction (less than 2%) of
gasoline. The compounds that individually comprise at least 2% ofgasoline' include butane,
pentane, hexane, isopentane, methylpentane, dimethylpentane, trimethylpentane,
trjplethylhexane, benzene, toluene, xylene, methyl-3-ethylbenzene, trimethylbenzene, and
ethylbenzene. The exact composition of gasoline is unknown because gasoline manufacturers
constantly adjust their product to meet performance, eiIiissions, and cost demands.5 Due to the
variable composition and the different water solubilities of the individual components of
gasoline, it is difficult to determine the solubility ofMOGAS.

,
To id~tifythe constituents in this discharge, two studies that detemiined the water

soluble components ofgasoline, as well as their solubilities, were used. The first study was
conducted by the Naval Biosciences Laboratory in 1983, and the second waS conducted in 1992
for a workshop on "petroleum hydrocarbons.5,6 Both studies measured the water soluble
constituents ofgasoline by placing gasoline on top ofwater, agitating the water, allowing
equilibrium to be established, and analyzing the water through gas chromatography. In these
aIialyses, a water fuel interface was established very similar to the interface within MOGAS
tanks. In both cases, the water was removed from the bottom ofthe container to be analyzed,
ensuring that emulsified fuel was not being measured. Since gasoline composition has changed
over the years, the study performed in 1992 is considered to be more representative ofcurrent
MOGAS constituents. The constituents identified in this study that are soluble in water are listed
in Table 2.5 Benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, phenol, and naphthalene are pnoritypollutants.
None of these compounds are bioaccUIDulators. '

3.4 Concentrations
I!
II
III

The conce~trationsofthe water soluble gasoline constituents in the MOGAS
compensating discharge are estimated from the studies performed to deterIIllne the solubility of
gasoline components in water. The 1983 study reported a range ofconstituent concentrations
based on the source ofthe gasoline. Benzene concentrations ranged from 19.1 to 42.5 milligrams
per liter (mgIL), toluene from 17.3 to 61.4 mgIL' and xylenes from 9.5 to 21.7 mgIL.6 The 1992
study provided a more detailed account of the concentrations, which all fell Within the ranges
reported in the 1983 study.5 The estimated concentrations ofMOGAS components present in the
compensating overboard discharge are shown in Table 2.

Motor Gasoline (MOGAS) Compensating Discharge
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4.0 NATURE OF DISCHARGE ANALYSIS

Based on the discharge characteristics presented in Section 3.0, the nature ofthe
discharge and its potential impact on the environment can be evaluated. The estimated mass
loadings are presented in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, the concentrations ofdischarge constituents
are compared with the water quality criteria. In Section 4.3, the potential for the transfer ofnon
indigenous species is discussed.

4.1 Mass Loadings

Using the fleet wide MOGAS compensating water annual discharge volumes presented in
Table 1, and the estimated constituent concentrations in Table 2, the total mass loadings for the
priority pollutants present in this discharge were calculated using the following formula:

Table 3 provides the resulting mass loadings on a maximum discharge per event basis and
on a total annual fleetwide basis.

4.2 Environmental Concentrations

As identified in"Section 3.3, the constituents ofconcern are benzene, toluene,
ethylbenzene, xylene isomers, phenol, and naphthalene. The estimated constituent
concentrations in MOGAS compensating water discharges, and the corresponding most stringent
state water quality criteria (wQC), are presented in Table 4. Benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene,
phenol, and naphthalene concentrations exceed the most stringent state WQC. There are no
relevant Federal or state WQC for xylene isomers.

4.3 Potential for Introducing Non-Indigenous Species

In those instances where vessels receive MOGAS prior to deployment and no overhaul
period is pending, the possibility ofnon-indigenous species transport exists. Water from
different ports could have entered the tanks during the previous deployment to compensate for
consumed fuel. When shipboard MOGAS tanks are emptied of fuel, flushed, steam-cleaned, and
then filled with seawater while in deep water before returning to port for overhaul, there is no
significant possibility ofnon-indigenous species transport. Therefore, depending on the
operational procedures and the deployment of the vessels, there may be a potential for the
transfer ofnon-indigenous species.

5.0 CONCLUSIONS

MOGAS compensating discharge has the potential to cause an adverse environmental

Motor Gasoline (MOGAS) Compensating Discharge
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effect because ther~ is a potential to cause an oil sheen in the waters surroUnding the ship.
Additionally, the possibility exists for the transfer ofnon-indigenous species~ depending on the
operational procedures ofa particular vessel and the deployment schedule.

6.0 DATA SOURCES AND REFERENCES
I', II

"To characterize this discharge, information from various sources was obtained. Process
information was used to estimate the volume ofdischarge. Table 5 shows the source ofthe data
used to develop this NOD report.

Specific References

" ", " ~
1. UND~ Equipment Expert Meeting Minutes. Motor Gasoline (MOGAS) Storage and

Compensated Overboard Discharge. October 23, 1996. '

"Ii

2. Personal C<;>mmunication Between LT Joyce Aivalotis (U.S. Coast Guard) and David
Ciscon (M~ Rosenblatt & Son). May 28, 1997. ',

,1

3. Personal Communication Between Penny Weersing (Military Sealift'Command Central
Technical Activity) and Don Kim (M. Rosenblatt & Son). October 24, 1996.

II
:1

4. US Army Input to Equipment Expert Meeting, Motor Gasoline (MOGAS) Storage and
Compensat~d Overboard Discharge. February 7, 1997.'

;

5. Bruya, James E., Petroleum Hydrocarbons: What are they? How much is present? Where
do they go? Friedman & Bruya, Inc., Seattle, WA. April 1992.

Ii

6. Guard, Harold E. and RoyB. Laughlin, Jr., Characterization ofGas~~ines, Diesel Fuels &
Their Water Soluble Fractions. Naval Biosciences Laboratory, Oakland, CA., September
1983. i
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a Based on one complete in-port refueling per year per vessel, and a maximum of 80% ofthe tank capacity being
displaced overboard by onloaded fuel

36,480
145,600

182,080

:"':'}:~j~: 'j :>C' 'IPI' ." '(NT, .,y:l;?:' (,"> 'C()ri~ihittation(miY'D):' )('" 'om ann ,,~ i','-",~ ,_ _ -;<...-- 'C

Methyl-t-butyl ether (MTBE)
.... .. -_....

'116

Benzene 29.5
Toluene 42.6
Xylene Isomers (3) 14.7
Ethylbenzene 2.4
Cs and C6 Alkenes and Alkadienes 0.5
Cl to C4 Phenols 1.2
C3 to Cs Benzenes 6.8
Co to C3 Anilines 3.7
Co to Cz Thiophenes 1.3
Co to Cz fudanes and fudenes 1.2
Co to Cz Naphthalenes 1.2
Co to Cz Pyridines 0.4
Co to Cz fudoles 0.3

Table 2. Estimated Constituent Concentrations in MOGAS Compensating
Overboard DischargeS

Table 1. Estimated Total Amounts of MOGAS Compensating Seawater Displaced
Overboard Annually by Vessel Class in U.S. Ports

LPD 7
LHA 4



Table 3. Estimated Annual Mass Loadings

FL=Florida
HI =Hawaii

,I ,

Constituent Concentration Federal Acute MostS1ringent State Acute.
(mgt'L) WQC(mg!L) , WQC(mWLl

Benzene 29.5 None 0.07128 (FL)
Toluene 42.6 None 2.1 (HI)

Ethylbenzene 2.4 None 0.14 (HI)
Phenols 1.2 None 0.17 (HI)

Naphthalenes 1.2 None 0.78 (HI)

Motor Gasoline (MOGAS) Compensating Discharge
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*Based upon a maxunum discharge event volume of 20,800 gallons from an LPD 7 (assummg a maXImum of 80%
ofthe 26,000 gallon tank capacity being displaced overboard by onloaded fuel)

*. Based upon a total annual discharge volume of 182,080 gallons

"
,Constituent Estimated Maximum Dis~harge '," .Total FleetWide

Concentration In EventMassLOading* :Mass~ading**(lbs)
Discharge (mg/L) (lbs) '.

, - - _v,_

Benzene 29.5 5.1 45
Toluene 42.6 7.4 65
Xylene Isomers (3) 14.7 2.5 22
Ethvlbenzene 2.4 0.4 4
Phenols 1.2 0.2 2
Naphthalenes 1.2 0.2 2

II
Ii

Table 4. Comparison of Estimated Discharge Concentrations with Water Quality Criteria
I

Notes:
Where historical data were not reported as dissolved or total, the metals concentrations were compared to the most
strinaent (dissolved or total) state water quality criteria.



Table 5. Data Sources
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NATURE OF DISCHARGE REPORT

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The National Defense Authorization Act of 1996 amended Section 312 ofthe Federal
Water Pollution Control Act (also known as the Clean Water Act (CWA)) to require that the

·Secretary ofDefense and the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
develop unifonn national discharge standards (UNDS) for vessels of the Anned Forces for
" ...discharges, other than sewage, incidental to nonnal operation of a vessel of the Anned Forces,
..." [Section 312(n)(l)]. UNDS is being developed in three phases. The first phase (which this

·report supports), will detennine which discharges will be required to be controlled by marine
pollution control devices (MPCDs)-either equipment or management practices. The second
phase will develop MPCD perfonnance standards. The final phase will determine the design,
construction, installation, and use ofMPCDs.

A nature ofdischarge (NOD) report has been prepared for each of the discharges that has
been identified as a candidate for regulation under UNDS. The NOD reports were developed
based on infonnation obtained from the technical community within the Navy and other branches

·ofthe Anned Forces with vessels potentially subject to UNDS, from infonnation available in
existing technical reports and documentation, and, when required, from data obtained from
discharge samples that were collected under the UNDS program.

The purpose of the NOD report is to describe the discharge in detail, including the system
that produces the discharge, the equipment involved, the constituents released to the
environment, and the current practice, ifany, to prevent or minimize environmental effects.
Where existing process infonnation is insufficient to characterize the discharge, the NOD report
provides the results of additional sampling or other data gathered on the discharge. Based on the
above infonnation, the NOD report describes how the estimated constituent concentrations and
mass loading to the environment were determined. Finally, the NOD report assesses the
potential for environmental effect. The NOD report contains sections on: Discharge
Description, Discharge Characteristics, Nature ofDischarge Analysis, Conclusions, and Data
Sources and References.

Non-oily Machinery Wastewater
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Non-oily Machinery Wastewater
2

~quipment Description and Operation

• distilling plants start-up
discharge,

• bleed air, system leaks,
• chilled water condensate drains,
• fresh and saltwater pump
drains,
• potable water tank overflows,
• le~ from propulsion shaft
seals,

2.1

DISCHARGE DESCRIPTION

ii
. Iii

For the systems below the waterline, non-oily machinery wastewater drains into the non-,
oily machinery waStewater drain tanks (gener8J.ly one per machinery space) which have dedicated
pumps that discharge directly overboard. These pumps normally operate automatically under
control ofhigh- and low-level sensors. Non-oily machinery wastewater tarlks range in size from
100 gallons for smaller ships to 2,500 gallons for aircraft carriers. Figure 1 is' a diagram ofa
typical non-oily machinery wastewater system. ':

The main so:urces ofwater to the non-oily machinery wastewater are: ii
'I,

I L
• low & high pressure air compressor
condensate,
• leaks from valve stems and manifolds,
• seawater and freshwater reliefvalve

,I

leaks,
• leaks from pump packing gland seals,
• seawater duplex str~iner leaks,
• propulsion engine jacket water cooler
drains.'

I

II

The primary purpose ofthe non-oily machinery wastewater system is to segregate
machinery wastewater from the wastes that collect in bilges so that non-oily machinery
wastewater Carl be directly discharged overboard. This reduces the amount ofbilgewater that

. "I," " ' iI

needs to be treated with oil water separators (OWS) prior to discharge. Dedicated drip pans,
funnels, and deck_drains comprise the non-oily machinery wastewater system"and collect non
oily machinery wastewater that is generated below the ship's waterline in machinery spaces.
Non:-<>ily machinery wastewater from systems and equipment located above a'ship's waterline is
often drained directly overboard. By separately collecting and preventing non-oily machinery
wastewater from mixing with oily wastewater, non-oily wastewater is discharged without going
through an OWSsystem.'

'I
1

· ,
, II

This section describes the non-oily machinery wastewater and includes information on:
th~ equipment that is used and its operation (Section 2.1), general description 'of the constituents
ofthe discharge (Section 2.2), and the vessels that produce this discharge (Section 2.3).

2.0



fu limited cases, steam condensate is combined with non-oily machinery wastewater in the non
oily machinery wastewater drain tank. The combined wastewater are discharged overboard
below the waterline. Information on steam condensate is provided in the steam condensate NOD
report.

Ofthese listed non-oily machinery wastewater sources, distilling plants may be the major
source ofnon-oily machinery wastewater. Distilling plants desalinate seawater to produce
potable, boiler feed, and equipment cooling water. The freshwater initially produced by the
distilling plants during start-up is normally discharged either overboard or to the non-oily
machinery wastewater system until acceptable specified salinity levels are achieved. This period
normally lasts about 15 minutes, at which time the discharge is discontinued. Also, the quality of
the water produced during the normal operation of the distiller plants may occasionally be
unsatisfactory; this water is discharged in the same manner as during start-up.

2.2 Releases to the Environment

The constituents of this discharge include potable water and seawater, metals from
contact with tanks and piping, and other constituents associated with the construction and
operation of the non-oily machinery wastewater system and equipment served by the system.
The discharge either drains directly overboard continuously as it is produced, or is pumped
overboard intermittently from non-oily machinery wastewater tanks.

2.3 Vessels Producing the Discharge

Non-conventionally powered Navy surface vessels and all newly constructed and some
older conventionally-powered vessels have dedicated non-oily machinery wastewater systems.
Most Military Sealift Command vessels and some ofthe older conventionally powered Navy
ships do not have a separate non-oily machinery wastewater system, so the non-oily wastewater
drains to the bilge. I U.S. Coast Guard vessels and small boats and craft of the Armed Forces do
not have any dedicated non-oily machinery wastewater collection systems; instead, the non-oily
machinery wastewater, which is mixed with bilgewater, is generally collected for shore side
treatment as bilgewater. fu addition, Army and Air Force vessels do not have separate non-oily
machinery wastewater systems; this type ofwastewater is drained directly to the bilge.

3.0 DISCHARGE CHARACTERISTICS

This section contains qualitative and quantitative information that characterizes the
discharge. Section 3.1 describes where the discharge occurs with respect to harbors and near
shore areas, Section 3.2 describes the rate ofthe discharge, Section 3.3 lists the constituents in
the discharge, and Section 3.4 gives the concentrations ofthe constituents in the discharge.

3.1 Locality

This discharge occurs in port, during transit, and at sea.

Non-oily Machinery Wastewater
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3.2 Rate

The generation rate and discharge frequency ofnon-oily machinery wao;tewater varies
considerably according to the mode ofship operation and its equipment operating status. This
w~ demonstra~l1d by the results of the recent flow characterization study ofnon-oily machinery
wastewater on~pardthe following vessels: CVN 74, DDG 67, LHD 5, and LSD 44.2 A
cwpulative disqharge flow rate of 97,057,740 gallons/year was estimated for the vessel classes
that these vessels represent. Non-oily machinery wastewater flow rates by vessel class were
established by using the following formula:

Vessel Class Flow Rate = (#vesselslship class)(flow rat~)(#Of-d~ys'iiip()rtlyear)r ....
. .. . ' ·i,. .."I.' I"",.~.,,'.i:, },:i,

CVN 68 Class = (7 vessels)(41,200 gallday)(l47 dayS in port/year) ~42,394,800gal/~ei\r'" 'I>

I

Machine-specific non-oily machinery wastewater sources can gener~t~ volumes ranging
from a few drips per minute in the case ofsmall pumps and valves, to severafthousand gallons
per hour (gph)'m the case ofdistilling units releasing their output during plant start-up. The
volume ofdistillate directed to the non-oily machinery wastewater system duiing start-up ranges
from less than 100 gph to about 4,000 gph depending on the size of the plant.':

.1

3.3 Constituents

i
Non-oily machinery wastewater discharge samples were obtained from four Navy ships.

Samples were collected aboard an aircraft carrier (CVN 74), an amphibious assault ship (LHD 1),
a dock landing ship (LSD 51) and a guided missile destroyer (DDG 57).3 See Table 1 for the
concentrations ofconstituents detected in shipboard non-oily machinery wastewater discharge
samples. Table 2 lists a bioaccumulator and constituents that were detected in the non-oily
machinery wastewater samples at concentrations that exceed Federal and/or state ambient water
quality criteria (WQC). The priority pollutants bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate, copper, nickel, silver,
and zinc were Id.entified as being present in concentrations exceeding WQC.the only
bioaccumulatorideritified in the discharge was mercury. "

3.4 Concentrations
il

Co:pcen;trations ofconstituents detected in non-oily machinery wastewater samples
collected from~ aircraft carrier (CVN 74), an amphibious assault ship (LFIrf1), a dock landing
ship (LSD 51) and a guided missile destroyer (DDG 57) are presented in Tabl'e 1.
Concentrations ofa known bioaccumulator and the constituents that exceeded Federal and/or
most stringent state WQC are presented in Table 2. !I

Non-oily Machinery Wastewater
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4.0 NATURE OF DISCHARGE ANALYSIS

Based on the discharge characteristics presented in Section 3.0, the nature of the
discharge and its potential impact on the environment can be evaluated. The mass loadings and
the concentrations ofdischarge constituents after release to the environment are discussed in
Sections 4.1 and 4.2, respectively. In Section 4.3, the potential for the transfer ofnon-indigenous
species is discussed.

4.1 Mass Loadings

Non-oily machinery wastewater discharge volumes (recorded by pump running time
meters/event counters) were recorded daily aboard four ships from different ship classes over
periods oftime ranging from 22 to 29 consecutive days.2 These were the same four ship classes
that were sampled. The discharge flow data and log-normal mean concentrations were used to
estimate mass loadings for those analytes detected. Mass loadings ofall constituents detected are
presented in Table 1. Table 2 shows mass loadings for constituents with log-normal mean
concentrations that exceed water quality criteria and for the loan bioaccumulator detected, .
mercury. A sample calculation ofthe estimated mass loading for copper is"shown below:

Mass loadings were determined using log-normal averages because the concentration data
are expected to follow a log-normal distribution.

4.2 Environmental Concentrations

The log-normal mean discharge concentrations are compared to the Federal and most
stringent state WQC in Table 3. Copper, nickel, silver, zinc, bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate,
ammonia, nitrogen (as nitrate/nitrite and total kjeldahl nitrogen), and total phosphorous were
present in shipboard non-oily machinery wastewater discharge samples, with log-normal mean
concentration levels in excess ofthe most stringent established water quality criteria. Mercury
was detected in two of four shipboard samples, but the log-normal mean concentration did not
exceed WQC.

4.3 Potential for Introducing Non-Indigenous Species

The discharge from freshwater non-oily machinery wastewater originates from the
potable water system and therefore, cannot introduce, transport, or release non-indigenous
species. Non-oily machinery wastewater ofseawater origin is pumped overboard in the same
geographical area in which the seawater was taken. Therefore, transporting aquatic species from
one geographic area to another as a result of this discharge is unlikely.

Non-oily Machinery Wastewater
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To characterize this discharge, information from various sources wa~ obtained. Process
infonnation and assumptions were used to estimate the discharge volume. Based on this estimate
and on the reported concentrations ofconstituents, the mass loadings to the environment
resulting from this discharge were then estimated. Table 4 shows the source of the data used to
develop this NOD report. ,
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FIGURE 1
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Table 1. Summary of Detected Analytes

Total

Dissolved

Total

Dissolved

Dissolved

Dissolved

Dissolved

Total

Dissolved

Total

Dissolved

Total

Dissolved

Total

Total

Total

Copper

Calcium

Cadmium

Boron

Barium

Total K;eldahl Nitrofren
Total Orf!anic Carbon (TOC)
Total Phosphorous

Total Susvended Solids 11.34
Total Sulfide (Iodometric) 6.45

Mercurv 4.48
ME'FAI;S"~;'/~ "

Antimonv

Arsenic

Total Dissolved Solids
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Total Recoverable Oil and
Grease

Aluminum

Chemical OXYfren Demand

SGT-HEM
Sulfate

Chloride

NitratelNitrite
Hexane Extractable Material

Biochemical OXYfren Demand

Alkalinity
Ammonia as Nitrofren

Volatile Residue 287.25
MERG1.JR¥:;r¢~j:;}O!>" .>:;, ~';;<";(i' ["''"''«iil!llil;:''''



Iron
Dissolved 20.90 20f4 BDL 89.15 16.9
Total 110.28 30f4 BDL 2505 89.1

Lead
Dissolved 4.59 lof4 BDL 19.3 3.71
Total 5.10 lof4 BDL 29.35 4.12

Magnesium
Dissolved 7775.80 40f4 316 196500 6285
Total 9258.79 40f4 455 "251500 7484

Manf!anese
Dissolved 7.40 30f4 BDL 26.15 6.0
Total 9.91 30f4 BDL 69.05 8.0

Molybdenum
Dissolved 2.47 lof4 BDL 17.2 2.0
Total 2.79 lof4 BDL 31 2.26

Nickel
Dissolved 76.10 30f4 BDL 237 61.5
Total 92.63 30f4 BDL 404 74.9

Sa"oer
Total 5.41 1 of4 BDL 54.85 4.37

Sodium
Dissolved 69616.18 40f4 3365 1750000 56270
Total 62604.54 40f4 1948.75 1955000 50602

11zallium
Dissolved 4.72 30f4 BDL 15.7 3.82
Total 1.43 lof4 BDL 1.6 1.16

Tin
Total 4.14 lof4 BDL 36.7 3.35

Titanium
Total 4.05 20f4 BDL 9.75 3.27

Zinc
Dissolved 140.24 40f4 23 847 113
Total 621.47 40f4 90.85 6125 502

ORGANICS (ugJL) (uwL) c. (u2'IL). (lbslyt)
2-Pro/Janone 36.00 lof4 BDL 107.5 29.1
B~a-Efflwh~DPhfflawre 10.78 lof4 BDL 75 8.71
Chlorofonn 6.93 lof4 BDL 18.5 5.6
N,N-Dimethvlfonnamide 6.67 lof4 BDL 11 5.39
N-Hexacosane 6.06 lof4 BDL 10 4.9
Toluene 10.91 lof4 BDL 113.5 8.82
Notes:
(1) BDL =Below Detection Limit
(2) Mass loadings were calculated based upon the results of the UNDS Non-Oily Machinery Wastewater Flow
ChnracterizatioJ:!, Report involving four vessels: CVN 74, DDG 67, LHD 5, and LSD 44.2
(3) Log normal means were calculated using measured analyte concentrations. When a sample set contained one or
more samples with the analyte below detection levels (i.e., "non-detect" samples), estimated analyte concentrations
equivalent to one-halfof the detection levels were used to calculate the mean. For example, if a "non-detect" sample
wiLs analyzed using a technique with a detection level of20 mg/L, 10 mgIL was used in the log normal mean
calculation.'
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404
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2.3
0.56

6125

1065
3045

54.85

.i;{:'(m;., ..... ,,i;
10.1

0.19
0.55

40f4 34.35
40f4 34.2

30f4 BDL
30f4 BDL

lof4 BDL

40f4 23
40f4 90.85

1 0[4' BDL

40f4
40f4

40f4

2. of4 ., BDL 2135
:,"";~:',':;;:f". t>'; 1;1',;;''" 'e'",'." "',"~ ,"';"p.,."",~

40f4 0.14
...•..·1,< ""{" "::,)' !:'::;: "Utgt.LJ .:,':'"".,':'

5Al

92.63
76.10

140.24
621.47

599.96
148.76

Dissolved

Total
Dissolved

Total

Dissolved

Total

Total

Zinc

BDL = Below Detection Limit
A - Total Nitrogen is the sum ofNitratelNitrite and Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen.

Silver

Copper

Nickel

* Mercury was not found in excess ofWQC; mass loading is shown only because it is a bioaccumulator.

Bis(2-Ethylhexyl) , 10.78
Phthalate
MERCURY"";':: IY;

Mass loadings were calculated based upon the results of the UNDS Non-Oily Machinery Wastewater Flow
Characterization Report involving four vessels: CVN 74, DDG 67, LHD 5, and LSD 44.2
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Total Nitrof!enA 1.43

Table 2. Estimated Annual Mass Loadings of Constituents

Total Iqeldahl 1.05
Nitrof!en

NitratelNitrite 0.38
Ammonia as Nitroiien 0.34

Total Phosvhorous 1.03
;ORG,ANICS', """'<"·'1<,;;'" ,"""'.".'

Mercury* " 4.48
,META,LS;:;;:::,:t,!, ."'.' ..;;f;",;:;/i'.i NIT \'. :' :~,
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• - Mercury was not found in excess ofWQC; concentration is shown only because it is a bi~accumulator.
I

Ii
~

II
"

Ii
~

, ii
Table 3. Mean Concentrations of Constituents that Exceed Water Quality Criteria, , I

Notes:
Refer to federal criteria promulgated by EPA in its National Toxics Rule, 40 CFR 131.36 (57 FR 60848; Dec. 22,
1992llJld 60 FR22230; May 4,1995)'
A - Nutrient critepa are not specified as acute or chronic values.
B - Total Nitrogen is the sum ofNitratelNitrite and Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen.

CA "'" California
CT "" Connecticut
FL -Florida
GA "" Georgia
HI-Hawaii
MS "" Mississippi
WA == Washington

I,

Constituent Log-normal Minimum Maximum Federal Acute .MostStringentState
Mem Concentration Concentration WOC .AcuteWOC

CLASSICALS
.. _. .

•(JlU!1L)

Ammonia as Nitrogen 0.34 0.1 1 None 0.006 (HI)A

NitratelNitrite 0.38 0.19 0.56 None 0.008 (HI)A

Total Kjeldahl 1.05 0.55 2.3 None -
Nitrogen
Total NitroKenB 1.43 None 0.2 (HIt
Total PhosDhorous 1.03 0.14 11 None 0.025 (HI)J\
ORGANICS (lU!IL)

Bis(2-Etlryllrexyl) 10.78 BDL 75 None 5.92 (GA)
Phthalate
Mercurv (myL)
Mercury* 4.48 BDL 2135 1800 25iFL, GA)
Metals (1ll!IL)

CODDer
Dissolved 148.76 34.35 1065 2.4 2.4 (CT, MS)
Total 599.96 34.2 3045 2.9 2.5(WA)

Nickel
Dissolved 76.10 BDL 237 74 74 (CA, CT)

Total 92.63 BDL 404 74.6 8.3 (FL, GA)
Sil"'er

Total 5.41 BDL 54.85 1.9 1.2lWA)
Zinc

Dissolved 140.24 23 847 90 90(CA, CT, MS)
Total 621.47 90.85 6125 95.1 84.67'WA)

,



Table 4. Data Sources
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NATURE OF DISCHARGE REPORT

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The National Defense Authorization Act of 1996 amended Section 312 of the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act (also !mown as the Clean Water Act (CWA)) to require that the
Secretary ofDefense and the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
develop unifonn national discharge standards (UNDS) for vessels of the Anned Forces for
"...discharges, other than sewage, incidental to nonnal operation ofa vessel of the Anned Forces,
..." [Section 312(n)(I)]. UNDS is being developed in three phases. The first phase (which this
report supports), will detennine which discharges will be required to be controlled by marine
pollution control devices (MPCDs)-either equipment or management practices. The second
phase will develop MPCD perfonnance standards. The final phase will detennine the design,
construction, installation, and use ofMPCDs.

A nature ofdischarge (NOD) report has been prepared for each ofthe discharges that has
been identified as acandidate for regulation under UNDS. The NOD reports were developed
based on infonnation obtained from the technical community within the Navy and other branches
ofthe Anned Forces with vessels potentially subject to UNDS, from infonnation available in
existing technical reports and documentation, and, when required, from data obtained from
discharge samples that were collected under the UNDS program.

The purpose of the NOD report is to describe the discharge in detail, including the system
that produces the discharge, the equipment involved, the constituents released to the
environment, and the current practice, if any, to prevent or minimize environmental effects.
Where existing process infonnation is insufficient to characterize the discharge, the NOD report
provides the results of additional sampling or other data gathered on the discharge. Based on the
above infonnation, the NOD report describes how the estimated constituent concentrations and
mass loading to the environment were determined. Finally, the NOD report assesses the
potential for environmental effect. The NOD report contains sections on: Discharge
Description, Discharge Characteristics, Nature ofDischarge Analysis, Conclusions, and Data
Sources and References.

Photo Lab Drains
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2.0 DISCHARGE DESCRIPTION

~

This section describes the photographic laboratory drains and includes infonnation on:
the equipment that is used and its operation (Section 2.1), general description 'of the constituents
of the discharge (Section 2.2), and the vessels that produce this discharge (Section 2.3).

'I' !I

II

2.1 Equipment Description and Operation

i
Shipboard photographic laboratory wastes result from the processing ofcolor, black-and-

white, and X-ray film. The chemicals used aboard vessels for these purposes 'are the same as
those used at shor~-1Jasedphotographic facilities. This discharge is control1ed. by the Anned
Forces by current guidance which requires containerization ofall photo processing wastes for
shore disposal when within 12 nautical miles (n.m.) of shore.!

'I
I I • I .~

The photographic wastewater processing system consists of three elements: a film
processor, a washwater recycle system, and a fixer recycle and silver recovery subsystem. The
film processor effluents include the developer and fixer solutions and the thio'sulfate washwater
stream. After the film is fixed, it goes through the washwater recycle system," where it is
i.Inmersed in thiosulfate washwater and then sprayed with freshwater (rinsewater).2 Black-and
white and X-ray film effluents are then containerized for shore disposal or directly discharged
overboard via the ship's collection, holding, and transfer (CHT) system ifoutSide 12 n.m. Fixer
solutions must always be containerized for shore disposal within 12 n.m. Beyond 12 n.m. the
fixer solution ~ay be discharged overboard, provided the fixer solution is processed through a
silver recoveryunit, ifone is available on-board.3 A silver recovery unit uses an electrolytic
recovery assembly to recover the silver from the recycled fixer solution? The effluent from the
recovery unit is then containerized, or discharged overboard ifoutside 12 n.m. I Color film
processor effluent (small quantities) may be discharged directly overboard beyond 12 n.m. via
the plUmbing drainsystem.3 In port, or in transit within 12 n.m., the effluent is containerized for
shQre disposal. II In some cases, rinsewater is discharged to the CHT system in'port for discharge
ashore iflocal regulations permit. I

The amount and frequency ofwaste generation across vessel classes ~i11 vary depending
upon the vessels' photo processing capabilities (color and/or black-and-white), equipment, and
operational objectives. Color film processing waste is generated from batch quantities of
developer, fixer, and intensifier solutions. Black-and-white and X-ray film processing waste is
generated from processor effluent, stop ba~ detergents, and hardener solutions. Many vessels
are now being outfitted with self contained automatic processors or d.igital processors.
Automatic processors do not produce a continuous rinsewater stream. Digital processors do not
use chemicals.4

2.2 Releases to the Environment
'i

:1

Photographic processing effluents are only discharged outside of 12 n.m. from shore.
Bl~ck-and-white and X-ray photographic processing effluent is discharged overboard via the
CHT system. Color film processor effluent is pennitted to be discharged overboard above the

I
"
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waterline via the plumbing drain system. l The discharge can consist of stop bath, detergents,
hardener, developer, fixer, and rinse solutions.

2.3 Vessels Producing the Discharge

Navy vessels such as aircraft carriers (CV/CVN), amphibious assault ships
(LHD/LHA/LPD/LCC), and submarine tenders (AS) have photographic laboratory facilities,
including color, black-and-white and X-ray photographic processors. Two Military Sealift
Command (MSC) hospital ships (T-AlI) have photo processing equipment, but neither is used on
a routine basis or within U.S. contiguous or territorial waters. The U. S. Coast Guard (USCG)
currently has two WAGB 400 Class icebreakers with photographic and X-ray processing
capabilities, but does not discharge wastes overboard within 12 n.m. ofshore.5 The Army and
the Air Force are not expected to produce this discharge because their vessels do not have
photographic developing capabilities.

3.0 DISCHARGE CHARACTERISTICS

This section contains qualitative and quantitative infonnation that characterizes the
discharge. Section 3.1 describes where the discharge occurs with respect to harbors and near
shore areas, Section 3.2 describes the rate of the discharge, Section 3.3 lists the constituents in
the discharge, and Section 3.4 gives the concentrations of the constituents in the discharge.

3.1 Locality

Naval Ships' Technical Manual (NSTM), Chapter 593, provides unifonn guidance in the
handling and disposal ofphotographic processing chemicals.' While in port or in transit within
12 n.m., all discharges ofX-ray, color and black-and-white photographic processing fixers, and
developers are containerized for shore-side disposal. Film rinsewaters are not containerized in
port due to their large volumes, but are disposed of in to the CRT system. The CRT system is
connected to the pierside collection piping while the vessel is docked. Therefore, overboard
discharges ofphotographic processing effluents do not occur from any vessel within 12 n.m. of
shore, and most vessels containerize their waste even beyond this point.

Beyond 12 n.m., all photo processing chemicals, ifnot containerized, are directed to the
CRT system where they are mixed with blackwater and discharged overboard.3 Wastes that can
be directed to the CRT system are black-and-white and X-ray film processing waste from
processor effluent, stop bath, detergents, hardener solutions, and silver recovery unit effluent.

3.2 Rate

Discharge flow rate data were not obtained.

3.3 Constituents
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Table 1 lists the chemical constituents identified in the. most commcmlyused developing

solutions and fixers, and in rinse waters on vessels ofthe Armed Forces. Silver is the only
priority pollutant in this discharge. There are no known bioaccumulators identified in this
discharge. "

3.4 Concentrations

The range ofphotographic processing chemical concentrations was not obtained.

4.0 NATURE OF DISCHARGE ANALYSIS
;,

Based o~ the discharge characteristics presented in Section 3.0, the nature of the
discharge and its potential impact on the environment can be evaluated. Mass loadings are
discussed in seCtion 4.1 and the concentrations ofdischarge constituents after release to the
environment are discussed in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3, the potential for the: transfer ofnon
indigenous species is discussed.

4.1 Mas~ Loadings

Constituent mass loadings were not calculated since the discharge does not occur inside .
12 n.m. Furtherm01:e, discharge concentrations and flow rates are unknown.

4.2 Environmental Concentrations

Concentrations released to the environment were not calculated since Pte discharge does
not occur inside 12 n.m. and the discharge concentrations are unknown. .

4.3 Potential for Introducing Non-Indigenous Species

Potable water is used in photographic laboratories; therefore, there is no possibility for
the introduction, transport, or release ofnon-indigenous species.

5.0 CONCLUSIONS
" !!

;1

Existing data are insufficient to determine whether drainage from shipboard photographic
labs has the potential (or has a low potential) of causing an adverse environm~ntal effect.

!
6.0 DATA SOURCES AND REFERENCES

To characterize this discharge, information from various sources were·obtained. Table 2
shows the sources of the data used to develop this NOD report. "
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Table 1. Chemical Constituents Identified in the Most Commonly Used Photographic
Developing Solutions and Fixers, and in Rinse Waters on Vessels of the Armed Forces6

.4~2 EnvironmentalConcentnitions (NA) .'.
4.1 Mass .Loa<lfugsfNA) '.'

Photo Lab Drains
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Table 2. Data Sources

3AConcentrations(NA': ..... ,

'A~3~(jt~a1 for Intrgducilig Non;':, . . ':.
-." IndiRenoUs._S'Pe¢.jes-·~:,:~··:· '--" : ~- _.'-. ,.;.' ;-.' '<-

.2~1·EQuij)mentDescriptioriand0Peration

Note: NA = not applicable

1,3 - propylenediaminetetraacetic acid Diethanolamine - sulfur dioxide potassium hydroxide
2- aminoethanol Diethanolamine - sulfur dioxide potassium sulfite

complex
4 - (N-ethyl- N-2- diethylene glycol propylene glycol
methanesulfonylaminoethyl) - 2-
methylphenylenediamine sesquisulfate
monohydrate
4 - (N-ethyl-N-2-hydroxyethl)-2- . Fonnaldehyde silver*
methylphenylenediamine sulfate
4 - (N-ethyl- N-2- glacial acetic acid sodium acetate
methanesulfonylaminoethyl) - 2-
methylphenylenediomine sulfate
acetic acid HvdroQuinone sodium bisulfite
aluminum sulfate Hydroxylamine sulfate sodium citrate
Ammonia Isothiazolones sodium metabisulfite
ammonium (ethylenodinitrilo) tetraacete) lithium sulfate sodium sulfite
ferrate
ammonium acetate methyl alcohol sodium sulfosuccinate
ammonium bromide N,N-diethylhydroxvlamine stilbene brightner
ammonium citrate nitric acid sulfuric acid
ammonium ferric ethylenediaminetetra Organosilicone fluid tetra sodium ethylene
acetic acid diamine tetraacetrate
ammonium ferric penitetic acid triethanolamine
propvlenediaminetetraacetic acid
ammoniwn sulfite potassium bicarbonate
ammonium thiosulfate potassium carbonate
boric acid potassium chloride





NATURE OF DISCHARGE REPORT

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The National Defense Authorization Act of 1996 amended Section 312 of the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act (also mown as the Clean Water Act (CWA)) to require that the
Secretary ofDefense and the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
develop unifonn national discharge standards (UNDS) for vessels ofthe Anned Forces for
"...discharges, other than sewage, incidental to normal operation of a vessel ofthe Anned Forces,
..." [Section 312(n)(l)]. UNDS is being developed in three phases. The first phase (which this
report supports), will detennine which discharges will be required to be controlled by marine
pollution control devices (MPCDs)--either equipment or management practices. The second
phase will develop MPCD perfonnance standards. The final phase will detennine the design,
construction, installation, and use ofMPCDs.

A nature ofdischarge (NOD) report has been prepared for each of the discharges that has
been identified as a candidate for regulation under UNDS. The NOD reports were developed
based on infonnation obtained from the technical community within the Navy and other branches
of the Anned Forces with vessels potentially subject to UNDS, from infonnation available in
existing technical reports and documentation, and, when required, from data obtained from
discharge samples that were collected under the UNDS program.

The purpose of the NOD report is to describe the discharge in detail, including the system
that produces the discharge, the equipment involved, the constituents released to the
environment, and the current practice, if any, to prevent or minimize environmental effects.
Where existing process infonnation is insufficient to characterize the discharge, the NOD report
provides the results ofadditional sampling or other data gathered on the discharge. Based on the
above infonnation, the NOD report describes how the estimated constituent concentrations and
mass loading to the environment were detennined. Finally, the NOD report assesses the
potential for environmental effect. The NOD report contains sections on: Discharge
Description, Discharge Characteristics, Nature ofDischarge Analysis, Conclusions, and Data
Sources and References.
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2.0 DISCHARGE DESCRIPTION
u

!
This section describes the portable damage control drain pump discharge and includes

information on: the equipment that is used and its operation (Section 2.1), general description of
the constituents ofthe discharge (Section 2.2), and the vessels that produce this discharge
(Section 2.3). "

2.1 Equipment Description and Operation

1
Damage control (DC) systems are the fluid, electrical, and ventilation systems that

contribute to combating fires, controlling or removing smoke and/or water, or transmitting power
and communic,atiops.. Facilities for dewatering compartments in the event of an emergency
consist of fixed. drc:rinage systems within the vessel and portable equipment, such as electric
submersible pumps, P-250 or P-I00 pumps, and eductors (Figure 1). Portable DC dewatering
equipment is used in emergencies to assist recovery from fire and flooding events by removing
fluids from d~aged compartments or from compartments without drainage 'systems located
close to, or beIow,the waterline. Emergency situations are not incidental to 'the normal operation
ofthe vessel and therefore not considered in this report. The only required operation which
produces a discharge incidental to the normal operation of the vessel is duritig planned
maintenance system (PMS) activities for the equipment. This report addresses only planned
maintenance activity discharges from this equipment.

Three basi~ types ofdewatering equipment used in damage control situations are
described below. '

!!

II

• Portable electric submersible pumps are used to dewater comp'artments that do not
have an installed drainage system. The pump is driven by an electric motor enclosed
'in a watertight case that allows the pump to operate while submerged. These pumps
are fitted with strainers to prevent debris from clogging the impeiIer. This pump
does not use a suction hose, and the fluid is discharged through a' fire hose.

i
• Portable engine-driven pumps are designed for firefighting but can also be used for

de'WateJing operations. Engine-driven pumps take suction throu~ a hard rubber hose
and diScharge through a fire hose. The P-250 has a pumping capacity of250 gallons
per minute (gpm).The P-100 pump is driven by an air-cooled diesel engine and has a
pumping capacity of 100 gallons per minute (gpm). The P-l (Figure 2) and P-5 (CG
PIB arid CG-P5) are gasoline-driven portable pumps used by the U.S. Coast Guard
(USCG). The P-5 is similar in design to the P-l, but it ha.$ a larger pumping capacity.
The P-~ has a pumping capacity of 120 gpm, and the P-5 has a pUmping capacity of
200 gpm.1,2

• PQrtallle eductors Portable eductors are actuated from the discharge of a P-250 or P-
"" " • ,', I !I,

100 pump or through a fire hose using the vessel's installed firemain. A suction hose
is not used with portable eductors because the eductor is submerged during operation.
The eductor discharges through a fire hose which is lead directlyoverboard.

Portable Damage Control Drain Pump Discharges
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2.2 Releases to the Environment

2.3 Vessels Producing the Discharge

Portable Damage Control Drain Pump Discharges
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P-IOO
836
137
o
6

979

P-250MOD 1
70
o

370
60
500

Navy
MSC

USCG
Anny
Totals

As mentioned previously, the USCG P-l and P-5 pumps are pre-packaged for transfer to
a vessel in distress. These pumps are not required to be operated during periodic maintenance so
these pumps produce no discharge incidental to normal vessel operations.

The P-250 pump uses a portion ofthe pump'discharge to cool the engine exhaust. This
cooling water is discharged separately from the pump discharge and is not considered part of this
discharge stream. It is addressed in a separate NOD report entitled "Portable Damage Control
Drain Pump Wet Exhaust."

The Navy is completely converting to P-100 pumps, and it is estimated that all P-250's in
Navy service will be replaced byP-I00's by the end of 1998.8 The Annyhas also begun to
replace P-250's with P-I00 pumps, but a timetable for complete conversion has not yet been
developed

During maintenance, P-250 and P-l00 pumps are operated to demonstrate proper :function
by pumping seawater adjacent to the vessel via a hard rubber suction hose through the system
and discharging it directly overboard through a fire hose.?

All Navy, MSC, and USCG surface ships can discharge seawater from portable DC drain
pumps. There are 906 emergency fire pumps on Navy surface vessels. The MSC maintains 137
pumps, and the USCG has 370 pumps on its surface vessels. The Anny is currently equipped
with 60 P-250 MOD 1 pumps and six P-I00 pumps. The Air Force does not use portable pumps
on any oftheir water craft. The numbers ofindividual pumps within the fleets are: 8,9,10,11,12,13,14

Maintenance schedules for the portable electric submersible pump and portable eductors
do not include a requirement for operation that will produce a discharge.3 The USCG P-l and P
5 pumps are pre-packaged for transfer to a vessel in distress, and periodic maintenance schedules
do not include a requirement to operate the pumps to produce a discharge. The maintenance
schedules for the Navy, the Military Sealift Command (MSC), and Anny P-lOO and P-250
pumps include a requirement to operate the pumps monthly for 10 minutes and annually for 15
minutes: the annual check is concurrent with a monthly check.4 Current USCG maintenance
schedules require P-250 pumps to be operated for 30 minutes each month, but the maintenance
procedures are expected to be changed to require only a 15 minute run each month.5
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3.0 DISCHARGE CHARACTERISTICS
"
"

, ~

This se<;tion contains qualitative and quantitative information that characterizes the
discharge. Section 3.1 describes where the discharge occurs with respect to harbors and near
shore areas, Section 3.2 describes the rate ofthe discharge, Section 3.3 lists the constituents in
the discharge, and Section 3.4 gives the concentrations ofthe constituents in the discharge.

ii

3.1 Locality
'!
!

, : iii

As part ofequipment maintenance, the portable damage control equipment is operated
within 12 nautical miles (n.m.). '

3.2 Rate

Individual vessel discharge volumes from emergency pumps will vary depending on the
numbers and types ofpumps aboard each vessel. Therefore, flow rates will be calculated on a
fleet-wide basis instead of a ship-by-ship basis. .

~ .

, II

Using standard maintenance operating schedules, pump inventory data, and pump
discharge rates, discharge flow estimates were calculated as shown in Table L During monthly
m~tenanceactivities, the Navy, MSC, and Army run pumps for approximately 10 minutes and
for approximately i 5 minutes during annual maintenance checks. The USCG currently operates
its pumps for 30 minutes per month. The resulting total annual discharge is approximately
49,062,500 gallons. "

",
~

Approximate annual flow rates for representative ship types are listed below:
~

, Ship Type Pump Type Pump Flow Annual TotalYearly
Carried and Rate (gpm) Operating Time .·Flowrate

Number per Ship "'. lMinuteslYear) per Ship
Surface Combatant 4 - P-100's 100 125 50,000

(DD, DDG, CG, FFG)
Large Auxiliary or 6 - P-100's 100 125 75,000
Amphibious Ship

(e.g.: AFS, AGE, LPD, LSD)
USCG Cutter (WHEC) 3 - P-250's 250 360 270,000

Army Watercraft (LCU-1600) 1 - P-250's 250 125 31,250

3.3 Constituents

",I
The portable DC drain pump discharge is seawater that is pumped during maintenance

activities. The seawater contacts rubber suction hoses and the rubber lining of firehoses. It also
contacts the wetted. components of the pump (e.g. impeller). The pumps andhoses are not

ii
~!
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expected to contribute measurable amounts ofpollutants to the discharge because the residence
times ofthe seawater within the equipment is less than 5 seconds.

3.4 Concentrations

The discharge is expected to be seawater with no measurable contribution ofconstituents
from the pumping process.

4.0 NATURE OF DISCHARGE ANALYSIS

Based on the discharge characteristics presented in Section 3.0, the nature of the
discharge and its potential impact on the environment can be evaluated. The estimated mass
loadings and environmental concentrations are discussed in Section 4.1 and 4.2. In Section 4.3,
the potential for the transfer ofnon-indigenous species is discussed.

4.1 Mass Loadings

The portable DC drain pump discharge is seawater that is pumped during maintenance
activities. The seawater contacts rubber suction hoses and the rubber lining of firehoses. It also
contacts the wetted components ofthe pump (e.g. impeller). The pumps and hoses are not
expected to contribute measurable amounts ofpollutants to the discharge because the residence
times of the seawater within the equipment is less than 5 seconds.

4.2 Environmental Concentrations

The discharge is expected to be seawater with no measurable contribution ofconstituents
from the pumping process.

4.3 Potential for Introducing Non-Indigenous Species

There is an insignificant potential for introducing non-indigenous species from this
discharge. The seawater pumped through the portable DC drain pumps is discharged in the same
location from which it was taken.

5.0 CONCLUSION

The portable DC drain pump discharge has a low potential for causing an adverse
environmental effect because the discharge consists ofseawater pumped and discharged at the
same location from which it was taken. The pumps and hoses are not expected to contribute
significant amounts ofpollutants to the discharge because the residence time ofthe seawater
within the equipment is less than 5 seconds.
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To characterize this discharge, information from various sources was obtained. Process
information and assumptions were used to estimate the annual discharge volUme. Table 2 shows
the source oftlte data used to develop this NOD report. '

2.
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Figure 1. Dewatering Equipment
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PUMP
1. INLET HOSE
2•. bUTLEr HOSE
J. CASE DFWN PLUG
4. CARR'r'ING CRADLE
5.01LF1LL . .
6. PRIME PUMP

ENGINE
7. FUEL TANK ALL CAP
8. FUEL TANK
9. CHOKE

10. AIR INTAKE
11. MUFFLER
12. FUELTANK VENT
13. FUELATTING

5

Figure 2. Portable Dewatering Pump (Model CG-PIBj
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Table 2. Data Sources

Table 1. Annual Discharge from Portable DC Drain Pumps

P-250MOD 1 70 250 125 2,187,500

P-I00 793 100 125 9,912,500

Navy Total: 12,100,000

MSC

P-250MOD 1 0 250 125 0

P-100 137 100 125 1,712,500

MSCTotal: 1,712,500

USCG P-250MOD 1 370 250 360 33,300,000

Army P-250MOD 1 60 250 125 1,875,000

P-I00 6 100 125 75,000

Army Total: 1,950,000

Cumulative Total: 49,062,500
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NATURE OF DISCHARGE REPORT

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The National Defense Authorization Act of 1996 amended Section 312 ofthe Federal
Water Pollution Control Act (also known as the Clean Water Act (CWA» to require that the
Secretary ofDefense and the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
develop unifonn national discharge standards (UNDS) for vessels of the Anned Forces for
"...discharges, other than sewage, incidental to nonnal operation ofa vessel of the Anned Forces,
..." [Section 312(n)(1)]. UNDS is being developed in three phases. The first phase (which this
report supports), will detennine which discharges will be required to be controlled by marine
pollution control devices (MPCDs)-either equipment or management practices. The second
phase will develop MPCD perfonnance standards. The final phase will detennine the design,
construction, installation, and use ofMPCDs.

,A nature of discharge (NOD) report has been prepared for each of the discharges that has
been identified as a candidate for regulation under UNDS. The NOD reports were developed
based on infonnation obtained from the technical community within the Navy and other branches
of the Anned Forces with vessels potentially subject to UNDS, from infonnation available in
existing technical reports and documentation, and, when required, from data obtained from
discharge samples that were collected under the UNDS program.

The purpose ofthe NOD report is to describe the discharge in detail, including the system
that produces the discharge, the equipment involved, the cons!ituents released to the
environment, and the current practice, if any, to prevent or minimize environmental effects.
Where existing process infonnation is insufficient to characterize the discharge, the NOD report
provides the results ofadditional sampling or other data gathered on the discharge. Based on the
above infonnation, the NOD report describes how the estimated constituent concentrations and
mass loading to the environment were detennined. Finally, the NOD report aSsesses the
potential for environmental effect. The NOD report contains sections on: Discharge
Description, Discharge Characteristics, Nature ofDischarge Analysis, Conclusions, and Data
Sources and References.
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2.0 DISCHARGE DESCRIPTION

I
!!

Equipment Description and Operation 12.1
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2.1.1 Wet Exhaust (P-250). The P-250 MOD I pump (Figure I) operates at 250 gallons

per minute (gpm) and is driven by a 35-horsepower (lIP), two-cylinder, water-cooled, two-stroke
per cycle, spark-ignition, vertical-shaft engine. It is fueled by gasoline and lubricated by oil that
is injected into the gasoline via a small injection pump. A later modification ofthe P-250, the P
250 MOD 2 pump was similar to the P-250 MOD I model, but the engine was modified to run
on. JP-5, a kerosene-based fuel. All P-250 MOD 2 pumps have been removed from service
because of reliability, maintainability and availability issues.1

,2

II
, , I

Portable, engine-driven pumps are used to provide fire fighting water in the unlikely
event that it is unavailable from the ship's installed rtie pumps because ofdainage, loss of
electrical power, or other reasons. These pumps may also be used in an emergency to directly
dewater (drain) flooded compartments which have no installed drainage system. They can also
be used. to providedrlving water for portable eductors thatdewater flooded spaces as welL The
two models ofengiTIe-driven pumps which produce this discharge are the P-250 and the P-IOO.
A portion ofthe sea water output from the P-250 portable damage control pUmp is directed to
cool the engine. A small portion ofthe cooling water is also injected into the engine exhaust to
cool and quiet the exhaust. This cooling water (called wet exhaust), containfng some ofthe
burned and unburned exhaust constituents, is discharged to receiving waters: Although the
engine which drives the P-IOO pump is air-cooled, and no water is iIijected into the engine
exhaust of this pump, a small amount ofwater contacts the engine exhaust dUring pump priming
only. This water is also considered part ofthis discharge and is characterized in this report.

,i
'I

Typical operations involving portable damage control drain pump w~t exhaust discharge
include monthly planned maintenance system (PMS) activities and emergency situations such as
~~~~. ,

II
I

2.1.2 Discharge from pump priming. In the Navy, Army, and MSC fleets, the
remaining P-2$0 MOD I pumps are currently being replaced by P-I00 portable damage control
pwnps (Figure 2). The P-IOO differs significantly from the P-250 pump models in that the P-IOO
has no wet exhaust discharge. The P-IOO is smaller, rated at 100 gpm at 95 pounds per square
i*h (psi). It is driven by a one-cylinder, air-cooled, four-stroke per cycle, diesel engine with a
hqrizontal sh~. l'he engine exhaust pipe is a double-walled, insulated, corrugated steel tube.

I This discharge was formerly called "Emergency Fire Pump Wet Exhaust". References and other m~terials related to this
discharge can be found in the files under that title. These pumps are more properly caned fire pumps; since they were designed
for tire fighting; however, they can be used for dewatering ("drainage'') as well. The title ofthis discharge was changed to make
it clear that there~ in f\1-ct two separate dischar~es from these equipments. The main discharge ofsea water from these pumps
fs covered in a separate NOD titled "Portable Damage Control Drain Pump Discharges". ..

This section describes the Portable Damage Control (DC) Drain Pump Wet Exhaust
discharge and includes information on: the equipment that is used and its operation (Section
2.1), general description ofthe constituents of the discharge (Section 2.2), and. the vessels that
produce this discharge (Section2.3).'



No water is injected into the e~haust nor is the exhaust discharged into receiving waters.3

The P-l 00 pump is equipped with a unique exhaust-powered primer. (priming ofthe P
250 pump is accomplished with a hand-operated pump; the P-250 does not have an exhaust
powered primer.) In priming the P-l 00 pump, the main engine exhaust port is blocked by the
exhaust primer valve, forcing the engine exhaust to flow through the priming jet. The priming jet
evacuates the air from the pump casing and suction hose, causing water to rise in the suction hose
and fill the pump casing. Priming is completed when water begins discharging from the priming
jet. When priming is complete, the primer shut off valve is adjusted to stop the water flow.4 Up
to 1/2 liter ofexhaust-contaminated water may be discharged during pump priming. During a
typical priming event, the liquid discharge is just sufficient to puddle on the deck, and is wiped
up with rags.

2.2 Releases to the Environment

This discharge consists ofwater injected as a cooling stream into the exhaust system of
P-250 portable damage control pump internal combustion engines. Exhaust constituents
generated during the operation of the internal combustion engines can be transferred to the
engine's water cooling stream and discharged as wet exhaust. Wet exhaust discharges are
continuously routed overboard during pump operation, typically via an exhaust hose. The
purpose of the exhaust hose is to route the engine exhaust products from the vessel interior
spaces to the weather so that personnel are not overcome by the exhaust fumes. For maintenance
and any familiarization training that may be performed on ships, the common practice is to
connect the exhaust hose so that the discharge goes directly overboard.

In addition, this discharge consists ofless than 1/2 liter ofwater containing trace amounts
ofexhaust which may be released during a P-l00 priming event.

2.3 Vessels Producing the Discharge

There are 906 portable damage control pumps which produce this discharge on Navy
vessels. I ,5 The Military Sealift Command (MSC) has 137 ofthese pumps on their vessels.z,5 The
Coast Guard (USCG) has 370 pumps, which are all P-250's.5,6 There are 66 pumps which
produce this discharge aboard U.S. Army (USA) watercraft.7

,8 There are no pumps which
produce this discharge aboard U.S. Air Force watercraft.9 Pumps within the fleets are as
follows: 1,2,3,7.

P-250MOD 1 P-lOO Total by Service
Navy 70 836 906
MSC 0 137 137
USCG 370 0 370
Army 60 6 66
Totals 500 979 1479

The Navy is completely converting to P-lOO pumps, and it is estimated that all P-250's in

Portable Damage Control Drain Pump Wet Exhaust
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3.0 DISCHARGE CHARACTERISTICS

3.2 Rate

Locality3.1

"The P-~50pump discharges wet exhaust at 2 gpm. As previously stated in Section 2.1,
the P-l00 pump has no wet exhaust, but may produce up to 1/2 liter of exhaust-contaminated
water during'pUmp priming. '

"~

Wet exhauSt discharges from portable damage control drain pumps occur during
maintenance activities. Maintenance activities can be initiated while in port or at sea. For
purposes oftbis analysis, it has been assumed that all discharges occur withID 12 nautical miles
(n.m.).

Portable Damage Control Drain Pump Wet Exhaust
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Using standard maintenance schedules, pump inventory data, and established pump wet
exhaust discharge rates, discharge volume estimates were calculated as shoWn in Table 1.
During monthly maintenance activities, the Navy runs pumps for approximately 10 minutes, and
during annual maintenance checks for about 15 minutes. The annual check is done concurrently
with a monthly check.10 The Army and MSC follow the Navy's maintenance procedures. The
USCG currently runs its pumps for 30 minutes per month, but the maintenance procedures are
expected to be modified to require only a 15 minute run time per month.1

1,12
'I

::; : II,
The calculation for the annual wet exhaust flow rate of298,900 gallons per year from P-

250 MOD 1 pumps is shownbelow:!

'I

This se~tion contains qualitative and quantitative infonnation that characterizes the
discharge. Section 3.1 describes where the discharge occurs with respect to harbors and near
shore areas, Section 3.2 describes the rate of the discharge, Section 3.3 lists the constituents in
the discharge, and Section 3.4 gives the concentrations ofthe constituents in'the discharge.

!
i

"

ii

Navy service will be replaced by P-l00's by the end of 1998. The Army haS also begun to
replace P-250's with P-lOO's, but a timetable for complete conversion has not yet been
developed.



3.3 Constituents

The constituents of this discharge are fuel (gasoline or diesel), lubricants, or their
combustion exhaust gases. Typical constituents ofexhaust gases from small diesel or gasoline
fueled engines include both organic and inorganic substances. Most ofthe substances that
originate from the fuel are combustion products. However, some fuel passes through the engine
unburned along with combustion products in the exhaust gases.13 .

fuorganic substances in portable damage control pump engine exhaust gases include
combustion products such as carbon dioxide (C02), carbon monoxide (CO), oxides ofnitrogen
(NOx), oxides of sulfur (SOx), and metals. The specific substances and their concentrations
depend on a number of factors, including the composition of the fuel, engine temperature, engine
use, and engine condition.

P-250 MOD 1: Engine wet exhausts contain oil and grease. The concentrations are
affected by the composition of the fuel, any additives used, and the efficiency of the engine. fu
1992, sampling was conducted by the Navy for metals in portable damage control pump wet

Portable Damage Control Drain Pump Wet Exhaust
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Concentrations3.4

";
"

The c9mpounds listed in Table 3 are expected to be similar to that ohhe P-250 MOD 1
engine exhaust since both the test engine and the P-250 engine are two-stroke cycle, gasoline
powered engffies. Ofthe compounds listed in Table 3, benzene, toluene, etliylbenzene, and
naphthalene are priority pollutants. None ofthe compounds are bioaccumulators.

l
:1
.,

II
I

P-250 MOD 1: Oil and grease concentrations in the exhaust from P-250 MOD 1
portable damage control pump wet exhaust is shown in Table 4. These concentrations were
taken from l~qoratoryanalytical data provided by Naval Surface Warfare Center Carderock
Division (NSWCCD).14 The analyses were performed in April 1992 for oil and grease.

. I

.• . Ii

Conceptrations ofmetals in portable damage control pump wet exhaust are shown in
Table 2. Metals analyses were only conducted for the P-250 MOD 2,14 which has since been
removed from service; however, it is expected that the concentrations ofmetals in the P-250
MOD 1 unit will be comparable due to the similarity of the exhaust systems.

!!

!I

The 1995 study measured the VOC accumulation in water from the exhaust of a 10 hp
(7.3 kW) engine. Because the P 250 MOD I engine is a 35 hp (26 kW) engine, the results are
not directly transferable to this larger engine. However, one pertinent observation was reported
in this study which pennits the results to be "scaled" for a different engine... This observation was

!I
"

"
, ~

While ~erc;:; is not a large body ofinformation available on the impact ofengine exhaust
on water, some stUdies have been done. A study in 1995 measured the rate ofintroduction of
VOCs into water dUring the operation of a gasoline powered two-stroke engine. In this test, an
outboard engine was operated in an enclosed tank and the increase in VOCssuch as benzene was
measured. The results were given in terms ofmg ofcompound/l0 min ofoperation (e.g. 2800
mg benzene/lO min.). Therefore, the number was a bulk measurement of the rate of
accumulatio:q offue compound in the water. The study reported that the VOC compounds
introduced into the water were almost exclusively aromatic hydrocarbons. :fu most cases, other
types ofhydrocarbons were not found. The amount ofVOCs introduced into the water on a
power basis (grams/horse power-hr) was equivalent to approximately 10% ofthe total HC
emitted in the.air ~xhaust. The VOC compounds measured in the 1995 study and the rate of
introduction;:rre shown in Table 3.15

i
exhaust and the results are shown in Table 2. The metals analyses were only conducted on the P-
250 MOD 2 unit, which has since been removed from service; however, since P-250 MOD 1 and
MOD 2 pumps and cooling systems are ofsimilar construction, the metals for both types of
engine exhausts are expected to be comparable. Chromium, cadmium, copper, lead, nickel,
silver, and zinc were all detected in the wet exhaust.14 All of these metals are priority pollutants.
As mentioned in Section 2.1, the P-250 MOD 1 pump is a two-stroke per cycle, spark ignition
gasoline powered engine. These types ofengines are known to release high levels ofgaseous
hydrocarbons (HC) relative to other engine types such as diesel or four-stroke per cycle engines.
Tlie primary compOnent ofthe HC in air exhaust which may impact water quality is volatile
orgaruc compounds (VOCS).15



that the concentration ofVOC in the water was related primarily to the level ofHC emissions in
the exhaust. The higher the level ofHC emissions in the engine exhaust, the higher the level of
VOC found in the water. IS This indicates that ifthe level oftotal HC emissions for a different
engine can be estimated, the VOC introduction rates for the compounds given in the 1995 study
can reasonably be adjusted by comparing the total HC emission rates.

In general, two-stroke cycle engines do not use fuel efficiently since a substantial portion
ofunburned fuel and oil can be pushed out with the exhaust gases during scavenging. According
to EPA, two-stroke technology can result in wasting more than 25-35% ofthe fuel consumed.13

However, the results presented in the 1995 study indicate that the percentages may be even
higher for smaller engines.

In the 1995 study, the highest normalized HC emissions rates for the 7.3 kW (10 hp) and
15 kW (20 hp) engines tested were 267 glkW-hr and 172 glkW-hr respectively.IS Multiplying
these normalized emission rates by their respective engine sizes yields a total HC emissions rate
of 1949 and 2580 grams per hour. For typical outboard engines, the fuel consumption rates for
these two engines sizes are approximately 4199 and 7110 gIhr.I6 Based upon these figures, the
ratio ofHC emissions to fuel consumption for each engine can be estimated to be 0.46 for the 10
hp engine and 0.36 for the 20 hp engine.

Based on operational experience, the fuel consumption rate for the 35 hp P-250 MOD 1
pump is approximately 3.0 gallons per hour. Using a specific gravity (s.g.) for gasoline of0.73,
fuel consumption rate ofthe P-250 MOD 1 pump is approximately:

Since the P-250 MOD 1 is a larger engine (35 hp), it can be assumed that one-third ofthis
fuel is wasted and released as HC in the exhaust. l3 Therefore, the HC emissions rate to the air
can be estimated as 2762 grams/hour. Using this number, the ratio ofHC emissions was
calculated as shown below:

Ifit is assumed that there is a direct relationship between the HC emissions rate and the
VOC introduction rate, the rates ofVOC introduction measured in the 1995 study can be
multiplied by the hydrocarbon emissions ratio. Using this approach, Table 5 provides the
estimated VOC introduction rates for the portable damage control drain pump wet exhaust. An
example calculation for benzene is provided below:

Portable Damage Control Drain Pump Wet Exhaust
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,Benzene introduction rate for a 7.3 kW engine is ~g()O:m!¥lOmin (~omc1995.study)····

.Hydrocarbon emissions ratio for a 26kW engirie eqrials1.418·(froniabove ca19ltIarl0Il)
Benzene introduction rate for a 26 kW engine equals (lA18)(2800mWlOmin)= 3970

. mgllOtnin .... '..... .
II
Ii

To estimate the concentration of the constituents in the wet exhaust, the flow rate must be
assumed. From Section 3.2, the approximate wet exhaust flow rate is 2 gpm: A rough
approximation ofthe constituent concentrations can be made ifit is assumed that all the VOC
introduced into tne' water is transferred into the wet exhaust. These concentrations are shown in

. " 'I

Table 6. A sanJple calculation is presented below: '

II
i,

. ~ ,

.Wet Exhaust Flow rate: 2 gpm
Benzene introduction rate: 3970 mg/IO min

Concentration = (3970 m&,lO min)(l min/2 gaI)(lgaV3.7854L) :=:52.4 mglL

This approacb.ls Iiinited by several differences between conditions of the laboratory study and
the actual portable damage control pump wet exhaust discharge. These limitations are listed
below:

• Th~, 1995 study was conducted on a typical outboard engine where the entire
engIne cooling water flow is discharged through the engine eXhaust pipe. For the

,portable damage control drain pump, a much smaller amount ofwater is injected
into the exhaust hose. Therefore, mixing of the exhaust gases with water is not as

, '~I, ~

complete in the P-250 MOD 1 wet exhaust.
il
II

• The length of the exhaust hose is approximately 10 feet, allowing limited contact
time between the water and the exhaust.

:1

:1

I
• Th~ 1995 study was performed on a fixed volume ofwater. During testing, the

temperature increased from 8.8 °C to 13.5 °C (48-56 OF). This was considered to
be ambient water temperature for central Europe.I7 However, in many United.
States ports, ambient water temperature may be up to 10°C higher. After
injection, the temperature of the wet exhau.st will be higher still. As a general
rule, the solubility ofa VOC in water will decrease threefold'ror every 10°C
temperature rise. IS Therefore, the actual VOC concentrations may be as much as

,nine times less than estimated due to temperature effects. ,.
i
~

P-IOO: The P-I00 does not have a wet exhaust discharge. It does release less than 1/2
liter ofwater containing trace amounts of exhaust during pump priming. This discharge usually
puddles on the deck and is wiped up with rags. P-I00 priming discharge is expected to contain
less than 5 milligrams per liter (mg/L) ofoil and grease.5

Portable Damage Control Drain Pump Wet Exhaust
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4.0 NATURE OF DISCHARGE ANALYSIS

Based on the discharge characteristics presented in Section 3.0, the nature of the
discharge and its potential impact on the environment can be evaluated. The estimated mass
loadings are presented in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, the concentrations ofdischarge constituents
after release to the environment are estimated and compared with the water quality criteria In
Section 4.3, the potential for the transfer ofnon-indigenous species is discussed...

4.1 . Mass Loadings

Using the annual flow volumes shown in Table 1, annual mass loadings ofconstituents to
receiving waters from USCG, MSC, Navy, and Army fleets were estimated. A sample annual
mass loading calculation for benzene from P-250 MOD 1 pumps follows:

For estimating mass loadings, the metals concentration for the P-250 MOD 1 wet exhaust
and the P-250 MOD 2 wet exhaust were assumed to be the same. Annual mass loadings for each
type ofportable damage control pump are presented in Table 7. The table shows that the greatest
mass loadings are estimated to be toluene and xylene isomers, both ofwhich are over 200 pounds
yearly. However, even for toluene, which is the greatest single component, the discharge per
event for a MOD I pump is only 0.08 pound based on a 30 minute operating period.

4.2 Environmental Concentrations

A comparison ofmaximum estimated constituent concentrations in the P-250 MOD 1
pump wet exhaust with water quality criteria (WQC) is presented in Table 8. This table indicates
that the discharge is expected to exceed the criteria for five constituents. In additIon, one ofthree
analyses ofP-250 MOD 1 discharge indicate that the Florida WQC for oil and grease was
exceeded.

Environmental concentrations of the constituents in Table 8 will not be significant for
several reasons. The discharge from each ofthe 500 P-250 pumps occurs separately at different
discharge locations. On average, each P-250 pump discharges less than 0.3 pounds ofpollutants
per discharge event. The duration ofeach discharge event is short, averaging less than 30
minutes. These three factors allow the pollutants to dissipate quickly.

4.3 Potential for Introducing Non-indigenous Species

Portable damage control pump wet exhaust does not involve the transport of sea water.
Therefore, it is unlikely that the pumps could introduce foreign species into receiving waters.

Portable Damage Control Drain Pump Wet Exhaust
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Zinc 3.90

970

930

270

350

840

3600

8500

3400

1400

1200

6900

2800

2000

Benzene

Indene
Indane

o-Xylene

.Toluene

Naphthalene

p/m-Xylene
Ethylbenzene

Formaldehyde

2-Ethyltoluene
3/4-Ethyltoluene

Nickel 0.21

Copper 0.23
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Total Chromium 0.08

Table 2. P-250 Metals Analyses14
, b

Table 1. Cumulative Wet Exhaust Discharge

Silver 0.01

a _From pump priming

P-I00 1,546 a

Lead 0.85

TOTAL: 300,446

I;:{; t,:~;·~i,~r;'ConstitUijlt10,~jt;;k~f"· ,. ,·'~'WL{:"~oncentrati()n((tip.Jn)<::;~t,·~;:
........ -_...

Cadmium <0.001

I-Methylnaphthalene
2-Methylnaphthalene

~~, ;·;f\ ·,·f,f··'!j;';t'·"RJirnDl\f6d~t.· ":~\ ,L:'B~c~i:[!.2. 'Biti:a'usfFlQw{(GaIlon$fYe~d:?:i;%~

P-250 MOD 1 298,900

Table 3. Wet Exhaust Constituents Emitted from Two-Stroke Gasoline Outboard Engines15

b _ Data taken in 1992 from P-250 Mod 2 pumps. Although the Mod 2 pump is no longer in service, the exhaust and
cooliilg systems are identical to that ofthe Mod 1 pump; therefore this data should be representative of the Mod 1
pump.



* parts per mIllIon (ppm)

Pump Model Oil & Grease Concentration (ppm)*

P-250 MOD 1 Sample2A less than 5
P-250MOD 1 Sample2B less than 5
P-250MOD 1 Sample2C 6

. .

Amount in Wet Exhaust from Two-Stroke
Compound Outboard En2ines(mfi} lOmfu.) ...

-
Benzene 3,970
Toluene 12,054

Ethylbenzene 2,836
p/m-Xylene 9,784

o-Xylene 5,104
3/4-Ethyltoluene 4,822
2-Ethyltoluene 1,702

Indane 1,192
Indene 382

Naphthalene 1,986
2-Methylnaphthalene 1,318
l-Methylnaphthalene 496

Formaldehyde 1,376

Portable Damage Control Drain Pump Wet Exhaust
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Table 4. Laboratory Analyses of Exhaust Effluent Oil and Grease Analyses14

11
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~
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Table 5. Estimated Wet Exhaust Constituents from P-250 MOD 1 Portable DC Drain
. .. Pump Engine !I·
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5.0

6.6
18.2

63.6

37.4

67.4

15.8

17.4

22.4

52.4

26.2

129.2

159.2

., .·;·~>#~~t~'!~~~!ta!f,Qtf~1n~
s 0 eeliiJlerwetN~Xk~ust.:m ",'

2-Ethyltoluene

1-Meth Ina hthalene
2-Meth Ina hthalene

1m-Xylene

Formaldehyde

3/4-Ethyltoluene

Indane

o-X lene

Indene

Ethylbenzene

Na hthalene

Benzene
Toluene

Table 6. Estimated Concentrations ofP-250 MOD 1 Portable DC Drain Pump Exhaust
Constituents
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Table 7. Estimated Maximum Annual Mass Loadings
. ~

Constituent Concentration Mass .Loading Mass Loading
(1D2!L) (kelyr) ,: llbsNr) ..

P-Zso MOD 1 - Annual Flow Rate 298,9()O gallons per year
Benzene 52.4 59.3 131
Toluene 159.2 180 397
Ethvlbenzene 37.4 42.3 93.3
p/m-Xylene 129.2 146 322
o-Xylene 67.4 76.3 168
3/4-Ethyltoluene 63.6 72.0 159
2-Ethyltoluene 22.4 25.3 55.9
Imlane 15.8 17.9 39.4
Indene 5.0 5.66 12.5
Naphthalene 26.2 29.6 65.4
2-Methvlnaphthalene 17.4 19.7 43.4
1-Methylnaphthalene 6.6 7.5 16.5
Fonnaldehyde 18.2 20.6 45.4
Oil and Grease 6 6.79 15.0
Cadmium· <0.001 0 0
Total Chromium* 0.08 0.09 0.2
Copoer* 0.23 0.26 0.574
Lead· 0.85 0.962 2.12
Nickel. 0.21 0.238 0.524
Silver* 0.01 0.0113 0.0249
Zinc. 3.90 4.41 9.73
P-IOO - Annual Flow Rate 1..546 gallons per year '. .'
Oil and Grease 5 0.029 0.065

11

• - Data taken in ~992fromP-250 Mod 2 pumps. Although the Mod 2 pump is no longer ill service, the exhaust and
cooling systems are identical to that of the Mod I pump; therefore this data should be representative of the Mod I
pwnp.

. I
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* Highest ofthree separate samples. Remaining samples were <5 ppm.
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5 (FL)

0.14
2.1(HI)

0.78(HI)

0.0846 (WA
0.0012 (WA

0.07128 (FL)

0.0083 (FL, GA)
0.0056 (FL, GA)
0.0024 CT, MS

0.21

none

0.09

none
none
none

0.074
0.0019

0.0024
visible sheena / 15b

Zinc 3.9

Lead 0.85
Co er 0.23
Oil & Grease 6*

Silver 0.01
Nickel 0.21

Ethylbenzene* 37.4

Benzene* 52.4
Toluene* 159.2

Na hthalene* 26.2

CT = Connecticut
FL=Florida
GA=Georgia
HI = Hawaii
MS = Mississippi
WA = Washington
a Discharge ofOil, 40 CFR 110, defines a prohibited discharge of oil as any discharge sufficient to cause a sheen

on receiving waters.
b International Convention for the Prevention ofPollution from Ships (MARPOL 73/78). MARPOL 73/78 as

implemented by the Act to Prevent Pollution from Ships (APPS)

Notes:
Refer to federal criteria promulgated by EPA in its National Toxics Rule, 40 CFR 131.36 (57 FR 60848; Dec. 22,
1992 and 60 FR 22230; May 4, 1995)
Where historical data were not reported as dissolved or total, the metals concentrations were compared to the most
stringent (dissolved or total) state water quality criteria.

Table 8. Comparison of Environmental Concentrations and Water Quality Criteria (mg/L)
P-250MOD 1



Table 9. Data Sources
,

I'

, 'Data Source ,;

NODSectiOD Reported Samolin2 Estimated EauiDment EXpert
2.1 Equipment Description and X

- . - .~

X
Operation
2.2 Releases to the Environment X X
2.3 Vessels Producinl:': the Discharl:':c UNDS Database X
3.1 Locality X X
3.2 Rate X X
3.3 Constituents X .X X X
3.4 Concentrations X X
4.1 Mass T "'..,;;....5 X
4.2 Environmental Concentrations X
4.3 Potential for Introducing Non- X X
Indi2enous Soecies
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NATURE OF DISCHARGE REPORT

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The National Defense Authorization Act of 1996 amended Section 312 ofthe Federal
Water Pollution Control Act (also known as the Clean Water Act (CWA» to require that the
Secretary ofDefense and the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
develop unifonn national discharge standards (UNDS) for vessels ofthe Anned Forces for
"...discharges, other than sewage, incidental to nonnal operation of a vessel of the Anned Forces,
..." [Section 312(n)(I)]. UNDS is being developed in three phases. The first phase (which this
report supports), will detennine which discharges will be required to be controlled by marine
pollution control devices (MPCDs)-either equipment or management practices. The second
phase will develop MPCD perfonnance standards. The final phase will detennine the design,
construction, installation, and use ofMPCDs.

A nature ofdischarge (NOD) report has been prepared for each of the discharges that has
been identified as a candidate for regulation under UNDS. The NOD reports were developed
based on infonnation obtained from the technical community within the Navy and other branches
ofthe Anned Forces with vessels potentially subject to UNDS, from infonnation available in
existing technical reports and documentation, and, when required, from data obtained from
discharge samples that were collected under the UNDS program.

The purpose ofthe NOD report is to describe the discharge in detail, including the system
that produces the discharge, the equipment involved, the constituents released to the
environment, and the current practice, ifany, to prevent or minimize environmental effects.
Where existing process infonnation is insufficient to characterize the discharge, the NOD report
provides the results of additional sampling or other data gathered on the discharge. Based on the
above infonnation, the NOD report describes how the estimated constituent concentrations and
mass loading to the environment were determined. Finally, the NOD report assesses the
potential for environmental effect. The NOD report contains sections on: Discharge
Description, Discharge Characteristics, Nature ofDischarge Analysis, Conclusions, and Data
Sources and References.

Refrigeration!AC Condensate
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2.0 DISCHARGE DESCRIPTION

Refrigeration!AC Condensate
2

Equipment Description and Operation2.1

AC unit~ provide cooling for ship spaces. When warm, moist air passes over the
refrigeration coils ofan AC unit, condensation forms that drips from the coils:' This condensation
is produced continuously while the AC unit is operating. In addition to AC units, vessels have
refrigerated spaces for food and other perishable materials. These spaces are designed for both
frozen and chil1ed cargo and commonly range in temperature from below O°F to 35 °F. l

Condensation also forms from the normal operation ofthese refrigerated spaces when moist air is
cooled below th~ de)v point on the cold evaporator coils otthe refrigeration sYstem. The
condensate is collected in drains in these refrigerated spaces. . ,. ' ,

I
Two types ofrefrigerated space systems are used: gravity-coil units and forced-air units.

Gra,vity-coil units are typically Used in older ships. They employ timied-copper refrigerant piping
which runs back" and forth along one or more bulkheads in the refrigerated sp~ce.1 Alwninum
fin~ are attached. to 1:J;le piping to provide a large surface area for the exchange ofheat. As the air
cools, it becomes more dense and sinks below the comparatively warmer aU, creating circulation
without the nee~ for a fan. One disadvantage to this type ofcooling unit is that the tubing is
bulky, so the use ofgravity-coil units has been discontinued on newer Navy ships. Forced-air
refrigeration units are more compact, self-contained, and use a fan to blow air'across the coils.
The forced-air units can be used not only in cold storage spaces, but also in other ship spaces.

On most surface ships, gravity coil refrigerant piping is made oftinned-copper. l
,2,3 The

forced-air units pave brazed-copper piping. Submarine refrigerated space refrigerant piping and
evaporator coils are made ofcopper. l

iI
;,

Drip troughs (galvanized steel or tinned-copper) are installed under gravity-type cooling
coils to collect condensate or water during defrosting. l The piping from these troughs is as short as
pmcticable and leads to compartment drain piping. The forced-air units have drip pans made of
galvanized steel or tinned-copper which are placed under the units to collect the' condensate.
Valved deck di-ains are also installed in refrigerated spaces that have operating temperatures
above 32°F. Deck drains are installed in refrigerated spaces with operating temperatures below
32°F. At least one deck drain is installed in the passage or compartment outside the refrigerated
food storage spaces.1 ,

. i
The condensate drainage is similar for vessels ofall the Armed Forces: condensate

produced above the waterline is directed overboard; condensate produced below the waterline is
retained on board temporarily before it is pwnped overboard. On most Navy ships, condensate is
routed directly overboard or combined in a common condensate drain and discharged overboard

. ,i

This section describes the condensation discharge that is produced from air conditioner
(AC) units, reiligerated spaces, and stand-alone refrigeration units and inc1ud~s information on:
the equipment that is used and its operation (Section 2.1), general description of the constituents
ofthe discharge (Section 2.2), and the vessels that produce this discharge (Section 2.3).

i
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if the space is above the waterline or to a condensate drain tank if the space is below the water
line.2 Some condensate may also be directed to the machinery space wastewater drain system,
the wastewater receiving tank, the sewage collection, holding, and transfer (CRT) tank, or the
bilge. On Army watercraft, condensate from refrigeration and air conditioning systems is not
collected. Any condensate which forms is typically removed by natural evaporation; if a
significant amount ofcondensate accumulates, it may be removed by mopping or wiping. On
vessels of the other Armed Forces, the condensate is discharged to the bilge from spaces below
the waterline.

On submarines, drains are installed in chilled stores space decks to remove water from
condensation and defrosting. The drains are provided with an isolation valve and lead to a bilge
collecting tank or sanitary tank.

2.2 Releases to the Environment

Refrigeration!AC condensate is generally released to the environment by direct gravity
drainage overboard, or in some cases from a condensate drain tank or other collection points
below the waterline. In addition to continuous condensate drainage, intermittent discharges from
refrigerated spaces include water and mild detergents used for cleaning (generally weekly), and
water from melting ice that is created when the spaces are defrosted (for gravity-coil units,
weekly or when the thickness of the frost on the refrigeration coils exceeds 3/16 inch).4 The
water from cleaning and defrosting is discharged into the space drains or the deck drains.

Organic materials can be an infrequent part of the discharge from residual spilled food
items that wash into the drainage. Although spilled food can be washed to drains occasionally,
spills would normally be cleaned and disposed of as solid waste or into graywater drains.

Navy supply ships that carry refrigerated cargo for at-sea replenishment ofNavy combatants
use hot seawater spray to defrost the cargo spaces. This seawater, as well as the freshwater used to
flush out any residual seawater after defrosting, is discharged through the refrigeration condensate
drainage piping. The seawater is provided by the firemain and is heated to 100 OF by a dedicated
heater prior to being sprayed at a maximum rate of 100 gallons per minute on the refrigeration
coils. The vessel classes that employ heated seawater spray for defrosting are the AFS, AOE,
AO, and AOR classes.s

Refrigeration condensate could contain trace amounts ofmetal from the refrigerant coils
and drainage piping, but these concentrations are expected to be comparatively low (see Section
3.4).

2.3 Vessels Producing the Discharge

Navy and MSC vessels produce refrigeration and AC condensate; this includes 254 Navy
surface ships, 94 Navy submarines, and 70 MSC ships. 2 In addition, an estimated 228 Coast
Guard vessels and 4 Air Force vessels produce this discharge.

Refrigeration!AC Condensate
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3.3 Constituents

3.2 Rate

Locality3.1

I
Refrigeration condensate could contain metals from the refrigerant c~ils and condensate

drainage piping, and mild detergents from the occasional cleaning of the refrigerated spaces. AC,
i

"

:1

Based on the above conditions, an amphibious ship will generate no more than 3,840
gallons ofcondensate per day, and an aircraft carrier'J;1o more than 6,795 gallons per day.
Vessels of the other Anned Forces tend be smaller and have fewer personnel, and therefore, will
produce less AC condensatedischarge.'

Flows from refrigeration units and AC units can be discharged at any~time, both within
and beyond 12 nautical miles (n.m.) from shore. Operation of the refrigerated. spaces and AC
units in port or in transit is not significantly different from operation beyond 12 n.m. from shore.,

,
No mel:iSurements are available to fully characterize the flow for refrigeration!AC

condensat~fO~r~ ship classes. The range of flow rates volunles will depend on the temperature
and humidity ofthe air and the capacity ofthe coolingunits.',

Amphibious ships and aircraft carriers of the Navy tend to have the most air conditioning
capacity because of their large contingent ofpersonnel, and therefore, represent worst-case flow
ra~es for AC cqndepsate discharge. An estimate ofAC condensate volume was developed for an
amphibious ship arid an aircraft carrier. The estimate was derived for typical ship operating
conditions. The worst-case scenario assumes an unlimited supply ofhumid mr (above 60°F) to
the AC syste~. In reality, after the air has been dehumidified, the exchange rates with new air
art; much lower and will limit available moisture for cond€:msate to about half the worst case

, ""," , ': ,I II

amount. The estimate also assumed that condensate is generated when the outside air is 60°F dry
bulb or higher.6

Refrigeration!AC Condensate
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This section contains qualitative and quantitative information that characterizes the
discharge. Section 3.1 describes where the discharge occurs with respect to harbors and near
shore areas, Section 3.2 describes the rate ofthe discharge, Section 3.3 lists the constituents in
the discharge, and Section 3.4 gives the concentrations ofthe constituents in the discharge.

, ",
Ii,

3.0 DISCHARGE CHARACTERISTICS

, , iii
The primary difference between ship classes is the amount ofcondensate that is

generated, which depends on ambient temperature, relative humidity, and the size and number of
units per ship. USCG vessels also produce refrigeration and AC condensate,and use
specifications similar to the Navy for refrigeration and AC units. Anny watercraft have no
collection or discharge ofcondensate from refrigeration or air conditioning systems.

ij,
!



condensate could contain small amounts ofmetal from the AC coils or the drain piping. These
materials can include ahiminum, bronze, copper, iron, lead, nickel, silver, tin, and zinc.

Food particles washed into the condensate drainage system from occasional food spills
would increase the Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD) in the discharged water. Seawater used
to defrost cargo spaces on Navy supply ships, and the freshwater used to flush residual seawater
from the cargo spaces are also intennittent constituents of this discharge.

The priority pollutants of this discharge are copper, lead, nickel, silver, and zinc. None of
the constituents ofthis discharge is a bioaccumulator.

3.4 Concentrations

Refrigeration!AC condensate can contain small amounts ofmetals from contact with
refrigerant coils and condensate drainage piping. These concentrations are expected to be low for
the following reasons:

1) Condensate is essentially pure water and is not a corrosive medium such as seawater;
2) Drainage lines are only fractionally full of condensate which indicates qualitatively

low flow and low residence time;
3) Condensate drainage flow velocities and turbulence are extremely low. Therefore,

erosion ofmetals in drainage is not a factor as it could be in pressurized seawater
systems;

4) .The residence time of condensate in drainage systems is low. The negligible increase
in the residence time because of the slower flow does not increase the chance of
entrainment ofmetals;

5) Copper drainage piping fonns a protective corrosion-inhibiting film of cuprous oxide
on surfaces in contact with water;7 and

6) The low temperature ofthis discharge, both on refrigeration coils and in the
condensate drainage piping, would tend to inhibit the corrosion process.

Food spills which could contribute some organic matter to the discharge are intermittent
and limited to small amounts. Therefore, they are expected to contribute very little BOD to the
discharge. Seawater is also a component ofrefrigeration condensate discharge ofvessels with
cargo refrigeration spaces.

4.0 NATURE OF DISCHARGE ANALYSIS

Based on the discharge characteristics presented in Section 3.0, the nature of the
discharge and its potential impact on the environment can be evaluated. Mass loadings are
discussed in Section 4.1 and the concentrations ofdischarge constituents after release to the
environment are discussed in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3, the potential for the transfer ofnon
indigenous species is discussed.

Refrigeration!AC Condensate
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J,»oteqtial for Introducing Non-Indigenous Species4.3

,
II

To characterize this discharge, infonnation from various sources was obtained. Table 1
shows the sources ofdata used to develop this NOD report. .

6.0 DATA SOURCES AND REFERENCES

1) the liquid discharge is moisture condensed from the air;
2) concentrations ofmetals are expected to be low due to the non-erosive and non

corrosive nature of this discharge, and its low temperature; and'
3) the contIibution from detergents and from food residues is expected to be small and

• '. • II

mtenmttent m nature.

Ii

"Refrigeration!AC condensate has a low potential for adverse environrn:ental effect
because: '

I
Mass lQadings and environmental concentrations cannot be calculated with existing

infQnnation; however, process information is sufficient to characterize the coIicentrations and
loadings ofconstituents ofthis discharge. "

I

1. Naval Sea SYstems Command (NAVSEA), General Specifications for:Ships of the United
States Navy, Section 516 - Refrigeration Plants. 1995 Edition.

Specific References

Refrigeration!AC Condensate
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J.

2. UNDS Equipment Expert Meeting - Refrigeration!AC Condensate. 15 October 1996.,

4.1 l\lfass Loadings

4.2 Environmental Concentrations

Mass loadings were not calculated for this discharge.

Because this discharge consists ofatmospheric moisture, the potential 'for introducing
non-indigenous species is not significant.

Refrigeration!AC condensate is essentially atmospheric moisture which condenses on
refrigeration coils. For reasons stated in Section 3.4, concentrations ofany ofthe potential
constituents in this discharge are expected to be low. Therefore, the probability that this
discharge results in any measurable effect on environmental concentrations is low.

!

5.0 CONCLUSION



3. Military Sealift Command (MSC), General Specifications for T-ships, Section 514 - Air
Conditioning Refrigeration Systems. 1991 Edition.

4. Maintenance Requirement Card (MRC) A3 8YVEN, Refrigeration Plant. October 1993.

5. Kitchen, Gary, NAVSEA 03L2. Cargo Space Refrigeration Coil Defrosting, 9 January
1998, Matthew Worris, M. Rosenblatt & Son, Inc.
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Table 1. Data Sources

2~3 V¢sselsPi6Q:ucmgitbe:;])lsc lat :;', UNDS Database X
J3H::'LOCaIitVY;;;i.' ,~. <{I;}'; (" iT X

"" ;;;;;, :};; it; ; i; X X
'Si3lConstitUejits,:e:,yi,'!f!1;;,'," ,/,::~;,);;\i!lrK%~' MSDS X
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NATURE OF DISCHARGE REPORT

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The National Defense Authorization Act of 1996 amended Section 312 ofthe Federal
Water Pollution Control Act (also mown as the Clean Water Act (CWA» to require that the
Secretary ofDefense and the Administrator ofthe Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
develop unifonn national discharge standards (UNDS) for vessels ofthe Anned Forces for
"...discharges, other than sewage, incidental to nonnal operation ofa vessel of the Anned Forces,
..." [Section 3l2(n)(1)]. UNDS is being developed in three phases. The first phase (which this
report supports), will detennine which discharges will be required to be controlled by marine
pollution control devices (MPCDs}-either equipment or management practices. The second
phase will develop MPCD perfonnance standards. The final phase will determine the design,
construction, installation, and use ofMPCDs.

A nature ofdischarge (NOD) report has been prepared for each ofthe discharges that has
been identified as a candidate for regulation under UNDS. The NOD reports were developed
based on infonnation obtained from the technical community within the Navy and other branches
of the Anned Forces with vessels potentially subject to UNDS, from infonnation available in
existing technical reports and documentation, and, when required, from data obtained from
discharge samples that were collected under the UNDS program.

The purpose of the NOD report is to describe the discharge in detail, including the system
that produces the discharge, the equipment involved, the constituents released to the
environment, and the current practice, if any, to prevent or minimize environmental effects.
Where existing process infonnation is insufficient to characterize the discharge, the NOD report
provides the results ofadditional sampling or other data gathered on the discharge. Based on the
above infonnation, the NOD report describes how the estimated constituent concentrations and
mass loading to the environment were determined. Finally, the NOD report assesses the
potential for environmental effect. The NOD report contains sections on: Discharge
Description, Discharge Characteristics, Nature ofDischarge Analysis, Conclusions, and Data
Sources and References.
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Equipment Description and Operation2.1

Rudder Bearing Lubrication
2

• grease-lubricated roller bearings,
• oil-lubricated roller bearings,
• greaSe-lubricated stave bearings, and

1:1' . III!

• water-lubricated stave bearings.

,
'I

I
Stave Bearings (Grease and Water Lubricated). This type ofbearing is typically

located outside offue hull (Figure 3). Stave bearings, which are similar in appearance to the
wooden staves that make up a barrel, are typically made ofa phenolic-resin niaterial. Depending
on th~ actual type, these stave bearings may be lubricated by grease or water. ' Grease, when used,
is forced into the bearing to lubricate the area where the rudder stock and staves meet. Water
lub,ric:ated sta,,~ beanngs are designed with passages which allow seawaterto' flow through the
bearing. For classification purposes, the bushings found on small boats and craft are included in
this subheading due to the similarities in function anddesign.'

Hull seals aJ:'e used with all types ofrudder bearings. A hull seal is inktalled where the
rudder stock penetrates the hull. This seal prevents seawater from entering the ship and
damaging the lower bearing, while in the case ofoil-lubricated roller bearings it also keeps the

I' II

ii
il

Grease-lubricated Roller Bearings. The rudder stock arrangement for grease-lubricated
roller bearings includes a void space between the lower bearing and the hull seal (Figure 1). This
design prevents seawater from enteritig the bearing and causing damage.Wci.ter that leaks past
the hull seal, as well as grease that leaks past the bearing seals, will enter the void space and
dn:lin to the bilge. Thus, discharges from grease-lubricated roller be3rings contribute to the
bilgewater discharge which is covered in a separate NOD report. Since 1970; grease-lubricated
roller bearings have been preferred for use on rudder stocks. ',

I!

Oil-Iu~pc~ted Roller Bearings. There is no void space in ~he rudder stock arrangement
used for oil-lubricated roller bearings and the bottom seal of the lower bearing serves as the hull
seal (Figure 2). To prevent water from entering the bearing and causing damage, the oil is kept at
a slight positive pressure relative to the surrounding seawater pressure by supplying the oil from
an, elevated "he?d" iank located above the waterline. Ifa leak occurs, this positive pressure will
cause IUbricatiIlg oil to leak directly into the sea.!

Ii
i

Rudder bearings support the rudder and allow it to turn freely. While 'there are small
variations am(;>llg siInilar rudder bearings systems, there are generally two major types ofrudder
bearings and two lubricating methods for each type, resulting in four different bearing/lubrication
method combmations. They are: "'

2.0 DISCHARGE DESCRIPTION
, , , i

This seytiOJ;l describes the rudder bearing lubrication discharge and inCludes infonnation
on the equipment used, its operation (Section 2.1), general description of the constituents ofthe
discharge (Section 2.2), and the vessels that produce this discharge (Section 2.3).

" I if
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oil in the bearing cavity from leaking to the sea. In many cases this seal is a type of lip seal but
flax packing can be found on older ships. A lip seal consists of a rubber circular ring with a
flexible lip. This lip has a narrow contact area that rubs on the circumference ofthe shaft,
fonning a seal. Flax packing seals in a similar fashion as several rows ofthe circular packing
material rubs along the rudder stock. Minor leakage can occur in both cases and their rubbing
contact will eventually cause wear on the rudder stock. Hull seals are inspected when the ship is
in dry dock, typically every four or five years.

The potential ofoil leakage from lip seals and flax packing is greatest when a vessel is
underway and the rudder is in use rather than when pierside and the rudder is idle. When the
vessel is underway, the action of turning exerts forces on the rudder and rudder stock that can
cause a temporary gap in the seal or packing coverage. The harder the tum or higher the vessel
speed, the greater these forces are and the greater the potential is for oil leakage and the amount
ofleakage.

The latest trend in rudder stock hull sealing is to use a face seal. These seals eliminate
the minor leakage sometimes associated with lip seals and flax packing. Face seals move the
sealing point away from the rudder stock to two circular, hard, mating faces. One halfofthe seal
rotates with the rudder stock while the other halfis rigidly attached to the hull of the ship. These
mating faces are honed to very small tolerances and while rubbing together prevent liquids from
seeping through their very fine and smooth contact area. Face seals used on rudder stocks are
designed not to leak as a result ofthe forces placed on the rudder stock during turning. I

2.2 Releases to the Environment

The two releases possible are oil from oil-lubricated roller bearings and grease from
grease-lubricated stave bearings.

2.3 Vessels Producing the Discharge

All Navy surface ships have rudder bearings, except for those with steerable thrusters or
cycloidal propellers, such as the MHC 51 Class minesweepers. I Vessels belonging to the
Military Sealift Command (MSC), U.S. Coast Guard (USCG), Army, and Air Force also have
rudder bearings.

Most rudder bearings (roller or stave) are grease-lubricated. Only the AS 36/39 Class and
AOE 1 Class ships, which form 4 percent of the total number ofNavy ships, have oil-lubricated
rudder bearings. The T-AFS 1 and T-AE 26 Classes ofMSC are also fitted with oil-lubricated
rudder bearings. USCG vessels do not have oil-lubricated rudder bearings. The rudder bearings
or bushings found on small boats and craft are typically made ofself-lubricating materials and
are either not lubricated or use water for lubrication.

Surface ship rudders with oil-lubricated roller bearings and grease-lubricated stave
bearings have the potential to produce an oil or grease discharge. Table 1 lists the rudder bearing
type and lubrication method for each Navy ship class. There are currently five Navy ships that
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3.2 Rate

,Lo<:ality3.1

Ii
Ii
~

This section contains qualitative and quantitative information which characterizes the
discharge. S~tion 3.1 describes where the discharge occurs with respect to harbors and near
shore areas, Section 3.2 describes the rate ofthe discharge, Section'3.3 lists the constituents in
the discharge~"and Section 3.4 gives the concentrations of the constituents in'the discharge.

!
".
r~

ii

"i. I

This disch~gecan occur in port and while operating within 12 nautical miles (n.m.).
"i

I
This discharge comprises the leaking ofoil or the washout ofgrease 'from rudder

beadngs. For the oil discharge, rules-of-thumb for characterizing hull seal [mlure limit the hull

. ' . I
Army and Air Force vessels have rudder bearings similar to those found on Coast Guard

vessels ofcomparable size. '

~
I ~

use oil lubrication for rudder bearings. Five AS 36/39 Class ships (submarine tenders) and four
AOE 1 Class ~~ps (fast combat support ships) were originally fitted with.lip'seals. Of the
submarine tenders,.AS 36 and AS 37 are being decommissioned.2 The three remaining ships
(AS 39-41) are cllI'iently scheduled to have their lip seals replaced with face seals. The
replacements are expected to begin in 1999 and conclude in 2002.1 Ofthe four AOE 1 Class
ships, AOE 2 and AOE 3 have been fitted with face seals. The other two ships in the class are
also scheduled to be fitted with the same type of face seal.3 Therefore, any discharges ofoil from
the rudder beaPngS on Navy vessels is expected to be eliminated in the next 4. to 5 years. Ofthe
MSC ships, the T-AE 35 had the face se3.I installed in December 1997.4

3.0 DISCHARGE CHARACTERISTICS

, .:1
, I" • ~ ,

Table 4 lists MSC vessels, including the type ofbearing, method of lubrication, and
allowable leakage rates. Eight TAE 26 Class and eight TAFS 1 Class vessels have oil lubricated
bearings. . "

"

".' '. '."., II,
USCG, ships use water- and grease-lubricated bearings on their rudder stocks, as

summarized in Taple 2.5 Small boats and craft use bearings/bushings that are either self
lubricated or water~lubricated. The lubricity of the materials used in self-lubncated
beanngslbushlngs is such that additional lubricants are not required; water-hibricated
bearings/bushings are also made of special materials, but require water to be 'present on their
contact surfa6~ for proper lubrication. Table 3 lists the rudder bearings/bushings found in
USCG small boats ,and craft.6 The upper bearing/bushing of these small boats and craft is
typically self- or grease-lubricated because it may not contact the water, while the lower
bearmglbushiDg is lubricated by being submerged in the water. The uscG IS increasing the use
of~elf-lubricated~~aringmaterial in its ships and is reducing the use ofgreaSe as a lubricating
material in all areas exposed to the sea and weather.5

Rudder Bearing Lubrication
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seal leakage rates to one gallon per day at sea and one pintper day in port? These rates are
abnonnally high and are typically associated with a malfunctioning or failing seal. Little or no
leakage would be expected from a properly functioning and maintained seal.

3.3 Constituents

In general, greases and lubricating oils are made from lubricating stocks generated during
petroleum fractionation. These fractions contain organic compounds that are generally larger
molecules, containing more than 17 carbon atoms. Lubricating oils are composed of aliphatic,
olefinic, naphthenic (cycloparaffmic), and aromatic hydrocarbons, as well as additives,
depending on their specific use. Lubricating oil additives may include antioxidants, bearing
protectors, wear resistors, dispersants, detergents, viscosity index improvers, pourpoint
depressors, and antifoaming and rust-resisting agents.? Not all the additives may be present at
one time. It is anticipated that the additives are similar to those found in commercial oils. There
are no bioaccumulators expected to be present in this discharge.

3.4 Concentrations

The greases and lubricating oils used confonn to MIL-G-24139 specifications and
2190TEP (Mll..-L-1733 1) respectively.! Based on MSDS infonnation, MIL-G-24139 grease
contains 86% hydrotreated heavy paraffinic distillates, 6% clay, and 4% fatty acid amides.
Lubricating oil 2190 TEP contains greater than 99% heavy hydrotreated paraffinic distillates and
less than 1% additives.

4.0 NATURE OF DISCHARGE ANALYSIS

Based on the discharge characteristics presented in Section 3.0, the nature of the
discharge and its potential impact on the environment can be evaluated. The estimated mass
loadings are presented in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, the concentrations ofdischarge constituents
after release to the environment are estimated and compared with the water quality standards. In
Section 4.3, the potential for the transfer ofnon-indigenous species is discussed.

4.1 Mass Loading

4.1.1 Oil

At Sea. A high estimate of the oil released by a ship at sea is one gallon of oil per day, as
discussed in Section 3.2. It is also estimated that it takes 4 hours for a ship to cover the 12 n.m.
transit zone. Therefore, during each transit (either into or out ofport), one-sixth ofa gallon ofoil
could be released. An AOE 1 Class ship averages 22 transits per year and an AS 36/39 Class
ship averages 12 transits per year. Under this scenario, an AOE 1 Class ship could release
(1/6)(22) = 3.7 gallons ofoil and an AS 36/39 Class ship would release (1/6)(12) = 2.0 gallons of
oil to the surrounding seawater each year. As stated in Section 2.3, two AOE 1 Class ships and 3
AS 36/39 Class ships have oil-lubricated bearings. The maximum estimated amount ofoil

Rudder Bearing Lubrication
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(1 pint)(8 smps)(183 days/year) =' 1,460 pints/year, IS3 gailonslyear,orJ,3601pslyear.

(1/6 gallonsX8 transits)(8 ships) + (118 :gaiIons)(14transits)(8 ships)=
29.3 gallons or 2181bs/year

II.

ii

i",

Rudder Bearing Lubrication
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4.1.2 ,,' Grease

, ... , " " "I

", " ", , i,
Therefore, the maximum estimated mass loading in port would be 846 + 1,360 = 2,206

Ibslyear. However, the actual release rates are expected to be much less because all ships ofa
class will not leak oil at such high rates, for such a long period of time, at the same time.

" i~
:i

"

Grease w8l?hout occurs only from grease-lubricated stave bearings ~d only when the ship
is moving and the rudder is in use. When the ship is first constructed or when the bearings are
overhauled, approximately 2 pounds ofgrease are used for the entire bearing. l During the
required, biweekly lubrication of these bearings, the grease is topped-off to replenish the amount
lost while cruisingat sea and, therefore, less than 2 pounds are used. Specifications for MIL-G
24139 grease require that no more than 5 percent of the grease may wash out when tested in
accordance ~th the ASTM 0-1264 method. It was estimated that for every'two weeks underway
(in accordance with the biweekly maintenance requirement), 5 percent of the grease is washed
out and is subsequently replenished. Therefore, a maximum of0.1 pounds of grease (5% of2
Ibs.) are estimated to be washed out every two weeks underway."

,

For the eight MSC ships, the total amount ofoil released in port would be:
~ ,

"

II

Therefore, the total mass loading at sea during transit would be 100 +218 = 3181bs/year.
However, the actUal release rates will be much less because all ships of a claSs will not leak oil at
such high rateS, for such a long period of time, at the same time. ' ,'

In Port. Ahigh estimate of the oil released by a ship in port is one pLt per day, as
discussed in Section 3.2. Assuming that each ofthe two AOE 1 Class and'three AS 36/39 Class
ships spend 183 daYs per year in port, the total amount ofoil released would 'be (1 pint)(5
ships)(183 days/yr) = 915 pints or 114 gallons per year. This translates into approximately 846
lbslyear. '

,
Since the release ofgrease only occurs through erosion while the ship is moving through

I ,'II,d ,,'" , I II,

the water, discharges ofgrease are not expected in port. The O.I-pound biweekly washout
estimate can 1,Je ~~d to calculate the grease washed out per transit. Based on vessel monitoring
data, each ves~el, on average, makes 24 transits a year within the 12 n.m. zone.8 Each round trip

i,
, ,'II , ,II'

released from Navy ships fleetwide per year within 12 n.m. would be (3.7)(2) + (2.0)(3) = 13.4
gallons. Using a sPecific gravity of 0.89 for oil (MSDS for 2190TEP), this translates into
approximately 100 pounds per year (lbs/year). '

~

~ I

,I

Using the same logic for the MSC ships, eight T-AE 26 Class (8 transits) and eight T-
AFS 1 Class (14 transits), the total mass loading would be: '

I

I
I'

I



transit (including inbound and outbound transits) lasts approximately 8 hours (0.024 weeks).
Therefore, on each transit, 0.0024 pounds ofgrease could be discharged (i.e. 0.1 pounds per
week multiplied by 0.024 weeks). Fleetwide, for the 56 vessels that have stave bearings, the
mass loading would be 3.23 pounds (0.0024 pounds per transit x 24 transits per vessel x 56
vessels) within the 12 n.m. zone.

4.2 Environmental Concentrations

4.2.1 Lubricating Oil

At Sea. An estimate was made ofthe amount ofwater swept by an AOE 1 Class ship
while in transit. Any rudder bearing oil leaking while underway will be churned into this volume
by the propellers. An AOE 1 Class ship is 107 feet wide. For a draft (depth ofship bottom) of
39 feet and a length of 12 n.m. (72,960 feet), the total volume ofwater swept is
(l07)(39)(72,960) = 304 million cubic feet or 8 billion liters. Therefore, on each transit through
the 12 n.m. zone, for each AOE 1 Class ship, one-sixth ofa gallon ofoil (i.e., 630 mL) is
released in 8 billion liters ofseawater. Using a specific gravity of0.89 for oil (MSDS for
2190TEP), this translates into a maximum estimated concentration of 7 x 10-5 milligrams per
liter (mgfL).

A similar estimate can be made for an AS 36/39 Class ship that is 85 feet wide. For a
draft of25.5 feet and a length of 12 n.m. (72,960 feet), the total volume ofwater swept is
(85)(25.5)(72,960) = 158 million cubic feet or 4.5 billion liters. Therefore, on each transit
through the 12 n.m. zone, for each AS 36/39 Class ship, one-sixth ofa gallon ofoil (i.e., 630 mL)
is released in 4.5 billion liters ofseawater. This translates into a maximum estimated
concentration of 1.2 x 10-4 mgfL.

MSC ships with oil-lubricated rudder bearings (T-AE 26 and T-AFS 1 Classes) have an
average width of 80 feet and an average draft of26 feet. Therefore, as calculated above for the
Navy ships, the oil concentration resulting from these ships would be approximately 1.3 x 10-4
mgIL.

In Port. While in port the ship is stationary. Any oil that leaks from the rudder bearings
will be mixed continuously with the water surrounding the rudder stock at the stem ofthe ship.
The leakage ofoil will be continuous over the day, so if the maximum allowable release ofone
pint daily (.125 gallons) were divided by 1440 minutes per day, the discharge rate would be 8.68
x 10-5 gallons per minute. It is assumed that local currents will displace 5 cubic feet ofwater
(37.4 gallons) from the area around the rudder stock at least once per minute. Calculating the
concentration ofoil within the volume displaced during one minute yields a local concentration
ofabout 2.1 mgfL.

4.2.2 Grease

Because grease-lubricated stave bearings are installed in several vessel classes, a vessel
width of 80 feet and a draft of25 feet were assumed in the calculations. Following calculations
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS

6.0 DATA SOURCES AND REFERENCES

Pottmtial for Introducing Non-Indigenous Species
I '

4.3
I!

!
There is no potential for the transport ofnon-indigenous species since seawater is not

taken aboard or discharged. "

"

3. Personal communication between Penny Weersing (MSC) and David Eaton (MR&S) concerning
Action Item RTI. April 16,1997.'

'I

1. UND~ Equipment Expert Meeting Minutes. Rudder Bearing Lubrication Leakage.
September 26? 1996. '

Ii

2. UNDSRound 2 Equipment Expert Meeting Minutes. Rudder Bearing Lubrication
Leakage. March 6, 1997.

'"

4. Personal communication between Rich Machinsky (MSC) and Dick Soule (MR&S).
April 9, 1998. '

I,
To cha.¥lct~rize this discharge, infonnation from various sources were obtained. Process

information and assumptions were used to estimate the rate ofdischarge. Based on this estimate
an~ on the reported concentrations ofoil and grease components, the concentrations ofoil and
grease in the environment resulting from this discharge were then estimated.' Table 6 lists the
data sources used to develop this NODreport.'

The rudder bearing lubrication discharge has a low potential for causmg an adverse
environmental effect because the concentrations ofoil and grease in the environment from rudder
bearing lubrication while the ship is within the 12 n.m. zone are below relevant federal discharge
standards and state water quality criteria. "
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Specific References

"

i
similar to the ones in Section 4.2.1, the total volume ofwater swept would be 255 million cubic
fe~~ ~r 7 b~l1ip~ lit~. As calculated in Section 4.1, amaximum of0.0024 pounds (or 1.1 grams)
ofgrease is rel\:::ased during each trip. This translates into a concentration of ~'.6 x 10-10 mg/L.

I
Ii

,,' Based .9n 1;h~ envirQnmental concentrations estimated in Sections 4.2} and 4.2.2 above, a
high estimate of the oil and grease concentration in the surrounding water would be 1.3 x 10-4
mgIL at sea, and 2.1 mgIL in port. These concentrations do not exceed federal discharge
standards or the most stringent state water quality criteria, as shown in Table'S.



5. Personal communication between LT Joyce Aiva10tis (USCG) and David Eaton (MR&S).
May 2, 1997.

6. Report ofApril 1997 Trip to USCG, Baltimore to Research Rudder Bearings on USCG
Small Boats and Craft. January 13, 1998. .

7. Patly's Industrial Hygiene & Toxicology, 3rd Ed., Volume 2B. "1981. John Wiley &
Sons, New York, pp 3369, 3397.

8. Pentagon Ship Movement Data for Years 1991-1995. March 4, 1997.

General References

USEPA. !oxics Criteria for Those States Not Complying with Clean Water Act Section
303(c)(2)(B). 40 CFRPart 131.36.

USEPA. Interim Final Rule. Water Quality Standards; Establishment ofNumeric Criteria for
Priority Toxic Pollutants; States' Compliance - Revision ofMetals Criteria. 60 FR
22230. May 4, 1995.

USEPA. Water Quality Standards; Establishment ofNumeric Criteria for Priority Toxic
Pollutants. 57 FR 60848. December 22, 1992.

USEPA. Water Quality Standards; Establishment ofNumeric Criteria for Priority Toxic
Pollutants for the State ofCalifornia, Proposed Rule under 40 CFR Part 131, Federal
Register, Vol. 62, Number 150. August 5, 1997.

Connecticut. Department ofEnvironmental Protection. Water Quality Standards. Surface Water
Quality Standards Effective April 8, 1997.

Florida. Department ofEnvironmental Protection. Surface Water Quality Standards, Chapter
62-302. Effective December 26, 1996.

Georgia Final Regulations. Chapter 391-3-6, Water Quality Control, as provided by The Bureau
ofNational Mfairs, Inc., 1996.

Hawaii. Hawaiian Water Quality Standards. Section 11, Chapter 54 ofthe State Code.

Mississippi. Water Quality Criteria for Intrastate, futerstate and Coastal Waters. Mississippi
Department ofEnvironmental Quality, Office ofPollution Control. Adopted November
16, 1995.

New Jersey Final Regulations. Surface Water Quality Standards, Section 7:9B-1, as provided by
The Bureau ofNational Mfairs, Inc., 1996.
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Washington. Water Quality Standards for Surface Waters of the State ofWaShington. Chapter
173-201A, Washington Administrative Code (WAC).

II
. .. ~ .. . I.

Virginia. Water Quality Standards. Chapter 260, Virginia Administrative Code (VAC) , 9 VAC
~~~ .

~
Texas. Texas Surface Water Quality Standards, Sections 307.2 - 307.10. Texas Natural

Resource Conservation Commission. Effective July 13, 1995.
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Figure 1. Rudder Grease-Lubricated Roller Bearings Generic Sketch
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Figure 2. Rudder Oil-Lubricated Roller Bearings Generic Sketch
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Table 1. Navy Ships - Lower Rudder Bearing Type and Lubrication Method

" n

il

Lower Rudder Bearing &
Ship Class Type of Lubrication # in Class
AGF3 Stave Bra. Grease 1
AGF11 Stave Bra. Grease 1
AO 177 Roller Bra. Grease 13
AOE1 Roller Bra. Oil/Grease 2/2
AOE6 Stave Bro. Grease 3
ARS50 Stave Bra. Grease 4
AS 36/39 Roller Bro. Oil 3
ATS1 Stave Bra. Grease 3
CG47 Roller Bro. Grease 27
CGN36 Stave Bra.. Water 2
CGN40 Stave Bra.. Water 1
CV62 Stave Bra. Water 1
CV63 Stave Bra.. Water 2
CV67 Stave Bro. Water 1
CVN65 Stave Bra.. Water 1
CVN68 Stave Bra.. Water 7
00963 Roller Bra. Grease 31
00G51 Roller Bra. Grease 18
00993 Roller Bra. Grease 4
FFG7 Roller Bra. Grease 43
LCC19 Stave Bra. Grease 2
LHA 1 Roller Bra. Grease 5
LHO 1 Roller Bra. Grease 4
LP04 Stave Bra.• Grease 9
LPH2 Stave Bra.. Grease 2
LS036 Stave Bra.• Grease 5
LS041 Stave Bra. Grease 11
MCM1 Stave Bra.. Grease 14
MCS12 Stave Bra.• Grease 1

223

i
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Table 2. U.S. Coast Guard Cutters, Types of Bearing, and Lubrication

Water
Grease

Grease

GreaselWater
Flax Packin Grease

Staves

Busbin s
Micarta Busbin

Micarta Busbin

Laminated Phenolic Staves

Rudder Bearing Lubrication
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New production
New production
Decommissioned by 2001
Decommissioned by 2000
Deconnnissioned by 2000
No information

225WLB
175 WLM
180WLB
157WLM
133WLM
160WLIC

140WTGB

378WHEC
399WAGB

210WMEC
270WMEC

Note: .There is no infonnation available on the following classes:



water

water

water

Micarta bushingself
Micarta
bushina

Rudder Bearing Lubrication
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motor surfboat

Table 3. U.S. Coast Guard Small Boats and Craft
(Types of Bearings and Lubrication)

"
.. ~ .

'I ,~ I

motor lifeboat (steel)

Delrin or nylon self Delrin or nylon
ports & waterways boat bushina bushina

26' MSB

32' PWB

47'MLB motor lifeboat Thordon SXL self
Thordon SXL

water
bushina

52' MLB(S) motor lifeboat (steel) ball bearing grease Micarta bushing water

55'ANB aid to navigation boat metal bushing grease metal bushing grease

65'WLR river buoy tender
spherical roller

grease
Goodrich

water
bearina cutless bearina

65'WYTL tug boat (steel) roller bearing grease Micarta bushing water

75'WLIC inland construction tender
spherical roller

grease bronze bushing grease
bearina

75'WLR river buoy tender
spherical roller Thordon XL

water
bearina

grease
bushina

82'WPB patrol boat
spherical roller

grease Micarta bushing water
bearina

110' WPB patrol boat
spherical roller

grease bushing water
bearina

44' MLB(S)

!!lj~~~~*it~I!II: !11!111111111!lliIIIIIIIOOIIIIII!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII~1a~~~fll~111~'11111illmm~'~~I~~~111111~1~1111
Thordon SXL Thordon SXL

self
bushina bushina



The blank spaces in the table indicate that infonnation is not available.
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TIllS CLASS HAS "ZEE"
DRIVES. THERE ARE NO
RUDDERS.
NO DATA AVAlLABLE

NO DATA AVAlLABLE

NO DATA AVAlLABLE

NO DATA AVAlLABLE

NO DATA AVAlLABLE

1 PINTIDAYlNPORT/ANCHOR.l
QUARTIDAY FOR ALL
OPERATING CONDmONS

N.A.

1 PlNTlDAY lNPORT IANCHOR.
1 GAL./DAY FOR ALL
OPERATING CONDmONS.

1 PINTIDAYlNPORT/ANCHOR.
1 QUARTIDAY FOR ALL
OPERATING CONDmONS

STAVE!
WATER

N.A

ROllER/GREASE

AEROSHELL
GREASE 6006127
70026

N.A

ROU.ER/GREASE

ROLLER
BEARING/OIL

Table 4. Military Sealift Command Ships
(Type of Rudder Bearings and LUbrication)

319010106

T-AO 187/
USNS HENRY J.

KAISER

T-ATF 1661
USNS POWHATAN

T-AH 191 USNS MERCY

T-AG 194/
USNSVANGUARD

T-AGS60/USNS N.A
PATHFINDER

T-AGOS 21/ USNS
EFFECTIVE

T-AGS 45/ USNS M319010192
WATERS

T-AFS 11 USNS MARS

T-ARC71
USNSZEUS

T-AGM221
USNS RANGE SENTINEL



Notes:
" ",,':' 1111: II

Refer to federal Cliteria promulgated by EPA in its National Toxics Rule, 40 CFR 131.36 (57 FR 60848; Dec. 22,
1992 and 60 FR22230'; May 4,1995)'

Ii' :, I': II:

Constituent Concentration Federal Discharge MostStringentState Water,
Standard ,OualityCriteria ,"

oil and grease 1.3 x10-4 (at sea) visiblesheen3/15b """. -
5.0 (FL)

2.1 (in port)

Table 6. Data Sources
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Discharge ofOil, 40 CFR 110, defines a prohibited discharge ofoil as any discharge sufficient to cause a sheen
on receiving waters.
Jnternation~z.Conyention for the Prevention ofPollution from Ships (MARPOL 73/78) as implemented by the
Act to Prevent Pollution from Ships (APPS) ,

i
Table 5. Comparison of Environmental Concentration with Relevant Water Quality

Criteria (mgIL)

b

"'
Data Source

NOD Section Renorted SampUnf! ' Estimated Eauipment Expert
2.1 Equipment Description and X
Operation
2.2 Releases to the Environment X
2.3 Vessels Producinst the Discharge UNDS Database X
3.1 Locality X
3.2 Rate X
3.3 Constituents X X
3.4 Concentrations X X
4.1 Mass Loadings X
4.2 Environmental Concentrations X
4.3 Potential fo. Introducing Non- X X
Indi2eDOUS Species



NATURE OF DISCHARGE REPORT

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The National Defense Authorization Act of 1996 amended Section 312 ofthe Federal
Water Pollution Control Act (also known as the Clean Water Act (CWA» to require that the
Secretary ofDefense and the Administrator ofthe Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
develop unifonn national discharge standards (UNDS) for vessels of the Anned Forces for
"...discharges, other than sewage, incidental to nonnal operation ofa vessel of the Anned Forces,
..." [Section 312(n)(I)]. UNDS is being developed in three phases. The first phase (which this
report supports), will detennine which discharges will be required to be controlled by marine
pollution control devices (MPCDs)-either equipment or management practices. The second
phase will develop MPCD perfonnance standards. The final phase will determine the design,
construction, installation, and use ofMPCDs.

A nature ofdischarge (NOD) report has been prepared for each of the discharges that has
been identified as a candidate for regulation under UNDS. The NOD reports were developed
based on infonnation obtained from the technical community within the Navy and other branches
of the Anned Forces with vessels potentially subject to UNDS, from infonnation available in
existing technical reports and docwnentation, and, when required, from data obtained from
discharge samples that were collected under the UNDS program.

The purpose of the NOD report is to describe the discharge in detail, including the system
that produces the discharge, the equipment involved, the constituents released to the
environment, and the current practice, if any, to prevent or minimize environmental effects.
Where existing process infonnation is insufficient to characterize the discharge, the NOD report
provides the results ofadditional sampling or other data gathered on the discharge. Based on the
above infonnation, the NOD report describes how the estimated constituent concentrations and
mass loading to the environment were detennined. Finally, the NOD report assesses the
potential for environmental effect. The NOD report contains sections on: Discharge
Description, Discharge Characteristics, Nature ofDischarge Analysis, Conclusions, and Data
Sources and References.
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DISCHARqE DESCRIPTION
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Seawater c~oling systems are designed to minimize flow-induced erosion of the piping
system. The piping'systems, where possible, have geometry (e.g., increase turn or elbow radii) or
sizing to miniD:rizeturbulent flow. The materials ofconstruction (e.g., copper, nickel, and
titaniUm) are selected because of their resistance to seawater corrosion. Sea chests, heat
exchangers, arid. other components could also contain sacrificial material such as waster pieces or
zinc anodes to protect the system from corrosion. ..,

Many boats and craft such as utility landing craft and rigid inflatable boats use keel
coolers or sterIl flushing tubes.! Keel coolers use ship's motion to pass water over exposed heat
transfer coils 4;J. a r~cessed area of the boat keel. Stem flushing tubes are simple cooling systems
in which engine cooling water is drawn from a hull connection and is discharged from the
vessel's stem, normally above the water line.

"
I

This s~tiondescribesdischarges from seawater cooling systems and mcludes
information on: the equipment that is used and its operation (Section 2.1), general description of
th~ constituents of the discharge (Section 2.2), and the vessels that produce tIlls discharge
(Section 2.3). '

2.1 Equipment Description and Operation

Seawater cooling systems on surface ships and submarines provide cooling water for heat
exchangers, removing heat from the propulsion plant and mechanical auxiliarY systems. Heat
exthangers areproVlded for steam, diesel, and gas turbine propulsion plants and electric
generating plants; air-conditioning (AlC) plants; air compressors; and electromc equipment.
Seawater is provided to steam propulsion plants for the purpose ofcondensing exhausted steam
from propulsion or electric generator turbines before the condensate is cycled'back to boilers or
steam generators.

. Seawa~er cQpling systems draw seawater either directly from hull co~ections (sea
chests), or indirectly from the firemain that is supplied directly from a hull connection. The
seaWa,ter is pumped through heat exchangers where it absorbs heat and is then discharged
overboard at a higher temperature. At sea, the demands for seawater cooling are higher than
pierside or at anchor because systems requiring seawater cooling tend to be in use and at a higher
power output level while underway. Even while pierside, however, the demands for cooling of
auxiliary systeins may be significant. Conventional steam vessels were estllnated to have a 24
hour start-up and securing cycle and nuclear vessels a 48-hour start-up and se~uring cycle.!

.~

" ' , ,::,1 , ~ , ,

Typically, the demand for cooling water is continuous. The residence time ofseawater in
seawater cooling syStems is relatively short, perhaps a minute or two for most portions of the
cooling system. Some branch piping, however, may have relatively long residence times due to
inactivity ofequipment?
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Sea chests and hull connections are equipped with seastrainer plates to prevent debris
from entering the seawater cooling system (especially when in port or in coastal waters) and
causing failures due to clogging.3 The openings in these strainer plates vary in diameter from 1/4
inch to 1-1/2 inches and require periodic blowdowns to prevent clogging. This is accomplished
by blowing low-pressure air or steam out through the plates.3

Some vessels add biofouling prevention chemicals to the seawater.1,4 The contribution of
anti-fouling additives to seawater cooling overboard discharge is addressed in the Seawater
Piping Biofouling Prevention NOD report and will not be considered in this report.

In addition to seawater cooling while pierside, Navy vessels with non-conventional steam
propulsion also fill their main steam condenser heat exchangers with fresh water if the vessel is
going to be in port for an extended period. When vessels are in port for an extended period of
time, they often deactivate their propulsion plants. During these periods, the main condenser is
filled with fresh water because fresh water inhibits biofouling.1 Freshwater layups for non
conventional main steam condenser heat exchangers are discussed in the Freshwater Layup NOD
report.

2.2 Releases to the Environment

The releases to the environment consist ofthe seawater discharged overboard from the
seawater cooling system with entrained or dissolved materials from the components ofthe
seawater cooling system and bottom sediments that are brought onboard through the sea chest.
The components ofthe seawater cooling system include: the sea chest, pumps, heat exchangers,
pipes, fittings, and valves. The sea chests are constructed of steel and are painted with high
durable epoxy paints, and they also contain steel or zinc sacrificial material.1 The pumps are
constructed oftitanium, stainless steel, nickel alloys, bronze, and non-metallic composites.1 Heat
exchangers are copper-nickel alloys or titanium.1 The pipes and fittings in seawater systems are
primarily copper-nickel alloys, but fittings may also be bronze with silver-brazed joints.1 Valves
are constructed ofbronze, nickel alloys, or aluminum alloys.1 Some traces ofhydraulic oil or
other lubricants may enter the seawater from remotely operated valves or pumps. The metals that
may enter the seawater include copper, nickel, lead, aluminum, tin, silver, iron, titanium,
chromium, and zinc.

In addition, the discharge constitutes a thennalload. The maximum discharge
temperature is 140 degrees Fahrenheit (OF) to prevent fonnation ofsoft scale (calcium carbonate)
inside the pipes and heat exchangers.1 The difference in temperature from influent to effluent is
usually between 10°F to 15 of, but the range can be as much as 5 OF to 25 of.5

Sea strainer plate blowdown consists ofair or steam, and any solids blown off the strainer
plate. Air bubbles rise to the surface and dissipate, while the solids fall to the bottom. Solids can
include anything that has been held against the plate by the cooling water suction (e.g., debris and
mud) plus biota that has grown on the plate over time (e.g., sea grass and slime).

2.3 Vessels Producing the Discharge
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Ships, boats, and craft in the Navy, Military Sealift Command (MScj, U.S. Coast Guard
(USCG), Army, and Air Force with the exception of some non-selfpropelled service craft such
~ barges, use seawater for cooling. Ofthe over 6,000 ships, boats, and craft'in the Armed
F()rc~, the vast majority of these vessels (over 5,000) consists ofboats and craft. The majority
ofthe seawater cooling overboard discharge, however, is generafedhy larger' ships and vessels
that have large, continuous seawater cooling demands. There are 673 such sUrface ships and
submarines. The boats and craft in service use either intermittent cooling water or have keel
co()l~ when~ thert:: is no flow through the vessel. Table 1 lists the vessels that contribute to this
discharge and the estimates for the number of transits, number ofdays in port, and number of
days operating within 12 nautical miles (n.m.) by each ship class each year.'

!
~
"

3.0 DISCItARGE CHARACTERISTICS
,

'I" , ' ~ ,

This sec::tio~ contains qualitative and quantitative information that characterizes the
discharge. Section 3.1 describes where the discharge occurs with respect to harbors and near
shore areas, Section 3.2 describes the rate ofthe discharge, Section 3.3 lists the constituents in
the discharge, and Section 3.4 gives the concentrations ofthe constituents in'the discharge.

~

i
3.1 Locality

This discharge occurs both within and beyond 12 n.m. ofshore.

3.2 Rate
"

, Ii

Seawater cooling flow rates can vary from several gallons per minute (gpm) for smaller,
diesel-powered ships to flows ofgreater than 170,000 gpm for aircraft carriers during full-power
steaming. While transiting, vessels tend to operate at levels sufficient to maintain steering
control and donotrequire the maximum amount ofseawater cooling. While anchored or
pierside, seawater cooling flow rates are at their lowest because only certain'auxiliary equipment
is required. Table 2 lists examples of typical pierside and transit steaming flow rates for vessel
classes.6 '

!!

"

Tables 3a, 3b, and 3c provide estimates ofdischarge flow rates for vimous ship classes
within 12 n.m: ofshore based on available data. The number of transits were used to estimate
th~ number oflight-off and securing cycles for steam-powered vessels. The!'calculations use a
tYPical transit time of4 hours between 0 to 12 n.m.7 For USCG vessels, operation within 12 n.m.
ofshore inclu4es seawater cooling flow rates at pierside rates for 16 hours each day with the '
~rtlaining 8 h?ursat typical underway flow rates. An example for the estimated annual flow of
the WAGB 399 Class for operation within 12 n.m. ofshore is calculated bytbe equation:
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Based on these estimates, the total annual flow of seawater cooling overboard discharge
from Navy, MSC, Army, and USCG vessels is estimated as 390 billion gallons. Flow rates for
Air Force vessels are not estimated.

3.3 Constituents

Seawater cooling overboard discharge is primarily seawater that contains trace materials
from seawater cooling system pipes, fittings, valves, seachests, pumps, and heat exchangers. The
expected constituents ofseawater cooling discharge include copper, iron, aluminum, zinc, nickel,
tin, titanium, arsenic, manganese, chromium, lead, and possibly oil and grease from valves and
pumps. Ofthe constituents expected to be present in this discharge, arsenic, chromium, copper,
lead, nickel, and zinc are priority pollutants. None ofthe expected constituents is a
bioaccumulator.

The constituents from strainer plate blowdown include the material ejected from the
strainer plate, such as biota, mud, or debris, trapped from the sea or harbor waters.

3.4 Concentrations

Influent and effluent samples were collected from the seawater cooling systems of five
ships.s A summary ofthe analytical results are presented in Table 4. This table shows the
constituents, the log-normal mean, the frequency ofdetection for each constituent, the minimum
and maximum concentrations, and the mass loadings of each constituent. For the purposes of
calculating the log-normal mean, a value ofone-halfthe detection limit was used for non
detected results.

The analytical data for a Coast Guard vessel were not used to calculate the log-normal
mean concentrations in Table 4 because the data indicated a large average net decrease in effluent
concentrations for total copper, nickel, tin, and zinc. For example, data for this vessel varied
widely for total copper with an average influent concentration of 1,450 ~g/L and an average
effluent concentration of419 ~g/L, a net decrease of 1,031 ~g/L. These concentrations are one to
two orders ofmagnitude higher than data from the other ships. The Coast Guard vessel data
were considered an anomaly and were excluded from log-normal mean concentration
calculations to avoid biasing the data with large, negative net concentrations.

Variability is expected within this discharge as a result of several factors including
material erosion and corrosion, residence times, passive films, and influent water variability.
Pipe erosion is caused by high fluid velocity, or by abrasive particles entrained in the seawater
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4.3 Thermal Effects

Environmental Concentrations4.2
, , il '

The log-normal mean discharge concentrations are compared to the Federal and most
stringent state WQC in Table 6. Copper exceeds the Federal and most stringent state WQC.
This can be attributed to two factors: 1) the copper concentrations ofmany harbors exceed the
sf~dard, and 2) other copper sources (e.g. copper hull coatings) of the vessel are located near the
influent sea chest. Between 1 and 90 J.1g/L ofcopper naturally occurs in seawater.9 Nickel and
silver concentrations also exceed the Federal and most stringent state WQc". Nitrogen (as
ammonia, nitrate/nitrite, and total kjeldahl nitrogen) exceeds the most stringent state WQC.

i

The potential for seawater cooling overboard discharge to cause thermal environmental
effects was evaluated by modeling the thermal plume generated under conditions tending to
produce the greatest temperature rise and then compared to state plume thermal discharge

~
",',': ~

flQwing at any velocity. In most cases ofpipe erosion, the problematic high fluid velocity is a
local phenomenon, such as would be caused by eddy turbulence at joints, bends, reducers,
attached moll~ks,ortortuous flow paths in valves. Passive:films inhibit metal loss due to
erosion. CorrQsioQ. is influenced by the residence time ofs,eawater in the system, temperature,
biofouling, constitUents in the influent, and the presence or absence ofcertain :films on the pipe
surface. All otthese influences on metallic concentrations are variable within a given ship over

, ", " " , ~

time" and between ships. ,
I
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4.0 NATURE OF DISCHARGE ANALYSIS

"ii '
Based on the discharge volume estimates developed in Tables 3a, 3b and 3c and the log-

nomal mean discharge concentrations and mass loadings are presented in Table 4. Table 5 is
present in order to highlight constituents with log-normal mean concentrations that exceed water
quality criteria (WQC). A sample calculation of the estimated annual mass loading for copper is
shoWn here: ' "

4.1 Mass Loadings

Based on the discharge characteristics presented in Section 3.0, the ~atureof the
discharge and its potential impact on the environment can be evaluated. The estimated mass
loadings are presented in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, the concentrations ofdischarge constituents
after release to the environment are estimated and compared with the water quality criteria.
Section 4.3 ~~cw:;~es thermal 'effects. In Section 4.4, the potential for the tr~sferofnon
indigenous species is discussed.

Mass Loadin¥fo~Copper(Total) " ',,' .,' ,"'" , '., " " ' , ,'"
" ,,'." ""MaSslOadmg""; (Net Positive Log-normal Mean Conceriti'ation)(Flow Rate)
(34.49 J.lgILX3.785 Ugal)(390,OOO,OOO,OOO'gallyr)(2.202lbslkg)(1O-9 kglJ.lg) == 112,1001bs/yr

, . ... . . .....- . .. .. .. . .. .



requirements. Thermal effects of seawater cooling water overboard discharge were modeled
using the Cornell Mixing Zone Expert System (CORMIX) to estimate the plume size and
temperature gradients in the receiving water body. Thermal modeling was performed for three
ships in three harbors (Mayport, FL; Norfolk, VA; and Bremerton~ WA) to assess the potential
thermal impact. The discharge was also assumed to occur du.riD.g winter when the ambient water
temperatures are lowest. Based on these models, Navy aircraft carriers are predicted to generate
thermal plumes that, under conditions of low harbor flushing, low wind velocities, and maximum
cooling water flow rates, would exceed the regulatory limits ofWashington.5 Thermal plumes
from models of smaller ships (destroyers) do not exceed regulatory limits.5 Ofthe five states
having a substantial presence ofArmed Forces' vessels, only Virginia and Washington have
established thermal mixing zone dimensions.

4.4 Potential for Introducing Non-Indigenous Species

The seawater cooling water system has a minimal potential for transporting non
indigenous species, because the residence times for most portions ofthe system are short. Some
portions of the seawater system lie stagnant where marine organisms may reside. However, these
areas tend to develop anaerobic conditions quickly, except at the junctions with the active
portions of the system, where oxygenated water continuously flows by and through the ship. The
seawater is not a system where large volumes ofwater, under aerobic conditions, are transported
over distances.

A small potential exists for transport ofnon-indigenous species because the blowdown
procedure for the strainer plates may dislodge biota that has grown on the plate over time.

5.0 CONCLUSION

Seawater cooling overboard discharge has a potential to cause an adverse environmental
effect because:

1) Nitrogen, copper, nickel, and silver concentrations in the discharge exceed Federal
and the most stringent state water quality criteria, and the mass loadings ofnitrogen,
copper, nickel, and silver are significant; and

2) Some vessels could exceed some states' thermal mixing zone requirements while in
port.

6.0 DATA SOURCES AND REFERENCES

To characterize this discharge, information from various sources was obtained. System
engineering information was used to estimate the rate ofdischarge. Table 7 shows the sources of
data used to develop this NOD report.
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Table 1. Typical Ship Movement Data

Vessel Clllss Quantity Number of Hours per Days"'n Days Op·eratJng
Tr~nsitsNmeJIYear Transit PortNesseJIYelir within 12 n.m.

Surface Ships. Submarines
Forrestal Class Aircraft Carriers CV 59 1 6 4 143 0
Kittv Hawk Class Aircraft Carriers CV 63 3 7 4 137 0
Enterprise Class Aircraft Carriers CVN 65 1 6 4 76 0
Nimitz Class Aircraft Carriers CVN 68 7 7 4 147 0
Ticonderoga Class Guided Missile Cruisers CG 47 27 12 4 166 0
California Class Guided Missile Cruisers CGN 36 2 11 4 143 0
Virginia Class Guided Missile Cruisers CGN 38 1 11 4 161 0
Spruance Class Destroyers DD 963 31 12 4 178 0
Arleigh Burke Destroyers DDG 51 18 11 4 101 0
Kidd Class Destroyers DDG 993 4 12 4 175 0
Oliver Hazard Perry Guided Missile Frigates FFG 7 43 13 4 167 0
Submarines, SSN, SSBN, All Classes 89 6 4 183 0
Blue Ridge Class Amphibious Command Ships LCC 19 2 8 4 179 0
Wasp Class Amphibious Assault Ships LHD 1 4 13 4 185 0
Tarawa Class Amphibious Assault Ships LHA 1 5 9 4 173 0
Iwo Jima Class Amphibious Assault Ships LPH 2 2 11 4 186 0
Austin Class Amphibious Transport Docks LPD 4 3 11 4 178 0
Amphibious Transport Docks LPD 7 3 12 4 188 0
Amphibious Transport Docks LPD 14 2 11 4 192 0
Anchorage Class Dock Landing Ships LSD 36 5 13 4 215 0
Whidbey Island Class Dock Landing Ships LSD 41 8 13 4 170 0
Harpers Ferry Class Dock Landing Ships LSD 49 3 13 4 215 0
Avenger Class Mine Countermeasures Vessels MCM 1 14 28 4 232 0
Osprey Class Coastal Minehunters MHC 51 12 28 4 232 0

--

Cyclone Class Coastal Defense Ships PC 1 13 18 4 105 0
Auxiliaries

Emory S Land Class Submarine Tenders AS 39 3 6 4 293 0
Simon Lake Class Submarine Tender AS 33 1 6 4 229 0
Command Ships AGF 2 12 4 183 0
Jumboised Cimarron Class Oilers AO 177 5 10 4 188 0
Sacramento Class Fast Combat Support Ships AOE 1 4 11 4 183 0
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Supply Class Fast Combat Support Ships AOE 6 3 6 4 114 0
Safeguard Class Salvage Ships ARS 50 4 22 4 208 0
Gyre Class Oceanographic Research Ships AGOR 21 1 11 4 113 0
T.G.Thompson Oceanographic Research Ships AGOR 23 2 11 4 113 0

Militarv Sealift Command
Kilauea Class Ammunition Ships AE 26 8 4 4 26 0
Mars Class Combat Stores Ships AFS 1 8 7 4 148 0
Missile Range Instrumentation Ships AGM 22 1 4 4 133 0
Mercy Class Hospital Ships AH 19 2 2 4 184 0
Zeus Class Cable Repairing Ships ARC 7 1 2 4 8 0
Mission Class Navigation Research Ships AG 194 2 10 4 151 0
Stalwart Class Ocean Surveillance Ships AGOS 1 5 4 4 70 0
Victorious Class Ocean Surveillance Ships AGOS 19 4 5 4 107 0
Silas Bent & Wilkes Classes Surveying Ships AGS 26 2 6 4 44 0
Waters Class Surveying Ship AGS 45 1 1 4 7 0
John McDonnell Class Surveying Ships AGS 51 2 6 4 96 0
Pathfinder Class Surveying Ships AGS 60 4 6 4 96 0
Algol Class Vehicle Cargo Ships AKR 287 8 3 4 109 0
Maersk Class Fast Sealift Ships AKR 295 3 9 4 59 0
Henry J. Kaiser Class Oilers AO 187 13 6 4 78 0
Potawan Class Fleet Ocean Tugs ATF 166 7 16 4 127 0

US Coast Guard
High Endurance Cutters WHEC 378 12 13 4 151 0
Medium Endurance Cutters WMEC 213 1 9 4 98 0
Medium Endurance Cutter, WMEC 230 1 11 4 167 0
Medium Endurance Cutters WMEC 210A 5 13 4 235 0
Medium Endurance Cutters WMEC 21 OB 11 9 4 149 0
Medium Endurance Cutters WMEC 270A 4 6 4 137 0
Medium Endurance Cutters WMEC 270B 9 7 4 164 0
Mackinaw Class Icebreaker WAGB 290 1 4 4 215 146
Polar Class Icebreakers WAGB 399 2 4 4 148 100
Island Class Patrol Craft WPB 110 ( A,B & C ) 49
Point Class Patrol Craft WPB 82 ( C & D ) 36
Juniper Class Buoy Tenders WLB 225 2 18 4 190 100
Balsam Class Buoy Tenders WLB 180A 8 18 4 190 100
Balsam Class Buoy Tenders WLB 180B 2 5 4 120 200
Balsam Class Buoy Tenders WLB 180C 13 16 4 123 200
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Bay Class Icebreaking TURS WTGB 140 9 1 4 215 146
Inland Buoy Tender WLI l00A 1 0 0 160 201
Inland Buoy Tender WLI 100e 1 0 0 160 201
Inland Buoy Tenders WLI 65303 2 0 0 160 201
Inland Buoy Tenders WLI 65400 2 0 0 160 201
Cosmos Class Inland Construction Tenders WLIC 100 3 0 0 160 201
Anvil Class Inland Construction Tenders WLIC 75A 2 0 0 160 201
Inland Construction Tenders WLIC 75B 3 0 0 160 201
Clamp Class Inland-Construction Tenders WLIC 75D 2 0 0 160 201
River Buoy Tender WLR 115 1 0 0 160 201
River Buoy Tenders WLR 75 13 0 0 160 201
River Buoy Tenders WLR 65 6 0 0 160 201
Pamlico Class Inland Construction Tenders WLIC 160 4 0 0 160 201
White Sumac Class Coastal Buoy Tenders WLM 157 9 16 4 123 100
Keeper Class Coastal Buoy Tenders WLM 551 2 16 4 123 200
65 ft. Harbor Tugs WYTL ( A, B, C & D ) 11

Army
Logistics Support VesseI LSV 6 20 4 150 30
Landing Craft Utility LCD-2000 35 3 4 275 60
Large Tug LT-128 6 5 4 245 60

Total 673
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Table 2. Seawater Cooling Flow Rates, Examples (Naval Vessels)

.-~.<;/;i,;;~t:iWP·.··."i.y:~ssefcI3sjk··'i~;r3':~i:;i~~Plejijlae;;{2Dm)',~}~~,,0~,':tD}tF;]-ansitJ(f!Dmlf' ...'•........
Aircraft carners (CVN 68) . 4,100 >170,000

Cruisers (CG 47) 1,650 7,000
Destroyers (DDG 51) 1,500 6,840

Frigates (FFG 7) 1,750 3,000
Amphibious assault ships (LHD 1) 3,000 up to 40,500

Submarines 2,000 10,000 - 12,000
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Table 3a. Estimated Annual Flows, Seawater CooUng Water, Navy and. MSC

Estlnllted Ff,ow Rate! (20m) I EsUmated Times withIn 11 !t.m. (/IIrs) Estl.ted AlUlIIII,1 FI'llws (rl" ' -

QIy Plenldl1 Start-up! In Transit Plerslde Start·lIp! In Trlntll Plenlde Start-lip! In Trusll
Seellr/nll: Secllr/nll: S«ur/nl!

Surface Ships Submarines
Forrestal Class Aireraft Carriers CV 59 I 4,100 170000 170000 3,432 288 48 844.272,000 2,937,600,000 489,600,000 _
KiltY Hawk Class Aircraft Carriers CV 63 3 4,100 170,000 170000 3,288 336 56 2,426,544,000 10,281,600000 1,713600000
Enterprise Class Aireraft Carriers CVN 65 I 4,100 170000 170,000 1,824 576 48 448,704,000 5,875,200,000 489,600,000
Nimitz Class Aircraft Carriers CVN 68 7 4,100 170000 170.000 3,528 672 56 6,075,216000 47,980,800,000 3,998,400,000
TiconderoRa Class Guided Missile Cruisers CG 47 27 1,650 0 7,000 3,984 0 96 10,649,232,000 0 1,088 640,000
California Class Guided Missile Cruisers CGN 36 2 1,650 7,000 7,000 3,432 1,056 88 679,536,000 887,040,000 73,920,000
ViJ'Rinia Class Guided Missile Cruisers CON 38 I 1650 7,000 7,000 3864 1,056 88 382,536,000 443,520,000 36,960,000
Spruance Class Destrovers DD 963 31 1500 0 6,840 4,272 0 96 11,918,880,000 0 1,221,350,400
ArleiRh Burke Destrovers DDG 51 18 1,680 0 6,840 2,424 0 88 4,398,105,600 0 650,073,600
Kidd Class Destroyers DDG 993 4 1,500 0 6,840 4200 0 96 1512,000,000 0 157,593,600
Oliver Hazard PerrY Guided Missile Frigates FFG 7 43 1,750 0 3,000 4,008 0 104 18,096,120,000 0 804,960,000 .
Submarines, SSN, SSBN, All Classes 89 2,000 11,000 11,000 4,392 576 48 46,906,560,000 33,834,240,000 2819,520,000
Blue Ridge Class Amnhibious Command Ships Lec 19 2 3,000 * 40,500 40,500 * 4,296 384 64 1,546,560 000 1,866,240,000 311,Q40,000
Wasp Class Amllhibious Assault Shins LHD 1 4 3,000 40,500 40,500 4440 624 104 3,196,800,000 6,065,280 000 1,010,880,000
Tarawa Class Amllhibious Assault ShillS LHA I 5 3,000 * 40500 40,500 * 4,152 432 72 3,736,800,000 5,248,800,000 874,800,000
Iwo Jima Class Amphibious Assault Ships LPH 2 2 3,000 * 40,500 40,500 * 4,464 528 88 1,607,040,000 2,566,080,000 427,680,000
Austin Class Amphibious Transport Docks LPD 4 3 3,000 >I< 40,500 40,500 >I< 4,272 528 88 2,306,880,000 3,849,120,000 641,520,000
Amllhibious Transllort Docks LPD 7 3 3,000 >I< 40,500 40,500 * 4,512 576 96 2,436,480,000 4,199,040,000 699,840,000
Amllhibious Transport Docks LPD 14 2 3,000 >I< 40,500 40.500 * 4,608 528 88 1,658,880,000 2,566,080,000 427,680,000
Anchorage Class Dock Landing Ships LSD 36 5 3,000 * 40,500 40,500 * 5,160 624 104 4,644,000,000 7,581,600,000 1,263,600,000
Whidbey Island Class Dock Landing Ships LSD 41 8 3,000 >I< 0 40,500 >I< 4,080 0 104 5,875,200,000 0 2,021,760,000
Harpers Ferry Class Dock Landing ShillS LSD 49 3 3,000 >I< 0 40,500 * 5,160 0 104 2,786,400,000 0 758,160,000
Avenl1;er Class Mine Countermeasures Vessels MCM 1 14 1,650 * 0 7,000 >I< 5,568 0 224 7,717,248,000 0 1,317,120,000
Osprey Class Coastal Minehunters MHC 51 12 1,500 * 0 6,840 >I< 5,568 0 224 6,013,440,000 0 1,103,155,200
Cyclone Class Coastal Defense Ships PC I 13 200 >I< 0 1,500 * 2,520 0 144 393,120,000 0 168,480,000 .

Auxiliaries
Emory S Land Class Submarine Tenders AS 39 3 2,000 * 40,500 40,500 * 7,032 288 48 2,531,520,000 2,099,520,000 349,920,000

~ Simon Lake Class Submarine Tender AS 33 I 2,000 * 40,500 40,500 >I< 5,496 288 48 659,520,000 699,840,000 116,640,000
Command Ships AGF 2 2,000 >I< 40,500 40,500 * 4,392 576 96 1,054,080,000 2,799,360,000 466,560,000
Jumboised Cimarron Class Oilers AO 177 5 2,000 >I< 40,500 40,500 * 4,512 480 80 2,707,200,000 5,832,000,000 972,000,000
Sacramento Class Fast Combat Support Ships AOE I 4 1,650 * 7,500 7,500 * 4,392 528 88 1,739,232,000 950,400,000 158,400,000
Supply Class Fast Combat Support Ships AOE 6 3 1,650 >I< 0 7,500 >I< 2,736 0 48 812,592,000 0 64,800,000
Safeguard Class Salvage Ships ARS 50 4 1,500 * 0 6,840 * 4,992 0 176 1,797,120,000 0 288,921,600
Gyre Class Oceanographic Research Ships AGOR 21 I 1,500 >I< 0 6,840 * 2,712 0 88 244,080,000 0 36,115,200
T.G.Thompson Oceanographic Research Ships AGOR 2 1,500 * 0 6,840 * 2,712 0 88 488,160,000 0 72,230,400
23
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Militarv Sealift Command
Kilauea Class Ammunition Ships AE 26 8 2,000 >I< 40,500 40,500 >I< 624 192 32 599,040,000 3,732,480,000 622,080,000
Mars Class Combat Stores ShillS AFS I 8 2,000 >I< 40,500 40,500 >I< 3,552 336 56 3,409,920,000 6,531,840,000 1,088,640,000
Missile Range Instrumentation Ships AGM 22 I 2,000 >I< 40,500 40,500 >I< 3,192 192 32 383,040,000 466,560,000 77,760,000
Mercy Class Hospital Ships AH 19 2 2,000 >I< 40,500 40,500 >I< 4,416 96 16 1,059,840,000 466,560,000 77,760,000
Zeus Class Cable Repairing Ships ARC 7 I 2,000 >I< 0 40,500 >I< 192 0 16 23,040,000 0 38,880,000
Mission Class Navigation Research ShillS AG 194 2 1,500 >I< 6,840 6,840 '" 3,624 480 80 652,320,000 393,984,000 65,664,000
Stalwart Class Ocean Surveillance Ships AGOS I 5 1,500 >I< 0 6,840 '" 1,680 0 32 756,000,000 0 65,664,000
Victorious Class Ocean Surveillance ShillS AGOS 19 4 1,500 >I< 0 6,840 '" 2,568 0 40 924,480,000 0 65,664,000
Silas Bent & Wilkes Classes Surveying ShillS AGS 26 2 1,500 >I< 0 6,840 >I< 1,056 0 48 190,080,000 0 39,398,400
Waters Class Surveying Shill AGS 45 I 1,500 >I< 0 6,840 >I< 168 0 8 15,120,000 0 3,283,200
John McDonnell Class Surveying Ships AGS 51 2 1,500 >I< 0 6,840 '" 2,304 0 48 414,720,000 0 39,398,400
Pathfinder Class Surveving ShillS AGS 60 4 1,500 >I< 6,840 6,840 '" 2,304 288 48 829,440,000 472,780,800 78,796,800

. Algol Class Vehicle Cargo ShillS AKR 287 8 2,000 >I< 0 40,500 '" 2,616 0 24 2,511 ,360,000 0 466,560,000
Maersk Class Fast Sealift ShillS AKR 295 3 2,000 >I< 0 40,500 >I< 1,416 0 72 509,760,000 0 524,880,000
Henry J. Kaiser Class Oilers AO 187 13 2,000 >I< 0 40,500 '" 1,872 0 48 2,920,320,000 0 1,516,320,000
Potawan Class Fleet Ocean Tugs ATF 166 7 1,650 >I< 0 7,500 >I< 3,048 0 128 2,112,264,000 0 403,200,000

........... ••oo............................._ .... ........................................... ...................._........-........
399 177,600,80I,600 160,627,564,800 32,269,468,800

>I< • These flow rates are estimated based on the mission and the size ship in relation to ships whose flow rates are known. Seawater Coolin!! Total: 370,497,835,200
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Table 3b. Estimated Annual Flows, Seawater Cooling Water, USCG

121Jl.m. (IIIrs AI!I,mlJal .'....
O~nlfllC Operath1C

Otv Pl~fllde wltilin It lI.m, Plers,lde 1>1.....ld,.. wllllll1l 121l.m.
liS ('oa,rt r.lJard

!Hillh ,WHR(' 37R 12 '-200 • 1i.000 1i.000 • 3.624 0 104 1111 111>Mn 0
,Medium "211 I ROO· 4000 4.000· '.352 0 72 II? Ro"nnn 0
IMpdinm '(""Hpr, WMEC 230 I 800 • 4.000 4.000 • 400R 0 88 HI? ?IlA nn,n 0 ?1 I?n noo

,?lOA 5 ROO· 4000 4nno· 5 lidO 0 104 1 ?~? ,;,nn nnn 0 I?Allnn nM

'Medium ,Cutlen: WMEC 210R II 800· 4.000 4.000· 3.576 0 72 1 lllllll')ll nnn 0
:Medillm ' ?70A 4 ROO· 4000 4000· 't?RR 0 4R ';?I ')0'; nnn n A"nllnn,M

Medium ,Cntle", WMRC 270R I) 800· 4.000 4.000 • 3.931i 0 56 I ')nn 'g? n,nn 0 I?n o"n non

MaelcinAw CIA•• TeehreAlcl'r WAClR 290 I 1.000 • 5.000 5.000 • 'i 11>0 3.504 32 ~nn Lnn nn,n AO,n ~"O OM 9.600.000
Polar Class leebreaken: WAGB 399 2 800· 4000 4.000 • 3..552 2.400 32 340992000 537600.000 15360000
IS'And C'la.. l'atrnl C,."ft WPR 1)0 ( ARk (' \ 49
'Point Clas. Patrnl Craft WPR 82 ( (' & n \ 36
IIuninpr ('I.ss Runv Tl'nders WLB 225 2 800 • 4.000 4.000 • 4.560 2.400 144 4 537.600.000 69.120.000
Balsam Class Buov Tenders WLB l80A 8 100 • 500 500· 4.51>0 2.400 144 2IR.RRO oon 268.800.000 34.560.000
Ralsam ('Ia.. Rllov Tender. WT.R 180R 2 100· 500 'inn • 2.880 4.800 40 34.560.000 134.400.000 2.400.000
Balsam CIa" Rllml Tpndprs WLB 180C 13 100· 50n 500 • 2.952 4.800 128 230.256.000 873.600.000 49920.000
Bav Clas. Ieebreakinl> Tu". WTGR 140 9 100 • 500 500 • 'i160 3'i04 8 278.640.000 441.504.000 2.160.000
Inland Runv Tend"r WI) 1OOA I 50 • 50 50 • 3.840 4.824 0 11.520000 14.472.000 a
Tnland .T 100C 1 50 * 'i0 'i0· 1.RdO 4R'l4 0 11 ,,')n nnn lA A7') nnn 11
TnlAnd ,WT I 6'\101 2 50 * 50 50· U40 4.824 0 23.040.000 ')11 044 non 0
Inland ,WIJ 6'\400 2 'i0 * 50 SO • 3.840 4.824 0 ?? nAn onn 28.944.000 0

~. . Tenders WLIC 100 3 50 * 50 50· 3.840 4.R24 . 0 14 "';0 nnn 43.416.0,00 0
Anvil Clas. Inlon,J T"ndprs WI.I(' 7'iA , 'iO * ?'i0 ?'i0 • 3 RdO 4 R?4 0 23.040.000 "-'1 "?';nnn 0
Tnland ('nnstruetion Tenders WLIC 75 3 50 * 50 50 • 3.840 4.824 0 34560000 43.416.000 a
('lama Class InlonA ('nnotrnetion Tenders WLTC 75n 2 50 • '\0 'i0 • 3.840 4.824 0 23.040000 28944000 0
Rivpr Runv Tpnder WLR 115 I SO * 50 SO • 3.840 4.824 0 11.520.000 14472.000 0
R'ver Buov Tenders WT.R 75 n 50 * 'iO SO • 1840 4824 0 149.760000 188.136000 0
River Buov Tenders WLR 65 6 50 * 50 SO • 1.840 4824 0 69120.000 86.832.000 0

" Pamreo Class Inland Cnnstmction Tenders WL!C' 160 4 ,100 • . 50 "0 • 3.R40 4R24 .0. 921(;00no 96AR.000.0 0
White ~um"~ Clas. Coastal Buov Tenders WLM 157 9 100 • 500 500 • 2.952 2.400 \28 159408.000 302.400000 34.560.000
IKeener Class Coastal Rnov Tenders WT.M 551 2 100 • 500 'i00 • 29'\2 4800 1211 ~5 4'4 000 134400000 7680.000
65 ft. Harbor Tues WYTL (A B. C & D) II 50 • 250 250 • 3.840 4824 0 126.720000 371448.000 0

....----_... ....._......._-_........_-_. ...._---..------- ..............- ...._......__........
227 11 e"? 10? n,nn 4.376.928.000 1.194.960.000

• • These flow rates are estimated based on the mission and the size shin in relation to shiDs whose flow rates are known. Seawater Coolin.. Total: 171J4 080 000

I
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Table 3c. Estimated Annual Flows, Seawater Cooling Water, Army.

6
35
6

110
140
100 *

110
140
100

110
140
100 *

2,400
4,400
3,920

320
936
920

160 95,040,000
24 1,293,600,000
40 141,120,000

12,672,000
275,184,000
33,120,000

6,336,000
7,056,000
1,440,000

47 1,529,760,000 320,976,000 14,832,000

*-These flow rates are estimated based on the mission and the size ship in relation to ships whose flow
rates are known.
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Table 4. Summary ofUetected Ana:lytes '

COJ:lsUlU'~lIll Log Norml Frtqlil~O'tyor MIlIllrn'um Ma~lmlllll\ LocNorrnal Frequency ltfllllllu,lIm l'th:dm'liun Emlilenl- InOllellll l'thwLoadlnl
Mun Del~tUolll COlllce:nlratlol1l Conunlrat'lol1l Me:AII orDe:I«t1on Concentratlolll Con,cenlratl'lIl1 Lo2 Normal Mean

Seawater CooIIllll Deedlcated Innllent Seawaler Coollnll Deedlclled Emuenl
Metals (1lIllL) (IlWl.) (ulVL) (lIg1L) (lIlVL) (ligfL) (ug/L) (lbsI)T)

Aluminum
Dissolved 59.7 20£5 SOL 207.0 59.84 30£5 SOL 175 0.12 390
Total 147.4 40£5 SOL 296.0 15\.1 40£5 SOL 399.0 3.69 11.993

Arsenic
Dissolved \.97 20£5 SOL 12.60 2.26 10£5 SOL 18.50 0.29 943
Total 1.48 10£5 SOL 11.30 4.24 30£5 SOL 56.60 2.76 8970

Barium
Dissolved 15.37 50£5 5.80 23.90 18.02 50£5 10.10 2\.85 2.65 8613
Total 2\.69 50£5 15.80 26.60 21.59 50£5 15.25 26.50 -0.10 (a)

Boron
Dissolved 2090 50£5 1740 2340 2082 50£5 1705 2435 -S.17 (a)

Total 2059 50£5 1710 2340 2027 50£5 1590 2360 -32.08 (a)

Calcium
Dissolved 196248 50£5 164000 223000 197497 50£5 163000 229000 1248.60 4,os8,145
Total 195870 50£5 164000 220000 192465 50£5 155000 218500 -3405.42 (a)

Chromium
Dissolved 5.47 10£5 SOL 10.70 - 00£5 SOL SOL - (b)
Total - 00£5 SOL SOL 7.71 20£5 SOL 35.50 7.71 25,059

Copper
Dissolved 9.86 30£5 SOL 18.80 40.55 50£5 11.90 1040.00 30.69 99,747
Total 14.88 40£5 SOL 27.30 49.37 50£5 7.55 1135.00 34.49 112,098

Iron
Dissolved 11.82 10£5 SOL 173.0 12.69 20£5 SOL 214 0.87 2,828
Total 227.5 50£5 90.6 399.0 241.2 50£5 87.65 546.5 13.73 44,625

Lend
Dissolved - 00£5 SOL SOL 4.12 10£5 SOL 3.40 4.12 13,391
Total 4.19 10£5 BDL 2.40 - 00£5 BOL BOL - (b)

Mawesium
Dissolved 617279 50£5 485000 741000 620084 50£5 470500 758500 2804.72 9,115,777
Total 613048 50£5 483000 743000 613252 50£5 435500 739000 204.53 664,754

..

ManJlanese
Dissolved 10.58 50£5 5.90 24.80 12.44 50£5 5.80 26.40 1.86 6045
Total 18.03 50£5 12.20 31.40 19.99 50£5 13.35 28.55 \.96 6,370

Molvbdenum
Dissolved 4.31 30£5 SOL 7.20 5.89 50£5 3.25 11.10 \.58 5,135
Total 3.73 30£5 BOL 5.10 3.44 30£5 SOL 5.50 -0.29 (a)
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Nickel
Dissolved - oof5 BDL BDL 15.4 20f5 BDL 96.4 15.39 50,020
Total - oof5 BDL BDL 19.6 30f5 BDL 95.0 19.55 63,541

Silver
Total - 00f5 BOL BOL 2.77 lof5 BDL 5.90 2.77 9,003

Sodium
Dissolved 5065465 50f5 3650000 6300000 5248566 50f5 4250000 6505000 183101.78 595,109,334
Total 5195468 50f5 3810000 6390000 5062513 50f5 3730000 6300000 -i32954.92 (a)

Thallillm
Dissolved 6.25 lof5 BOL 15.30 6.2 lof5 BOL 25.0 -0.02 (a)

Total 9.37 20f5 BOL 35.60 5.5 lof5 BDL 10.8 -3.89 (a)

Tin
Dissolved - oof5 BDL BDL 4.02 20f5 BDL 5.50 4.02 13,066
Total 3.44 lof5 BDL 4.30 5.19 30f5 BDL 35.50 1.75 5,688

Titanium
Total 4.60 30f5 BDL 9.00 5.42 30f5 BDL 15.80 0.82 2,665

Vanadium
Dissolved 5.48 lof5 BOL 12.10 5.7 20f5 BDL 11.9 0.20 650

Zinc
Dissolved 18.29 50f5 15.80 20.80 30.00 50f5 14.15 50.25 11.71 38,059
Total 21.27 50f5 13.40 54.80 35.75 50f5 11.75 78.40 14.48 47,062

,
::"':'(n~'..~;~<,' ChiSsh:al$ j;;',: i(fuWLh . 3;:'/' O::;i;O:tmll!LW~F ·"~';{IliWt). :~;~ ~ :r;t~{anfll!L'ti>; ,- A;,'c;' iilWf:.K. ...""'i:',nlii!r\'N:: .y,' .,: .;::1I6i!Vt')iJEii.,".; ",j,!"

Alkalinity 68.5 5 of5 49.0 84.0 62.8 50f5 38.0 94.0 -5.67 (a)
Ammonia as 0.10 30f5 BOL 0.22 0.12 40f5 BDL 0.24 0.02 65,010
NitroJ<en
Chemical Oxygen 140.2 50f5 70.00 289.0 141.5 40f5 BDL 265.0 1.28 4,160,617
Demand
Chloride 9270 50f5 7600 11000 9641 50f5 7750 12900 370.61 1,204,661,245
HEM - oof5 BOL BOL - oof5 BOL BOL - (b)
NitratelNitrite 0.06 4of5 BOL 0.45 0.08 40f5 BOL 1.71 0.02 65,010
Sulfate 1222 50f5 972 1600 1236 50f5 930 1440 14.53 47,229,508
Total Dissolved 17618 50f5 14800 20700 16966 50f5 14300 20500 -651.92 (a)
Solids
Total Kjeldahl 0.58 50f5 0.20 1.70 0.68 50f5 0.34 1.30 0.10 325,D48
Nitrogen
Total Organic 1.7 20f5 BOL 3.6 2.0 30f5 BOL 2.9 0.32 1,040,154
Carbon

Seawater Cooling Overboard Discharge
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Total Pllofohorous 0.08 40fS BOL 0.31 0.07 40fS BOL 0.20 -0.01 (a)

TOlal Recoverable 2.1 SofS 0.8 12.0 1.29 SofS MO 230 -0.85 (a)
Oil&Gn:ase
Total Sulfide 4.0 SofS 2.0 7.0 5.4 SofS 2.0 35.0 1.35 4,388151
To,tal Suspended 23.7 SofS 20.0 32.0 20.3 SofS 10.0 72.0 -3.40 (a)
SoUds
Volatile Residue 1117 40fS BOL 20700 465 40fS BOL 20600 -652.05 (a)

Orgallics (lLgIL) (lLwL) (lLWL) (lLg!L) (u2/U (ull!l) (u2fL) (Ibs1yr)

4-Chloro-3- - oof5 BOL BOL 6.93 lofS BDL 46.00 6.93 22,524
Methvlohenol

BDL .. Below Detection Limit
- = Value could not be calculated because samples are BDL
(a) "" Mass loading was not detennined for parameters for which the influent concentration exceeded the effluent.
(b) = Mass loading was not detennined for parameters for which the effluent has a frequency ofzero detections.
Log-normal means were calculated using measured analyte concentrations. When a sample set contained one or more samples with the analyte below detection levels (Le.,
"non-detect" samples), estimated artalyte concentrations equivalent to one-half of the detection levels were also used to calculate the log-normal mean. For example, if a
''non-detect'' sample was analyzed using a technique with a detection level of 20 mg/L, 10 mg/L was used in the log-normal mean calculation.

~-
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Total 2.77 2.77 9,000

50,100

65,010

63,700

99,700
112,100

390,058

325,048

19.6
15.4

30.7
34.49

15.4
19.6

40.6
49.37

9.86
14.88

Total
Dissolved

Dissolved
Total
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Table 5. Estimated Annual Mass Loadings of Constituents

* Mass loadings are presented for constituents that exceed ambient WQC and for bioaccumulators only. See Table 4
for a complete listing ofmass loadings.
A - Total Nitrogen is the sum ofNitratelNitrite and Total Kje1dahl Nitrogen.

Silver

Nickel

Covper

Total Kjeldahl 580 680 100
Nitro~en

Nitrate/Nitrite 60 80 20

1~~h~~f~~~:;~~E~i,,:f:'~1rt~~~~~'\i::~~~~~~~~'-~:~~1t:~~,'
Ammonia as Nitrogen ioo '120 20
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Notes:
Refe~ to federal cpte~a promulgated by EPA in its National Toxics Rule, 40 CPR 131.36 (57 FR 60848; Dec. 22,
1992 and 60 FR 22230; May 4, 1995) ,
A - Nutrient criteria sie not specified as acute or chronic values.
B - Total Nitrogen is the sum ofNitratelNitrite and Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen.

'. ' ',. ' ~ I •

Mean Concentrations of Constituents that Exceed Water Quality Criteria
I' I

Table 6.

"'"
ill, ,I."

Constituents Log-DOrnW MiniItiUm MaXimum Federal Most Stringent State
Mean Concentration Concentration Chrome WQC ' Chronic WQC

Effiuent Effiuent Effiuent " ,

Classicals (U2!L)
. ,.- ...- ..~ .

Ammonia as 20 BDL 240 None 6 (ffi)A

Nitro2en
NitratelNitrite 80 BDL 1710 None 8 (HI)A

Total Kjeldahl 680 340 1300 None -
Nitro2en
Total Nitro2enB 760 None 200 (ffi)A

Metals (W!IL)

Copper
Dissolved 40.55 11.90 1040.00 2.4 2.4 (CT, MS)
Total 49.37 7.55 1135.00 2.9 2.9 (FL, GA)

Nickel
Dissolved 15.4 BDL 96.4 8.2 8.2 (CA, CT)
Total 19.6 BDL 95.0 8.3 7.9 (WA)

Silver
Total 2.77 BDL 5.90 0.92 1.2 (WA)

CA "" Californiacr "" Connecticut
FL""'Florida
GA-Georgia
HI ""Hawaii
Ms ". Mississippi
VIA"" Washington



Table 7. Data Sources
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NATURE OF DISCHARGE REPORT

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The National Defense Authorization Act of 1996 amended Section 312 ofthe Federal
Water Pollution Control Act (also mown as the Clean Water Act (CWA» to require that the
Secretary ofDefense and the Administrator ofthe Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
develop uniform national discharge standards (UNDS) for vessels of the Anned Forces for
"...discharges, other than sewage, incidental to normal operation ofa vessel of the Armed Forces,
..." [Section 312(n)(l)]. UNDS is being developed in three phases. The first phase (which this
report supports), will determine which discharges will be required to be controlled by marine
pollution control devices (MPCDs)--either equipment or management practices. The second
phase will develop MPCD performance standards. The [mal phase will determine the design,
construction, installation, and use ofMPCDs.

A nature ofdischarge (NOD) report has been prepared for each of the discharges that has
been identified as a candidate for regulation under UNDS. The NOD reports were developed
based on information obtained from the technical community within the Navy and other branches
of the Armed Forces with vessels potentially subject to UNDS, from information available in
existing technical reports and documentation, and, when required, from data obtained from
discharge samples that were collected under the UNDS program.

The pUIpose of the NOD report is to describe the discharge in detail, including the system
that produces the discharge, the equipment involved, the constituents released to the
environment, and the current practice, if any, to prevent or minimize environmental effects.
Where existing process information is insufficient to characterize the discharge, the NOD report
provides the results ofadditional sampling or other data gathered on the discharge. Based on the
above information, the NOD report describes how the estimated constituent concentrations and
mass loading to the environment were determined. Finally, the NOD report assesses the
potential for environmental effect. The NOD report contains sections on: Discharge
Description, Discharge Characteristics, Nature ofDischarge Analysis, Conclusions, and Data
Sources and References.

Seawater Piping Biofouling Prevention
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2.0 DISCHARGE DESCRIPTION

!
This section describes the seawater piping biofouling control discharge and includes

information 011: the equipment that is used and its operation (Section 2.1), general description of
th~ constituentS ofthe discharge (Section 2.2), and the vessels that produce this discharge
(Section 2.3).. this report does not cover discharge ofseawater cooling water from systems
which use copper piping as the only biofouling preventative--this discharge is covered in the
separate "Seawater Cooling Overboard Discharge" Nature ofDisch3rge report.

Seawater Piping Biofouling Prevention
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2.1 Equipment Description and Operation

Prevepting biofouling in seawater cooling system heat exchanger tubes is essential for
maintaining peak heat exchanger operation and optimum propulsion plant performance. Marine
biofouling prevention is accomplished on certain vessels with on-board chlorinators that inject
low concentrations ofsodium hypochlorite, a chlorine solution, at or near seawater cooling
system intakes. See Figure I for a schematic diagram ofa typical shipboard'chlorinator
treatment system.'·· ChlorInators convert some chloride in seawater into a sodium hypochlorite
solution in an'electrolytic cell. The hypochlorite solution from the cell is then piped to the
seawater intak~ or to junction piping at or near the seawater intake, where ids metered into the
s~chest. Thi.~ provides treatment of the seawater prior to passing through the cooling system
piping and components. The chlorine solution inhibits the growth ofbiofouling organisms or
prevents them from attaching to the interior surfaces ofseawater cooling system piping and
components. A sampling connection at the outlet ofthe heat exchangers allows chlorine
concentration levels to be monitored, and the injection rate to be modified as necessary.

~
i

ill addition to chlorination, Military Sealift Command (MSC) vessels use two other
methods to controt biofouling; chemical dosing using an ethyl alcohol based chemical seawater
dispersant, and ~odic biofouling control systems. l

I'

I
, Chemical dosing as a means ofbiofouling control involves the periodic injection ofa

proportioned amount ofan ethyl alcohol based chemical dispersant into the seawater cooling
system at or riearthe point ofseawater intake, usually a seachest, and is currently used on one
MSC oiler. See Figure 2 for a schematic diagram of a typical shipboard chemical dosing

, I

:,: :'., , ' !i

The de~tmtaleffects ofmarine biofouling on vessel performance have long been
regognized bythe Navy. The effects from biofouling are fouled surfaces ofshipboard piping,
he~~ ex~hang~rsand other related equipment used to distribute seawater aboard vessels resulting
in flow restrlcHoIlS and loss ofheat transfer efficiency. Seawater cooling systems on vessels are
used to provide cooling water for propulsion plant and auxiliary system heat"exchangers. Heat
exchangers remove heat directly from the main propulsion machinery, the electrical generating
plants, air conditioning plants, and directly or indirectly from all other equipment requiring
cgpling. Seawater cooling systems draw seawater either directly, via a hull connection (sea
chest), or indirectly, via a seawater header or the firemain that is supplied drrectly from a hull
connection. The seawater is pumped through heat exchangers where the seawater absorbs heat

. and is then discharged overboard. "



treatment system. The means of injection may include a gravity head tank and flowmeter, an
eductor dosing system, or a pump and tank system directed to a seachest. The chemical is
flushed through the system and then discharged with the seawater.

Anodic biofouling control systems are designed for continuous operation. See Figure 3
for a schematic diagram ofa typical shipboard anodic biofouling control system. Several
systems are currently in use. Each anodic system works on the same principle: an impressed
current applied to copper anodes accelerates the dissolution ofcopper ions. The anodes are
usually mounted in the sea chest of the vessel. Copper ions inhibit the propagation ofmarine life
and prevent biofouling.

2.2 Releases to the Environment

The purpose ofcWorinating seawater is to protect the cooling system against biofouling
caused by the attachinent of living organisms. A chlorination system generates "free chlorine" in
the form of a solution of sodium hypochlorite. This free chlorine reacts with various materials in
seawater, including living tissue, as described in Section 3.3. Seawater discharged from cooling
systems that are protected from biofouling with cWorine systems can contain residual free
chlorine as well various reaction products resulting from the reaction of the free chlorine with
organic material, ammonia, and bromide ion (see Section 3.3). In seawater, free chlorine and
resulting reaction products are collectively called "chlorine produced oxidants" or CPO.

It is expected that the cooling water discharged from the MSC vessel that chemically
doses its seawater cooling systems will contain the ethyl alcohol based dispersant. For those
MSC vessels with anodic treatment systems, constituents from the copper anodes used are
expected in the discharge.

2.3 Vessels Producing the Discharge

Refer to Table 1 for Navy and MSC vessel discharges. All other Anned Force vessels do
not use seawater piping biofouling control methods or equipment.2,3,4

3.0 DISCHARGE CHARACTERISTICS

This section contains qualitative and quantitative information that characterizes the
discharge. Section 3.1 describes where the discharge occurs with respect to harbors and near
shore areas, Section 3.2 describes the rate of the discharge, Section 3.3 lists the constituents in
the discharge, and Section 3.4 gives the concentrations ofthe constituents in the discharge.

3.1 Locality

Seawater biofouling treatment systems continuously discharge both within and beyond 12
nautical miles (n.m.) of shore as long as seawater cooling systems are in operation.

Seawater Piping Biofouling Prevention
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3.2 Rate
,. . I

Table 1 pre~ents estimated flow rates by ship class for pierside and ~derway
ccmditions.3•4•5 .

Seawater <!ooling water flows vary with propulsion plant operating conditions and the
sYstem cooling requirements. There is a greater demand for cooling water when a vessel is
UJ;1ge,rway because the propulsion plant is operating. However, the time spent underway while
~itingwitlrin 12 n.m. is small compared to the time a vessel spends pierside and beyond 12
n.m. While plersid.e, the demand for seawater cooling is primarily from auxiliary equipment
such as electri,cal generators, and air conditioning and refrigeration plants. .

, . ,,",
, • I, ':

" Anodjc biqfouling control systems are manually controlled systems nonnally pre-set for a
current outpuf of0.2 amps,6 which results in the generation of approximately 0.237 g copper/hr
based on the following Faraday's Law calculation:

~. '

{(02 amps) (63.54 g copper/mole) (1 coulomb/amp-sec) (3,600sec/hr)}/ . '.' . . .... .. .....,
'. ,. {(2 equivalents/mole) (96,484 coulomb/equivalent)}".

,.'.,":'0'

I'
!

3.3 Constituents
I

Seaw~ter dpsed with sodium hypochlorite contains free chlorine in the fonn of
hypochlorous acid. (HOCl) and hypochlorite ion (OCr). Free chlorine undergoes four important
types ofreactions in natural waters: (1) oxidation ofreduced materials and subsequent
conversion to chloride ion; (2) reaction with ammonia and organic amines to fonn chloramines,
collectively called combined chlorine; (3) reaction with bromide to fonn hypobromous acid
(HOBr) and hypobromite (OBr), called "free bromine;" and (4) reaction wfth organics to fonn
chloro-organics. Free bromine reacts in a manner similar to free chlorine, oxidizing reduced
material or foiin.llig bromamines (combined bromine) or bromo-organics. Most common
analytical methods for quantifying chlorine in water measure the sum ofall free and combined
chlorine and bromine in solution, but do not measure the chloro- and bromo-organics. The

...." .. " . , ." , ,~ ,

results ofsuch measurements in seawater are reported as CPO. The Navy injects enough free
chlorine to meet the chlorine demand, and ensure that there is sufficient excess CPO throughout
the system to protect against biofouling. '

Seawater treated with the chemical seawater dispersant contains p~arily ethyl alcohol
and ammonium chloride. Other constituents of this dispersant areunknowri.1

For thoseMSC vessels with installed anodic biofouling control systems, components of
copper ions are expected in the discharge. "

I

Copper is the only priority pollutant in this discharge. There are no known
bioaccumulators in this discharge.

Seawater Piping Biofouling Prevention
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3.4 Concentrations

On submarines, sodium hypochlorite solution containing hypochlorous acid and
hypochlorite ion is injected continuously into seawater piping systems to maintain a CPO
concentration of 100 Jlg/L at a sampling point within the system (i.e. before the point of
discharge from the submarine). The actual CPO concentration at the point ofdischarge from the
submarine is not measured. However, based on monitoring during initial system setup and
system design data, the CPO concentration in seawater cooling overboard discharge is lower than
the 100 Jlg/L concentration at the sample point. The concentrations of CPO discharged from
MSCvessels are assumed to be similar to the concentrations discharged from submarines (i.e.,
100 Jlg/L) because there are no available chlorine discharge data for MSC vessels.

Every three days, over the course ofone hour, twelve liters of the chemical dosing
seawater dispersant is metered into a 9,200 gallons per minute (gpm) cooling water system
aboard one MSC oiler. l Assuming all ofthe chemical added is also discharged, based on this
ratio, a concentration ofapproximately 6 mg/L in the discharge would result. The ethyl alcohol
based dispersant is expected to degrade rapidly and to be less than 6 mg/L after mixing with the
receiving waters.

Copper ion emission concentrations resulting from the use ofanodic biofouling control
systems is dependent on the current (amperage) output and the seawater flow rate. The current
output is manually set (0.2 amps typically) and is not adjusted when seawater pumps are put on
or taken offline which changes the seawater flow rate. For a flow rate of 1,000 gal/min and
current output of 0.2 amps, the resultant concentration will be 1.04 Jlg/L based on the unit
conversion calculation below:

.·.'~~~i~~~~t~~i¥~~r,?~~rOlume\~ai€r···

.y~~~e Wa~~='1:OO~:ga1fmin',€3:""", ,
, ',concentratioli=~ (}.23m ' ~l '2~2.7·x'lO~

A flow rate of 1,000 gal/min, was used for this sample calculation only. 1,000 gal/min is a round
number and close to the flow rate ofmany fire pumps. Similar calculations can be performed for
other flow rates, with the resultant concentrations presented in Table 1.

4.0 NATURE OF DISCHARGE ANALYSIS

Based on the discharge characteristics presented in Section 3.0, the nature ofthe
discharge and its potential impact on the environment can be evaluated. The estimated mass
loadings are presented in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, the concentrations ofdischarge constituents
after release to the environment are estimated and compared with the water quality standards. In
Section 4.3, the potential for the transfer ofnon-indigenous species is discussed.

Seawater Piping Biofouling Prevention
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(26 inj/yr)(12 L)(8.23 Ib/gal){;2642 ga1Iliters)'
6781b/yr' . . .

. 'e' .. ..•... ;:f:",~;>,),,: :>r," , ..
, (78 days in port)i(fnject 'everY':; days)~26 inj/Yr

12 liters per injection .. . .'. .
8.23 Ill/gal .,

, .2642 gal/liters
6781bfyr

=0.1 mg/L (Mean Concentration) .

:~:v~rt~~al!)'f.
==2.2Iblkg
=1 kgllxl00mg
~lr71bjYr' ,

=
Dispersant Mass Loading =

Injeetions~ year =

~9~~""Ptjected =
Conversion gals to Ib =
Conv:ersion liters to gal =
Dispersant Mass Loading =

4.2 Environmental Concentrations
, Ii:

"'" " !

.Tabl~.3 co;mpares the constituent concentrations from Section 3.4 with the Federal and
most stringent state water quality criteria for CPO and copper. The estimated concentrations of

,
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I
For the 19,MSC vessels with anodic biofouling control systems, using the copper

discharge rate of0.237 g copperlhr and the estimated annual seawater discharge flow rates from
these vessels(Table 1 and 2), yields a total copper mass loading of25.0 pounds per year.

. .. ~

I
i

Ch concentration
f1oWJ;'at~ . . .

IConversion"gi& to'liters
•ConverSion kg to lb
~nversionmg tokg
Ch MassLOadulg

111"

i:

The <U,spersant dosing treatment system injects 12 liters ofdispersant26 times per year. l

At a weight of 8.23 pounds per gallon (lb/gal), a total of678 pounds (82 gallons) of the
dispersant are added to over 1.033 billion gallons ofseawater cooling water'while in port. It was
assumed. that With only 48 hours of transit time annually (with an average or4 hours per transit),
dispersant dosing evolutions would not take place during transit.

4.1 Mass Loadings

Ch Mass Loading =(0.1 mg/L)(I.41xlO& galIyr)(3.7854Ugal)(7.21blkg)(lkgllxlO°m.g)
=117Ibfyr .,' .

,
Mass 10adWgs were calculated. in Table 2 based on ship movement data kd the flow rates of

sea:water estiniated from Table 1.7 Calculations in Table 2 assumed that a cWorine concentration
of 100 Jlg/L is continuously present in the seawater discharge. Most commoh analytical methods
for quantifyirig chlorine in water measure the sum orall free and combined chlorine and bromine
insolution. The results of such measurements in seawater are reported as CPO. The Navy

• I' I ~I,,!II'I ' " I " , , ,,, ' " ,,', : ~

injects enough "free chlorine" to meet the chlorine demand, and ensure that there is sufficient
excess CPO ~oughoutthe system to protect against biofouling. The total estimated mass
IQildings for clJ10nne as CPO in Table 2 were calculated to be 2,538 pounds per year. The .

.. following is a sample calculation for the SSN 688 at pierside: ..

'II .



CPO exceed the most stringent state water quality criteria.

Based on monitoring and system design dat~ CPO levels are estimated to be less than
100 1lg!L for seawater discharges on submarines. There are no Federal water quality criteria for
chlorine. The most stringent state water quality criteria is 7.5 IlgIL. The concentration value of
100 Ilg/L is measured as CPO which is primarily chlorine but can also include a small amount of
bromine.

A computer.model was used that plotted chlorine plumes (using existing and planned
chlorine discharge levels) from various vessels in Mayport, Florida. Mayport is the smallest of
the five major naval ports. Plume dimensions at critical concentrations (7.5, 10, and 13 Ilg/L)
were compared with mixing zone limitations enforced by the states ofVirginia and Washington.
Virginia and Washington are used because they are the only states with clearly defined mixing
zones. Only the chlorine plume from the MSC vessels did not meet the mixing requirements of
the selected states. This plume spread out during the later stages ofmixing and exceeded certain
mixing zone width requirements.8 The computer model did not assume expected decay ofCPO,
which would result in smaller mixing zones.

4.3 Potential for Introducing Non-indigenous Species

Biofouling prevention systems do not present an opportunity for transport ofnon
indigenous species. The anti-biofouling systems are designed to prevent organisms from
attaching to any part of seawater systems so they are discharged directly overboard in the same
geographical area in which they are pulled into the system.

5.0 CONCLUSION

Seawater piping biofouling control discharge has the potential to cause an adverse
environmental effect. For chlorinator biofouling prevention systems, chlorine is discharged in
significant amounts at concentrations expected to exceed ambient state water quality criteria.
The use of anodic biofouling control systems results in the discharge ofcopper overboard. The
copper concentration being significantly lower than water quality criteria, and the annual mass
loading being very low, the discharges from anodic biofouling control have a low potential for
causing adverse environmental effects.

6.0 DATA SOURCES AND REFERENCES

Table 4 lists the data source of the infonnation presented in each section ofthis NOD
report.

Specific References

1. Weersing, P., MSC Central Technical Activity, Code N72PCl. Point Paper,
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Figure 2. Typical Installation of Chemical Dosing System
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Table 1 - Estimated Annual Seawater Cooling Water Discharge Volumes for Vessels With Seawater Piping
Biofouling Control Systems

Chlorinator 2 8 184 32 2,000 40,500 100 1,070,000,000 156,000,000
Chlorinator 3 14 148 56 2,000 40,500 100 1,280,000,000 408,000,000
Chemical 1 12 78 48 9,200 40,500 6,000 ) 1,030,000,000 117,000,000
Dosin (4)

T-AGS Anodic 5 12 96 48 1,500 6,840 0.69 0.15 8 1,040,000,000 98,500,000
T-AGOS 1 Anodic 6 8 70 32 1,500 6,840 0.69 0.15 907,000,000 78,800,000
Class
T-AGOS 19 4 10 107 40 1,500 6,840 0.69 0.15 924,000,000 65,700,000
Class
T-AGM 1 8 133 32 2,000 40,500 0.52 383,000,000 77,800,000
T-ATF 3 34 166 136 1,650 7,500 0.63 1,180,000,000 184,000,000

(I) In accordance with infonnation presented in Reference 7.
(2) Assuming an average transit time of4 hours per vessel.
(3) Differing pierside and underway (U/W) concentrations apply to yessels with anodic biofouling control systems
(4) It is assumed that the same volume of chemical dispersant injected is also discharged (representing worst case).
(5) Anodic biofouling control system concentrations were calculated based on a copper generation rate of0.237 gIhr (Section 3.4)
(6) Concentration ofChlorine as CPO
(7) Concentration assuming the dispersant is 100% ethanol (representing worst case)
(8) Concentration ofcopper

Seawater Piping Biofouling Prevention
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TabJe2 - Estimated Annu,a.• Mass Loading CaJiculation.s for Seawater CooUngWater D'isichargesJrom Vessels With
Seawater Piping Biofouling Control Systems Currently Installed Onboard

Shipelass Biofouling Total Total Estimated Estimated Concentrations Estimated Estimated Total Mass TotalMais
Control Estimated Estimated Flow by Ship Flow by Jlg/L Mass Loading _ Mass Loading by Loading by
System _Distharge Discharge Class Ship Class Piel'$ide _Loading Type ofSystem Type of

Pierside In Tmnsit Pierside Underway (Ib/yr) III Transit Pierside System
(gal/year) «12 n.m) (gal/min) (gal/min) (Ib/yr) (Ib/yr) In Transit -

(gal/year) Ipierside (I) UfW (lb/yr)

SSN 688 Chlorinator 141,000,000 1,790,000 133 133 100 (4) 117 1.5
(Mod 25)

T-AR Chlorinator 1,070,000,000 156,000,000 2,000 40,500 100 \ot} 883 130 2,066 472
T-AFS Chlorinator 1,280,000000 408,000,000 2,000 40,500 100 (4) 1,066 340
T-AO Chemical 1,030,000,000 117,000,000 9,200 40,500 6,000 (5) 678 Note (7) 678 Note (7)

Dosing(2)
T-AGS AnodiclJ} 1,040,000,000 98,500,000 1,500 6,840 0.69 0.15\O} 6.02 0.125

T-AGOS 1 AnodiclJ) 907,000,000 78,800,000 1,500 6,840 0.69 0.15\O} 5.25 0.100
Class

T-AGOS 19 AnodiclJ) 924,000,000 65,700,000 1,500 6,840 0.69 0.15\O} 5.35 0.083 24.48 0.54
Class

T-AGM AnodiC(3) 383,000,000 77,800,000 2,000 40,500 0.52 0.026({)} 1.66 0.017
--

Anodic(3) 0.14(6)T-ATF 1,180,000000 184,000,000 1,650 7,500 0.63 6.21 0.213

(1) Differing pierside and underway (UIW) concentrations apply to vessels with anodic biofouling control systems
(2) It is assumed that the same volume pf chemical dispersant injected is also discharged (representing worst case)
(3) Anodic biofouling control system concentrations were calculated based on a copper generation rate of0.237 g/hr (Section 3.4)
(4) Concentration of Chlorine as CPO
(5) Concentration assuming the dispersant is 100% ethanol (representing worst case)
(6) Concentration ofcopper
(7) It is assumed that with only 48 hours of transit time annually (with an average of4 hours per transiO, chemical dosing evolutions would not take place during
- this time. -
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Table 3. Environmental Concentrations and Water Quality Criteria (J.Lg/L)

Notes:
Refer to federal criteria promulgated by EPA in its National Toxics Rille, 40 CFR 131.36 (57 FR 60848; Dec.
22, 1992 and 60 FR 22230; May 4, 1995)
Where historical data were not reported as dissolved or total, the metals concentrations were compared to the most
stringent (dissolved or total) state water quality criteria.

X
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x
x
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Table 4. Data Sources
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NATURE OF DISCHARGE REPORT

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The National Defense Authorization Act of 1996 amended Section 312 ofthe Federal
Water Pollution Control Act (also known as the Clean Water Act (CWA» to require that the
Secretary ofDefense and the Administrator ofthe Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
develop uniform national discharge standards (UNDS) for vessels of the Anned Forces for
"...discharges, other than sewage, incidental to normal operation of a vessel ofthe Anned Forces,
..." [Section 312(n)(I)]. UNDS is being developed in three phases. The first phase (which this
report supports), will detennine which discharges will be required to be controlled by marine
pollution control devices (MPCDs)--either equipments or management practices. The second
phase will develop MPCD performance standards. The final phase will determine the design,
construction, installation, and use ofMPCDs.

A nature ofdischarge (NOD) report has been prepared for each ofthe discharges that has
been identified as a candidate for regulation under UNDS. The NOD reports were developed
based on information obtained from the technical community within the Navy and other branches
ofthe Anned Forces with vessels potentially subject to UNDS, from information available in
existing technical reports and documentation, and, when required, from data obtained from
discharge samples that were collected under the UNDS program.

The purpose of the NOD report is to describe the discharge in detail, including the system
that produces the discharge, the equipment involved, the constituents released to the
environment, and the current practice, if any, to prevent or minimize environmental effects.
Where existing process information is insufficient to characterize the discharge, the NOD report
provides the results ofadditional sampling or other data gathered on the discharge. Based on the
above information, the NOD report describes how the estimated constituent concentrations and
mass loading to the environment were determined. Finally, the NOD report assesses the
potential for environmental effect. The NOD report contains sections on: Discharge
Description, Discharge Characteristics, Nature ofDischarge Analysis, Conclusions, and Data
Sources and References.

Small Boat Engine Wet Exhaust
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DISCHARGE DESCRIPTION

r
II

, I

There",are approximately 3,300 Navy, 1,560 U.S. Coast Guard (USCG), 209 Army, and
1,454 Marine Corps small boats currently using seawater for cooling engine exhaust. Ofthe total
number of small boats in the military fleet, 3,822 have inboard engines and 2,701 have outboard

, II
i

Small Boat Engine Wet Exhaust
2

This discharge consists ofwater injected as a cooling stream into th~exhaust system of
small boat engines. Exhaust constituents generated during the operation of the engines can be
transferr~dto the engines' water cooling streams and discharged as wet exhaust. Inboard engines
U:sually dischil"ge ~et exhaust above the water line. Outboard engines genefaIly discharge their
wet exhaust 1.wd~DVaterthrou~ the propeller hub. ' '

2.2 'Releases to the Environment

2.3 Ve~sels Producing the Discharge

A diagram,ofa typical two-stroke diesel engine air system is included as Figure 1. A
diagram of atypic:u inboard wet-exhaust system is included as Figure 2. Although engine design
may vary based on boat class, general process flow will be similar for all water-cooled, small
boat engines. '

, , ,I
Small boats are powered by either inboard or outboardengiJ:les. Inboard engines usually

develop greater power than outboards. In addition, Inboard engines are generally diesel fueled
while outboard engines typically use gasoline. Inboard and outboard engines can be either two
or four-stroke. The majority ofsmall boat outboard engines are two-stroke gasoline engines.
T4e moving parts ofgasoline-powered, two-stroke outboard engines are lubncated with oil that

'iI, ."'1 "Ii' , ", """ "" , ,

is pre-mixed with gasoline. Thus, the oil is continuously burned with the gasoline. In four-
stroke engines, lubricating oil is circulated and not intentionally introduced into the combustion
chamber.2

, , '", ~

Small boat engines commonly use seawater to both cool and quiet their exhaust. Seawater
passes through the heat exchanger, gear oil cooler, and aftercooler (if equipp'ed), and is then
injected into the eXhaust. When injected, some ofthe gaseous and solid components of the
eXhaust transfer into the cooling water. The cooling water then discharges into the receiving
water. Any cooling water that is not injected into the exhaust is directed overboard. l For
purposes ofthis analysis, it was assumed that all cooling water cycled through the engine is
injected into the air exhaust.

2.1 ,Equipment Description and Operation

i
~

This section describes the small boat engine wet exhaust discharge and includes
infonnation Qn: the equipment that is used and its operation (SectiOIJ. 2.1)~ general description of
the constituents of the discharge (Section 2.2), and the vessels that produce this discharge
(Section 2.3). :

2.0



engines.3 Air Force and Military Sealift Command (MSC) small boats have not been included in
this analysis; however, their inclusion does not significantly affect this reports conclusion.

3.0 DISCHARGE CHARACTERISTICS

This section contains qualitative and quantitative information that characterizes the
discharge. Section 3.1 describeswhere the discharge occurs with respect to harbors and near
shore areas, Section 3.2 describes the rate of the discharge, Section 3.3 lists the constituents in
the discharge, and Section 3.4 gives the concentrations of the constituents in the discharge.

3.1 Locality

Based on their limited range, all small boats are expected to' operate within 12 nautical
miles (n.m.).}

3.2 Rate

Approximately one-third of the small boat fleet is equipped with outboard engines.
Based on engine specifications, outboard engines can discharge up to 20 gallons per minute
(gpm).4 This rate was used as the fleet-wide average for outboard-driven small boats.

Inboard diesel engines generally have a higher discharge rate than outboard engines, and
can discharge up to 100 gpm.5 This estimate assumes that all cooling water flows through the
engine and is discharged into the exhaust. Many small Anned Forces boats have twin engines,
yielding a total flow rate up to 200 gpm per vessel. However, to take into account vessels with
single engine installatioIls, and for vessels with engines discharging less than 100 gpm per
engine, a flow rate of 150 gpm per vessel was used as the average fleet-wide flow rate for boats
with inboard engines.

Table 1 summarizes the estimated annual small boat engine wet exhaust flow rate by
service. Flow rates were calculated for each service based on a monthly average operating time
of25 hours, and each vessel discharging 150 gpm ofwet exhaust for inboards and 20 gpm for
outboards.4,5,6 The total fleet-wide discharge is approximately 11 billion gallons per year.

3.3 Constituents

The main constituents from all engines are oxides ofnitrogen (NOx), organic compounds
(including hydrocarbons (RCs)), carbon monoxide (CO), and particulates. The HC constituents
are primarily the result of incomplete combustion. Since diesel fuels have a different
composition than regular gasoline, the distribution ofconstituents in the exhaust differ between
the two engine types. In general, diesel engines produce higher particulate emissions and lower
organic emissions than gasoline-powered engines.7

3.3.1 Outboard Engines

Small Boat Engine Wet Exhaust
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3.3.2 Inboard Engines
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,The EPA emission factor for total organic carbon (TOC) emitted by diesel engines
is approximately 1.1 glhp_hr.7 Because HCs are a subset ofTOC, these emissions

"rates appear to be appropriate for an order ofmagnitude estmate.

I
Table 3 lists the emission factors for constituents present in the air exhaust ofdiesel

engines.7 Through contact with the cooling water, many of these constituents have the potential
to be introduced into the water. Of the compounds shown in Table 3, benzene, toluene, acrolein,
naphthalene,acenaphthylene,acenaphthene,fluorene,phenanthrene,anthracene,fluoranthene,
pyrene, benzo(a)anthracene, chrysene, benzo(b)fluoranthene, benzo(k)fluoranthene,

I
"

As mention~din Section 2.1, almost all outboard engines are two-str~ke gasoline
powered engines. Some limited studies have been done on the impact ofengme exhaust on
water quality. A 1995 study measured the rate of introduction ofvolatile organic compounds
(VOCs) into water during the operation ofgasoline powered two-stroke and four-stroke outboard
engines. In this study, a 10-horsepower (hp) outboard engine of each type was operated in an
eIlclqsed tank, and the increase in VOCs such as 'benzene was measured. The results were given
in" tenns ofmiJ!i~(mg) ofcompound per 10 minutes (~) ofoperation (~.g. 2800 mg
benzenel10 min). Therefore, the number was a bulk measurement of the rate of accumulation of
the compound in the water.8

The shldy reported that the VOC compounds found in water for both 'two-stroke and four
stroke engines were almost exclusively aromatic hydrocarbons. In most cases, other types of
HCs were not found. The amount ofVOCs found in the water on a power basis (grams per
horsepower-hour (g/hp-hr) was equivalent to approximately 10% of the total"HCs emitted in the
exhaust. The voe compounds measured in the 1995 study and the rate of accumulation are
shown in Table 2.8 Ofthe compounds listed in Table 2, benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, and
naphthalene are priority pollutants. No bioaccumulators are suspected to be present in this
discharge. '

• For diesel engine families with 1994 emissions certification, more than 90 percent
have HC emissions of0.5 g/hp-hr or less.9

, According to the manufacturer's
,spebification sheet, th~ HC emissions rate for a typical diesel"engine in use by the
'ArWed Forces is 0.45 g/hp_hr.5 This demonstrates that the emissions from the
typical diesel engine used by the Armed Forces is siinilar to mdustry standard
diesel engines. '

[I

To support the air quality management planning process, EPA has published emission
factors for vanous industrial sources, including statIonary diesel engines up to 600 hp. These
emissions factors relate quantities ofreleased materials to fuel input, as nanogram per jou1e
(nglJ) fuel inp~t, or power output, as in g/hp-hr. Although intended for stationary diesel engines,
tq,ese emissiQIl factors may be used to approximate diesel engine emissions for small boats and
craft for the (Qllo\\Tingreasons:'



benzo(a)pyrene, indeno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene, dibenzo(a,h)anthracene, and benzo(g,h,i)perylene are
priority pollutants. None of the constituents listed in Table 3 are bioaccumulators.

3.4 Concentrations

3.4.1 Outboard Engines

The 1995 study measured the vac accumulation in water from the exhaust of 10-hp (7.3
kilowatt (kW)) two-stroke engines. Because the typical two-stroke outboard engine used by the
Armed Forces is a 100 hp (74.6 kW) engine, the results from the 10-hp engine are not directly
transferable. However, one pertinent observation was reported in the 1995 study which permits
the results ofthe smaller engine to be "scaled" up for a larger engine. This observation was that
the concentration ofVaC in the water was related primarily to the level ofHC emissions in the
exhaust. The higher the level ofHC emissions in the engine air exhaust, the higher the level of
vac found in the water.s This indicates that if the level oftotal HC emissions for a larger
engine can be estimated, the vac concentrations for the compounds given in the 1995 study can
reasonably be estimated by comparing the total HC emission rates.

In 1996, EPA published a rule regulating the emissions ofgasoline-powered marine
engines. The rule gives an equation for HC output which describes the current emission rates of
two-stroke engines for the power output range from 2 hp to 300 hp. This equation is given as:

In this expression, P is the power in kW, and HC is the hydrocarbon emissions rate in
glkW-hr.10 The relationship between power and emissions is different for 4-stroke and 2-stroke
engines. However, in the absence ofa similar equation for 4-stroke engines, it was assumed that
4-stroke engine emissions follow the same trend in emissions output on a normalized basis
(power basis) as two-stroke engines.

Using the typical two-stroke outboard engine size of 100 hp and the EPA equation, the
normalized output for HC is 162.5 glkW-hr. Therefore, the total emissions rate is approximately
12,122 g/hr. Using the 7.3 kW engine power and the 267 g/kW-hr HC emissions rate reported in
the 1995 study for the two-stroke engine, the total HC emissions rate is 1,949 g/hr. The ratio of
HC emissions for these two engine sizes can be calculated as shown below:

Esti~ate'the,hydrocarbon'emissions ratio for a 1~90 lip Ct4.6~Wl engine , ,,:,':: ,'" '. ,>,.}\}
Total emissions rate (7.3 kW en&it1e!:i= (liC)~) =(267.Wk~Jft~(7.3 kW) = 1~94~ .@li",>,5,y,·
~ro)~edtemisSjons.r.i~~ ..(74.6':tc¥(~gin:e)·:::::W«1~)?~(1§~~~gJk,~~1W)(14::9,.~'¥>:;=·tf~J~2 fV1li:
lei> ':~:;:.\.' EIl1issiorisratio=1'2,J;~2!l;9"49'=:'6i4/~':;,C,:;~" ,'; '.

If it is assumed that there is a direct relationship between the HC emissions rate and the
vac introduction rate, the rates ofVaC introduction measured in the 1995 study can be
multiplied by the HC emissions ratio. Using this approach, Table 4 provides the estimated vac

Small Boat Engine Wet Exhaust
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3.4.2 , I~board Engines

:
To est:imate the concentration ofthe constituents in the wet exhaust, the flow rate must be

used. From Section 3.2, the approximate wet exhaust flow rate for outboard engines is 20 'gpin..
The constituent concentration can be estimated by assuming all the VOCs introduced into the
exhaust ente~ the water. Table 4 shows the estimated concentrations for the constituents in both
two-stroke and four-stroke outboard engines. A sample calculation is presented below:

, • • ~ I,
ILI"

Wet Exhaust Flow rate: 20 gpm
Benzene introduction rate: 17,360 mg/10 min
Concentration ::=(17,360 mg/l0 min)(l minl20 gal)(l gal/3.7854 L) =22.9ingfL

The constituent concentrations for the discharge ofinboard engines were detennined
through a multi-step calculation. Using emission factors for mid-size stationary diesel engines
given in Table 3 and diesel engine output specifications, the concentrations in air exhaust were
~timated. tlte tIjmsfer C)fair exhaust constituents into the water was estimated using Henry's
Law, which relates the partial pressure ofa gas in the atmosphere to the concentration ofthe gas
in water. Taple~. provides the estimated constituent concentrations in the inboard engine wet
exhaust. A sample calculation for the concentration ofbenzene is presented in the calculation
sheet at the end ofthe report.

Small Boat Engine Wet Exhaust
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4.0 NATURE OF DISCHARGE ANALYSIS

Benzene introduction rate for a 7.3 kW engine is 11()mg!l0min(from19~5stu~Y)...........•..........
Hydrocarbon emissions ratio for a 67.1 kW engine equals 5'.62 (frOiD. above":ealcU1anoll) < ••• '. ".

Benzene introduction rate eq~s(5.62)(110mg/10 min) = 618.2 rrigilO min' .' .

Benzene introduction rate for a 7.3 kW engine is 280~pg/10tnin'(~1!l:1995study)-'
Hydrocarbon emissions ratio fora 74.6kW engme equals6~2(ttomabovecwculatiori)
Benzene introduction rate equals (6.2)(2800 mg/lO min) = l7~360 mg/IO min ';' ....

i
!

A similar procedure can be followed to estimate the VOC introduction rate for four-
stroke engines~ For these engines, a typical engine size is 90 hp. Again, using the EPA equation,
the nonnalized output for He in a 90 hp (67.1 kW) engine is 163.6 glkW-hr. Therefore, the total
emissions rate is approximately 10,961 gIhr. Using the 7.3 kW engine power and the 267 g/kW
hr HC emissions rate reported in the 1995 study for the two-stroke engine, the total HC
emissions rate for the two-stroke engine in the 1995 study is 1,949 gIhr. For a 90 hp engine, the
hydrocarbon emissions ratio therefore is 10,961/1,949 or 5.62. Using this ratio, Table 4 shows
the estimated.VOt introduction rate for four-stroke outboard engines. A sample calculation for
the introduction rate ofbenzene is given below:

~
introduction rates for two-stroke outboard engine wet exhaust. An example ,calculation for
b~nzene is provided below:

:';! .. II!



Based on the discharge characteristics presented in Section 3.0, the nature of the
discharge and its potential impact on the environment can ,be evaluated. The estimated mass
loadings are presented in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, the concentrations ofdischarge constituents
after release to the environment are estimated and compared with the water quality standards. In
Section 4.3, the potential for the transfer ofnon-indigenous species is discussed.

4.1 Mass Loadings

The estimated mass loadings shown in Table 6 and Table 7 were based on the total
number ofsmall boats in the Navy, USCG, Anny, and Marine Corps; on a Ip.onthly average
operating time of25 hours; and each boat discharging 150 gpm ofwet exhaust for inboards and
20 gpm for outboards.4

,5,6 The concentration data for two-stroke engines were used because the
majority ofAnned Forces outboard engines are two-stroke. This approach is conservative
because constituent concentrations in two-stroke engine wet exhaust are higher than
concentrations in four-stroke engine exhaust.

Mass loading sample calculations:

Table 6, Outboard En.· e for benzene is:
'~2Z~Q~>' ,)(9~~7,6iJli6n,ga):lbpSl~j(3(ig5,'llt~fSl~ion)(~~kgrIO~tffig)~f~~1.8~J'giYi·:l

Table 7. fuboard En _·ne for benzo a ene is:

4.2 Environmental Concentrations

The concentrations and mass loading estimates described above are likely an overestimate
because ofnon-equilibrium effects. The method used to estimate the concentrations ofthe diesel
exhaust components in wet exhaust using Henry's Law assumed sufficient residence time inside
the engine for the aerosols in the exhaust to reach equilibrium with the cooling water. However,
due to the short residence time ofboth air and water in the exhaust system, equilibrium
conditions are unlikely. Residence time in the exhaust system is expected to be less than one
second. Because equilibrium conditions are unlikely, less constituents will dissolve in the
cooling water.

Based on cited research, chemical constituents in the wet exhaust from small boat engines
can be present at concentrations that exceed water quality criteria (WQC). Table 8 summarizes
estimated discharge concentrations and WQC for constituents ofthis discharge. Benzene,
toluene, ethylbenzene, and naphthalene in two stroke outboard engines exceed the most stringent
state WQC. Benzene and ethylbenzene in four-stroke outboard engine wet exhaust, and total
PAHs in inboard engine wet exhaust each exceed the most stringent state WQC.

4.3 Non-Indigenous Species

Small Boat Engine Wet Exhaust
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Figure 2. Typical Water Jacketed Elevated LOOp12
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Table 1. Estimated Annual Small Boat Wet Exhaust Discharge Flow Rates3
,4,5,6

Table 2. Wet Exhaust Constituents Emitted from Two and Four-Stroke 10 Horsepower
Gasoline Outboard EnginesS

no
260
22
71
37
26
10
8.7
40
13
4.7
6.5
13
5.5
2.7
100
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T~bl~ 3. Organic Compound Emission Factors for Diesel E~gines7

II'
'I ,Ii' '''' i,

Constituent Emission Factor
'~' ,

ObIMMBtn)* ,,< (nt!lJ)
Benzene 0.000933 0.40119
Toluene 0.000409 0.17587
Xvlenes 0.000285 0.12255
Formaldehyde 0.00118 0.5074
Acetaldehyde 0.000767 0.32981
Acrolein 0.0000925 0.039775
Nox 4.41 1896.3
CO 0.95 408.5
CO2 164 70520
Naphthalene 0.0000848 0.036464
Acenaphthvlene 0.00000506 0.0021758
Acenaphthene 0.00000142 0.0006106
Fluorene 0.0000292 0.012556
Phenanthrene 0.0000294 0.012642
Anthracene 0.00000187 0.0008041
Fluoranthene 0.00000761 0.0032723
IPvrene 0.00000478 0.0020554
Benzo(a)anthracene 0.00000168 0.0007224
Chrvsene 0.000000353 0.00015179
Benzo(b)fluoranthene 9.91E-08 0.000042613
Benzo(k)fluoranthene 0.000000155 0.00006665
Benzo(a)ovrene 0.000000188 0.00008084
Indeno(1,2,3-cd)pvrene 0.000000375 0.00016125
Dibenz(a,h) anthracene 0.000000583 0.00025069
Benzo(~,h,i) perylene 0.000000489 0.00021027

* IblMMBtu = pounds per million British thennal umts

I
i
II'

I

"'

II

i
Ii
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*Note: The majority ofsmall boat outboard engines in the Armed Forces are two-stroke engines.

1-Methylna hthalene 15.17 2.87 0.02
2-Meth Ina hthalene 30.91 7.62 0.04

Small Boat Engine Wet Exhaust
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Fonnaldehyde 562 7.94 0.74

Indane 26.41 6.88 0.035
Hemellitene 73.06 9.83 0.1
Pseudocumene 224.8 36.86 0.3

Na hthalene 73.06 11.47 0.1

Mesitylene 56.2 9.83 0.07
34-Eth Itoluene 146.12 27.85 0.19

Indene 36.53 2.21 0.048

/m-X lene 399.02 56.51 0.53

2-Ethyltoluene 48.89 7.13 0.06

Table 4. Estimated Concentrations of Wet Exhaust Constituents from Two- and Four
Stroke Gasoline Outboard Engines

o-X lene 207.94 29.48 0.27

Eth Ibenzene 123.64 16.38 0.16
Toluene 1461.2 69.62 1.93

f~~{iji$(ill¥~~
t~:_~:<:"~:·~~; -
>""'{i' . :!f;;ft:w6;Str~ke .; iFtlul";;.Stfoke"
Benzene 618.2 22.93 0.82
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Table 5. Estimated Concentrations ofWet Exhaust Constituents from

Diesel Inboard Engines

Constituent Concentration in Air Exhaust ' 'Concentr.ation inDischarge ,
(moles/ff) (m2lLl

. , ..- ~-. _... . .

Benzene 3.21E-08 l.87E-04
Toluene 1.19E-08 6.78E-05
Xylenes 7.22E-09 4.91E-05
Fonnaldehyde 1.06E-07 7.58E-01
Acetaldehyde 4.68E-08 4.83E-02
Acrolein 4.44E-09 6.l5E-04
Nox 3.95E-04 1.82E-02
CO 9.11E-05 1.97E-03
CO2 1.00E-02 1. llE+01
Naphthalene 1.78E-09 2.l9E-04
Acenaphthylene 8.93E-11 2.16E-06
Acenaphthene 2.47E-11 6.58E-06
Fluorene 4.72E-10 3.81E-04
Phenanthrene 4.43E-1O 8.17E-04
Anthracene 2.82E-11 3.46E-05
Fluoranthene l.01E-10 3.84E-06
pyrene 6.35E-11 4.43E-04
Benzo(a)anthracene l.98E-11 9.l8E-04
Chrvsene 4.l5E-12 2.13E-04
Benzo(b)fluoranthene 1.05E-12 5.28E-06
BenzoCk)fluoranthene 1.65E-l2 2.49E-06
Benzo(a)pyrene 2.00E-12 7.69E-05
IndenoO,2,3-cd) pyrene 3.65E-12 3.45E-03
Dibenzo(a,h) anthracene 5.63E-l2 5.05E-03
Benzo(fI:,h,i) perylene 4.75E-12 5.80E-03



16.38 60,140 132,600
56.51 207,483 456,400
29.48 108,252 238,700
11.47 42,098 92,800

22.93 84,196 185,600
69.62 255,595 562,500

Benzo(k):fluoranthene 2.49E-06 9.72E-02 0.214

Benzo(a)anthracene 9.18E-04 3.58E+Ol 79.0

Table 6. Estimated Annual Fleet-Wide Mass Loading ofWet Exhaust Constituents
from Outboard Engines

Fluoranthene 3.84E-06 1.50E-Ol 0.330

Chrysene 2.13E-04 8.32E+00 18.3

Indeno(I,2,3-cd) yrene 3.45E-03 1.35E+02 297

Pyrene 4.43E-04 1.73E+Ol 38.1

*These values were based on an annual flow rate of 10.31 billion gallons/year (see Section 4.1)
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Benzo(a) yrene 7.69E-05 3.00E+00 6.61

&;,rg;~ff):A;~j~$Stimated'Mass;Etiad.iD~'··>d'{@;

,j{"'.":; .lis}"r .

Benzo g,h,i) erylene 5.80E-03 2.26E+02 499

Table 7. Estimated Annual Fleet-Wide Mass Loading of Wet Exhaust Constituents from
Diesel Inboard Engines

* These values were based on an annual flow rate of0.97 billion gallons/year (see Section 4.1). Mass
loa<;lings are based on estimated emissions from a 100 lIP, two-stroke engine.

2-Methylna hthalene 7.62 27,965 61,700

Dibenzo a,h) anthracene 5.05E-03 1.91£+02 434

Acena hthene 6.58E-06 2.57E-Ol 0.566

Phenanthrene 8.17E-04 3.19E+Ol 70.3
Anthracene 3.46E-05 1.35E+00 2.98

Acena hthylene 2.16E-06 8.44E-02 0.186

Fluorene 3.81E-04 1.49E+Ol 32.8

Na hthalene 2.19E-04 8.56E+OO 18.9

Polyaromatic
Hydrocarbons (PAHs

13enzo(b):fluoranthene 5.28E-06 2.06E-Ol 0.454



'~-Florida
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Table 8. Comparison of Estimated Concentrations of Wet Exhaust Constituents and
Water Quality Criteria (J.1g1L) .. ,

Constituent Estimated l>iscllarge Federal Acute MOst Stringent State A,eute
Concentration WQC ...• . 'WQC ..

Olltboard EnJ!ines
'. - "'- ..,

Two-Stroke
Benzene 22,930 None 71.28 (FL)
Toluene 69,620 None 2,100 HI)
Ethvlbenzene 16,380 None 140 (HI)

Naphthalene 11,470 None 780 (HI)

Four-5troke
Benzene 820 None 71.28 FL)
Ethvlbenzene 160 None 140 (HI)

InboardEn~nes
Acenaphthvlene 2.16E-03 None 0.031 FL I

Phenanthrene 8.17E-Ol None 0.031 FL I

Chrysene 2.13E-Ol None 0.031 FL\I
Benzo(a)pvrene 7.69E-02 None 0.031 FUI

Benzo a)anthracene 9.18E-Ol - 0.0311 FL 1

BeDZOl(1)' fluoranthene 5.28E-03 - 0.031 FL 1

Benzo(k' fluoranthene 2.49E-03 - 0.031 FL 1

Indeno(l,2,3-cd) pyrene 3.45 - 0.031 FLIl

Dibenzo(a,h) anthracene 5.05 - 0.031 (FL)I
Benzo(~,h,i) perylene 5.80 - 0.031 (FL)l
TOTAL PAHs (Inboard 16.3 1 0.031 (FL)
Engines)

1: Florida criteri~ foriitotal PAHs is for the total of the following individual PAR compounds: acenaphthylene,
benzo:ia)antbracene. benzo(a)pyrene, benzo(b)fluoranthene, benzo(g,h,i)perylene; benzo(k)fluoranthene,
chrysene, dibenzo(a,h)anthracene, mdeno{l,2,3-cd)pyrene, and phenanthrene. Estimated discharge
concentratio~ for total i>AHs represent a sU;JIl of these chemicals.

1'i9les:
Refer to federal criteria promulgated by EPA in its National Toxics Rule, 40 CFR 131.36 (57 FR 60848; Dec.
22; 1992 and 60FR 22230; May 4,1995)'
Where historicaidatlwere not reported as dissolved or total. the metals concentrations were compared to the most
st,ringent (dissolved or total) state water quality criteria.



Table 9. Data Sources

x X X
UNDS Database X

X X
X X X
X X X
X X

X
X X

X
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Where:

~

At dilute concentrations, the concentration ofbenzene dissolved in water can be found from Hemy's Law:
Xexhaust= (H.) (Xwaler) I (PI) "

Ii'

Rearranging, Henry's Law can be rewritten as:

Xwaler = (Xex!.ausl) (PI) I Ha

The mole frllction ofbenzene in exhaust can then be converted into a concentnltion ofbenzene in the wet
exhaust in n:lgtL using the molecular weight ofbenzene.

, XcxuUSI: Mole Fraction ofBenzene in Exhaust
Ha: Henry's Law Constant (Adjusted Reference 7)
}(...uer: Mole Fraction ofBenzene in Water
PI: Total Exhaust Pressure (atm)

Small aoat Engine Wet Exhaust
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i ",, ~
This tetnperature was then used to determine the appropriate values for Hemy's Law
constants, wl:rlch vary with temperature.'

,
II

"A heat baIaD.ce was used to determine the approximate wet exhaust equilibrium temperature. The
temperature was determined using an air exhaust flow rate of2,190 cfm at 870 OF,' and a water injection rate
of 100 gpm at 60 OF. 60 OF is believed to be an appropriate average because most large military ports are
located!n arc:as with similar average water temperatures. For this calculation, we assume the exhaust gas to
have th~lproperties similar to air. '

AlI: Change in enthalpy, In: mass ofaii- or water, Cp: Specific heat capacity ofair '~r water
i

31.59 Btu/OF (870 OF - T) = 834.5 Btu/°F( T - 60 OF)

3.1.59 (T) + 834.5 (T) = 870 OF (31.59) + 834.5 (60 OF)

T = 89.5 OF = (915) °C + 32 =32°C

Calculation Sheet
Benzene

Setting (l) = (2) we obtain the following:

AlIcxhw.st gas=mCp (200 OF - T)

= (2,190 ft3/min) (0.06011bn/tt3) (0.24 Btu/lbm°F) (870 OF - T)

=31.59 Btu/OF min. (870 OF - T) (1) ",
AHwala = mCp (T - 60 OF) = (100 gal/min) (8.345 Ibm Igal) (1 Btu/ Ibm OF) (T: 60 OF)

I" ~

== 834.5 Btu/OF min (T - 60 OF) (2)'
.' II

~

Given Conditio~ and Assumptions:

Background:
. Hemy's Law was used to estimate the concentration ofcomponents in wet exhaust from small boat inboard

diesel ~ines. This calculation sheet shows the calculation for the concentration ofbenzene in the wet
exhauSt. Cal~ulations for the «;,ther exhaust components were similar.



Where:

The conversion ofHenry's Law constants into common units is presented at the end of the calculation sheet.

The number ofmoles per cubic foot can be determined using the ideal gas law; PV = IltRT

H a (atm)
6.52E+02
7.94E+02
7.64E+02
2.05E-Ol
2.09E+00
1.98E+Ol
6.8lE+04
1.37E+05
3.85E+03
5.09E+Ol
3.08E+02
2.84E+Ol
1.01E+O1
4.74E+00
7.11E+00
2.61E+02
1.42E+OO
2AlE-01
2.l8E-01
2A7E+00

·8.l9E+00
3.22E-Ol
1.43E-02
1.52E-02
l.llE-02

Constituent
Benzene
Toluene
Xylenes
Formaldehyde
Acetaldehyde
Acrolein

No"
CO
COz
Naphthalene
Acenaphthylene
Acenaphthene
Fluorene
Phenanthrene
Anthracene
Fluoranthene
Pyrene
Benzo(a)anthracene
Chrysene
Benzo(b)fluoranthene
Benzo(k)fluoranthene
Benzo(a)pyrene
Indeno(l,2,3-cd) pyrene
Dibenzo(a,h) anthracene
Benzo(g,h,i) perylene

P: Pressure within the exhaust piping, 1.147 atm
V: Volume ofspace occupied by gas (assume 1 ft3)
R: Gas constant, 0.08206 L-atm/ K-mol
T: Temperature, 305.15 K

Small Boat Engine Wet Exhaust
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55.56 moles HzO in 1 liter, [(1000 g/liter) (mole HzO / 18 g) = 55.56 moles HzO / liter]
Exhaust temperature of 870 OF
2,190 cfm air exhaust flow rate for 228 kW diesel engine
00401 ng/J generation rate ofbenzene
Backpressure (PI) on engine is approximately 1.147 atm
Molecular weight ofbenzene is 78.11 grams per mole (78,110 mg/mole)
Based on a water temperature of32 °C (305.15 K), Henry's Law constants (in atm) for the constituents are
the following:

Rearranging the ideal gas law equation and solving for DtN:
IltN =PIRT

IltN = (1.147atm) / «0.08206 L-atm/ K-mol) ( 1 if /28.32 L) (305.15 K»
= 1.30 moles! ft3

Solution:
1) Total number ofmoles per cubic foot in the air exhaust, including constituents and circulated air, Ilt



2) Concentration ofbenzene in air exhaust, Ab

"i

~:= (00401 iJgIJ) (228kW) (3.6 x 106 J/kW-hr) (lO-9g/ng) (1000 mg/g) (min.l2190 to) (hr/60 min)

:= 2.50 ~ 10,3 mgiaJ

... (2.50 x 10-3mg/aJ) (mole benzene/78,110 mg) = 3.2 x 10-8 moles benzene/if exhaust
" ,I' II

3) Mole fmction ofgas in exhaust, p.

Pa = Ab / total molar concentration

p. = (3.2 X 10-8 moles benzene! if exhaust) / (1.30 total moles/ if exhaust)

p. = i.46 x 10-8 moles b~nzene/mole exhaust

" :,,:' ,

4) Mole fraction ofgas in water, Xwater

XW3ter = (Xexhaust) (PI) / H.

Xwater = (2.46 X 10-8) (1.147 atm) / (652 atm)

Xwatcr = 4.33 x 10-11 moles benzene/ mole water

5) Concentration ofgas in water:

Per 11iter ofwater;

Moles benzene = (4.33 x 10-11 moles benzene/mole H20)(55.56 moles H20/ 11iter)";; 5.19 x 10-9 moles/L

=(2.4 x 10-9 moles/L) (78,110 mg benzene/mole) = 1.87 x 10-4 mg/L benzene

Small Boat Engine Wet Exhaust
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Determination of Henry's Constants

Henry's constants for the constituents were available, but units and temperature for the constants varied between the
references used. Henry's constants with the following units were available:

1) Hi> atm
2) H2, atm-m3/mol

For purposes of clarity, the same calculation was used for each constituent. It was therefore necessary to
convert all ofHenry's constants to atm units, (1).

1) Conversion H2 (atm-m3/mol) to Hi (atm):

Hi =(H2 atm-m3tmol) (55.6 mol water t L) (L / 10-3 m3 water) =(H2) (55,600)

Henry's constants with the following temperatures in degrees Celsius were available:

(1) 20°C
(2) 24 °c
(3) 25°C
(4) 40°C
(5) 32 °c

Henry's constants increase on average about threefold for every 10°C rise in temperature for most volatile
hydrocarbons.a Therefore, with an increase in temperature the constants increase by a factor of.MI = 3(.6.TIlO). All of
the constants were converted to 32°C constants using the following conversions.

For Henry's constant at 32 °C and converting from Henry's constants at 20°C, 24 °C, 25°C, and 40 °C respectively:

H32 = (H20) (3.74),

H32 = (H24) (2.41),

H32 = (H25) (2.16), and

H32 = (~o) / (2.41)

Example - Henry's Constant Calculation

For Acrolein, Henry's constant was available in atm-m3tmol for 20°c (Ha = 9.54 x 10-5
)

Ha (atm) = (9.54 x 10-5 atm-m3tmol) (55,600 mollm3
) (3.74)

Ha = 19.8 atm

Using these methods, the constants were converted to atm units as shown in the table on the following page.

Small Boat Engine Wet EXhaust
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e. CH2M Hill Inc., Bay Area Sewage Toxic Emissions Model. Version 3, 1992.
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Table of Henry's Constants

...,.

,.
d. Mackay, D. ~dW. Y. Shiu, "A Critical Review ofHenry's Law Constants for demicals of

Environmental Interest", Journal ofPhys. Chern. Ref. Data. Vol. 10, No.4, pp. 1175-1199.1981.
" ' ,",,,1 ~ ,

Bold: Original Referenced Number
Sources:
a. Kavanaugh, M. C. and R. Rhodes Trussell, "Design ofAeration Towers to Strip Volatile

ContallJinants from Drinking Water" Journal of the American Water Works Associatio!!, December, 1980.
, III

~
b. Cooper, D. and F. Alley, Air Pollution Control, A Design Approach. Waveland Press, Inc., 1986.

~ . ... .. .. .. .. . i
c. United States Environmental Protection Agency, Office ofAir Quality Planning and Standards.

Ground-Water and Leachate Treatment Systems Manual. R-94, JanuarY 1995.· .

Degrees 32 degrees 20 degrees 25 degrees 25 degrees 40 degrees 32 degreeS .
Som'Ce Cooper USEPA Mackay Mackay .CH2MHill Henryfs.~onstants

UBitS atm (atm*nf/mol) (atm*m3/mol) Kpam3/mol- (atm*nflmol) atm
-- -_. - . . . .. _._ .. ...

Benzene S.SOE-OI 6.S2E+02
Toluene 6.70E-OI 7.94E+02
Xylenes 6.4SE-OI 7.64E+02
Formaldehyde 9.87E-07 2.0SE-OI
Acetaldehyde 9.0SE-OS 2.09E+OO
Acrolein 9.54E-OS 1.98E+OI
Nox 3.18E+04 3.18E+04
CO 6.3SE+04 6.3SE+04
CO2 1.9SE+03 1.9SE+03
Naphthalene 1.15E-03 4.24E-04 4.30E-02 S.09E+OI

Acenaphthylene 1.48E-03 3.08E+02
Acenaphthene 9.20E-05 2.37E-84 2.40E-02 2.84E+OI
Fluorene 6.42E-05 8.39E-05 8.5OE-03 l.OIE+OI
Phenanthrene 1.59E-05 3.9SE-05 4.00E-03 4.74E+OO
Anthracene 1.02E-03 S.92E-05 6.00E-03 7.llE+OO
Fluoranthene 6.46E-06 2.17E-03 2.20E-Ol 2.61E+02
Pyrene 5.04E-06 1.18E-05 1.20E-03 1.42E+OO
Benz(a)anthracene 1.16E-06 2.4IE-OI
Chrysene I.OSE-06 2.18E-OI
Benzo(b)fluoranthene 1.19E-OS 2.47E+OO
Benzo(k)fluoranthene 3.94E-8S 8.19E+OO
Benzo(a)pyrene I.SSE-06 3.22E-OI
Indeno(l,2,3-cd) pyrene 6.86E-08 1.43E-02
Dibenz(a,h) anthracene 7.33E-08 I.S2E-02
Benzo(g,h,i) perylene S.34E-08 l.l1E-02

. .



SMALL BOAT ENGINE WET EXHAUST
MARINE POLLUTION CONTROL DEVICE (MPCD) ANALYSIS

Several alternatives were investigated to detennine if any reasonable and practicable
MPCDs exist or could be developed for controlling discharges from small boat engine wet
exhaust. An MPCD is defined as any equipment or management practice, for installation or use
onboard a vessel, designed to receive, retain, treat, control, or eliminate a discharge incidental to
the normal operation of a vessel. Phase I ofUNDS requires several factors to be considered
when determining which discharges should be controlled by MPCDs. These include the
practicability, operational impact, and cost of an MPCD. During Phase I ofUNDS, an MPCD
option was deemed reasonable and practicable even if the analysis showed it was reasonable and
practicable only for a limited number ofvessels or vessel classes, or only on new construction
vessels. Therefore, every possible MPCD alternative was not evaluated. A more detailed
evaluation ofMPCD alternatives will be conducted during Phase II ofUNDS when determining
the performance requirements for MPCDs. This Phase II analysis will not be limited to the
MPCDs described below and may consider additional MPCD options.

MPCD Options

Small boats of the armed forces are equipped with either two- or four-stroke compression
ignition diesel or two-stroke spark ignition gasoline engines. During the operation ofsmall boat
engines, seawater is used to cool and quiet engine exhaust. As seawater is introduced into the
engine exhaust, combustion by-products are captured by the seawater stream, and are discharged
into the receiving water.

Three potential MPCD options were investigated. The purpose of these MPCDs would
be to reduce or eliminate the release ofhydrocarbons, oil and grease, volatile organic compounds,
and semi-volatile organic compounds into the marine environment. The MPCD options were
selected based on initial screenings ofalternate materials and equipment, pollution prevention
options, and management practices. They are listed below with briefdescriptions of each:

Option 1: Employ dry exhaust systems on new boats and craft with inboard engines
-This option would require that new small boats and craft to be equipped with inboard
engines to be outfitted with dry exhaust systems wherever practicable.

Option 2: Convert small boats and craft with inboard engines to a dry exhaust
system - This option would involve converting small boats and craft that are currently
discharging wet exhaust at or below the waterline to dry exhaust systems.

Small Boat Engine Wet Exhaust MPCD Analysis
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Option 3:' Procure new outboard engines with reduced emissions to meet new
emissions requirements being imposed in 1999 - This option would involve replacing
existiilgoutboard engines with new "low emission" outboard' engines either all at once or
through attrition. These new outboards wouid meet EPA emission requirements which
will be taking effect in 1999. '

~
ii'

MPCD Analysis Results
,

Table 1 shows the results of the MPCD analysis. It contains information on the elements
ofpracticability, effect on operational and warfighting capabilities, cost, environmental
effectiveness, and a final determination for each option. Bas~ on these findings, Option 1 
blJilding small boats and craft with inboard engines and dry exhaust systems; and Option 3 -
procure new :6htb()ard engines with reduced emissions to meet new emissions requirements, offer
the best combination of these elements and are both considered to represent areasonable and

!f!I"'I' ;.. "lr:,IIIII",,,, :""", , ' :1','"" "II

practicable l\1PCD.
i
"

I
I!

~ ,

ii
II

~ ,
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Table 1. MPCD Option Analysis and Determination

Option 1. Employ dry
, exhaust systems on new

boats and craft with
inboard engines

Option 2. Convert small
boats and craft with
inboard engines to a dry
exhaust system

This option would require a
practicability study for new
small boat and craft that
have inboard engines.

Installing dry exhaust
systems on existing small
boats would require many
modifications because of the
large number of small boat
configurations. Feasibility
studies would be necessary
for each boat class as it may
not be physically possible to
install a dry exhaust system
on many boat classes.

Higher acoustic and thennal
signatures of dry exhaust
systems are anticipated and
could affect selected
mission/operational profiles
for some large special
warfare boats. Aboat and
craft class study would be
necessary to assess
operational impact.

Higher acoustic and thennal
signatures of dry exhaust
systems is anticipated and
could affect selected
mission/operational profiles
for some large special
warfare boats. Aboat and
craft class study would be
necessary to assess
operational impact.

Changing the existing
design would impose
additional design costs
including engineering
analysis, drawing
development, and design
history documentation.
Costs associated with actual
installation of the dry
exhaust systems are limited
to material costs because
labor costs for installing
each type ofsystem are
approximately the same. l

Converting existing inboard
engines would result in
costs for: feasibility studies,
engineering design,
installation drawing
development, alteration
record preparation, Boat
Information Book update,
material, and installation.
It is estimated that $36M
would be required to study,
design, and install this
change on small boats/craft
in the Nav .1

Dry exhaust systems would
eliminate the exhaust /
seawater discharge on boats
and crafts on which they are
installed. Dry exhaust
systems would disperse
pollutants over a larger area
reducing the potential for
causing a sheen.

The dry exhaust system
would eliminate the
exhaust/seawater discharge
on vessels where the
installation is practicable.
Dry exhaust systems would
disperse pollutants over a
larger area reducing the
potential for causing a
sheen.

This option appears to be
practicable for most new
boats and craft with inboard
engines. This option would
eliminate the wet exhaust
discharge from new small
boats and craft, on which it
is practicable to install a dry I

exhaust system.

This option does not appear
to be practicable due to
space and weight
limitations on small vessels, I

and due to high cost on all .
boats and craft.

Small Boat Engine Wet Exhaust MPCD Analysis
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MPCDOpUon Practicability Effect on Op<eraUonal & Cost Environmental neternil,naUo<n "
Warfigbting Capllbilities Effectiveness

Option 3. Procure new Space and volume This MPCD is not expected The costs associated with New technology outboard This MPCD appears to be
outboard engines with ,. requirements are expected to cause any significant this option include: engines will significantly practicable with the
reduced emissions to to be similar to those of change in war fighting feasibility study, design, d . .. 2 exception ofconverting allre uce engme emissIons.
meet new emissions existing engines. In some capabilities or ship development, alteration New EPA regulations are existing craft to reduced
requirements being ! select cases, an increase in mobility. Assuming that record preparation, Boat likely to encourage the emission engines, as the
imposed in 1999 weight may occur and the boat is supplied with Information Book update, widespread use of four- I cost ofconversion often

, therefore slightly effect the similar horsepower and maintenance record / stroke, fuel injection, and I exceeds the value of the
boat's trim angle. Some other characteristics as preventative maintenance advanced two-stroke ' craft. The reduced emission
new engines are expected to previous engines, the documentation update,

i
engine, which burns fuelengines. Engine

weigh about 15% more than operational impact will be material, and installation manufacturers claim a 94% I more completely and
iexisting engines. Limited negligible. costs. Replacing all reduction in hydrocarbons directly, will reduce the

horsepower ranges currently existing small boat and craft with four-stroke engines. amount of pollution
available, may require two outboard engines in the significantly.
outboards where one was Navy would cost an
sufficient before. estimated $9.0M.

Implementing this option
through attrition would
impose a considerably lower
annual cost of$34,000. I

Small Boat Engine Wet Exhaust MPCD Analysis
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NATURE OF DISCHARGE REPORT

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The National Defense Authorization Act of 1996 amended Section 312 ofthe Federal
Water-Pollution Control Act (also known as the Clean Water Act (CWA)) to require that the
Secretary ofDefense and the Administrator ofthe Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
develop uniform national discharge standards (UNDS) for vessels of the Armed Forces for
••...discharges, other than sewage, incidental to normal operation of a vessel of the Armed Forces,
..." [Section 312(n)(l)]. UNDS is being developed in three phases. The first phase (which this
report supports), will detennine which discharges will be required to be controlled by marine
pollution control devices (MPCDs)-either equipment or management practices. The second
phase will develop MPCD performance standards. The final phase will determine the design,
construction, installation, and use ofMPCDs.

A nature ofdischarge (NOD) report has been prepared for each of the discharges that has
been identified as a candidate for regulation under UNDS. The NOD reports were developed
based on information obtained from the technical community within the Navy and other branches
of the Armed Forces with vessels potentially subject to UNDS, from information available in
existing technical reports and documentation, and, when required, from data obtained from
discharge samples that were collected under the UNDS program.

The purpose of the NOD report is to describe the discharge in detail, including the system
that produces the discharge, the equipment involved, the constituents released to the
environment, and the current practice, if any, to prevent or minimize environmental effects.
Where existing process information is insufficient to characterize the discharge, the NOD report
provides the results of additional sampling or other data gathered on the discharge. Based on the
above information, the NOD report describes how the estimated constituent concentrations and
mass loading to the environment were determined. Finally, the NOD report assesses the
potential for environmental effect. The NOD report contains sections on: Discharge
Description, Discharge Characteristics, Nature ofDischarge Analysis, Conclusions, and Data
Sources and References.

Sonar Dome Discharge
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2.0 DISCHARGE DESCRIPTION

i
i

I ',' I II

SonardOIp,es can be fi,lled with fresh and/or seawater to ma,i,ntain their shape and design
'I!:,! "",Ii ' ' . ','" " " I • ~ I '

pressure. Most surface ship sonar domes are initially filled with freshwater, and any water that is
lost underway is replenished with seawater from the firemain system. Sonar domes on FFG 7
Cl~s fiigates and some MSC ships are filled with seawater. Submarine sonar domes are
connected to the sea through a small tube to equalize pressure, but water inside the dome has
lUnited exchange with seawater. l

, I I '

Tabl~ 1 s1.gDIIlaPzes sonar dome types, applications, and characteris{ics. The larger
AN/SQS-53 and AN/SQS-26 sonar domes on cruisers and destroyers are located at the bow, and
tlte smaller ~/SQS-56domes on frigates are mounted on the keeL Submarine sonar domes are
located at th«;:bow:,. MSC T-AGS Class ships have several small sonar domes at various locations
on the h~l. ~e T-AGS Clas,s sonar domes listed as free flood in 'fable 1, ~aveports which are
open to the sea

Table 2 shows materials that compose sonar domes, and components and materials inside
sonar domes." C():gJ.ponents and materials interior to sonar domes can include piping, sacrificial
aD,o<;1es, paint and the interior material surface ofthe sonar dome itself. Materials on the exterior
surface ofthe sonar dome consist ofthe exterior material surface of the donie itself, any paints or
coatings applied to the dome, and in some cases, sacrificial anodes. '

Sonar Dome Discharge
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This section describes the sonar dome discharge and includes infomlation on: the
equipment th~t is ~sed andits operation (Section 2.1), generaldescription'ofthe constituents of
the discharge (Section 2.2), and the vessels that produce this discharge (Section 2.3).

,

~,
Sonardom,es are located on the hulls ofsubmarines and surface ships. Their purpose is to

house electronic equipment used for detection, navigation, and ranging. Fiiures 1 through 4
show typicat hull-mounted submarine and surface ship sonar domes. '"

I

I
Sonar domes on Navy surface ships are made ofrubber. On submariries, they are made of

steel or glass-reinforced plastic (GRP) with a 1/2-inch rubber boot covering'the e"terior.
Military Sealift COmInand (MSC) T-AGS Class ships have sonar domes made of GRP. Zinc
anodes are fastened to the exterior ofsteel sonar domes, and are contained Within all the sonar
domes, for cathodic protection. Figure 5 shows a Navy surface ship rubber dome, prior to
installation. '

"I ~

There, have been changes in the composition ofthe rubber material in Navy surface ship
sonar domes,. Prior to 1985, all sonar domes contained tributyltin (TBT) antifoulant on the
interior and exterior, to prevent or minimize marine growth. The TBT was impregnated into the
outermost 1/4-inch layers (both exterior and interior) offue rubber. Figure 6 shows the plys or
layers ofa surface ship rubber sonar dome. Since 1985 rubber sonar domes' have been
manufactured with TBT only on the exterior surface. This type of sonar dome has been

2.1 Equipment Description and Operation



backfitted on older ships when they require sonar dome replacement, and has been installed on
all new ships since 1990. Submarine sonar domes do not contain TBT. Instead, the exterior
rubber boots are coated with a copper-based antifouling paint.2 Table 3 lists the surface ships
that have no TBT in the interior of their sonar domes.

Sonar domes are emptied for sonar dome maintenance or replacement, and are always
emptied when a vessel is in drydock. Some maintenance can be performed pierside. Sonar
domes are emptied by fIrst pressurizing them with air, to force as much water as possible through
the installed eductor piping. Once this step is complete, eductors are used to remove all
remaining water in the dome. The total volume ofwater discharged exceeds the sonar dome
volume because the seawater used to operate the eductors is discharged along with water from
the sonar dome.

The water emptied from the sonar dome interior is: 1) discharged overboard, ifthe vessel
is waterborne, or 2) collected for proper management ashore, if the vessel is in drydock.

2.2 Releases to the Environment

There are two sonar dome discharges, discharges of the water from the interior ofsonar
domes and external discharges. Discharges ofwater from the interior of the sonar dome result
from maintenance evolutions that require the sonar dome to be emptied. External discharges
result from continuous leaching ofTBT or other anti-fouling compounds from the sonar dome
exterior.

2.3 Vessels Producing the Discharge

Only Navy and MSC vessels are equipped with sonar domes; the other Armed Forces
ships are not. Sonar domes are equipped on the following types and classes ofNavy and MSC
ships:

• cruisers (CG and CGN Classes);
• destroyers (DD and DDG Classes);
• frigates (FFG Class);
• submarines (all SSN and SSBN Classes); and
• MSC T-AGS Class ships.

Tables 1 and 4 list the classes and populations of sonar dome-equipped vessels. Eighty
three of the Navy surface ships have the larger AN/SQS-26 or SQS-53 sonar domes, and 43 have
the smaller SQS-56 domes. Seventy-two· active submarines have the smaller BQQ-5, BQR-7 or
BSY-1 sonar domes, and the 17 others have much larger BQQ-6 sonar domes.

3.0 DISCHARGE CHARACTERISTICS

This section contains qualitative and quantitative information that characterizes the

Sonar Dome Discharge
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Co;nstituents3.3
I:

" Tabl~ f s~ows the components and materials in sonar domes that can contribute
constituents to the sonar dome discharge. The specific constituents depeIl.d"on vessel class, the
age of the dome, and the source ofwater that fills the dome. Discharges from the interior of
Sonar domeS can Include copper, nickel, tin and zinc which corrodes, erodes, or leaches from
piping, sacriflcialanodes, paint, or other material inside the dome. lfthe interior ofthe dome is
impregnated with TBT, discharges will also include that constituent. The potable water and/or
seawater that fills"the sonar dome is also a source ofconstituents in discharges from the interior.,,', ',' I;

"
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DiscbllI"ge from the external surface of a sonar dome is not a liquid discharge; rather, it is
the leaching 'of anti-fouling agents into the surrounding water, and cannot be characterized by a
volumetric flow rate. A Navy study was conducted in San Diego Bay in 1996 to determine TBT
release rates from rubber sonar domes. Release rates from the external sUrfaces were detennined

~

by attaching a closed capture system to the sonar domes exteriors of three ships. The sampled
sonar domes ranged in age, at 3, 10 and 20 years since installation. Table 5" shows that the
average rele~e ~te for TBT from the external surfaces of the sonar domes was 0.36 J.lglcm2/day
(micrograms per square centimeter per day), which results in an average release of0.27 grams of
TBT per day per ship.3

Discharge from the interior ofsonar domes is intennittent, dependink on when the dome
is emptied for maintenance. The average volume ofwater discharged for mmntenance or repair
activities is e~tiIDatedbased on input from naval shipyards. Sonar dome discharge volume varies
witti the dome type (size) and the method used to emptY the dome. Norfolk' and Pearl Harbor '
Naval Shipyards report that between 23,000 and 38,000 gallons is typically emptied from
A,N/SQS-53 sonar domes.4.5 Table 4 contains the estimated annual discharge for sonar done
equipped vessels, based on the vessel class populations, sonar dome water capacity, and number
ofsonar domes expected to be emptied per year. On average, sonar domes on surface ships are
CWlptied two times per year. Submarine sonar domes are normally "emptied once per year.2 Table
4,indicates a !otal1ffiIlual discharge estimate of about 9.3 million gallons ofInterior sonar dome
effluent~ with just under 4.0 million of that being from sonar domes with internal TBT coatings.

3.1 Locality

3.2 Discharge Rate

Discharges from the interior of sonar domes only occur while vessel~ are pierside.
Discharges from the external surface ofsonar domes occur both within 'and beyond 12 nautical
miles (n.m.) of shore, as materials leach continuously from the exterior of the dome. Discharges
froll). the exteOtal §uIface ofsonar;domes w~re studied by the Naval Command, Control and
Ocean Surveillance Center to characterize the environmental effects in San Diego harbor.3

~

discharge. Section 3.1 describes where the discharge occurs with respect to 'harbors and near
shore areas, Section 3.2 describes the rate of the discharge, Section 3.3 lists the constituents in
the discharge, and Section 3.4 gives the concentrations of the constituents mthe discharge.

i



In addition to these constituents, the interior effluent can contain compounds that are produced
by degradation ofthe materials or reaction ofmaterial with the water. For instance, TBT, which
might be found on both the interior and exterior of surface ship rubber sonar domes, degrades to
dibutyltin (DBT) and monobutyltin (MBT).

External discharge constituents will include the TBT impregnated into the exterior of
rubber sonar domes, or copper from copper based antifoulant coating on GRP and steel domes.
Discharge from copper based and other antifoulant coatings are addressed separately, by the Hull
Coating Leachate NOD Report.

Sampling of the water within the interior of sonar domes was conducted to identify and
measure constituents, and was done according to procedures specified by the Navy. Samples
from the interior of sonar domes were manually collected from the sonar dome piping systems of
Navy surface ships and submarines, prior to discharge. The three sampling activities, Norfolk
and Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyards and the Naval Command, Control and Ocean Surveillance
Center did not all sample for the same constituents, as shown in Table 6. The tests that were
performed on the samples included gas chromatography, hydride derivization and atomic
absorption for TBT, and Toxicity Characteristic Leaching Procedure (TCLP) for metals. Tests
done on sonar domes have indicated that the constituents ofdischarges from the interior of sonar
domes are copper, nickel, tin, zinc, TBT (also known as tetra-normal-tributyltin), DBT and MBT.
External sonar dome discharge constituents are TBT, DBT, MBT, copper, -and zinC.3,4,5,6

Ofthe discharge constituents listed above, copper, nickel, and zinc are priority pollutants.
None of the discharge constituents are bioaccumulators.

3.4 Concentrations

A summary ofresults of sampling discharges from the interior ofsonar domes is
contained in Table 6. Altogether, previous Navy studies have analyzed the water from the
interior ofsonar domes on 31 surface ships and submarines, with some vessels sampled multiple
times. In addition to the metals and compounds listed in Section 3.3, four samples from the USS
South Carolina were analyzed for Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) and four samples from the
USS Conolly were analyzed for both Total Suspended Solids (TSS) and Total Organic Carbon
(TOC). The results of the sampling are summarized below:3

,4,5

The average concentrations of the metal constituents are listed in Table 6.

Among the classical pollutants, COD levels ranged from 20 to 180 milligrams per liter
(mg/L), with an average of 123 mg/L. Total organic carbon levels ranged between 4 and 6 mg/L.
Total suspended solids were all below 4 mg/L.

TBT concentrations ranged from 1 to 470 micrograms per liter (J..1g /L), with an average of
74 J..1g/L. Only one sample has been taken for concentrations of:MBT and DBT. The results
were 5 and 33 J..1g/L, respectively.

Sonar Dome Discharge
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Mass Loadings

For example, copper:

4.1
II.

~ ,

The amount ofwater discharged fleet-wide from the interior ofsonar domes was
estimated us~g: . ,

1) the amount ofwater generated from each type ofsonar dome when that sonar dome is
emptied;

2) the frequency ofmaintenance requiring sonar domes to be emptied;
3) the number ofvessels with each type of sonar dome; and
4) the average concentrations ofeach ofthe constituents.

Mass Loading =
(303 J,tg/L) (9,278,800 gal/yr) (3.7854 Ugal) (2.21blkg)(lO·9 kglJ,tg) =23.4Ibs/yr

The estimated fleet-wide mass loadings for copper, nickel, tin, and zinc were calculated
by the following formula:

Sonar Dome Discharge
6

.. ... " .'Mass Lpading ~lbSJ'yr) = ... .'" . .. ... ... •. ... ".. ...
(avg. concentrations iD. J,t~) (discharge in gavyr) (3.7854 Ugal)(2.iiblkg) (l0·9kglJ,tg)

i
II'

Based on the discharge characteristics presented in Section 3.0, the nature ofthe
discharge and its potential impact on the environment can be evaluated. The estimated mass
loadings are presented in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, the concentrations of discharge constituents
after release to. the environment are estimated and compared with the water quality standards. In
Section 4.3, the potential for the transfer ofnon-indigenous species is discussed.

r '

4.0 NATURE OF DISCHARGE ANALYSIS

.. i
The firemmn system is normally used to replenish sonar dome water lost on surface ships

while underway and to educt the final water remaining when a sonar dome is emptied. However,
the seawater from the firemain has a negligible effect on the constituent concentrations in this
report. the s81initY of the samples was low, indicating that little make-up seawater was added to
the sonar domes during operations. The sonar dome sampling procedure requires samples to be
t*en from thedoIJ;le, notfrom. the emptied water, so firemain water that powers the eductors will
not dilute or cpntripute constituen~s to the samples. . ,

.,
I

. . I .
The above analytical results only address discharges from the interior of the sonar domes,

~d do not account for the discharge from the external surfaces. The external surface TBT
release rates and e~timated mass loadings are included in Sections 3.2 and 4:1, respectively.

I
"

''':: ..III'
.,.:. '.. 1\, .

This calcul;ation ofmass loadings from sonar domes overestimates the actual mass
loadings because:



1) All discharges are assumed to occurpierside, but some ofthe discharges actually
occur in drydock, where they are managed under shipyard discharge permits.

2) All discharges are assumed to occur within U.S. territorial waters, but some ofthe
discharges actually occur outside U.S. territorial waters.

3) Results ofdischarge sample measurements which were below detection levels were
assumed to be at the detection level.

, '

The average constituent concentrations from Table 6, and a total estimated annual
discharge volume of9.3 million gallons per year for all vessels, taken from Table 4, were used to
calculate the mass loadings. Based upon this information and the above formula, the annual
mass 'loadings for metals were calculated to be 23 pounds for copper, 11 pounds for nickel, 15
pounds for tin, and 122 pounds for zinc.

The estimated fleet-wide mass loading for TBT, DBT and MBT generated from sonar
dome interiors was calculated by the same formula (above), using a 3.96 million gallon discharge
volume per year for those vessels in Table 4 that could have TBT inside the sonar dome. Using
the average TBT concentration of74 J..lg/L, the annual mass loading estimate for TBT is 2.4
pounds per year due to discharges ofwater from the interior ofthe sonar dome. Although not

, representative ofall vessels, the one sample in which DBT and MBT were measured is used to
calculate fleet-wide mass loading for those constituents,'using the same 3.96 million gallon
discharge volume, since DBT and MBT are degradation products ofTBT. Based on the single
sample concentrations of33 and 5 J..lg/L for DBT and MBT, respectively, the estimated mass
loadings are 1.1 and 0.2 pounds per year, respectively.

The calculation for TBT mass loading from the exteriors ofsurface ship rubber sonar
domes was performed using the following formula:

This formula uses the release rate from Table 5, which is based on sampling the discharge
from the external surface ofrubber sonar domes on three Navy surface ships, two ofwhich had
older sonar domes, and the newer DDG 51 Class USS John Paul Jones.3 The formula also uses
158 days/yr as the estimated annual in-port time for each ship. The result is a TBT annual mass
loading of 12.6 pounds due to discharges from the external surface of the sonar dome.

Therefore, the estimated maximum TBT mass loading within 12 n.m. for surface ships
equipped with rubber sonar domes is 15.0 lbs/yr. This is the sum of2.4lbs/yr from discharges
from the interior ofthe sonar domes and 12.61bs/yr from discharges from the external surface.

The estimated mass loadings generated from sonar dome interior and exterior discharges

Sonar Dome Discharge
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are presented in Table 7.

4.2 Environmental Concentrations
i

Table 8 cOmpares the concentrations ofconstituents in sonar dome discharge with the
Iri,ost stringentwater quality criteria (WQC) for that constituent. For sonar dome discharge, the
constituents lWo~ to be present are TBT, DBT, MBT, copper, nickel, tin, aDd zinc. As a result
of the comparison~ the mean concentrations ofTBT, copper, nickel, and zinc each exceed their
~ective Federal and most stringent state acute WQC. The interi()r concentrations can be
~mpared to acute values and the exterior concentrations compared to chromc values. Neither
DBT, :MET, nor ~n has a relevantWQC.:

i
1:

1

4.3 Pot~ntial (or Introduction of Non-Indigenous Species

,,' , "", Ii '
Most ~onar domes do not have the potential for the transfer ofnon-indigenous species in

cij~c~arge of~ate~ from the interior of the sonar dome, or for transfer from the external surface.
Non-indigenous species transfer would occur primarily during the emptying'and replenishment of
water in the wtenQrof the sonar dome, and that is normally performed at a vessel's homeport or a
shipyard. TBT on the interior surface ofolder rubber sonar domes and the exterior ofall rubber
sonar domes prevents attachmeni ofmarine organisms and could irihibit their growth.

, ". ,i' ,, .
Sonar'dom:es filled with freshwater have little potential to be a mech~sm for transfer of

non~indigen~~sp~ies in the water that fills the dome. There is rrnnimal exchange with
seawater. Only a small volume ofwater from the ship's potable water or surrounding seawater is
added to the existIDg potable water in the dome between emptying and repleInshment events to
make up for any loss ofsonar dome water during operationS. Therefore, the' opportunity to
introduce non-native organisms into the surrounding water is limited. '

Non-free-flood sonar domes filled with seawater have the potential for transfer ofnon
il},digenous species. These types of sonar domes are found on FFG 7 Class Navy frigates.
However, th~non:indigenousspecies transfer potential is considered very low for the following
r~9ns: 1) the mamtenance requiring sonar dome emptying and replenishnlent is normally
perfonned at the ship's home port, so water taken on will be discharged in the same locality; 2)
most of the sonar domes have TBT on the interior surface because the ships were built prior to
1990; and 3) the residence time inside these sonar domes is long (on the order of6 months),
making the probability ofsurvival ofnon-indigenous species more remote. I"

5.0 CONCLUSIONS
"" ; ,

Dischi'\fges from sonar domes has a low potential for causing adverse environmental
effect. Although concentrations of organotins (MBT, DBT, and TBT), copper, nickel, and zinc
discharged from sonar dome interiors exceed water quality criteria mass loadings of these
substances are small (3.7, 23, 11, and 122 pounds per year, respectively). Exterior releases of
TBT are also expected to be small (12.6 pounds annually).

Sonar Dome Discharge
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6.0 DATA SOURCES AND REFERENCES

To characterize this discharge, information from various sources was obtained. Table 9
lists data sources for this report.

Specific References

1. UNDS Equipment Expert Meeting Minutes. Sonar Dome. September 10, 1996.

2. UNDS MPCD Practicability Meeting. Sonar Dome. June 26, 1997.

3. U.S. Navy. Marine Environmental Support Office, Naval Command, Control and Ocean
Surveillance Center RDT&E Division (NRaD). Sonar Dome Discharge Evaluation. San
Diego, California, February, 1997.

4. U.S. Navy. Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard. Uniform National Discharge Standards
Infonnation. Pearl Harbor, Hawaii. Memorandum, September 1996.

5. Norfolk Naval Shipyard. Unifonn National Discharge Standards Infonnation.
Portsmouth, Virginia. UNDS Questionnaire and Attachments, September 1996.

6. U.S. Navy. Naval Sea Systems Command (SEA 03VB). Tributyl Tin Contaminated
Sonar Dome Water. Arlington, Virginia. Memorandum to SEA 91W4 and SEA 03M, 29
April 1994.

7. Sharpe, Richard. Jane's Fighting Ships. Jane's Infonnation Group, Ltd., 1996-97

General References

USEPA. Toxics Criteria for Those States Not Complying with Clean Water Act Section
303(c)(2)(B). 40 CFR Part 131.36.

USEPA. Interim Final Rule. Water Quality Standards; Establishment ofNumeric Criteria for
Priority Toxic Pollutants; States' Compliance - Revision ofMetals Criteria. 60 FR
22230. May 4, 1995.

USEPA. Water Quality Standards; Establishment ofNumeric Criteria for Priority Toxic
Pollutants. 57 FR 60848. December 22, 1992.

USEPA. Water Quality Standards; Establishment ofNumeric Criteria for Priority Toxic
Pollutants for the State ofCalifornia, Proposed Rule under 40 CFR Part 131 , Federal
Register, Vol. 62, Number 150. August 5, 1997.

Connecticut. Department ofEnvironmental Protection. Water Quality Standards. Surface Water
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QualitY Standards Effective April 8, 1997.

Florida. Department ofEnvironmental Protection. Surface Water Quality Standards, Chapter
62-30~. Effective December 26, 1996. "

Georgia Final Regulations. Chapter 391-3-6, Water'Quality Control, as protided by The Bureau
ofNational Affairs, me., 1996. '

I' • , , ,iii

Hawaii. Hawaiian Water Quality Standards. Section 11, Chapter 54 ofthe ~tate Code.

Mississippi. 'Water Quality Criteria for mtrastate, Interstate and Coastal Wdters. Mississippi
Department ofEnvironmental Quality, Office ofPollution Control.' Adopted November
16,1~95. ' . '

New Jersey Final Regulations. Surface Water Quality Standards, Section 7:9B-l, as provided by
The Ellreau ofNational Affairs, Inc., 1996. .'

II
.. il

, , , ' ," ,~

rexas. Texw;,Surface Water Quality Standards, Sections 307.2 - 307.10. Texas Natural
Resource Conservation Commission. Effective July 13, 1995. '

• 11

Virginia Water Quality Standards. Chapter 260, Virginia Administrative Code (VAC) , 9 VAC
25-260.'

I
!
11

Washington. Water Quality Standards for Surface Waters ofthe State ofWashington. Chapter
173-201A, Washington Administrative Code (WAC).'

Committee Print Number 95-30 ofthe Committee on Public Works and Transportation of the
House ofRepresentatives, Table 1. '

i l
II!

", ,,' , ~ ,

The Water Quality Guidance for the Great Lakes System, Table 6A. Volume 60 Federal
Register, p. 15366. March 23, 1995.

II,

i,
II

"'ii'
I
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Figure 1. SQS-26 Sonar Dome in the Cruiser Belknap (CG 26)
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Figure 2. SQS-26 Sonar Dome on the Frigate Knox.



Figure 3. SQS-53 Transducer Housing on a Spruance-Class Destroyer.
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Figure 4. Spherical, Bow-Mounted Array Housing for the BSY-2 Combat System.
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Figure 5. Surface Ship Rubber Sonar Dome Prior to Installation.
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Figure 6. Surface Ship Rubber Sonar Dome Layers.
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Table 1. Types and Characteristics of Sonar Domes1
,2,7

6,000

300**
300**
300**
300**

35,000
74,000

35,000

35,000

30,000

N/A (free flood)
N/A (free flood)

x

X X

X X

x X

X X
X X

X X
X X

Surface Ships Submarines

25

N/A*

75

300

N/A*

511

74,000
35,000
35,000

24,000

35,000
5,000 *

GRP
GRP
GRP

GRP or steel

Rubber/TBT

GRP

RubberffBT

GRP or steel
GRP
GRP

GRP or steel

GRP or steel

4

4

2

2

4

2

2

3

17

43

23

47

SSN640

MSC T-AGS 60 (62 &
63)

SSBN726

SSN 688 (through
750), SSN 637, SSN
671

FFG7

SSN 688 (from 751)

CGN36,38

MSCT-AGS51

Sonar Dome Discharge
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Rubber X X

Glass-reinforced plastic X X

Epoxy-based paints X

Surface Ships Submarines

Steel components X X

Antifouling paint (eu & other based) X X

Copper-nickel piping

Zinc anodes

Tributyltin X

Tin (other than TBT, DBT, MBT)

Note: Not all surface ships have TBT internal or external to the sonar dome(s).

Table 2. Sonar Dome Materials1
,2

* Filled with seawater
** 300 gallons is representative of the two larger sonar dome types on MSC ships

EM121A MSCT-AGS 60

TC-12NB MSC T-AGS 60
TR-I09 MSC T-AGS 60

ANIBSY-l

ANIBQO-6
ANIBQR-7

SEABEAM MSC T-AGS 26

EMIOO
EMIOOO

ANIBQQ-5
AN/SOS-56
AN/SQS-26

t;i~0Kt?f~~~#:~~"d~",~n ~l~i~~~~;~~~:~~r;~\~~t
AN/SQ8-53' CG 47, DDG 51, DD 80' RubberffBT 24,00() ... ... 30,000 .

963,DDG993
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'Table 3. Ships With TBT-Free Sonar Dome Interiors'~~
I
II'

Tabl,e S. Tributyltin Release Rates from Exterior of .Sonar~Domes3

Table4. Annual Sonar Dome Interior Discharge by Ship Cl~SSl,2,4,5,6
I ii'

i

" ""

Sampled Vessel Sample Date Tributyl tin (TB'I)
'''-. Release Rate"

JJ,gjc:m'1./dil.v 2Tams1dav
DDG 53 USS John Paul Jones 12-96 0.89 0.62
CG 59 USS Princeton 12-96 0.06 0.09
DD 976 USS Merrill 12-96 0.14 0.10

Avera2e: 0.36 0.27

" ' " "h'l II"

Class Vessels in Class Number iii Class,
CG47 Class CG51, CG73 2 of27 ships
DD 963 Class DD 972, 979, 987 3 of31 ships
DDG 51 Class DDG 54, 56-67, 69, 71, 74 16 of 18 ships
DDG 993 Class DDG993 1 of4 ships
T-AGS 26, 51, 60 Classes All 8 of8 ships
SSNs& SSBNs All 89 of89 vessels

, , ," , ~, .. "

Ship Class Total Ship5with Gallons per Drafuage GanonS per Year Ganonsper
Ships Internal Drainage Events per (ships with internal •." Year

TBT Event (est.\ Year TBT*) . ''(allvessels)
:047 27 25 30,000 2 1,500,000 1,620,000
:GN36 2 2 30,000 2 120,000 120,000
XiN38 1 1 30,000 2 60,000 60,000
DDG51 18 3 30,000 2 180,000 1,080,000
DD963 31 28 30,000 2 1,680,000 1,860,000
DDG993 4 3 30,000 2 180,000 240,000
~G7 43 20 6,000 2 240,000 516,000

AGS 8 0 300 2 0 4,800
SN637 13 0 35,000 1 0 455,000
SN640 2 0 35,000 1 0 70,000
SN671 1 0 35,000 1 0 35,000
SN688 56 0 35,000 1 0 1,960,000
SBN726 17 0 74,000 1 0 1,258,000

rrOTAL: 223 82 N/A N/A 3,960,000 9,278,800
, "'''''~

• Could have TBT InSIde sonar dome, based on Table 6.
N/A "" not applicable

Based on oqwpment experts and sampling analysIS results.



Table 6. Constituent Concentrations in Sonar Dome Interior Discharge
(parts per billion, or J.1g/L, except as noted)3,4,S

•• _'~TI~
.ii\': ......... ,i',,' '.", < .. :... '·'Y.•',;'J

ij':r'~Of
:c t bit·"l"':' Dlbu " ;'" l:t\1" n6~n

•,~,nl}'" "",!1I
I

Iif' ..,'.'n. ~~. ~':,tiJ~ '. ", itin .':'.~ '"ttin:" .'. 'ltin r
:~:/;,;,:;i, 1'" •..' .

. ·l'''~'''J:,t:':, ' ,:t(j.T)0;<j;ibB~'~:; I',. ..... UT)'/' {ttl,:<,:'.' '<,F;.li,,';, :"".+: '7>:;",:j';'" . ",': ro~na:,Ic:.. j),Carbpnj;;;'
CON 40 USS Mississippi 2-7-94 85 - - - - - - - - -
DDO 52 USS Jolm Barry 3-28-94 470 - - - - - - - - -
FF 1079 USS Bowen 4-1-94 82 - - - - - - - - -
CON 37 USS South Carolina 5-23-94 - - - - - - - 170*** - -
CON 37 USS South Carolina 5-23-94 - - - - - - - 120*** - -
CON 37 USS South Carolina 5-23-94 - - - - - - - 20*** - -
CON 37 USS South Carolina 5-23-94 - - - - - - - 180*** - -
DD 968 USS Radford 6-30-94 58 - - · - - - . - -
DD 968 USS Radford 6-30-94 35 · - · - - - . . -
CO 48 USS Yorktown 7-7-94 58 - - · - - - - - -
CO 74 USS Ticonderoga 7-25-94 48 - - - - - - - - -
DD 988 USS Thorn 8-26-94 41 - - - - - - - - -
DD 963 USS Spruance 12-1-94 14 33 5 - - - - - - -
DD 984 USS Leftwich 10-94 - · - 920 660 <DL 110 - - -
SSN 648 USS Aspro 11-94 . - - 220 <DL <DL 5390 - - -
SSN 717 USS Olympia 11-94 . · - 220 <DL <DL 1040 - - -
CO 73 USS Port Royal 1-95 - - - 1350 300 <DL 1520 - - -
SSN 672 USS Pintado 2-95 - - - 190 <DL 250 1870 - - -
SSN 697 USS Indianapolis 3-95 - - - 160 <DL 190 2370 - - -
FFO 37 USS Crommelin 4-95 - - - <DL <DL 210 <DL - - -
DDO 53 USS Jolm Paul Jones 4-95 - - - 660 140 <DL 2900 - . .
FFO 37 USS Crommelin 5-95 - - - 190 160 <DL 1010 - - .
SSN 724 USS Louisville 6-95 - - - <DL <DL 160 130 - - -
SSN 677 USS Drum 7-95 - - - 130 <DL 260 5310 - - -
SSN 715 USS Buffalo 8-95 - - - <DL <DL 240 <DL - - -

Sonar Dome Discharge
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Table 6•. (Conti.nu,.ed)

A hyphen (-) denotes the sample was not analyzed for that parameter
DL = detection limit (50 Ilg/L)

.. ~..~ .._.. N/A = not applicable

* Measurements below Detection Limit (DL) were set equal to the DL
** DBT and MBT based on only one sample
*** Units are mg/L

i Dllte or Trlbutyl- mbatyl- Mono- Cbemlcal Total Total
Vess~1 Sample tin tJn butyltln Copp~r NIckel . Tin Zlnt °XYien Suspended' I,: OrganIc .

(TBn (DBT) CMBT) Demand SoUds ' Carbon
CG 65 USS Chosin 9-95 - - - 1630 590 <DL 2130 - - -
DDG 59 USS Russell 12·95 - - - <DL <DL <DL 180 - - -
DD 979 USS Conolly 1-31-96 - - - - - · - - <4*** 5***
DD 979 USS Conolly 1-31-96 - - - - - - - - <4"'** 6***
DD 979 USS Conolly 1-31-96 - - - · - · - - <4*** 5***
DD 979 USS Conolly 1-31-96 - - - · - - - - <4*** 4***
DDG 60 USS Hamilton 1-96 - - - 180 <DL <DL 8300 - - -
SSN 675 USS Bluefish 1-96 - - - <DL 500 1100 260 - - -
DDG 60 USS Hamilton 1-96 - - - 450 <DL <DL 880 - - .
SSN 717 USS Olympia 3-96 - . - 100 <DL 290 570 . - -
SSN 715 USS Buffalo 3-96 - - - <DL <DL 280 830 - - -
FFG 57 USS Reuben James 5-96 - - - <DL <DL 100 300 - . -
SSN 752 USS Pasadena 6-96 - - - <DL 130 280 <DL - - -
SSN 680 USS Wm H. Bates 6-96 - - - <DL 100 310 220 - - -
DDG 56 USS John McCain 9-96 - - - 120 <DL <DL 630 - - -
DDG 53 USS John Paul Jones 12-96 36.67 - - · - - 1500 . - -
CG 59 USS Princeton 12·96 30.53 - - - - - 2600 - - -
DD 976 USS Merrill 12-96 0.62 - - - - · 800 - - -
DD 984 USS Leftwich 12·96 2.8 - - · - - - - . -

MINIMUM* 1 N/A** N/A** 50 50 50 50 20*** <4*** 4***
MAXIMUM 470 N/A** N/A** 1,630 660 1100 8300 180*** <4*** 6***
AVERAGE* 74 33** 5** 303 145 194 1577 123*** <4*** 5***
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Table 7. Estimated Sonar Dome Mass Loadings

Copper 23.4 X
Nickel 11.2 X
Tin 15.0 X
Zinc 121.9 X
TBT 2.4 X
TBT 12.6 X
DBT 1.1 X
:MBT 0.2 X

Table 8. Comparison ofMeasured Values in Sonar Dome Interior Discharge
with Water Quality Criteria (Jlg/L)

<-..,. .

~li':;:',
TBT
Co er
Nickel
Zinc
Notes:
Refer to federal criteria promulgated by EPA in its National Toxics Rule, 40 CFR 131.36 (57 FR 60848; Dec. 22,
1992 and 60 FR 22230; May 4, 1995)
Where historical data were not reported as dissolved or total, the metals concentrations were compared to the most
stringent (dissolved or total) state water quality criteria.

CT = Connecticut
FL=Florida
GA=Georgia
MS = Mississippi
VA = Virginia
WA = Washington

a Proposed water quality criteria, August 7, 1997
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Data SOUrce

NOD ReDOrt Section ReDOrted SamDlin2 Estimated EaUinlllent Emert
2.1 Equipment Description and Navy 3M MRC* '

..
X

..

Ooer&tion
2.2 Releases to the Environment Navv3M MRC* X
2.3 Vessels Produc~the Discharge UNDS Database X
3.1 Lo<:aIitv X
3.2 Rate Design X X

Documentation
3.3 Coostituents Naval Shipyards X
3.4 Concentrations NRaD San Diego'

'4.1 Mass T
. NRaD San Diego X

4.2 Environmental Concentrations X X
43 Potential for' Introducing Non- X
Indigenous Species

... MRC: Mamtenance ReqUIrement Card
11""",1 '''':!!:'':

Table 9. Data Sources
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NATURE OF DISCHARGE REPORT

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The National Defense Authorization Act of 1996 amended Section 312 of the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act (also known as the Clean Water Act (CWA)) to require that the
Secretary ofDefense and the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
develop uniform national discharge standards (UNDS) for vessels of the Anned Forces for
••...discharges, other than sewage, incidental to normal operation of a vessel of the Anned Forces,
..." [Section 312(n)(l)]. UNDS is being developed in three phases. The first phase (which this
report supports), will detennine which discharges will be required to be controlled by marine
pollution control devices (MPCDs)--either equipment or management practices. The second
phase will develop MPCD performance standards. The final phase will determine the design,
construction, installation, and use ofMPCDs.

A nature ofdischarge (NOD) report has been prepared for each of the discharges that has
been identified as a candidate for regulation under UNDS. The NOD reports were developed
based on information obtained from the technical community within the Navy and other branches
of the Anned Forces with vessels potentially subject to UNDS, from information available in
existing technical reports and documentation, and, when required, from data obtained from
discharge samples that were collected under the UNDS program.

The purpose of the NOD report is to describe the discharge in detail, including the system
that produces the discharge, the equipment involved, the constituents released to the
environment, and the current practice, if any, to prevent or minimize environmental effects.
Where existing process information is insufficient to characterize the discharge, the NOD report
provides the results of additional sampling or other data gathered on the discharge. Based on the
above information, the NOD report describes how the estimated constituent concentrations and
mass loading to the environment were determined. Finally, the NOD report assesses the
potential for environmental effect. The N:0D report contains sections on: Discharge
Description, Discharge Characteristics, Nature ofDischarge Analysis, Conclusions, and Data
Sources and References.

Steam Condensate
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2.0 . DISCI:iARGE DESCRiPTION

The naval facilities that provide shore steam to ships are designed and operated in
accordance with Navy standards.2 These facilities are required to sample and test shore steam
and provide certification to ships that the steam meets the following requirem~ts:3

!' ,

Steam Condensate
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8.0 to 9.5
25 lJlI1bo/cm2 max. (micrombos per squ!U"e centimeter)

, 0.2 ppm max. (parts per million)
0.10 epm max. (equivalents per million)
0.10 ppm max. II

~quipment Description and Operation

pH
conductivity
dissolved silica
hardness
to~ s'u~pended solids

•

•
•

•

•

2.1

~ ,

This seqtio~ describes steam cQndensa~e discharge and includes infornlation on: the
equipment that IS used and its operation (Section 2.1), general description ofthe constituents of
th~.discharge (Section 2.2), and the vessels that produce this discharge (Section 2.3). .

, .. ," ~

II·
i
II

i
., ... il; .

Many surface ships in the Navy and Military Sealift Command (MSC) use steam from
shore facilities ~h~1l in port to operate auxiliary systems, such as laundry facilities, heating
systems, and other hotel services.1 Shore steam is piped above ground from land based boiler
plants at pressures between 100 and 150 pounds per square inch (psi) to connections on the pier.
Th~ steam ,is r~~te4,,~a hose~ from pier connections to topside connectionso~ the sbips.l Within
th~ ship, the steam is routed through the ship's auxiliary steam lines to the equipment. The heat
ex~naD.gers and shipboard piping are usually fabricated of' copper/nickel alloy'and carbon steel,
but can also contain titanium, copper, or nickel. Steam distribution systems o~ all naval ships
use comparable designs and consistent standards for system materials; therefore, there is little
v~~tfon iJ:l stewn~sqiQution and condensat~collection system de~~gn betw~~n ships. In the
process ofsupplying heat to the ship systems, the steam cools and most condenses into water.
This condensed water is referred to as condensate. .,

II
'" " " ~,;, " ' . ' I:

The co~den~atepasses through a series of traps and orifices and collects in insulated drain
collection tanks'in the lowest points ofthe machinery spaces. The t3nks are usually made of

" , , I • , " 'II!' .I:' ' : " i~ ! I' , '"' , ', " ," II '

carbon steel orgalvanized carbon steel. When a ship is making its own steam, the condensate in
these drains is recycled. as boiler feedwater. When taking on shore steam, this condensate is
discharged overboard because shore facilities do not have infrastructure to receive returned
condensate from ships. The condensate nonna1ly is pumped to a topside riser: connection for
discharge overboard. The overboard discharge pump is controlled automatically, by means ofa
float switch or similar device in the collection tank. In limited cases, the condensate is combined

':i',!I!I'! ,"':' ,,"'I ,'I!!,I 'I ' :i," ':", : ,:!" ,I, , !" -!I!

with non-oily machinery wastewater in the non-oily machinery wastewater drain tank for
discharge overboard below the waterline. Discharge of steam condensate as a component ofnon
oily machinery wastewater is discussed in the non-oily machinery wastewater'NOD report.



2.2 Releases to the Environment

Steam condensate discharge can contain metals or treatment chemicals entrained in or
eroded from the shore facilities and ships' steam systems. Steam condensate is discharged at
elevated temperatures relative to the receiving waters. The discharge can be periodic or
continuous based on the condensate flow rate, size of the condensate collection tank, and design
ofthe collection tank's pumping control system. The discharge occurs 5 to 10 feet above the
waterline. A portion ofthe condensate flashes into steam when discharged at ambient air
pressure.

2.3 Vessels Producing the Discharge

Currently 179 Armed Forces surface ships discharge steam condensate. The classes and
numbers ofNavy and MSC ships that discharge shore-supplied steam condensate overboard are
listed in Table 1. Submarines do not take on shore steam and do not discharge steam condensate
because the design of their steam systems do not provide shore steam connections. The U.S.
Coast Guard (USCG) does not discharge steam condensate because USCG vessels run their
auxiliary boilers on a continuous basis. Also, most USCG homeports do not have readily
available shore steam.1 Army, Air Force, and Marine Corps vessels do not discharge steam
condensate in port.

3.0 DISCHARGE CHARACTERISTICS

This section contains qualitative and quantitative infonnation that characterizes the
discharge. Section 3.1 describes where the discharge occurs with respect to harbors and near
shore areas, Section 3.2 describes the rate ofthe discharge, Section 3.3 lists the constituents in
the discharge, and Section 3.4 gives the concentrations ofthe constituents in the discharge.

3.1 Locality

Steam condensate is discharged only in port when shore steam is supplied to ships. There
are 179 ships that produce steam condensate discharge located in 10 ports along the coastal U.S.
The larger ships producing this discharge are located in the ports ofNorfolk, VA, Mayport, FL,
San Diego, CA, Pearl Harbor, HI, and Everett and Bremerton, WA. In some ports, the ships are
at several locations within the port instead ofbeing centered at one set ofpiers.

3.2 Rate

The discharge rate ofsteam condensate is directly related to the amount of shore steam
provided per hour to a ship. Table 2 provides the total estimated heating load for each ship class.
These loads were obtained from a handbook on dockside utilities and reflect the sum ofthe
constant (year round, such as, galley, laundry, hot water) and intennittent (seasonal) heating
loads for the ship.2 This handbook contains estimated steam load requirements for various ship
classes at 10, 30, 50 and 70 degrees Fahrenheit (OF). For estimating purposes, the condensate
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discharge volumes were based on an average outside air temperature of 50 of (Table 2). A
stirvey ofmeteorol<>gical data indicates that the 50 of data is estimated to represent the average
o~tside air temperature ofmost naval ports. Column (b) in Table 2 shows the equivalent number
ofgallons per year ofcondensate discharged at 180 of that was obtained by applying the
appropriate conversion factors to the figures in Column (a) and multiplying it by the number of
days in port as listed in Table 1 (taken from the Ship Movement Data4

) as shown below.
I' :1' , "! ;1, ;:!! ~ I

,'d:I I:!:" I' :II,! ,

Condensate Drain, gal/yr = (Loads, Ibs/hr)(O.12 gal/lb)(2A hr/day)(No.ofdays in p,6rtp~ryear)

!
ColUID:Jl (c) is obtained by multiplying the figures in Column (b) by the number of ships

in. the class. Condensate flow rates for ships where steam requirement data was unavailable were
interpolated based on the ship's size and similarities to other ship classes. Based upon the
c~cl).lationspresented in Table 2 for an average air temperature of 50 OF, the average steam
c6ndensate flow raie for all ship classes is 4,500 gallons per day per ship. As mentioned in
Section 2.2, iSmaIl portion ofthe condensate will flash to steam as it is discharged; however, no
data are availllble to determine the exact amount of the discharge that is steam. Therefore, to
pibvide an upper bound on the flow that will enter the water, it is assumed that all of the
discharge will he water. ",

3.3 .Constituents

Steam condensate is primarily water that contains materials from the
l
shore steam piping,

sbjp piping, and heat exchangers and boiler water chemIcals. This discharge was sampled for
"I":,, "',"'1':',' ".

constituents that had a potential for being in the discharge. Based on the steam condensate
process, system designs, and analytical data available, analytes in the metals, organics, and ,
classicals classes were tested. loS Sampling was conducted on the LHD 1, CG 68, LSD 51, and T
AO i 98 in accordance with the Rationale for Discharge Sampling Report.5 The results of the
sampling are provided in reference 6. Table 3 provides a list ofall constituents and their
cgncentratiQn§ thl;lt were detec!ed,in the discharge. Discharges ofsteam condensate are expected
to be warmer,')Paii'::ambient water temperatures with a maximum overboard discharge temperature
of 180 OF becauSetms is the maximum operational temperature that condensate discharge pumps
can withstand~' . "

Antimony, arsenic, cadmium, copper, lead, nickel, selenium, thalliruh, zinc, benzidine
and bis(2-ethylexyl) phthalate are prionty pollutants that were detected in this discharge. There
Were no bioaccumulators detected in this discharge.

3.4 Concentrations

The conc~ntrationsofdetected constituents are presented in Table 3: This table shows
the constituents, the log-normal mean, the frequency ofdetection for each constituent, the
maximum and miDimum concentrations, and the mass loadIngs for each cOIistituent. For the
purposes ofcalculating the log-normal mean, a value ofone-half the detection limit was used for
nondetectedresults.
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4.0 NATURE OF DISCHARGE ANALYSIS

Based on the discharge characteristics presented in Section 3.0, the nature of the
discharge and its potential impact on the environment can be evaluated. The estimated mass
loadings are presented in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, the concentrations ofdischarge constituents
after release to the environment are estimated and compared with the water quality criteria.
Section 4.3 discusses thermal effects. In Section 4.4, the potential for the transfer ofnon
indigenous species is discussed.

4.1 Mass Loadings

Based on the discharge volume estimates developed in Table 2, mass loadings are
presented in Table 3. Table 4 is present in order to highlight constituents with log-normal mean
concentrations that exceed water quality criteria. A sample calculation ofthe estimated annual
mass loading for copper is shown here:

4.2 Environmental Concentrations

The constituent concentrations in the steam condensate discharge and their corresponding
Federal and the most stringent state water quality criteria (WQC) are listed in Table 5. The
copper and nickel concentrations exceed the Federal and the most stringent state WQC.
Animonia, 'nitrogen (as nitrate/nitrite and total kjeldahl nitrogen), and phosphorous exceeds the
Hawaii WQC. Benzidine and bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate exceed the Georgia WQC.

4.3 Thermal Effects

The potential for steam condensate to cause thermal environmental effects was evaluated
by modeling the thennal plume generated by the discharge and then comparing the model results
to state thennal discharge water quality criteria. Thermal plumes from steam condensate
discharge were modeled primarily using the Cornell Mixing Zone Expert System (CORMIX)
model. Additional modeling ofdischarge plume characteristics was conducted using CH3D, a
three-dimensional hydrodynamic and transport model. The models were used to estimate the
plume size and temperature gradients in receiving water bodies.7, 8 Modeling was performed for
discharges from an aircraft carrier (CVN - 68 Class) and an underway replenishment vessel
(AOE-l Class).

The discharge plumes were modeled for the Navy ports in Norfolk, VA and Bremerton,
WA. Virginia and Washington State are the only states that have established thermal mixing
zone criteria in the form ofallowable plume dimensions and ambient temperature increases in the
receiving water body. Other coastal states require thermal mixing zones be established on a case-
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by-case basis during the discharge pennitting process, taking into account site- and discharge
specific information. Typically, criteria are developed to restrict the increase in the ambient
w3;~er temperature <.Uld the extent,ofthe plume in the water bodyto limit the duration of exposure
fOJ;:organisms' passmg through the plume, to prevent mortalities ofbottom-dwelling organisms,
and'to preveritiong-term effects such as migratory or commuruty changes. State criteria for
Virginia and Wasllln,.','.gton are summarized in Table 6. "

",
Ii

The viiginia thermal regulations state that the discharge shall not cause the receiving
ambient water temperature to increase by more than 3 °C at the edge of an allowable mixing
~l1e~, Virginia's allowable mixing zone for a thermal plume pennits the pluine to extend over no
m9~e,than on~;-~ali,thewidth ofthe receivingwatercourse. In addit~on, the ~lume shall not
extend downstream a distance greater than five times the width ofthe receiving watercourse at
the point ofdischarge.7

The Washington thennal criteria vary depending upon the waterbody classification
established by the State. The water in the vicinity ofthe Navy port at Bremerton has been
classified by Washington as a Class A waterbody. The State thermal criteria for a Class A
waterbody requires that discharges shall not result in the receiving water temperature exceeding
16°C at the edge ofan allowable mixing zone. Ifthe water temperature exceeds 16 °C due to
natural conditions, no discharge shall raise the receiving water temperature by greater than 0.3 °C
at the edge ofan allowable mixing zone. Ifthe water temperature does not exceed 16°C due to
natural conditions"the Washington criteria provide a fonnula to detennine the allowable
incremental tt:m1perature increase at the mixing zone boundary. Washington'has established the
mixing zone to permit the plume to extend over a horizontal distance no greater than 200 feet
plus the depth of the water over the discharge point, and no greater than 25% ofthe width ofthe
water body.7

The aircraft carrier and amphibious vessel were modeled for Norfolk in winter conditions
because these situations result in the greatest steam condensate discharge. Modeling for
Bremerton was performed for all months of the year because, while cold (i.e~, winter) conditions
result in the greatest flow rate, the warm (i.e., summer) conditions result in the lowest allowable
temperature increase.

Baseq c;>n the CORMIX modeling, steam condensate discharges do not exceed Virginia
thermal mixing zo~e criteria. CORMIX model predictions do indicate that steam condensate
discharge from an aircraft carrier into the inlet in Bremerton can exceed WaShington's thermal
mixing zone criteria. The model predictions indicate that the discharge from AOE-l Class
vessels are not expected to exceed criteria. The AOE-l Class is the next largest generator of
steam condensate typically found in Bremerton. ,,''

~
II

There ~e several real-world considerations applicable to this disch~ge that CORMIX is
not designed to simulate. These limitations result in over-conservative predictions. Such
considerations include the effect of tidal action and turbulent mixing beyond the plunge zone (i.e.
area ofinitial mixing from a discharge above the waterline) on the discharge plume. The
additional mixing from tidal action and turbulence would be expected to reduce plume size. In
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addition, when applied to steam condensate discharge, CORMIX underestimates the initial
mixing that occurs when the discharge enters the water. Since the version of CORMIX used for
this exercise is designed for submerged release, the modeling effort was performed assuming the
discharge hose touches the water surface. The fact th3:t the discharge is known to occur 5-10 feet
above the surface could not be simulated. The result is that the entry velocity assigned by
CORMIX, based on flow rate and discharge pipe diameter, does not reflect accurately the true
entry velocity, which is expected to be greater due to the acceleration from gravity. With higher
entry velocities, the initial mixing would be greater and the plume size would be smaller. To
illustrate, the CORMIX prediction for Bremerton Harbor estimates a plume depth ofonly 4 cm
based on an initial discharge velocity of 1.67 meters per second (mls). Ifthe acceleration due to
gravity from a 5-10 foot drop were considered, the entry velocity would increase significantly, to
5.7 mls. The resulting plume depth would be considerably deeper and would result is more
mixing with receiving water. Another occurrence that the CORMIX model can not simulate is
the loss ofheat to the atmosphere, especially during free-fall.

Because ofthe CORMIX model limitations for this discharge, the Navy'and EPA
modeled the steam condensate thermal plume from an aircraft carrier in Bremerton Harbor using
the hydrodynamic and transport model CH3D. CH3D is expected to predict more accurately the
plume dimensions than CORMIX because CH3D simulates the mixing of the buoyant plume
with ambient flows by ways ofadvection and turbulent mixing both horizontally and vertically in
the water column. CH3D is still expected to provide an overestimate of the plume size because
this model does not account for the full extent of initial mixing in the plunge zone. CH3D
estimates that the thermal plume for an aircraft carrier moored at the pier at Bremerton would
extend a distance of 80 m from the discharge port along the vessel hull, not extending past the
end ofthe hull. The plume would also extend outward no more than a distance of30 m from the
vessel hull at any point along the hull. CH3D predicts that, during the first 24 hours after
discharge, the plume would cover only 5% ofthe width, 2% of the length, and 0.07% ofthe total
surface ofSinclair Inlet.

Although the modeling described above indicates that the thermal plume from steam
condensate released from an aircraft carrier may exceed Washington criteria in a small, localized
area, the EPA and Navy do not consider that the plume results in a significant environmental
impact. Such a localized plume would have a low potential for interfering with the passage of
aquatic organisms in the water body and would have a limited impact on the organisms that
reside in the upper water layer (sea surface boundary layer). In addition, because the discharge is
freshwater (no salinity) and warmer than the receiving water, the plume floats in the surficial
layer of the water body and has no impact on bottom-dwelling organisms. Therefore, EPA and
DOD do not consider that the thermal loads from steam condensate discharge have the potential
to cause an adverse environmental impact.
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6.0 DATA SOURCES AND REFERENCES

I
i

i "i '

Potential for Introducing Non-Indigenous Species

I
Although concentrations ofcopper, nickel, benzidine, bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate,
phosphorous, and nitrogen exceed the most stringent water quality criteria, the
w~s)oadingsfor these constituents are small. The distribution ofthe ships
among several ports and within the ports themselves disperses 'the discharge
(~u1tiple discharge points) into a variety ofreceiving waters. "
There are only two states that have established thermal mixing'zone criteria in the
form ofcodified plume dimensions (Washington and Virginia). The thermal
criteria ofother coastal states require thermal mixing zones be established on a
,~ase~'by-case basis during the permitting process. The discharge is predicted to
iheeiVirginia and Washington State thermal criteria with the exception ofan
'aircraft carrier in the port at Bremerton, Washington.. However, conservative
.iIlodeling ofdischarge from an aircraft carrier at Bremerton predicts thermal
plumes that would cover only 5% ofthe width, 2% ofthe lenith, and 0.07% of
.tlIe tgtal surface ofSinclair Inlet. Since the plume is restricted"to such a localized
wea,the EPA and DoD do not consider that the plume results in an adverse
environmental impact and no further analyses are required. ' . .

2)

1)

4.4

Specific References

i,
~

,
II'

1. UNDS Equipment Expert Meeting Minutes - Steam Condensate Drain, September 12,
1996. . "
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To cha@ctenze this discharge, information from various sources was obtained.
Information from a!nilitary handbook on dockside services was used to calcuIate the rate of
di~h~ge. Sampling data from four surface ships provided concentrations, and mass loadings
w~e calculated-from the rate and the concentrations. Table 7 shows the sourCes ofdata used to

, ,""",,', '''',,' 1.

develop this NOD report.

2. Military Handbook - 1025/2, Dockside Utilities for Ship Service, 1 May 1988.
. I·

~ ,

Steam c(:mdensate discharge has a low potential to cause an adverse environmental
impact. This conclusion is based on the following two findings: ",

5.()' CONCLUSIONS

This dispharge does not present the potential for the transp~rtofnon-indigenous species
bec~use: the sOUree, ofthe steaIll. is potable water from the same geographic area; it is discharged
in the same vicinity; and it enters the ship as steam above 212 of.



3. Naval Ship's Technical Manual (NSTM), Chapter 220, Vol. 2, Revision 7, Boiler
Water/Feed Water Test & Treatment. pp 22-6, 22-7, and 22-50. December 1995.

4. Pentagon Ship Movement Data for Years 1991-1995, March 4, 1997.

5. UNDS Rationale for Discharge Sampling, Undated.

6. UNDS Phase I Sampling Data Report, Volumes 1-13, October 1997.

7. NAVSEA. Thennal Effects Screening ofDischarges from Vessels of the Anned
Services. Versar, Inc. July 3, 1997.

8. NAVSEA. Supplemental Thennal Effects Analysis. March 1999.

General References

USEPA. Toxics Criteria for Those States Not Complying with Clean Water Act Section
303(c)(2)(B). 40 CFR Part 131.36.

USEPA. Interim Final Rule. Water Quality Standards; Establishment ofNumeric Criteria for
Priority Toxic Pollutants; States' Compliance - Revision ofMetals Criteria. 60 FR
22230. May 4, 1995.

USEPA. Water Quality Standards; Establishment ofNumeric Criteria for Priority Toxic
Pollutants. 57 FR 60848. December 22, 1992.

USEPA. Water Quality Standards; Establishment ofNumeric Criteria for Priority Toxic
Pollutants for the State of California, Proposed Rule under 40 CFR Part 131, Federal
Register, Vol. 62, Number 150. August 5, 1997.

Connecticut. Department ofEnvironmental Protection. Water Quality Standards. Surface Water
Quality Standards Effective April 8, 1997.

Florida. Department ofEnvironmental Protection. Surface Water Quality Standards, Chapter
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Georgia Final Regulations. Chapter 391-3-6, Water Quality Control, as provided by The Bureau
ofNational Affairs, Inc., 1996.

Hawaii. Hawaiian Water Quality Standards. Section 11, Chapter 54 ofthe State Code.

Mississippi. Water Quality Criteria for Intrastate, Interstate and Coastal Waters. Mississippi
Department ofEnvironmental Quality, Office ofPollution Control. Adopted November
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Table 1. Vessel Classes Generating Steam Condensate Discharge

,IE~~i~~...~._~=i': ?t~!y;R.I(),~i~:
DAYS:,IN:eaRtJi.

'}~:;1;,ry,<" ". ,.. " .,iJ' ."
'~:·PERr;nXRJ;t,: :.t!}& CLASS;:E ;

CVN68 ... .... .. Nimitz Class Aircraft Carners . . .' .... .. 7" .. ... 147

CV63 Kitty Hawk Class Aircraft Carriers 3 137
CVN65 Enterprise Class Aircraft Carriers 1 76
CV59 Forrestal Class Aircraft Carriers 1 143
CG47 Ticonderoga Class Guided Missile Cruisers 27 166

CGN38 Virginia Class Guided Missile Cruiser 1 161
CGN36 California Class Guided Missile Cruisers 2 143

DDG993 Kidd Class Guided Missile Destroyers 4 175
DD963 Spruance Class Destroyers 31 178
AGF 11 Austin Class Miscellaneous Command Ship 1 183
AGF3 Raleigh Class Miscellaneous Command Ship 1 183
LCC 19 Blue Ridge Class Amphibious Command Ship 2 179
LHD 1 Wasp Class AmphibiouS Assault Ship 4 185
LHAI Tarawa Class Amphibious Assault Ship 5 173
LPH2 Iwo lima Class Amphibious Assault Ship 2 186
LPD4 Austin Class Amphibious Transport Docks 3 178
LSD 49 Harpers Ferry Class Dock Landing Ships 3 170
LSD 41 Whidbey Island Class Dock Landing Ships 8 170
LSD 36 Anchorage Class Dock Landing Ships 5 215
MCMl Avenjl;er Class Mine Countenneasures Vessels 14 232
T-AE26 Kilauea Class Ammunition Ships 8 26
T-AFS 1 Mars Class Combat Stores Ships 8 148
AO 177 Jumboised Cimarron Class Oilers 5 188

T-AO 187 Henry J. Kaiser Class Oilers 12 78
AOEI Sacramento Class Fast Combat Support Ships 4 183
AOE6 Supply Class Fast Combat Support Ships 3 114

T-AG 194 Mission Class Navigation Research Ships 2 151
T-AGM22 Comoass Island Class Missile Range Instrumentation Ships 1 133
T-ARC7 Zeus Class Cable Repairing Ships 1 8
ARS50 SafeJl;Uard Class Salvage Ships 4 208
T-AH 19 Mercy Class Hospital Ships 2 184

AS 33 Simon Lake Class Submarine Tenders 1 229
AS 39 Emory S Land Class Submarine Tenders 3 293

Notes:
Number ofdays inport per year for each ship class taken from the Ship Movement Database.
Vessel classes receiving shore steam are identified in Military Handbook 1025/2, Dockside Utilities for Ship

Service.
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Table 2. Steam Condensate Discharge By Vessel Class At Outdoor Temperatures of 50 Degrees F
. I'

'. ,;
, ..

I .••11,1

(a) (b) , '. (c),'
VESSEL CLASS ACTIVE Total Heating Load in Condensate Drain in . C()ndensate DraiJi'in'

lbslhr per vessel eaUonslYrper vessel 23IlonsiW: Per vessel class
CVN68 7 15,000 6,582,090 46,074,627
CV63 3 13,000 5,316,418 15,949,254

CVN65 1 15,000 3,402,985 3,402,985
CV59 1 13,000 5,549,254 5,549,254
CG47 27 1,100 545,075 14,717,015

CGN38 1 3,400 1,634,030 1,634,030
CGN36 2 3,400 1,451,343 2,902,687

DOG 993 4 1,800 940,299 3,761,194
DO 963 31 1,800 956,418 29,648,955
AGF 11 1 2,650 1,447,612 1,447,612
AGF3 1 2,650 1,447,612 1,447,612
LCC19 2 7,700 4,114,328 8,228,657
UIDI 4 6,300 3,479,104 13,916,418
LHAI 5 6,300 3,253,433 16,267,164
LPH2 2 5,800 3,220,299 6,440,597
LP04 3 4,400 2,337,910 7,013,731
LSD 49 3 3,600 1,826,866 5,480,597
LSD 41 8 3,600 1,826,866 14,614,925
LSD 36 5 3,600 2,310,448 11,552,239
MCMl 14 1,000 692,537 9,695,522
T-AE26 8 2,300 178,507 1,428,060
T-AFS 1 8 3,350 1,480,000 11,840,000
AO 177 5 3,350 1,880,000 9,400,000

T-AO 187 12 3,350 780,000 9,360,000
AOEI 4 5,600 3,059,104 12,236,418
AOE6 3 5,600 1,905,672 5,717,015

T-AG 194 2 1,500 676,119 1,352,239
T-AGM22 1 2,700 1,071,940 1,071,940
T-ARC7 1 2,700 64,478 64,478
ARS50 4 500 310,448 1,241,791
T-AH 19 2 500 274,627 549,254

AS 33 1 6,500 4,443,284 4,443,284
AS 39 3 6,500 5,685,075 17,055,224

Total = 295,504,776

Notes:
Source: Military Handbook 1025/2, Dockside Utilities for Ship Service.
Total heating load values include constant loads and intermittent loads.
Intermittent loads were taken at 50 OF outside air temperature.
Calculations based on water at 212 OF.
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Table 3. Summary of Detected Analytes

~,~,~ _~.~._""p.~,:'M"'"
>jA~.:<:;~ . ,!;~:~~~'() '::ii'titri~~!~~~:'~~6~~;
CLASSIC:AL$i::(;,;~;c:~;;~;;;';?!7{""'iY"+,"~;t1c' . \" ; ,>£iWlbslYr')
Alkalinity , , - '2.78 4 of4 l' 15' 6,852
Ammonia as Nitrogen 0.18 40f4 0.12 0.37 444
Biochemical Oxygen Demand 6.56 30f4 BDL 21 16,169
Chemical Oxygen Demand 16.87 20f4 BDL 54 41,581
COD)

Chloride 3.60 30f4 BDL 14 8,873
NitratelNitrite 0.44 40f4 0.3 0.81 1,085
Sulfate 1.98 30f4 BDL 3.6 4,880
Total Dissolved Solids 18.9 20f4 BDL 102 46,585
Total Kieldahl Nitrogen 0.80 40f4 0.24 2 1,972
Total Organic Carbon (TOC) 4.07 30f4 BDL 12 10,032
Total Phosphorous 0.09 30f4 BDL 0.27 222
Total Recoverable Oil and 1.15 40f4 0.6 2.3 2,835
Grease
Total Sulfide (Iodometric) 13.3 40f4 4 40 32,880
Volatile Residue 18.9 20f4 BDL 102 46,585
METaLS>:~B';""'!' .• ".",j( ',,," ,

.,.~' ':"'\0'1&, ;.1/" ,.' ~. i,: c:, f;\';',';~"' '(loSlYr);;~;;i

Antimonv
.._,.,. .. , - _.. - --- .

Total 7.13 10f4 BDL 26.8 18
Arsenic

Total 0.74 20f4 BDL 2.3 2
Barium

Dissolved 1.02 10f4 BDL 4.4 3
Total 0.8 10f4 BDL 1.65 2

Cadmium
Total 2.86 1 of4 BDL 6.1 7

Calcium
Dissolved 98.6 30f4 BDL 336 243
Total 146 40f4 61.6 334 359

Copper
Dissolved 13.4 20f4 BDL 49.0 33
Total 20.1 30f4 BDL 91.0 49

Iron
Dissolved 20.0 20f4 BDL 262 49
Total 22.6 20f4 BDL 527 56

Lead
Dissolved 3.58 30f4 BDL 12.7 9
Total 4.38 30f4 BDL 18.9 11

Magnesium
Dissolved 77.8 10f4 BDL 982 192
Total 77.2 10f4 BDL 949 190

Steam Condensate
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Constituent LogNormal Frequency of Minimum ,.", Maximum' Mass
Mean Detection Concentration Concentration Loadin~

ME'l'ALS (IJ.£/L) (uglL) (IJ.WL) (lbSlY'r)
Man~anese

... ~--.

Dissolved 1.17 20f4 BDL 6 3
Total 2.57 40f4 1.85 5.1 6

Molvbenum
Dissolved 1.72 10f4 BDL 3.7 4

Nickel
Dissolved 10.3 10f4 BDL 22 25
Total 11.6 10f4 BDL 34.7 28

Selenium
Total 2.87 10f4 BDL 3.5 7

Sodium
Dissolved 482 30f4 BDL 8220 1,188
Total 432 20f4 BDL 8280 1,065

Thallium
Dissolved 1.18 20f4 BDL 13.3 3

Titanium
Total 2.73 10f4 BDL 6.4 7

Vanadium
Dissolved 5.25 10f4 BDL 10.5 13

Zinc
Dissolved 13.94 40f4 7.15 21.9 34
Total 11.35 30f4 BDL 23.0 28

ORGANICS (u2fU (u2IL) (~WL) (lbSlyr)
4-Ch1oro-3-Methylphenol 6.84 10f4 BDL 30 17
Benzidine 32.8 10f4 BDL 73.5 81
Bis(2-Ethylhexyl) Phthalate 19.4 20f4 BDL 112 48

:' ','Ii:'
BDL''''' Below Detection Limit
Log-~ormalme~ ;~~e calculated using measured analyte concentrations. When a sample set contained one or
more sllmples with the analyte below detection levels (i.e., "non-detect" samples), estimated analyte concentrations
equivalent to on.e-halfof the detection levels were also used to calculate the log-normal mean. For example, if a
"non-detect" sample was analyzed using a technique with a detection level of20 mg/L, 10 mg/L was used in the log
nonnal mean calculation.

Steam Condensate
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Table 4. Estimated Annual Mass Loadings of Constituents

Ammonia as Nitro en
Nitrate/Nitrite
Total ICeldahl Nitro en
Total Nitro enA

Total Phos horous 3 of4 BDL 0.27
. 0RGANICS?/,"E:' ",",:8;:'\

Benzidine 32.8 BDL 73.5
Bis(2-Ethlh 1) Phthalate 19.4 BDL 112
:MEl:AiL$~·:r}.'.;(i~: •£j,iix"t'':''i:'::''
Co er

Dissolved 13.4 2 of4 BDL 49.0 33
Total 20.1 3 of4 BDL 91.0 . 49

Nickel
Dissolved 10.3 lof4. BDL 22 25
Total 11.6 1 of4 BDL 34.7 28

* Mass loadings are presented for constituents that exceed WQC. See Table 3 for a complete listing ofmass
loadings.

A - Total Nitrogen is the sum of Nitrate/Nitrite and Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen.

Steam Condensate
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Table 5. :Mean Concentrations of Constituents that Exceed Water Quality Criteria
I ,I: ~ !

" "'" " "
Constituent Log-Dormal Minimum Maximum Federal MostStrlngen(State

Me2D Concentration Con~entration . CbroDicWQC Cbronic WQ~. '
(u2IL) (u2IL) (ug/L) (u~) (u2/L) .

..

6(HIlAmmonia as 180 120 370 None
Nitro2,en
NitrateJNitrite 440 300 810 None 8mI)A

Total Kjeldahl 800 24 2000 None -
Nitro2,eD
Total NitrogenB 1240 None 200 (HI)A

Total Phosphorous 90 BDL 270 None 25 (HI)A

Benzidine 32.8 BDL 73.5 None 0.000535 (GA)
Bis(2-Ethylhexyl) 19.4 BDL 112 None 5.92 (GA)
Phthalate
Copper

Dissolved 13.4 BDL 49.0 2.4 2.4 (cr, MS)

Total 20.1 BDL 91.0 2.9 2.9 (GA, FL)

Nickel
Dissolved 10.3 BDL 22 8.2 8.2 (CA, CT)

Total 11.6 BDL 34.7 8.3 7.9 (WA)

NQtes: "
Refer to federal ,criteria promulgated by EPA in its National Toxics Rule, 40 CPR 131.36 (57 FR 60848; Dec. 22,
19~2 imd 60 ~,,~22M; May 4, 1995) ,
A - Nutrient criteria are not specified as acute or chronic values.
B - Total Nitrogen is the sum of Nitrate/Nitrite and Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen.

CA "" California
cr c: Connecticut
FL=Florida
GA""Georgia
HI = Hawaii
MS let Mississippi
WA =< Washingto~
BDL "'" Below DetectiQn Limit

!,

II
'!
~
II'

I
II'
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Table 7. Data Sources

Table 6. Summary of Thermal Effects of Steam Condensate Discharge

,,';;;'{,':;';')"<;' X X

.:3r3t+,ConStiroetl1'.S:,·,,<JTJ '>'.:,~if: ',fi;':: X

;,~,;; ;;:,:r:,,*,,,,,,:-:£,::,,;,:<}j\\(;; "),f'N9 i,,', ,"""'Y!$J,>Tf;~)~j':'rc;

:'\.;,0:"'\'.'\';i'1:~N()I)'Seeti:«)D';;:,,;j::\(,;;;t;::; ;~';\:f:"Rej)orteCL;)1.~:!' ;:'S'amplio2:4:" ,f,;J!Isnmatea;" ,~,'!Eduiriment:Eiper.t,.,!;'
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NATURE OF DISCHARGE REPORT

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The National Defense Authorization Act of 1996 amended Section 312 of the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act (also known as the Clean Water Act (CWA)) to require that the
Secretary ofDefense and the Administrator ofthe Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
develop unifonn national discharge standards (UND8) for vessels of the Anned Forces for
••...discharges, other than sewage, incidental to nonnal operation ofa vessel ofthe Anned Forces,
..." [Section 312(n)(l)]. UNDS is being developed in three phases. The first phase (which this
report supports), will detennine which discharges will be required to be controlled by marine
pollution control devices (MPCDs)-either equipment or management practices. The second
phase will develop MPCD perfonnance standards. The final phase will detennine the design,
construction, installation, and use ofMPCDs.

A nature ofdischarge (NOD) report has been prepared for each ofthe discharges that has
been identified as a candidate for regulation under UNDS. The NOD reports were developed
based on infonnation obtained from the technical community within the Navy and other branches
of the Anned Forces with vessels potentially subject to UNDS, from infonnation available in
existing technical reports and documentation, and, when required, from data obtained from
discharge samples that were collected under the UNDS program.

The purpose of the NOD report is to describe the discharge in detail, including the system
that produces the discharge, the equipment involved, the constituents released to the
environment, and the current practice, if any, to prevent or minimize environmental effects.
Where existing process information is insufficient to characterize the discharge, the NOD report
provides the results ofadditional sampling or other data gathered on the discharge. Based on the
above information, the NOD report describes how the estimated constituent concentrations and
mass loading to the environment were determined. Finally, the NOD report assesses the
potential for environmental effect. The NOD report contains sections on: Discharge
Description, Discharge Characteristics, Nature ofDischarge Analysis, Conclusions, and Data
Sources and References.
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2.1.1 . Seawater Lubrication

"j

~
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Seawater lubrication is used in all Navy and U.S. Coast Guard (Usd:J) vessels. Seawater
is supplied from either the firemain or auxiliary machinery cooling water syStem on surface ships
and is supplied from the auxiliary seawater system on submarines." Submarines flood their trim
t8nks with seawa~erand use this water to cool and lubricate the ste~ tube seals while in port.
F~r all surfac~ ships :and submarines, seawater enters a seal cavity;'where s~me of it is used to
lubricate thes~a1 laces. The remainder passes aft through channels between staves in the stem
tuj)e bearing, cooling and lubricating the bearing, and finally exiting to the sea at the aft end of
the bearing. Seawater flow through the stern tube bearing is maintained at all times, except when
conducting maintenance or disassembly, regardless ofwhether the vessel is in port or underway.
T¥e residenc~ti.n.l~ofthe sea~ater flow is short. For exampl~, the residence time ofwater in the
stem tube ofa DDG 51 Class ship is approximately 13 seconds.2 Similar short residence times

~

2.1 Equipment Description and Operation
II'ii' , '" "~ I ,

Vessels of the Armed Forces have one or two propeller shafts, except for aircraft carriers,
which h~ve fo~ ~b~s...~iem ,tube seals, stem tube bearings, and mtenn.ediate and main strut
bearings are components associated with the propeller shaft. Figure 1 shows the location of these
cqmpommts. the stem tube seals prevent seawater entry into the vessel at the inboard end of the
stem tube bearing. Stem tube bearings support the weight of the propeller shaft where the shaft
eiits'the vessel. Iutermecliate and main strut bearings are outboard bearingsfuat support the
W~ight ofth~prop~ll~r.ln:<ishafting outboard of the vessel. Submarines do not have strut
bearings. Instead,submarines have a self-aligning bearing aft ofthe stem tube that supports the
weight ofthepropeller. :Both stem tube and strut bearings are constructed With a bronze backing,
and lined with rubber strips (called staves), or babbitt metal. Babbitt is an alloy oftin and lead
and is conunQp].y used as a bearing material. However, babbitted bearings are oil lubricated and
the lube oil is~ircyJatedin a closed system with no discharge to the environment. Babbitt wear
material is collected in the oil filter of stem tube oil lubricatedsystems. DePending on the vessel
type, lubrication for the stem tUbe seals, stem tube, and strut bearings is accomplished by
seawater, freshwater, or oil.1

Some small boats and crafts use surrounding seawater for cooling an~ a greased bearing
for lubrication. As such, the surrounding seawater is at a greater pressure than the greased
b~aring on small boats, and if there is any leakage, seawater will leak into the bilge of the small
b()at instead of the grease being discharged to the surrounding seawater. Ariy grease released into
th~ bilge ofs~a1lboatsand crans is discussed in the Surface Vessel Bilgewater/OWS Discharge
NOD report.

" ' , ' III

This section describes the stem tube seals and underwater bearing lubrication discharge
arid includes infonnation on: the equipment that is used and its operation (Section 2.1), general
descnption ofthe constituents ofthe discharge (Section 2.2), and the vessels'that produce this
discharge (Section 2.3). ,.

2.0 DISCltAItGE DESCRIPTION



for stern tube lubricating water on other vessel classes is expected. Strut bearings are not
provided with forced cooling or lubrication. Instead, strut bearings use the surrounding seawater
flow for lubrication and cooling when the vessel is underway.

On surface vessels, copper-nickel alloy (70% copper/30% nickel) piping is normally used
for the stern tube seal lubrication system. On submarines, nickel/chromium piping is used. The
lubricating seawater also comes into contact with the propeller shaft, bearing surfaces, zinc
anodes, bearing staves, the seals, and bearing bushings.

Shafts are made offorged steel. Bearing surfaces are sleeved with copper-nickel (80%
copper / 20% nickel) or fiberglass. Zinc anodes provide corrosion protection in the bearing
housings. Stern tube and strut bearing staves are made ofbonded synthetic rubber (typically
Buna-N (nitrile)). The estimated life of the staves is 5 to 7 years. Although the staves surround
the shaft on all sides, the bottom staves (approximately 40% ofthe staves) support the shaft
weight and are susceptible to maximum wear. In submarines, the wear rate of the rubber is
approximately 10 to 20 mils (one mil equals 0.001 inch) per year. In surface vessels with
controllable pitch propellers, the wear rate is 40 mils per year, and in surface vessels with fixed
pitch propellers, the wear rate is 20 to 30 mils per year.3

The rotating seat ofa typical stern tube seal on a surface vessel is made ofphosphor
bronze (an alloy ofbronze and phosphorous). The stationary face insert was originally made of
Teflon-impregnated asbestos. However, a majority of the asbestos components have been
replaced with a phenolic material.! Seals used in submarines are comprised of silicon carbide
and carbon graphite because they are exposed to more severe operating conditions. The life of
stem tube seals is approximately 5 years and they have a very small area exposed to wear,
compared to the bearings. Therefore, wear products from seal components constitute a very
small percentage ofthis discharge.

The lubricated components of a propeller shaft are shown in Figure 1. A cross-section
diagram ofa typical seal is provided as Figure 2.

2.1.2 Freshwater Lubrication

On very rare occasions in port, freshwater may be used for lubricating the shaft seal on
submarines. This occurs on approximately four submarines per year, for one week each.4

Normally, while a submarine is in port, shaft seal lubrication is provided from seawater stored in
the submarine's trim system. After an extended in port period, this supply ofseawater will
eventually become depleted. At that time, freshwater is used to fill the trim system to provide
shaft seal lubrication. On these occasions, a potable water fill hose from the pier is connected to
the trim tank. This freshwater is typically mixed with the residual seawater in the tank (estimated
at a 50% mixture of seawater and freshwater), and is used for lubricating the shaft seals. The
cooling water is discharged to the sea in the manner described in Section 2.1.1.

Stern Tube Seals & Underwater Bearing Lubrication
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2.2 Releases to the Environment

2.1.3 Ambient Water Lubrication

'",
!

2.1.4, Oil, Lubrication

2.3 Ve~sels Prod1,lcing the Disc~arge

, '" , I,
" , I',

AlmQst ~l classes ofsurface vessels and submarines ofth~Armed forces have shaft seals
and bearings that require lubrication. The exceptions are a few vessel classes such as the MHC
$1 Class, that use,unconventional means ofpropulsion such as cycloidal propellers.! Army
watercraft use packing rings to seal hull penetrations of the shaft and do not use mechanical seals
for this purpose. '

For swface vessels, this discharge consists of seawater from the firemain system or
auXiliary machinery water cooling water system with the additional constitUents described in
Section 2.1 that are entrained as the seawater flows through the system. The lubricating water is
released to the environment through the after end ofthe stem tube bearing. "In the case of
submarines;the discharge will occasionally consist of freshwater with chlonne.

ii,
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• Use ofmultiple sealing rings at both the inboard and outboard ends of the stem tube.
• Methbds tb maintain pressure in the stem tube cavity lower'than the'se~ water pressure

outsi4e. This ensures !pat, in the event that the outboard se311eaks, water wi11leak into
the cavity rather than oifJeaking out. Any water which accumulates 'as a result ofa leak
into the cl:lvity is managed as Surface Vessel Bilgewater/OWS Discharge.

• Positive m,ethods for ~etermining seal leakage. '

'I
"

~ ,

~: '

A numberofMilitary Sealift Command (MSC) vessels are fitted with oil-lubricated stem
tllbe and stru(beaiings, which do not produce any ofthe discharge described in this report. Oil
l~prjcated se,~s e~ist in avariety ofconfigurations. All have anti-pollution design features, that
prevent oil from leaking to the sea under normal operating conditions.s On the T-AO 187 Class
sliips, each oithe two shaft systems contains 2,300 gallons ofoil. Some common system design
features to prevent oil releases are:1

'

All Army watercraft use ambient water for lubrication of stem tube seals and underwater
bearings. Ambient water, either freshwater or saltwater, is used in all operational locations,
depending upon where the vessel is located (i.e., in fresh or saltwater). Amiy watercraft do not
use potable water for lubrication while in port and do not use pressurized water to force feed
uIlderwaterbearings.'



3.0 DISCHARGE CHARACTERISTICS

3.2.1 Seawater Lubrication
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When submarines are idle in port, flow is maintained at 4 gpm for attack submarines (e.g.
SSN 688 Class) and 9 gpm for Missile Submarines (e.g. SSBN 726 Class).3,7 Approximately
81% ofactive submarines are attack submarines (SSNs) and 19% are ballistic missile submarines
(SSBNs). Hence, the weighted freshwater flow rate per submarine is approximately (0.81)(4
gpm) + (0.19)(9 gpm) ~ 5 gpm.

Stern Tube Seals & Underwater Bearing Lubrication
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For surface ships, flow rates of seawater through the stem tube bearing are approximately
2 gallons per minute (gpm) per foot ofbearing length and 3 gpm for seal lubrication. The
seawater flow rate through submarine shaft seals while underway is 16 gpm for SSN 688 Class
and 18 gpm for SSBN 726 Class submarines. A discharge of 10 to 20 gpm per shaft is typical for
most vessels. l For purposes ofthis report, a flow rate of20 gpm has been used. It was assumed
that there are 274 surface ships, each with two shafts and 89 submarines, each with one shaft.
Based on operational knowledge, 5% ofthe vessels' underway time is spent within 12 n.m. and
50% ofthe vessels' time is spent pierside.6 These are conservative estimates, because most
vessels have flow rates that are lower than 20 gpm and though there are 24,four-shaft vessels in
the Navy, ,there are 65 single-shaft vessels that were considered to be two-shaft vessels. Thus,
this analysis overestimates the number of shafts producing this discharge by 17. When surface
ships are idle in port, full water flow is maintained through the stem tube bearing and seals. The
total annual fleetwide discharge volume was calculated as follows:

3.1 Locality

3.2 Rate

3.2.2 Freshwater Lubrication

Flow ofwater through the shaft seals and stem tube bearings is maintained at all times.
Therefore, this discharge occurs both within and beyond 12 nautical miles (n.m.).

This section contains qualitative and quantitative infonnation that characterizes the
discharge. Section 3.1 describes where the discharge occurs with respect to harbors and near
shore areas, Section 3.2 describes the rate of the discharge, Section 3.3 lists the constituents in
the discharge, and Section 3.4 gives the concentrations of the constituents in the discharge.

;~~~~~~ .• 5~~
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3.4.1 Seawater Lubrication

,Concentrations

II, ,1'1

CO,)Jstituents
, ,.'::1

Se3,water Lubrication
","

3.4

3.3

3.3.1

I,

Firerria1n and freshwater are used to lubricate stem tube seals and belrings. The
lubricating water briefly contacts the bearings and seals when compared to the rest ofthe
frremain; the firemain piping system is much longer than the length ofthe stem tubes (5.5 feet
each) and hence the residence time ofseawater in the firemain system is much greater than the 13
second residence time in the stem tube seal and bearing lubrication system ofa typical surface
vessel. Freshwater data were also used.

3.3.2 Fr£:shwater Lubrication

The c9nceJ:ltrations ofthe constituents, as shown in Table 2, were estimated using
"II" 'II" , •• I "". , II'

corrosion rates for the materials ofconstruction, the surface area of the materials exposed to
srawater, and: pte ~ate of seawater lubricating the stem tube.2

II .

I I
3.4.2' .. Fr~hwater Lubrication

i

~
I
Iii

II
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Seawater fgr lubrication ofstem tube bearings is supplied either from the firemain or the
auxiliary seawater cooling main, depending on the vessel class. Additional I:nformation on
firemain systems and the seawater cooling system can be found in their respective NOD reports.
I' , '. ~,

i

When the shaft is turning, the most likely constituent to be present iti the discharge is
rubber. Metals, ifany, can be present in the discharge and include copperarid nickel, the
m~t~rialsofc9nstrUction ofthe stem tube. The priority pollutants in this discharge include
copper and nickel. None ofthe potential constituents in this discharge are bloaccumulators.

•

II
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Water treatment plants typically add sufficient chlorine or monochloramine so that the
finished water leaving the plant has a total residual chlorine (TRC) level of approximately 2.0
mgIL.8 As water flows through the distribution system, TRC is depleted through its bactericidal
action and due to reactions with other chemicals in the water and on piping and other surfaces.

I::

Because the shaft is not turning under idle conditions, there is no wearing ofthe bearing
materials. The freshwater from the port facility is typically chlorinated for disinfection.
Therefore, the disCharge could contaIn small amoUnts ofchlorine phis the saIne priority
pollutants listed in"Section 3.3.1. None ofthe potential constitUents are blmlccumulators.

"

r9t3Jfl~,~ aml~disph,arge (gaUorislyear) ;;; (5 gallowInfuute flow rate) (60 mID/hr)'(24
" '::,,! 'I:' !.~,:",' ,'! '", !:: ,,',1, ":"'~:,'i::, I,,"~ ,,!,,'!..'lh',,1' ,'I, ".1 ,," ,,,,I!, ,,", ", I I"~ .. i. ":' ,'"" ,,' ." I "'"," " '''' '1" , 'III, ",' ""I, '" , • '."" ,,' """ '.' '7',;, . .." ,'... ,' . ".. " "', -. _ "'''' ..",. :. "

1u:'(day) (7 days/year) (1 week per year) [(4 submarines) (1 shaft per submarine)]-:-201,600 ",gal/;Year '" "" ' "",



4.1.1 Seawater Lubrication

4.0 NATURE OF DISCHARGE ANALYSIS

4.1 Mass Loadings

Strut
96 inches

26
3.18 inches

Stern Tube
66 inches

26
3.18 inches

Bearing Length
Number of Staves
Stave Width
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An estimate of the rubber discharge was made based on data for DDG 51 Class vessels.
The DDG 51 Class was chosen because it is a mid-size vessel with a significant population in the
fleet. The available data includes:

Based on the discharge characteristics presented in Section 3.0, the nature of the
discharge and its potential impact on the environment can be evaluated. The estimated mass
loadings are presented in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, the concentrations ofdischarge constituents
after release to the environment are estimated and compared with the water quality criteria. In
Section 4.3, the potential for the transfer ofnon-indigenous species is discussed.

The estimated contributions of the freshwater lubrication process to the discharge are
unknown but thought to be minor. This is because the shaft is not turning while pierside so there
is no bearing wear. In addition, the lubricating water only contacts the lubrication system
components for a short period of time because of the constant flow of water from the trim tank,
through the bearing, and then to the sea. For a typical surface ship (DDG 51 Class) the residence
time ofwater in the stem tube is approximately 13 seconds2 and similar residence times for stem
tubes on other vessel classes is expected. With residence times of this order, there is little time to
accumulate erosion or corrosion products from the bearing lubrication system materials of
construction.

By the time the water reaches the tap, TRC levels have been reduced to approximately 1.0 mgIL.
After water is taken aboard a submarine into the trim tank and before its discharge after being
used as a stem tube seal lubricant, several factors cause the TRC level to continue to decline. For
example, the TRC-containing freshwater is mixed with the seawater that remains in the trim tank
and as a result, is diluted by about 50% based on the fact that trim tanks are about 50% full of
seawater while pierside. This results in an immediate reduction of the TRC concentration to
approximately 0.5 mgIL. In addition, organic matter in the residual seawater in the trim tank will
cause further rapid depletion ofTRC levels. Although not measured specifically, the amount of
TRC in the trim tank: water used to lubricate the shaft seal is likely to be at least as low as the
levels measured in the freshwater used to layup condensers in submarines. TRC levels in such
systems were reduced from 1.2 mgIL to 0.028 mgIL in two hours. Please refer to the Freshwater
Layup NOD report for additional information. Using the average flow rate from the trim tank, it
requires approximately 17 hours to drain the trim tank.
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The t~tal annual mass loadings for the metal constituents ofseawater 'lubrication was

calculated b~ed 0:t;l materials ofconstruction in the stem tube, corrosion rates for those materials,
and the surfa~e area ofthe material exposed to seawater for a DDG 51 Clas~ ship. The material

Concentration ofrubber in mglliter = (242 pounds per year) (453,600 mg/pound)/ [(334,867,ioo
gallons per year) (3.785 liters/gallon)] = 0.09 mglliter

Stem Tube Seals & Underwater Bearing Lubrication
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A total of242 pounds ofrubber is discharged annually for all vessels. This is a
conservative estimate because many vessels have a wear rate ofless than 40 'mils per year and
many surface vessels do not have two shafts. '

,,~J ' ,

Using 0.76 pound ofrubber as an average for each surface ship and 0.38 pound for each
sU:bmarine (due to the single shaft configuration ofsubmarines), the total annual mass loading for
274 ships (exdudiIig boats and crafts) and 89 submarines waS calculated by the equation:

, , . ,

"'«66 inches 4- 96 inches) bearing length per shaft) (26 staves peishaft)/(12 inches per foot) ." ••. ""
= 351 feet ofbearing material pershaft .

i"

The d~sitYofBuna-N (nitrile) rubber is 61.8 pounds per cubic feet (lbs/ft\ Therefore,
15.4 pounds [(61.81bs/ft3) (0.25 ft3)] ofrubber are contained in the discharge from each ship
atinually. Based upon the assumptions described in Section 3.2.1, ships spend approximately 5%
o(theirunde~ayiimewithIn 12 n.m.6 Thus, 0.76 pound ofrubber is discharged by each vessel
within 12 n.m:.' Be?ring wear does not occur while the vessel is alongside the pier or at anchor
because the shafts are not turning. "

~ I

I'

Concentrations ofrubber were then calculated as follows:

I

~

Using this data, the total length ofrubber material exposed to wear was calculated to be 351 feet
per-shaft by the equation:

"" '" ~

, i,:,ii(i: , :: ' ,:, ",. ,..',' ,:;,:,,~, ,~i
, ' DDG 51 c;l~s ships have two shafts; therefore, the total length ofbearing material per

ship is 702 feet. Because DDG 51 Class ships have controllable pitch propellers, a wear rate of
40 mils (0.04 inch) on each stave occurs per year. Approximately 40% ofthe staves carry the
weight of the shafting and thus are subjected to this wear rate. The total volUme ofrubber that is
worn annually fr0ITl the staves per ship was calculated as follows:

T~tal~~,,~~Lo~~()fRu~b~=(0}61'0und/s~p) (274 ships)!(O~38
pound/submarine) (89 submarines) = 242 pounds . .

Volume ofRubber Per Ship = (702 feet ofrubber) (3.18 inchesi(12incheslfoot)widthofstaves)
(0.04 inch/(12 inches/foot) wear depth) (0.4 percentage ofstaves subject to wear) == 0.25 cUbIc' .'"
'feet"'·"·,, " . "", "" ., "" .. "",""""'." '.' ",'.",."<''''



ofconstruction is a copper-nickel alloy (80% copper and 20% nickel). The available data
inc1udes2

:

Surface area exposed to seawater = 7,254 square inches (in2
)

Corrosion rate ofcopper nickel = 7.0 micrometers per year (J..unlyr)
Density ofcopper nickel = 8.9 x 106 grams per meter cubed (glm3

)

Based on these analyses, one DDG 51 stem tube has the potential to discharge 128.3 grams or
0.28 pound ofcopper and 32.1 grams or 0.07 pound ofnickel annually within 12 n.m. ofshore.
Applying this estimate to all vessels of the Armed Forces results in a total annual mass loading of
180 pounds ofcopper and 45 pounds ofnickel.

4.1.2 Freshwater Lubrication

The weighted average of the freshwater flow rate to the stem tube bearings on a
submarine is approximately 5 gallons per minute (19 liters per minute) when the submarine is
idle in port. Assuming a 1.0 mgiL TRC concentration in the freshwater (see Section 3.4.2) and
that the freshwater will be diluted by an equal amount of seawater remaining in the trim tank
when the freshwater is added, the TRC mass loading per submarine per day was calculated by the
equation:

Because submarines rarely use freshwater to lubricate the shaft seal, it is assumed that
there are four submarines that use this method annually for shaft seal lubrication and each for a
total of one week. Based on the assumptions in Section 2.1.2, the total annual TRC mass loading
for submarines was calculated by the equation:

The estimated mass loadings for this discharge are provided in Table 1.

4.2 Environmental Concentrations

Table 2 shows the concentration ofthe priority pollutants that are present in the discharge
from seawater-lubricated bearings compared to acute water quality criteria (WQC). Only copper
exceeds water quality criteria. - The concentration ofcopper is derived from corrosion rates for
copper, the surface area of the material exposed to seawater, and the rate of seawater lubricating
the stem tube.

Stem Tube Seals & Underwater Bearing Lubrication
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5.0 CONCL-qSIONS
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!
I',

~ ,
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6.0 DATA SOURCES AND REFERENCES

3) Freshwater lubricated stem tube seals and bearings are used only on submarines and only
rarely (estimated to be four submarines, each for one week per year) when the seawater in
the trim tanks normally used for lubrication is exhausted. The freshwater lubrication
dischargeTRC concentration is expected to be as least as low as the levels measured in
the freshwater used to lay up condensers in submarines.

2) For seawater lubricated stem tube seals and bearings, there is very little contribution of
constituents to the seawater lubrication fluid from the stem tube seal system, other than
rubber, copper, and' nickel because of the very short time that the flUid is in contact with
the stem tube seal system. Rubber is released to the environment because the rubber
bearlllg staves wear. Copper and nickel are introduced because they are materials of
consti1lctjon of the stem tube. While copper concentrations can exceed chronic WQC,
the mass loadings are not considered sufficient to pose an adverse environmental effect.

I

To c.~arac;terizethis discharge, information from various sources w~ obtained. Table 3
shows the sources ofdata used. to develop this NOD report. ' ",

;1

I

The transport ofnon-indigenous species is not a concern for this discharge because the
flow through the shaft seals is continuous, the residence time ofseawater is 13 seconds for a
nDG 51 Class ship, and the s'eawater is not held on board for this purpose; therefore, there is
Utt1~ opportriirity to transfer non-indigenous species. Similar residence times are expected for all
other vessel classes.

4.3 P()tential for Introducing Non-Indigenous Species

,
The ri!bber staves are abraded during the shaft rotation into small particles that do not

dissolve, are ~elatively inert, and hence are largely not bioavailable. '

I;:
!,

" , Ii , '
The fT~s4\yaterlubrication discharge from submarines consists of freshwater that could

h!v~ low COll?,entWtions ofTRC.AI~hough not measured specifica~ly, the ~ountofTRC in the
trim tank wat~rus~d to lubricate"the shaft seal is likely to be at least as low as the levels
measured in the freshwater used to lay up boilers and condensers in submannes. TRC levels in

, I ' • , II' : ,: ,~! I I '" ! ", •' "" " " I' '" 1

such systems were reduced from 1.2 mgIL to 0.028 mgIL in two hours.
~
I"~

,,
!
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The consti,tuents in stem tube seal and underwater bearing lubrication have a low
potential to cause an adverse environmental effect because: I' ,

:: ,.' I' ,
1) 0i11ubricated stem tube seals and bearings cannot release oil to the "environment under

normal ship operations.

Iii
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Nickel 45

2.9
8.3

MS = Mississippi
NJ = New Jersey
VA = Virginia

Copper 180

TRC 0.84
Rubber 242
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Table 2. Comparison of Calculated Data with Water Quality Criteria (J.LgIL)

Table 1. Estimated Fleet-Wide Mass Loadings for Stern Tube Seals and Underwater
Bearing Lubrication

CT = Connecticut
FL = Florida
GA=Georgia
HI = Hawaii WA = Washington

NA* = Not available. Concentrations estimated in Section 3.4.2.

Notes:
Refer to federal criteria promulgated by EPA in its National Toxics Rule, 40 CFR 131.36 (57 FR 60848; Dec. 22,
1992 and 60 FR 22230; May 4, 1995)



Table 3. Data Sources

Data Sour~e --

NODSectiOD Reported Satnpline Estimated Equipment Expert
2.1 Equipment Description and

- - -- - -- -
X

Ooeration
2.2 Rekases to the Environment X

. 2.3 Vessels Producing the Discharge UNDS Database X
3.1 Locality X
3.2 Rate X X
3.3 Constituents X X
3.4 CoocentratiODS X X
4.1 Mass Loac1in£s X X
4.2 Environmental Concentrations X
4.3 Potential for Introducing Non- X
Indigenous Species
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NATURE OF DISCHARGE REPORT

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The National Defense Authorization Act of 1996 amended Section 312 ofthe Federal
Water Pollution Control Act (also known as the Clean Water Act (CWA» to require that the
Secretary ofDefense and the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
develop unifonn national discharge standards (UNDS) for vessels of the Anned Forces for
"...discharges, other than sewage, incidental to nonnal operation of a vessel of the Armed Forces,
..." [Section 312(n)(1)]. UNDS is being developed in three phases. The first phase (which this
report supports), will detennine which discharges will be required to be controlled by marine
pollution control devices (MPCDs)--either equipment or management practices. The second
phase will develop MPCD perfonnance standards. The final phase will detennine the design,
construction, installation, and use ofMPCDs.

A nature ofdischarge (NOD) report has been prepared for each of the discharges that has
been identified as a candidate for regulation under UNDS. The NOD reports were developed
based on infonnation obtained from the technical community within the Navy and other branches
of the Armed Forces with vessels potentially subject to UNDS, from infonnation available in
existing technical reports and documentation, and, when required, from data obtained from
discharge samples that were collected under the UNDS program.

The purpose ofthe NOD report is to describe the discharge in detail, including the system
that produces the discharge, the equipment involved, the constituents released to the
environment, and the current practice, if any, to prevent or minimize environmental effects.
Where existing process infonnation is insufficient to characterize the discharge, the NOD report
provides the results of additional sampling or other data gathered on the discharge. Based on the
above infonnation, the NOD report describes how the estimated constituent concentrations and
mass loading to the environment were determined. Finally, the NOD report assesses the
potential for environmental effect. The NOD report contains sections on: Discharge
Description, Discharge Characteristics, Nature ofDischarge Analysis, Conclusions, and Data
Sources and References.

Submarine Acoustic Countermeasures Launcher Discharge
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2.0 DISCHARGE DESCRIPTION
,

i" ", ,',.,ii" II,

, This s~tiOJJ. qescribes the submarine acoustic c01,m.teqneasures launcper discharge and
includes information on: 'the equipment that is used and its operation (Section 2.1), general
description orthe constituents ofthe discharge (Section 2.2), and the vessels that produce this
di~cbarge (Section 2.3).

'lI,il

2.1 Equipment Description and Operation
,'" i

.' jl

, Navy submarines are equipped with acoustic countermeasures devices that, once
l~ppched,improvesubmarinesurvivability by generating sufficient noise to be observed by
hostile torpedoes, sonars, or other monitoring devices. The only acoustic countenneasure
~tems used ~y the Navy that result in a discharge are Countenneasures Set' Acoustic (CSA) Mk
2 launch systeIns. 'Other countenneasures systems do not generate a'discharge within 12 nautical
miles becaus~ theii- launch tubes are always open to the ocean.1 Countenneasures devices are
l~~ched from, the CSA Mk: 2 systems for training purposes.

, " . II,"

The CSA Mk 2 system encompasses the countenneasure device, a gas generator, an
externally-moUntecllaunch tube, and all associated.electronic controls for th~ countenneasure
device. Figures 1 and 2 provide the location ofthe launch tubes on submarine hulls, and the
location ofcomponents within the launch tube, respectively. Figure 3 shows the mechanism by
which gas is captured within the launch tube. A gas generator at the rear ofthe launch tube
provides theIJropulsive charge for launch ofthe countenneasure device. When the generator is
aCtivated, hot gaSses expand, forcing a metal "ram" plate and the countenneasure device out of
the launch tube. the ram plate lodges in the'end of the launch tube, which fonns a watertight
end cap after launch. For vessel and crew safety, a check valve and bleed holes in the ram plate
~ used to aJJQw ~q,ualization ofinternal gasses and liquids with external pressures that vary as
the submarin~, changes depth. The one-way check valve allows seawater to flow into the tube
after launch, but does not allow any of the liquids to be released through the 'opening. The
s~waterthat'ijows into the tube rrrixes with the gasses generated by'the ammonia perchlorate gaS
g?neration pr~pe~l~t,which results in an acidic liquid. The ram p~~te cont~s three 3/8-inch
di,~eter1Jlee4 hQles with plugs that dissolve approximately 3 days after the launch, allowing
lhnited conta,:t betWeen the tube contents and the environment.2 Each launch assembly, with the
exception of the acoustic countenneasure device, is identical on all submarines, regardless of
vessel class or hull location.

While the submarine is underway and the launch tubes are underwater, the bleed holes
allow some exchange of the launch tube liquid contents with the seawater outside ofthe launch
tube. Actual discharge rates are very difficult to obtain due to the non-homogeneous nature of
the liquid mixture~ the continuous dilution ofthe liquid contents thi-Ough the'bleed holes, and
variations inl:i~aV{~ter flow surrounding the bleed holes due to changes in submarine speed and
maneuvers. On some submarines, launch assemblies are located above the waterline when the
submarine is traveling on the ocean surface. On these submarines, most ofthe liquid. contents of
the l~unch as~emblies drain freely from the bleed holes onto the submarine hull before entering
the water. The location ofthe bleed plug holes prevent the expended launch tube from

"
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completely draining; approximately one-quarter to one-halfgallon (1 to 2 liters) of the liquids
remain, depending on the orientation of the ram plate within the launch tube. l On other
submarines where the launch assembly is always below the water surface, the liquid drains
through the same bleed holes directly into the harbor during the assembly's replacement.

In order to protect workers from exposure to the potentially acidic water that remains in
the tube subsequent to launch, the Navy has started adding a one-pound packet ofsodium
bicarbonate to the system to neutralize pH levels.3 Also, the Navy is reducing cadmium in the
discharge by removing hardware with cadmium-containing coatings from Navy stock.3 All
launchers will be equipped with these changes by the end ofMarch 1999.4

2.2 Releases to the Environment

. Within three days following the launch ofa countermeasure device, bleed hole plugs in
the ram plate dissolve, which allows pressure equalization of the launch assembly contents with
the external seawater environment. The liquid contents of the launch tube are slowly exchanged
with seawater through these bleed holes while the submarine is moving. While the submarine is
stationary, little or no exchange with seawater occurs. For the submarines where the launch
tubes are located above the waterline, most of the liquid contents of the launch tube freely drain
through the bleed holes each time the submarine surfaces. For the submarines with launch tubes
located below the waterline, the major discharge occurs when the tubes are replaced pierside
while the submarine is stationary. The largest potential volume discharge event would occur
when all countermeasure launch tubes have been expended, there has been no discharge through
the bleed holes while the submarine was underway, and all launch tube contents are released at
one time in port. Therefore, for this analysis, it was assumed that all ofthe discharge from the
CSA Mk 2 system occurs duringpierside replacement o!the launch assembly.

2.3 Vessels Producing the Discharge

The CSA Mk II system is installed on 24 Navy submarines of two different classes: four
vessels of the Ohio (SSBN 726) Class, and 20 vessels ofthe Los Angeles (SSN 688) Class.
Launch assemblies on Ohio Class vessels are located above the waterline when the submarine is
surfaced; assemblies on Los Angeles Class vessels are located below the waterline. In addition,
the number oflaunch assemblies differs by vessel class. Ohio Class vessels have 16 launch
assemblies while Los Angeles Class vessels have 14 assemblies.2 Neither the Army, Air Force,
U.S. Coast Guard, nor Military Sealift Command own or operate submarines.

3.0 DISCHARGE CHARACTERISTICS

This section contains qualitative and quantitative information that characterizes the
discharge. Section 3.1 describes where the discharge occurs with respect to harbors and near
shore areas, Section 3.2 describes the rate ofthe discharge, Section 3.3 lists the constituents in
the discharge, and Section 3.4 gives the concentrations of the constituents in the discharge.

Submarine Acoustic Countenneasures Launcher Discharge
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3.4 Concentrations
I'
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3.3 ,Collstituents

I, ',I ," , , l
Table l sup:nn.arizes the analytical data from sampling of an actual gas generator and

launch tube assembly, with a sodium bicarbonate packet in place and no cadmium-containing
cgatings.s The constituents detected in sampling, i.e., lead, copper, cadmium, and silver, were
expected based upon the known components of the gas generator (e.g., ammonia perchlorate
propellant), hardware coating components, and solder within the system electronics.1 In addition
to analyzed concentrations, based upon knowledge of the components ofthe gas generator,
exhaust gas products that may become a part ofthe discharge can include hydrochloric acid,
carbon dioxide, water vapor, carbon monoxide, nitrogen, alumina, iron (II) chloride, titanium
diqxide, hydrogen, and iron (II) oxide.6 Table 2 provides a complete listing ofthe types and
quantities ofgas generator exhaust gas products. Of the discharge constituents, lead, copper,
cadmium, and silver are priority pollutants. There are no bioaccumulators that have been
identified in this discharge. '

II'
~ ,

~ ,
ii

The volume of the launch tube is approximately 17 gallons (65 liters). Approximately 60
expended launch tubes are removed annually fleetwide,z Therefore, approximately 1020 gallons
of effluent is generated per year. For the purposes of this report, the discharge event volume was
assumed to be17 gallons, although in the cases where launch assemblies are above the waterline,
sOIlle ofthe l~uncb. tube effluent would be discharged prior to a launch assembly replacement
operation, and und.er nonnal circumstances even those tubes located below the waterline do not
discharge their en~e contents.

Wheni submarine is traveling on the ocean surface, liquid contents ~f the launch
aSsemblies th~t are' located above the waterline were estiIDated to d.lscharge at a rate ofone gallon
per minute through bleed holes. During a discharge event in port, the liquid'contents are released
through the s~e ,lJleed holes while being transported from the submarine to the pier, and
tI!erefore alsodisc~arge at a rate one gallon per minute. For the puiposes of this report, it was
~sumed ~at,flJ.lij9.uids in ~e launch assembly are discharged into surround~ngwaters before the
assembly IS placed on the pier.

3.1 Locality
, ,'I"

3.2 Rate

,': II' ,
, , ,

Submanne countenneasures operations during training exercises typically occur outside
of 12 n.m. in the open ocean. Discharges from launch tubes located above the waterline may
occur within and beyond 12 n.m. while the submarine is underway on the suIface as the effluent
drillns from the bleed holes. Some additional leakage from these launch tubes could occur
pierside while the laUnch tubes are removed from the submarine. Discharges from launch tubes
l~~ted QeIO\Y~e~atei-line cquld also occur pierside when the launch tubes 'are offloaded. A
smali amount ofexchange between all submerged launch tubes and'the surrounding waters could
occur continuously withirJ. and beyond 12n.m."

, III I



Table 1 provides a summary ofthe analytical results obtained from sampling of the
launch tube water immediately following a launch, and sampling five days after launch.s Gfthe
two data sets, the analytical data from sampling five days after launch is more representative of
the actual pierside discharge because typical submarine operational schedules do not allow for
immediate replacement of the launched countermeasures devices. In reality, submarines usually
continue for months until a scheduled maintenance port call results in a launch tube change out
and discharge oflaunch tube water. For the data shown in Table 1, where a concentration value
was found to be below the detection limit, the mean concentration value was calculated using
one-half of the detection limit. The pH ofthe launch tube water five days after launch was 7.2,
which is similar to the pH of seawater (-8).

4.0 NATURE OF DISCHARGE ANALYSIS

Based on the discharge characteristics presented in Section 3.0, the nature of the
discharge and its potential impact on the environment can be evaluated. The estimated mass
loadings are presented in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, the concentrations ofdischarge constituents
after release to the environment are estimated and compared with the water quality criteria. In
Section 4.3, the potential for the transfer ofnon-indigenous species is discussed.

4.1, Mass Loadings

The total annual discharge volumes provided in Section 3.2 were used to estimate
potential constituent mass loadings as follows:

Analytical data from sampling five days after launch was used to calculate mass loadings
because that data set is more representative of the actual pierside discharge than data from
sampling immediately following launch. Even this overstates the potential mass loading, as most
submarines will continue to operate for months after the launch, before changing the launch
tubes. For example, the mass loading for copper was estimated as:

(&O.p.gIL)(tb20CgaIlYt)(3f~7:<~5)(2}2~~)(~D~9);77?~:"ljQ£ti5sJ/;(;.6~<flPii'oxi#i~t~h~<~1·t~-tl1ousandtAs:':;"'
of)m:omicep~diScbBIge<eY~ntj;F·· .• >;' , 'i~<;);t~f:'i;;:' .'<'~;f f~~f; ·····<:;;fi:>';Mfjl};<;";;;;~:;:: );1~<: .:i; .'. :)':'<;',

Table 3 provides annual fleet-wide mass loadings and discharge event mass loadings for
the metallic constituents listed in Table 1.

4.2 Environmental Concentrations

Submarine Acoustic Countermeasures Launcher Discharge
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CONCLUSION
I i1 11

4.3 Potential For Introducing Non-Indigenous Species
~ I

There is a: low potential for this discharge to transport non-indigenous species because:
, • 'I'

II '

I) the 17-gallon launch tube is capped immediately following the laUnch ofa
COtmter:measure device, with the only means of seawater entry being a one-way check
valve and three 3/g-inch diameter bleed holes. Therefore, there is limited opportunity
for orgamsms to ever enter the launch tube; ,

2) because launches ofcountermeasure devices are estimated to take place 60 times a
year fleetwide and typically take place in the open ocean;

3) any deep ocean water organism would be unlikely to survive in near-shore waters.7

4) the'tot3l volume ofthe discharge per year is small. " ,
, I

I
n

',',I'

i,
~ ,

2) The small volume ofthe discharge, combined with the low 11keHhood that the
organisms taken on could survive in port, make it unlikely that the discharge could
tninsport viablenon-mdigenous species. .

,II
II,

,
!'

~ I

Submarine Acoustic Countermeasures Launcher Discharge6 ' ", ,I,

• ~ I

1. UNDS Equipment Expert Meeting - Submarine Acoustic Countermeasures Launcher
Discharge, 12 June, 1998.

I) The constituent mass loading is low. For example, the mass loading ofcopper into
r~eiv1Pg waters during one ofthe 60 discharge events per year would be two ten-

~ !, ! ,: ":' • •• .., ~

thousandths of an ounce.

6.0 DATA SQURCES AND REFERENCES

To charact~rize this discharge, information from ~arious sources wak obtained. '
~quipment expert information was used to estimate the rate ofdischarge. the constituents and
concentration~ inthis discharge were obtained from process knowledge aner analytical data.
Table 5 shows th~ sources ofthe data used to develop this NOD rePort.' ,

Spedfic Ref~~en~es

i,,: ' " " _ : II. '

Submarine acoustic countermeasures launcher discharge has a low potential to cause an
a~verseen~9nm~nta1 effect from constituents and the introduction ofnon~~ndigenous species '
beCause: ",', ""

Table 4compares the concentrations of the Mk2 system discharge to Federal and the
most stringent state water quality criteria (WQC). Copper, cadmium, and silver concentrations
are above both the Federal and most stringent state WQC. Lead was detected in only one ofthe
ten samples; lead in this sample exceeded the most stringent state WQC.
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2. UNDS Data Call Response, Countenneasure Set, Acoustic (CSA) Mk 2, PMS415D5,
Naval Sea Systems Command, 20 February 1998.

3. Engineering Change Proposal (ECP) CR-GG77-E0002, Naval Surface Warfare Center
(NSWC) Crane Division, 5 April 1997.

4. Personal Communication between Ken Burt, PMS415, Naval Sea Systems Command,
and Gordon Smith, SEA 03L, Naval Sea System Command, 23 February 1998.

5. Analysis ofProducts from Expended Propellant Billet Gas Generators, Naval Surface
Warfare Center, Crane, Code 4052, Ser 4052/7073,13 May 1997.

6. Excerpts from Naval Surface Warfare Center (NSWC) Crane Division Preliminary
Report for the Saltwater hnmersion and Pressure Testing ofthe ADC Mk 3 Mod 0 with.
Lithium Battery, EDD 95-068, NSWC Crane Division, May 1995.

7. "Stemming the Tide," Controlling Introductions ofNonindigenous Species by Ships'
Ballast Water, Committee on Ships' Ballast Operations, National Academy Press,
Washington D.C., 1996, p. 36.
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USEPA. Toxics Criteria for Those States Not Complying with Clean Water Act Section
303(c)(2)(B). 40 CFR Part 131.36.

USEPA. Interim Final Rule. Water Quality Standards; Establishment of Numeric Criteria for
Priority Toxic Pollutants; States' Compliance - Revision of Metals Criteria. 60 FR
22230. May 4, 1995.

USEPA. Water Quality Standards; Establishment of Numeric Criteria for Priority Toxic
Pollutants. 57 FR 60848. December 22, 1992.

USEPA. Water Quality Standards; Establishment of Numeric Criteria for Priority Toxic
Pollutants for the State of California, Proposed Rule under 40 CFR Part 131, Federal
Register, Vol. 62, Number 150. August 5, 1997.

Connecticut. Department ofEnvironmental Protection. Water Quality Standards. Surface
Water Quality Standards Effective April 8, 1997.

Florida. Department of Environmental Protection. Surface Water Quality Standards, Chapter
62-302. Effective December 26, 1996.

Georgia Final Regulations. Chapter 391-3-6, Water Quality Control, as provided by The
Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1996.
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Hawaii. HawfliiaIl Water Quality Standards. Section 11, Chapter 54 ofth~ State Code.

Mississippi. Water Quality Criteria for Intrastate, Interstate and Coastal Waters. Mississippi
Department of Environmental Quality, Office of Pollution Control. Adopted
NoveJ:iiberi6, 1995. '"

New Jersey Final Regulations. Surface Water Quality Standards, Section 7:9B-1, as provided
by The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1996.

Texas. Texas Surface Water Quality Standards, Sections 307.2 - 307.10. Texas Natural
Resource Conservation Commission. Effective July 13, 1995.

Virginia. Water Quality Standards. Chapter 260, Virginia AdmiJiistrative' Code (VAc) , 9
VAC25-2~0.

Washington. "Water Quality Standards for Surface Waters of the State of Washington.
Chapter 113-201A, Washington Administrative Code (WAC). '
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The Water Quality Guidance for the Great Lakes System, Table 6A. Volume 60 Federal
" Register, p~15366. March 23, 1995. ' "
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CSA MK2 MOD 0
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Launch Control Panel (.{ (.)) )
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Configuration

UNCLASSIFIED

Figure 1. Configuration ofCSA Mk 2 Launchers
on SSBN 726 and SSN 688 Class Vessels
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Figure 2. Location ofCountermeasures Launcher ComponentsWithi~ a Launch Tube
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Constituent Dissolved Concentrations Immediately Mean Dissolved Concentrations Five Days "Mean
FoUowing Launch value Following Launch value

Metals !r.w./L
- ..- ,. _... ..-.-

Barium BDL' BDL BDL BDL BDL BDL BDL BOL BDL" BDL BDL BDL BDL BDL BDL BOL
Lead BDL- BDL BDL BDL BDL BDL 200 110 BDl.: BDL BDL BDL BDL BDL BDL 100
Cooper 100 160 290 800 180 860 260 380 70 40 70 90 60 170 80 80
Cadmium 70 630 60 740 120 290 440 340 40 150 100 20 20 90 30 60
Chromium BDLe BDL BDL BDL BDL BDL BDL BOL BDLe BDL BDL BDL BDL BDL BDL BOL
Silver BDL" 20 BDL 20 BDL 40 20 20 20 BDl.: BDL BDL BDL 30 BDL 10
Other
loH 7.2 6.0- 6.0 5.7 6.3 5.3 5.9 5.8* 7.5 7.1 6.9 7.0 7.4 7.2 7.5 7.2*
a

c

d

•

~ ,

Table 1. Constituent Concentration Data
Immediately and Five Days Following Launch 5

BDL = Relq~, ~etection limit; detection limit for banum IS 1000 ~g/L

petecq~p IiI:Wt for lead is 200~g/L
'" Detection limit for chromium is 80 ~g/L

Detection limit for silver is 20 ~g/L

Mean~!g calcuiated using arithmetic average of [H+J values
II'

i

Table 2. Gas Generator Exhaust Gas Products 6

Exhaust Gas Mass per Gas
Product Generator (2:)

••••_____ 0.

HCI 23.036
COz 21.860
HzO 16.846
CO 14.096
Nz 9.345
Ah03 2.832
FeClz 2.068
TiOz 1.998
Hz 1.803
FeO 1.523
Pz 0.002
PN 0.054
C& 0.004
NH3 0.001
FeCh 0.001
P02 0:001
PO <0.001
PH3 <0.001

Table 3. Estimat~dAnnual Mass Loadings
, ,",,'I:, ,II:
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X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

0.0002

0.0001
0.0002

0.00002

X
X

Table 5. Data Sources

0.0009
0.0007
0.0005

0.00009

UNDS Database

10

80
60

100

Lead

Cadmium
Co er

Silver

* based upon 60 maximum-volume discharge events per year

Table 4. Comparison of Discharge Constituents with Water Quality Criteria (J1g/L)

Lead
Silver

Cadmium
Co er

FL=Florida
GA=Georgia
CT = Connecticut
MS = Mississippi
WA = Washington
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NATURE OF DISCHARGE REPORT

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The National Defense Authorization Act of 1996 amended Section 312 ofthe Federal
Water Pollution Control Act (also known as the Clean Water Act (CWA)) to require that the
Secretary ofDefense and the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
develop unifonn national discharge standards (UNDS) for vessels of the Anned Forces for
" ...discharges, other than sewage, incidental to nonnal operation of a vessel of the Anned Forces,
..." [Section 312(n)(I)]. UNDS is being developed in three phases. The first phase (which this
report supports), will detennine which discharges will be required to be controlled by marine
pollution control devices (MPCDs)-either equipment or management practices. The second
phase will develop MPCD performance standards. The final phase will determine the design,
construction, installation, and use ofMPCDs. .

A nature ofdischarge (NOD) report has been prepared for each ofthe discharges that has
been identified as a candidate for regulation under UNDS. The NOD reports were developed
based on infonnation obtained from the technical community within the Navy and other branches
of the Anned Forces with vessels potentially subject to UNDS, from information available in
existing technical reports and documentation, and, when required, from data obtained from
discharge samples that were collected under the UNDS program.

The purpose of the NOD report is to describe the discharge in detail, including the system
that produces the discharge, the equipment involved, the constituents released to the
environment, and the current practice, if any, to prevent or minimize environmental effects.
Where existing process infonnation is insufficient to characterize the discharge, the NOD report
provides the results ofadditional sampling or other data gathered on the discharge. Based on the
above infonnation, the NOD report describes how the estimated con~tituent concentrations and
mass loading to the environment were detennined. Finally, the NOD report assesses the
potential for environmental effect. The NOD report contains sections on: Discharge
Description, Discharge Characteristics, Nature ofDischarge Analysis, Conclusions, and Data
Sources and References.

Submarine Bilgewater
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This ~~tio:ndescribesthe submarine bilgewater discharge and includes information on:

the equipment that is used and its operation (Section 2.1), general description ofthe constituents
ofthe discharge (~ection2.2), and the vessels that produce this discharge (~ection 2.3).

~ ,11'11111111111:

ii,

"I'. ~ ,

Releases to the Environment

Equipment Description and Operation

2.2

DISCHARGE DESCRIPTION
I :'11",11,1 '

2.1

,
I

While most submarines ofthe u.S. fleet operate as described above~ the Sturgeon Class
(SSN 637) has bottomless bilge collecting tanks open to the sea, from which water is discharged
by displacement whenever bilge pumps are activated. Watches are set to monitor for a sheen
whenever oily water is to be pumped to the tank in port; pumping to the bilge collecting tank is to
cease ifa sheen is reported.1

~ 'I, ' ,

, iii

Non-~ily waste is sent via a segregated drain system to the nonoily bilge collecting tanks,
where it is di~~hargedoverboard. Waste that is oily or could possibly be oily, goes to the waste
oil collecting~ (WOCT) through a separate drain system. Submarine classes with partitioned
Wlks, as li~t~ above, use gravity separation enhanced by tank baffles to achieve some measure
Qfo,illwater ~rParation. The SSN 688 Class submarines use the aft bilge collecting tank (ABCT)
to receive and settle the pilgewater and non-oily drainage. The bottom portion of the water as
separated in the tank is discharged overboard.2 The upper portion of the ABCT which would
have any potential for containing oily waste is transferred to the WOCT. The lower portion of
the WOCT can be pumped overboard outside of50 nautical miles (n.m.), but the upper portion

, ,", ,'" ' , " , , , ''''',,''', 1
must be helel for :§.1ture transfer to appropriate shore/disposal facilities.

Onboard SSN 688 Class submarines, clean drains and the lower portion, or water phase,
ofthe separated bilgewater in the ABCT are pumped overboard as necessary regardless of
distance from shore. The lower portion of the liquid in the WOCT can be disposed ofoutside of
~O n.m.2 T4~uIJ.eer portion, or oily waste, from all of the drains, bilge water, and other sources
must be held on board until the submarine has access to appropriate shore or disposal facilities.

Submarine Bilgewater
2

The $1J,bmarine'sdrain system has a series ofnon-oily bilge collecti~g tanks, oily bilge
collecting tanks, and a waste oil collecting tank or tank complex. The Ohio' (SSBN 726) Class
ballistic nlls~ne ~ybinarines aIld the planned New Attack Submarine (NSSN) use a waste oil
collecting tank complex partitioned into oily and clean sides. Los Angeles Class (SSN 688)
attack submarines use a waste oil collecting tank without the partitioning, where gravity
sq>aration ofoil occurs.!

i

~ :

Bilgewater in submarines is a mixture ofdischarges and leakage from a wide variety of
sources, which drain to the lowest compartment (bilge) ofthe submarine. Bilgewater includes
~wateraccUmulatibn,normal water leakage from machinery, and fresh water washdowns. It
C1:}l1 contain ~,,'~a4~tyofconstituents includiDg cleaning agents, solvents, fuet, lubricating oils,

aiid hydrau1i~ loils.! II '

,
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2.3 Vessels Producing the Discharge

The Navy currently operates five classes of submarines .(presented in Table 1) that
generate bilgewater. However, not all of these classes discharge bilgewater to the environment.
Pierside, submarine bilgewater is transferred to shore facilities. In transit, SSBN submarines do
not discharge bilgewaterwithin 12 n.m. SSN 688 Class submarines discharge some ofthe water
phase of the bilgewater collecting tank between 3 and 12 n.m.3

3.0 DISCHARGE CHARACTERISTICS

This section contains qualitative and quantitative information that characterizes the
discharge. Section 3.1 describes where the discharge occurs with respect to harbors and near
shore areas, Section 3.2 describes the rate of the discharge, Section 3.3 lists the constituents in
the discharge, and Section 3.4 gives the concentrations of the constituents in the discharge.

3.1 Locality

In most submarine classes, submarine drain and plumbing drain systems are used to
receive all drains and route them to their respective holding tanks. In these classes, discharges
which may contain any oily waste are not to be released within 50 n.m., except in emergencies.
Per OPNAVINST 5090.lB, submarines are instructed to: 2

...pump all oily waste to the waste oil collection tank (WOCT). When the tank is full,
after allowingfor adequate separation time, and the ship is outside 50 n.m. [nautical
miles], submarines shallpump the bottom, water phase ofthe WOCT overboard.

The upper, oil phase from the WOCT is discharged only to authorized shore facilities.

The location of this discharge varies by class and the activities of the submarine. The
operational factors that affect the location ofbilgewater discharge include the operating depth,
type ofoperations, the submarine's requirement for quiet operations, and the duration ofthe
operations.

SSBN 726 Class submarines discharge all bilgewater either to shore facilities when
pierside, or hold bilgewater for discharge when outside 50 n.m. The SSN 688 Class discharges
some ofthe water phase of the bilgewater collecting tank between 3 and 12 n.m. due to the
limited size of the holding tank.3 For the SSN 637 Class submarines, discharges ofbilgewater
can occur at any location when the bilge pumps are activated.1

3.2 Rate

The rate of this discharge varies considerably by class and with the submarine activities.
The volume ofbilgewater generated can depend on the crew size, operating depth, the

Submarine Bilgewater
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I
Pot~tial 90nstituents which have been detected in previous studies include oil and

grease, copper, cadmium, lead, nickel, iron, zinc, mercury, lithium bromide, citric acid, chlorine,
phenol, cyanide, sodium bisulfite, and the pesticides heptachlor and heptachlor epoxide.
Submarine bilgewater could possibly have high levels oftotal suspended solids (TSS) and
chemical oxygen demand (COD).6,7

3.3 Constituents
"
"

3.4 Concentrations

I'

, ,,' ::

Heptachlor, heptachlor epoxide, phenol, cyanide, copper, cadmium; lead, nickel, silver,
and zinc are priority pollutants. Mercury is the only bioaccumulator.

Availabledata indicate th~t for the other submarine classes, no bilgewater is discharged
wit4in 50 n.m. Sipc"e bilgewater transferred to shore facilities is not released to the environment,
th~ above in[9nn~tion indicates that only the SSN 688 Class submarines actually discharge
s~bmarinebilgewater within 12 n.m. fromshore.'

SSN 688 54,000gallons to shore facilities
80,540 gallons while transiting within 12 n.m.
400,200 gallons outside 12 n.m.

Pearl Harbor Naval Station estimates that 2,000 to 3,000 gallons ofbilgewater are
generated per submarine per day when pierside; the classes ofvessels were not specified.5 For
the SSBN 726 and SSN 688 Class submarines, the following annual per-vessel flow estimates
Were provided:3

'

SSBN726 31,500 gallons to shore facilities
ogallons while transiting within 12 n.m.
300,000 gallons outside 12 n.m.

"" ,,"" ,
r"

::" ':' "" "" ,," ,," III ' ,
As shown in Table 1, there are three major submarine classes which generate bilgewater.

These are the "SSBN 726 Class, the SSN 688 Class, and the SSN 637 Class. "The SSN 637 Class
:!I'!,:: ' .. :, , 'I, 'II! :1 ,:,111::11"1'1 .' ' "" ' ,I I, , :'" , '1',: • I ,',II',

submannes are currently being phased out of service. At the present time, the entire class is
e~pected to be retired by the year 2001.4 Because of this, total discharge rates for SSN 637 Class
submarines Will not be estimated.

, , .li"'II:; d" ,

,

Sllbmarine's r~quirement for quiet operations, the type ofoperations, the duration ofoperations,
I, , .;11:_"", II

aild their 10caJion.

I illllllllllllll:l"IIIII"" ",nlI:ll~,

I ,,, (80,540 gaVvesseVyear) (56 SSN688 Classsubs)=4.5inil1ionga1loIls!y~arl



Table 2 summarizes concentration data from a sampling effort involving 10 submarines.
Samples in that program were analyzed for oil, 13 metals, pesticides, PCBs, and 46 organics
(vinyl chloride and 45 semivolatile organics).6,7 The sampling involved four SSBN 726 Class
submarines, four SSN 688 Class submarines, and two SSN 637 Class submarines. Samples were
taken from submarines that held their bilgewater while operating. Samples are representative of
discharges normally made outside 12 n.m.

Samples from open bilge compartments on all three classes ofsubmarines were found to
contain an average of20 parts per million (ppm) oil; bilgewater tanks averaged 76 ppm oil. In
calculating arithmetic averages, six samples having values ofgreater than 1,000 ppm oil were
excluded. These were considered not representative ofbilgewater discharged within 12 n.m. and
would be handled normally as waste oil and retained for shore disposal. These six samples
ranged from 1,030 to 820,000 ppm ofoil. The arithmetic average of the 52 oil samples, ranging
between the detection limit of 5 ppm and 1,000 ppm, is 30 ppm. Including the 23 nondetects, the
result would be an arithmetic mean of22.3 ppm when each non-detect sample was set equal to
the detect limit of5 ppm.

Each sample was also analyzed for 13 metals. Eighteen pesticides, 7 PCBs, 45
semivolatile organics (base neutral aromatics), and one volatile organic (vinyl chloride) were
analyzed for in the 81 samples. Table 2 presents concentration ranges and the average
concentration calculated. No PCBs, semivolatiles, or vinyl chloride were detected in any sample.
Six of the 81 samples contained detectable levels of the pesticides heptachlor and heptachlor
epoxide.6,7

4.0 NATURE OF DISCHARGE ANALYSIS

Based on the discharge characteristics presented in Section 3.0, the nature of the
discharge and its potential impact on the environment can be evaluated. The estimated mass
loadings are presented in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, the concentrations ofdischarge constituents
after release to the environment are estimated and compared with the water quality criteria. In
Section 4.3, the potential for the transfer ofnon-indigenous species is discussed.

4.1 Mass Loadings

The total annual mass loadings were calculated based upon the estimated discharge
volume for SSN 688 Class vessels and the average concentrations ofconstituents in submarine
bilgewater. The results are presented in Table 3.

4.2 Environmental Concentrations

Concentration data presented in Table 2 are measured concentrations in the discharge,
and do not reflect any dilution afforded by the receiving water.

Table 4 shows the water quality criteria (WQC) that are relevant to submarine bilgewater,

Submarine Bilgewater
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UNDS Equipment Expert Meeting Minutes, Submanne Bilgewater. August 12, 1996.1.

2. OPNAVINST 5090.1B. Environmental and Natural Resources Program Manual.
November 1, 1994.

4. Personal Communication Between Mr. R.B. Miller (M. Rosenblatt /!<- Son, Inc.) and Mr.

Submarine Bilgewater
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3. Data Call Response, Commander, Submarine Force, U.S. Atlantic Fleet. Submarine
Disc~argeQuestionnaire. December 13, 1996.

Specific References

6.0 DAT~ SOURCES AND REFERENCES

To characterize this discharge, infonnation from various sources was obtained. Table 5
shows the sources ofdata used to develop this NOD report. '

Ii,
",

, ',:' I'

Concy!ltratj,on dl3;ta frO:gl Sll:bmarine bilgewater were used to estimate" constituent loadings
within 12 n.m~from shore. These data and estimates were based on the existing management
pmctices (I.e. ~horeside bilgewater collection, discharging only the water phase, and refraining
from discharging within 12 n.m.). Discharges between 3 and 12 n.m. occur while the vessels are

lilliii': , I" ' ''''11,,''', "!I,"','III' ,I,'" , '" """. I' III' "

underway thereby dispersing the pollutants. Removal of the existing practices could significantly
iI!9r~ase amo~tSqfconstituents discharged above WQC and discharge standards, especially oil.
Stiblllarine bilgewater could potentially be discharged in port ifthese existing practices were not
iIJ. place. Therefore, submarine bilgewater, Uncontrolled, has the potential to cause an adverse
environmental'effect. ",

5.0 CONCLUSIONS

I'
I

, ", , " '" ~ :

Non-indigenous species are not likely to be transported by submarine bilgewater. There
is limited seawater access to bilge compartments. Bilgewater storage capacity limitations require
processing bi1~ewateron a frequent basis, resulting in discharge in the same geographic area in
which it was generated. "

4.3 Pot~ntial for Introducing Non-indigenous Species

an.d ~ompares meaSured concentrations ofconstituents to WQC. Reported levels ofoil and
grease for bilgewater exceed the Federal and'the most stringent"state WQC.'Mercury, heptachlor,
8ij,d 4eptachlor"epoxide exceedthe most stringent state WQC. Average meaSUrements of
constituents in thedischarge exceed the Federal and the most stringent state WQC for copper,
niGkel, silver, andzmc. While there is no relevant Federal WQC, chlorine concentrations exceed

'1'!!!II'1 I ,",' I I'II!.!III· ,,,,' I," ,I, " " ' ,,''',. iI.'

the most stringent ~tate WQC. Cadmium concentrations exceed the most stringent state WQC,
but do not eXG~edthe Federal WQC. "



Paul Murphy (NAVSEA PMS 392A33) ofOctober 15, 1997.

5. Data Call Response, Pearl Harbor Naval Station. October 11, 1996.

6. Bilge Water Sampling Study. Final Report. September 30, 1996. Electric Boat
Corporation.

7. NSSN Review, June 5, 1996. Subject: Fleet Bilge Water Sampling. Presented by: James
Triba, NSSN Seawater Systems, Electric Boat Corporation.
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USEPA. Toxics Criteria for Those States Not Complying with Clean Water Act Section
303(c)(2)(B). 40 CFR Part 131.36.

USEPA Interim Final Rule. Water Quality Standards; Establishment ofNumeric Criteria for
Priority Toxic Pollutants; States' Compliance - Revision ofMetals Criteria. 60 FR
22230. May 4, 1995.

USEPA. Water Quality Standards; Establishment ofNumeric Criteria for Priority Toxic
Pollutants. 57 FR 60848. December 22, 1992.

USEPA. Water Quality Standards; Establishment ofNumeric Criteria for Priority Toxic
Pollutants for the State of California, Proposed Rille under 40 CFR Part 131, Federal
Register, Vol. 62, Number 150. August 5, 1997.

Connecticut. Department ofEnvironmental Protection: Water Quality Standards. Surface Water
Quality Standards Effective April 8, 1997.

Florida. Department ofEnvironmental Protection. Surface Water Quality Standards, Chapter
62-302. Effective December 26, 1996.

Georgia Final Regulations. Chapter 391-3-6, Water Quality Control, as provided by The Bureau
ofNational Affairs, Inc., 1996.

Hawaii. Hawaiian Water Quality Standards. Section 11, Chapter 54 ofthe State Code.

Mississippi. Water Quality Criteria for Intrastate, Interstate and Coastal Waters. Mississippi
Department ofEnvironmental Quality, Office ofPollution Control. Adopted November
16, 1995.

New Jersey Final Regulations. Surface Water Quality Standards, Section 7:9B-I, as provided by
The Bureau ofNational Affairs, Inc., 1996.

Texas. Texas Surface Water Quality Standards, Sections 307.2 - 307.10. Texas Natural
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W'l,lShington. Water Quality Standards for Surface Waters of the State ofWashington. Chapter
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The Water QualitY Guidance for the Great Lakes System, Table 6A. Volunle 60 Federal
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Table 2. Concentrations of Contaminants in Submarine Bilgewater Discharge (mgIL)6,7

,Submarine Bilgewater
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2
1

56

13
17Ohio Class Ballistic Missile Submarine

Benjamin Franklin Class Attack Submarine

Los Angeles Class Attack Submarine

Sturgeon Class Attack Submarine

Narwhal Class Attack Submarine

Table 1. Submarines Producing Bilgewater Discharges

SSN688

SSN640
SSN637

SSN 671

SSBN726

"",!")' 'P:'arameter:" >'.:'A'.,..
'Bi;;?:"'["'YriRariiie~ ',fC'> ", ;";";I(,:tA.rltbmeijcMea:lL '<>,>d,·; ,:~,;:,~;::,-~~;,,;::

Oil <5 - 820,000 30 mg/L (note a)
Arsenic <0.01 <0.01
Barium <0.01 - 3.3 0.014
Cadmium <0.005 - 0.2 0.02
Chromium <0.01 - 1.7 0.050
Copper 0.065-15 1.42
Iron <0.2-20 1.89
Lead <0.01 - 0.074 0.01
Manganese <0.01 - 1.7 0.12
Mercury <0.0002 - 0.0007 0.00007
Nickel <0.04 -11 0.98
Selenium <0.005 - 0.021 0.005
Silver <0.01 - 0.035 0.006
Zinc <0.02 -11 1.36
Heptachlor 0.000005
17 other pesticides noteb
Heptachlor epoxide 0.000003
PCBs <0.001 <0.001
1 VOA plus 45 SVOAs note c noteb
Ammonia <0.1 - 68 6.95
Chlorine 0.0 - 1.6 0.21
COD <15 - 4500 595
Cyanide <0.01 - 0.03 0.004
pH 2.94 - 8.95 6.9
Phenols <0.01 - 5.4 0.19
Surfactants ND-0.807 0.16
TSS <7 -2400 177

Note a - The average of30 mg/L proVIded m the pnmary reference6 Omitted all nondetects and all (SIX) 011 values>
1,000 milligrams per liter (mg/L). The average of the 75 samples less than 1,000 ppm (including nondetects,
assumed to equal the detection limit) is 22.3 mg/L.
Note b - No samples had detectable levels.
Note c - VOA is volatile organic analyte; SVOA is semivolatile organic analyte
Values preceded by "<C!' are non-detects
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Table 3.· Estimated Mass Loadings of Constituents
t

··

from Submarine Bilgewater Discharges (Ibs/yr)
,;"

..',.: . . . ,: ., .. :. ,.
Pollutant Concentration.(m2!L) 688Class~-12n.m.

-
Oil 30.01 1130
Copper 1.42 53.4
Lead 0.01 0.38
Nickel 0.98 36.9
Silver 0.006 0.23
Zinc 1.36 51.2
Ammonia 6.95 262
Chlorine 0.21 7.90
Barium 0.014 0.53
Cadmium 0:02 0.75
Chromium 0.05 1.9
Mercury 0.00007 0.0026
Selenium 0.005 0.19
Heptachlor 0.000005 0.00019
Cyanide 0.004 0.15
Phenol 0.19 7.15
Surfactants 0.16 6.02

II ••

"
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• Bioaccumulator

170

5000 (FL)

10 (FL)

1.2 WA)
84.6(WA

9.3 L, GA)

8.3 (FL, GA)

0.00021 (FL)

2.4 CT,MS)

0.00011 (GA
0.025 L, GA)

1 (CA, CT, FL, GA, HI,
MS, NJ, VA, WA)

42

90

1

2.4

1.9

visible sheena / 15,000b

210

6

20

980

1360

1420
3,0010

Discharge ofOil, 40 CFR 110, defines a prohibited discharge ofoil as any discharge sufficient to cause a sheen
on receiving waters.
International Convention for the Prevention ofPollution from Ships (MARPOL 73/78). MARPOL 73/78 as
implemented by the Act to Prevent Pollution from Ships (APPS)

Submarine Bilgewater
11 .

Zinc
Chlorine

Oil

Cadmium

Nickel
Co er

He tachlor e oxide 0.003
Phenol 190

He tachlor 0.005

Silver

Cyanide 4

Mercury 0.07

b

a

Table 4. Comparison of Measured Constituent Values and Water Quality Criteria (fJ.gIL)

CA = California
CT = Connecticut
FL = Florida
GA=Georgia
HI = Hawaii
MS = Mississippi
NJ = New Jersey
VA = Virginia
WA = Washington

Notes:
Refer to federal criteria promulgated by EPA in its National Toxics Rule, 40 CFR 131.36 (57 FR 60848; Dec. 22,
1992 and 60 FR 22230; May 4, 1995)
Where historical data were not reported as dissolved or total, the metals concentrations were compared to the most
stringent (dissolved or total) state water quality criteria.
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Table 5. Data Sources

; ,:

,
Data Sourl:e - -- -

NOD Sei:tion Reported SatilPJin2 Estimated Equipment Emert
. 2.1 Equipment Description and

. -. -- .
X

on
2.2 Releases to the Environment Data Call responses X
2.3 Vessels Producin2 the DischaNe UNDS Database X
3.1 Locality Data Call responses X
3.2 Rate Data Call responses X
3.3 CoDStituents X X
3.4 Concentrations X
4.1 MassL X

,. 4.2 Environmental Concentrations X
4.3 Potential for IntroducingNon- X
Indigenous Species

."



NATURE OF DISCHARGE REPORT

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The National Defense Authorization Act of 1996 amended Section 312 of the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act (also known as the Clean Water Act (CWA» to require that the
Secretary ofDefense and the Administrator ofthe Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
develop unifonn national discharge standards (UNDS) for vessels of the Anned Forces for
••...discharges, other than sewage, incidental to nonnal operation of a vessel of the Anned Forces,
..." [Section 312(n)(1)]. UNDS is being developed in three phases. The first phase (which this
report supports), will detennine which discharges will be required to be controlled by marine
pollution control devices (MPCDs)--either equipment or management practices. The second
phase will develop MPCD perfonnance standards. The final phase will detennine the design,
construction, installation, and use ofMPCDs.

A nature ofdischarge (NOD) report has been prepared for each ofthe discharges that has
been identified as a candidate for regulation under UNDS. The NOD reports were developed
based on infonnation obtained from the technical community ~thin the Navy and other branches
of the Armed Forces with vessels potentially subject to UNDS, from infonnation available in
existing technical reports and documentation, and, when required, from data obtained from
discharge samples that were collected under the UNDS program.

The purpose of the NOD report is to describe the discharge in detail, including the system
that produces the discharge, the equipment involvea, the constituents released to the
environment, and the current practice, if any, to prevent or minimize environmental effects.
Where existing process infonnation is insufficient to characterize the discharge, the NOD report
provides the results ofadditional sampling or other data gathered on the discharge. Based on the
above infonnation, the NOD report describes how the estimated constituent concentrations and
mass loading to the environment were determined. Finally, the NOD report assesses the
potential for environmental effect. The NOD report contains sections on: Discharge
Description, Discharge Characteristics, Nature ofDischarge Analysis, Conclusions, and Data
Sources and References.

Submarine Emergency Diesel Engine Wet Exhaust
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2.2 Releases to the Environment

DISCHARGE DESCRIPTION
'" :1, "

This section contains qualitative and quantitative information that characterizes the
djscharge. Section 3.1 describes where the discharge occurs with respect to "harbors and near
sIJ:ore areas, Section 3.2 describes the rate ofthe discharge, Section 3.3 lists the constituents in
the discharge, and Section 3.4 gives the concentrations of the constituents in the discharge.

,1"

2.3 V~sels Producing the Discharge

, . The Navy is the only branch of the Armed Forces that operates submarines. All active
'I ' '"",:,"111" I" """". '" • ,,'" ", '" ,

syJ:>qlarin~s iq,thfifleet produce this discharge. For this report, information on the discharge rates
:fu:>m'the tlrre~'lmaht~libmaOne classes was used, representing 86 orthe 89 active submarines.
Tlle ,classes ofsul'!pClrlnes producing emergency diesel wet exhaust discharge analyzed in this
report are summarized in Table 1. .

Submarine Emergency Diesel Engine Wet Exhaust
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3~0 DISCIlAJiGE CHARACTERISTICS

Each submarine is equipped with one emergency diesel engine. Refer to Figure 1 and
Figure 2 for a representation of the wet exhaust system.

All SUbmarines have emergency diesel engines for use during emergency situations, such
~providing electric power or emergency ventilation. However, emergency diesel engines are
rq~tinely used during training exercises, pre-underway checks, andquarterly performance
ax1~es. Alfsubmarines have air ,induction and diesel exhaust sysiein~ for emergency diesel
erlgfues. Airillduction systems bring in outsIde air for combustion In the emergency diesel
engines, while exhaust systems discharge the combustion by-products overboard. Prior to
di,~4arge, the exhaust gases are cooled by seawater injection into the exhaust. Water is injected
to re<J.uce radiant energy from the exhaust piping and to reduce corrosion of the exhaust piping
from high temperatures.

, ,

2.1 Equipment Description and Operation
"

,
, !! II, "~llIi'i, ' , ' , ::", ~ : I

The exhauSt-water mixture is vented from the exhaust stack into the atmosphere. Some,
ofthe water mist with entrained or dissolved exhaust products will settle into the seawater
stWoUnding the exhaust stack. For the purposes of this arl3lysis, it is assumed that all ofthe
discharge settles to the water's surface. .

2.0
I'
I:

I ,,', t
This s~tiqgdescribes the submarine emergency diesel engine wet exhaust liquid

di,,~qarge and includes information on: the equipment that is used and its operation (Section
2.), general descnption ofthe constituents of the discharge (Section 2.2), and the vessels that
piOduce this clischarge (Section2.3).' ,

"'I I!'



3.1 Locality

Each vessel operates the emergency diesel engine an average of 60 hours annually within
12 n.m. ofshore.

3.2 Rate

Table 1 provides discharge rates for individual classes of submarines. Discharge rates
vary for each vessel class, from approximately 7 gallons per minute (gpm) to 15 gpm, and are
dependent on the water injection rate into the exhaust system.1

,2,3,4 For this analysis, it was
assumed that all ofthe water injected into the exhaust system is eventually discharged to the
receiving water body. This represents an overestimate for total flow volumes, because much of
the injected seawater has the potential to vaporize.

3.3 Constituents

Constituents ofexhaust from diesel engines include both organic and inorganic
substances. These substances originate primarily from the diesel fuel and also from engine
lubricants. Most of the substances that originate from the diesel fuel are products ofcombustion.
Some diesel fuel can pass through the engine unburned, along with combustion products in the
exhaust.s

Inorganic substances in diesel exhaust include combustion products such as carbon
dioxide (C02), carbon monoxide (CO), oxides ofnitrogen (NOx), oxides of sulfur (SOx), and
metals. The specific substances and their concentrations in the exhaust depend on a number of
factors, including the composition ofthe fuel, engine temperature, engine use, and engine
condition. Many ofthe organic substances in diesel exhaust condense into particulates, that is,
the oily soot visible in the exhaust. 6

Standard air emissions factors for large stationary diesel industrial engines were used to
study the constituents in this discharge. EPA has published emission factors for large stationary
diesel engines 600 hp and over. These emissions factors relate quantities ofreleased materials to
fuel input, as nanograms per Joule (nglJ), or as power output, as in grams per horsepower-hour
(glhp-hr). Although intended for stationary industrial diesel engines, these emission factors can
be used to approximate emergency diesel engine emissions. 6

Table 2 lists the emission factors for constituents present in the air exhaust oflarge diesel
engines.6 As the cooling water is injected into the air exhaust, many ofthese constituents have
the potential to be introduced into the water. Ofthe compounds shown in Table 2, benzene,
toluene, acrolein, naphthalene, acenaphthylene, acenaphthene, fluorene, phenanthrene, .
anthracene, fluoranthene, pyrene, benzo(a)anthracene, chrysene, benzo(b)fluoranthene,
benzo(k)fluoranthene, benzo(a)pyrene, indeno(I,2,3-cd)pyrene, dibenzo(a,h)anthracene, and
benzo(g,h,i)perylene are priority pollutants. This discharge is not expected to contain
bioaccumulators.

Submarine Emergency Diesel Engine Wet Exhaust
3



Annual Dischare

En,vironDlental Concentrations4.2

Annual Mass Loading (kg)
=0 Concentration in Dischar e

i:

',. , The mas~loadingcalculations are an overestimate. Calculations using Henry's Law
assumed that ~quilibriumcon.ditions exist. However, due to the low residence time «1 second)
ofb'oth exhaust products and water in the wet exhaust syStem, equilibrium conditions are
UIllikely.7 Therefore, constituent concentrations are expected to be lower than calculated.

I ' .. II

'r

Submarine Emergency Diesel Engine Wet Exhaust ..
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4.1 . M;tss Loadings

4.0 NATtJRE'OF DISCHARGE ANALYSIS ,
",I '" :,11 ,I '. 1" • ~ I

Baseg, ,0n!1;J.e di~~harge characteristics presented in Section 3.0, the nature ofthe
<ijscharge and its potential impact on the environment can be evaluated. The estimated mass
l():l~ings are presented in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, the concentnitions ofdischarge constituents
after release to the environment are estimated and compared with water quality criteria. In
Section 4.3, the potential for the transfer ofnon-indigenous species is discussed.

" ,." . II'

il
I'

A comparison ofestimated constituent concentrations.to corresponding Federal and most
stringent state water quality criteria (wQC) is presented in Table 5~ The estimated
concentrations ofphenanthrene, benzo(a)anthracene, chrysene, indeno(I,2,3-cd)pyrene,
dibenzo(ah)anthracene, and benzo(g,h,i)perylene individually exceed the most stringent state

3.4 Concentrations

,
."Mass loadings were calculated for constituents that exceed WQC using annual flow

volumes (Table 1) and estimated constituent concentrations (Table 3). Annual flow volumes
Were calculated using the cooling water injection rate (Table 1) and an average operational time

.", ., ....".. . .. . 1
of60 hours annually within 12 n.m. ofshore, per submarine. Fleet-wide mass loadings for
individual chemlGaI constituents were calculated through the following equation and are shown
iri Table 4.'..,

!.
Using submarine diesel engine power output specifications, the concentrations ofthe

ch~qtica1 COIWpni~nts in the engine exhaust were estimated for each submarine class. By making
tJ:i~ ~sqrpptiOll that all constituents in the discharge liquid resulted Irom exhaust gases dissolving
iIith,e co~lin&waier under equilibrium conditions, it is possible to estimate the concentration of
c6hstituents i~ ~eHquid using Henry's Law. Henry's Law descrihesthe solubility ofgases in a
liquid and reiatestbe concentration of a constituent in a liquid to the partial pressure ofthe
c9n~tituent iI;J,.. the gaseous phase surrounding the liquid. The calculation sheet at the end ofthis
repo'rt presents the assumptions made for this approach and provides a sample calculation for the
cBIlcentration ofbenzene in the wet exhaust of aSSN 688 class submarine. Estimated
c6n~entratio~ ar~"presented ~Table3.' . .. ::



(Florida) WQC. Concentrations have been based on a water temperature of60OP. Since the
majority ofsubmarines are located in wann water ports, it is believed that 600P is a reasonable
assumption for an average water temperature. Concentrations may increase at colder

. temperatures because ofincreased constituent solubilities. However, even ifconcentrations
triple, none ofthe individual constituents will exceed federal water quality criteria and only one
additional individual compound (benzo(a)pyrene) will exceed Florida criteria for total PARs. All
other constituent concentrations are below relevant WQC.

4.3 Potential for Introducing Non-Indigenous Species

Because water intake and discharge occur at -the same location, there is no significant
threat ofnon-indigenous species introduction to receiving waters.

5.0 CONCLUSION

This analysis concluded that submarine emergency diesel engine wet exhaust has a low
potential for adverse environmental effect. Although total PARs (the total of the following
individual PAR compounds: acenaphthylene, benzo-(a)anthracene, benzo(a)pyrene,
benzo(b)f1uoranthene, benzo(g,h,i)perylene, benzo(k)f1uoranthene, chrysene,
dibenzo(a,h)anthracene, indeno(I,2,3-cd)pyrene, and phenanthrene) exceeded water quality
criteria for the most stringent state .(Florida), the annual Fleet-wide mass loading was only 0.056
pounds from 86 vessels.

6.0 DATA SOURCES AND REFERENCES

To characterize this discharge, infOlmation from various sources was obtained. Table 6
shows the sources ofdata used to develop this NOD report.

Specific References

I. UNDS Data Call Package Submission from COMSUBLANT, 688 & 726 Class
Submarine. December 13, 1996.

2. Gerry Viers, Newport News Shipbuilding. Submarine Diesel Exhaust System, 5 February
1997, Doug Hamm, Malcolm Pimie, Inc.

3. Perry Buckberg, NAVSEA 03X33. Submarine Diesel Exhaust Temperatures, 13
November 1997, Russ Hrabe, M. Rosenblatt & Son, Inc~

4. UNDS Equipment Expert Meeting - Submarine Emergency Diesel Engine Exhaust. 3
September 1996.

Submarine Emergency Diesel Engine Wet Exhaust
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5. Faukner, M.G.; E.B. Dismukes; and J.R. McDonald. Assessment ofDiesel Particulate
control: Filters. Scrubbers. and Precipitators. U.S. En.vironmental Protection Agency.
EPA-600/7-79-232a. October, 1979. '

'i I'" '" ~ ,

, '" " , , ,,',' , , " ,~.,

6. United States Environmental Protection Agency Office ofAir Quality Planning and
Standards~'CompilationofAir Pollution EmlssionFactors. AP-42,Fifth Addition,
November, 1996. ,," " " I'

iii

7. Doug Hamm (MPI). Interoffice Memo: Estimation ofResidence Tiine. March 4, 1998.
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General References
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~

USEPA. Toxics Criteria for Those States Not Complying with Clean Watei Act Section
303(cj(2)(B). 40 CFRPart 131.36. '

USEPA. Interim Final Rule. Water Quality Standards; Establishment ofNtimeric Criteria for
Priority Toxic Pollutants; States' Compliance - Revision ofMetals Criteria. 60 FR
22230. May 4, 1995.

USEPA. Wat~r ~alityStandards; Establishment ofNumeric Criteria for priority Toxic
Pollut~ts." 57 FR 60848. December 22, 1992. :,

USEPA. Water Quality Standards; Establishment ofNumeric Criteria for Priority Toxic
Pollutants for the State ofCalifornia, Proposed Rule under 40 CFR Part 131, Federal
Regi~t~r, Vol. 62, Number 150. August 5, 1997. "

Connecticutpepartment ofEnvironmental Protection. Water Quality Standards. Surface Water
QualIty Standards Effective April 8, 1997. ' "

F?orida. Department ofEnvironmental Protection. Surface Water Quality ~tandards, Chapter
62-302. Effective December 26, 1996.

,::"': 'I!!:, " ,

Georgia Final Regulations. Chapter 391-3-6, Water Quality Control, as provided by The Bureau
ofNatlomii Affairs, Inc., 1996. ,"

I,

Hawaii. Hawt,riiaij, Water Quality Standards. Section 11, Chapter 54 of the ~tate Code.
'!::, ' ' Ii ,

Mississippi. Water Quality Criteria for Intrastate, Interstate and Coastal W~ters. Mississippi
Department ofEnvironmental Quality, Office ofPollution Control. Adopted November
16, 1995. '

I' : ,II,! 'I .~ ,

New Jersey Final Regulations. Surface Water Quality Standards, Section 7:9B-l, as provided by
The Bureau ofNational Affairs, Inc., 1996. '".
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Texas. Texas Surface Water Quality Standards, Sections 307.2 - 307.10. Texas Natural
Resource Conservation Commission. Effective July 13, 1995.

Virginia. Water Quality Standards. Chapter 260, Virginia Administrative Code (VAC), 9 VAC
25-260.

Washington. Water Quality Standards for Surface Waters of the State ofWashington. Chapter
l73-201A, Washington Administrative Code (WAC).

Committee Print Number 95-30 of the Committee on Public Works and Transportation of the
House ofRepresentatives, Table 1.

The Water Quality Guidance for the Great Lakes System, Table 6A. Volume 60 Federal
Register, p. 15366. March 23, 1995.
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'.. ,Figure 1. Typical Submarine Diesel Exhaust System
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Figure 2. Typical Submarine Diesel Seawater System
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* 13ased on 60-hoUJ: operating time annually per submanne

Table 2. Enussion Factors for Large UncontroDedStationary Die~el Engines6

COBstitnent Emissio:o.Factor . ',. -

OblMMBtu)a (ngIJ)b

Benzene 7.76£-04 0.3337
....

Toluene 2.81E-04 0.1208
Xylenes 1.93£-04 0.0830
Fonnaldehyde 7.89£-05 0.0339
Acetaldehyde 2.52£-05 0.0108
Acrolein 7.88E-06 0.0034
NO" 3.2 1376
CO 0.85 365.5
CO2 165 70950
Naphthalene 1.30£-04 0.0559
Acenaphthvlene 9.23£-06 0.0040
Acenaphthene 4.68£-06 0.0020
Fluorene 1.28E-05 0.0055
Phenanthrene 4.08E-05 0.0175
Anthracene 1.23£-06 0.0005
Fluoranthene 4.03E-06 0.0017
Pvrene 3.71E-06 0.0016
Benzo(a)anthracene 6.22E-07 0.0003
IChrvsene 1.53E-06 0.0007
Benzo :b)fluoranthene 1.11E-06 0.0005

'Benzo k)fluoranthene 2.18£-07 0.0001
Benzo a)ovrene 2.57E-07 0.0001
Indeno(l,2,3-cd) ovrene 4.14£-07 0.0002
Dibenzla,h) anthracene 3.46£-07 0.0001
Benzo(g,h,i) perylene 5.56£-07 0.0002.. . .

Submarine Emergency Diesel Engine Wet Exhaust
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a ~~o~ .~nussion factors expressed m pounds per million Bntish thermal urnt (lblMMBtu)
b To convert from IbfMMBtu to ng/J, multiply by 430

lable 1. EQlergency Diesel Engine Applicable Vessels,
Air ExJi~ust....and Cooling Water Flow Rat.es, and Estimated Annual Discharge

i
"

.1.

No.of Air Exbaust Cooling Water Annual Annual
S'l1bmarine Class Submarines FIowRate Injection :Rate , Discharge per Discbargefor

.... !' ....

(cubic feet (gallons per Submarine .Class (million
'" "'",,

........: ... nerminute) minute) (2a11ons)* 2a11005)
· SSN 688 (Los Angeles Class) 56 6500

- .-
11.5

_. ~ .. - .. -
41,400 2.3

• SSBN 726 (Ohio Class) 17 8600 15.0 54,000 0.92
· SSN 631 (St\lrReon Class) 13 3600 7.0 25,200 0.33
Total 86 N/A N/A N/A 3.55



Table 3. Estimated Concentrations of Exhaust Constituents in Wet Diesel Exhaust (mg/L)
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.00004

.00045
.000352

.000134

.000041

.000012

.000109

.000187

.000007

.000003

.000006

.000003

.000004

.005969

.009049

.001884

.000006

.0000004

.0000002

.0000005

9.373719

.00041

.000036

.00032

.00017

.000099

.000122

.000006

.000011

.000037

.000002

.000018

.001714

.000036

.008234

.000002

.000006

.000004

.005431

.000017

.000005

.0000002

.0000004

.0000004

8.530179

.00018

.000339

.000007

.000434

.000012

.000105

~000002

.000039

.000129

.000003

.000039

.000019

.000038

.013364

.001814

.000006

.000005

.005749

.000004

.000018

.0000004

.0000002

9.028866

.0000004
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Tallie 4. Fleet-Wide Estimated Annual Mass Loadings of Wet Diesel Exhaust Constituents
Witbin 1~ n.m. of Shore .

"" il

SlIboWioe ClaS&: SSN68S0ass SSBN 726 Class SSN 637 Class

Eagine Pewer: 800kW 1000kW 460kW TOTAL ,.'"

,ExltallSt lUte: 6SOOcfm 8600cfin 3600cfin FLEET WIDE
No. veSsels: S6 Vessels 17 Vessels 13 Vessels '"

"""""'" Co~tueBt (kg) (kg) (kil) (k2) (lbs)
....-

Polycyclic ArODUltiC
Hvdrocarbons (PAHs)
Naphthalene 0.00033 0.00013 0.00005 0.00051 0.00112
Acenaphthylene 0.000004 0.000001 0.000001 0.000006 0.00001
Acenaphtbene 0.00002 0.00001 0.000003 0.00003 0.00007
Fluorene 0.00017 0.00006 0.00002 0.00025 0.00056
Phenanthrene 0.00112 0.00042 0.00017 0.00171 0.00378
Anthracene 0.00002 0.00001 0.00000 0.00003 0.00008
Fluoranthene 0.000002 0.0000008 0.0000003 0.000003 0.00001
Pyrene 0.00034 0.00013 0.00005 0.00052 0.00115
Benzo(a)anthracene 0.00034 0.00013 0.00005 0.00051 0.00113
Chryscnc 0.00091 0.00035 0.00014 0.0014 0.00308
Benzo(b)fluoranthenc 0.00006 0.00002 0.00001 0.00009 0.0002
Bcnzo(k)fluoranthene 0.000003 0.000001 0.0000005 0.00001 0.00001
Benzo(a)pyrene 0.00010 0.00004 0.00002 0.00016 0.00035
Indeno{l,2,3-cd) pyrene 0.00377 0.00143 0.00057 0.00577 0.01272
Dibenz(a,h) anthrllcene 0.00295 0.00112 0.00044 0.00451 0.00995
BcnzO(2.h,i) pervlene 0.00654 0.00247 0.00098 0.01 0.02204

Note; Bold indicat~ tha,t water quality criteria is exceeded (see Table 5).
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Table 6. Data Sources

0.031 (Fpz
0.031 ~L 2

0.031 Fp2

0.031 (FL 2
0.031 (FL 2

0.031 FL 2

0.031 FL)2
0.031 (FLi

0.031 (FL)2
0.031 (FLi

None

None

None
None

None

None
None

None

None
None

0.45

0.78

0.04

1.89

0.352

0.109

0.012

0.134

0.007
0.0004

0.0005

Benzo{sz.h.i) perylene

Benzo :k)fluoranthene
Benzo a)pvrene

TotaiPAHs2

IndenoCl.2,3-cd) pyrene
Dibenzo (a.h) anthracene

Chrysene
Benzo(a)anthracene
Phenanthrene

Benzo:b)fluoranthene

Acenaphthylene
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Bold number indicates that water quality criteria is exceeded.
HI = Hawaii
FL=Florida

1: Highest concentration ofthree submarine classes
2: Florida criteria for total PARs is for the total of the following individual PAR compounds:
acenaphthylene, benzo-(a)anthracene, benzola)pyrene, benzo(b)fluoranthene, benzo(g,h,i)perylene,
benzo(k)fluoranthene, cbrysene, dibenzo(a,h)anthracene, indeno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene, and phenanthrene.
Estimated discharge concentrations for total PARs represent a sum ofthese chemicals.

,;.' ,.··';~oDstitUente···i(;'jt:Esrlmatedini.scliarge:tii .•·F~demA:ctite;JlfMost$tJ:ingent:Stafe(
...,....::'~; 'J~::::: ':';·:;:,:i/!l.:;':\fl:i,\f'.·c~l1'e~iltr~fi~n~:Jf!~r:.:3~01:'WOC[~:;·[~;I;,;,·,1i;'fA~tlfewOCi~.~t"::
Polyaromatic
Hydrocarbons (PAHs)

Table 5. Comparison of Discharge Concentrations and Water Quality Criteria (J.1g1L)

A.3:l?otentlaHorIntr()ducingNon,. X X
'Indiji~otlS: Sbecies">'&;~':';~;;:' .', ··;l :

Notes:
Refer to federal criteria promulgated by EPA in its National Toxics Rule, 40 CFR 131.36 (57 FR 60848; Dec.
22, 1992 and 60 FR 22230; May 4, 1995)
Where historical data were not reported as dissolved or total, the metals concentrations were compared to the most
stringent (dissolved or total) state water quality criteria.



Background:

At dilute concentrations, the concentratic:m ofbenzene dissolved in water can be foUJ;1.~ from Henry's Law:
, . X .. exhaust = (HJ (X.. water) I0\)'

I

x.. cxh&ust: Mole Fraction ofBenzene in Exhaust
FIll . . : Henry's Law Constant (atm)
XI, water : Mole Fraction ofBenzene in Water
PI : Total Exhaust Pressure (atm)

Where:

Rearranging, Henry's Law can be rewritten as:

. .. . .. . X.. water =(XIl, exhaust) (Pt) I Ha
,.'1 "'"I' , ,I, '

The mole fraction ofbenzene in exhaust can then be converted into a concentration ofbenzene in the wet
exhaust in mgIL using the molecular weight ofbenzene.

Calculation Sheet
Benzene

"
Herny's Law was used to estimate the concentration ofcomponents in wet exhaust from submarine
emergency diesel engines. This calculation sheet shows the calculation for the concentration ofbenzene in
the wet exhaust ofSSN 688 Class submarines. Calculations for the other exhaust co~onentswere similar.

Setting (1) = (2) we obtain the following:

??7~:p~oF-min. (200°F -T) = 95.97 Btu/OF-min. (T-60°F)

93.76 (T) + 95.97 (T) =200°F (93.76) + 95.97 (60°F)

T = 129.18 OF = (915) °C + 32 = 54°C

An energy balance was used to determine the approximate wet exhaust equilibrium temperature. The
resulting temperature was determined using an air exhaust flow rate of6,500 cfin at ioo of, and a water
injection rate of 11.5 gpm at 60 OF. For this calculation, we assume the exhaust gas to have similar thermal
properties to air.

Submarine Emergency Diesel Engine Wet Exhaust
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Mi: Change in enthalpy, m: mass ofair or water, Cp: Specific heat capacity ofair or"water

~urtPS = Mi_cr
." II ';:111,1 I il'

~urt ~ = mCp (200°F-T)

... 11~:,;:(6,500 tt3/min.) (0.060Ilbnltt3) (0.24 Btu/lbmOF) (200°F - T)

"",93.76 Btu/OF-min. ( 200°F-T) (1) .
I

Miwllcr =mCp (T-60"F) = (11.5 gal/min.) (8.345 Ibm Igal) (1 Btu/Ibm OF) (T-60°F)

=95.97 Btu/OF-min. (T-60°F) (2)

" "::i:; ii

. This teriJperature was then used to determine the appropriate values for Henry's Law
cODstantS; which vary withtemperature.'

'11 ,11

Given Conditions and Assumptions:
55.56 moles H20 in 1 liter [(mole H20 118 g H20) (1000g I Liter H20) = 55.56 moles H20IL ]
Exhaust ~emperature of200°F (Reference 3)



Where:

2) Concentration ofbenzene in air exhaust, Ab

Rearranging the ideal gas law equation and solving for IltN yields:

H a (atm)
7.30E+03
8.89E+03
8.56E+03
2.30E+OO
2.34E+Ol
2.22E+02
4.01E+04
7.85E+04
3.06E+03
5.71E+02
3.45E+03
3.19E+02
1.13E+02
5.3lE+Ol
7.96E+Ol
2.92E+03
1.59E+OI
2.70E+OO
2.44E+OO
2.77E+OI
9. 17E+O1

3.6lE+OO
1.60E-OI
I.71E-OI
1.24E-OI

Constituent
Benzene
Toluene
Xylenes
Formaldehyde
Acetaldehyde
Acrolein
Nox

CO
. CO2

Naphthalene
Acenaphthylene
Acenaphthene
Fluorene
Phenanthrene
Anthracene
Fluoranthene
Pyrene
Benzo(a)anthracene
Cbrysene
Benzo(b)fluoranthene
Benzo(k)fluoranthene
Benzo(a)pyrene
Indeno(I,2,3-cd) pyrene
Dibenz(a,h) anthracene
Benzo(g,h,i) perylene

Submarine Emergency Diesel Engine Wet Exhaust
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IltN =PIRT

IltN = (1.7atm) (28.32 L/ fil) / (( 0.08206 L-atml K-mol) (327.15 K»
= 1.79 molest ff

P: Pressure within the exhaust piping, 1.7 atm
V: Volume ofspace occupied by gas (assume I fil)
R: Gas constant, 0.08206 L-atml K-mol
T: Temperature, 327.15 K

6,500 cfm air exhaust flow rate for 800 kW diesel engine
0.334 ng/J generation rate ofbenzene
Backpressure on engine is approximately 70% above atmospheric when surfaced (Pt = 1.70 atm)
Molecular weight ofbenzene is 78.11 grams per mole (78,110 mg/mole)
Based on a water temperature of54 °C (327.15 K), Henry's Law constants (in atm) for the constituents are
the following:

Solution:
I) Total number ofmoles per cubic foot in the air exhaust., including constituents and circulated air, Ilt

The number ofmoles per cubic foot can be determined using the ideal gas law; PV = IltRT

The conversion ofHenry's Law constants into common units is presented at the end ofthe calculation sheet.



"
"

""
Ab= (0.334 ngIi) (800 kW) (3.6 x 106 J/kW-Hr) (l0-9g/ng) (1000 mg/g) (min.l6500 to) (Hr/60 min.)

Ii ," ., "," • ~ ,

~~ 1..~7 X 10-3 mg/tt3 = (2.47 X 10-3 mg/tt3) ( g/1000 mg) ( mole b,~~ene / 7~.11 g)

= 3.17 X 10-8 moles benzene/:tt3 exhaust

3) Mole fraction ofgas in exhaust, X.. exhaust

Xa. exhaust = At/total molar concentration

x..cxhaust = (3.17 X 10-8 moles benzene/:tt3 exhaust) / (1.79 total moles/:tt3 exhaust)

Xa, exhaust = 1.77 x 10-8 moles benzene/ mole exhaust

4) Mole fraction ofgas in water, Xa, water

5) Concentration 9~gas in water:

Per lliter ofwater;
, :!, ~

,~oles benzeQ,~ = (4.12 x 10-12
. moles benzene / mole H20) (55.56 moies H20illiter)"'; ~.29 x 10-10 moles/L

(2.29 x 10-10 moles/L ) (78.11 g benzene/mole) = 1.8 X 10-8 gIL benze~e

(1.8 x 10-8 gIL) (1000 mg/g) = 1.8 X 10-5 mgIL benzene

,
i

.1

, '
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Determination of Henry's Constants

Henry's constants for the constituents ofconcern were available, but units and temperature for the constants varied
between the references used. Henry's constants with the following units were available:

1) HI> atm
2) Hz, atm-m3/mol

For purposes ofclarity, the same calculation was used for each constituent ofconcern. It was therefore
necessary to convert all ofHenry's constants to atm units, (1).

1) Conversion from Hz (atm-m3/mol) to HI(atm):

HI = (Hz in atm-m3/mol) (55.6 mol water / L) (L /10-3 m3 water) = Hz * (55,600)

Henry's constants with the following temperatures in degrees Celsius were available:

(1) 20°C
(2) 24 °c
(3) 25°C
(4) 40 °c

Henry's constants increase on average about threefold for every 10 °c rise in temperature for most volatile
hydrocarbons.a Therefore, the constants will increase by a factor ofAH = 3(~TI10). All of the constants were
converted to 54°C constants using the following conversions

For Henry's constant at 54 °c, and converting from Henry's constants at 20°C, 24 °c, and 25°C
respectively:

HS4 = (Hzo) (41.9)

HS4 = (Hz4) (27)

HS4 = (Hzs) (24.2)

HS4=~) (4.66)

Example - Henry's Constant Calculation

For Acrolein, Henry's constant was available in atm-m3/mol for 20°C (Ha = 9.54 x lO-s)
Therefore, at 54°C, Henry's constant will be:

Ha (atm) = (9.54 x lO-s atm-m3/mol) (55,600 mol/m3
) (41.9)

H. =222 atm

Using this approach, the constants were converted to atm units as shown in the table on the following page.

Submarine Emergency Diesel Engine Wet Exhaust
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Temperature 54°C 20°C 25°C 40°C H.for54°C
Source Cooper> USEPAc Mackayd CH2MHillc

(Jolts (atm) (atm-nffmol) (atm-m3/mon (atm-m3fmol) . (atm)

Benzene S.43E-03 7.30 E+03
Toluene 6.61E-03 8.89E+03
Xvlenes 6.37E-03 8.56E+03
Formaldehyde 9.87E-07 2.30E+00
Acetaldehyde 9.05E-OS 2.34E+01
Acrolein 9.S4E-OS 2.22E+02
NO. 4.01E+04 4.01E+04
CO 7.8SE+04 7.85E+04
CO2 3.06E+03 3.06E+03

.Naphthalene 4.24E-04 5.71E+02
Acenaphthylene 1.48E-03 3.45E+03
Acenaphthene 2.37E-04 3.19E+02
Fluorene 8.39E-OS 1.13E+02
Phenanthrene 3.9SE-OS 5.31E+01
Anthracene S.92E-OS 7.96E+Ol
Fluoranthene 2.17E-03 2.92E+03
Pvrene 1.18E-OS 1.59E+O1
Benzo(a)anthracene 1.16E-06 2.70E+00

.Chrvsene I.OSE-06 2.44E+00
Benzo :1>: fluoranthene 1.19E-OS 2.77E+01
Benzo 'Ie: fluoranthene 3.94E-OS 9.17E+01
Benzo alpYIene 1.55E-06 3.61E+00
lndeno(l,2,3-cd)pyrene 6.86E-08 1.60E-01
Dibenz(a,h) anthracene 7.33E-08 1.71E-01
Benza(g,h,i) uervlene S.34E-08 1.24E-01

ii:
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Table of Henry's Constants

e. CH2M Hill. Bay Area SewageToxic Emissions Model. Version 3,1992.

d. Mackay, Donald and Wan Ying Shiu, A Critical Review ofHenry's Law Constants for Chemicals of
Environmentallnterest. University ofToronto, Canada, 1981.

"

a. Kavanaug~Michael C. and R. Rhodes Trussell. Design ofAeration Towers to Strip V~latile
Conta$ant!i from Drinking Water. American Water Works Association, December, 1980.

~ ,

Bold: Original Referenced Number

b. Cooper, David and F. Alley, Air Pollution Control, A Design Approach. Waveland Press, Inc., 1986.

c. United Stat~s Environmental Protection Agency Office ofAir Quality Planning and Standards.
Ground-Water and Leachate Treatment Systems Manual. R-94, January 1995.



NATURE OF DISCHARGE REPORT

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The National Defense Authorization Act of 1996 amended Section 312 ofthe Federal
Water Pollution Control Act (also known as the Clean Water Act (CWA» to require that the
Secretary ofDefense and the Adniinistrator of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
develop unifonn national discharge standards (UNDS) for vessels of the Anned Forces for
"...discharges, other than sewage, incidental to nonnal operation of a vessel of the Anned Forces,
..." [Section 312(n)(1)]. UNDS are being developed in three phases. The first phase (which this
report supports) will detennine which discharges will be required to be controlled by marine
pollution control devices (MPCDs) -- either equipment or management practice. The second
phase will develop MPCD perfonnance standards. The final phase will detl~rmine the design,
construction, installation, and use ofMPCDs.

A nature ofdischarge (NOD) report has been prepared for each of the discharges that has
been identified as a candidate for regulation under UNDS. The NOD reports were developed
based on infonnation obtained from the technical community within the Navy and other branches
ofthe Armed Forces with vessels potentially subject to UNDS, from information available in
existing technical reports and documentation, and, when required, from data obtained from
discharge samples that were collected under the UNDS program.

The purpose of the NOD report is to describe the discharge in detail, including the system
that produces the discharge, the equipment involved, the constituents released to the
environment, and the current practice, if any, to prevent or minimize environmental effects.
Where existing process information is insufficient to characterize the discharge, the NOD report
provides the results ofadditional sampling or other data gathered on the discharge. Based on the
above information, the NOD report describes how the estimated constituent concentrations and
mass loading to the environment were determined. Finally, the NOD report assesses the
potential for environmental effect. The NOD report contains sections on: Discharge
Description, Discharge Characteristics, Nature ofDischarge Analysis, Conclusions, and Data
Sources and References.

Submarine Outboard Equipment Grease and External Hydraulics
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2.0 DISCHARGE DESCRIPTION

'"

~ :

,,', I , •

Grease from Outboard Equipment2.1.1

,I I'

i

"Ii" ",," ',,,',, " " ' .,,," ", i" .,'
Submarine outboard equipment that requires lubrication includes steering and diving

cq~tr:ol m~ch@ismsand contrql surface bearings. Grease is applied quarterly while a submarine
ism port.1 Figure 1 shows the various grease points on a submarine that can come into contact
with"seawaterUnq~r partially or completely submerged conditioIls. "Ofthese;' the ones that are

I,,'I!I' " ~II",III, 11111' ,1,,1'111111"1111 " , """ "I,' I ' I " ",I ~ """,,, 'lih " " "1'1,' ". II I

operated within 12 nautical miles (n.m.) and could release grease to the environment are the
~~ftableb~~ planes, and the fairwater (sail planes). The retractable bow plane components
requlre the largest amount ofgrease for operation. Figure 2 is a cut-away diagram ofthe
~fj:actablt::bQW plane cavity where grease is applied to its various components.

I, • "'" ,',,,.. " , • .11,

',"Ii, ,;, ,1,'1 , ,,' , : : 1, '
, Bow Plane Mechanisms. The retractable bow planes are a set of fins or control surfaces

that are housed. Wiihinthe envelope of the hull and are extended to provide depth control while
tb;~.~bmarineisn!oving underwater. These bow planes have mechanisms that slide in and out
ca~sing the bow planes to change position in response to commands from the helm. The sliding
c~:Jn'ponents ar~ lubrIcated by anautomanc system that applies greaSe every time they move back
and forth. This movement may cause some grease to loosen and detach from the components
aijd deposit mthe bow plane compartment (20 feet Wideby" 6 feet long by5 'f'eet high)which is in
contact with the s~a thr0llgh a narrow, half-inch-wide gap around each bow plane. Because of
thi~ relatively':~~~wopening to·the sea as well as a protective brush that covers this gap
completely m-owi~ the retractable bow plane, the probability ofloose greaSe "in the cavity
,,j~I1ing out ofthe"compartment is low. Currently, only 22 submarines have retractable bow

," ' ...."'''''''''',,.. .,"". 2
plane compariinents, but future design trends will increase this number.

, " ,,' ; '~' . '. '

." Fairwater Plane Mechanisms. Submarines that do not have retractable bow planes have
, " ,,, ... :':' . . .. ~

cgpttol s~~t;;,~S fu.1ilt perform a similar function, but which are located on the sail structure.
These are th~ fairwater planes. Currently, there about 72 submarines in the fleet with fairwater
planes. Fairwater planes have components similar to the retractable bow phines that also
lubricated by greaSing, but the components do not contact seawater while the submarine is within

~ ,

Ii
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This di~hwgeoccurs when grease applied to a submarine's outboard equipment is

released to the environment by erosion from the mechanical action of the seawater while the
,1:l1!!II"'I,' ',"", ",'III,'" ':,I"'II:'II!' , "',,,,,, "" , ",,'" "I,. ,," • II', "I I

Sti1>njarine is iP.td~ayand, to a much lesser extent, by slow dissolution of the grease into
S~llwater. the discharge also includes any hydraulic oil that could leak: past the seals ofthe
hYdraulically "operated external components ofa submarine. ,,"

:11 :1' ~ !

I,

ij

This s~tiop:describes the submarine outboard equipment grease andextemal hydraulics
discharge andi.D.c1U:des information on: the equipment that is used and its operation (Section
2.1), general description of the constituents of the discharge (Section 2.2), aIid the vessels that
produce this dlSc1J.arge (Section2.3).''

'i I.

2.1 Equipment Description and Operation



12 n.m. because the fairwater planes are located well above the water line when the submarine is
surfaced.

2.1.2 External Hydraulics

The external hydraulic system on a submarine supplies hydraulic fluid under pressure to
operate the following equipment:

• masts (e.g. radio antennas, radar, electronic counter measures, etc.), periscopes, and
their associated fairings (e.g., hydrodynamic covers for the various masts and
periscopes needed to reduce the turbulence while the submarine is running submerged
with the masts and/or periscopes raised);

it'-

• retractable bow plane actuator mechanisms; and

• secondary propulsion motor hoist cylinders located outside the pressure hull.

Figure 3 shows the location ofmasts, antennas, and periscopes on a submarine's hull.
The secondary propulsion motor hoist cylinders (not shown in the figure) are located in an aft
ballast tank.

Navy submarines use specially fonnulated oil in their external hydraulic systems. The
hydraulic oil is nonnally pressurized to approximately 1,400 pounds per square inch (psi) and
stored in a reservoir that holds approximately 200 gallons. The total amount ofhydraulic oil in
the system, including that in piping. and the reservoir, is approximately 250 gallons. On
submarines that have hydraulically-operated retractable bow planes (22 of94 submarines), the
total·amount ofhydraulic oil is approximately 400 gallons.3 Ofthose items identified above
operated by the external hydraulic system, only the retractable bow plane actuator mechanisms
will have any possible release to the environment. In the case ofthe masts, antennas, and
periscopes, they are located well above the waterline, well away from any contact with the
seawater, where there is no possible erosion of the any oil film generated by the equipments'
operation. In the case of the secondary propulsion motor, it is only operated in rare emergency
situations, and as such is not covered by the UNDS criteria.

2.2 Releases to the Environment

Grease transport is produced through the mechanical action of the water against
components covered with grease. Underway, some ofthe loose grease in the bow plane
compartment can be eroded by the mechanical action of the flowing seawater. The amount of
grease released is directly proportional to the force ofturbulent water in the vicinity of the grease
resulting in erosion, which, in tum, is directly proportional to submarine speed. Within 12 n.m.,
a submarine's speed is low by comparison to its speed when submerged. It increases speed once
it submerges. Therefore, the amount ofmechanical erosion within the 12 n.m. zone is less than
when the submarine is in open ocean.

Submarine Outboard Equipment Grease and External Hydraulics
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"Very little, ifany, grease is discharged when a submarine is pierside because the outboard
equipment is not being actuated, and the erosive action ofseawater is minimal when the
submarine is stationary.

, I' ,,,

".,'
ii'

Periodically, when the submarine is dry docked (typically every two years), grease that
has accumulated in the retractable bow plane compartment is removed and disposed of in an
approved manner by a qualified shore facility. 1

Under normal operating conditions, little hydraulic oil is released within 12 n.m. ofshore.
Within this zone, the snorkel masts and the antennas are above the water line and do not contact
seawater (except for an occasional sea spray). Hydraulic oil may be released' when the external
hYdraulic systems are tested during outbound transits. Leaked oil, if any, is likely to be small
quantities thafadhere to the component surface. Only when the submarine submerges (beyond
12 n.m.) will the oil be washed away. Oil releases from bow planes generally remain in the
upper area of the cavities surrounding the planes. Because of the small size, 'configuration,
location of the bow plane cavity opening, and minimal seawater turbulence, transport of trapped
oil to the sea is unlikely. Further, only 22 ofthe 94 submarines in service have hydraulically
operated bow planes. The secondary propulsion motor is available as a backUp option to
maneuver close to port when needed. Typically, tugs are available for this pUrpose and the
secondary propulsion motor is not used under normal operating circumstances.

2.3 Vessels Producing the Discharge

,j;,:!' ',I::i' . , ' . ,'" . ' ·..II!" :
All submarines have lubricated outboard equipment and external hydraulic systems.

Because all submaIines belong to the Navy, this discharge is not prorlucedby vessels belonging
to the Army, Air Force, U.S. Coast Guard, and the Military Sealift Comman~.

3.0 DISCHARGE CHARACTERISTICS

This section contains qualitative and quantitative information that characterizes the
discharge. Section 3.1 describes where the discharge occurs with respect to harbors and near
shore areas; Section 3.2 describes the rate of the discharge; Section 3.3 lists the constituents in
th,~ discharge; and Section 3.4 gives the concentrations of the constituents in the discharge.

3.1 Locality
i

Outboard equipment grease can be discharged within 12 n.m. of sho~e. The amount is
dependent on how much contact there is between the seawater and the greased components, and
how fast the vessel is traveling. Most hydraulically operated outboard equipment does not
contact seawater within 12 n.m. of shore because submarines usually run surfaced in this zone
and the outboard equipment is mostly above the waterline. Submarine dive points are outside the
12 n.m. zone except for those dive points off the coast ofthe Hawaiian islands and Washington
state.4.5

S4pmarine Outboard Equipment Grease and External Hydraulics
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3.2 Rate

This discharge is the washout ofoil and grease when lubricated components and
components with hydraulic oil come in contact with flowing seawater.

Grease. A rough estimate ofgrease discharge can be made based on the total amount
used. Each attack submarine (SSN) uses approximately 425 pounds ofgrease annually, while
each missile submarine (SSBN) uses an estimated 800 pounds annually.2 Approximately 81 % of
the s~bmarine fleet are SSNs and 19% are SSBNs. On a weighted average basis, therefore, each
submarine uses approximately 496 pounds ofgrease each year.

The grease is released primarily by the mechanical action ofthe.seawater against the
greased submarine components and, therefore, happens only when the submarine is underway.
Each submarine enters and leaves port approximately six times per year.3,6 A typical one-way
trip through the 12 n.m. zone lasts approximately 4 hours; therefore, the total annual transit time
through that zone is 48 hours per submarine ((6) (4) (2) = 48).6 A submarine typically spends 6
months, or 183 days, moving in the water so transit time accounts for less than 1.1% ofthis total
time at sea. Therefore, 1.1% ofthe total grease used can be assumed to be released during
transits.3

,4. The resulting 1.1% ofthe 496 pounds ofgrease per vessel per year is equivalent to a
discharge rate ofapproximately 5.5 pounds ofgrease for each vessel per year within 12 n.m.

Hydraulic Oil. Hydraulic oil is retained in the system by internal and external seals; the
former prevents hydraulic oil from leaking into the submarine, while the latter prevents oil from
leaking outside the hull. Because some leaks still occur, the Navy has established acceptable
leak rates.7 For newly installed seals, the specification allows "a slight wetting of the tailrod or
other visible part of the sealing area." In addition to the "slight wetting" qualitative criterion, the
specification also provides a quantitative leak rate standard ofone drop every 25 cycles for each
inch (or fraction) ofrod (length) or seal diameter. For example, a cylinder with a 2.25-inch
diameter rotating tailrod would be allowed to leak at a rate of three drops every 25 cycles. A
cycle is defined as moving from a fully retracted position to a fully extended position and back.7

The specification also contains seal replacement criteria. If leaks occur when a
component is not operating, the seal should be replaced when the leak rate is four milliliters (mL)
or more per hour for each inch (or fraction) ofseal diameter. If leaks occur when a component is
cycled, the seal should be replaced when a leak rate ofone mL or more per inch ofseal diameter
(or fraction) for every 10 cycles is observed.

Leak rate standards can be used to estimate the amount ofoil that leaks into the sea from
external hydraulic systems seals. For example, the two bow planes, when deployed, are each 7.5
feet long. At a rate ofone drop ofoil every 25 cycles for each inch ofrod length, the acceptable
leak rate for the two diving planes, which are a combined 15 feet long, is 180 drops (15 feet =

180 inches) every 25 cycles. Assuming that 10 drops are equivalent to one mL,2 18 mL ofoil
will leak every 25 cycles. Therefore, each time the bow planes are extended and retracted (one
cycle), approximately 0.72 mL (18 mL/25 cycles) ofoil will be released but will likely remain in
the bow plane cavity. Assuming six outbound transits per year for each vessel and that the vessel

Submarine Outboard Equipment Grease and External Hydraulics
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4.0 NATURE OF DISCHARGE ANALYSIS

, The discharge consists of 100% grease and oil in their pure fonn as th~y are washed away
from the vessel's surface due to mechanical action ofwater. Because the oil or grease do not
b~omemixed:Wi~wateruntil !hey contact the surrounding seawater, concentrations in the
disCharge cannot be defined in the conventional sense. It is known that the hydraulic oil consists
of95':99% heaVy p3.rafflnic distillates.1o The remainder consists of additives.

~ ,

fi
i

In general, greases are made from lubricating stocks generated during petroleum
fractionation. These fractions contain organic compounds (el7 or higher). Lubricating oils are
COIPl'0sed. ofallphatlC, oletlnic,naphthenic (cycloparaffinic), as welfas aromatic hydrocarbons,
depending on their specific use. Lubricating oil additives include antioxidants, bearing
protectors, wear'reslsters, disPersants, detergents, viscosity index improvers, pompoint
depressors, andantifoaming and rust-resisting agents.9 Lubricating oils and greases could have
pri6rity pollutants. No bioaccumulators are expected.

4.1 Mass Loading

4.1.1 Grease From Outboard Equipment

~', ' " , 'I' I.
Based ~n' the discharge characteristics presented in Section 3.6, the nanu-e ofdischarge

an9: l~ potential iIl1pact on the environment can be evaluated. The estimated mass loadings are
presented in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, the concentrations ofdischarge constituents after release
to the environmenf'm-eestimated and compared with the water quality criteria. In Section 4.3,
the potential for transfer ofnon-indigenous species is discussed.

3.3 Constituents

1

",' , U~ing the assumption that 100% ofthe applied grease is washed away, the annual amount
of~ase discharged by each submarine within 12 n.m. is 1.1% of the total grease used (Section
3.2), or approxllnately 5.5 poimds per vessel per year. Based on 94 submarines, the total amount
ofgrease discharged within 12 n.m. on an annual basis is 517 pounds.

4.1.2 External Hydraulics
,
"'

3.4 Concentrations

Submarine Outboard Equipment Grease and External Hydraulics
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, This dis.Rharge consists ofTennalene #2 grease and hydraulic oil. Tennalene #2 consists
ofmineral oil, acalCium-based. rust inhibitor, an antioxidant, and dye.s Hydraulic oil consists of
heaVy paraffinic distillates and additives.

cycles its retractablehow planes twice during each transit, this would result in a discharge rate of
8.64n1L oroil discharged per vessel per year. This calculation assumes that external hydraulic
syst'ems are"test~ J~ng outbound transits only. "



Based on a per vessel discharge rate of 1.44 mL per vessel per transit (six transits per
vessel per year) or 8.64 mL per vessel per year and given that there are 22 submarines currently
existing in the fleet that contribute to this discharge, the fleet wide mass loading is 190 mL per
year. This is equivalent to 0.0029 pound (lb) per vessel per transit (at a density of7.511b/gallon)
or 0.3755 Ib ofoil released per year by the entire submarine fleet.

4.2 Environmental Concentrations

As a submarine moves, it creates a disturbance in the surrounding seawater. This
disturbed volume ofseawater may be thought ofas a mixing zone in which discharges from the
submarine would be dispersed. This volume ofseawater was estimated and used in
concentration calculations. A sample calculation for aSSN 688 Class submarine is presented
below. The calculation was based on the following assumptions:

• SSN 688 Class submarine has a total width of 33 feet. I I

• Width is the diameter of the vessel's cross section.
• A mixing zone of 10 feet around the hull, based on the width ofwake behind a

typical SSN.
• The discharge is mixed unifonnly throughout the mixing zone over the entire

transit.
• The submarine is only partially submerged, at an approximate depth of28 feet

The width of submarines ranges from 31.8 feet (SSN 637 Class) to 42.3 feet (SSN 21
ClasS).ll Therefore, the range ofvolume ofwater swept, using similar calculations to those
above, would be 118 million cubic feet to 158 million cubic feet per submarine per transit.

4.2.1 Grease from Outboard Equipment

To develop environmental concentration estimates for grease, it is assumed that the 5
pounds ofgrease discharged per year are evenly distributed over the 12 transits through the 12
n.m. zone. Therefore, for each transit, approximately 0.46 pound (5.5 pounds ofgrease per
submarine per year divided by 12 transits per year) ofgrease is discharged. Based on the
previous calculations, the smallest volume ofwater swept by a submarine is 118 million cubic
feet by the SSN 637 Class. Therefore, the concentration in the environment was estimated as

Submarine Outboard Equipment Grease and External Hydraulics
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4.2.3 TQ~1 Releases

Based on the environmental concentrations estimated above, the total oil & grease
concentration in the surrounding water would be the sum ofindividual conc~ntrations, i.e., 0.062
/lWL + 0.000395 pWL = 0.062395 /lWL' or approximately 0.06 /lWL. This concentration does
not exceed feder8.J.discharge standards and state water quality criteria as shoWn in Table 1.

. i.
4.3: PQ~~ntialfor Introduciug N~u-IudigeuousSpecies I

...• ..•..• . ".. " i
Non-jpdigenous species are not introduced by this discharge because seawater is not

taken aboard or discharged when this discharge is generated.

made:

"'

.6~,x,io~ gIL =0.062 p.gIL

O.4?pound ofgrease +1.18x 108 tt3ofwater ,

",!!,.'i':~~~i!I~~2~~,~~0~~~~7,"!n 3.34 x 10
9

Liters ofwater
,~ ·'·:":lll~~'l!ll:,,.: '1 ':"!·~~IIIIII:Ii,.~ 1 ,:~~,: ::::,,: :;"i;.' ':1,;;::1%: :,,:::':!!!:i,; I!:::::II' 'I ~~~~:!!;' ';:!:;;II;!I" I,: <:"I!%, "~I!:::"" " .. ,t' I',:!: "I!~::: :i!:::' ::i:' ,,'I" :' :'~ ,'::, '::~ " : ., ~ ...... ':.\"",,1, Ii'.,,:. .I' ,,',i:., //.:,.,;j,:",,'

- VoluIne ofwater swept by the submarine is 118 million ft? or 3.34 x 109 liters per
transit.' . .i,

"' .:-::i I: ,', ,',: I , " , ,".' ", , ~ ,I

":" The discharge rate ofhydraulic oil is 0.0029 lb per vessel per transit unifonnly
distributed throughout the transit.

[!:
••~ 1

Based on the above assumptions, the environmental concentration can be estimated as follows:
. .•. I'

Ii

4.2.2 .E~~rnalHydraulics

To estimate environmental concentrations for hydraulic oil, the following assumptions are

This estiIl1~ted concentration was based on 100% ~f the grease being washed away. Most
grease disch~~ed iemains in hull cavities and is removed from fuesubmarine during
maintenance. Although open to seawater, the 0.5-mch-wide gaps around retractable bow planes
a#i well shielcled by close-fitting brushes, and the seawater in the compartment or cavity is
qwescentcompared to water moving over the hull. Therefore, the rate of grease erosion will be
lower than the amountcalculated.'

presented below: (Note: The calculations were based on the area swept by the SSN 637 class
hull as it represents the smallest swept area.)

'1) Oil rel~ed = 0.00291b~~ 1.32 g ofoil released per vessel per transit
2) Concentration~ (g ofoil released) -:- (liters ofwater) .

.::;: (1.32 g)+ (3.34 x 109 L)
== 3.95 X 10-10 gIL =3.95 X 10-4 ....g/L



5.0 CONCLUSIONS

The submarine outboard equipment grease and external hydraulics system discharge has a
low potential to cause an adverse environmental effect. This is due to the small amounts of
lubricant released when the vessel is underway is dispersed to concentrations below water quality
criteria. The estimated concentrations ofoil and grease in the environment that results from
movement of submarines, is 0.06 ppb, which is far below Federal and most stringent state water
quality criteria. These concentrations were estimated based on the volume ofwater (3.3 billion
liters) swept by a submarine while in transit through the 12 n.m. zone, and the conservatively
estimated amount ofoil and grease released during transit (1.44 mL and 0.46 pounds,
respectively).

6.0 DATA SOURCES AND REFERENCES

To characterize this discharge, information from various sources was obtained. Process
information and assumptions were used to estimate the rate ofdischarge. Based on this estimate
and on the reported concentr~tionsofoil and grease components, the concentrations ofoil and
grease in the environment resulting from this discharge were then estimated. Table 2 shows the
sources of the data used to develop this NOD report.
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Table 1. Comparison of Environmental Concentration with Relevant Water Quality
Criteria

·r'
'~I' "

Constituent Concentration Federal Discharge Standard Florida Acute Water
uali Criteria '

Oil & Grease 6 Visible sheena /15,000 5,000
Refer to federal criteria promulgated by EPA in its National Toxics Rule, 40 CFR 131.36 (57 FR 60848; Dec. 22,
1992 and 6() FR 22230; May 4, 1995)
• Discharge ojOil,40 CFR 110, defines a prohibited discharge ofoil as any discharge sufficient to cause a sheen

on receiving waters. .
b International Convention fOr the Prevention ofPollution from Ships (MARPOL 73/78). MARPOL 73/78 as

implemented by the Act to Prevent Pollution from Ships (APPS) .

"L

Table 2. Data Sources
'"
~ !'

Data Source :.;
NODSectiOD Reoorted SamDlin2·". Estimated Eouipment Expert

,.2.1 Equipment Description and X
:. Ooeration

2.2 Releases to the Environment X
2.3 Vessels Producinl1! the Dischame UNDS Database X

··3.1 Locality X
'3..2Rate X
3.3 Constituents X
3.4 ConccntIatiollS X X
4.1 Mass Loadin~ X
4.2 Environmental Concentrations X X
4.3 Potential for Introducing Non- X X

,~enous Soecies

I'".
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Figure 1. Submarine Points of Contact of Grease and Seawater
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}figure 2. Retractable Bow Plane Arrangement (Typical)
I
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NATURE OF DISCHARGE REPORT

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The National Defense Authorization Act of 1996 amended Section 312 of the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act (also known as the Clean Water Act (CWA» to require that the
Secretary ofDefense and the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
develop unifonn national discharge standards (UNDS) for vessels of the anned forces for·
" ...discharges, other than sewage, incidental to normal operation of a vessel of the Anned Forces,
..." [Section 312(n)(l)]. UNDS is being developed in three phases. The first phase (which this
report supports), will determine which discharges will be req~edto be controlled by marine
pollution control devices (MPCDs)--either equipment or management practices. The second
phase will develop MPCD performance standards. The final phase will determine the design,
construction, installation, and use ofMPCDs.

A nature ofdischarge (NOD) report has been prepared for each of the discharges that
have been identified as candidates for regulation under UNDS. The NOD reports were
developed based on information obtained from the technical community within the Navy and
other branches ofthe anned services with vessels potentially subject to UNDS, from information
available in existing technical reports and documentation, and, when required, from data
obtained from discharge samples that were collected under the UNDS program.

The purpose ofthe NOD report is to describe the discharge in detail, including the system
that produces the discharge, the equipment involved, the constituents released to the
environment, and the current practice, if any, to prevent or minimize environmental effects.
Where existing process information is insufficient to characterize the discharge, the NOD report
provides the results of additional sampling or other data gathered on the discharge. Based on
above information, the NOD report describes how the estimated constituent concentrations and
mass loading to the environment were determined. Finally, the NOD report assesses the
potential for environmental effect. The NOD report contain sections on: Discharge Description,
Discharge Characteristics, Nature ofDischarge Analysis, Conclusions, and Data Sources and
References.

Surface Vessel Bilgewater/Oil Water Separator (OWS) Discharge
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DIS~~GE DESCRIPTION

"
Thiss~tiQn describes the bilgewater/OWS discharge and includes infonnation on: the

equipment that is used and its operation (Section 2.1), general description of the constituents of
tli~ discharge {Section 2.2), and the vessels that produce this discharge (Section 2.3).

, 'iii,! "" III
'1:1 "

2.1 ,. EqlJipment Description and Operation

2.1.1 ',Tb~ Bilge Area

The IQwe~t inner part of the hull where liquid drains from the interio~ spaces and the
upper decks ofthe vessel is referred to as the bilge. The priinary sources o{drainage into the
bilge are the main engine room(s) and the auxiliary machinery room(s), which house the vessel's
propulsion system and auxiliary systems (i.e., steam boilers and water purification systems),
respectively. Other spaces that collect and contain fluid drainage in their bilge are the shaft alley,
st~enng gear rooms, pump rooms, and air conditioning and refrigeration machinery rooms.
Some oil, lab ~~~s are also 9irected to the bilge. The 'HquidcoHected ~ the bilge is known
as '"bilgewater" or "oily wastewater".

2.1.2 Composition ofBilgewater

The C9mposition ofbilgewater varies from vessel to vessel; the composition ofbilgewater
al~ovm:ies frQP1 ~y to day on the same vessel. Certain wastestreams, inciuding steam
condensate, 1;>9ilet:,blowdo~drinking fountain water, and sink drainage located in various
Iriachim-:r:y sl?~ce~~ can drain to the bilge. The propulsion system and auxili~ systems use fuels,
IU9ricants, hydrallJic fluid, antifreeze, solvents, and cleaning chemicals, as part ofroutine
o~erntion and mamtenance. Small quantities of these materials enter the bilge as leaks and spills
mthe engineerlngspaces. On some older vessels, excess potable water produced by onboard
water purificationsystems is directed to the bilge, although this practice is being phased out. I On

, sQm~ Navy and Coast Guard vessels, water from gas turbine washdowns call contribute to
bilgewater generation; these washdowns are described in the Gas Turbine Water Wash NOD
report.

2.1.3 ,BiI~ewater Treatment and Transfer System

Every surface vessel has an onboard system for collecting and transferring bilgewater.
Vessels pump collected bilgewater to a holding tank which the Navy refers to as the oily waste
~Qlding tank' (O$T). Some vessels are capable of transferring bligewater: from the()WHT to
shore facilities while pierside. OWS systems are installed on vessels, as appropriate, to reduce
the oil content ofbilgewater prior to overboard discharge. These systems receive bilgewater
from the OWHT and use gravity-phase separation, coalescence, centrifug~l separation, or
c~mbinations'ofthesetechnOlogies to treat the waste. ""

i,,:I::,:i 'ilii: III

A commonly used Navy OWS is a coalescing plate gravity separator..This type of
separator has a horizontal set ofoleophilic plates. Oil droplets rise and coalesce as they flow

Sprface Vessel Bilgewater/Oil Water Separator (OWS) Discharge
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through the plates. The droplets cling to and wet the oleophilic plates once they rise to a plate's
underside. When sufficient oil has accumulated, large oil droplets rise through weep holes in the
plates and flow to the top ofthe OWS. The separated oil is then transferred to a waste oil tank
(WOT). Figure 1 is a process flow diagram ofthe standard OWS system used on most Navy
vessels.

On some vessels, oil content monitors (OCMs) are installed to prevent the discharge of
unacceptable effluent. Ifthe oil content is above the set point limit, the OCM alanns and diverts
the OWS effluent back to the OWHT for reprocessing until an acceptable oil concentration
reading is obtained.

In addition to the oil removed by the OWS, waste oil from routine maintenance is also
collected in the WOT and held for pierside disposal.

Synthetic lubricant oils (SLOs) are not collected in the WOT, and measures are taken to
prevent their introduction into the bilge. SLOs have a specific gravity close to that ofwater and
cannot be separated in the OWS. These oils are normally found in engine spaces and are
collected in drip pans located underneath the engines. The drip pans drain through segregated
piping to dedicated collection tanks. SLOs within these tanks are disposed ofon-shore separately
from non-synthetic waste oils. Therefore, SLOs, except for tank overflows, are not likely to be in
bilgewater at significant levels.

Some ships (e.g., DDG51 Class destroyers) use non-oily machinery wastewater
collection systems that segregate oily wastewater from non-oily wastewater. These ships collect
non-oily machinery wastewater in dedicated collection tanks instead of the bilge, and discharge it
directly overboard. All oily wastewater collects in OWHTs and is processed by a shipboard
OWS or off-loaded for shore facility treatment.

2.2 Releases to the Environment

Untreated bilgewater is expected to contain oil and grease (O&G), an assortment of
oxygen-demanding substances, and organic and inorganic materials. These materials include
volatile organic compounds (VOCs), semi-volatile organic, inorganic salts, and metals. OWS
effluent releases to the environment contain the same constituents present in bilgewater but with
lower concentrations of O&G and oil-soluble components.

2.3 Vessels Producing the Discharge

All vessels produce bilgewater. OWS systems have been installed on most vessels ofthe
Armed Forces. Some small boats and craft are not outfitted with OWS systems; thus, bilgewater
is stored for shore disposal. Table 1 lists all surface vessels equipped with OWSs. Submarine
bilgewater is addressed in the Submarine Bilgewater NOD report.

3.0 DISCHARGE CHARACTERISTICS

Surface Vessel Bilgewater/Oil Water Separator (OWS) Discharge
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3.1 Locality

II'
i
II'

i
Surface Vessel Bilgewater/Oil Water Separator (OWS) Discharge,,' 4

i:,
Rate

"I,
3.2

"
Ill':' " ,I", '

ijilgewater generation rates vary by vessel and vessel class because ofthe differences in
V;,~sel age, shipboard equipment (e.g., type of propulsion system), operations, and procedures.
yes,sel~", witq",~op,:j>ily machinery wastewater collection systems will generate significantly less
qilgewater becatiSe of their capability to keep non-oily waste streams outo! the bilges. The DOG
51 and CvN68 Class ships are two examples ofship classes that have non-oily machinery
wastew~ter ¢Rlle~~on systems. Other factors influencing bilgewater generation rates are whether
~vessel is operatIDg in-port or at-sea, and when in port, whether it is operating in an auxiliary
~!eammgmode or receiving shore electrical/steam power (cold iron mode).' In the auxiliary
steaming mode, a vessel provides its own services while moored at the pier (i.e., power,
freshwater, etc.)~In the cold iron mode, a vessel receives these services from shore facilities,

" '"" ' ',.J' , i ' ,~ 'I!! ,,,il'" " :' , ' '..' " '" ""

qunin.Uzing the amount ofshipboard equipment in operatIon. Older vessels without non-oily
machinery wastewater collection systems have historically generated more bilgewater while
operating in the auxiliary steaming mode than in the cold iron mode because of the discharge of
utilities waSt,~water to the bilge.

" 'i , , ,i,
" ,: " ' , , ~ :

Table 2 shows the in-port bilgewater generation rates for certain destroyers (DO 963 and
DOG 51 Classes) and aircraft carriers (CVN 68 Class). For the destroyers,bilgewater generation
rates were developed by monitoring the levels ofbilgewater in the bilges.1,2 Aircraft carrier class
(CVN 68) data was gathered from an analysis ofa carrier's (CVN 74) OWS operator log sheets
in order to rleteriiiine the amount ofbilgewater that had passed through the OWS over an
ext~nded period oftime, thus providing an estimate of the bilgewater gene~ation rate.3

ii

Tabl~3 summarizes the bilgewater/OWS flow rates that ~ere developed for an aircraft
carrier class (CVN 68), "other ship classes," and the overall fleet based on the average values
fi:Oln Table f The assumptions that were made in developing the estimates are summarized as
follows: "

: I:: 'I ' "',:, ",,, ';:ii;"~; , "' , i
'TlJis ~~q.9P. contains qualitative and quantitative information which characterizes the

, ',1111" I,',A, ' "'" ,""" ""
discharge. Section 3.1 describes where the discharge occurs with respect to harbors and near-
shore areas, Section 3.2 describes the rate ofthe discharge, Section 3.3 lists the constituents in
the discharge, and Section 3.4 gives the concentrations of the constituents mthe discharge.

iii,,",!:,: "",!" '" I ,"', " ' ,i' iii
TheArme<i Forces do not discharge untreated bilgewater to surface waters. On ships

wi~out OW~systems, untreated bilgewater is held for transfer to a shore treatment facility.
:eilgewater treated by an OWS can be discharged within or beyond 12 nautical miles (n.m.). On
Navy vessels with an OWS and OCM, oil concentrations must be less than 15 parts per million
(ppm) prior to discharge. However aboard Navy vessels, discharge ofbilgewater with an oil
ciQn~ent:ratiotllessthan 100 ppm is allowed outside 12 n.m. ifconcentrations less than 15 ppm
cfuulot be acmeved because ofoperating conditions. '



1. The average and maximum daily bilgewater OWS discharge flow rates for a carrier
(CVN 74) of3,000 and 25,000 gallons per day (gpd), respectively, represents the
average and maximum daily bilgewater/OWS flow for all aircraft carriers.

2. The destroyer (DD 963) bilgewater flow estimate of 1,000 to 3,000 gpd represents a
typical range of flows for other U.S. Navy surface ship classes. An average of2,000
gpd is assumed to be the average bilgewater generation rate.

3. Aircraft carriers spend approximately 147 days in port annually.

4. Other ships are in port for approximately 193 days annually.

The calculations used to estimate the total fleet bilgewater OWS effluent discharge to
surface waters within 12 n.m. are presented as follows:

CVN 68 Class

Other Ship Classes

Overall Fleet

It should be noted that bilgewater generation rates are based on data available from
existing reports for U.S. Navy ships and does not include "estimates ofbilgewater" from ships of
other services.

3.3 Constituents

Information about the constituents ofbilgewater comes from several studies conducted
aboard Navy vessels and at Navy ports, in addition to the UNDS Phase I testing. During these

Surface Vessel Bilgewater/Oil Water Separator (OWS) Discharge
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3.4 Concentrations

i,
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, I , ~ ::' ::1' ,:i:" ' :'!ii: I ,'" "I" " • • '"I ~ " ' ,: '" • , ii :

Based",on,the discharge characteristics presented in Section 3.0, the nature of the
d(~chargeand its potential impact on the environment can be evaluated. Estimated constituent
ni~ss loadings are!>resentecl iIi Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, the available concentration data for
the discharge'conStituents are ev81uated, including comparison with federal and state water
quality criteria. In Section 4.3, the potential for the transfer ofnon-indigenous species is
discussed.

4.1 Mass Loading

Analytical results from previous bilgewater studies are shown in Tables 4 through 8.
Th,ese tables provide concentrations ofconstituents that have historically been detected in
bHgewater and the effluent from biIgewater OWS treatment. " ,

1

NA~PF DISCHARGE ANALYSIS

II

The cq9c~trationsof pOIl&titU~ntsdetected during UNDS ~hase I te~ting of
bilgewater/OWS effluent samples collected aboard an aircraft carrier (CVN 74) are summarized

,11111,,':,1, .,I, ,,' II ' , '"', ,I "'" I I" "I, '11'" , ' , I '"" ','11,1, ' " "I' , '~I" " ..,

in Table 9. Many ofthe same constituents that were detected in the previous studies were also
detected in th~ aircraft carrier samples. This includes classicals, oil & grease as indicated by
hexane extraCtable materials (HEM) or total petroleUm hydrocarbons (TPH)':as indicated by silica
get treated hexane extractable materials (SGT-HEM), certain metals, and the bioaccumulator,
mercury. Neither pesticides nor PCBs were detected in the aircraft carrier bllgewater/OWS
samples. Table 10 presents the general statistics of the aircraft carrier data.

Bilgewater samples collected in the previous studies were analyzed for a variety of
parameters, such as c1assicals, metals, and organics (including pesticides). Over 25 priority
pollutants were identified from these samples, including metals such as arsemc, copper,
ca,cimium, chromium, lead, mercury, selenium, and zinc; and organics such as benzene, the BHC
isomers (isomers ofhexachIorocyclohexane), ethyl benzene, heptachlor, heptachlor epoxide,
naphthalene, phenols, phthalate esters, toluene, trichIorobenzene, and trichloroethane. The
bioaccumulators identified in these samples were the BHC isomers ~d mercury. A variety of
substances that are neither priority pollutants nor bioaccumulators were also detected, including
m~tais such as 'barium and manganese and organics such as chIorofonn and xylene. '

'" ""I" • , , ;'11:
i"

, Tb,e ~~ytical results from these studies are shown in Tables 4 throu~ 8. The results
provide a genefaI overview ofthe constituents that have historically been detected in bilgewater
mlcl the efflu~t fi:'9m bi1gewater OWS treatIrient."

,,:: ,I!, ",,,,,,,1, ," 'II'
[I

'" ""',,, , ,'" II

previous studies, samples ofbilgewater were collected from a variety ofNavy vessels, including
aircraft carriers, cruisers, destroyers, dock landing ships, tank landing ships, amphibious assault
sqips, ampmbioustranspoit docks, and submarines. There have been no siniilar studies or
documentation available for the other services.



·Validated bilgewater/OWS constituent concentration data from the aircraft carrier 4 and
the flow rate estimates referenced in NOD report Section 3.2 Were used to estimate the mass
loading ofpollutants to the environment. Historical data were not used to estimate mass loadings
because these data were not validated.

Table 11 provides a bilgewater/OWS effluent mass loading summary for all constituents
detected in the aircraft carrier samples. Sampling data have identified copper, nickel, and zinc as
exceeding Federal water quality criteria (in addition to the most stringent state criteria) in the
bilgewater/OWS samples analyzed. Also, the concentrations for ammonia, nitrogen (as
nitrate/nitrite and total kjeldahl nitrogen), phosphorous, iron, and total petroleum hydrocarbons
exceeds the most stringent state water quality criteria.

The constituent loading estimates are based on the assumption that vessels with an on
board OWS system will always process bilgewater through the system and discharge the effluent
overboard while in-port, rather than off-loading untreated bilgewater to shore facilities for
disposal.

Sample calculations for TPH, as indicated by SaT-HEM, are provided to show how the
total fleet constituent discharges to surface waters less than 12 n.m. from shore were calculated.
The assumptions and calculations are presented below.

1. The total amount ofOWS effluent discharged annually from aircraft carriers is 4.9 million
gallons (Table 3).

2. The sample data from CVN 74 (Table 10) are assumed to be representative ofall aircraft
carriers.

/.~:~~ '0. '~,'

<r;-;}~·~I

-~./!rt'-?· ":;..'':~':'\~

The mass loading ofconstituents for the entire fleet can be estimated by multiplying the estimate
for aircraft carriers by a discharge ratio. The discharge ratio is the total fleet discharge rate
divided by the total discharge from aircraft carriers. Use ofthis ratio to estimate fleet mass
loadings assumes sample data from CVN 74 (Table 10) is representative ofall vessels of the
armed forces.

Surface Vessel Bilgewater/Oil Water Separator (OWS) Discharge
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",,:; l\1FLEET =(89.8/4.9)(394)=7220 pounds/year

Environmental Concentrations

,i Potential for Introducing Non-indigenous Species

CON~L'QSlONS

4.3

4.2

!!

II'
, , ,', " , , 'II

Surf:;w~ y~sel bilgewater and OWS dischar~es have the potential to" cause an adverse
environmental effect for the following reasons: "

To ch:~aqterize this discharge, information from various soUrces was obtained. Process
irtformationandassumpnons were used to estnnate the rate ofdischarge. "Based on thIs estimate
and on the reported concentrations ofoil and grease constituents, the concentrations of the oil
and grease constituents in the environment resulting from this discharge were then estimated.

. '1111
, , , 'i' i, ,~,,, '" • ' , • ' .' • • " h , ' •

, Tabl~J ll4entifie~ bI1gewater OWS effluent constituents m the aIrcraft carner samples
whose log meana.verage concentrations (dissolved and/or total) were above"Federal water quality
cpt~a, and/Qr th~ most stringent state water quality criteria. With regard to oil concentration
d~ta, the samp'les;ere analyied for HEM and SGT-HEM. The HEM values correspond to oil
and grease and the SGT-HEM values correspond to total petroleum hydrocarbon (TPH) which is
a, subset ofoiiandgrease." ' ,

,,,,,: ~ ": ,

,!
There is a low potential for transporting non-indigenous species in this discharge. There

i~ o~yminor seawater access to bilge compartments, and bilgewater is generally processed
before it is transported over long distances.

1) Bilgewat~, ifd.ischarged without treatment, would contribute significant' amounts ofoil to the
environment at concentrations exceeding water quality criteria and discharge standards.

" 'I"", ' " II'

ii

Z) OWS effluent contributes significant amounts ofoil to the environment at concentrations
exceeding water quality criteria and discharge standards.

,
!!i

ii'i , , ~

sUrface Vessel Bilgewater/Oil Water Separator (O'WS) Discharge
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6.0 DATA SQURCES A,ND REFERENCES

!
2. Ratioing the total flow for the fleet (89.8 mgd) to the aircraft carrier class (CVN 68) flow for

(4.9 mgd), and multiplying the aircraft carrier loading by the ratio. '



Table 12 shows the source of the data used to develop this NOD Report.

1. Bilgewater Characterization and Generation Surveys Aboard DD-963 Class Ships. April,
1981. David Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development Center. Report #:
DTNSRDC/SME-81109.

2. In-Port Oily Wastewater Generation on USS ARLEIGH BURKE (DDG 51), NSWCCD-TR
63-96/37. November 1996.

3. USS John C. Stennis (CVN 74) OWS log sheets obtained from CVN 74 by J. Jereb ofDLS
Engineering Assoc. and submitted to Malcolm-Pirnie via facsimile on February 13, 1997.

4. Correspondence from Commander, Naval Surface Warfare Center, Carderock Division,
Philadelphia Site to Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command (Code 03L13), Uniform
National Discharge Standards (UNDS) Sampling Program Data, Ser 6311225, 1-6310-280,
dated June 19, 1997.

5. The Characterization ofBilgewater Aboard U.S. Navy Ships. October·1992. Naval Surface
Warfare Center Carderock Division. Tech. Report #: CDNSWC/SME-CR-I0-91.

6. Weaver, George, An Analysis ofBilgewater. Undated, Analytical data for period from 1993
to 1995. Navy Public Works Center Environmental Department, Naval Station San Diego.

7. Wastewater Characterization Data from USS L Y Spear (AS 36) and USS Carney (DDG 64),
NSWCCD, 6330-270/KA, February 19, 1997, Enclosures (4) and (6).

General References

USEPA. Toxics Criteria for Those States Not Complying with Clean Water Act Section
303(c)(2)(B). 40 CFR Part 131.36.

USEPA. futerim Final Rule. Water Quality Standards; Establishment ofNumeric Criteria for
Priority Toxic Pollutants; States' Compliance - Revision ofMetals Criteria. 60 FR
22230. May 4, 1995.

USEPA. Water Quality Standards; Establishment ofNumeric Criteria for Priority Toxic
Pollutants. 57 FR 60848. December 22, 1992.

USEPA. Water Quality Standards; Establishment ofNumeric Criteria for Priority Toxic
Pollutants for the State of California, Proposed Rule under 40 CFR Part 131, Federal
Register, Vol. 62, Number 150. August 5, 1997.

Connecticut. Department ofEnvironmental Protection. Water Quality Standards. Surface Water
Quality Standards Effective April 8, 1997.

Surface Vessel Bilgewater/Oil Water Separator (OWS) Discharge
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Florida. Department ofEnvironmental Protection. Surface Water Quality Standards, Chapter
62-302. Effective December26, 1996.

, I III, , III

Georgia Final Regwations. Chapter 391-3-6, Water Quality Control, as provided by The Bureau
ofNational Affairs, Inc., 1996. ,

i::1" " " " :',,' ". .~ I,

lIawaii. Hawaiian Water Quality Standards. Section 11, Chapter 54 ofthe State Code.
" " ,,:I":,::!' " '" "' .'I!

Mississippi. ,Water Quality Criteria for Intrastate, Interstate and Coastal Waters. Mississippi
(i Department ofEnvironmental Quality, Office ofPollution Control. Adopted November

16, 1995. " ,
. ;i;;;::i' Ii:

, ::: '" " ,i'
New Jersey F~alRegulations. Surface Water Quality Standards, Section 7:9B-l, as provided by

The Bl;lrea~ofNational Affairs, Inc., 1996.' , '"
"

'" !!

Texas. TexasSurface Water Quality Standards, Sections 307.2 - 307.10. Texas Natural
Reso~ceConservation Commission. Effective July13, 1995. '

'II:

Virginia W~terQuality Standards. Chapter 260, Virginia AdminIstrative ~ode (VAC) , 9 VAC
25-260.

ii'
"

Washington. Water Quality Standards for Surface Waters of the State ofWashington. Chapter
, 173-201A, Washington Administrative Code (WAC). "

Navy Small Craft Bilge Generation and Characterization. March, 1987. David W. Taylor Naval
Ship Research and Development Center, Report No. DTNSRDC/SME-86/32.

ii,

Personal Communication between C. Geiling, Malcolm-Pirnie, and Brian Gordon, NAVSTA San
Diego, Week ofFebruary 17, 1997, Topic ofdiscussion: bilgewater'characterization.
'''I'' , , II'

II

J;n,vironmentw. ~~ Natural Res(;>urces Program Manual, OPNAVINST 5090.1B, Department of
"the N~vy,November1,1994. "

'"

Department ofDefense (DoD) Directive 6050.15 of 14 June 1985, Prevention of Oil Pollution
from Ships Owned or Operated by the DoD (NOTAL). "

Conunittee Print Number 95-30 of the Committee on Public Works and Transportation of the
House ofRepresentatives, Table 1.

The Water Quality Guidance for the Great Lakes System, Table 6A. Volume 60 Federal
Register, p. 15366. March 23, 1995.

'(JNDS Equipment Expert Meeting Minutes. "Surface Vessel Bilgewater arid Oily Waste". July
29, 1996.

"Surface Vessel Bilgewater/Oil Water Separator (OWS) Discharge
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Pentagon Ship Movement Data for Years 1991-95, March 4, 1997.

UNDS Phase I Sampling Data Report, Volumes 1-13, October 1997.

UNDS Ship Database, August 1, 1997.
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Figure 1. U.S. Navy Oil Water Separator (OWS) Process Flow Diagram (Typical)

Surface Vessel Bilgewater/Oil Water Separator (OWS) Discharge
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Table 1. Vessels Equipped With OillWater Separator Systems

"E
MSC Kilauea 8 Steam 4 26
MSC Mars 8 Steam 7 148
MSC Van ard 2 Steam 10 151

NAVY Austin Converted) 1 Steam NA NA
NAVY Austin Converted) 1 Steam NA N
MSC Converted HaskelI 1 Steam 4 133
MSC Stalwart 5 Diesel 4 70
MSC Victorious 4 Diesel 5 107
MSC Silas Bent and Wilkes 2 Diesel 6 44
MSC Waters 1 Diesel 1 7
MSC John McDonnelI 2 Diesel 6 96
MSC Pathfinder 4 Diesel NA NA
MSC Mere 2 Steam 2 184
MSC Al 01 8 Steam 3 109
MSC NA 3 Diesel NA N

NAVY Jumboised Cimarron 5 Steam 10 188
MSC Hen J.Kaiser 12 Diesel 6 78

NAVY Sacramento 4 Steam 11 183
NAVY Su I 3 Gas 6 114
NAVY Vulcan 6 Steam 8 131

7 MSC Zeus I Diesel 2 8
50 NAVY Safe ard 4 Diesel 22 208

S 33 NAVY Simon Lake 1 Steam 6 229
AS 39 NAVY Emo S Land 3 Steam 6 293
ATF 166 MSC Powhatan 7 Diesel 16 127
BD ARMY 264B 12 Diesel NA NA
BO USCG NA 5 Diesel NA N
BOSL USCG NA 14 Diesel NA NA
CG 47 NAVY Ticondero a 27 Gas 12 166
CGN 36 NAVY California 2 Nuclear 11 143
CGN 38 NAVY Vir "nia 1 Nuclear 11 161
CV 63 NAVY Hawk 3 Steam 7 137
CVN 65 NAVY 1 Nuclear 6 76
CVN 68 NAVY 7 Nuclear 7 147
DD 963 NAVY 31 Gas 12 178
DDG 51 NAVY 18 Gas 11 101
DOG 993 NAVY 4 Gas 12 175
FFG 7 NAVY 43 Gas 13 167
LCC 19 NAVY 2 Steam 8 179
LCU ARMY 48 Diesel NA NA
LHA NAVY 5 Steam 9 173
LHD NAVY 4 Steam 13 185

Surface Vessel Bilgewater/Oil Water Separator (OWS) Discharge
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Table 1. Vessels Equipped With OilfWater Separator Systems (cont'd)
!

SHIP CLASSIFICATION lNFORMATION . ... TRANSIT
! :,,":11: INFO.RMATION

ClASS ARMED CLASS NO. OF PROPULSION TRA.N- DAYSlN
................ ·IDNO. SERVICE NAME SHIP TYPE SHIPS SYSTEM PORT

LPD 4 NAVY Austin AIlmhibious Transoort Dock 3 Steam 11 178
LPD 7 NAVY Austin Amphibious Transport Dock 3 Steam 12 188
LPD 14 NAVY Austin Amphibious Transport Dock 2 Steam 11 192
LPH 2 NAVY IwoJima Amphibious Assault Helicopter 2 Steam 11 186

Carrier
LSD 36 NAVY Anchorage Dock Landing Ship 5 Steam 13 215
LSD 41 NAVY Whidbev Island Dock Landing; Ship 8 Diesel 13 170
LSD 49 NAVY Haroers Ferry Dock Landing Ship 3 Diesel NA NA
tsT 1179 NAVY Newoort Tank Landing Shio 3 Diesel 13 191
LSV ARMY Frank S Besson Vehicle Landing Shio 6 Diesel NA NA
LT ARMY 100/130 Large Tug; 25 Diesel NA NA
MCM 1 NAVY Avenl!:er Mine Countenneasure Vessel 14 Diesel 28 232
MHC 51 NAVY Osprey Minehunters Coastal 12 Diesel NA NA
WAGB290 USCG Mackinaw Icebreaker 1 Diesel NA NA
WAGB399 USCG Polar Icebreaker 2 Diesel 4 139
WHEC378 USCG HamiltonIHero Class HiM Endurance Cutter 12 Diesel 13 151
W1X 295 USCG Eal!:le Sail Training Cutter I Diesel 7 188

. WLB 180A USCG Balsam Seagoing Tender 8 Diesel 18 190
WLB 180B USCG Balsam Seagoing Tender 2 Diesel 5 120
WLB 180C USCG Balsam Seagoing Tender 13 Diesel 16 123
WLB225 USCG Junioer Seagoing Tender 2 Diesel NA NA
WU 65303 USCG Blackberry Buoy Tender, Inland 2 Diesel NA NA
WU6S400 USCG BayberrY Buoy Tender, Inland 2 Diesel NA NA
WU looA USCG BlueBell Buoy Tender, Inland 1 Diesel NA NA
WU lOOC USCG Blue Ben Buoy Tender, Inland I Diesel NA NA
WUC 7SA USCG AnviYClamp Construction Tenders, Inland 2 Diesel NA NA
WUC 7SB USCG AnviYClamp Construction Tenders, Inland 3 Diesel NA NA
WLlC 75D USCG AnviVClamp Construction Tenders, Inland 2 Diesel NA NA
WLlCloo USCG Cosmos Construction Tenders, Inland 3 Diesel NA NA
WUC Il5 USCG ? Construction Tenders, Inland 1 Diesel NA NA
WUC 160 USCG Pamlico Construction Tenders, Inland 4 Diesel NA NA
WLM 157 USCG Red Buoy Tender, Coastal 9 Diesel NA NA
W1.M 551 USCG IKceper Buoy Tender, Coastal 2 Diesel NA NA
Wl.R 65 USCG Ouachita Buoy Tender, River 6 Diesel NA NA
Wl.R 75 USCG F/Gasconade Buoy Tender, River 13 Diesel NA NA
WLR 115 USCG Sumac Buoy Tender, River I Diesel NA NA
WMEC210A USCG Reliance Medium Endurance Class 5 Diesel 13 235
',V'MEC210B USCG Reliance Medium Endurance Class 11 Diesel 9 149

Surface Vessel Bilgewater/Oil Water Separator (OWS) Discharge
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Table 1. Vessels Equipped With OiIlWater Separator Systems (cont'd)

Surface Vessel Bilgewater/Oil Water Separator (OWS) Discharge
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Notes:
1. NA = Information not available
2. One transit = travel from one port to another, or from one port to sea and returning back to same port.

WMEC213 Diver 1 Diesel 9
WMEC230 Storis 1 Diesel Il
WMEC270A Bear 4 Diesel 6
WMEC270B Bear 9 Diesel 7
WPB82C Point 28 Diesel NA
WPB82D Point 8 Diesel NA
WPB 1l0A Island 16 Diesel 2
WPB 1l0B Island 21 Diesel 7
WPB 1l0C Island 12 Diesel 5
WTGB 140 Ba 9 Diesel I
WYTL 65A NA 3 Diesel NA
WYTL 65B NA 3 Diesel NA
WYTL 65C NA 3 Diesel NA

TL 65D NA 2 Diesel NA
TOTAL: 640 AVG: 9

231 13 197
70 5 92

248 8 140
91 NA NA



'1

ij:

Table 2. In-Port Bilgewater Generation Rates1
,2,3

.:,:, 'I,,, , .. "!'

Skip Class GallDav (Rgnae) AV2GallDav
DD963 1,000-3,000 2,000
DDG51 N/A 335
CVN6S· 5,000-25,000 3,000

"" ".

* Values based on recording information over a 30 day period. All bilgew~~erwas processed by
~e OW~ dutingsix individual days, in volumes ranging from 5,000 to 25,000 gallons per
processing event. The total volume processed over 30 days was 91,000 galions, yielding an
a-Verage daily processing rate of3,000 gallons per day. '"

"
~ I

, ... ,: ' ." ." .. '."". I,
Ta9~e 3~ In-Port Bilgewater/OWS Discharge Rates From U.S. Navy Ships

,,,", ... ' .C'" ". , I;, .

Average Daily Flow Annual Flow per Ship I Totar'Annuai Flow
per Ship (gals/day) (~alslyr\ .. >. '.' .(milli~n I!alslyr) .

Ship Class Days in Total No. I)! Total'
Port Flow Shins Flow

Aircraft Carriers
' .

3,000 147 44i;ooo 11 4.9

All Other Ships (Avg.) 2,000 178 356,000 220 84.9

Total: 89.8

"
"
II.

~ ,

Surface Vessel Bilgewater/Oil Water Separator (OWS) Discharge
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Table 4. Ship Study Bilgewater Pollutant SummaryS

Note: Values are not necessarily representative. Concentrations were determined from only one sample per ship class per constituent.
NA : Information not available
< : Less than

Surface Vessel Bilgewater/Oil Water Separator (OWS) Discharge
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Tabl,e;5.::Shirp Study OWS Innuent~and 'Effl'uentContaminant,ConcentrationUata5

Parameter

COD
BOD
TOC
TSS
O&G

• Anunonia
. Fecal Colifonn

Total Phenols
Cyanide

Arsenic
Barium
Cadmium
Chromium
Copper
Iron
Lead

II Manganese
Nickel

I Selenium
Zinc

Bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate
4-Nitrophenol
Phenanthrene
1,2,4-Trichlorobenzene
1,1,1- Trichloroethane

Alpha-SHC
Beta- BHC
Gamma-SHC
Heptachlor
Heptachlor Epoxide

NA = Data not available

UsUs

mglL
mgIL
mgIL
mglL
mgIL
mglL

cts/IOO ml

mg/L
mg/L

uss VINCENNES
(CG 49)

Influent Effluent
660 530
NA NA
145 129
34 38
37 27

2.2 1.1
NA NA

130 110
<10 <10

4 6
59 63
9 10

<10 <10
830 540
770 810
50 20

230 220
290 270

3 <2
800 810

<200 <10
<400 <20
<200 23.7
<200 28.3

<5 <5

0.047 0.077
<0.999 <0.580

<0.02 <0.02
0.460 0.209
0.379 0.274

USS~SAN JACINTO
, (CG56)

Influent Effluent
810 760
94 6,740

56.8 34.6
62 19

143 8
<0.10 <0.10

49 94

10 30
<10 10

6 6
20 60
<5 5

<10 <10
490 430
280 260
<20 <20

10 20
100 130
12 8
80 190

<200 <100
<200 <100
<200 <100
<200 <100
<50 <50

<0.05 <0.05
<0.5 <0.5

16 60
<0.05 <0.05
<0.05 <0.05

uss VANCOUVER
(LPD1)

Ill\n~ent Effluent
900 780

<142 <142
42 34

123 62
47 20

0.18 0.29
NA NA

10 10
<30 <50

8 10
10 16
<3 <3

<10 <10
2,930 790
1,240 1,130

40 20
51 61

310 400
15 17

670 1,590

11.2 61.8
10 <20

<10 <10
<10 <10
NA <5

0.02 <0.02
4.45 <0.10

<0.02 <0.02
<0.02 <0.02
<0.02 <0.02

USS PENSACOLA ~ I' 'USS MANITOWOC
(LSO 38) ! (LS1' H8:0)

Influent Effluent Influent Effluent
520 470 2,800 1,600 I'·

10 I 98 341 335 Ic,,?
39 31 570 224 I~~c~

41 29 2,684 114 i

10 4 2,593 32
<0.10 <0.10 NA NA I-

II0 49 2 240 : -

20 10 NA 20
10 40 <10 NA

4 4 6 2
30 40 40 50
<5 <5 17 14

<50 <50 770 590
560 300 430 360

2,960 1,620 2,.900 2,600 __
<50 <50 50 <50

80 110 250 210
250 210 120 120

2 2 40 40
380 410 3,000 2,500

<100 <100 <200 <200 I

<100 <100 <200 <200 I

<100 <100 <200 <200 I'c
<100 <100 <200 <200
<50 <500 45,000 6,000

<0.05 <0.05 <0.25 <5 -f~L

<12 <5 <2.5 <50
<0.05 0.5 <0.25 <5
<0.05 <0.05 <0.25 <5
<0.05 <0.05 <0.25 <5

Note: Values are not necessarily representative. Concentrations were determined from only one sample per ship class per constituent.

Surface Vessel Bilgewater/Oil Water Separator (OWS) Discharge
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Table 6. Naval Station San Diego Bilgewater Characterization Data Summary6
(Calendar Years 1993 through 1995)

Surface Vessel Bilgewater/Oil Water Separator (OWS) Discharge
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(b) NA = Information not available.

(a) References contain summary tables and raw data laboratory logs that are incomplete.
Summary tables indicate single peak results for antimony, arsenic and thallium in 1993.
However, log sheets showing the corresponding data are not included. The above statistical
analysis is based on log sheet data that was provided, except for the maximum values shown
for the three metals, which were obtained from the PWC summary table for 1993.

NOTES:

~)~9Y~t~""'''(j~!i.~in.;J.LgII.;)'~~~f:;''!·X

:'Std~;~i¥i3W

Oil & Grease 45 45 5 12,90tf· 146 2,234
Phenols 83 12 15 901 116 0.309

Antimony (a) (a) (a) 80 (a) (a)
Arsenic (a) (a) (a) 1 (a) (a)
Cadmium 84 33 10 610 20 118
Chromium 85 31 20 2,320 70 492
Copper 85 84 10 80,400 420 9,250
Lead 85 52 39 3,360 100 509
Nickel 85 83 20 10,300 150 1,590
Selenium 1 0 NA NA NA NA
Silver 84 14 4 1,440 23 398
Thallium (a) (a) (a) 277 (a) (a)
Zinc 82 80 100 97,000 688 14,500

Benzene 82 29 0.5 179 30 42
Chloroform 81 1 47 47 47 NA
Ethyl Benzene 81 38 6 1,360 50 221
Methylene Chloride 68 18 5 4,220 16 1,000
Tetrachloroethane 82 7 7 74 18 24
Toluene 80 52 5 2,220 77 383
Xylene 17 12 28 9,440 16 2,600

2,4-Dimethyl Phenol 82 14 30 840 89 23
Fluorene 83 41 5 1,890 42 411
Naphthalene 79 37 11 3,070 85 613
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Table 7. Navy Destroyer (DDG 64) OWS Effluent Discharg~Data Summary7
'"

I'i,"", . "I", 'I" :May to Septen1ber~ 1996 ; ,',,' " "

",,;',11,; ,";:;;,:'::~'1 ' ,,,III!II!'I1;'''1 ,I, '"'111111'1 ii"
"""'I""""'''''''''!""' values AbOV!~MJJJ... {J1gIL) " ,c. '

I:",,'"'' 1,1 ",'" ,III, '" """",,,'"'' Min. MaL Median Std. Dev.,' Parameter No. of No. Of
." ,h" "' "" Analyses Values

.;

Oil in Water (Navy)
"

67028 28 13 151 205

Arsenic 11 6 10 70 20 23
Barium 18 18 30 535 118 124
Cadmium 18 3 10 10 10 NA
Chromium 18 10 10 60 20 16
Copper 18 18 430 6,110 1,.410 1,400
Lead 18 15 10 195 40 62
Iron 18 18 300 4,620 1,280 1,210
Manganese 18 18 20 150 48 41
Mercury 18 2 10 10 10 NA
Nickel 18 18 140 1,510 320 317
Selenium 11 11 70 210 100 40
Silver 18 1 10 10 10 NA
Zinc 18 18 480 8,880 2,190 1,930

" "" " ",,"," " ' !'
I,~, " ,,,,,,. " "1 ,

, , "", July 30, 1996 (PWL),,,,,,,,

Sample A , Sample.s Saulllle \,; "..'"
ll::!!:::::i!,,):i:',,;!'~~tet;" NKL LLl NKL 'LLl NKL 'LLI .'

Oil and Grease (EPA 418.1) - 29 - 70 - 66
Petroleum Hydrocarbons - 38 - 73 - 70
MBAS - 0.13 -- 0.11 - 0.16
Benzene 79 50 77 49 70 55
EthyIbenzene 71 59 59 54 64 54
Methylene Chloride <5 64 <5 63 <5 20
Toluene 170 80 170 78 150 81
Xylene (total) 460 289 450 266 410 264

Diethyl Phthalate - <10 - 10 --- 12
2,4-Dimethylphenol - 110 --- 110 -- 110
Dimethyl Phthalate - 11 - 12 -- 13
Fluorene - 12 - 17 - 20
Naphthalene - 63 -- 61 -- 14
Phenanthrene - 16 - 27 - 30
Phenol - 46 - 47 --- 30

NOTES: (a) Vol~tile and semi-volatile analysis performed on random samples collected over two hour period.
,"'::';Sample A during first hour. Samples B and C duriDg secondhoUr. ,

(b) LLI = Lancaster Labs Inc. NRL = Naval Research Laboratory.
(c) -,., Samples were not analyzed by LLI for the parameters shown.
(d) "'NA ';' IDformation not available
(e) < ~ less than

II

II

II
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Table 8. Auxiliary Ship (AS 36) OWS Effluent Discharge Data Summary7
(May 2 through September 12, 1996)

Oil in Water NA 44 44 0.5 93 5.4 20.1
BOD NA 8 8 1 34 3.5 10.1
COD NA 14 14 26 260 61 79.5
TSS NA 10 10 1 57 12.5 16
Antimony 600 14 0 NA NA NA NA
Arsenic 10 14 0' NA NA NA NA
Beryllium 5 14 0 NA NA NA NA
Cadmium 10 14 0 NA' NA NA NA
Chromium 20 14 0 NA NA NA NA
Copper NA 14 14 44 661 257 166
Lead 100 14 0 NA NA NA NA
Iron NA 11 11 786 2,200 1,050 427
Mercury 0.2 14 1 1.6 1.6 NA NA
Nickel NA 14 14 75 471 117 103
Selenium 1015 14 0 NA NA NA NA
Silver 30 14 0 NA NA NA NA
Thallium 10 14 14 NA NA NA NA
Zinc NA 14 14 164 1,100 382 283

E: NA = Information not available.

Surface Vessel Bilgewater/Oil Water Separator (OWS) Discharge
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" SUrface Vessel Bilgewater/Oil Water Separator (OWS) Discharge
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I.

Table 9. Aircraft Carrier (CVN 74) .
OillWater Separator InfluentlEffluent Raw Data4

.
i

CVN 74-0WSI-ol CVN 74-0WSI-oZ CVN 74-0WSI-03 CVN.74..()WSI-04
Parameter Units Influent Effluent Influent Effluent Influent Effluent IJifluent Effluent

-- . .- ...._.~

COD mgIL 132 179 258 258 86 148 195 148
BOD mgIL 31 5 17 11 18 18 22 10
roc mgIL 28 9 24 21 26 20 19 11
TSS mgIL 38 64 38 46 36 48 70 23
O&G mgIL 50 22 269 17 42 36 122 27
TKN mgIL 1.6 1.7 2.0 1.7 1.4 1.6 1.2 1.0
Ammonia mgIL 0.14 <0.10 0.19 0.17 0.15 0.17 <0.10 <0.10
Nitrate +Nitrite (As N) mgIL 054 0.20 0.44 0.30 0.50 0.40 0.62 0.0
Total Phosphorous mgIL 3.2 1.2 3.7 2.7 3.9 2.2 3.1 2.0

TOS mgIL 7,360 16,620 5,570 9,720 5,920 10,260 8,970 13,320
O1loride mgIL 4,126 9,742 3,616 7,359 3,531 8,125 3,956 8,040
Sulfate mgIL 498 1,290 411 643 446 780 643 958
Sulfide mgIL 5 2 10 8 10 8 10 5
Total Alkalinity mgIL 36 64 40 46 40 48 48 58

Cvanide ul!lL <10 <10 <10 <10 <10 <10 NA <10

Aluminum Jlg/L 69(B) 229 74(B) 108(B) 83(B) 104(B) 143(B) 220
Antimony JlWL <20 <2 <20 2.6(B) 5.6(B) <20 <20 <10
Arsenic JlWL <10 33 <1 3(C) <1 33(B) <1 <1
Barium JlWL 49 32 50(B) 43(B) 55(B) 40(B) 44(B) 34(B)
Beryllium JlWL 1(B) <1 <1 <1 <1 <1 <1 <1
Cadmium

JlV'
6 <5 5.7 <5 5.1 5.6 <5 <5

Chromium Jl L <10 <10 <10 <10 <10 <10 <10 <10
Copper JlWL 581 284 567 426 554 363 574 316
[ron JlWL 455 482 471 442 560 432 610 531
Lead JlWL <46 <46 <46 <46 <46 <46 <46 <46
Manganese JlWL 34 29 34 33 37 30 35 31
Nickel JlWL 304 98 318 245 321 208 277 162
Selenium JlWL <20 <20 <31.5 41(C) <20 <20 26(C) <20

. Silver JlWL 5(B) <5 <5 5(B) <5 <5 <5 <5
Thallium JlWL <10 <10 <10 <10 <10 <10 <10 <10

. Zinc JlglL 1,590 519 1,760 1,330 1,840 1,110 1,350 786

Bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate Jlg/L <10 <10 30 <10 22 <10 38 <10
N,N-Dirnethylformamide JlglL 99 33 124 88 102 65 85 58
Toluene JlglL 14 <10 12 <10 13 <10 12 <10
Xylene (O+p) JlglL 24 <10 20 13 19 <10 19 12

". ·!,;iii II,

Note: (a) < = less than



Table 10. Summary of Detected Analytes: OillWater Separator Effluent Data
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46~013 -ALKALINITY 53.51 40f4 46
AMMONIA AS NITROGEN 0.09 20f4 BDL 0.17 67
BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN 8.78 30f4 BDL 18 6,565
DEMAND
CHEMICAL OXYGEN 178.34 40f4 148 258 133,356
DEMAND (COD)
CHLORIDE 8273.63 40f4 7360 9740 6,186,728
HEXANE EXTRACTABLE 23.54 40f4 17.5 27 17,602
MATERIAL
~ITRATEINITRITE 0.27 40f4 0.2 0.4 202
SGT-HEM 9.64 40f4 6 16 7,208
SULFATE 887.29 40f4 643 1290 663,484
TOTAL DISSOLVED SOLIDS 13238.57 40f4 9720 21600 9,899,334
TOTAL KJE1DAHL NITROGEN 1.5 40f4 1.1 1.7 1,122
TOTAL ORGANIC CARBON 14.53 40f4 9.3 21 10,865
[(TOC)
TOTAL PHOSPHOROUS 1.81 40f4 1.2 2.7 1,353
TOTAL RECOVERABLE OIL 39.96 40f4 15.05 173 29,881
AND GREASE
TOTAL SULFIDE 5.03 40f4 2 8 3,761
IODOMETRIC)

TOTAL SUSPENDED SOLIDS 42.46 40f4 23 64 31,750
VOLATILE RESIDUE 13285.59 40f4 9770 21600 9,934,494
HYdia.Zin.e,X(m21L li>T ..•... 0c ·."t", i,:' .'.' -"t;;:;-;;::.·· jir;"':~;·'·:····;' .';.: .:.e ''''; :2:;>D::C :}': ...~. :< ......

HYDRAZINE 0.15
..._.

40f4 0.095 0.2 112
MercUiY:;'(ng{L);': ',::g;:t .J ·.··;;{A;;;; ·}:'.;.t ...... :. ···.. "l0·v .,:;~;, .:':j (",';"'x" .';;:'. ".. >,c.,C:, ',.' .. ;; .,,-

MERCURY 5uf 40f4 32.05
..

79.8 0.04
MetalS····: ',:,;; ';:;;J;''J/' :<"ti,'ie ::": 't:',l,;"~:!J{';i'i{C,.: {~.~i .':,'(t;:',;;-,,::;·,"i,<;":'" ;;'?:;,'?;

--- .... .- ... -_.- --
ALUMINUM
Total 154.49 40f4 104 230.5 116
ANTIMONY
Total 6.15 lof4 BDL 2.6 5
ARSENIC
Total 6.09 20f4 BDL 33 5
BARIUM
Dissolved 34.98 40f4 27.8 41.8 26
Total 36.58 40f4 30.65 42.9 27
BORON
Dissolved 1562.43 40f4 1280 2030 1,168

Total 1505.6 40f4 1240 1945 1,126

Surface Vessel Bilgewater/Oil Water Separator (OWS) Discharge
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Log DOnna! means were calculated usmg measured analyte concentrations. When a sample set contamed one or
more samples with the analyte below detection levels (i.e., "non-detect" samples), estimated analyte concentrations
equivalent to one-hllIfof the detection levels were uSed to calculate the mean. For example, if a "non-detect" sample
'Y!8Sanalyzed using a technique with a detection level of20 mgIL, 10 mgIL was used in the log normal mean
~~ation. '" " '

iii': . 'iii,,' ".:

CADMIUM
Total 3.06 1 of4 BDL 5.6 2
CALCIUM
Dissolved 135123.39 40f4 105000 184000 101,040
Total 129848.08 40f4 104000 172500 97,096
COPPER
Dissolved 162.56 40f4 116 201 122
Total 341.25 40f4 277.5 426 255
IRON
Total 472.36 40f4 432 531 353
MAGNESIUM
Dissolved 392878.32 40f4 262000 486000 293,780
Total 423465.92 40f4 333000 593500 316,653
MANGANESE
Dissolved 26.21 40f4 22.2 31.1 20
Total 30.35 40f4 28.25 32.5 23
MOLYBDENUM
Dissolved 21.29 40f4 18.6 24.3 16
Total 9.29 20f4 BDL 28.1 7
NICKEL
Dissolved 176.4 40f4 109 247 132
Total 168.54 40f4 97.75 245 126
SODIUM
Dissolved 3606853.89 40f4 2680000 5200000 2,697,078
Total 3585080.31 40f4 2770000 5000000 2,680,796
TIN
Total 16.59 lof4 BDL 41.2 12
TITANIUM
Total 4.5 20f4 BDL 9.2 3
ZINC
Dissolved 855.7 40f4 511 1260 640
Total 878.8 40f4 514 1330 657.

(uWL)

N.N-DIMETIIYLFORMAMIDE 57.3 40f4 32.5
. . .. - ..

88
. .

43
O+PXYLENE 7.9 20f4 BDL 13 6
Pesticides (uWI.)
2.4-DB

.- ..

20f4
..- -

BDL
.__ ..

1.66 2.88 1
DICAMBA 0.29 30f4 BDL 0.48 0.2
MCPA 28.45. lof4 BDL 58.9 21
MCPP 113.25 40f4 41.3 167 85
PYRE'THRINI 183 10ft 183 183 137

'.' .



657
640

126

255

132

353

67 .

122

202
1,1221.7

0.4

531

245

426
201

0.17

1330
1260

·247

511
514

432

116

97.75

277.5

10940f4

40f4
40f4

40f4

40f4
40f4

40f4

1.81 40f4 1.2 2.7 1,353

855.7
878.8

176.4
168.54

472.36

162.56
341.25

Dissolved

Dissolved

Total

Dissolved
Total

Total

Total

ZINC

IRON

NICKEL

Notes:
A - Total Nitrogen is the sum ofNitratelNitrite and Total Kje1dahl Nitrogen.
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TOTAL NITROGENA

Table 10 a. Estimated Annual Mass Loadings of Constituents

TOTAL PHOSPHOROUS

NITRATE/NIRITE 0.27 4 of4 0.2
AMMONIA AS NITROGEN 0.09 20f4··· BDL ...

TOTAL KJELDAHL 1.5 4 of4 1.1
NITROGEN

SGT-HEM
Me~w nWL}~J,;;

MERCURY
:MbialS.: ..

. COPPER
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Discharge ofOil, 40 CFR 110, defines a prohibited discharge ofoil as any discharge sufficient to cause a sheen
on receiVihg wat~rs. ' '" '~" ,
International Conventionfor the Prevention ofPollution from Ships (MARPOL 73/78). MARPOL 73/78 as
implemented by"'the Act to Prevent Pollution from Ships (APPS) ., .

'I 'h,I' II
II, I ~

b

a

~

"~ ,II' , ,':' ,ij

'. Table li.~ Mean Concentrations of Constituents that Exceed Water Quality Criteria
, ., , "' II" i ,,,," . , Ii ' ". " ,. ~,' III I '

Refer to federal criteria pronmlgated by EPA in its National Toxics Rule, 40 CFR 131.36 (57 FR 60848; Dec. 22,
199,z and 60 FR22~~O;May4, 1995) """ ,
A - Nutrient crit~ri~~enot specified as acute or chronic values.
l}- Total Nitrogen is the sum ofNitratelNitrite and Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen.
*- Mercury waS' Il<)tfound in excess ofWQC; concentration is shown only because it is a oioaccumulator.

CAs California
tT ,;" Connecticut
FL ,,;. Flo,rida ""
GAaGeorgia

1'1,1" •

Hl=Hawaii
MS :,;. Mississippi
WA ,.,. Washington

"i" ;:
~ ',,,I :'::' , ,~ ,

: ~

"~"~I, ", :, "~I "
"

:"IIiI:::1 .~ h',i'·' i ,Ii' ,
Constituent Log Minimum Maximum FederalAcute Water Quality Most Stringent State

Normal Concentration Concentration Criteria Acute Water Quality
Mean !. Criteria .

Classicals (lD2!L) , .
AMMONIA AS BDL 0.17

. -
None

-
6:00CnHlt0.09

NITROGEN
NlTRATEINlTRITE 0.27 0.2 0.4 None 0.008 (HI)A
TOTAL KJELDAHL 1.5 1.1 1.7 None -
NITROGEN
TOTAL 1.77 None 0.2 (HI)A
NITROGENB

TOTAL 1.81 1.2 2.7 None 0.025 (HI)A
PHOSPHOROUS
TPH (SGT-HEM) 9.64 6 16 visible sheena /15b S (FL)
Mercury (xWL)
MERCURY· 51.8 32.05 79.8 180Q 25 (FL, GA)
Metals (ulllL)
COPPER

- ...- . . . ._..

Dissolved 162.56 116 201 2.4 2.4 (CT, MS)
Total 341.25 277.5 426 2.9 2.5 (WA)

IRON
Total 472.36 432 531 None 300 (FL)

NICKEL
Dissolved 176.4 109 247 74 74 (CA, cn
Total 168.54 97.75 245 74.6 8.3 (FL, GA)

ZINC
Dissolved 855.7 511 1260 90 90 (CA, CT, MS)
Total 878.8 514 1330 95.1 84.6 (WA)
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Table 12.. Data Sources
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NATURE OF DISCHARGE REPORT

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The National Defense Authorization Act of 1996 amended Section 312 ofthe Federal
Water Pollution Control Act (also mown as the Clean Water Act (CWA)) to require that the
Secretary ofDefense and the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
develop unifonn national discharge standards (UNDS) for vessels ofthe Armed Forces for
" ...discharges, other than sewage, incidental to nonnal operation of a vessel of the Armed Forces,
..." [Section 312(n)(l)]. UNDS is being developed in three phases. The first phase (which this
report supports), will detennine which discharges will be required to be controlled by marine
pollution control devices (MPCDs}-either equipment or management practices. The second
phase will develop MPCD perfonnance standards. The final phase will determine the design,
construction, installation, and use ofMPCDs.

A nature ofdischarge (NOD) report has been prepared for each of the discharges that has
been identified as a candidate for regulation under UNDS. The NOD reports were developed
based on infonnation obtained from the technical community within the Navy and other branches
ofthe Armed Forces with vessels potentially subject to UNDS, from infonnation available in
existing technical reports and documentation, and, when required, from data obtained from
discharge samples that were collected under the UNDS program.

The purpose of the NOD report is to describe the discharge in detail, including the system
that produces the discharge, the equipment involved, the constituents released to the
environment, and the current practice, if any, to prevent or minimize environmental effects.
Where existing process infonnation is insufficient to characterize the discharge, the NOD report
provides the results ofadditional sampling or other data gathered on the discharge. Based on the
above infonnation, the NOD report describes how the estimated constituent concentrations and
mass loading to the environment were determined. Finally, the NOD report assesses the
potential for environmental effect. The NOD report contains sections on: Discharge
Description, Discharge Characteristics, Nature ofDischarge Analysis, Conclusions, and Data
Sources and References.

Undenvater Ship Husbandry
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2.1 Equipment Description and Operation
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",'2.1.1' , UJ!derwater Hull Cleaning
,
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Und~:rw~~yr hUll cleaning is perfonned to remove fouling organisms which have adhered
if> a vessel~d it§appendages.4 Biological growth is undesirable since it increases ship drag,
thereby increasirIg fuel consumption and decreasing speed. Hull 6teaningscan be either fun
~le~gs or interim cleanings. Full cleanings are those which include the entire painted
underwater~¥ll ~~ace, propellers, and propeller shafts. Interim cleanings' include the cleaning
ofpropellers and shafts only. "

HuIi",~o~,tb;1g Systems. Ablative hull coating systems are typicallylcomprised of two
coats (layers) ofepoxy anticorrosion (AC) paint applied to the bare hull and two coats ofcopper
antifouling (AF) paint applied over the AC coating. The function ofthe At coat, in conjunction
wi¢. C<;lthocij~ protection, is to prevent hull corrosion. The AC coat also provides bonding
between the hull and the AF topcoats. AF topcoats control biological groWth by ablating and/or
leaching antifouling agents into the surrounding water (as described in the Hull Coating Leachate

,,' , . ~ ,

Underwater Ship Husbandry
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For the purpose of this evaluation, underwater ship husbandry is defined as the
inspection, grooming, maintenance, and repair ofhulls and hull appendages perfonned while a
~ie,s~el is wai~ibowe~ III ¢.~ c,~e ofrepairs, they may be classified as permanent (eqUl,'valent to

, ' "".I ,I, , ,,," • :' , , .., " " .'" 'I"" r'~, ,'" ',,. I', '" ,

dIy-dock repair); temporary (to be reworked at the next scheduled dry-docking); and emergency
(allowing the ship to transit to a facility for further repair). Underwater ship husbandry includes
t1l.~ following operations:1

,2

• hull cleaning,
• , fiberglass repair,
• '" w~lding,

• ' soriar dome repair,
• , non-destructive test/inspection,
• ,rq,~ker b~,lt repairs, and
• pamt operations, and
• , S~AW6LP propulsor layup.

All ofthese activities are typically conducted while ships are piersicle. Cleaning of
tihderwater h1!llsis the Dlajor activity within this category, and is performed on a routine basis.1

Layup ofSEAWOLFpropulsors occurs a:pproxima~ely6 times per year.3 The remaining
operations are unplanned repair activities incidental to normal vessel operation.1

":", i' 'III , " ,

2.0 DISCHARGE DESCRIPTION
, m, , " ., ,

This section describes the underwater ship husbandry discharge and includes infonnation
on: the equip~~t that is used and its operation (Section 2.1), the general description of the
c,onstltuents ofth~ dIscharge (Section 2.2), and the vessels that produce this discharge (Section
23~ ,



NOD report). The total design thickness of this system is 20 mils (1 mil = 0.001 inches), of
which 10 mils are the AF coating, although the actual application may be thicker.5

Most ships of the Navy, Military Sealift Command (MSC), and U.S. Coast Guard
(USCG) use AF paint qualified to MIL-PRF-24647 "Paint System, Anticorrosive and
Antifouling, Ship Hull.,,6,7 While several types ofAF topcoats conform to this specification, the
most common types are ablative, copper-based coatings.8 An ablative coating thins as it erodes
or dissolves. Through this action, a fresh layer ofantifouling agent (e.g. copper) is exposed,
maintaining the paint's antifouling properties. Self-polishing AF paints are a type of ablative
coating which undergoes chemical hydrolysis when it comes into contact with the slightly
alkaline seawater. Any toxic agents which are chemically bound to the paint matrix will be
released at a rate dependent upon the rate ofhydrolysis.

Other vessels ofthe Armed Forces use non-ablative paint systems which do not
appreciably diminish in thickness during service.7 Non-ablative paints containing tributyltin
(TBT) are still found on some alwninwn-hulled small craft because some copper-based paints are
incompatible with aluminwn hulls.8 However, TBT paints are no longer approved for any Navy
vessel, including aluminwn-hulled craft, effective as offiscal year (FY) 1998.5,9

Coating Service Life. Ablative copper AF coatings for naval vessels are designed to
meet five-, seven-, or ten-year dry-docking periods.9 Typically, ablative copper AF coatings
remain free of fouling for about three years after application before they require in-water hull
cleaning.10 After the first cleaning, they typically require an annual hull cleaning, which is
usually performed just prior to deployments, to optimize fuel consumption underway. This is
only a guideline, since the frequency ofcleaning is also influenced by the ship's schedule and
location.4

Inspection and Evaluation. Navy vessels are inspected quarterly and before
deployments, and are assigned a Fouling Rating (FR) on a scale of0 to 100.1

,4 This rating is
established by comparing photographs of the fouled hull with photographic standards
representing values on the FR scale. The criteria for performing hull cleaning is FR 40 or higher
(for ablative and self-polishing paint systems) over 20% ofthe ship's hull; or the presence ofFR
50 or higher (for non-ablative paint systems) over 10% ofthe ship's hul1.4

Underwater Hull Cleaning Process. Underwater hull cleaning can be accomplished
with hand-held rotary brush units, self-propelled multi-brush cleaning vehicles, water jets, and
hand-held scrapers.4 Most often, it is conducted by divers using the Submerged Cleaning and
Maintenance Platform (SCAMP) or the similar SeaKlean multi-brush systems.1 These
mechanical devices are held next to the hull from the thrust and suction generated by a large
impeller, which pwnps seawater at approximately 13,500 gallons per minute (gpm). While the
brushes rotate and sweep biofouling offof the hull, the system moves forward at a maximwn rate
of 1 foot per second (ft/sec), but typically at 0.75 ft/sec. A small percentage ofthe hull, gratings,
and struts; which are inaccessible to these multi-brush machines, must be cleaned using hand
held single-brush cleaning units.10

Underwater Ship Husbandry
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M:asl\~r~elt Repairs. Masker emitter belts are installed at the forWard end of the ship's
machinery spaces and run vertically down both sides of the external hull. The masker belt is a
continuous length ofcopper-nickel pipe that emits air bubbles through small holes to mask ship
noise. The pipe is epoxied into a fairing channel that is welded to the hull. The channel ensures

, ,!:" ", ' , ' ~ '" ,,, ': ,"" '" '" ,::~:!' <:' '<:':~ ,...'l!',' ,I " "

Sonar Dome Repair. Minor repairs to the exterior ofrubber sonar domes can be
ac;complished by divers. The most common repair is patching the rubber window. A diver
r~Ptov~ loos~ rubber, prepares the edges to receive a patch, and affixes a rubber patch with an
ainine polymer. I I

, I 'II , II

'III
, ~ ,

Non-Destructive TestlInspection. Underwater magnetic particle testing is used as a
~gn~dest:1J1c~ye 4J:~pection method to detect or define surface or near-surface cracks in ferrous

",,',' " "III, ",,,,ll,, ",,','1, " ' , ", 1'''" , '" ' '''

metal structures prior to repair. It may also be used for welding quality assurance. An
electromagnet is Used to magnetize a localized area on the hull surface..A slurry of fluorescent
i~on flakes is"'fuen applied to the weld or crack witJ:l'a squeeze bottle. These"particles align with
the defective 3re~ facilitating inspection. I 1,14

, .,. Fil;Jerglassshaft repairs are performed by divers working in a dry underwater enclosure, or
"habitat," having an openIng in the underside for diver access. I I When coating shafts with
fiberglass, glass reinforced plastic (GRP) wrapping is applied in accordance 'with Mll..-STD
2199, "Glass Remforced Plastic Coveringsfor Propeller Shafting." In this procedure, the shaft is
first cleaned with a solvent, typicallyacetone, to remove greaseand'6il. Next, four wrappings of
fip~rglass tape/cloth are made and fixed with a viscous epoxy or polyester resin which hardens
into an insoluble plastic. The cure time and working life of the resin vary with the individual
brand, temperature', and humidity. However, the total cure time is on the order of24 hours. The
,.,1brking life of the resin, after the addition of the hardener, is significantly less. The
specification state~ that resin systems may have a working life from 30 minutes to six hours at
7~of and as ~h.ort.as 18 minutes at 90°F. The specification recoTIl?lends that a new resin pot be
pfephred for each-wrapping, because it may harden between wrapping passe~.12

" !I:

Weldmg.There are two types ofunderwater welding: dry habitat arid wet welding. An
underwatereIlC:~losureis used for dry habitat welding, the use ofwhich is required for slower
c9:0ling ofhigh strength steels~ A high-flow air system filters and exhausts the welding fumes
aii4 provides'a sare atmosphere for the welder. In wet welding, operations are performed under
submerged conditions. Specially coated welding rods allow the flux to bond with the wet
surface.· Before welding, the area is cleaned with scrapers, chipping hammers, or hand-held
biushes.II •

13

2.1.2:0ther Underwater Repair, Maintenance, And Inspection rrocesses
""" , ",,' [!I'"

Fi~erglassRepair•. Two activities comprise this ~lass ofship husb~dry: fiberglass hull
rePairs and fiberglass propeller shaft coatffig repairs. Methods for performing underwater
fiberglass hull rep~ are still under development, and therefore ar~ not a standard operation.
Sh8.fts are coated with fiberglass to prevent corrosion. A conflnned or suspected failure in the
fiberglass coating may require an underwater repair, if dry-docking is not imIninent. I



that the hull shape remains "fair," or smoothly curved, so the masker belt does not protrude and
increase drag. Waterborne repairs by divers consist ofcutting away damaged belt sections and
installing replacement sections. An insert is used to join the replacement with existing sections.
Finally, an epoxy sealer is applied to ensure a positive air seal.11

Paint Operations. Underwater touchup painting is required after welding, shaft
lamination repairs, and masker belt repairs. Touchup painting is also perfonned to repair paint
damage or deterioration on surfaces such as rudders, dielectric shielding for the cathodic
protection system, struts, and stem tubes. Epoxy paint is mixed on the surface (above water),
supplied to the diver, and applied to the affected area with a brush or roller.11

SEAWOLF Propulsor Layup. The newly commissioned SEAWOLF attack submarine
utilizes vinyl covers to prevent fouling ofthe propeller (also called propulsor) when it is in port
for extended periods. The covers, referred to as the Propulsor Protective Covering System
(PPCS), restrict sunlight and the supply of fresh nutrient-rich water into the propulsor. Reducing
the amount of fouling that occurs on the propulsor in port reduces the need for underwater
cleaning of the propulsor?

2.2 Releases to the Environment

2.2.1 Underwater Hull Cleaning

Underwater hull cleaning is accomplished by divers operating hand-held rotary brush
units, self-propelled multi-brush cleaning vehicles, water jets, and hand-held scrapers.4 These
tools sweep or dislodge biofouling from the wetted surface of the hull and appendages. I The
discharge from the cleaning process consists of seawater (from the impeller ofthe cleaning
vehicle), living and dead marine organisms, and antifouling paint.10 Variables affecting the
amount of this discharge include hull surface area, condition ofthe paint system, degree of
fouling, brush selection, conditions in the water, and the skill ofthe operators.

2.2.2 Other Underwater Repair, Maintenance, And Inspection Processes

Fiberglass Repair. A two component system consisting ofan epoxy resin and a
hardener is mixed topside and transferred to the underwater habitat to accomplish the fiberglass
repairs. I5 Due to the rapid curing time ofthe resin system, it is applied to the surface to be
repaired soon after mixing, and then covered with glass tape. Releases of fiberglass and resin can
occur when materials fall through the open bottom ofthe enclosure.11 Since the resin being
applied quickly solidifies, any releases from the enclosure will fall to the bottom of the harbor.

Welding. Small amounts ofwelding consumables can enter the marine environment
upon entry into or exit from the dry welding habitat, or by passing directly into the water during
wet welding. 11 Slag, which is molten refuse material from the welding process, may fall from the
welding area into the water column. Some spent welding rods and welding gases may also be
released.

Underwater Ship Husbandry
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3.0 DISCHARGE CHARACTERISTICS

2.3 Vessels Producing the Discharge

Underwater Ship Husbandry
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This section contains qualitative and quantitative infonnation that characterizes the

~ ,

" ,''!., :',:>!: ,: II, ' , ," ',';:'.', ':'", ',' , ,if I', "
,', ' All NavysUfface ships and submarines undergo periodic underWater'ship husbandry.1

ijowever, th~"predominant discharge IS from underwater hun cleaiiings. Underwater cleanings
~~ perfonned onlarger vessets between dry-docking periodS. The Navy, with the greatest
n;jpnbe~,of!'!fge vessels, produces this discharge more frequently t1lan the other Anned Forces.
The U.S. Coast Guard (USCG), Military Sealift COInmand (MSC), Army, and Air Force dry
dgck their v~sel~lI1orefrequently, at which time hull cleaning is perfonned.I8

, 19,20 Small boats
and'craft are typic3.lly removed from the water for maintenance and repairs.1 Layup of
SEAWOLF Propulsors is currently limited to the SEAWOLF Class of attack submarines. The
flISt of this class, SSN 21, was commissioned in the fall of 1997, with a total of3 submarines
planned. The next attack submarine class, commonly referred to as the ''New Attack
Submarine," is also expected to use a PPCS type system.

,.
", , ,''''' " , , ~ i

SEAWOLF Propulsor Layup. Use of the PPCS creates a relative(y isolated volume of
water ofapproximately 21,000 gallons inside the propulsor. The chemistry'()f this volume of
water c~ change over time, primarily due to the generation of small amounts ofchlorine from

!"::'!!.' ,": ' " :" ~' ill!: ,II" '" " " " "''' , " '" "

the installed lJ;npressed Current Cathodic Protection (ICCP) system and the decayoftrapped
o,rgamc matter. (Descriptions of the purpose and function ofICCP systems can be found in the
Cathodic Protection NOD report). Releases tothe environment resulting from the layup of the
propulsor inc1udedecaying'organic matter, chlorine, and Chlorine Produced Oxidants (CPO).
CPO is used to describe the combination ofoxidant species that may, in this case, be fonned by
the JCCP systemfu both pnIDarYand secondary reactions, and Includes various chlonnated and .

"" '." '.,,"', ". '"'' 17
hrommated specIes.

}laiin,t"Qperations. While a diver is performing underwater touchup painting with epoxy
coatings, some pam! can be incidentally released into the water in the vicinity of the painting
oPeration.11 Neither the epoxy resin nor the amine compound ofthe primary products in use are
water-soluble.16

I,,'

, " ",,"11111 ' ," , " ",: , ~ ,

"11111' I ,Iii ,iji' '

Masker ~!ltRellairs. Waterborne repairs consist ofcutting away damaged belt sections
agd installing replacement sections as described in Section 2.1.11 Portions of the damaged belt or
some ofthe epoxy sealer can be released during this operation.

Non-Destructive TestlInspection. The slurry ofiron flakes applied to the weld is
djscharged directly into the water column.11

Sonar DO!DcRepair. .When the diver removes the loose nibber from the sonar dome
and affixes a robber patch with adhesive, a discharge of solid rubber waste and/or adhesive may.... H····· ....
result.



3.2 Rate

3.2.2 Other Underwater Repair, Maintenance, and Inspection Processes

3.2.1 Underwater Hull Cleaning

131 vessels
131 vessels
135 vessels
148 vessels

1993:
1994:
1995:
1996:

Underwater Ship Husbandry
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Although flow rates from the SCAMP have not been measured, based on impeller
characteristics, motor speed, and expected efficiency, the flow rate has been estimated to be
13,500 gallons per minute (gpm), or 51,100 liters per minute (Llmin).l0

An additional 170 interim cleanings (i.e., the cleaning ofpropellers and shafts only) are
estimated to occur each year.1

Table 1 lists the estimated releases from Navy underwater ship husbandry activities other
than hull cleaning.22 Coating shafts with fiberglass is performed on an infrequent basis. Sonar
dome repairs are necessary only on submarines and surface combatants equipped with sonar
equipment. The other listed activities apply to all vessels. Since the other services have fewer
large ships than the Navy, these activities are expected to be less frequent among vessels ofthe
other Armed Forces. For example, there have been three documented instances of underwater
weld repairs conducted on MSC vessels in the past five years, and no rubber dome or fiberglass
repairs.23

On average, each Navy surface ship will receive five underwater hull cleanings every six
years.1 These statistics vary regionally depending on fouling rates, water temperatures, and the
coating service life. Vessels in Pearl Harbor, HI, for example, would have higher fouling rates,
and, therefore, a higher cleaning frequency than those in Norfolk, VA. An average of 136 full
cleanings (including the hull surface, propeller, and shaft) are peiformed annually fleetwide,
based on the following four years ofdata:21

3.1 Locality

Underwater ship husbandry is conducted pierside. I

Because of the variability in vessel surface area and in the volume ofthese releases for
underwater ship husbandry, rates are discussed in tenns of frequency ofthe event.

discharge.. Section 3.1 describes where the discharge occurs with respect to harbors and near
shore areas, Section 3.2 describes the rate of the discharge, Section 3.3 lists the constituents in
the discharge, and Section 3.4 gives the concentrations ofthe constituents in the discharge.
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I[~berglass Repair. On Navy vessels, fiberglass shaft coatings are estimated to be
applied 12 times :per year. Based on operational experience, it is estimated that approximately
ofie 4uart ofresiJicOlud. possibly be released per fiberglaSs wrapping event. 'Given this amount, it
i~estimated tI1;atI7 quarts (11A liters) of the resin system (i.e., resin mixed with hardener) could::'::' ',,, '" ,,,,,,,,,, 22
possibly be released per year.

, ,
" ",'i,: ',ilil'! ' ", il

.". Weld~g.Small amountsofwelding consumabl~scanent~~ the marine envir~nment
throrigh the dry habitat or directly when wet welding is perlhrmed.11 Slag and spent welding rods
may also be released. From operational experience, it is estimated that approximately five
pounds ofslag or spent welding rod are discharged during each underwater welding operation,
a:p.d approxunate1y 12 oftlIese operations are performe,d fleet-wide each year on Navy ships.22
Metals from the welding operation will not be readily dissolved in the surrounding waters and
will fall to the harbor floor.

,,'
Sona,r"D~!p~ Repair. A discharge ofsolid rubber waste and/or adhesive can result from

this operatioii~ This is a site-specific operation, and this discharge is dependent on the size of the
~~tch being r~aired. It is estimated that 19 Navy surface ships and submarines undergo sonar
<:lQme repairs yearly.22 Rubber pieces from the sonar dome repair operations will not be
dissolved i1J,!he Sl!ITOunding water and will settle on the harbor floor.

'"

Non-Destructive TestlInspection. During magnetic particle inspeCtion, a slurry of iron
flakes is discharged directly through the water column. It is estimated that 20 Navy vessels
undergo magneticparticle inspections yearly.22

i,

Masker Belt Repairs. Waterborne repairs consist ofcutting away damaged belt sections
and installing replacement sections. Based on operational experience, it is estimated that six
Navy vessels undergo masker belt repairs yearly.zz Releases can occurfrotn the removal of the
damaged belt and the application ofthe epoxy sealer. I I Similar to the epoxy resin used in
propeller shaft repair, the epoxy sealant will quickly solidify into a hard, insoluble material.

''', ' " , ,. ~ I

Paint Operations. While a diver is performing in-water touchup painting with epoxy
coatings, some paint can be incidentally released into the water in the vicinity ofthe painting
operation. It is estimated that roughly 60 operations ofthis type are performed on Navy vessels
annually.24 The surface area involved maybe as small as two square feet for a weld touchup, or
as large as 1,500 square feet when several areas ofthe ship require touchup painting. The
l:l:D1ountofpaint released will vary with the size of the area painted and the skill of the operator. l

The release qfm~terial during these operations is accidental and highly variable.

!,i',,:::,,'1 ,i .' ••", ,,' ':::, ' '" "."" " :i:" ",," :Ii " ': ' '"
SEAWOLF Propulsor Layup. Current operational procedures require the PPCS to be

installed with 12 hours after entering port when the in port time is expectedto be greater than 72
hoUrs.2 Exceptions to this requirement exist for maintenance and engine testing, during which
the PPCS wln be removed, or perhaps not installed at all. This is similar to the requirement for
putting the main condensers ofearlier submarine classes on a fresh water layup for which an
estimate of6 tim~ per year was developed.3

Underwater Ship Husbandry
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3.3 Constituents

Materials associated with underwater ship husbandry activities and which may be
constituents of the various discharges are discussed in this section.

3.3.1 Underwater Hull Cleaning

The primary constituents found in the hull cleaning discharge are copper and zinc from
the antifouling paint. These constituents are priority pollutants; neither are bioaccumulators.
TBT is not a constituent ofconcern since small craft with aluminum hulls are not typically
cleaned waterborne.1

3.3.2 . Other Underwater Repair, Maintenance, And Inspection Processes

The primary constituents which may be found in the discharge from underwater repair,
maintenance, and inspection processes other than hull cleaning are listed in the following
paragraphs. Constituents which are classified as bioaccumulators or priority pollutants are
identified.

Fiberglass Repair. The primary constituents found in the discharge from fiberglass
repair activities are proprietary resins and fiberglass. The resin material is fluid for only a short
period of time; will not be dissolved in the surrounding water; and will fall to the harbor floor,
where it will complete its curing. The hardener can contain triethylenetetrarnine;
tetraethylenepentamine; 2,4,6-tris(dimethylaminomethyl)phenol; and amidoamine.25

Welding. The primary constituents found in the discharge from underwater welding are
metals in the slag associated with welding rods. These may contain chromium, iron, nickel,
beryllium, manganese, and trace quantities ofother metals.11 Chromium, nickel, and beryllium
are priority pollutants.

Sonar Dome Repair. The primary constituents found in the sonar dome repair discharge
are rubber from the patches and the sealant. The sealant adhesive contains epoxy resin, amine
polymer, iron oxide, and silica.11

Non-Destructive TestlInspection. The primary constituents found in the discharge from
crack or weld inspection are fluorescent iron powder or flakes, water conditioner, and a
surfactant mixture suspended in water?6 The particles used are required by specification to be
non-toxic, finely divided ferromagnetic material free from rust, grease, oil, paint, or other
materials which can interfere with their proper functioning. I4

Masker Belt Repairs. The primary constituents found in the discharge from masker belt
repairs are portions ofthe damaged belt and adhesive. Sealant adhesive contains amine polymer,
iron oxide, and silica.11

Paint Operations. The primary constituents found in the discharge from touchup paint

Underwater Ship Husbandry
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3.4.1 Un'derwater Hull Cleaning

3.4 Concentrations

!i
" Typical in port ICCP system output for the SEAWOLF Propulsor is less than 1 ampere.

An equatioribased on Faraday's Law is used to determine the maximum CPO generation rate of
1.3g CIIhr.

Generation Rate ofChlorine Produced Oxidants (CP<?)

"'" (1 amp) (1 coulomb/amp-sec) (3,600 sec/hr) (35.45 g chlorinelmole)(mole/96A84 coulomb)
.". ~lj23 &chlorinelhr~ 1.3 gIhr , "n .' '. , '

Underwater Ship Husbandry
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Table 2 summarizes both dissolved (0.45 micron filtered) and total (unfiltered) copper
concentrations rrnm the efIluent of the SCAMP for the three ships.to Samples were collected in
the plume createdby the cleaning operation near the point ot discharge, and. thus are
t;:epresentative of the highest anticipated levels in the marine environment attributable to
rlndenyater ~!l11~!eaning. The mean for total copper in' the samples ranged from 1,565
nJjc:rograms per liter (J.tg/L) to 2,619 !J.g/L. The dissolved fraction was 4 t09 percent of the total
copper (66 Ilg/L to 146 !J.g/L). Zinc levels were not measured in this study, but can be roughly
e5tiInated frOm ~e origirial ratio ofconstituents in the paint. Assuming a ratio of2.5 parts
~~pper to {part ~inc, it can be estimated that the total zinc conceriirationis'626 to 1,048 !J.gIL.27

" I:
i
, ; ~

3.4.Z S:¢AWOLF Propulsor Layup
, '! '" ~ ,

". .: : ...,., ., " .. .: ' '. '.,' I .. , '. ',,,::
'.: The~pnAf'ntrationofof!~anicmatter in the released volume ofwater will be related to the
~~>u~t ()f~,~l~~calmatter ,#1 ~,e harbor water when the PP<?S isInstalled. The concentration
qfCPO wilLbe proportional to the current output of the rccp system and the length oftime the
rfCS is insii!ll~a~and mversely proportional to the oxidizable component of the harbor water at
tlle'time ofPPCSinstallation."

..•. ' The NavY ktudied the environmental effects ofin-water hull cleanin~on six ships during
the period. frOm '1991-1993. Measurements of total copper were taken directly within the
sCAMP discharge plume for three of these ShipS.IO This data serves as the basis for the analysis
ofcopper co~ceti!rationsin and loading from the SCAMP effluent.

operations are epoxy paint which contains 4,4'-methylene dianiline, benzyl ~lcohol, and traces of
epichlorohydrin.11

SEAWOLF Propulsor Layup. Constituents from the layup of the SEAWOLF propulsor
will inqlud~ 4~ying organic matter, and CPO that may build-up in the enclosed volume ofthe
propulsor. CPO is the primary constituent.



Since ICCP systems (i.e., anode materials and system operating voltage) are designed to
maximize cathodic protection provided to the hull, and generation ofchlorine or CPO is a
secondary reaction, actual CPO generation rates are expected to be significantly lower.

This generation rate ofCPO will be further offset by the consumption ofCPO in the
harbor water. In the first stage ofCPO decay, a portion ofthe CPO disappears within one
minute, consumed by the instantaneous oxidant demand. This first decay is assumed to be a 25%
reduction, based upon a range ofvalues reported for studies performed in waters between O°C
and 33°c.28

, 29 Following this, decay is assumed to occur at a rate of50% concentration
reduction per hour. While actual decay rates for CPO will vary significantly due to temperature,
flow, and amount ofbiological matter, these average decay rates can be used to determine an
estimate of the resultant CPO concentration and mass loading as shown in Calculation Sheet 1.30

The resultant concentration and mass loading converge to steady-state values of 18 J.lg/L CPO
and 1.4 g CPO per event, respectively, in the enclosed volume ofwater after ten hours ofsystem·
operation.

One set of field was data obtained for this application, and in this, a CPO concentration of
less than 40 J.lg/L was measured in the enclosed water ofthe propulsor over a 52 day period.31

,32

This testing was accomplished iIi the context oflocal environmental limits for CPO of0.2 ppm
(200 J.lg/L), and test results only confirmed CPO concentrations within the lowest range ofthe
test apparatus (0.0 ppm to 0.04 ppm) rather than precise values.32 This is in agreement with the
18 J.lg/L estimated from the previous CPO decay calculation. The larger of the two estimates (40
J.lg/L) will be assumed for subsequent calculations.

3.4.3 Other Underwater Repair, Maintenance, and Inspection Processes

In accordance with the specifications, the concentration ofmagnetic particles in the slurry
used for underwater weld inspection is between 0.1% and 0.7% by volume.14 The remainder of
the suspension is water. The estimated release amounts from other underwater ship husbandry
activities are infrequent and in small quantities. In addition, these discharges are mostly
insoluble and are unlikely to remain suspended in the water column or be dissolved. Pollutant
concentrations resulting from fiberglass repair, welding, sonar dome repair, masker belt repair,
and painting were not estimated.

4.0 NATURE OF DISCHARGE ANALYSIS

Based on the discharge characteristics presented in Section 3.0, the nature ofthe
discharge and its potential impact on the environment can be evaluated. The estimated mass
loadings are presented in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, the concentrations ofdischarge constituents
are compared with water quality criteria. In Section 4.3, the potential for the transfer ofnon
indigenous species is discussed.

4.1 Mass Loadings

Underwater Ship Husbandry
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,,,!,,~p1~,,,,!~(C::~~llc~~~~)(Ff?), .
, .where eu is in grams (g)

A is in square meters (m2)

.. ~.~;'?!l~~.!!a.~2I?:j~ ~gprr:t:l~pe~ liter (~).
iiji;;ii,!,iiii;;;iii;iF IS m lIters per mmute (Umm)
"'''''''111,,,,,,,1111,,',,,, "1'1111""111111'11111'''''''''''',1'''11,,,,,'1'''''''''''''1,,,,,,,,·'"'11111''''''''11",,,,,,,,,''''''11''11111'''"'''11''''"''·''''''' ",,,""" ""","," -,"11"" """ ":",,", 2
:~"!!!!>~!'~~'W~uare meters per minute (m /min)

'.·'i;:: AssWping the entire hull area exposed to the water ~~clean~d, the J,~tted'surfacear~a of
I' , Ii', • ' 1.1'' "~ 'I "

lAe ships can be used for the area cleaned. The wetted surface area of the ships was taken

Underwater Ship Husbandry
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4.1.1 Underwater Hull Cleaning

UsiIlgth~f~ilowingaSsumptions, a sample calculation of~he mass6f copper releas~ per
unit area cle.aned is provided below:

,SCAMP flow rate is 51,100 Umin (equivalentto Ij,5®gpm),(S~ction3.2)
eu concentration = O.00195gtL (mean conceritration) , .. .
Flow rat~ (F) = 51,100 Umin ... .. '...

:CI~g:i-ate (R) .,. ,. =2()~8m2/min (225 tt2 /min)
. .,. (based on 45 ftImin travel spe~ and a 5 ftWide cleaned path)

CuiArea = (0.00195 gIL) (51,100 Umin)/ (20.8 m2/min)
Copper release= 4.8 g Cu per m2 ofsurface cleaned

In ord.er to calculate the mass loading, data are needed on the flow r~te (F) from the
SCAMP impellers, and the rate (R), or area cleaned per unit time. The mass ofcopper released
(Cu) per unit area cleaned (A) can be calculated by the following formula: 10

"i
For the purposes ofcalculating mass loading from ships and the fleet, the mean

concentration of the copper in the SCAMP discharge from the three vessels studied waS used.
The total copper was measured to be 1,950 ~gIL and the dissolved copper fraction averaged
approximately 107 ~gIL, or approximately 5.5%.10

Differences in ship assignments and deployments create different rates ofhull fouling on
individual vessels. However, the decision to initiate hull cleaning operations is based on visual
inspection and by ship performance indicators as outlined in NSTM, Chapter 081.4 Based upon
this standard approach to asse~sing the need for cleaning, it is reasonable toassume that cleaning
operations are initIated under similar fouling conditions. Therefore, the SCAMP discharges
sampled are assumedto provide a reasonable basis for the approximation of SCAMP discharges
fleet-wide. The total volume ofa release from an underwater hull cleaning operation is
proportional to the area of the hull cleaned. Therefore, the total volume of the discharge is
r~lated to th~das~ofship, with larger releases generated from the cleaning of larger hull areas.

" , " ""I' . I ~ I

:"1



directly from tables in NSTM Chapter 633, "Cathodic Protection," or estimated by the following
fonnula presented in the same source:33

As an example for an individual ship, from the NSTM the Spruance Class destroyer has a
wetted hull area of35,745 ff (3,321 m2

).33 Therefore, the mass loading is estimated to be 15.9
kilograms (kg), or 35 pounds (lbs) total copper released during a full hull cleaning.

F1eetwide Hull Cleanings. A list ofNavy vessels which received full hull cleanings
during the period from 1993-1996 was used to detennine a weighted average mean hull surface
area cleaned annually?l This weighted average was estimated to be 2,973 m2

• The estimated
copper release rate and the mean hull wetted surface area can be applied to all Navy ships to
derive a total mass release fleet-wide. Dissolved copper releases are based on the average ratio
(5.5%) ofdissolved to total copper measured.10

Since zinc was not measured in the Navy studies, it was assumed that releases from hull
cleaning contain the same copper to zinc ratio (2.5:1) as is found in AF paint prior to its
application.27 The annual mass loading for zinc was estimated.

4.1.2 SEAWOLF Propulsor Layup

Based on infonnation previously provided, the annual mass loading ofCPO due to the
layup ofthe SEAWOLF propulsor is estimated to be a maximum of 19 g ofchlorine.

Underwater Ship Husbandry
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E~vironmentalConcentrations

Other Underwater Repair, Maintenance, And Inspection Processes4.1.3

4.2

Underwater Ship Husbandry
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Maximum concentration = 40 J.lg/L (see Sectiori 3.4~~)· '..
'~:"1:,Volume per discharge =21,000 gal (3.785 Ugat)='79~500L"

-Number ofdischarges per year =6' .,

~:1p~f;~~vent.~.,.3.2,,~CPO .., ..... " .' .
~aXhlium,aIinual~ass l()ading = 1.9 x i 07 J.lg, or 19 g CpO

I
!,

• . "l~quarts offiberglass resin released annually from shaft coatings over the course
ofJ2 events '. ,

• Approximately 60 pounds ofwelding consumables released kmually, including
spent welding rods and slag over 12 events .

~('::i::;::D', i;',il::'/'1i:~~X~~:'::: ";
"', '."",.", """"""" , • " ,,," ',,, "" "", , """ '" " ,:" 01""1,'" " , •• " • " ,,' '" ": '" '.',' :_,i- ' ,,', :"',"':': .~. - "" .. ~, :" 'i;'·" .. ,.'.. ' . ,.,'...,. ·;i·,;.:";: ~ .

Annual mass loading =(concentration)(volume per discharge)(number ofdischarge~) .

'I' : ,I "., :;:h':' .' "," :' ~ i ,

The ~t:inlatedrelease amounts from other underwater ship husbandry activities are
infrequent and in small quantities. In addition, these discharges are mostly insoluble and are
liD.likely to remain suspended in the water column or be dissolved.

, • iii '

:B,ased, on 1;l1e, information presented in Section 3.2 and Table 1, the total discharges
aSsociated wtllt underwater sliip husbandry operations outside ofunderwater hull cleaning are as
follows: ".., " ,

" " I" ," I • , ~ I •

Total copper has been measured in the eftluent stream near hull cleaning operations at
l~vels ofapproximately 1,600 to 2,6001!gIL.IO These measured copper concentrations exceed
water qualitY criiena (WQC) by three orders ofmagnitude. Dissolved copper in those same tests
rangedfrom'~6 to 1461!gtL, which is 28 to 61 times the Federal criterion f~r copper.

,'''I,' II

. Usin~'ithe co~:positioI1al ratio ofcopper to zinc in antifoulhIg paint, iizinc concentrations
in the releas~'frQW~derwaterhull cleaning are estimated to be approximately 780 1!gIL. This
~81ue excee# wqc by one order ofmagnitude.

·",1 iI'
[I

Table 3 shows Federal and most stringent state WQC relevant to the underwater ship
~~sbandry diScharge in comparison with the measured copper concentrations and estimated zinc
cpncentratio:Qs fr9m, the SCAMP discharge~

For fu~ SEAWOLF prop~lsor lay-up, most states have mnbient WQCforCPO of7.5 - 13
J,lgIL. The sole measured concentration available reported the concentration as being between°
~d· 40 J.lgIL~ .... "



4.3 Potential for Introducing Non-Indigenous Species

Transport ofnon-indigenous species on the hulls ofcommercial vessels has been
documented.34 Although the cleaning practices, frequency oftransits, and operating locations
differ for the Armed Forces, there is the potential for non-indigenous species to be transferred.
Fouling and the presence ofmarine organisms is most serious around intakes, grates, and sea
chests.

5.0 CONCLUSIONS

Underwater ship husbandry has the potential to cause an adverse environmental effect
because measured concentrations ofcopper and estimated concentrations ofzinc from
underwater hull scrubbing exceed ambient water quality criteria and these constituents are
discharged in significant amounts. The potential also exists for introducing non-indigenous
species during hull cleaning.

Discharges from the other ship husbandry operations are infrequent, and are small in
tenns ofvolume or mass loading. Therefore, these discharges have a low potential for
environmental effect.

6.0 REFERENCES

To characterize this discharge, infonnation from various sources was obtained, reviewed,
and analyzed. Process infonnation, engineering studies, and engineering analyses were used to
estimate the rates ofdischarge and the concentrations ofcopper and zinc released to the
environment. Table 4 shows the sources of data used to develop this NOD report.
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....Opes:ation Material Released Quantity Rtleased Events per Year.,
per Event

Underwater Fiberglass fiberglass resin 1 quart 12
Repair
Underwater Welding epoxy paint, welding Sibs. (welding 12

consumable, slag consumables)
Rubber Sonar Dome or rubber sealant, epoxy minimal 16 (surface ships)
Sub Tile Repair 3 (submarines)
Non-Destructive Testing iron flakes, dye, minimal 20

surfactant
Masker Belt Repairs epoxy paint and filler; minimal 6

rubber sealant
Paint Operations epoxy paint minimal 60
UnderwaterfWaterline
Propulsor Protective chlorine produced 3.2 g 6
Covering System (PPCS) oxidants (CPO)

II:

Table 1. - ~~le~ses A~sociated with UnderwaterShip Husbandry on Navy Vessels
.',: . . (Exclusive of Hull Cleaning)22

Ii . I
, ;III'I! ,:" :, i '", ',,' ' , .~ i

Table 2 -Total And Dissolved CopperConcentranons From In-Water Hull Cleaning
, '. . . ... 10

::. ...• . Effluent Generated By SCAMP .: ..
i,

.. , ...

{pRIVATE }Vessel Name Cu,pgIL % Dissolved C~jlg/L

(Filtered) (Unfiltered)
USS Fort Fisher (LSD 40) 66 4 1,668

USS Tuscaloosa (LST 1187) 141 1,475
146 1,520
137 1,600
125 1,597
135 1,633

mean: 136.8 8.7 1,565
standard deviation: +/-7.0 +/- 58.3

USS Ranger (CV 61) 106 2,499
116 2,503
118 3,287
120 2,441
124 2,362

mean: 116.8 4.5 2,619
standard deviation: +/- 6.0 +/- 338

Grand Mean: 106.5 5.5 1950
standard deviation: 29.8 474

Underwater Ship Husbandry
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Table 4. Data Sources

10 (FL)
84.6(WA)95.1

x
X
X

X
MSDS X

X
X
X

X

780
0-40CPO
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Table 3. Comparison of Constituent Concentrations with Water Quality Criteria (J1g/L)

Copper 107 2.4 2.4 (CT, MS)
(dissolved)

Zinc (total)

Copper (total) . 1950 ..---- :f9 .... 2.5 (WA)

CT = Connecticut
FL=Florida
MS = Mississippi
WA = Washington

Notes:
Refer to federal criteria promulgated by EPA in its National Toxics Rule, 40 CFR 131.36 (57 FR 60848; Dec. 22,
1992 and 60 FR 22230; May 4, 1995)
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Css =O.75R/ (leV)
Css =17.7 J,iglt,

., Mass ~1.4'gCPOJevent or8:4 gCPO/Y.r

k(CssV) = O.75R
...k = decay constant (hr-l)

.... CssV =(steadystate CPO concentration) (volume) =mass (g)
it "';genenmon mte(g!hr) .. ."

Chloriiie Produced OXidaritS (CPO) generation rate(Rf~(3 iIbt····
." l?PCS..ypltmJ~ .. (V) = 21~OOO gal (3.785 Ugal) = 79,4851.. . '"

~' w' ' ,BI""',,'I ,," . ., 1 ',! ",::,".""

;:.' "":.".";>' , >:";:~.:.". .;:'... ,,,:::':: ..,. <.'

Co =concentration after first minute (considered ''tiIDezero''C:lue to firSt stage decay)
......,~ [(1.3g&r)()~75j"~f06Ilglg)J / (79,485 L) = 12~31litL . .' .
Ct = cOncentration at agiven time (t)' . ." . ,.. .'
Ct =CO e (.kt)~ where k= decay constant

In (Ct/Co) = In(e (-kt~=-kt .. . .. . .
For t';" 1 hr and Co = 12.3 IlgIL~ Ct = (12.3Ilgltf(SO%)=6.15J,tgtE ..

In (Ct/Co) = In (12.3/6.15) = In (0.5) "';;-O.693=-kt . ....
k = - (-0.693) / (I hr) = 0.693 / hr

Ct = Co e (-lct) = (12.3 IlgIL) e (O.693t)

How~er~ since CPO is generated simultaneously withtlu~d~ayofp~vi01lS1y
introdq~ed,CI>O~asteady state concentration Win bereache(fwhen the decay rate

.equals the generation rate~ which can be expressed as:30
...

Calculation. Sheet 1. CPO Concentration. and Mass from SEAWOLF'propulsor Layup



UNDERWATER SHIP HUSBANDRY
MARINE POLLUTION CONTROL DEVICE (MPCD) ANALYSIS

Several alternatives were investigated to detennine if any reasonable and practicable
MPCDs exist or could be developed for controlling discharges from underwater ship husbandry
activities. An MPCD is defined as any equipment or management practice, for installation or use
onboard a vessel, designed to receive, retain, treat, control, or eliminate a discharge incidental to
the normal operation of a vessel. Phase I ofUNDS requires several factors to be considered
when determining which discharges should be controlled by MPCDs. These include the
practicability, operational impact, and cost of an MPCD. During Phase I ofUNDS, an MPCD
option was deemed reasonable and practicable even ifthe analysis showed it was reasonable and
practicable only for a limited number ofvessels or vessel classes, or only on new construction
vessels. Therefore, every possible MPCD alternative was not evaluated. A more detailed
evaluation ofMPCD alternatives will be conducted during Phase IT ofUNDS when determining
the performance requirements for MPCDs. This Phase IT analysis will not be limited to the
MPCDs described below and may consider additional MPCD options.

MPCD Options

Underwater ship husbandry activities include inspecting, grooming, maintaining, and
repairing hulls and hull appendages while a vessel is waterborne. l Underwater hull cleaning is, by
far, the most common underwater ship husbandry process and has the highest potential for
environmental impact. Underwater hull cleaning is performed for numerous reasons including fuel
savings, extending service life ofhull coatings, and extending the interval between dry dockings
and associated coating replacement. To detennine the practicability ofmitigating the potentially
adverse environmental effects of these activities, three potential :MPCD options were investigated.
The purpose of these MPCDs would be to reduce or eliminate the release ofantifouling agents,
specifically copper and zinc, into surrounding waters during underwater hull cleaning operations.
The MPCD options were selected based on initial screenings of alternate materials, equipment,
pollution prevention options, and management practices. They are listed below with brief
descriptions of each:

Option 1: Vary hull cleaning brush type and brush pressure - The goal ofthis
option would be to more closely match brush stiffness and pressure to the degree
offouling to minimize antifouling coating removal. More brush types would be
developed, and several different brush types may be used and interchanged during
the cleaning ofanyone vessel. By properly selecting brushes, effective cleaning
can be conducted with a minimal release ofantifouling agents and associated
discharges.

Underwater Ship Husbandry MPCD Analysis
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Option 2: Mandate the maximum allowable frequency ofundenvater hull
cleanfug:':Thisopticin would reduce the nuniber ofhull clearnngs peimissible
withi;}' ,:,~ given tinie period 'or at anyone lOCation to limit the amount 'ofdischarge
within each harbor. '

Optio'~ 3: Collect waterdiScharged fro~'the nl1ilti:b~'sh cleaili~gvehicle
'this option would provide a meanS to collect: the discharge from the'underwater
hull cleaning vehicles to prevent water that contains antifouling agents from
entering the surrounding environment.

i:I'::;;", ': ,,;111:1: :,,!,':I"illl '

MPCD Analysis R,esults
,,!I:I",' :""'1 "~Ii

"I' ,,11'1' , I,,' 'II '
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Table) shows the findings ofthe investigation of the selected MPCD options. It
CQntains infOgn3;g~>n on the eltm1ents ofpracticability, effect on operational and
wamghtmg capabilities, cost, environmental effectiveness, and a final detemiination for
each option. BaSed on these findings, Option 1 -- varying hull cleaning brush type and
bmsh pressure -' offers the best combination of thes'e elements anel is considered to
represent a reasonable and practicable MPCD.

!
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Table 1. MPCD Option Analysis and Determination

Option 1. Vary Hull New brush types would Using different cleaning Cleaning costs will likely Varying brush type and Developing and
Cleaning Brush Type & have to be developed so brushes should not reduce increase if the brushes pressure will reduce copper manufacturing new
Brush Pressure they could more closely vessel capabilities as hulls have to be switched more and zinc mass loading due brushes: 1) can be

match the hull fouling would still be required to frequently or if the to a reduction in brush implemented, 2) is cost
condition. Monitoring and be cleaned to current discharge has to be aggressiveness by an effective, and 3) will
controlling brush pressure standards. However, monitored. Additional estimated 10% to 20% reduce mass loading.
and aggressiveness would interchanging brush types costs associated with depending on the age and Therefore, this MPCD
further enhance cleaning will potentially increase development of new type of antifouling coating option warrants further
procedures. cleaning time, thereby brushes would be system.· consideration.

slightly decreasing vessel incurred.2

availabili .
Option 2. Mandate the Pre-cleaning inspections Reducing the frequency of Reducing cleaning Although reducing the This option results in a
maximum allowable are currently performed hull cleanings would frequency will increase number of cleaning events performance penalty and
frequency of underwater and compared to hull increase hull fouling annual fuel costs by up to may reduce total load, the increased fuel costs with
hull cleaning cleaning criteria to prevent causing increased fuel $75,000 for a typical increased aggressiveness questionable

unwarranted hull consumption, decreased cruiser.4
•
s required to clean a more environmental benefit.

cleanings. Any further maximum vessel speed, heavily fouled hull could
prohibitions on cleaning and increased acoustic result in equal or greater
frequency could potentially signature, and, therefore, total discharge. This
negate the benefits of hull adversely affect vessel option may necessitate
cleaning.3 mobility and readiness. more frequent paintings.

Newly applied coatings
have been shown to have
much higher copper
release rates than old
coatings, so the more ships
with newer coatings could
increase loadin s.

Option 3. Collect Water Installing discharge hoses Collecting effluent during If this option is proven to A new hull cleaning Although this option would .
Discharged From the on existing cleaning units cleaning operations will be feasible, there would be device has the potential to eliminate the discharge, if
Multi-Brush Cleaning does not seem to be increase cleaning time, higher costs associated reduce mass loading of the new hull cleaning
Vehicle ossible due to the resultin in reduced vessel with: 1 technolo co er and zinc b 100% if device roves to be

Underwater Ship Husbandry MPCD Analysis
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Effectiveness

11 l~::[ n 1r fl'~~~ .. ,
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diameter of the hose
required, the expected flow
rate, and the head required
to discharge to the pier.
Operating such a device
could compromise diver
mobility and safety.
Alternatively, a new hull
cleaning device that would
collect cleaning effluent is
in early stages of
development and the
practicability of this device
has yet to be determined.
This effort is several years
away from completion.

availability. If cleaning
effectiveness is reduced,
this would adversely affect
acoustic signature, fuel
consumption, vessel speed,
and vessel mobility.

development, 2) increased no discharge escapes
cleaning time, and 3) waste collection during cleaning
treatment and disposal. operations.

successful, this may
become a viable
alternative. Adapting a
collection system to the
current diver-based
technology is not feasible. I

I

. ;~
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NATURE OF DISCHARGE REPORT

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The National Defense Authorization Act of 1996 amended Section 312 ofthe Federal
Water Pollution Control Act (also known as the Clean Water Act (CWA)) to require that the
Secretary ofDefense and the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
develop uniform national discharge standards (UNDS) for vessels of the Armed Forces for
"...discharges, other than sewage, incidental to nonnal operation ofa vessel of the Anned Forces,
..." [Section 312(n)(l)]. UNDS is being developed in three phases. The first phase (which this
report supports), will detennine which discharges will be required to be controlled by marine
pollution control devices (MPCDs}-either equipment or management practices. The second
phase will develop MPCD perfonnance standards. The final phase will determine the design,.
construction, installation, and use ofMPCDs.

A nature ofdischarge (NOD) report has been prepared for each ofthe discharges that has
been identified as a candidate for regulation under UNDS. The NOD reports were developed
based on information obtained from the technical community within the Navy and other brariches
of the Armed Forces with vessels potentially subject to UNDS, from infonnation available in
existing technical reports and documentation, and, when required, from data obtained from
discharge samples that were collected under the UNDS program.

The purpose of the NOD report is to describe the discharge in detail, including the system
that produces the discharge, the equipment involved, the constituents released to the
environment, and the current practice, if any, to prevent or minimize environmental effects.
Where existing process infonnation is insufficient to characterize the discharge, the NOD report
provides the results ofadditional sampling or other data gathered on the discharge. Based on the
above information, the NOD report describes how the estimated constituent concentrations and
mass loading to the environment were detennined. Finally, the NOD report assesses the
potential for environmental effect. The NOD report contains sections on: Discharge
Description, Discharge Characteristics, Nature ofDischarge Analysis, Conclusions, and Data
Sources and References.

Welldeck Discharges
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2.0 DISCHARGE DESCRIPTION

This s~cti6ndescribes the welldeck discharges and fu.cludes information on the
equipment that is used and its operation (Section 2.1), general description of the constituents of
the discharge (Section 2.2), and the vessels that produce this discharge (Section 2.3).

'I, "" I: ' . III' ;1, ' , " , ~ II "

2.1 ... Equipment Description and Operation

Several Navy ship classes have a welldeck in the aft section ofthe ship for embarking,
s~~riDg~and ~s~~arking landi#g craft. These welldeckS range from· SO to 78 feet in width, 168
t6'440 feet iIilengtli,and 20 to 30 feet in heIght. l During an amphibious operation or beach
aSsamt, the ship can be positioned anywhere within proximity ofland. However, the operations
are more likely to occur near the 12 nautical mile (n.m.) limit so the ship is less susceptible to
enemy gunfire from shore. The landing craft carried onboard the ship serve to ferry U. S. Marine
Corps (USMC) personnel, vehicles, and equipment to and from shore. Depending on the type of
landing craft used, the ship might fill ballast tanks with seawater to lower the ship so that the .
welldeck floods with water (see Figure 1). ..

The t)ye~ofcraft that typically operate from these ships areutility landing craft (LCUs),
air-cushion landing craft (LCACs),and aSsault amphibian vehiCIes'(AAVs): LCUs have diesel
~~gines to p~~e~ the propellers. LCACs are gas-turbine~driven hovercraft.' AAVs propel
themselves through the water with waterjets, but use tracked rwming gear on land. Although
AAVs can enter and exit the welldeck independently, they are also carried onboard LCUs and
LCACs. Mechanized landing craft (LCM), once common to amphibious operations, are no
longer carried by amphibious ships.l,2

.Vehi~les .3!l4 equipment are stored in the vehicle storage areas forward ofthe welldeck.
The$e areas l:!,I,"e lQ~atec:l qn t;w<;> leyels and are connected 9Y ramps. Vehicles and equipment are
also stored o}iboard the LeUs and teAcs In the welldeck but nofhithe w~'1Ideck itselfdue to
space constraints. Similarly, containers and products are not stored in the welldeck but rather in
the vehicle storage areas or elsewhere on the ship. Examples ofthe vehicles carried onboard
include lighfiuIIlored vehicles (LAVs), AAVs, tanks, jeeps, trucks, high mobility multipurpose
wheeledvelrlcles(B::MlvlWvs),and motorcycles. Examples ofequIpment carried onboard
include howitzers and trailers?

The :tlpo~ofthewellde(;k are lined ,with pressure treated lumber. The walls are lined
with either pressure treated lumber or synthetic batter boards except near the stem gate where the
.x~ls are lm~ wi~ rubber panels. ..,.

Vehicle and equipment maintenance is performed where the vehicles and equipment are
stored, which can include on the deck of a host LCU or LCAC. Waste products and spills
Eooduced. duilngvehicle maiIitenance are collected and ~dd in accordance withship~oard

procedures for sPill containment.. Oily patches on the deckS are c1eaned with a detergent.2

There are five primary overboard discharges from a welldeck: (1) washout from the

Welldeck Discharges
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welldeck when the ship ballasts to embark or disembark landing craft; (2) water or detergent and
water mixture used for LCAC gas turbine engine washes; (3) graywater and condensate that can
be discharged from the LCUs; (4) freshwater wash to remove salt and dirt from vehicles,
equipment, and landing craft; and (5) U.S. Department ofAgriculture (USDA) washes ofthe
welldeck, vehicle storage areas, and all vehicles, equipment, and landing craft. These discharges
can occur almost anywhere within 12 n.m., except for the USDA work which occurs pierside.

2.1.1 Welldeck Washout

Washout occurs when the welldeck is flooded to allow landing craft to enter or exit the
ship. "However, LCACs and AAVs do not need the welldeck to be flooded to enter or exit,
although some water will naturally enter. Therefore, this discussion is primarily applicable to
LCU operations. The ship submerges the welldeck by flooding clean ballast tanks with
seawater.3 See Figure 1. When the welldeck is submerged, any debris or fluid in the welldeck is
mixed with the seawater and will eventually flow to the open sea.

2.1.2 LCAC Engine Washes

The LCAC engine washes are performed on the four gas turbine engines provided for
propulsion and the two auxiliary power units (APUs) provided to supply electrical power. There
are two types ofLCAC engine washes: thorough preventive-maintenance washes that uses a
detergent to remove engine deposits and those performed daily with only distilled water to
remove salt deposits. During winter conditions, methanol may be added to the mixture to
prevent the wash water from freezing.4

Preventive-maintenance washes are scheduled every 25 operating hours for the gas
turbines and quarterly for the APUs. Because the purpose of these washes is to prevent engine
degradation, any noticeable reduction in engine performance will usually result in a wash. There
are currently two separate methods used to perform these washes but both involve flushing
distilled water and detergent through the engine while it is being rotated on the starter. One
method uses an automated cleaning system, if installed, and a detergent called ZOK-27. The
other, a more manual procedure, uses a detergent called B&B 3100 (MIL-C-85704). Following
the detergent wash, a separate distilled water wash is performed to flush out the engine. APUs
are washed in a similar way except that the detergent is Stoddard Solvent, FedSpec P-D-680,
type rn.2,3

Daily washes are performed when the LCACs have been operating, but not ifpreventive
maintenance washes are scheduled for the same day. This wash consists of a rinse ofdistilled
water through the propulsion gas turbines, but not the APUs. However, if a cleaning system is
installed it may also be used for the daily wash as it is for the preventive maintenance wash.

2.1.3 Landing Craft Discharges

LCU crews live aboard their craft in the welldeck. As such, they generate graywater (i.e.,
water from drains, sinks, and showers) as well as condensate from air conditioning systems. The
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2.1.5 ." U~PA Washe~~d Inspections
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~.1.4 V~hicle, Equipment, and Landing Craft Washes
, : :! ,II:!!!,!, " "

The vehiCles and equipment are washed pierside, except for those' (li'scussed above that
cannot be off-loaded. They will be washed and inspected in the welldeck. The process begins
with the vehicles and equipment being parked in a designated contaminated area. Each, in turn,
i~ then movc::4 to ,<!I1 area to have theinteriOJ; cleaned. They are then moved to the wash racks and
thoroughly washed (including the engine compartinents)with fresh water. The wash racks are
long wheel ramps that allow the undersides ofthe vehicles to be washed and inspected.
Following the wash, each vehicle or piece of equipment IS inspected by the USDA for foreign

The welld:eck and vehicle storage areas are washed when a1l ofthe vehicles, equipment,
8!!,d landing craft that can be off-loaded are removed. Those that remain are too large to fit down
the exit ramp on the side of the ship. Their normal pathis throu.ghthe stem gate. One example
i~the M~9 arInored combat earthmover (ACE) which is 10.5 feet wide and 8.75 feet high.
D~ng the wash~ all surfa~es (decks, bulkheads, and overheads) are cleaned. The process'for
the welldeck begins with a seawater wash ofall surfaces followed by a freshwater wash. Unlike
the welldeck, the vehicle storage areas are only washed with fresh water. Following the washes,
the USDA inspects to ensure that no foreign species, soil, or plants are in those areas. All ofthe
'Yater emuerii,~ps overboard or is pumped overboard by an eductor.2

I" '1",,1 ~ I
~ II lIill II I

The USDA requires that vehicles, equipment, craft, and internal shipboard areas that have
c()ntacted foreign 5011 be thoroughly washed and inspected to prevent the importation ofnon
indigenous siJ'ecies. These washes and inspections are pefformed poor to returning to, or upon '
retuin to, theJJ.S."" These washes and inspections fall into three categories; those done on the
welldeck and "ehicle storage areas, those done on the vehicles and equipment, and those done on
tl!e landing cr3ft.These three operations nOlmally occur in foreign ports, hut can occur in the '
U.S. or U.S. territories. 2 . ,.

The afummum structure ofan LCAC is unpainted and susceptible to the corrosive effects
ofseawater. 'to p~event this ??rrosion, the exterior IS washed, with fresh water at the conclusion
ofdiU.lyoperationS. Ifthe teAcs are not beingused, a biweekly wash is required.s No cleaners
oid~tergents'are used for these washes. LCUs and AAVs are not washed in the welldeck.

Dirty vehicles and equipment returning to the ship are washed ashore, ifpossible. They
also will receive a freshwater wash on the ramp leading from the welldeck to the vehicle storage
area. The engine compartments are not washed.2 The wash water flows into the welldeck and is
drained overboard or pumped overboard by an eductor. The motive water for the eductors in the
welldeck and vehicle storage areas is provided by the firemain.



organisms, plants, and soil, and then moved to a designated clean area to await reloading on the
ship. The effluent from the vehicles and equipment washed in the welldeck drains overboard or
is pumped overboard by an eductor.2

The landing craft are also washed and inspected. LCACs, however, are not usually given
a special wash because enough sea spray is created in their operation that all the exterior surfaces
are flushed free offoreign organisms, plants, and soil before the LCAC boards the ship at sea and
is inspected. LCUs are washed with fresh water in the welldeck or pierside and then inspected.2

2.2 Releases to the Environment

Effluent is discharged to the environment by washout or surge when landing craft are
operating in the welldeck. Effluent from the various washes perfonned in the welldeck are
discharged as it drains overboard from the welldeck or is pumped overboard by an eductor.

Welldeck washout and the effluent from the washes can contain fresh water, distilled
water, firemain water, graywater, air-conditioning condensate, sea-salt residues, paint chips,
wood splinters, dirt, sand, organic debris, oil, grease, fuel, detergents, combustion by-products,
and lumber treatment chemicals.

2.3 Vessels Producing the Discharge

Only the Navy has ships with welldecks. Ship classes with welldecks include general
purpose amphibious assault ships (LHAs), multipurpose amphibious assault ships (LHDs),
amphibious transport docks (LPDs), and dock landing ships (LSDs). While there are differences
among welldeck designs, the primary process variance is due to the type and number of landing
craft onboard. Applicable data is listed below.!

Ship No. of Welldeck Landing Craft
Class Ships Dimensions Loading Schemes

LHAI 5 268' x 78' 4 LCU, 1 LCAC, or 45 AAV
LHDI 4 267' x 50' 3 LCACor2LCU
LPD4 8 168' x 50' 1 LCU or 28 MV
LSD 36 5 430' x 50' 4 LCAC, 3 LCU, or 52 AAV
LSD 41 8 440' x 50' 4 LCAC, 3 LCU, or 64 AAV
LSD 49 3 265' x 50' 2 LCAC or 1 LCU

3.0 DISCHARGE CHARACTERISTICS

This section contains qualitative and quantitative infonnation that characterizes the
discharge. Section 3.1 describes where the discharge occurs with respect to harbors and near
shore areas, Section 3.2 describes the rate ofthe discharge, Section 3.3 lists the constituents in
the discharge, and Section 3.4 gives the concentrations of the constituents in the discharge.

Welldeck Discharges
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1,100,000 (52,000)
700,000 (33,000)
440,000 (0, no LCACs)
1,130,000 (54,000)
1,150,000 (55,600)
700,060 (33,000)

. ~ ,

Estimated Gallons Per Washout (or Surge)
L
ii

'I~,fimlllllllillilllllill "II' "111',1111111:1111111111111",,. ,

LHAI
,tED!

.r:II:,'1'

LPD4
LSD 36
LSD 41

, ." 'iII:~ i'

LSD 49
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On a~~rage, an amphibious ship will have one six-month ciq,ioyt11e~t every two years.
Duringsuch~ deployment, ballasting/deballasting will take place approximately 40 times (unless
~CACs are 4eployed in which case the seawater surge will enter the welldeck 40 times).2 It is
variable howmariy times the ballasting/surge will take place within U.S. waters or how many
local exercises wi'n take place during that tWo year penod. This is because the amount oftime
that a ship spends' in u.s. waters varies from ship to ship. '" ...

·1:

:, "",,", " . : ~ ;

ApproxiIl1:ately 12 gallons ofdistilled water is used for a propulsion gas turbine daily
wash. The flow from a detergent wash would be 12.5 gatlo:ns ofdistilled water/detergent mix
followed by 12 gallons ofdistilled water mise for atotal of24.5 gallons. For each APU, the flow
from a detergent wash would be 0.375 gallon ofdistilled-water-detergent mix followed by a 0.25
gallon distilled water rinse for a total of0.625 gallon. Thus, each LCAC is capable ofproducing
48 gallons ofeffiuent from the daily washes ofthe'four propulsion gas turbines and 99.25 gallons
bf tfff1uentJt!~l~Qftheengines (four propulsion and two APUs) are washed with a water
detergent nnx.2,

3.2.~ LCAC Gas Turbine Engine Washes

Welld~ck¥scharges can occur both within and beyond 12 n.m.
I I ""II ~ ,

3.2 Rate

3.J ... LQ!=aJity

i:

3.2.1 .. W~lIdeck Washouts

,'I'lte :d9w from a welldeck washout can be estimated basedon the w~lldeck dimensions
listed in Seccl9n2:3~ The washout volume was estimated by multiplying the dimensions of the
~~lideck (l~~gfu and width~feet)by the approxinlate height ofwaterneed~by anLCU (5'
forward, 9' at the stern gate).2 The numbers shown in parenthesis are estimated values for the
~quntof~~~et:~pterin~thewelldeck duriIig LcAC op~rations(llsing an ~sumeddepth of4
itlphes ofwater spread uniformly across the welldeck). The water in the welldeck during LCAC

:111111:, I .,,", ',111,'1'1' "',,,'1'111,1 ,,1,,11 '" " ' '''" "" '"

operations is the result ofthe surge created when the LCACs enter the ship and is not the result
qfballasting.



3.2.3 Graywater and Air Conditioning Condensate

LCUs discharge graywater into the welldeck because they do not have the capability to
collect and hold graywater. Air-conditioning condensate is also not collected.

During the transit of an amphibious ship from port to 12 n.m., the LCU would have 4
hours to generate graywater. The rate ofgraywater generation for Navy personnel is given as 30
gallons per person per day. Thus, an LCU with a typical load ofsix crew members could
generate 180 gallons ofgraywater per day or 30 gallons ofgraywater during the 4-hour transit
period. However, little or no graywater is produced and discharged within 12 n.m. because the
crew ofthe LCU is occupied with preparations for, or stand down from, welldeck operations.

The generation of graywater on an LCU while the host ship is operating within 12 n.m.
has not been estimated since the time that a host ship will be operating within 12 n.m. varies.
LCU air-conditioning capacity varies from 5 to 8 tons which, under severe heat and humidity
conditions, can produce 30 to 48 gallons ofcondensate per day.

3.2.4 Vehicle, Equipment, and Landing Craft Washes

When returning to the ship, vehicles and equipment receive a freshwater wash on the
ramp leading from the welldeck to the vehicle storage area. This freshwater wash uses a 1.5-inch
firehose at a rate ofabout 95 gallons per minute (gpm).2 The wash typically takes 30 seconds, so
it is estimated that 48 gallons of fresh water is used per wash. A typical ship contains about 100
to 125 vehicles and pieces ofequipment, so approximately 4,800 to 6,000 gallons could be
discharged ifall ofthe vehicles and equipment are returned to the ship and washed consecutively.

The exterior wash of the LCACs is perfonned at the end ofdaily operations. This wash
also uses a 1.5-inch firehose at a rate of95 gpm and lasts for about 10 minutes. Estimates from
LCAC personnel indicate that about 1,000 gallons ofwater are used per LCAC, which is
consistent with a 10 minute wash at 95 gpm.2 Since the number ofLCACs carried onboard a
ship can vary as shown in Section 2.3, 1,000 to 4,000 gallons ofwater could be released by these
washes. However, ifthe LCACs are not being used, only a biweekly wash is required.5

3.2.5 USDA Washes and Inspections

The welldeck and vehicle storage areas are washed differently. The welldeck is first
washed with seawater via the firemain, and then washed with fresh water. The vehicle storage
areas are only washed with fresh water. Each wash takes about 45 minutes. The seawater wash
ofthe welldeck uses a 1.5-inch firehose at a rate ofabout 95 gpm of seawater. Based on the
estimated time of45 minutes, about 4,275 gallons are used. The freshwater wash of the welldeck
also uses a 1.5-inch firehose at a rate ofabout 95 gpm. Again, based on the estimated time of45
minutes, about 4,275 gallons are used. The upper and lower vehicle storage areas are washed
separately with fresh water, each taking about 45 minutes, and using a 1.5-inch firehose at a rate
ofabout 95 gpm. To summarize these estimates, 4,275 gallons of firemain water and 4,275
gallons offresh water are used to wash the welldeck and 8,550 gallons offresh water are used to

Welldeck Discharges
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wash both vehicle storage areas.
," ."1' I,',

'i'

, ".lli

, • air-conditioning condensate
I', "

• automotive grease
• B&B 3100 detergent (MIL-C-85704)
• browine (from the wash water)
• chlorine (from the wash water)

• detergent
• g~ turbine fuel, JP-5 (MIL-F-5624E)
• graywater
• lumber-treatment chemicals
• methanol
• motor oils
• naval distillate fuel, F:-76(MIL-F-16884)
• nick~l. copper, zinc, and other metals
• s~lv~nt"P-D-680tYpe ill (petroleumdistIllate)
• vehicle diesel fuel: F-34 (MIL-T~8'3133)"""
• ZOK-27 water-soluble detergent

" , ,

"

, i

The potential constituents of this discharge include:2
,3

,::! 1

:: ,i:!', Ii:: ,;'''::II!!I:::ii, "~ ,' I • " ':,,, , I ':'" ~ i , , ,

The ~J,Iratipn,ofthe laJJd!l1g craft washes for calculation purposes will be estimated at 15
ri'linutes usmg a f~5-inch fuehose at rate of about 95 gpm of fresh water. Therefore, about 1,425
gatlons could be used for each landing craft. The washing of the LCACs in this manner is
tW:Ilkely however, so the loading ofone to four LCUs (from Section 2.3) is used to yield a range
ofeffiuent produced which is 1,425 to 5,700 gallons.

3.3 '" Constituents

'I II "

zoI{;~21,~0~ta~ "ethanol arid 2-butoxyethanol, while B&I3 3100 contains s~lvent-refmed
heavynaphthenic distillate and petroleum solvents. Marine dIesel fuel (F-76) contains petroleum
frtid-distillates, antisetting agents, and flow improvers. '

Wel1deck Discharges
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Ute YxJrict~sand equipment are washed with a 1.5-inch firehose at arate ofabout 95 gpm
qf fresh wat~:r"" E:l:I.ch vehicle or piece ofequipment takes about 5 minutes to wash. Therefore,
about 475 ga110nsofwater are used. Iffive to ten vehicles or pieces of equipment were unable to
b~'off-10aded:'2,375' to 4,75Qgallons ofwater could be used. . "

, ":

It ispossible that lube oils, greases, and fuel oils can be spilled on welldeck surfaces.
However, spi.lls will be quickly wiped up in accordance with shipboard practices, so any oils or
greases found on welldeck surfaces will exist as surface films. Such surface films may contain
,benzene, toiiieD:~? etbylbenzene, and xylenes which are the common constituents of lighter
petroleum products. These chemicals are also priority pollutants, as are various metals (e.g.,
60pper andmcket) which are 'in firemain water and could be present in greases, oils, and fuels.7

. ,'''" , " t;'



There are no constituents present in welldeck discharges that are bioaccumulators.8

3.4 Concentrations

The constituent concentrations have not been estimated. The concentration ofmetals in
the firemain water is discussed in the Firemain Systems NOD Report.

4.0 NATURE OF DISCHARGE ANALYSIS

Based on the discharge characteristics presented in Section 3.0, the nature ofthe
discharge and its potential impact on the environment can be evaluated. A discussion on the
mass loadings is presented in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, the concentrations of discharge
constituents after release to the environment are discussed along with the water quality standards.
In Section 4.3, the potential for the transfer ofnon-indigenous species is discussed.

4.1 Mass Loadings

Since numbers that quantify the constituents ofthe various components of this discharge
are unknown and variable, mass loading calculations cannot be performed with any accuracy.
However, generalized statements regarding the mass loadings can be made based upon the
physical features ofthe discharge.

4.1.1 Welldeck Washouts

Spills from vehicle and equipment maintenance within the welldeck could potentially
result in the discharge of substances such as oil. These spills can leave a residue on the deck.
However, spills are controlled by shipboard procedures for spill containment and clean-up. Oily
patches on the decks are cleaned with a detergent.2 The small amounts ofconstituents remaining
as surface films in the welldeck do not support the production ofsignificant mass loadings.

4.1.2 LCAC Engine Washes

The degree to which engine contaminants are removed by the wash water is unknown and
the amounts ofengine washes within 12 n.m. are unknown. Since there are many LCACs and
not all ofthem are operating each day or are not within U.S. waters, it will be assumed that 1
LCAC is operating each day in U.S waters and requires an engine wash. Since the gas turbine
engines are relatively clean, it is assumed that, at most, a few tablespoons ofhydrocarbon
constituents will be removed by each wash. Using these numbers, only 3-5 gallons of
hydrocarbon constituents would be released by the engine washes, per year, in U.S. waters.

4.1.3 Graywater and Air Conditioning Condensate

As discussed in section 3.2.3 above, it is estimated that 30 gallons ofgraywater can be
discharged from an LCU while the host ship is transiting to 12 n.m. LCUs are not normally

Welldeck Discharges
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cmrled onboard amphibious ships since LCACs are favored. Assuming 10 tCUs are carried
q,pll9ardships during a year, and assuming that each ship transits the 12 n.m. zone 6 times per
year~ it is estirilated that, at most, 1800 gallons ofgraywater will be released per year during
ti8nsit. These assumptions overestimate the anlounis ofgraywater produced because it is
unlikely that eachttu on aliost ship is discharging graywater at the maxirrlUm design rate
diuip.g the entire 12 n.m. transit. Graywater'produetion is likely to be much lower during transit
Q~a,UStr the tCq~rewis occupied with preParations for, or stand down from, welldeck

':',,'1', '" ' ·,,,":"111:1,,, ,,1.,,1'::111 , ' ,I,::, ",' ." . , "" ,"'" , '"

operations. In port, mass loadings ofgraywater can equal the design rate so each LCUcould
produce 180 gallons per day (32,760 gallons per year assuming 6 months in port).

, " :;ii,I'~!"!I, ", ."", " " '."., ' ': " ," II . ,", '
", aps~4!pJ1,!P~ di~y.ssi9ns in thy Refr:igeration/AC Condensate NOD Report, the

condensate discharge contains little or no constituents and insignificant mass loadings are
expected. .

II'

4.1.4 ." 'V~~icle, Equipment, and Landing Craft Washes

!"·i ',I " "ii' , "i

,Thes~w~h~sare din:cted at the ext~rnal surfaces ofvehicle~,e9.~P'J?~nt,and landing "
craft. The engine compartments are not washed. Any hydrocarbon constituents would be present
as films on exterior surfaces. Assuming that a tablespoon (29.6 mL) ofoil was present and
'kashed offper v~hicle, tanding craft, etc., arid that 1000 are washed in U.S: waters per year, only
~bOut 4 gallons ~~011 would be released per year. However, it is felt that a tablespoon is an
overesthnate oftne amount ofoil that could be removed by such washes.'

II'

I'

'4.1.5 USDA Washes and Inspections
II'

AlthQugh somewhat sirnii~ to 4.1.3' discussed above, the vehicle portion of these washes
are substantially longer and include a high-pressure wash ofthe engine compartments external to
the vehicles. ,,' However since these washes are alInost entirely performed shoreside, only the
emuent from those vehicles washed in the welldeck has the potential to enter the water.
.t1s~urnJ,ng 20 vellicles per year are given this wash while in U.S. waters, and half a pint (473 mL)
ofoil i~ remQve4Jrom each, only 1.25 gallons of oil would be released per year. However, these
asstimptionswilftend to overestimate of the amount ofoil that could be removed by such
Washes. '

,

The ,qther portion ofthis discharge, the washing of the welldeck and vehicle storage areas,
will only occur several times a year, at most, since the USDA washes and inspections are
n9rmally conducted while the ship is still overseas. Furthermore, the hydrocarbon constituents
preSent will be in the form ofsurface films so significant mass loadings are not expected.

II,

4.2 Environmental Concentrations

Since numbers that quantify the volumes and constituents ofthe various components of
this discharge are unknown and variable, concentrations cannot be perfonned with any accuracy.
However. generiUized calculations and statements regarding the mass loadings can be made
!?ased upon the known physical features of the discharge.

Welldeck Discharges
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4.2.1 Welldeck Washout

Spills from vehicle and equipment maintenance within the welldeck could potentially
result in the discharge of substances such as oil. The spills can coat the deck with a residue.
However, the spills are controlled by shipboard procedures for spill containment and clean-up.
Oilypatche~ on the decks are cleaned with a detergent.2 The small amounts ofconstituents
remaining as surface films in the welldeck do not support the production ofsignificant mass
loadings. The large water volumes involved (see 3.2.1) and the small volumes contained in the
surface films do not appear to support the production ofsignificant contaminant concentrations
in the washouts and it is not expected that they will exceed federal or state water quality criteria.
The visual criteria for oily discharges is that the discharge does not cause a sheen while the Act
to Prevent Pollution from Ships limits the oil content of the discharge to 15 parts per million
(approximately 15 mgIL). Florida has set a criterion of 5,000 micrograms per liter (~gIL) with
no visible sheen.

4.2.2 LCAC Engine Washes

Since this discharge comprises a low volume ofwater which passes through an engine
and is in contact with hydrocarbons, it is believed that water quality criteria can be exceeded. A
rough estimate ofcontaminant concentrations can be performed to check the validity of assuming
that hydrocarbon concentrations in the discharge can exceed water quality criteria It does not
seem unreasonable to assume that one teaspoon (4.9 mL) ofhydrocarbon constituents could be
deposited within the gas turbine engine and washed away in the discharge. The 4.9 mL placed in
12 gallons (45.42 L) ofwater (daily wash) will yield a hydrocarbon concentration ofabout
108,000 ppb ofoil which exceeds the Florida water quality criterion of5,000 ppb ofoil. This
rough calculation supports the assumption that water quality criteria can be exceeded. There is
also the possibility that trace amounts ofmetals could be present that exceed federal and state
water quality criteria. Furthermore, the nature ofthe detergent wash will liberate more
hydrocarbon constituents and it is still assumed that water quality criteria can be exceeded, even
though twice as much water is used.

4.2.3 Graywater and Air Conditioning Condensate

As discussed in section 3.2.3 above, it is estimated that 30 gallons ofgraywater can be
. discharged from an LCU while the host ship is transiting the 12 n.m. zone, or 180 gallons per day

in port. LCU graywater has not been sampled, but it is possible that graywater sampling data for
surface ships can be applied to the LCUs. According the Graywater NOD Report, the measur~d

concentrations of several metals in the discharge exceed ambient water quality criteria and the
estimated loadings ofnutrients, solids, and oxygen-demanding substances are high.

As discussed in section 3.2.3 above, it is estimated that 30 to 48 gallons of air
conditioning condensate can be produced each day. Based on the Refrigeration!AC Condensate
NOD Report, this discharge contains little or no constituents and has a low probability of
producing an environmental effect.

Welldeck Discharges
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4.2.5 ,,,,,,,U~PA '\V;lshes and Inspecti?ns
I, ","" ",

• IIII1'I ' 01111 ',III • ~ I "

• I~I " , "! '. ,", ,,: i.! : ,', I"" II

Ifun99ntrql1ed, discharges from the well deck could possibly have the potential to cause
an adverse enviroiunental effect because oil drippings spilled during vehicle and equipment
Iiiaintenance woUld leave an oil film on the cleck suIface. When the weiIdeck is flooded, the oil
film Can JJe \:X~h~~ from the de(;~ by the incoming water. An oil sheen could possibly be
clj~chargedwhen water within the welldeck is discharged. However, current management
practices provide for the clean-up ofoil and other substances spilled during routine maintenance.
These practices reduce the possibility ofdischarging an oil sheen.

: '1,1 ',"II

4.2.4· Vehicle, Equipment,·and Landing Craft Washes

Welldeck Discharges
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To characterize the discharge, information from various sources waS obtained. Process
information and assumptions were used to estimate the rate ofdischarge. Irifonnation to
determine the concentrations and loadings ofconstituents is not available. Table 1 shows the
sources ofdata used to develop this NOD report.

6.0 DATA SOURCES AN]) REFERENCES

4.3 ",.,., P9tential ,for lntroducing Non-Indigenous Species
~ :

, .11'

5.0

Although washes and inspections are required by the USDA for the vehicles, equipment,
landmg craft~weIideck,and vehicle storage areas, the potential for iiltroducmg non-indigenous
species exists when the washes occur in U.S. ports. The wash water effiuent could potentially
carry non-indigenous species from the ship into the water. It should be noted. that the USDA
washdowns are intende4 to prevent transfer ofnon-indigenous species to land and the viability of
any waterborne species introduced is questionable since they generally wou1d have been exposed
tQ,air f()r e~t~d~~t periods of time prior to their introduction into U.S. coastal waters (Le., for the
~ost part, these speCies would have been removed from vehicles arid deck sUrfaces and thus it
would not bea water-to-watertransfer, in contrast to species transfers from ballast water
systems).· ,

•...••.. . The dIscharge from the USDA ~ashes ofthe welldeck and vehicle storage areas will
c¢~tain dirt, d:ebri~, detergents, and hydrocarbons in concentrations that could possiblyexceed
f~eral disc~~gestaD.dardsor state water quality criteria. The washes oftheweHcleck will also
c()ntainmeta1~frOin the ship's firemain.

A.1thou~ concentrations have not been calculated, the low volumes ofwater that are
mixed with small amounts ofhyClrocarbon constituents,are not cOlisidered to exceed federal or
stp,fe water quility criteria or to have an envrronmental effect.

'I' ,: ~ ,
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d~orgia Final RegUlations. Chapter 391-3-6, Water Quality Control, as provided by The Bureau
ofNaq~naJ, Affairs, Inc., 1996. '. .

. ,.
.. . ,I:

, " ' ••", '111, '

Ii~waii. Haw~iaI!,Water Quality Standards. Section 11, Chapter 54 ofthe State Code.
! ' III I',:, I, . ,::"'!I'!iii' : " "'", '. ,: " .. !i

Mississippi. Water Quality Criteria for Intrastate, Interstate and C()astal Waters. Mississippi
Department ofEnvironmental Quality, Office ofPollution Control. Adopted November
16, 1995. .

; .,. ~

New 1ersey Final Regulations. Surface Water Quality Standards, Section 7:9]3-1, as provided by
The Bureau ofNational Affairs, Inc., 1996. .

T~xas. Tex~ Surface Water Quality Standards, Sections 307.2 - 307.10. Texas Natural
Resource Conservation Commission. Effective July 13, 1995.

'.11:

~~rginia. .Water Quality Standards. Chapter 260, Virginia Admini.strative Code (VAC) , 9 VAC
25-260. ...

:~:" ' ~ ,i!,' ,:I'" "III'I ' :' ' ,,: ' ,I, ": '" ' ,' • ii'
Washington. Water Quality Standards for Surface Waters ofthe State ofWashington. Chapter

173-~?IA,.WashingtonAdministrative Code (WAC).
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Figure 1. Basic View of an Amphibious Ship Ballasted and Deballasted



Table 1. Data Sources
"'" , "I'

Data Source
NOD Section Reported Samplin2 Estimated Eauipment Expert .

2.1 Equipment Description and X
,Opera:tio.n
, 2.2 Releases to the Environment X
2.3 Vessels Producin~ the Disc~e UNDS Database X

,3.1 Locality X
3.2 Rate X
3.3 Constituents MSDS X

,3.4 Concentrations X X
4.1 MassLQa~ X
4.2 EnvitomneDta1 Concentrations X

, 4.3 Potential. for Introducing Non- X
usSoec.ies

II'
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'II
I'
Iii
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"
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II,

II'
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Matrix of Navy Vessels and Discharges
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App,endixB
· ~~~:Navy Vessel!Discbarges !to~!beIRegal:a.~ed i

AC X X X
· AFOB 4 X X X X X

AFDB 8 X X X X X
· AFDL 1 X X X X X X

AFDM 3 X X X X X X
· AFDM 14 X X X X X X

AGER 2 X X X X X X X X

AGF 3 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

AGF 11 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
AGOR 21 X X X X X X X X X X X X

AGOR 23 X X X X X X X X X X X X

· AGSS 555 X X X X X X X X X X X
- ~

· AO 177 X X X X X X X X X X X X X

, AOE 1 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
AOE 6 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X : : ~

AP X X X X X

APL X X X X
"0 •• ~_~. __••== __ ~_.= ___ ~_~__

AR X X X X X X ......• " _.
- - "' --~ = '" == ~ ~ --¥~

ARD 2 X X X X X X X

AROM X X X X X X X

ARS 50 X X X X X X X X X X X X

AS 33 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

AS 39 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
ASOV X X X X X X X

AT X X X X X X

. -
I ~; ~

g:~

:~
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AppendixB
Navy Vessel Discharges to be Regulated

ATC X X X
BH X X X
BT X X X
BW X X X X
CA X X X X
cc x x x X
CG 47 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
CGN 36 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
CGN 38 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
CM X X X X X
CT X X X X X
CU x x x x x
CV 59 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
CV 63 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
CVN 65 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
CVN 68 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
DB X X X X
DO 963 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
DOG 51 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
DOG 993 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
DSRV-1 X X X X X X X
DSV 1 X X X X X X X
DT X X X X
OW X X X X
FFG 7 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
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App'endix.B
",,~ ~Navy Vessel!Discbargestto be,Re;gulated

~ =- ~

,~ .~ .

HH X X X

HL X X X

HS X X X

IX X X X X

IX 35 X X X X
, IX 501 X X X X

IX 308 X X X X X

LA X X X
LCAC 1 X X X X X X
LCC 19 X X X X X X X X X X X X

LCM(3) X X X X X X X
LCM(6) X X X X X X X
LCM(8) X X X X X X X

LCPt X X X X X X
, LCU 1610 X X X X X X X

LCVP X X X X X X

LH X X X X
-"'-.,. ~,. --- ===- _. ~ . LHA 1 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X _~. _ =. =_. __ 0.-

LHD 1 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

LPD 4 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
LPD 7 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
LPD 14 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

!LPH .2 X X X X X X X X X X X X X

LSD 36 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

LSD 41 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X



AppendixB
Navy Vessel Discharges to be Regulated

~: . . ... . , . ,. :

~'<

LSD 49 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

LST 1179 X X X X X X X X X X X

MC X X X X

MCM 1 X X X X X X X X X X X X X
MHC 51 X X X X X X X X X X X X
ML X X X X

MM X X X X

MW X X X X
NM X X X X

NS X X X X X X X X
PB X X X X X X X
PBR X X X X X X X
PC X X X X X X X X X X X
PE X X X X
PF X X X X
PG X X X X
PK X X X X
PL X X X X X X
PR X X X X
PT X X X X
RB X X X X X X

RX X X X X X X
5B X X X

5C X X X X
SES 200 X X X X X X
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App,endixB
I~ Navy Vess,e} Discharges to be,Regl:l:l:a1ted; I l
"':F=

f

I~

I~
~ "-

i = x x
x x

~ "'"~ x x x x x x x x x x x X
SSN 637 X X X X X X X X X X X X
SSN 640 X X X X X X X X X X X X

§

SSN X, 671 X X X X X X X X X X X
SSN 688 X X X X X X X X X X X X

~

ST X X X X
TC X X X X
TO X X X X
TR X X X X X X X

~ UB X X X X X X ~

VP x x x x ~

we x x x X
I ~

WH X X X X ~

~

~

WT X X X X
YC x x x

. ~ .= --" =- ".
- -- YCF X X X -_.. -"=•• - ~ ="-

YCV x x x -

YO X X X
YOT X X X
YFB X N X X X
YFN X X X
YFNB X X X
YFNO X X X

~

t
,",c
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AppendixB
Navy Vessel Discharges to be Regulated

;"" '.. ,~

YFNX X X X

YFP X X X

YFRN X X X

YERT X X X X

YfU 83 X X X X X

YFU 91 X X X X X

YGN 80 X X X X X

YL X X X X

YLC X X X X

YM X X X X

YMN X X X

YNG X X X

YO 65 X X X X X X X

YOG 5 X X X X X X X

YOGN X X X X X

YON X X X X

YOS x x x x
YP 654 X X X X X X X

YP 676 X X X X X X X

YPD X X X

YR X X X

,YRB X X X

YRBM X X X

YRDH X X X

YRR X X X

B-7



Ap'p'endix B
Navy VesselJ)!iscbarges to be Regu.l:ated

-:i
~ ; I- ---~

~ ~

YRST X X X
--

YSD 11 X X X X X X X
~

YSR X X X

YTB 752 X X X X X X X

YTB 756 X X X X X X X

YTB 760 X X X X X X X

YTl 422 X X X X X X X
..,.

YTM X X X X X

YTT9 X X X X X X X X

YWN X X X X

"'--

:~



AppendixB
Navy Vessel Discharges Not to be Regulated

AC
AFDB 4 X X
AFDB 8 X X
AFDL 1 X X
AFDM 3 X X
AFDM 14 X X
AGER2 X X X X
AGF 3 X X X X X X X X
AGF 11 X X X X X X X X
AGOR 21 X X X X X
AGOR 23 X X X X X
AGSS 555 X X X X
AO 177 X X X X X X X
AOE 1 X X X X X X X X

AOE 6 X X X X X X X X
AP X
APL X X X
AR X

.ARD 2 X X X
ARDM X X X
ARS 50 X X X X X X X

AS 33 X X X X X X X

AS ,39 X X X X X X X
ASDV X

AT X X
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Appcnd.ixB
I Navy Ves:s.eJ Di:scbarges,Not tOlbe.:Regulla,ted I

x x x x x
x x x x x
x x x x x
x x x x x

x x x x
x x x x
x x x x

x
x

~

_ii! ~

~.,.-

;r. -

~:

~-

ATC
BH
BT
BW

CA
CC
CG 47

CGN 36

CGN 38

CM

CT
CU

CV 59

CV 63

CVN 65

CVN 68

DOG 51

DOG 993

DSRV-1

DSV 1

DT
OW

x

x x
x x
x x

x

x
x x x
x x x
x x x x
x x x x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

i



Appendix B
Navy Vessel Discharges Not to be Regulated

HH
HL

HS

IX

IX 35

IX 501 X
IX 308 X
LA

LCAC 1

LCC 19 X X X X X X X
LCM(3) X X
LCM(6) X X
LCM(8) X X
LCPL X
LCU 1610 X X X X
LCVP X
LH

LHA 1 X X X X X X X X
LHD 1 X X X X X X X X
LPD 4 X X X X X X X X

.LPD 7 X X X X X X X X
LPD 14 X X X X X X X X

.LPH 2 X X X X X X X X
LSD ·36 X X X X X X X X
LSD 41 X X X X X X X X

B-ll .
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AppendixB
Navy Vessel Discharges Notto be Regulated

SLWT X

SS
SSBN 726 X X X X X X X X X

SSN 637 X X X X X X X X X

SSN 640 X X X X X X X X X

SSN 671 X X X X X X X X X

SSN 688 X X X X X X X X X

ST
TC
TO
TR X X

UB X

VP
WB
WH
WT
YC
YCF
YCV
YO
YOT
YFB X X

YFN X X

.YENB
YFNO X x

B-13



x
x
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x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x
x

Apl(l,endixB
~Navy;~VesselDischarges!Notitolbe Regulated

YRDH

YO 65

YGN 80

YOGN

YOG 5

YFP

YFRT

YLC
YL

YNG

YMN
YM

YFU 91

YPD

YRB
YRBM

YRR

,YR

. YFRN

. YON

. YP 676

.. YFU 83

.~. YOS

YP 654

.===. "---.;-.-=----='; =.-

"='" ~.
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AppendixB
Navy Vessel Discharges Not to be Regulated

YRST

YSD 11 X

YSR
YTB 752 X

YTB 756 X

YTB 760 X

YTL 422 X

VTM
YTT .9 X

YWN

B-15
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Appendix C
Matrix of MSC Vessels and Discharges

C-l



. .. ·'ApP'endix C
MSCVess,el Discharges to be Reglliated

~

26 X X X X X X X X X X
AFS 1 X X X X X X X X X X X
AG 194 X X X X X X X X X X

... AGM 22 X X X X X X X X X X X
• AGOS 1 X X X X X X X X X X X X

AGOS 19 X X X X X X X X X X X X
AGS 26 X X X X X X X X X X X X X
AGS 45 X X X X X X X X X X X X X

. AGS 51 X X X X X X X X X X X X X
AGS 60 X X X X X X X X X X X X X
AH 19 X X X X X X X X X X X X X
AO 187 X X X X X X X X X X X X X
ARC 7 X X X X X X X X X X X
ATF 166 X X X X X X X X X X X X X

:1
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AppendixC
MSC Vessel Discharges Not to be Regulated

AE 26 X X X X X X X

AFS 1 X X X X X X X
AG 194 X X X X X X X
AGM 22 X X X X X X X

AGOS 1 X X X X X
AGOS 19 X X X X X

AGS 26 X X X X X X
AGS 45 X X X X X
AGS 51 X X X X X
AGS 60 X X X X X
AH 19 X X X X X X X
AO 187 X X X X X X
ARC 7 X X X X X X X
ATF 166 X X X X X

C-3





AppendixD
Matrix of Coast Guard Vessels and Discharges
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AP'P'CDdix D
Coast Guardl;Vessel Di:scbargeslto belRegulated

ANB X X X X
ANB(X) X X X X
ATB X X X X

BU X X X X

BUSL X X X X

FR X X X X

LC X X X X
MCB X X X X

MLB X X X X

MSB X X X X
PSB X X X X
PWB X X X X
RHIB X X X X
RHIL X X X X

RHIM X X X X

SKI X X X X

=-- - _. '-...-'"=.= "=. _"0· .~ ~ SPC x x x X

SRB X X X X

TANB X X X X

UTB X X X X

UTL X X X X

W/P X X X X
WAGB290 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
WAGB 399 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
WHEC378 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

~~

~c

D-2 ~---



AppendixD
Coast Guard Vessel Discharges to be Regulated

WIX295 X X X X X X X

WLB 180A X X X X X X X

WLB 180B X X X X X X X

WLB 180C X X X X X X X

WLB225 X X X X X X X

WLl100A X X X X X X X

WLl100C X X X X X X X
WLl65303 X X X X X X X

WLl65400 X X X X X X X

WLiC 100 X X X X X X X
WLiC 160 X X X X X X X

WLiC 75A X X X X X X X
WLiC 75B X X X X X X X
WLiC 75D X X X X X X X

WLM 157 X X X X X X X

WLM 551 X X X X X X X
WLR 115 X X X X X X

WLR65 X X X X X X

WLR75 X X X X X X X

WMEC 210A X X X X X X X X X X X X X

WMEC210B X X X X X X X X X X X X X

WMEC213 X X X X X X X X X X X X X
WMEC230 X X X X X X X X X X X X X
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D-4

o ~ _

.. Appendix D' 5

,,Coas,~ Guard Vessel Discharges"to be Regulated

WMEC270B X X X X X X X X X X X X X

WP x x x x x X

WPB 110A X X X X X X X X

WPB 110B X X X X X X X X

WPB 110C X X X X X X X X

WPB 82C X X X X X X X X
WPB82D X X X X X X X X

WTGB 140 X X X X X X X

WYTL65A X X X X X X X
WYTL65B X X X X X X X
WYTL65C X X X X X X X
WYTL65D X X X X X X X _' .;c,= ~



AppendixD
Coast Guard Vessel Discharges Not to be Regulated

ANB(X)

ATB

BU
BUSL
FR
LC
MCB

MLB

MSB
PSB
PWB

RHIB

RHIL

RHIM

SKI
SPC
SRB

TANB
UTB

UTL
W/P
WAGB290

WAGB399
x
x

x
x

x
x

D-5
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Ap:preadix D
'Cosist,lGlta.rd;Ves:s'el Di:scbauges NoUo;be Regulated i

~.

:.::.

WHEC378

WIX295

WLB 180A

WLB 180B

WLB 180C

WLB 225

WLI100A

WLI100C

WLI 65303

WLl65400

WLIC 100

WLiC 160

WLIC75A

WLIC75B

WLIC75D

WLM 157
,~ WLM551

WLR 115

WLR65

WLR75

WMEC210A

WMEC210B

WMEC213

WMEC 230

x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
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AppendixD
Coast Guard Vessel Discharges Not to be Regulated

WMEC270A X X X X X X

WMEC270B X X X X X X

WP x x x X

WPB 110A X X X X

WPB 110B X X X X

WPB 110C X X X X

WPB82C X X X X
WPB 82D X X X X

WTGB 140 X X X X

WYTL65A X X X X

WYTL65B X X X X

WYTL65C X X X X

WYTL65D X X X X
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AppendixE
Matrix of Army Vessels and Discharges

E-l



x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x
x
x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x x
x x x x
x x
x x
x x
x x
x x
x x
x x
x x
x x
x x x x
x x x x x
x x x x x
x x x x
x x x x x
x' x
x x
x x x x
x x x x
x x
x x

App,endixE
." Army,Yess,el Discharges/ito be Regulated

x

x
x

x

x

x
x

BC

FB

BD

J·BOAT

BG

HF

LCM·8 MODO

CF

CHI

LCU·2000

BK

LCM-8 MOD 1

LT-128

SLWT

LCU-1600

LT-100

LSV

PB

Q-BOAT

ST-45

ST-65

T-BOAT

i.
~~.,.. - - .... ; ~ .... =_ ..• "'.=

WORKBOATS x



AppendixE
Army Vessel Discharges Not to be Regulated

BC X
BD X X X
BG X
BK X
CF X X
CHI X X
FB X X
HF X X
J-BOAT X X
LCM·8 MODO X X
LCM·8 MOD 1 X X
LCU-1600 X X X
LCU-2000 X X X X X
LSV X X X X
LT-100 X X X X X
LT-128 X X X X X
PB X
Q-BOAT X X
ST-45 X X
ST-65 X X
SLWT X X
T-BOAT X X
WORKBOATS
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AppendixF
Matrix of Marine Corps Vessels and Discharges
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AppendixG
Matrix of Air Force Vessels and Discharges
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